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MITA& CURRICULUM YATERIALS

Tlie military-developed curriculum
materialc in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissent-

ination to the six re4idna1 Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseminating these courses was to make curriculummaterials

developed by the military more accessible to vocational

educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either cmitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These course packages oantain

curriculum resource materials which can oe adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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Course Oescription

This course was designed to provide the fundamentals of photography for apprentice {semi-skilled) still photographers. A list of duties performed by
apprentice photographers follows:

Preparetfor still photographic assignments
Accomplishes still photography
Operates still photographic cameras and laboratory equipment
Processes film
Accomplishes photographic reproduction
Mixes and controls chemistry
Produces prints

This course consists of four volumes organized around criterion objectives with accompanying volume review exercises keyed to the objectives. Some
chapters were deleted because they referred to specific military procedures cd organization.

Volume 1 General Subjects contains two chapters discussing photographic safety and environmental protection. Five additional
chapters were deleted because they deal with military organization and forms.

Voiume 2 Still Photographic Fundamentals contains six chapters on sensitized black and white film materials, photographic exposure,
still motion picture caMeras, photographic optics, available and supplemental light, and photographic filters.

Volume 3 Processing and Printing of Black-and-White Materials contains seven chapters covenng conventional chemistry for black-and-
white photographs, black-and-white film processing, film finishing, black-and-white sensitized print material, emulsion printing,
and print material processing; and print finishing techniques.

Photographic Application contains six chapters covering the principles of photographic comhsition, reproduction photography.
photographic assignments, operating photographic laboratory equipment, color photography, and photographic quality contro1:4

Each chapter contains criterion objectives, readings, and criterion test items. The volume review exercises have no answers, but the,questions are keyed
to the objective numbers for student self-study and review. This course would best be used in a laboratory or on-the-job learning situation. It provides

the fundamentals of still photography, but doei, not include practice activities.

Volume 4
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Preface
TH E Fl RS T OLU M E of C DC 23132. Apprenin e Still Photographic Specialist, is
designed to help qualify you for the duties and responsibilities.of an Air Fdrce
apprentice photographic speciahst Volume 1 contains- information on career
progression. security . photographic safety. technical publications, supply

responsibilities and traming. photographic laboratories administration, and
en% ironmental protection

In Chapter I. you learn about progressing in the Audio% isual Career.Field and your
duties and responsib,ilities.

Chapter 2 is de% cited to communications security (transmission securny). In this
chapter you are shown the %anous ty pes of security classifications. how to deal v;ith
certain ty pes of security situations. and how to corr ct them We will also cover voice
communications and the methods and manner whtch classified information is
transmitted.

Chapter 3 chscusses photographic safety . This chapter co%ers electrical hazards.
chemical safety . and compressed lases. It is extremely important JO yott since it
concerns )our physical well-being.

Chapter 4 deals w ith technical order pubhcations It co% ers uses of indexes, technical
manuals. and methods of researchmg commerctal publications.

Chapter 5. Supply Responsibilities and Training. points out problems concerning
the control of equipment \and the training of airmen This chapter gncs you a better
understanding of some ot \lie problems your super% isor has to cope with.

Chapter 6 is concerned v. h photographic laboratories administration and covers
copy right and reproduction restnctions. use of forms, planning of missions. and the
filing and lettering of negatnes

Chaptcr 7 concerns the current problem of en% ironmental protection and the
attitude of the Air Force to this problem. Siker reco% ery methods which save a vital
national resource are also discussed.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subiect matter of this text.
or recommendations for its imprmement. send`them to Tech Tng Cen TTOC. Lowry
AFB CO 80230. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit corrections for
typographical or other trrors.

If you have questions on course enrollment or ad mmistration. or on any of ECfs
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development. Behaioral Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise. and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer. or NCO. as appropnate If he can't ar&rer your questions, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118. preferably on ECI Form 17. Student Request for

' Assistance.

This volume is alued at 9 hours (3 points).

Material in this volume is technically accurate. adequate,vd current as of May
1975.

111 Eft
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CHAPTER 3

Photographic Safety

ACC1DE FS DO \ OT, happen without cause.
Accident records show that of all accidents. 88
percent are caused by unsafe acts of people. 10
percent h unsafe conditions that people allow to
exist. and only 2 percent by natural disasters The
identification. isolation. and control of these causes
form ilk backbone of accident pret ention
programs

Certain phases of photographic work hat e a
potential tor producing accidents. Some of the work
is performed in total darkness or under extrernely
low let els of illumination. Many photographtc
processes require the use of chemicals that. if used
improperly. can cause serious injuries. Howe\ er. if
you are aware of the potential danger. and if you
exercise the satety precautions cotered in this text.
the chances ot y our being int oh, ed in an accident
are extremely Wmited

You should begin to detelop good safety habits
now Accidents result in pain and suffering, needless
waste of manpower and materials, and could result
in failure to carry out the assigned mission of the
unit. For this reason. safety is stressed throughout
y our training. Protect yourself from possible
accidents by pay ing close attention to the prescribed
safety policies and procedures. To do the job right.
ou must do it safely
The follow ing text information cot ering

electrical. chemical. compressed gas. and
mechanical safety, is meant to help you deal with
some of the more common safety problems you may
encounter

3-1. Electrical Hazards

ln a still photographic facility. you are
continuously working with electrical equipment.
Although adequate training in equipment operation
and proper instruction in safety requirements can

help to reduce accidents caused 13> electIlcity. thete
is still the possibil* of human errorthat
incalculable "something- that makes ground safety
programs necessary. Often airmen are so
thoroughly familiar with their assigned tasks that
they become negligent and their negligence results
in preventable accidents.

008. Specify the actions that should be t?ken to
reduce electrical hazards.

Many items ot equipment used in a photographic
facility are electrically powered. To reduce the
possibility of electrical shOck. burns, and equipment
damage when using this equipment. special safety
precautions should be taken. For safe operation.
ou should check potter cords for worn or frayed

insulation, loose connections, and broken parts.
You should regularly check electrical equimeni to
insure that it is properly grounded. Be sure that all
power cords hat e polarized, three-prong plugs
attached. You can reduce the chances of being
shocked by remot mg items of jewelry such as rings.
watches. and bracelets before operating machines.

Oterloading electrical circuits is extremely
dangerous and is not permitted at any time. AU

.ststems Installed in Air Force installations are
equipped with fuses. circuit breakers. or other
approt ed means 16 prevent accidental overloading.
I:se only fuses ot the proper capacity. Never, under
any circuthstances. use tinfoil, solder.'or. other
materials in place of a fuse.

12

To illustrate the care that must be taken to
%It ercome electrical safety hazards. the following
schedule of regular inspections of wiring in portable
laboratories is given.
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EZercise (008):

1 Which of the following actions should be taken

toreduce electrical hazards'

se polari7ed. three-prong plugs
b. Hav e personnel near 'metal identification

bracelets at all times.
c 0% erload circuits.
d. 1.-se circuit-breakers
e Perform regular inspections.
f Use tinfoil as fuses.

3-2. Chemical Safety

Some of the chemicals used in photography are
onl) skin irritants, but others can cause more

serious injuries. All chemicals should be regarded as

potential poisons and should be handled with
caution. Acids and caustic alkalies are dangerous

and can cause severe burns if the) come into contact

with the skin. Some chemicals generate heat and

ma) start fires when in contact with other materials.
The folloning fules are to get you started thinking

and practicing chemical safety.

009. From a list of statements, select those that
represent correct practices when working with
photographic chemicals.

Here are some of the precautions you should Cake

when handling or mixing photographic chemicals:
a. Never smell a chemical directly from the

bottle. Instead, hold the bottle at a little distance

13

from your nose and sniff its odor cautiously rather

than inhaling deepl).
b. Never taste a chemical.
(. Handle all chemicals cautiousI): some can

produce burns or skin irritations.
d When necessar). wear proper protective

equipment and clothing ,When working with
caustic chemicals or acids. wear a rubber apron.
rubber gloves, and goggles. If you are mixing
pondered chemicals., use a respirator to prevent
inhaling the dust.

e. When diluting strong acid w ith water, add the
acid slowly to the water while stirring continuously:
otherwise, the solution may boil violently and
splatter on your face and hands:s.vsing serious

'burns. Remember: ALWAYS ADD ACID.
f Be sure that the chemical mix room or area.

w here you are going to mix chemicals, is well
ventilated. The fumes or dust from some chemicals

can be ver) irntating to your nose and eyes as well as

harmful to photographic' sensitized materials.

g. Store chemicals in airtight containers in a
cool. dr) place away from photograp1 sensitized
materials. Chemical fumes and v pors may
deteriorate paper and film emulsions. See that
chemical containers are properly labeled.

h. If acids. caustic, or toxic chemicals are spilled

on a person. remove hisClothing, flush the affected

parts with copious quantities of water, and get
medical help immediately. In the case of ingestion of

any type -of chemical. seek medical attention
immediately. Do not attempt to introduce liquids or

to irtduce vomitin2.



Exercise (009):

I Which of the following statements indicate
correct practices ol dealing v. 1th chemical
haia rd s''

c.

%% hen mixing powdered chemicals. you
should w ear a respirator
I he bpt way to idenot y a chemical is to taste
It

When mixing an acid. ou should add the
water to the acid.

d Chemicals should be stored in airtight
containers

e pon s allowing a chemical. y ou should seek
medical attention.

3-3. -Compressed Gases

In some still photographic facilities, compressed
gases. such as riitrogen or compressed air. arc used
daily Though. not lethal in themselv es. these

compressed gases do pose a special type of safety
hazard

010. Cite tw o potential safety hazardssassociated
with the use of compressed nitrogen gas.

The most frequently used form of compressed gas
is nitrogen. Nitrogen is an bdorless. colorless.
tasteless, and chemically inert gas w hich is neither
corrosive. explosive, nor flammable. Compressed
nitrogen is used for gaseous-burst agnation.
I Gaseous-burst agitation requires the release of a
burst of nitrogen gas at controlled inter\ als through
a series of tiny holes located in a distributor device
placed at the bottom of a processing tank. When
correctly monitored and first released, the nitrogen
burst imparts a sharp displacement pulse. muchlike
a piston. to the entire processing solution. Then, as
the bubbles make their way to the surface of the
solution. a locallied agitation action is provided
around each bubble. By virtue of their great
numbers and the random paths made to the surface.
the nitrogen bubbles provide effective agitation at
the' surfaces of film or paper suspended in the
solution.)

In some laboratories. cy linders of compressed air
are used in equipment ha% ing air bearings. air
squeegees. or pneumatic systems.

After w hat has just been said. ou might wonder
how compressed gas could produce a situation that
could be hazardous to y ou. Actually . it can be
dangerous in two ways. First, since it is compressed.
there is quite a large ol ume of gas present in the
container. If it is released in a confined area where

14

there is a lack of adequate ventilation. nitrogen gas
could easily asphy xiate a.w orker. Since nitrogen is
odorless. colorless. and tasteless, it would be almost
impossible to identify the haiardous situation until
it was too late Good ventilation and carelül
inspection to insure that hoses and fittings arc in
good condition and properly connected will
eliminate this potential ha/ard.

Secondly . because the gas is compressed. its
container h a source in danger It must be handled
carefully to av ()I'd being damaged. If the top is
cracked orlKoken. the escaping gas would turn the
cylinder into a deadly projectile. Although
accidents occur infrequently . the possibility exists.
so remember to handle the gas cylinders with care

Exercise (010):

I. From the I ollow ing list. choose the tw o potential
safety haiards associated with compiressed
nitrogen gas

a. The gas could Lause asphy xiation
b The cyhnder could release lethal gas.
c. The cy linder could become an unguided

missile
d. The cy tinder could burst into flames.

3-4. Conecting and -Dlsoonneoting Tanks of
Compressed Gas

At times. it may be necessary fo you to
disconnect an empty gas cy Under and conn'èçt a full
cy under to complete y our mission. Therefo e. you
should know the proper procedures before try ing to
do this task The following paragraphs are a
summation of the procedures described in TO
5.135 .1 2.

011. Indicate the procedures used to connect tanks
of compressed gas.

-Conhecting,Tanks of Compressed Gas. 1 he first
step in connecting a new gas cylinder is to crack or
open the valv e slightly. This will blo v. any dust or
debris out cm the valve. After re-closing the valve;
attach the regulator or union You nu4st insure that
thread§ on the regulator or union are the same as
those on the cy finder valve. If the.fittings are hard to
turn, do not force them. Check to be certain that the
thrcads are correct and are not damaged. Threads
must be of the same ty pe andlave the same number
of threads per inch to be engageable and to produce
a satisfactory seal. After attaching the regulator to
the cy linder alv e. check to see that the adjusting
screw on the regulator is released before opening the



c%linder % al% e When this is done. the lines can be

connected to the regulator
Disconnecting Tanks 'of Compressed Gas. The

procedures tor disconnecting tanks of compressed

gas are basically the rekerse of connecting the tanks.

Howe% er. cracking the cy linder valve is not

necessary .

Exercise (011):

I I 1st. in sequence. the steps in connecting a

compressed gas cy finder.

3-5. Mechanical Safety

ith any type of equipment. there is always an

inherent safety problem to be coped v. ith. Trimmers

ha% e sharp edges that can cut: processing machines

hate gears that can pinch The list of potential
dangers is limitless Howe% er. an alert individual.

ollow ing the established safety practices. can a% oid

becoming a % ictim of these hazards. Remember.

most satety rules are established as a result of

someone's unfortunate experience Don't y ou

pros idc a reason for making a new rule.

012. Identify conditions, common to all machine

operations, that might lead to personal injury. .

rhe follow ing information is togiseyou ideas tor

establishing the tY pe of work habits that will reduce

the possibility of mishap 'and injusry.

Plan your Work. The more thoroughly you plan

y our work. the more hkely ou are to do it properly

and safely. When you perform a task without first
planning for it. y ou usually' do many unnecessary

operations. make many 'mistakes. and use many

unsafe proeedures. Since efficiency and safety are

tw o of y our most important considerations, it is

essential that you plan your work thoroughly before

ou do it. During this preoperational planning. you

should organize all operations necessary to

complete the work properly. efficiently, and safely.

The most Important idea to bear in mind w hen

planning a job is to check all pertinent safety
Instructions. These 'may concern materials such as

protecti% e clothing, machine guards, or thebtype of

equipment you are using. Be sure to study safety
instructions carefully./especially if you art doing a

job for the first time. As you begin work each day,

es en on comparatively simple tasks that you are
familiar with, plan ahead to be sure all pertinent

safety principles are obsened. If protective devices

are required, have them available.

Discipline Yourself During Work. You know
from your basic military training and classroom

training how important good discipline is. whether

It is in close order drill or in a classroom project. It is

es en more important w hen there is a threat to your

personal safety e are not saYing that your job is
extremely hazardous. It is hazardous only when you
don't work safdy That is why you must have
discipline.

Just what does good discipline ha%e to do with

you and safety on the job? Perhaps we can best

Illustrate this by an example. Let's say that you are

operating a processor. The local operating in-

structions tell you ne%er to remove the side panels

unless the 'machine is turned off. This is to prevent

getting hands or loose clothing caught in moving
gears. However. y ou's e done the job so many times

that you know ou can remove the cover without
getting caught in the gears. So you ignore that
caution and lea%e the machine running while
remo% ing the co% er Chances are you may get by

with it once or maybe several times. However, you

are just possibly betting your arm that you can get

by with breaking the law of good discipline. You

knms, better. but since "old Sarge" isn't there to
enforce the law. y ou think you can get away with

shortening the procedure. You may cheat on safety

some of the time. but rarely all ot the time. without

getting caught Remember. once may be too often

Stay Alert. Another basic principle of safety is

alertness Constant alertness is definitely a prime

requisite in at oiding accidents. 'Fundamentally;
alertness nieans pay ing attention. not just now and

then, but all of the time. Unless you pay close

attention to what you're doing at all times. you
undoubtedly end up doing something wrong: again.

you hae a situation in which an accident may

happen.
The enemies of alertness are external and internal

distractions-- things that occur outside of you and

things that occur inside of you, either mentally or

physically.
Perhaps. the most serious disturbances are those

that y ou and your buddies create. It is inexcusable

for ou or your buddy to do anything that could

cause you or someone else to have an accident. This

type of external distraction usually takes the form of

horseplay
There are quite a few kinds of internal

distractions that may destroy alertness. Whether

they are mental or physical. the number of possible
internal distractions is just too many to cover in

detail. However, let us talk about a couple of them

so that we can see the importance of keeping
mentally and physically alert while on duty.



A mental distraction is perhaps most often caused
by thinking about personal problems rather than
concentrating on w hat y op are doing. This % iolates
the principle of alertness. The reason that mental
distractions are especially hazardous it that it is
impossible for most people to pay attention to more
than one thing at a ume. Unless y ou are a rare
exception. you had better forget about personal
problems while working. If y opr personal problems
are so great that they interfere with your work, let
y our super% isor know. He may be able to help you
sok e them Don't let y our personal problems make
ou cause an accident that damages or, hurts

somebody . This w ould create e% en bigger pFoblems

Another common mental distraction is

daydreaming. This.is particularly dangerous, since
y our mmd can become completely absorbed in the
pleasantness of a daydream. and your alertness is
destroy ed There are N ery few of us w ho haven't
occasionally been caught napping by a sudden
emergency that we otherwise would have seen.
Don't permit idle thoughts to destroy alertness. It
can cause an accident.

r
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The other kinds of internal distractions are

physical. The most pre%alent kinds are fatigue,
se%ere pain, and illness. Most of us take care of
se%ere pain and illness. or at least we should. The
problem of fatigue cannot always be eliminted.
When you become fatigued. y ou should recognize it
and not let it go too far before you inform your
supervisor.

Exercise (012):

f. From the follow ing list.r, identify conditions
common to all machine operations that might
lead to personal mjury.

a.

b.

c.

d.

f.

Organizing work operations.
Planning a camping trip while operating a
paper cutter.
Keeping physically fit.
Disi egarding operating instructions.
Poor work planning.
Mental distractions.



MODIFICATIONS

6 irodG of this publication has (have) been deleted in
)

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation.of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

'and Technical Education." Deleted Material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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CHAPTER,7

Environmental Protection

EN, \ I RO\MEN FAL pollution is the presence of
physical. chemical. and biological elements that
adv ersely attect all hing things Pollution affects
human health, alters ecological balances. affects
animal arid plant lite. and causes detenoration of
man-made obiects. It includes noise. improper solid

aste management. and other things
con\ entionally thoueht of as pollutants '

Pollution is an economic. technical. and social
problem. It is a problem because the earth and its
inhabitants hav e only a limited supply of air and

ater \ hen these are gone. or contaminated to the
point w here they can no longer support Me, all

ing things on earth. as we know them. will
become extinct. Only recently hav e we become
aware of the consequences ot poisoning these two
life-sustaining substances. Because, of this
awareness. much has been done to la the
eroundu ork for legislation to control water and air
pollution.

The Ret use Act of 1899 requires that a permit be
tibtained before inually any substance other than
sewage i discharged into most streams. riv ers,
lakes. or other bodies of water. Failure to do so
constitutes a criminal offense. Air Force personnel
responsible for iolating this act can be criminally
prosecuted.

The Clean Air Act requires Federal
installations to comply with Federal. state.

interstate. and local requirements for the control
and abatement of air pollution. This is more than
Just meeting air quahty standards For example. it
means that it is necessary to apply for state permits
w here activ ales such as fire-fighting training
requires Mate approval.

In this chapter. we discuss the env ironmental
protection program of the Air Force with particular
emphasis on photographic facilities. In light of this
eoal. we also discuss reclaiming silver from fixing
'baths.

7-1. Environmental Protection Programa

As explained in AFR 19-1. Pollution Abatement

and Envn onmental Qualiti. env ironmental
pollution is the presence ot physical. chemical. and
biological elements or agent that adv ersely affect

human health or welfare. unfav orably alter
ecological balances of importance to, human life.
adv,ersely, affect species of animal or plant life, cause

damage to and deterioration of manmade materials
or property , or degrade the utility of the

env ironment for aesthetic and recreation purposes.
Control ot env ironmental pollution requires
consideration ot air. water. and land. and must
extend to noise. improper solid waste management.
and electromagnetic energy. as w ell as things
con. entionally thought of as polhitants

027. From a list of possible environmental
practices, identify those which are consistent with
Air Force policy.

Die Federal Water Pollutiorl Control Act. the
Ckan Air Act. and other recent Federal legislation
require that Federal installations, comply with
Federal. state. and local legislation covering
pollution. The Air Force, therefore. is actively
in\ olved in pollution control.

Air Force env ironmental policy encompasses the
following principles'

a. Eliminate or control environmental pollutants
generated by :or resulting trom Air Force operations
or from contsactor operations on real property
owned. leaserd. or controlled by the Air Force
consistent with the overall missiop of the Air Force.

h. Lead in pro enting. controlling, and abatng
env ironmental pollution by accelerating corrective
measures .at Air Force installations, and by
initiating and supporting local area programs of
local communities in de\ eloping area-pollution
abatement programs.

r. Pros ide preventive pollution control by: (1)
reducing or eliminating waste at the point of
generation. (2) considering potential environmental
pollution control problems when selecting chemical
compounds and material to be used n Air Force



operations. and (3) including pollution abatement

an element, in specifications.
d. Dispose of discharge pollutants in a manner

!bat will not. directly or indirectly. expose people to

concentrat,ons of any substance hazardous to

health.
e Insure that contracts for disposal of waste

,:ontain prov ;mons which require the disposal
-nethod to be in accordance with applicable local.

state. and or Federal criteria and standards.

I Install facilities or establish procedures to
'ore% ent heated water from- increasing stream

ehiperatures above acceptable limits.
g. Install treatment facilities w here local facilities

are not adequate.
h Insure that all materials (including solid fuels.

ashes. petroleum products. and other chemical and

Nological agents) are used. stoied. and handled to

oid or minimize the possibilities of water and/air

pollution.
The Role of the Base Photo Lab. The base photo

laboratory has an important role in carrying out the

Air Forces env ironmental protection policies. The

discharge of photographic solutions and waste into

the sewage sy stem poses a problem. A laboratory

can promote safe disposal by making sure that the
photographic .solunt.fis aikcLwaste are well mixed

wrth water. If large arhounts must be discharged. as

,v hen processing machines are drained, it would be

hest t(tcollect the solutions in stand tanks and then

,:ontrol the outflow.
1 he photographic laboratory makes a vital

,:ontribution through the silv er recovery program
The...regeneration of sils er-laden fixing baths and

the recovery of silver from black-and-white films

say es a ital national resource and reduces the

amount ot siker-laden waste that is discharged,

Exercise (027):

I- Which of the following practices are
with Air Force policy?

a Establishment of treatment facilities.
Pollution disposal mefhods may violate local

laws.
Reduction of waste atahe point offeneration.
Expose local residents to mercurY' poisioning.

The discharge of large amounts ofsilver from

base photographic 'operations.

7-2. Silver Recovery Units

The annval tioductiOn of silver in the United

States accounts foi' only 25 percent of the Nation's

industrial requirements. The balance must be

4 I

0 -

obtained through purchase from foreign countries.

1 his has an adverse etfect on the Balance of
Payments Program. The photographic jndustry

uses approximately 43,000.000 troy ounces (12 troy

ounces to a pound) of silver per year. The Air Force

is a major consumer of photographic pr-oslucis.

Therefore. recovery of silver from expended
photographic materiaU is ital in the interest of
national economy. conservation of a critical

material, environmental protection. and alley iation

of the gold flow problem.
Silver is as ailable for recovery from tu o main

sources in the photographic field. One source is

various exhausted processing solutions. The other is

expended films, papers. and some printed plates.

028. Cite the athantages and disadvantages of
equipment used in silver recovery from fixing
solutions.

Fixing baths used in black-and-white and color

processing are rich sources of silver. The purpose of

the fixing bath is to convert uneXposed.

undo eloped silver halides to water-sOlul;le

'compounds that can be remov ed from theemulsion.

When black-and-w hite films are processed. up to 80

percent of the siker in the emulsion dissoh es out

and remains m solution in the fixing bath The
remainder of the siker forms the image In color

processing. all of the metallic silv er in the film is
converted to a silver salt in the bleach and is

reino ed in the subsequent fixing bath.
Primary Fixers. The primary fixers used in Air

Force photographic processing are ammonium

thiosulfate and sodium thiosulfate, described thus.

a. Ammonium thiosulfate fixers are exhausted

primarily by dilution. Dilution is caused by
chemicals carried into the bath by the film and, in

turn, fixer ingredients are carried out. The fixing

rate of ammonium thiosulfate is'affected very little

by the silver concentration. so continuous recovery
of silver does nor extend its life. The Justification for

recovery is the silver Itself. Also. with continuous
silver recos ery. all films enter the wash containing

ery little residual silver. Since the washing rate is
extremely sensitive to the presenee of silver, films

ith low residual silver wash more quickly and have

superior archival properties.
h. Films fixed w ith sodium thiosulfate have wash

properties similar to those fixed with ammonium
thiostilfate: however, sodium thiosulfate is affected

more by silver buildup and is more sensitive to its

removal. Continuous silv er 'recovery keeps the

fixing time short and, more importantly, increases

the fixer life by approximately 50 percent.

I



Methods of. Sther Recovery from Fixer
Solutions. there are three primary methods for
reLovering siker from used fixer solutions. These
are elect roly tic. metallic replacement, and chemical
precipitation.

Dean) btu.; in the electrolytic. method of'
recovery. siker is removed frOin fixintliths by
passing a controlled, direct electrical 4rent
between two electrodes (a cathode and an anode)
that are hung in the Tolutions..Sik er is deposited on
the cathode in the form of a nearly pure silv er plate.
the cathodes are removed penodically. and the
silver is stripped off. lintain the ,,highest

efficiency and recovery sther content of the
solution and amperage of t e electrical current are
constantly monitored electronically. This method is
the only one that permits reitse of fixer. after the
siker is removed.

Medium' and high-volume processing facilities
that generate more than 30 gallons of exhausted
hypo solution per 8-hour day (except mobile
laboratory facilities) shoqd use an electrolytic
recovery' unit. such a the one shown in figure 7-1.
Activ ities such as _reconnaissance technical
squadrons. radiographic laboratories. kind base
photographic laboratories profit by using this
system.

Metallic Replacement. Metallic replacement
occurs when a metal, such as iron, comes in contact
with a solution containing dissolved ions of a less
active metal. such as sik er. In this silver recovery
system, the dissolved siker ions react with a solid
metal, iron. The iron, being the more active metal,
goes into solution as an ion, and an ion of the less
active silver becomes iolid metal.

Although silver ions can displace ions of many of

I igur, I F!ectrifi) tl Reci, er%
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the common metals from their solid state. /inc and

iron are the metals most commonly used to recover

silv er trim) lixing baths. Because of its economy and

commence. steel wool is the most often used.

I he acidity of the fix is an important factor when

ou use steel wool to recov er silver. Iron dissolves

readily ,in acid solutions, and once It is dissolved. it

no longer reacts with silver ions. Too strong an acid

%olution. therefore, results in the loss of some of the

steel vs ool. However. some dissolution of the iron by

the acid fix is desirable because the etching action of
the acid exposes new surface area to the solution.

Moreover. excess alkalinity slows the replacement

reaction.
Fortunately, the pH of most fixes is within the

range for good utilization of steel wool. Below a pH

ot 4. the dissolution of the steel wool is too rapid.

A bos e a pH of 6. the replacement reaction is so slow

that an excessive amount of silver may be lostdue to

the long reaction time required to recover the silver.

Line from Processor

Bypass

Al ter remos al of the silver by metallic,

IL:placement. the spent fixing bath must be'

discarded. This effluent is highly contaminated With

iron and has no further photographic use.

Since the ad% ent of the chemical recovery
cartridge. shown in figure 7-2, the, metallic
replacement method of reclaiming silv er has gained
widespread acceptance. The cartridge is easy to use

and effective. Fixing solution is pumped through

the cartridge and the silver collects on the steel wool.
After it becomes laden with silver, the used steel

wool can be replaced with fresh. Tk metallic

replacement system is ideal for low volume
photographic facilities that generate fewer than 30

gallons of exhausted hypo solution per 8-hour day:
These activities include medical and dental X-ray
laboratories., photographic hobby shops. and small

base phorograiihic laboratories. All mobile faciliiies

cag be served by this system.

(

ie. Connection to Droin

Figure 2, MctatItc Replai.ement cartilage

0
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101.

(*honk al precipitation. 13.s 'adding certain
Oen Swats suct; as sodium Erdroxide to the sohrtion.
sok er h precipitated from the fixing bath in the
form of sludge w Filch is dried and refined to reclaim
the sifLr fhe fixing solution must be discarded
'atter using this method. This method b not
recommended for ,Nir Force use due to facility and ,
manpower requirements and because of the noxious
fumes and odors it generat&

,Exercises (028):

I. Explain the effect that silk er recos er has on the
two tk'pes of fix'ing baths used in the .Air Force.

2. What is the athantage of the electrol tic method
ot siker recos er?

3 nder w hat conditions is the metallic
replacement method ideal?

4, % hat are the draw backs in the chemical
precipitation method?

029. Identify the methods that can be used to
recoer siler from black-and-sthite film.

( Methods of Silver Recovery from Black-and-
White Film. 1 here are currentl two methods for
recosering silver from processed and unprocessed
film and paper remnants. These are:

Incineration. In this method, the film is reduced.
Ito ash under controlled conditions. The thaterial is
placed ih a burner to control temperature not to.
exceed I.7009'Fahrenheit. since higher temperatures
bring about vaporiiationof the silver. To .comply
with pollution ahatement standards, control of
emission s ako essential. Atter it is recosered, the.
ash is further refined by sinelting.

Emulsion s.trtpptng. Film Strippers are designed
to remose the residual siker from.photographic
negatike. sheet, or rolltilm base. The strippers utilize
a chemical solution Which converts the silver in the
emulsion back to a halide state. This method is
genL'rall considered more expensive than rethicing
the film to ash. but it has the adsantage of
consers ing the plm.base for "'reuse or sale.

44

Exercise (029):

I. What two methods are used to recoker siler ,

from black-and-white film"



ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

CHAPTER I

Reference:

001 - 1 b.c. d

002 - 1 I b. .1 a. 3 e. 4 d. 5 c

003 - 1 3 leveL

003 - 2. 5 IeseL

017 - 1

018 - I

003 .3

CHAPTER 2 019%, I,

004 1 a Classified
Unclassified.

020 - I

For Official L se Only
Unclassified but of clossible intelligence yalue

if20 - 2

005 - I a TOP SECRET
SECR ET
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

006 - I a 'vilssenger
EncrYpted radio message

021 - 1

Registered mail
021 - 2.

00- 1 a Poor physical security

Poor planning.
Awe ot rank,
Talk around, paraphrasing. incomplete references.

self-made reference l) stem
022 - I

CHAPTER 3

009 - 2 3. e.

010 a. c

010 - I Crack the salve, re-close sake, attach the regulator

check the adjusting screw on the regulator and make

certain that it is released before opening the cOinder

ialse. connect lines to the regulator

012 - I b d. e. f

=CHAPTER 4

- I I d.2.a.3 b 4 c

014 - 1 IOES-2-5-114 10 = Photographic Equipment.

Supplies. and Sensitized Materials Technical Orders.

E Processing Equipment. 2 = Contact (Manual)
Printers: 5 = Type A-14a (Morse): I I 2 Operation arid

Service Instructions.

015 - I Damage kiz equipment and mission failure

CHAPTER 5

016 - I. A F Form 60lb. Custodian Request Receipt, is used to

request equipment through normal sup ly channels

and for turning tn unserviceable equipm nt.
AF Form 1297. Temporary Issue Rem t. is used to

eteck out nonexpendable sup hes fo a unit supply.

45

Pre_ _

Pibvides a listing of the type and quantity of

equipment authonzed for different types and sizes of

operations. The-allowances" therefore form the baste

requirements for a unit,

When property salued at less than $250 is lost and the

mdividual who is responsible admits liability but

cannot pay for it. The statement of charges authorizes

the Air Force to take the amount duefrom the person's

When property salued at $250 or more is lost or when

the charged inclisidual does not admit liability

Transition training, contract special training, and

ATC Special Resident training
AFM 50-5 is the L'S.,1 F Forrnal Schools Catalog. The

catalog's two yolumes give information related to all

training courses conducted by the Air Force.

CHAPTER 6

e. g. h. j
Ma ental

b Federal'
c Regulations
d I. npublisned
e Civil. criminal

3. They identify thetask to be performed. explain the

reasons for performing the task, place the

responsibility for performance. and outline the

procedure for performance
b Contains the step-by-step written record of the job

from the request through the production steps and

the delivery
c Process control charts are used to help maintain

quality control

O. 1 a. b. c. d. e

I, a, b. e.

025 - I a. Still photographic documentatiom
b Number. calendar year. unn, and classification.

c Acetate lbasel
d. The identification number. classification caption,

and credit line

026 - 1 a Filed or forwarded.
b CONFIDENTIAL.
c Negative file ledger

CHAPTER 7

027 - 1

- 1 An ammonium thiosulfate fixing bath is exhausted

prtmanly by dilution. Silver recovery, therefore. does

/q



not extend its life A sodium thiosulfate fixer a
sensitise to silser buildup: therefore. stiver recovery
does extend its life. .

028 - 2. Unlike other methods. the ekctrolytic method permits
reuse of the fixing bath

028 - 3 Low volume photographsc facilities that generate

IL

AU GAFS,AL.(733671)11100 ;

1
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fewer than 30 gallons of exhausted Isvpo solution per 8-

hour day,
028 - 4. Chemical precipitation requires special facilities and

manpower requirements. Thb method also generates
noxious fumes and odors.

029 - I incineration and emülshin stripping.

ij



I.MATCH ANSWER
SHEET TO THISSTOP-- EXERCISE NUM-
BER.

23132 01 21

2. USE NUMBER 1 OR
NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

GDIERAL SUBJECTS

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

1. CheCk the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3. Use a medium sharp #1 or #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.

4. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers:transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the' answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7. If mandatorily enrolled student. process.questiOns or comments through your

unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review

exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet excePt to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as

errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate.the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #I or #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED
ON THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE, In parenthesis -after each
item number on the VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the
answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The
VRE results will be sent to, you on a postcard which will list the actual
VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate the Learning
Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and c ully

review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE a in

-before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

1
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Nultiple Choice

1. (001) All of the following methods may be used to achieve AFSC 23132 except

a. passing the apprentice knowledge test.

b. completing the Basic Still Photographic Course.

c. completing the By-Pass Career Development Course.

d. receiving upgrade training.

2. (001) Job proficiency and job knowledge make up

a. the "Dual-Channel Concept" of upgrade training.

b. a career development course.

c. on-the-job training.

d. the apprentice knowledge test.

3. (002) A chief master sergeant in still photogeaphy would have which of the

following AFSCs?

a. 23190. c. 23152.

b. 23172. d. 23192.

(003) According to the gpecialty descriptionkall of the following would be

performed by 3 and 5 level still photographic workers except for

a. the processing of film.

b. the lighting of copy-setups.

c. performing quality control.

d. the mixing and controlling of photo chemistry.

. (004) Official information is divided into which two broad categories?

a. Classified and unclassilfied information.

b. CONFIDENTIAL and Unconfidential information.

c. SECRET and For Official Use Only.

d. CONFIDENTIAL and,Of Possible Intelligence Value.

fl

,

.
(005)/ Exceptionally grave damage to the national security could result from

( the unauthorized disclosurefof
,

I

\ a. SECRET information.

b. TOP SECRET information.
.

c. CONFIDENTIAL information.

d. information Of-Possible Intelligence Va

7. (005) Serious damage to the national security cclild result from the

unauthorized disclosure of what level of classified information?

a. SECRET.

b. TOP SECRET.

c. tONFIDENTIAL.
d. Information Of Possible Inte'lligence Value.

8, (006) A mode of, communication that is reliable is one where

a: there is little chance of compromise.

b. theitine it takes to send out the message is minimized.

C. there is no chance for "bugging."

d. there is a guarantee that the,message will reach the right person.



9. (006) Each of the following modes of communication can,be ua.ed to transmit

classified.inf rmation except k.)

i
)4

a. mail.
f c. the telephone.

b. messenger . d. the radio. '

to transmit what type/of information? ,

10. (006) Mail can not be used

a. TOP SECRET.

b. SECRET.

c. CONFIDENTIAL.

d. Information Of Possible Intelligence Value.

11. (007) If you refer to..a classified piece of electronics as :that "big black.

4ir when on the telephone, you are trying to discuss classified information

b9using

12.

a. "paraphrasing."

b. "talk around."

c. "partial re.ference),

d. "code words."

.

1(008) All of the following should be used to reduce electrical hazards except

a. circuit breakers. c. tinfoil fuses.

b. three-prong plugs. d. groun _d electrical equipment.

13. (009) When mixing a strong acid and wat ou should always

a: add the water to the acid.

b. simultaneously pour the acid and water into a container.

c. add the acid slowly to the water.
.......

,-

d. heat the water to a boiling temperature prior to pouring it into the acid.

14. (009) Chemicals should be store4 in airtight containers

a. in open store e tanks.

b. in a warm, ml nvironment.

c. next,to sen itized material so ;t is always"available.

d. In a cool,

15. (010) All of the, following
characteristics apply TO compressed nitrogen gas

except that it

a. can cause asOhyxiation. c. is ordorless.

b. is colorleas.
d. is flammable.

16. (011) The first step in connecting 'a new gas cylinder is to

a. hook up the regulator to the union.

b. release the adibsting screw.

c. crack the valve.
d. ."onnect the lines to the regulator.

17. (012) All of the following ean help you reduce accidents except
4

a. plan4ing your work. c. alertness.

b. self-discipline.
d. %daydreaming.

3
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18. ..(012) The reason that mental distractions are so hazardous is that we

a. neglect to seek counsel and advice for our problems.

b. tend to become mentally fatigued.
c. become irritable and impatient.

d. can generally pay attention to only o e thing at a time.

19. (013) There are a number of indexes.to echnical orders and manuals, but
the one you will be most concerned with -s

a. 0-1-01. ,

b. 0-2-1. I.

c. 0-3-1.

d. 0-4-1.

20., (013) The numerical index for photo technical orders is

a. 0-4-1.

b. 0-1-10.

c. 0-1-1-1:

d. 0-1-01.

t-,

21. (013) When only the type of equipment is known, it is best to look up the
applicable technical order-in the

a. Numerical Index and Requirement Table.
b. index type technical order.

c. alphabetical index.
d. cross-reference tables index.

22. (014) In technical order number 10E8-2-19-4, the number 10 indicates the

a. technical order category.
.b. .major group of publications.

c. specific item ofequipment.
d. typej of publication.

23. (014) Sensitized materials and supplies

technical publications?

a. 10M.

b. 10J.

are found in

C. 10E.

d. 103.

which major group of

<015) Reading commercial texts will help you prevent all of the following

except for

a. wrong exposures. c. material defects.

b. wrong processing times. d. mission fa41Tes.

25. (016) Which Air Force,form is used to dispose of obsolete or unneeded items?
f

a. 67-1.

b. 601b.

26. (016) Which

upplies?

c. 629.

d. 1297.

\
Air F e form is used for the temporary issue of non xpendable

ct
/

c. 1205.
d. 1297.

27. (017) To determine what equipment is authorized for your photo laboratory, you

should consuA the

a. numerical equipment index.
b. tables of allowance.

/

c. applicable techn' al orders.
d. I photographic lab ratory index.



28. (018) Any time you acquire an item of Air Force property, you have

no direct responsibility for the item.

b. a supervisay responsibility.

c. a custodial responsibility.
d. a supply responsibility.

29. (018) Pecuniary.liahility for loss or damage of Air Force property is outlined

in

a. AFR 0-9.

r-

c. AFR 11-31.

/

b. AFR 0-10. d. AFR 67-10.

// -' 36. e (019) A repOrt of survey'is conducted

a. when 5tAost or damaged equipmept cost less than 640.

b. only when the person was negligent.

c. when time permits.

d. when 'the person who has lost or *aged equipment denies pecuniary

liability.
*

31. (010) What type of training would be given to qualify skilled personnel on new

or different types of equipment associated with their AFSCs?

a. Transition training. c. Proficbency training.

b. Familiarization training. d. Qualification training.

32. (020) All of the following are examples of Air Force special training except

a. retraining into a different career field.

b. contract training.

c. Air Training Command Special Resident Training. /

d. on-the-job training.

33. (028) To deternine what training i available, you should consult

a. AFH 12-97.

b. Arm so-s.

c. AFR 52-2.
d. AFR 67-10.

34. (021) Whthin the United States, copyright protection is obtained from the

a. state where the artist lives.

b. Un4ted Nations.

c. perbon or corporation who buys the work.

a. Fed ral Government.

3 . (021) iichAir Force regulation covers the procedures regarding priPting,

duplicat onvand copying?
.

/ '

a. AFR 6 1.

b. AFR 5 -5.

i
.

36. (021) Whi h of the following can be copied to the same size and in color?

c. AFR 52L5
d. AFR 36-93.

a. Stamps.

b. Coins.

c. Checks.

d. Paper money.

37k (022) Comp te procedures to be followed in performing a task are likely to

be found in

a. work ord

b. operating inst'ructions.

5

c. q iity control forms.

d. ro ting slips.

4
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38. (023) All of the following are considered during miss i n planning except

a. tables of allowance. c. sedurity. ,

b work priorities. d. selection of equipment.
/

39. (024) Each of the following types of information would be useful to record
during a mission except to list

a. the size and type of the film.
b. all of the technical data.

c. the time expended in setting up eqapment.
d. the subject matter. "

40. (025) Still photography documentation as part of the Air Force mission shOUld
do each of the following except to

a. depict significant functions and activities of all major commands and
command level agencies.

b. provide a visual history of the/Air Force.
c. provide good quality photographs of key personnel.
d. provide a continuous visual account of the day-to-day activities of an

organization.

41. (025) The Audiovisual Records Disposition Program is covered in

a. AFR 398-2. c. AFM 107-10.

b. AFR 205-1. d. AFR 95-4.

42. (025) Each of the following is lettered on a negative except for the

a. calendar year. c. photographer's name.

b. security classification. d. exposing unit.

43. (025) Each of the following is lettered or printed on a release print except

for the

a. caption data. c. credit line,

b. classification. d.w,exposure setting.

44. (026) Which of-the following types of negatives would normally be filed?

a. Copy negatives that satisfy the needs of one user.
b. Combat documentation.
c. Negativesof recreational subjects.
d. Negatives of poor technical quality,

45. (027) Which of the following practices is not consistent with Air Force
environmental policies?

, a. That contracts for the disposal of waste meet local laws.

b. Installation of treatment facilities.
c. Insuring that all chemicals are dumped into bodies of water.

d. Support of local environmental programs.

46. (028) Silver recovery improves the fixer life of which of the following

chemical solutions?

a. Sodium rbonate.

b. Sodium thiosulfate.

6

c. Potassium bromide.
d. Ammonium thiosulfate.
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47. (028) Silver is recovered from all of the following photographi sources

except

""s.

a. black- hite film.

.b. fixingabths used in color processing. ,

lc. fixing baths used in black-and-white processing.

d. color film.

48. (028) Which of the following is a primary method of recovering silver?
r40

a. Chemical distillation. c. Chemical precipitation.

b. Metallic recipitation. d. Metallic abstraction.

49. (02S) Through which of the following means has the metallic replacement method

of reclaiming silver been given widespread acceptance?

a. By using the chemical recovery cartridge.

b. By adding sodium hydroxide to the fixing solution.

c. By using a chemically dissolved ionized copper plate.

d. By adding an alkaline solution to the fix.

SO. (029) Which of the following is one of the methods of silver recoveiy from

unprocessed film and paper remnants?

a. Shredding. c. Chemical evaporation.

b. Incineration. d. Chemical distillation.

gar
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Preface

THIS SECOND of four volumes is designed to help you qualify as an,
Apprentice Still Photographic Specialist. Volume 2 contains information on
black and white films, exposure, camera systems, optics, lighting, and filters.

Chapter 1 discusses various blackand7white film'emulsions, the criteria for
the selection of film emulsions, and the methods and procedures used for the
proper storage and preservation of unexposed black and white films.

In Chapter 2 we cover the theory of photographic exposure and the
various devices, and the procedures that are used to measure and calculate
the brightness of a scene to determine proper exposure.

Chapter 3 covers the operation of reflex cameras, press and view cameras,

copy and duplicating cameras, 35mm SLR/RF cameras, and motion picture
cameras.

Chapter 4 is devoted to photographic optics. In this chapter we cover such
items as principles of photographic lenses, lens types and their effects, and
the use of lenses for image control.

Chapter 5 is devoted to lighting. We delve into what might be considered
the keystone of photographylight. Just as the talent of an Irtist is reflected
in the delicat'e hues and shading of oil colors on his painting, so, too, the
professionalism that a photographer exhibits is marked by the manner in
which he uses light. By intelligent use of various lights and light sources, his
photographs can be made to reflect the desired mood, style, and impact.

Chapter 6 provides information on photographic filters. Many

photographers think filters are used only to emphasize clouds in
black-and-white pictures. But filters have many more uses, in both
black-and-white and color photography. This chapter covers the theory of
filter use as it applies to black-and-white work.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of
this text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng
Cen/TTOX, Lowry AFB CO 80230. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion
prig= to submit corrections for typographical or other errors. ,

If you.have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any
of ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral
Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination),
consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he
can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 38118,
preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

ThiS volume is valued at 27 hours (9 points)..
Material in this. volume is technically accurate, adequate, and Current as of

July 1975.
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CH A PTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives.
Each of these carries a 3-digit number and is in boldfaCe type. Each sets a learning goal for
you. The text that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that
goal. The exercises following the information give you a check on, your achievement: When
you complete them, see if your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your
response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

Sensitized Black-and-White Film Materials

THIS CHAPTER will acquaint you with the
physical structure and emulsion
characteristics of black-and-white film, There
are many types of black-an4-white sensitized
materials (film) available for your use. Some
of the differences between these films are
very important. Quality photographic results
depend ,on your knowing and taking
advantage of these differences. When you are
aware of the differences in various types of
film, you can make an intelligent choice to
obtain a desired result. Even with the simplest
of cameras, a change in film may improve the
final product.

1-1. Structure
All conventional photographic films consist

of several layers. Each layer is made of a given
material to serve a specific function. These
layers are: the overcopting, the emulsion
coating, the substratum coatings, film base,

OVERCOATING

EMULSION

SUBSTRATUM
COATING

FILM BASE

SUBSTRATUM
COATING

ANTIHALATION
BACKING

231-25i

Figure 1-1. Structure of film emulsion.

1
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and antihalation backing. Refer to figure 1-1.
We discuss the function of each of these
lay ers.

200. Complete sentences about. the 'functions
and characteristics of various layers in the
structure, of film.

The Overcoating. The overcoating is a thin
layer of gelatin that protects the eihulsion
beneath it during normal handling and use of
the material. Without this protective
overcoating, the mere act of placing films on
top of one another mould be sufficient to
cause minor scratch and abrasion marks which
would show up after processing. However,
this overcoating cannot protect the emulsion
from rough or abusive handling.

The Emulsion Coating. The emulsion
coating is a light-sensitive layer consisting of
millions of microscopic silver halide particles
imbedded and suspendedin gelatin. The
characteristics of the emulsion are determined
by the kind and combination of silver halides,
the size of the silver halides, how evenly
distributed they are in the gelatin, and the
addition of dyes and other chemicals in the
emulsion, and the quality of the gelatin itself.
The emulsion, therefore, gives the film its
basic characteristics.

The Substratum Coatings. The emulsion
gelatin containing the light-sensitive particles
does not adhere to the base without some
kind of bonding material. A coating, spread
over the base, provides the bond between the

342-



base and the emulsion. There axe two
coatingsone oj a pide of the film base.
The bonding 9 iVa Very exact formula
consisting of a cellulose acetate solvent,
gelatin, and a gelatin solvent. These bind the
emulsion coating and the antihalation coating
firmly to the film base.

The Film Base. At one time the only
support used for negative emulsions was glass.
But since glass plates were heavy, bUlky, and
easily broken, photography was limited to
professional use. (Glass plates are still used in
many scientific applications of photography.)
Eventually, research proved cellulose nitrate
to be a suitable base material for the emulsion
layer. It was light in weight, chemically inert
(not affected by processing), transparent
when free from impurities, and flexible
(characteristics essential for common films)
However, it had the tremendous disadvantage
of being flammable. It would burn with almost
exPlosive force. Film manufacture has now
progressed to give us fire-resistant plastic base
materials, such as cellulose acetate, with geat
resistance toihrinkage and tearing.

The Antihalation Backing. The antihalation
backing is ueually a layer of dyed gelatin on
the back side of the film. This backing serves
two purposes, one of which is to counteract
the curling tendencies of the film due to the
contraction of the emulsion layer when it sets
and dries. This helps the film tolie flatter in
the sheet film holders and also makes it easier
to handle when printing. The other purpose is
to absorb as much light as possible which goes
through the film during the exposure. This
light would otherwise be reflected back into
the emulsion layer causing a halo around the
images of brilliant subjects. Such unwanted
effects are called halation.

Black antihalation dyes are more effective
than dyes of other colors, but normal
processes make their use impractical.
Ordinary processing sblutions are unable to
destroy the blaák dyes which have been
discovered so far. (There is an exception in
the graphic arts field that requires a special
developing solution.) Until a black dye is
developed that can be destroyed in the
processing solutions we must use dyes of a
color to which the film is least sensitive, or
use a dye that absorbs as much as possible the
unwanted light that causes halation.

Exercise (200):

1. Complete the following , statements
regarding' the structure of film.
a. The protects the film from

minor scratches.

V

b. The photoexaphic image is formed in the

c. There are substratum-
coatings.

d. Glass arid cellulose acktate are materials
that can be used to make the

e. The antihalation backing is used to
prevent and

1-2. Grain
A photographic emulsion contains

microscopic particles (grains) of silver halide.
Because of certain processes during
manufacturing, these grains have a tendency
to clump together. This clumping
characteristic determines the inherent
(natural) size of the grain in any film.

201. Complete sentences about film grain size.

High-speed (very sensitive to Aliht)
emulsions generally have a larger grain tan
slow-speed emulsions. The tehdency ot'a

EINE CRAIN
SLOIE EMULSION
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UNEXPOSED AND UNDEVELOPED
SILVER HALIDES.

or SILVER THREAD REDUCED THROUGH
DEVELOPMENT.

Figure 1-2. Size of silver halides.
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particular film to produce a certain size of
grain is called the inherent ?pain size.

Although inherent grain site influences the
graininess of the image, processing also has a
great effect in the control of graininess. By
special processing techniques, it is possible to
prevent the silver grains, from excessive
clumping during processing. When the pain
becomnes apparent in the image, it is
objectionable.

When a print is made, it sometimes has a
grainy appearance, especially in the large
middle tone areas. This is caused by the
granularity of the film being printed. Thus,
the grain structure of the film influences the

* final product and therefore must be
considered.

Remember, the faster the speed of the film,
the more uneven is the bution of large
and small crystals of silver halide in the
emulsion. The silver hallds, when developed,
form little threads of ietallic silver which
reach out into the surrounding gelatin. It is
the overlapping of these silver threads that
help give the appearance of clumping and
grain. Figure 1-2 shows a compatisdn between
a slow and fast film as if you were looking at
them edgewise through an electronic
microscope. Notice how the evenly

tnbuted silver halides in the slow emulsion
t cast shadows on each other so readily

at each ,evel; and since the clumping of grainr is not apparent in the structure of this
emulsion, it is called "fine grain."

Exercise (201):

1. Complete the following statements
regarding film grain.
a. Grain size is determined to a large degree

by the choice of and the
tYPe of

b. In a pint, the grain will appear most
prominently in the

c. Fine grain films have film
speeds 'and very
distribution of silver.

Sensitivity and Latituile.
The many and varied applications of

light-sen materials are due to the
behavior f the individual silver particles
(silver hali crystals) that are suspended in
the emulsion:. The silver halides hi negative
materials are extremely sensitive to light, and
they can store up the action of a very .small
amount of light:

202. State selected definitions and factors
related to the sensitivity of film.

. . #4:Energy due to radiation abso 1. m very'

small amounts. The amount of effective
energy varies directly with the frequency of
the light. The short wavelengths have the
highest frequencies, hence the sho
wavelengths are more energetic than longer

, wavelengths. The light-sensitive silver
compeounds absorb varying amounts /of this
enemy within certain ranges. Therefore, the
reaction of the emulsion to light energy
absorbed varies with the frequey. Since the
Inlors of visible light chan th frequency
hanges, the various ernuls. ni are named or

graded according to their response to
different colors of light. Some emulsions react
to a wide range of wavelengths, whereas
gthers are affected only by a narrow band of
wavelengdis. The reastion of the emulsion to
different colors is termed dolor sensitivity.

The normal sensitivity of a silver halide in
an ordinarily prepared emulsiOn is limited to
the ultraviolet, violet, and blue wavelengths.
All silver halides are insensitive to green,
yellow, and red. Consequently, the pure silver
halide emulsions are termed blue sensitilve.
ThAy reproduce colored objects in a different
tonal brightness range than seen by the eye.

Tile_ addition of photographic sensitizing
dyesncyanides) to ordinary silver halide
emulsions has increased their sensitivity to
approximately the same spectral region as
that of the -eye. Increasing the emulsion's
sensitivity to light of longer wavelengths by
dyeing (staining the silver halide crystals) is
called optical sensitization. The increased
sensitivity gained through the normal
emulsion ripening process should not be
confused with optical sensitization, since the
latter is only the spectral sensitivity of the
silver halides. Optically- sensitized emulsions
are prepared by adding the .sensitizing dyes in
solution to the ripened emulsion just prior to
coating it onto the base.

When the pure silver halide emulsion is
exposed to long wavelength radiations, no
energy is absorbed to any developable degree,
and no change is induced in the silver halide
crystals. The function (.4 the sensitizing dyes
is to absorb the longer wavelengths and to
transfer the effect. to the silver halide. 'This
produces the same action as direct absorption
of light.

As a photographer, your primary interest in
optically sensitized emulsiohs is in the added
sensitivity beyond that of the imsensitized
emulsion. This type of sensitization may be
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Figure 1-3. Color sensitivity of film.

obtained over a wide ran e of the spectrum
by addmg mixtures of sensitizing dyes, each
of which sensitizes strongly at different
wavelengths. For some types of photography
an emulsion having a high sensitivity to a
narrow band of the spectral regi9n is
advantageous. For example, this type of
sensitivity .is desirable for infrared
photography. By using suitable dyes, modem
emulsions can be rendered sensitive" to all

4
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wavelengths from the normal absorption
bands of a silver halide, throupgaout the visible
spectrum, and far into the infrared region.
The different types of emulsions in use and
their individual spectral sensitivity differences
are discussed in the following sections of this
chapter.

The response of light-sensitive materials to
the various radiant energy wavelengths is
called spectral sensitivity or color sensitivity.

4
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Color sensitivity. is a very important
characteristic ,of negative materials. Since it
determines to a large extent the tones in
which colored objects are reproduced, it is
most, iraportant that you know the color
sensitivity of various light-sensitive materials.
Figure 1-3 graphically illustrates the
sensitivity of black-and-white negative
material to different wavelengths of lrght.

The norrnal human eye response to light, in
terms of wavelengths, ranges from
approximately 400 to 700 nanometers. That
is, its sensitivity begins in the violet region
and extends through blue, green, and red
regions. However, the sensitivity of the eye is
not the same f9r all Favelengths. Part A of
figure 1-3 is a graphic curve that represçits
the relative response of 'the eye. It shows tha
the eye has maximum sensitivity in
the blue-men and yellow-green portions of
the cure.

Compared to the eye, films may respond
differently to light. Negative emulsions are
classified into four general types according to
the way in which they render color
differences as brightness differences. These
four classifications are: blue sensitive,
orthochromatic (sensitive to blue and green),
panchromatic (sensitive to all the visible
colors), and infrared emulsions (sensitive to
blue, red, and part of the longer ,t-avelengths
beyond red). All silver halides, it should be
recalled, are sensitive to ultraviolet radiation!'

Exercises (202):

1. Why are shorter wavelengths of light more
energetic?

2. The reaction of the emulsion to light varies
with what quality of light?

3. All silver halides are sensitive to what
1 3. Latitude in black-and-white film is relatedwavelengths of light? to what film characteristic?

4.

203. Define film latitude and identify it with
particular film characteristics.

The ability of a film emulsion to record a
rarige of subject brightness values (range of
refleted lightfrom the highlights through the
shadows) is called film latitude. The range of
brightness values in the scene that end up on a
negative or a print as shades of graS7 may be
very great, but if an emulsion is capable of
rendering a long range of brightness values
with satisfactory tone separation, it has wide
latitude. Conversely, if an emulsion can
produce only a short range of brightness
values it has little latitude. These differences
in film performance determine the film's
inherent latitude.

Inherent latitude is often considered to be
an exposure safety factor. The extent that the
exposure can deviate from normal and still
give you an acceptable image is known as
exposure latitude. Exposure latitude is
directly proportional to film latitude. If you
have film with wide latitude, you have wide
exposure latitude. In general, latitude in
black-and-white films is related to film speed,
with the faster speed films having greater
latitude. Exposure latitude permits you, the
photographer, to use several possible
exposures and still render printable negatives.
As long as the range of tones in the scene
maintain their same relationship, your
exposure is correct insofaf as latitude is
concerned.

Exercises (203):

1. Defme film latitude.

2. Exposure latitude is directly related- to
,what factor?

4. Define optical sensitization.

5. What type of film has color sensitivity --
similar to that of the human eye?

5

1-4. Speed
Film speed is a term that is sometimes

misunderstood. Simply stated, however, it
means tha, some films are affected by light

.13
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much more quickly than pthers. Film
manufacttfrers have assigned a speed number
to each film. The higher this number, the
faster the film. The biggest advantage of
knowing the film-speed number is thel it
allows you to make a comparison betwthe
speed of one film and anothei. For example,
if a film has a number double that of another,
it means that it is twice as fast. Or stating the
idea another way, it means that only half the
amount of light is required to affect the faster
film to the same degree.

204. Identify the organization that
establishes procedures for determining film
speed and complete statements`that apply to
film speed.

Emulsion s ed is a photographic property
of very practid1 importance to you because it
has a direct bearing on the exposure required
to produce a good image with photographic
materials. To , assist you, all exposure
computation devices (whether they are
exposure meters or exposure guides) are
calibrated to the film-speed number system.
The American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) establishes procedures for determining
the speed of sensitized materials so that rating
systems are standardized. The manufacturer's
data sheet includes the speed rating expressed
in terms of ASA. On some types of roll film
sex. 120 roll film), the manufacturer may
omit the data sheet and publish the exposure
information on the film wrapping.

The photographic film emulsion is made up
of a combination of silver halides and gelatin.
These silver halide grains are of varying
sensitivity. Some of the grains are highly
sensitive, while others are less sensitiv'e to
light. In a high-speed film, the emulsion
coating contains a larger proportion of the
most sensitive grains. In a low-speed film, the
larger proportion of silver halide grains would
be those of less sensitivity. If a given area on a
piece of film is exposed to light for a very
short time, only the more sensitive grains are
exposed, and the area is .pale gray after
development. If this is a fast film, it includes
more of the sensitive grains, and the result is a
darker shade of gray after development.
Therefore, with a given amount of light and
the same development, the faster film always
produces a darker shade of gray (geater
density) than the slower film, since a geater
percentage of silver halides have been exposed
and developed.

, The practical application of a film-speed
nlamber is rather siMple. Let us assume that
you have been using a particular film for a
considerable length of time. Through your
experience in taking photographs with this
film, you have found that when
photographing a brilliant subject under
daylight lighting conditions, the correct
exposure has been 1/125 of a second at f/16.
This film has been rated at a speed of 125.
Now suppose under the same circumstances
you are using a film with a speed of 250.
What does this mean to you? It simply means
that the new film is twice as sensitive to light
as the old one. To compensate for this in-
creased sensitivity, you could adjust either or
both the camera's shutter speed or diaphragivb
to make the necessary correction. The new
exposure for this film could be 1/125 at f/22,
1/250 at f/16, or 1/500 at f/11.

The recommended film speed published by
the manufacturer is usually computed for
average conditions. You should, however,
adjust the number according to your
particular working methods and equipment.
This is particularly true when you
consistently get overexposed or underexposed
negatives.

You should choose your mission film with
its speed in mind. Generally speaking, you
should choose the slowest speed film that will
accomplish the mission objective. The srower
speed Min gives you comparatively better
grain and resolving power (sharpness). Range
of f/stops and shutterspeeds (i.e., exposure)
available under the scene's lighting conditions
also dictates your film speed choice. For
example, a portrait is normally shot with a

de aperture to reduce depth of field (area
ef sharpness). Choosing a fast film for an
outdoor portrait on a sunny day would limit
you to fast shutter speeds and small apertures.
Conversely, under low light conditions where
wide exposure latitude is needed, or on an
airborne mission where fast shutter speeds are
desired, a high-speed film is ideal.

Exercises (204):

1. Identify the organization that establishes
procedures for determining film speed.

2. Complete the following statements in
regard to film speed.
a. Knowing your film speed number is
. essential in catculating your

photographic

.?
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b. A film with an ASA of 400 is twice as
sensitive to light as one having a rating of

_

c. Given the same exposure and
development, the faster speed film
produces the greater

d. As a general rule, you should choose the
speed film that will

accomplish the mission.
e. In sunny conditions, a

speed film gives you a wider choice of
apertures and shutter speeds.

1-5. Contrast
A major factor in selecting a film is the

inherent contrast of the emulsion. Together
with development and subject lighting,
inherent or built-in film contrast is one of the
most important contrast determining factors.
Photographic emulsions, in varying degees of
contrast-producing capability from very low
to very high, are available. Your choice of
emulsion is influenced by the nature of the
subject and by whether it is considered
desirable to decrease, maintain, or enhaffte
contrast. It is, therefore, important to choose
your film with its inherent contrast irfmind.

205. Define film contrast and state selected
factors and characteristics related to it.

Density can be referred to as the amount of
metallic silver that has been exposed and
processed in any area of the emulsion. The
difference between the high and low densities
of the various areas of the emulsion is called
contrast. A bright area of the subject reflects
a great amount of light, causing a
correspondingly heavy density in the negative,
called a highlight. A dark area reflects little
light, resulting in-, a correspondingly thin
density, called a shadow, in the negative.

The subject brightness between these light
and dark areas also registers as various
densities .-of middle tones. The difference in
brightness, from the highlights to the
shadows, is called confist- . Normal contrast is
represented by a 'full range of densities,
including highlights, middle tones, and
shadows. fligh contrast does not have a full
range of densities and consists primarily of
highlights and shadows with little or no

middle tones. Low contrast has very little
density differences.

Emulsions are manufactured with varying
degrees of inherent contrast. High contrast
(process) film is used to record high contrast
black-and-white subjects, as when copying
line drawings. Medium and low-contrast friths
are used to record a longer range of tones
such as might be found in a portrait.
Therefore, the selection of the film should be
governed by the contrast of the subject and
the rendition desired.

The inherent contrast of an emulsion is the
possible difference between the maximum
and minimum densities of the silver deposit
formed with a minimum variation in exposure
intensities. Usually, the emulsions which have
the slowest speed have the highest inherent
contrast. The reason for this is that the slow
film has smaller and more uniform silver
halide crystals which respond more slowly to
light of low intensities in relation to light of
high intensities. The fast films have larger
crystals due to the ripening during
manufacture. These films respond to lower
intensities of light much more rapidly in
relation to the higher intensities than the
slower films. Tbis tends to flatten out or
lower the contrast of faster films.

Contrast of the fmal result can be
influenced by many other factors.
Development has a defmite effect. In general,
the greater the development the geater the
contrast. -The lighting cOnditions of the
original scene and the reflectance values of
the _subject determine the contrast of the
scene you are shooting. Therefore, it is very
important to match the film and developer
combination to the scene in terms of the final
result that you want to achieve on your
negatives.

Exercises (205):
1. Defme contrast in terms_ of density.

2. In terms of densiti, state what is a normal
contrast negative.

3. Identify what speed of film would have tbe
higher inherrt contrast.

37/
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2MM

60 LINES/MM

MODERATELY LOW

AVERAGE RESOLVING POWER IN GROUP

80 UNES/MM 110 LINES/MM

MEDIUM HIGH

180 LINES/MM

Figure 14. Examples of line resolution for typical emulsions.

4. State the effect that development has on
contrast.

1-6. Resolving Power
The term resolving power is used to

descnbe the inherent property of an emulsion
to resolve (reproduce) fine detail in the image.
Resolving power is often expressed as the
number of lines-per-millimeter (a millinreter is
approximately 1/25 of an inch) that can be
individuallyidistinguished in the photographic
image: Hence, the smaller the distance
between the individual lines, the higher the
resolving power. Or,. the . more lines per
millimeter, the greater the:resolving _power as
shown in figure 1-4.

206. Complete statements about resolving
power.

Resolving power can be compared with
several other characteristics of any film, as'

VERY HIGH
231-261

shown in figure 1-5. It is affected by so many
factors that no one factor can be stated as the
determining one except when particular
conditions are stated. As with grain, to make
high-quality enlargements from your
negatives, you should select a film with high
resolving power.

Effect of Exposure. The effect of exposure
on resolution is significant. Resolution
declines appreciably with overexposure or
underexposure. Emul ions. designed
specifically to produce ma1kimum resolving
power may have an opti m density quite
different from the opti.m density for
normal films. Therefore, even though a film is
capable of resolving a large number of lines
per millimeter, this is not necessarily an
indication of what image _quality the film will
produce under actual, normal operating
conditions Where-subject cohliast, processing,
and exposure cannot always be at the
optimum level for maximum resolution.

The resolution capacity of films is
constantly being improved. Usually, the very
high resolution materials have extiemely slow
speed and very high contrast, which, as you
recall, is characteristic of all the ultrafine
grain emulsions. Fine gain is one of the prime

FILM CHARACTERISTICS

Film Speed Apporent Groin Resolving Power Lotitude Controst

Fo Coorse Below 50 lines
per millimeter

Wide Low

Medi m Medium 50 to 7511,ines
per millimeter

Medium Medium

slow Fine Above 75 lines Short Hjgh
per millimeter

231-.26Z

Figure 1-5. Film characteristics.
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factors in high resolut n emulsions. Another
imIkertant factor is cortect pro'cessing. As you
can Onderstand, the chc1ce of a particular film
for a mission involves cdmpromises between
speed, grain, contrast, I titude, and resolving
power.

Exercise (206):

1. Complete the foll ' wing statements
concerning resolving po er.
a. Resolving power s affected by

photogra hic factor(s).
b. Over or under will cause

resolution to decline. \

c. Normally, film having very slow
and contrast

has the best resolving pOwer.

1-7. Stoma and Preservation

Both the emulsion and the base of film are
designed to be stored and used under
specified conditions and 'within certain
tolerances. Because of this, handling

? and storage conditions must e maintained if
you expect good photographic results. If you
use a film that was stored in alcabinet next to
a heater, chances are good that the emulsion
is fogged, Using fogged film dOes not enhance
image quality. Not only is your photograph
unusable, but.the entire supply. offilmis also
ruined. The result is coStly-c, to the
Government. The loss of lialuable and
sometimes irreplaceable information on the
negative cannot be condoned. Let's discuss
the effect of temperature in mOre detail and
also consider other problems .arising from
poor storage and use of film.

207. Complete , statements re4arding film.
storage.

Effects of, Low Temperature., At low
temperature, film becomes soinOvhat brittle
and stiff, and emulsion cracks oecur. This is
especially true when film must belrolled from
a 35mm cartridge and rerolled Orua takeup
spool. Normal moisture content 'in the film
helps reduce problems. With care, film used at
temperatures as low as minus pO° F has
produced acceptable results. Shrinkage and
excessive curl may cause some problems,
depending on the particular equipment used.

Cold also incre s e danger of abrasions
,and static electricity m gs.

If you have taken h. school chemistry,
you may remember th cold slows down
chemical processes. The action of film to
the exposing (and developing) process is no
exception. Film speed is reduced by cold. As
an example, at one tinie the Air Force
conducted tests that showed that a film with
a speed of 100 at normal temperatures
dropped to a speed of 12 at minus 500 P. A
drop in film speed due to low temperature is
best determined for a specific emulsion by."
trial and error as the occasion arises.

Effects of High Temperature. The primary
consideration in protection of film from high
temperature is proper cuenot during
immediate use, but rather while it is in
storage. For short periods, normal room or
outdoor temperatures are generally
satisfactory. However, for extended storage
periods, lower temperatures are advised.
Storage at 65° F is adequate for, conventional
materials when there is a reasonably rapid
turnover of stock. A moderately high
temperature for a short time is not
particularly destructive to film, but extended
storage at high temperature does cause an
overall fog. A factor in short or long storage
periods, equally or more important than
temperature, is humidity coupled with
temperature changes.

We have mentioned previously that film
speed drops at lower temperatures. The
opposite is usually true as temperature rises.
You Should note that 'temperature (and
humidity)' changes do ft( affect all film
emulsions in the same manner or to the same
degree. Also, any speed, (density) or contrast
increase is effective only .to a certain
temperature and time duration. As
temperature, time, or both, pass a certain
point, the increase in -density and contrast are
masked by an increase in fog.

Storage conditions to be avoided for even
short periods of time include hot,
unventilated storage rooms or lockers,
automobile glove compartments or trunks,
and any other abnormally hot areas. Direct
rays of the sun or high intensity lamps must
also be avoided. It is only too easy to lay a
film holder on top of a camera case, window'
ledge, or similar surface exposed to direct
sunlight. Since the holders are black, they
rapidly reach extreme temperature.

Humidity. The moisture content of the air
is very closely related to temperature. If
humidity and- temperature are both improper,
even a short storage period can cause

, pronounced image degradation. High

9
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temperature and excessive humidity in
combination is common and may cause fog,
pvide an opportunity for growing fungus,
'plioduce ,tansparent spots, etc. Excessive
humidity plus temperature fluctuation cause
condensation of moisture. If moisture
condenses on film, it causes many
complications.

It is usually recommended that film be
used and stored at never more than
60-percent relative humidity. On the/ other
hand, a very low humidity and low
temperature causes film to become dry and
brittle and curl up. Most film is packaged by
the manufacturer at 50-percent relative hu-
midity. In general, humidity during storage is'
not a problem as long as the package seal is
unbroken.

We have mentioned 'that film should be
stored at low temperature and at about
50-percent relative huMidity. But, before
using it, you must allow the film to come to
room temperature in its unopened package.
This allows the film and its wrapping to come
into equilibrium with the surrounding
atmosphere and temperature of the room.
T h is precauti on prevents moisture
condensation on the film.

Static Electricity., When one material,
either positively or negatively charged, comes
close to or contacts another material having
an opposite charge, there is an electron
transfera spark. This is static electricity, and
it is espeCially bad under low humidity
conditions. You may have, at times, shuffled
across a carpet, then reached for a doorknob
and shot a spark from your fmgertips to the
metal. Such a spark close to a sheet of
undeveloped film can expose the film. The
exposure looks much like the image of a
streak of lightning.

Static electricity is caused by friction or by
contact and rapid separation of materials. The
best protection against it is to handle the film
properly under conditions that minimize
,static electricity generation. All equipment
should be pounded and any film movements
(removal from holders, respooling, etc.)
should be slowed down to minimize static
generation. Additionally, if your laboratory
area is quite dry, it may be desirable to
humidify the air to about 40- or 50-percent
relative humidity to reduce generation of
static electricity. Fifty-percent humidity is
desirable, even If static electricity has not
been a problem.

Latent Image Keeping. Ce'rtain problems
arise concerning the length of time that the
latent image can be retained. It is often

10

impractical to develop a piece of film
immediately after exposure. Therefore, the
latent image must be retained for at least a
reasonable time. A sheet of film after
exposure still contains the silver halides that
were not used during production of the latent

itagimage. Thus, the film must be protected
ainst any further action of light before

development and fixation. ,

Storage in a holder or cartridge is usually
adequate if the container is light tight;
however, do not store under bright light
which may eventually produce fog. Even if
the container is light tight, bright sources of
light generate harmful heat.

Earlier, we mentioned humidity during
storage of unexposed film. It is equally
important here. Generally, the ideal storage of
exposed film is the same as for storage of
unexposed film. As a guide, tests have shown
that a latent image can safely withstand a
temperature of 75° F. and a relative humidity
of 60 percent for about 3 days before any
effect is noticeable.

Abrasions. Markings are caused by film
rubbing against another surface. The minute
markings can eventually accumulate to the
point where a negative is of no value: To see
the effect of abrasions, look at slides or
motion pictures that have been projected
many times. The obvious prevention is to
avoid subjecting film to needless handling and
friction, whether the film is processed or
unprocessed. Also, since dust particles are
abrasive, keep the film and surroundings as
clean as possible. Exposed film unloaded from
holders and laid on a dusty table provides a
quick and easy method of generating
abrasions, especially if you slide the film
while it is in contact with the table.

Glass Plates. Many' specialized areas of
photography use emulsions coated on glass
plates. Plates are used when an exceptionally
stable support is needed, such as in the fields
of astronomy, missile tracking, and map
construction. Glass plates are optically flat
and quite stable during thermal changes.
Humidity has little effect, except to swell or
contract the 'emulsion in a vertical direction.

Because of their physical properties, glass
plates are difficult to store and handle. The
problem of breakage is always present. Also,
because of their bulk, they must be
conditioned to their sunoundings for a
greater length of time before use. A single
plate can be tray-processed, but a special cage
must be used to hold the plates during tank
processing.
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Exercise (207):

1. Complete the following statements related
to the storage of film.
a. At lb* temperature a film'S emulsion

may
b. In-the cold,-film speed is .

c. Continuously storing film at high
temperatures may cause

d. Film should not be stored in conditions
that exceed humidity.

e. Prior to using film that has been stored,
you should allow it to come

40 to room temperature.
f. Static electricity, is more likely under

conditions of humidity.
A latent image should be protected from

that could cause fog.
h. Friction from improper handling of film

can cause
i. Glass plates must be carefully harraled

because they are subject to

i

g.

I

1-8. Orthochromatic Film

Eventually, dyes were added to
blue-sensitive emulsions to make the silver
halides sensitive to green light as well as to
blue liglIt. This film was named
orthochrodiatic (true color) because it was
felt that the ultimate in color sensitivity had
been reached. The term was incorrectly
applied, however, since the emulsion is not
sensitive to red and, therefore, does not
reproduce red in its correct shade of gray.

208. State the color sensitivity of
orthochromatic film and explain why this
limits its use.

4

Ortho films, as they are often called, are
made in several speeds and variations in -the
amount- of their color sensitivity. They are
excellent for many uses, provided that their
incOrrect rendition of the color red is taken
into consideration when the scene is being
photographed. Since they are not sensitive to
the color red, red light doe's not (for practical
purposes) make a latent image on the film.
Therefore, after processing, red objects are
relatively transparent on the negative and
darker than normal 011 the print. As thi
example, ortho film is good for a portrait of a
man. But, you would not use it to photograph
a woman who is wearing makeup. If you did,
the light reflected from her red lipstick would
not expose the film and her lips would look

,

i

-

much too dark (almost black) on the print.
Presently the Air Force orthochromatic film
is mainly used in copy work.

Exercise (208):
1. State the color sensitivity of

orthochromatic film and explain why this
limits its use.

,

19. Panchromatic Film
After dyes which could sensitize an

emulsion to the geen wavelengths of light
(orthochromatic) were developed, researchers
developed dyes which could sensitize silver
halides to even longer wavelengths. This
enabled the manufacturers to produce
panchrdmatic emulsions, that were sensitive to
blue, geen, and red light. Film sensitivity was
extended to light which had wavelengths near
700 nanometers. The first panahromatic film
came closer to approximating the sensitivity
of -the human eye than either the blue
sensitive or orthochromatic emulsions.

209. Given a list of photographic
characteristics, identify those that apply to
panchromatic film.

Throuen further Tesearch, two additional
and distinctly, different types of panchromatic
emulsions were made. Panchromatic
emulsions are classified' as types A, B, and C.
The original panchromatic emulsion, type A,
has limited geen sensitivity, and for this
reason is not very popular today: Most of the
current panchromatic emulsions are types B
and C. Type C has considerably greater red
sensitivity than type B. The sensitivity of type
B film closely coinpares with the sensitivityof
the eye. i

Why is a panchromatic film desirable?
Several factors are involved. For one thing,
the red sensitivity of the emulsion tends to
make the emulsion more sensitive to light
and, therefore, prom:Ads increased emulsion
speeds. Red sensitivity is also important in
trying to achieve orthochromatic rendition.
(Orthochromatic rendition is rendering the
scene in terms of gray tones, in the same
manner as the eye sees the scene.) Many
panchromatic emulsions have the capability
of recording fine detail and of producing good

$



contrast. For these reasons, panchromatic
film has become the standard black-and-white
film for almost all ,missions.

Exercise (209):
1. From the following list, identify which

characteristics apply to panchromatic film.
a. Sensitive only to blue light.

, b. Poor tonal separation.
c. Sensitive to red light.
d. May be used to achieve orthochromatic

renditio'
e. Type A film is very sensitive to green

light.
f. Type C film is very sensitive to red light.

1-10. Polaroid
Photographers sometimes use Polaroid film

to produce photographs when there is

insufficient time for convent' nal processing
methods, as in police wor s a training aid,
Polaroid film provides a me s for learning
many photographic principles without the
delay required for normal film processing and
printing. Polaroid, which can produce a
positive image within a matter of seconds, is
also ideal for checking lighting or composition
prior to using conventional fiLM.

.. 210. Identify the characteristics of different
types of Polaroid films with their appropriate
identifying numbers.

The Polaroid system is a specialized silver
halide process. The outstanding feature of this
system is that a finished print is available to
the photographer in a matter of seconds after
exposure, since the entire process can be
carried out in the camera (or outside in some
later models.) The positive image is developed
by diffusion trari*r which causes the latent
image to be pkisically developed in a
chemistry containing a silver halide Solvent
(hypo). In the Polaroid system, the exposed
negative is developed in a high viscosity
monobath solution. This solution is
sandwiched between the exposed negative and
the non-light sensitive positive transfer sheet.
After a suitable developing time has elapsed,
the two sheets are separated, and the positive
image is contained in the transfer sheet.

Polaroid makes available a variety of film
for different purposes including copy work
and infrared recording. The following is a
description of the more common types you
may be using. `.s.

Types 42 and 52. Both of these films have
medium speed, good tonal _ranges, fine grain
and medium contrast. Type 42 is a roll film

( 12

producing a 31/2" x 41/2" image size with an
ASA speed of 200. Type 52 comes in single
expoiure packets producing a 4" x 5" image
size with an ASA of 400. Development time
for both films is 15 seconds at 75° F.

Types 105 and 55 P/N. Typg 105 is a 31/4"
x 4% eight-sheet pack film with an ASA of
75. It produces medium contrast fine grain
prints and a usable negative that can be used
for normal print production. 55 P/N has the
same capability but in single 4" x 5" exposure
packets with an ASA of 50.

Types 47, 57, and 107. Type 47 is a roll
film with an image area of 3% x 41/2". Type
57 is a 4" x 5" single exposure packet film.
Type 107 comes in 31/4" x 41/4" film packs. All
three of these panchromatic film types have
an ASA of 3000 which makes them ideal for
photography of high-speed events, many
scientific applications, and general
photogaphy. As with conventional materials
having high speed, resolution on the paper
positive is low compared to slower films.

Exercise (210):

1. Match the Polaroid film types listed in
column A with the appropriate description
listed in column B.

Column A
1. Type 42.
2. Type 52.
3. Type 105.1
4. Type 47.
5 Type 57.
6. Type 107.

Column B
a, ASA 3000 pack film:
b. Film has an ASA of 50

and produces both a
positive and useful nega-
tive.

c. Roll film with an ASA
of 200.

d. Roll film with an ASA
of 3000.

e. Pack filin that produces
a negative and a posi-
tive.

f. Single exposure pack
film with an ASA of
3000.

g Pack film with an ASA
of 400.

h. Single posure packet
film 4th an ASA of
400.

U V BUIE GREEN RED INFRARED
". e I

f

. . , I 4 01.1

400nm 500nm 600nm 700nm 800nm
23/-264

Figure 1-6, Sensitivity of infrared emulsion,
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1-11. Infrared Film
Infrared film is sensitive to the infrared

(generally in the region of 700 to 900
nanometers in wavelength) portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum which we consider
as being invisible .radiation. Even though
infrared is not visible to the human eye, this
film can "see0 it; consequently, an exposure
can be made.

211. Complete statements about the
characteristics of infrared film and procedures
for its use.

In addition to the infrared sensitivity, the
film is also sensitive to some ultraviolet and
visible blue light. Because of the blue
sensitivity, a filter must be used over the lens
to absorb the blue light in order to obtain the
proper infrared effect. Generally speaking,
any deep red filter can be used; however, it is
advisable to follow the manufacturer's recom-
mendations. Figure 1-6 shows the sensitivity
of infrared emulsions.

Infrared film has many applications in
conventional, as well as aerial and scientific
photography. In situations- where sharp
definition and contrast differentiation for
distant objects are required, infrared filin has
definite advantages. The use of a
panchromatic film in combination with a red,
filter provides good haze penetration where
distant objects would otherwise be obscured:
Although this haze penetration is goo,d, the
use of infrared film gives even greater haze
penetration.

Since the infrared radiation has long
wavelengthei it will not focus in the same

:plane ,as visible light. Because of this, it is
necesiary p refocus the lens. The lens-to-film
distance muse be slightly increased. Many

newer cameras are equipped with an index
mark to show the infrared focus point.lf_this_
point is not marked, it is advisable to use a
small diaphragm opening to obtain as much
depth of focus as possible.

One of the features of an exposure taken
outdoors on infrared film is the peculiar
effect in the areas of natural vegetation.
Normally, it would seem as though green
subjects would produce very little exposure.
This is true where the objects are colored
green. Natural foliage that contains
chlorophyl, however, causes a heavy
exposure. The foliage, therefore, appears very
white on a print. Infrared photography is used
extensively, by conservationists to identify
diseased trees and plants. Compare the
difference between figure 1-7A, a print made
from an infrared negative, and figure 1-7B,
which was made from a panchromatic
negative.

Crime labs use infrared photography to
detect forgeries and erasures, to decipher
charred documents, and to distinguish
between various dyes, etc. In addition,
infrared film is useful in medical photography
and other scientific and technical applications
where infrared radiations are to be recorded.

Exercise1211):
1. Complete the following statements related

to the characteristics of infrared film.
a. When using infrared film, a _filter

should be used. ;
b. Infrared film gives better

penetration than panchromatic film.
c. To iniure proper focusing, the

lens-to-film distance must be
when using infrared filth.

d. Natural living foliage will produce a
exposure on infrared film.
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CHAPTER 2

Photographic Exposure

A PROPERLY EXPOSED negative is the
starting point of the photographic process. If
you don't expose Tor it, there will be no
image on the negative. Therefore, in this
chapter we discuss basic exposure theory, the
scene brightness range, reciprocity effects, the
problem of haze, and the use of data guide
charts, meters, and gray cards. The continued
study of these various elements will help you
gain confidence in this most important
photographic step.

2-1. Exposure Factors

A photomphic exposure is the controlled
application of image forming light to a
light-sensitive material. This exposure puts the
photographic process in motion to produce
the desired end product. You must correctly
expose the material if you want to form an
image, having proper; density and adequate
detail.

212. State ,the basic exposure formula and
describe each exposure factor.

The term "exposure" means the amount of
light which is permitted to act upon a
photographic emulsion. A light of high
intensity may be permitted to act for a short
time, or one of lesser intensity for a greater
time; yet both exposures produce the same
photographic effect on film. The exposure
formula, which applies to most practical work
is: Exposure = Intensity X Time. Intensity, in
this case, refers to the brightness of the light
striking the film and depends on the lens
setting (werture) in conjunction with the
light reflected from the subject. Time is the
interval during which the shutter permits the
light to reach the film.

NOTE: Aperture settings and ahutter speed
selection are functions of camera operation

which will be explained in greater detail in
subsequeht sections. For the time being,
consider the aperture as a "hole" inside the
lens that permits image forming light to pass
to the film. The 'size of \the aperture can be
controlled laY a diaphragm and the size is
indicated by an f/stop (ex. f/8). The shutter is
a mechanical or electronic device which acts
as a curtain in front of the diaphragm or in
front of the film. In either case, it controls
the amount of time that light is permitted to
strike the film.

Let's demonstrate the exposure formula by
exposing three sheets of film of the same
scene. For example, expose the first g 1/125
second at f/11, another sheet at 1/60 at f/16,
and a third at 1/250 at f/8. lievelop all three
sheets exactly alike. All the negatives will
have the same density since they have all had
the same amount df exposure. In this
demonstration, the exposure has remained
constant while both intensity and tim0 have
been varied. For example, when the intensity
vas reduced by one half by going from f/11
to f/16,, then the time was doubled by going
from 1/125 tO 1/60 to keep- the total
exposure equivalent.

If three exposures, however, are made with
the intensity remaining constant at f/11 while
the time is varied by 1/125, 1/60, and 1/39 of
a second, the negatives vary considerably in
density. In these cases the exposure does not
remain constant, since 1/60 allows two times
and 1130 four times as much exposure as
1/125. The same principle ,applies if the
shutter speed remained at 1/125 and the lens
aperture was changed each time from fn.i to
f/16, and then f/8. The negatives again would-
vary in density because f/16 wOuld allow in
half as much and f/8 would would double the
amount of light as compared to f/11.

16

Exercises (212)1)),

1. State the formula for determining
exposure.



2. Describe each factor and give its a era
Control.

213. Define film speed, state the
interrelationship of apertures and shutter
speeds, and select equivalent exposures from
various combinations of shutter spdeds and
apertures,/ ,

Film Speed. Film has been mentioned
several times in our discussion of. factors
governing exposures. Chapter 1 of this volume

.. 'explained the sensitivity of various types of\. films to various wavelengths of light and
general degrees of sensitivity and speed rating
of negative materials in order to calculate the
correct exposure required to produce s given
density on the film.

The major American, European, and
Japanese manufactUrers have adopted a smgle,
unified system of rating film speeds known
the Amirican Standards Associatioi 4
system. (The present name of the -. ingd-'
organization, is the American . ational
Standards Instittite (ANSI). However, since
film manufacturers are still using the ASA
identifier for film speed, we will do the same
in our discussion.)

With this method of calculating film speed,
a speed- number is assigned, and its rating has
the same value as far as exposure is concerned
regardless of who manufactures the film. The
film speed-is TricTiCifecTby a nUmerical rating
(64, 125, 400, etc), which has bean
determined through testing. A film with a
speed rating of 250 is twice as fast (sensitive
to light) as one with a rating of 125; that is, it

. requires only half as much exposure to
produce the same amount of density, all other
factors remaining the same.

The speed number indiCated on each
... package of filna is intended to be used with

exposure mers. or any other aid in
calculating, exposure. This speed number
greatly simplifies your problem when
changing from one brand of film to another.

- ...,_ Equivalent Exposure. The combination of
the shutter speed' and the aperture setting
determines the amount of light that is
xposing the film. While there are certain

circumstances ' that limit the. choice of
iperture shutter combinations, under most
conditions there are many shutter Speed
aperture settings that will pioduce equal
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amounts 'of 'exposure. Settings that give equal
amounts of. exposure are called equivalent
exposure settings. Remember that a correct
expOsure results from a combination of
shutter speed and aperture settings. Now, let's
see how each one of these factors functions to
control the action of light. *,

Shutters. Most shutters have a range of
instantaneous speed settings, in addition to
settings' for time (T) and bulb (3). The tune
sOng is used for extremely long exposures,
somettitites 'hours in duration. The shutter is

tripped to begin the ekposure and then
rotated to close the shutter when the desired
exposure interval has lapsed. The bulb setting
is usually used for times that are slightly
longer than the instantaneous settings (i.e., 2
seconds to several minutes). The, shutter
remains open only as long as the shutter
release is depressedusually with the aid of a
cable release. Releasing the release closes the
shutter.

The instantaneous settings generally mean
exposures lasting for a fraction of a second.
These shutter speeds normally range from 1
second to 1/1000 of a second or less. For
example, setting the shutter speed indicator, at
60 means that the shutter will be open for
1160 of a second after the shutter release has
been tripped. The number 4' means that the
shutter would be open for 1/4 of a second,
'etc.

Each shutter speed is increased
(approximately) by a factor of 2. This means.
that the next fastest shutter speed reduces the
exposure time by one-half and the next
slowest shutter speed- dOubles the exposure
time. For example/ moving from a shutter
speed of 1/60 of a second to 1/125 of a
second reduces the exposure time by one-half,
but going from a Shutter speed of 11125 to
1/60 second doubles the exposure time.
. Apertures or F/Stops. Intensity is

controlled by a series of interlocking leaves
(iris diaphragm) which are adjustable so that
you may increase" or decrease the opening
through Which light passes to strike the film.
The f/stops are numbers marked on the
diaphragm ' ring to indicate the various
apertures. When the aperture diaphragm is
moved to the smallest number (f/1.4, for
example) the iris diaphragm is wide open and
admits the maximum amount of light:As.the
numbers increase (2, 2.8, 4, etc) the size of
the aperture becomes smaller, reducing the
amount of light entering the camera.

Lens manufacturers have standardized
f/stop scales starting with f/1 and progressing
by the square root of 2 through the various
full f/stops. An important advantage of this



system is that each higher numbered f/stop
/reduces,the intensity of the light striking the

film by one-half. The term full fIstop is
applied to the following f/stops: fjl, f/1.4,
1/2, f/2.8, 1/4, 1/5.6, 1/8, f/11,1/16,1/22, and
1/32. The term lens speed refers to the largest
aperture (i.e., the smallest f/number) of the
lens.

The phrase "closing down a stop" means
moving from one full f/stop to the next larger
number, such as from 1/11 to 1/16. Doing this
reduces the light intensity by one-half.
Opening up one stop produces the opposite
result. In this case, as you move from a larger
number, to the next smaller number (f,'16 to
1/11), the light intensity doubles.

Since both aperture and shutter speed
settings can control exposure, it is possible to
alter exposure by changing either.the aperture
or the shutter speed setting. As an example, if
you want to double the amount of exposure
for a certain film, you can open up the lens
one f/stop or you can double the exposure
time by moving to the next smaller number.

The term "close down one stop" is also a
short-hand way of saying, "Reduce your
exposure by one-half." This reduction can be
accomplished by doubling your shutter speed
or using the next smaller lens aperture.
Sometimes it May be to your advantage to
change one rather than the other. For
example, let's assume that yow are
photopaphing a subject that requires a
certn depth of field. In this case you would
.adj st the shutter to provide the necessary
exposure, as depth of field is controlled in
part by the aperture closing. The choice, of
course, is up to you and is part of your
control over the quality of the final
photographic product.

Exercises (213)741sNwhoN

1. Define film speed.

2. State how a combination of aperture
setting and shutter speed controls
exposure.

3. Solve the following problems by selecting
the correct equivalent exposure.
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a. 1/60 at f/8 is equal to:

b. 1/250 at f/5.6 is

c. 1/30 at f/11 is eq to:

1/25 at f/11
1/30 at f/16
1/250 at f/4

o: 1/125 at f/2.8
1/500 at 1/8
1/60 at f/11
1/125 at f/8
1/60 at f/16
1/250 at f/4

214. Define scene brightness range and
briefly explain why the scene brightness range
affects the information that is recorded on
the film.

Scene Brightness Range. When you view a
typical scene, your eyes respond to the color
of light reflected by each part of the subject.
Your camera lens focuses this light upon the
film and fOrms an image in natural color.
However, black-and-white photographic films
can only reproduce these colors in various
shades of gray. The density of these various
shades depends on the brightness of the
reflectance of each subject color and the color
sensitivity of the film. The relative difference
between the brightest areas (highlights) and
the darkest areas (shadows) is termed the
scene brightness range (SBR).

Typical photographic scenes may have
scene brightness ranges from 1.7 to well over
1.500. This is to say that, by comparison, a
shadow is 1/2 to 1/500 as bright _as the
highlight in the scene. Common film
emulsions are capable of recording all of the
extremely low scene brightness ranges, but
few can record very high ratios of shadow to
highlight brightness. The problem is
compounded by typical printing paper
emulsions which can only record tone
differences of 1:30 or less.

'Most films are properly exposed when the
brightest highlight creates the greatest
practical image density. This priFtical
maximum occurs when 128 times the
minimum amount of light strikes the average
black-and-white film. At this point, we can
say that the range of the particular film is
1-to-128. Any object reflecting more than
128 times the minimum amount of light will
end up as a washed-out highlight.

When an original scene contains a greater,t
brightness range than the film can capture
(for instance, a scene brightness range of 1 to
600), you can photograph any slice of the
scene that contains a 1-to-128 ratio of light
units. You can photograph 2 to 256 light



units or 4 to 512 units; any ratio that re, _ices
to 1 to 128. Remember that any areas that
reflect less light than our low point will result
in a clear negative, and areas above our high
point, will result in a "blocked up" area of
the negative.

exercises (214):

1. Derme scene brightness range.

2. Briefly explain why the scene brightness
range affects what information will be
recorded on the film.

215. Briefly explain the law of recipocity,
the conditions under which there is likely to
be a failure of reciprocity, and the effect of
reciprocity failure.

Reciprocity Law. Earlier; we defined
exposure as the product of the intensity of
the light reaching the-sensitized material and
the time of Aposure: E = I X T. The amount
of photographic chemical reaction or silver
image density is dependent upon the exposure
received by the film or paper. This equation is
also known as the reciprocity law.

Applying the law of reciprocity, if no other
factors were involved, you should expect the
same density to be produced on two samples
of sensitized materials having the same speed
(assuming equal development), even though
one sheet of the material is exposed to 500

*units of light for 1 second and the other to 1

unit of light for 500 seconds. The product of
the light intensity and the time of the light
action is the same for each exposure.

Let's take another example. An exposure
of 1/250 second at f/8 is equal to an exposure
of 1/60 at f/16. In a. practical sense, the
reciprocity law holds true for the normal
range for exposure time. The normal range for
various sensitized materials differs consider-
ably. Many films have a normal range of
1 second to 1/500 second; others have a
normal. exposure range of between 1/10 and
1/1,000 second. Failure of the reciprocity law
to apply in this normal range is insignificant,
and you can disregard it for most practical
applications of photography. This is why
pubhshed 'tables, exposure calculators, and

exposure meters can be Used in most of your
day-to-day photography.

Unfortunately, pfiotographic emulsions do
not always resporld in such a manner that
constant results are obtained when lient
intensity and exposure times are widely
varied. What we are saying is that the
reciprocal -relationship of intensity and time
as outlined in the exposure equation does not
hold true in some applications. Instead, film is
less responsive when it is exposed under
extremely high or low light intensities as
compared to exposure under medium
intensities. Both extremes are usually marked
by very short or very long ,shutter speed
settings.

It is interesting to note that at both
extremes the effect of reciprocity failure
apparent loss of film speed. The loss film
speed results in an underexposed
The extent of speed loss differs with fferent
emulsions under varying conditi and no
general rule can be given. Requir&I exposure
compensation for reciprocity failure must be
found by experimentation for each emulsion.
The best insurance against reciprocity failure
is the use of the aperture, rather than
extremes of shutter speeds, to control
exposure.

Exercises (215):

1. Briefly explain the law of reciprocity.

2. Explain under what conditions there is
likely to be reciprocity failure.

3. Explain the effect of reciprocity failure.

216. Identify, as true Or false, statements
concerning haze and its effect on
photographic exposures.

Haze. The term "atmospheric haze" is used
in photography to describe a condition of the
air. This condition, haze, may take the form
of a thin vapor of fumes, smoke, or dust.
Haze effects are soinetimes used to heighten
the drainatic impact in photogaphs, but on
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other occasions haze may present a serious
problem u it obscures vital details.

Haze acts as a filter and scatters the shorter
(blue) wavelengths of light. Haze, therefore,
effectively softens details. Such softening can
give a feeling of depth or mood to pictorial
shots. Conversely, there may be occasions
when you wish to eliminate or reduce the
effects of atmospheric conditions to achieve
maximum detail. These include but are by no
means limited to:

Aerial reconnaissance.
Aerial mapping.
Aerial surveys.
Telephoto photography for sports or

nature.
Missile launchings.
Astronomical photography.

To minimize or eliminate haze to show
distant subjects in greater detail,
panchromatic or infrared emulsions must be
used. These films are selected because they
are sensitive to red or infrared wavelengths.

These longer wavelengths are not as affected
by haze.

The use of panchromatic film and a yellow
filter can improve clarity to some degree.
Even greater detail may be obtained by using
dark yellow or orange filters. To penetrate
heavy haze you should use a red filter.
Maximum penetration can be achieved by
using infrared film and a dark red filter. It
must be emphasized that these methods apply
to haze penetration. Ordinary film and filter
combinations do not penetrate fog or some
other types of atmospheric conditions.

NOTE: Yellow, orange, and red filters are
used to absorb blue wavelengths of light
which predominate in hazy conditions. The
conect use of filters will be discussed in detail
in a later chapter.

Exercise (216):

1. Identify each of the following statements
as true or false.
a. Haze obscures detail in a photograph.
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b. Orthochromatic film is the best type of
film to use when photographing on an
average hazy day.

c. Maximum haze penetration can be
achieved by using infrared film and a red
filter.

2-2. Data Guide Charts
Your value to a photographic facility is

increased when you overcome problems that
could result in an assignment failure. For
example, you may be faced with an accident
assignment during which your light meter is

, damaged or is giymg false reao.ngs. If your
technical background is shallow, or you have
not developed the ability ,to judge light
conditions, you will most certainly have
problems in getting, the prop,. nxposure. In
this section, we discuss the exposure guides
which can help you calc. 'ate exposure
settings when you do not have a light meter.

217. Given lighting and subject conditions,
calculate the correct exposure using the
exposure guide presented in figure 24.

The problem of calculating the exposure
fq,r, any subject involves %interrelation of
two factors: the speed of e film and the
brightness of the subject. We;use the ,ASA
film speed indexes for our exposure
computation of speed. Two methods.. of
judging brightness are visual estimation and
the use of an exposure meter. Both have their
individual merits, though for, consistent
results under a variety of conditions only a
properly working exposure meter should be
used.

Visual Estimation. Visual estimation is
based on past experience with films of a given
speed and by personal judgment of scene
brightness. Because of the characteristics of
the human eye, such brightness judgments are
seldom very precise even though experienced
photographers can become quite skilled at
making visual estimations under familiar
conditions.

In the absence of an Snoosure meter, the
following system can, be used to calculate a
fairly accurate camera expqsure outdoors.
The basic shutter setting is the reciprocal of
the film speed. If the film's ASA rating is 125.
use 1/125 second as the shutter speed; if the
speed is 250, use 1/260 second; and so forth.
Your basic f/stop setting can b'e selected by
using an exposure table. Many film packages

contain tables such as the one shown in figure
2-1. 0-

Using an Exposure Table or Guide.
Completely accurate assessments of lighting
conditions are seldom possible. However,
most film emulsions hay fficient latitude
to -cover any minor erro ou might make.
Consider the following s ments as aids in
assessing light conditions by visual estimation.

a. A bright sun and clear sky produces
deep dark shadows of subjects in the scene.
Use the Bright Sun column for exposures
under these conditions.

b. If the sun's outline is visible behind a
thin veil of clouds, use the Hazy Sun column.
In this case, the sun's brightness has been
softened somewhat by a fine haze over the
sky/ or by thin clouds. As a result, the
shadows of objects are light and transparent.

c. if you can't see the sun and the sky is
bright in the direction that the sun should be,
use the Cloudy Bright column. Many overcast
days when the sun is hardly visible can be
included in this classification. Shadows of
ground objects under these conditions are
barely visible.

d. In the event the whole sky is covered
with dark clduds, use the Open Shade
column. This classification also applies when
your subject is standing ire the shadow of
another object. By open shade, we mean it is
possible `to see the clear sky overhead from
the subject's position. In other words, your
subject is standing in the shade of another
object, and this shade is fairly even over the
entire area where Your subject is located.

e. Use the Deep Shade column when
supplemental lighting of subjects in deep
shade is not possible. Use extra care in making
'photographs in deep shade to ensure adequate
shadow detail.

Next, turn your attention to the subject
,brightness. If it is a general snow scene or a
beach scene with a lot of reflection
throughout the entire area, use the top row
labeled brilliant If your main subject, within
the snow or beach scene, is not reflecting very
much light because the subject is dark
colored, use the second row of f/stops labeled
bright: Also, use this classification when you
estimate that the general scene is reflecting
more than 50 percenrof the light striking it.
Most of the subjects you will be
photographing can be classified as average.
This means that they reflect 15 to 50 percent
of the light striking them. When it appears to
your eye that the subject is reflecting less
than 15 percent of the light striking it, use the
last row of f/stops labeled dark.
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I INCIDENT LIGHT. SPHERE
2 REFLECTED LIGHT APERTURE

ICOVERED-BY SPHERE)
3 ILLUMINATION SELECTOR BUTTONS
4 HIGH INTENSITY ILLUMINATION SCALE

(OUT OF VIEW)
5 LOW INTENSITY ILLUMINATION SCALE
.6 SCALE INDICATOR NEEDLE
7 EXPOSURE TIME SCALE
8 LENS APERTURE SCALE
9 SILM SPEED SELECTOR
IC FILM SPEED INDEX WINDOW

11 INTENSITY SCALE INDEX LEVER
12 INTENSITY SCALE INDEX WINDOW

2.11.1P1

Figure 2-2. A hypothetical exposure meter set for incident light.

\

I INCIDENT LIGHT SPHERE
2 RECLECTED LIGHT APERTURE
3 ILLUMINATION SELECTOR BUTTONS
4 1IGH INTENSITY ILLUMINATION SCALE
5 LOW iNTENSITY ILLUMINATION SCALE (HIDDEN)
6 SCALE INDICATOR NEEDLE
7 EXPOSURE TIME SCALE (-ROTATES WITH

.

"NTENSITY SCALE INDEX)
8 LENS APERTURE SCALE (FIXED)
9 FILM SPEED SELECTOR
10 FILM SPEED INDEX WINDOW
11 INTENSITY SCALE INDEX LEVgR
12 INTENSITY SCALE INDEX WINDOW

1..Yizsj

..

Figure 2-3. A hypothetical exposure meter set for-reflected light.
', --
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Figure 2-4. Taking an incident meter reading.
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Let us try to putreverything together by
working a problein. Suppose you are
photographing a cream-colored building.
First, you look at the sky in the direction of
the sun. You discover the light condition to
be "hazy sun" since you are able to see the
outline of the sun through a thin veil of
clouds. Since the building is cream colored,

you then select "bright" for the subject
-brightness. At the point on the table where
the columns for bright subjects under hazy
sun intersect, you find f/16 to be the basic
aperture setting. If you are using film with a
speed of 125, the basic exposure would be
1/125 at f/16.

Exercise (217):
1. With the aid of figure 2-1, select the

appropriate f/stop for each one of the
following shooting situations.
a. Photographing a snow scene on a day

when the sun has been softened by thin
clouds.

b. The subject is a black automobile. The
sky is overcast.

c. Photographing a young girl under a tree
on a sunny day.

2-3. Expos Meters
The human eye is a poor instrument for

measuring the critical intensity of light.
Because of this, we must rely on exposure
meters for accurate light measurements. In
this section we cover principles, maintenance,
and application of exposure meters.

218. State the purpose of reflected and
incident light exposure readings and complete
statements concerning the use of exposure
meters.

Exposure meters are light-sensitive
(-measuring devices which convert light energy

into electrical energy on a proportional basis.
Exposure meters employ two systems for
making light intensity readings. The incident
method measures the intensity of light falling
on the subject. The reflected method
measures the amount of light being reflected
by the subject. Many meters today are
convertible to either method. For the sake of
discussion, we will examine each method
separately.

Incident-Light Meters. The incident-light
meter measures t.he light falling on the
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subject. This type of meter does not consider
the tone value of the subject at all. Thus, it
does not read' the amount oklight being
reflected by the subject toward the camera. If
you use this type of meter, you must take
into consideration the tonal value of the
subject to understand the scene brightness
range you are working with.

Many of the modern exposure meters can
give either incident or reflected light readings.
Photoelectric exposure meters operate on a
common principle and, as shown in figures
2-2 and 2-3, vary primarily in their
configuration for use. Light falls on a
photoelectric ..cell which, responds by creating
electric*current. The cell produces power in
direct felation to the intensity of the light it
receives and moves a needle that indicates
light intensity on a scale for exposure
computation. The more light there is, the
greater, is the deflection of the needle. In
addition, the meter has a set of dials which,
when set according to the, proper film-speed
index and the scale reading of light intensity,
gives the exposure diredtlydepending on the
shutter speed or diaphragm opening desired.

Figure 2-2 shows the incident-light sphere
in place over a window that gathers light for
the photoelectric cell. The sphere receives the
light from above, below, forward, and the
sides. When held at the subject position and
pointed toward the camera (as in fig. 2-4), an
incident-light meter measures the light falling
on the subject.

Reflected-Light Meters. Figure 2-3
illustrates a meter configuration for reading
high intensity reflected, light. Individual
components are identified by the same figures
used in figure 2-2. However, you should note
that the sphere (1) has been pushed aside to
reveal the reflected light aperture (2) forward
of the photoelktric cell. The illumination
selector (3) has been set for readings on the
high-intensity scale (4). Film speed 160 has
been set in the index window (10).

Figtre 2-5 illustrates the principle of
reading with the reflected light exposure
meter. It measures the amount of light being
reflected toward the camera by the subject.
Thus, this type of meter actually measures the
picture-producing light. This is the most
important feature of this type of light. Ybu
can use this, meter to measure the scene
brightness range by taking Separate readings
of the highlight end shadow portions olthe
subject.

e 3,



Exercises (218):
1. What is the purpose of taking a

reflected-light meter reading?

2. Explain the reason for taking
incident-light meter reading.

3. Complete the following statements
regarding the operation of exposure meters.
a. When using a reflected meter, you point

the meter toward the
b. The tonal values of the subject are not

measured when taking
meter readings.

c. When using an incident meter, you point
the meter toward the

meter readings are used to
measure the scene brightness range of
the subject.

219. identify principles and techniques that
apply to different types of meter readings.

Reflected Meter Techniques. A reflected
meter is used to measure light that is being
reflected by the subject towards the camera.
The meter is programmed to yiekl a reading
that will reproduce a middle gay tone. This is
to say that if you measure the light being
reflected by a certain subject and use this
reading for your exposure and then process
and.print your film correctly, the subject will
appear a medium gray. All other parts of the
scene that reflected more or less light than
this subject will be lighter or darker tan
middle gay. It is most important to realiq
that a middle gray tone may not be the best
representation of the subject and that you .
may have to modify your exposure to achieve
the right tone.

When taking a reflected light Nading, it is
important to know exactly what kart of the
subject the meter is reading. Each. type of
meter has its own angle of acceptance. Some
meters read a very narrow area (such meters
are often called "spot" meters) while others
read a very wide angle. It is possible for a
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meter to readtoo much of the shadow or
highlight areas and cause an inaccurate
exposure. Therefore, it is a good idea to move
in close to the subject so that you can make
sure that the main subject is being measured.

There are basically three types of readings
made with a. reflected meter. T,hese are; (.1)
average, (2) brightness range, and (3)
substitute. Let us see how each works.

Average reading. To take an average
reading, you simply aim the meter toward the
middle of the subject and take a reading. This
averages the highlight and shadow areas to
give you a 'middle" reading. This type of
reading works well with average contrast
subject.

Brightness range. To take a brightness range
reading, you first take a reading of an
important highlight area. Next, take a second
reading by measuring an important shadow
area. Then average these two readings to get
your exposure. For example, if the highlight
measured f/22 at 1/125 and the shadow was
5.6 at 1/125, your exposure would be f/11 at
1/125.

Substitute reading. If youtannot approach
the subject to measure its reflectance, you can
select some object that closely approximates
the subject's reflectance and use it to
compute exposure. If the substitute object is
lighter or darker than the subject, you must
make a minor adjustment before making the
exposure.- If the subject is a person, for
example, you could take a reading off the
palm of your hand and use thig reading to
produce a good exposure. Remember,
however, the substitute object must be
illuminated by light having the same quality
and intensity as that used to illumina the-
subject. (You can use an 18-percent n
gay test card to make sitstitute readings.
This technique is discussed in a subsequent
section.)

Incident Meter Reading. When using an
incident light meter, pint the light-gathering
receptor toward the . camera. The meter
averages all of the light falling on the subject.
This type of metering is valuable when you
have contrasty or back I. hted subjects where
the strong highlights mig t cause erroneous
reflected readings.

Exetes (219): .

1. Wh t is .the difference between an average
and a scene brightness reading?

sr
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2. When would it be a good idea to use an
incident light meter reading?

3. What factors should be considered when
choosing a substitute subject for a reflected
meter reading?

220. Complete statements about the proper
use and care of an exposure meter.

Care of Exposure Meters. Your exposure
meter will last for a long time provided you
don't drop it or otherwise abuse it. To ensure
utmost accuracy, you should follow the
appropriate operator's checklist and
instructional booklet provided by the
manufacturer. You should also consider the
following points:

(1) Clean the glass over the photoelectric
cell before use.
(NOTE: In dry weather, you may find that
rubbing the glass with cloth can generate a
static electricity charge and cause the needle
to give a false reading. You can remove the
charge by breathing on the glass.)

(2) Zero the meter. Cover the meter cell
opening to cut off all the light. (With some
meters you must remove the batteries.) The
needle should be at 0 or at an appropriate
zero mark. Tilt the meter in various
directionsfrom side to side and up and
down. The needle should not move more than
the equivalent of one-third of an f/stop
despite the position of the meter. If needed,
adjust the needle until it zeroes.

(3) Check for sticky movement. Aim the
meter cell at any light source until the needle
is at about the halfway mark on the scale.
Cover the cell and uncover it several times.
The needle should go to 0 each time the cell is
covered. Even with low light intensity, the
meter pointer should move smoothly.

(4) Check for accuracy. Absolute accuracy
tests are very difficult, and it is impossible to
check for the meter's accuracy every time you
go on a camera mission. However, you should
assure that your meter indicates exposures
which are logical on the basis of your
experienèe or which match those indicated by
another meter of known accuracy.

Always handle your meter correctly since
the quality of your photographs depends on

correct exposure metering. Consider the
following operational DOs and DON'Ts.

DOProtect the meter from bumping
against other objects. Carry the meter in your
pocket or carnera case when it isn't in use.
The' meter case gives some protection, but is
not adequate for safety in extreme
conditions.

DON'TSubject the photoelectric cell to
light intensities above those that are
programmed by the selector switch. Extreme
intensities may cause the indicator needle to
bounce at the high end of the scale and
eventually cause damage to the unit.

DON'TSubject the exposure meter to
temperatures above 125°F. When you are not
using the meter, keep it in the carrying case
and away from heat.

DON'TPoint the photoelectric cell
toward the sun. The cell may be "blinded"
and give erroneous readings for many hours.

Exercise (220):
1. Complete the following statements on the

proper care and use of an exposure meter.
a. A photoelectric meter can be

if you point the meter
toward the

b. Subjecting a metek to very
intensities of light can cause permanent
damage.

c. The meter should be protected from
other objects.

d. In most meters, when the batteries are
removed "the needle should rest at the

. mark.
e. Protect your meter from temperatures

above

2-4. Neutral Density Gray Card
There are times when the subject is so small

that it is impossible for adjacent areas to be
excluded from the exposure meter's field of
view. Under these conditions, the meter may
provide inaccurate exposUre data. At other
times, it is impossible to approach the subject
in order to take a meter reading, Finally,
there are situations when the subject is not
available for you to make exposUre readings.
For example, it is not possible to interrupt
sports -ictivities in order to Cake a closeup
reading. Under these and other conditions, a
neutral test card can be substituted for the
subject to assist you in calculating the correct
exposure.
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221 . Identify correct and incorrect
statements about the proper use of the gray
card.

The neutral-test card is approximately 8 x
10 inches in size, .gray on one side and white

.28

on the other. The gray side reflects 18 percent
of the light i,ncident on it, while the white
side reflects 90 percent of the light that
strikes it.

There are three basic rules to be
remembered when using a gray card:



(1) The illumination falling on the card
must be of the same quality and

" intensity as that falling on the subject.
(2) When you are using a gray card to

estimate exposure, be sure to hold the
meter .close to the card. This way,
light from surrounding areas 'frill not
strike the meter's cell and produce
erroneous readings.

(3) Make sure that the card is held
perpendicular to the ground. If it is
held at an angle, either up or down, it
will produce inaccurate readings.

To use the gray card correctly, position it
properly as shown in figure 2-6, and measure
the light reflected from it. Next, compare the
reflectance of the card with the reflectance of
your subject. If the subject is lighter, select a
smaller aperture. If the subject is darket, open
the aperture to admit more light.

If you are working under conditions of
extremely low illumination, it may not be
possible to register a reading on the gray side
of the card. However, the white side of the
card reflects five times as much light and may
provide sufficient reflectance to make an
exposure reading. If the white side of ihe
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neutral test card is used, you must remember
that it shortens the exposure by five times
over the reading provided by the gray side of
the card. Typical subjects reflect less light
than the white side of the neutral test card. If
you use the actual exposure data provided
from this side of the card, most of_ your
negatives will be severely underexposed. As a
general rule, open the aperture approximately
2-1/2 f/stops over the white side reading.

Exercises (221):
1. Identify each of the following statements

as true or false.
a. The gray side of a neutral test card

reflects 18 percent of the light striking
it.

b. You can take an incident reading off a
gray card.

c. When using the white side of the neutral
test card, you need to increase your
exposure 21/2 stops.

d. When taking a reflective light reading off
a gray card, the card should be held at a
45° angle to.the subject.



CHAPTER 3

Still/Motion Picture Cameras

THERE IS NO SINGLE camera to fill every
pirotographic requirement. Most
photographers choose from among cameras
that produce negatives ranging in size from
35mm through 8 x 10 inches. Their choice is
dictated by the purpose of the photography
and the conditions under which it is to be
accomplished.

Small cameras are essential when the
photographer requires maximum freedom' of
movement. With very little manipulation of
the camera, they permit making several
exposures in rapid succession on roll film.
Accessories, such as special purpose lenses and
flash equipment, are easily carried by the
photographer. However,, small cameras have a
disadvantage in their small negative size.
Extreme care in expoSing and processing is
required to retain fine detail with small
negatives. Corrections in the image by
retouching are virtually impossible to make.

Large cameras are usually used when you
must retain maximum' detail in the negative
without special processing. This -is necessary

VIEWFINDER

Ns_111\t.

when certain subjects are photogxaphed to an
exact scale or when very 'large-scale
reproductions are needed. Correction of
certain faults in iniage detail is possible with
large sheet film negatives. The disadvantageS
of large cameras are their bulk end. the need
for heavy-duty tripod support. Large
supplementary lighting equipment further
reduces portability.

Between' the two extremes just, described
are larger roll film cameras and timelier sheet
film cameras. These are, to a great extent,
universal in their use. Negatives produced by
these cameras are large enough to retain good
detail without special processing techniques.
Their size allows the photographer to carry
most accessories conveniently.

How many of each type of camera a photo
lab needs depends primarily on .the lab's
mission. All cameras have features in common
and, once you have become familiar with the
operation of one camera, you can eaaily learn
to operate other types.- We will, therefore,
discuss examples of cameras that -fall within

VIEW SEEN

VIEW PHOTOGRAPHED

SUBJECT^ AT 50 FT
NO PARALLAX CORRECiION

SGBJECT AT 50 FT
PARALLAX CORRECTED

Figure.3-14 Parallax Correction With oPtical viewfirider.

VIEW 'SEEN AND
PHOTOGRAPHED
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the following categories: (1) reflex, (2) 35mm
SLR/RF, (3) press, (4) view, (5) copy, and
(6) duplicating cameras.

In addition to still cameras, many base
photo labs have a limited requirement for
cameras to produce 16mm motion picture
footage for television news release. In light of
this, a short discussion of motion picture
camera operation is also given.

3-1. Reflex Cameras
The reflex camera is not really a different

type of camera. The difference between reflex
cameras and other cameras is their unique
method of viewing and focusing the subject.
In this section we disyinguish between' tiv
single lens and twin lens reflex systems and
discuss the .4eration of the "Rolleiflex"
camera.

222. State the basic differences between the
single lens and twin lens reflex camera
systems.

Single Lens Reflex Camera. Many cameras
suffer from .parallax. Parallax occurs when
there is a difference in the angle used to view
the subject and the lens angle of coverage.
Parallax becomes more of a problem as the
camera moves closer to the subject. Pictures
in which part of the subject is cut off can

usually be blamed on parallax. Figure, 3-1
illustratei the problem.

The single lens reflex camera does not have
a parallax problem. A mirror in the path of
the image foimed by the lens deflects the
light from the subject .to the viewing screen
for focusing and composition. Thus, the
phlitogapher is able to see what the lens sees
regardless of the focal length of the lens or
the lens-to-subjedt distance.

When the shutter is tripped, the mirror
moves out of.the way and allows the light to
pass to the focal plane, where it exposes the

lisikally the...mirror instantly returns
once the expossure g finished. Figure 3-2
illustratet the Rrinciple .# operation of the
single lens reflex camera.
4

Twin Lens Reflex Camera. The twin lens
reflex design combines two separate lens
systems into a single camera. The top lens is
for viewing and focusing, while the bottom
lens takes tbe picture. The top lens focuses an
image of the subject on the viewing screen in
much the same manner as the single lens
reflex camera, except that the image is
reversed. The twin lens reflex camera suffers
from paiallax at close distances. Parallax
correction may be obtained by internal
compensation between the two Jenses or by a
bar tbat comes across the viewing screen
indicating the reduced area covered by the
taking lens. Figure 3-3 shows the twin lens
reflex principle.

23! -368

ANGLE OF FIELD

Figure 3-2. Principles of typical single lens reflex camera.

_
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NATURAL
PA RAL LAX

S.

G.
F4,s,

fr NATURAL
PAR A LL AX

L ENS BOARD
(STA N OAR 0)

Figure 3-3. Principles of twin lens reflex cameras.

,* Built-in flash synchronization for lth M

and X.
L's6 120 (12 shots) or 220 (24 shots),

Integrated exposure meter with
adjustments for film speed and filter factors,

Rapid,wind film advance.

Exercise (222):

1. State the basic differences between the
single lens and twin lens reflex camera
systems.

223. Complete statements about features and
procedures related to the "Rolleiflex"
camera.

The "Rolleiflex" Camera. Shown in figure
3-4 is the "Rolleiflex," the twin lens camera
you will most likely use. It uses both reflex
viewing and focusing, and it has an open
frame viewfinder for use when you are
shooting sports or action.

The major features of the "Rolleiflex" are:
A fn.& 80mm lens.
Shutter speeds from 1 snd to 1i500

second and bulb.

Loading the camera. Follow these
prOcedures to load the caniera with 120 film:

(1) Turn the safety back lock clip near the
tripod socket and release the back lock lever.

(2) Lift the back open and inspect all
internal surfaces for cleanliness. Metal guide
rollers and film format surfaces must be free
of foreign particles and must not be scratched
or blurred in any manner.

(S) Adjust the film guide plate to issure
the inscription 2% x 2% inches is visible and
the springback is free to function.

(4) Place an empt* 120 film spool over the
winding key at the side of the spool chamber.
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(1) FOCUS MAGNIFIER

(2) SHUTTER SPEED INDICATOR

(3) CRANK KNOB

(4) SELF TIMER AND SYNCHRO
FLASH LEvER

(5) SPEED SELECTOR WHEEL

16) SHUTTER RELEASE

(7) CAMERA BACK LOCK LEVER

(i) FLASH CONNECT.OR SOCKET

(9) LOwER FILM SUPPLY SPOOL KNOB

(lO) FILTER SCALE

(11) FILM SPEED KNOB' D1N/ASA

(12) Di APHRAGM CONTROL WHEEL

(13) FILM TYPE

114) AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE INDICATOR

(15) FOCUSING KNOB

'16) "DEPTHOFFIELD" SCALE
147) UPPER TAKEUP SPOO KNOB
(18)TUILTIN EXPOSURE METER

(19) SPORTS FINDER PANEL

Figure 3-4. The Rolleillex camera.

Pull. out the takeup spool release knob and let
the spool falLifito position. Lettbe knob snap
back into position.

(5) Tun, the film transport crank until the
long slot in the spool is upperni6st.

(6)' Place a roll of film in the feed spool
chamber at the other end of the camera. The
tapered end of the backing paper should point
m the direction of -the takeup sp ol, with the
paper coming off of the top of th pool. Pull
out the supply spool release knob to the
spool to drop into place anct, then let it Snap
back into place.

(7) Remove the tape seal from the roll
film. Thread the beginning of the backing
paper between the rollers of the film feeder
mechanism as shown in figure 3-5.

(8) Using the crank for correct positioning,
-Push the paper leader into the long slot Of the
. keup spool.

' 9) While backing the full spool with the
th mb, tighten the backing paper by one-half

of the crank. .

(10) Press the camera back with the palm
of the hand to close, fold down the back lock
lever, and secure with lock c p. .

e
,

(f1) Thm the crank handle clockwise for 4 1

-
. or 5 tums until a definite stop is reached. The'

frame counter now 'turns automatically to
number 1.

(12) Re rse the crank until it stops again
'and turn over on its hinge to store.
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Figure 3-5, Loading the camera.

Setting exposure. The DIN/ASA selection
and filter compensating scale are both directly
coupled to the automatic exposure indicator
located on the left side of the camera (see fig.
3-4). Therefore, always make certain that the
film being exposed has the listed ANSI (ASA)
rating properly selected, with the filter factor
scale on zero. To do this follow these steps:

(1) Gently press .anci turn the knurled
knob until the conresponding' speed rating
number appears in the ASA window. Dots
correspond to intermediate film speeds like
80, 125, etc.

(2) The film compensating number on the
outer scale must be set on zero for normal use
without filters. When using "Rollei" filters,
select the number appearing on the filter ring.
These numbers are for "Rollei" filters ONLY.
They do not indicate the factor for any other

4
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make of filter. When using Other than
"Rollei" filters, compensate manually with
diaphragm/shutter speed adjustments.

(3) Turn the knurled knob at the focusing
knob to sef the film type. This is only a

Minder to show which _type of film
(daylight color, color negative, or black and
white) has been loaded.

These three steps are reviewed in figure 3-6.

Focusing and uiewing. Follow the steps
shown below when focusing and viewing:

(1) Open the hood by pushing up/slightly
on the rear edge of the Mod cover. A spring
causes the hood to snap open the rest of the
way.

(2) Turn the focusing knob back and
forward until the niain subject appears sharp
on th screen.

(3) Ve magnifier may be snapped out into
positio for critical focusing.

Setting shutter spefrand lens apertures.
The shutter speed is set by turning the shutter
speed selection wheel. Available speeds are 1,
1/2, 2/4, 1/8, 1/15, 1/60, 1/250, and 1/500
plus B. The speed control has click stops so
that intermediate values between those
marked cannot be used. The opening and
closing of the diaphragm is controlled by the
lens aperture selection wheel. Both the
shutter speed and the aperture setting can be
seen from above when you are using the
normal viewing position.

Exposufg. After having focused and
composed the scene and made the exposure
settings, hold the camera steady and gently
squeeze the shutter release. As soon as the
release has been pressed and the "click" felt
as the shutter blades open and close, the
wmdmg mechanism becomes free, and the
crank handle may be turned again until a stop
is felt. A three-quarter turn forward advances

Figure 3-6. Setting the exposure.
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Elestrwee flash:
always use X-contact
for all shutter speeds

up to 1/5C(I th sec.

Figure 3-7. Flash selector.

the film and turns the counter to the next
number. A three-quarter turn back cocks thq.
shutter and permits stowing the crank handl&
again. After the twelfth exposure on 120 film
has been made, no stop is felt as the crank is
wound.

Flash operation. The shutter is fully
synchronized for high-speed electronic flash
as well as flash bulbs. Select the proper
contact by raising the small knurled knob and
swinging the synchro lever to the desired
position, as shown in figure 3-7.

The flash cord connection is located on the
front lower left corner. Insert the tip into the
sash connector socket. To disconnect the
flash cord', swing the locking 1ever2lownward
and remove the tip from the socket.

Use of the sports findei-. Fast moying
objects, races, and sports events can be
followed and photographed more
conveniently by using thigirect viewfinder.
To use the finder:

(1) Press panel inward all the way to open
the sports finder.

-
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Flesh bulbs:
X-contod when using
1/30 th sec. or slower
shutter speeds

Flask Wiest
M-contod for speeds
vp to 1/500 th, sec.
(=coding lo tYP of
flash bulb)

(2) Tap both sides of the hood gently to
close.

Figure 3-8 illustrates these two steps.
Always use the direct viewfinder close to
e eye and look directly at the subject.

tor Maintenance. A camera is a
precision instrument and deserves proper
operation fpr dependable results. Protection
throughout its operation is essential.
Moisture, dust, sand, water, and strong
sunlight are harmful to parts and the lenses.
To remove dust from optical surfaces, such as
a lens, focusing screen, reflex mirror, or
magnifier, use a brush. Then wipe off smears
or fingerprints with lens tissue. Remove dust
and dirt from the interior parts with air blasts
from an aerosol can.

Exercise (223):
1. Complete the following statements on the

operation of the "Rolleiflex" camera.
a. When using 120 itra "Rolleiflex," yoU

get exposures.

r- 16,0111
viri4te-

Figure 3-8. The sports finder
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b. Prior to loading film, all internal surfaces
should be checked for

c. For accurate exposures,.the "Rolleiflex"
has a built-in

d. The "Rolleiflex's" exposure meter has
compensating numbers for

e. For critipal focusing you should use the
built-in

f. The shutter speed selection wheel
has so you
cannot use any intermediate values.

g. When using the "Rolleiflex," the
winding crank must be turned

to advance the film and
turned to cock the shutter.

h. When 'photographing action shots, you
should use the

to compose the subject.
i. Y o u should use

to wipe fingerprints from a
lens.

3-2. 35mm SLR/RF Cameras
Probably the most important advantage of

35mm cameras is the ease with which they
can be used. Their small size and compactness
make it possible for photographers to carry
them strapped around their neck or over the
shoulder. Little preparation is necessary to
put them into operation. Another advantage
is the rapid firm changing devices
incorporated into the cameras. This can be
used to great advantage when it is necessary
to take many photographs in a short period of
time. Design of the average 35mm camera is
salci that minimum time is required for

ing the settings and transporting the film.
tiecause most 35mm cameras make as

many as 36 exposures (250 with a bulk film
back) on a single rollof 35mm film, they
offer great economy of operation. The

nough film in one
tires. This type of

vs and action
ctures must be

also indispensable

photographer can carry
pocket to make many exp
camera is helpful for ne
photography where many
made in a short time. I
for color slide work.

35mm cameras ustially feature either
rangefinder ot single lens reflex methods of
focusing. In this section we discuss thp
operation of the "Leica" M-2 which illustrates
the first type and then the "Nikon" F which
is a single lens reflex.

224. Complete statements about the
operation of the "Leiaa" M-2.

.........
PARTLY SILVERED

MIRROR
iSTATIONARY)

'.
OBJECT

FULL SILVERED PRISM
MIRROR

(MOVEABLE)

IN FOCUS
(IMAGES SUPERIMPOSED)
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Figure 3-9. Principles of double image rangefinder.

Rangefinder Focusing. The rangefinder
method of focusing (coupled in a viewfinder
for composing), illustrated in figure 3-9, has
several advantages. As it does not depend on
light passing through a lens for viewing and
focusing, it can, through the use of a silvered
-mirror, display quite a bright image. Such
focusing is of great advantage in loW light
conditions often found in news and combat
situations. Furthermore, since there is no
moving mirror, the cajnera can be extremely
quiet which is a big help with sensitive
subjects.

Its major disadvantage, which is responsible
for its decline in popularity, is that the
rangefinder is effective only over a small range
of focal lengths. Most 35mm rangefinders can
only be coupled to lenses from 21mm
through 135mm. For shorter than 21mm
focal lengths, reliance must be made on the
lens scale for focusing. For focal lengths
greater than 135mm, an accessory reflex
housing has to be used. This limits the
camera's advantage of small size and ease of
use. Another disadvantage is that a
rangefinder system can suffer front parallax at
close lens-to-subject distances. Finally, the
rangefinder can get out of synchronization.
This produces out-of-focus negatives that
3.infortunately may not be discovered until the
film is processed.

Still, when used with a short focal length
lens, a 3 m ongefinder camera is a small,
sturdy, aiThst.haTndling camera that is ideal
for available light photojournalism and
combat a ignments.

The L *ca M-2. The Leica M-2 is a 35mm
rangefinde camera. The camera's viewfinder
permits the photogra er to preview the
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1. VIEWFINDER FRAMING WINDOW

2. VIEWFINDER WINDOW

3. REWIND KNOB

4. PREVIEW SELECTOR

5. FOCUSING SCALE
6. FOCUSING RING

7. APERTURE SCALE

8. APERTURE CONTROL RING

9. LENS RELEASE CATCH,

O. SELFTIMER LEVER
11. FILM TRANSPORT REVERSING LEVER

12. EXPOSING COUNTER

13. SHUrtER RELEASE BUTTON

14. FILM ADVANCE LEVER

15. SHUTTER SPEED SELECTOR

16. ACCESSORY SHOE

Figure 3-10. The Lama M2.

scene at an angle only slightly different from
the lens-to-subject angle. A bright outline
indicates the coverage of 35mm, 50mm, or
90mm lenses. This outline adjusts
automatically with the installation of the lens.
The framing outline adjusts to compensate for
parallax when the lens-to-subject focus is

15,-.177

Figure 3-11. Basexlate.
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changed. A 50mm, fi2 lens is the basic lens.
Focusing may be accomplished with either
the rangefinder or with the foc sing scale. A
focal plane shutter is automat ally cocked
with each action ,of the film a4vance lever.
See figure 3-10 for a descrip n of the
camera's basic components.

K.ff

Figure 3-12. Hinged back.
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Figure 3-13. Cassette and spool.

Loading the camera. Roll film should be
loaded under subdued light. Although the
cassette normally provides sufficient
protection from stray light rays, shading the
film .? from bright- -light insures, against
accidental fogging. Keep loaded cassettes in
their original containers until they are needed
and remember to protect them from excessive
heat.

To load the camera, turn it upside down.
Then raise the base plate locking key and turn
it to the "auf-open" position. Now you can
lift off the base plate and open the hinged
back (see figs. 3-11 and 3-12). Place the

Figure 3-14. Inserting film into the camera.

camera, base up, on a clean surface, with the
lens facing you.

With the takeup spool in your right hand
and the film cass tte in your left hand, insert
the filin leader b under the takeup spool
clamping sprin . Be sure to position the
cassette and the film spool as illustrated in
figure 3-13. Push the film leader tab under the
clamping spring. Wrap the film completely
pround the takeup spool by turning it
clockwise for one full turn. Make sure that
the edge of the film lies close and straight
against the spool flange.

MC
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Figure 3-15. Sprodket teeth and film perforations.
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Pull enough film out of the cassette to
allow the cassette, film, atid takeup spool to
be inserted ihto the camera. The film must be
loaded with the takeup spool knob positioned
as shown in figure 3-14. The film fits into a
slot just inside the camera back.

Now, turn the camera so that it rests on the
lens and you can view the opened back. Be
careful hot to damage the lens. If one is
available, the lens should be protected by a
lens cover.

Check to make sure that the film and spool
have been fully inserted into the camera. The
edge of the film must be parallel with the
guide lines of the film channel. Check also to
make sure that the glossy surface of the film
base is facing you. If not, the film is loaded
incorrectly.

Gently turn the film advance lever just
enough to engage the drive sprocket in the
film's sprocket holes. Make sure the sprocket
teeth mesh correctly with the film
perforations, as shown in figure 3-15. Then
close the back, replace and lock the base
plate, and turn the camera upright.

Complete the advance lever stroke and trip
the shuttet by pressing the shutter release
button. Operate the film advance and trip the
shutter one more time to insure that all
light-fogged film has been wound onto the
takeup spool. Now, set the film counter at
"0" and advance the film one more time. This
cocks the shutter and positions unexposed
film in preparation for the first exposure, now
indicated by the number "1" on the film
counter. If you wish, you may set the film
speed on the indicator on the back of the
camera as a reminder.

Advancing the film. The film advance laver
(see fig. 3-16) winds exposed film ontor the
takeup spool . and automatically cocks the
shutter for the next exposure. The film
counter indicates the number of exposures
made. However, even though you are using a
20 to 36 exposure roll of film, you may
exhaust your film before the counter reaches
these numbers. If, you fog an excessive
amount of film during loading, this could
prevent you from making a full 20 or 36
exposures on the roll of film. Remember, if
you are approaching the end of the roll and
you encounter resistance, DO NOT attempt
to force the film advance lever. This can
damage the film and could possibly even tear
the emulsion. If this happens, the camera
must be unloaded in the dark to avoid ruining
the exposed film (see fig. 3-16).

During film loading, and periodically
throughout camera operation, watch the dots
imprinted on the core located-in the center of
the rewind knob. These dots should rotate as
the film is advanced. If they,do not, the film
is either broken or has come loose from the
takeup spool. Remember, if some of the film
has already teen exposed, it will be necessary
to correct the malfunction in the dark.

Setting apertures. Lens apertures are set by
rotating the aperture control ring, as shown in
figure 3-17. A dot, just forward of the control
ring, is used as an index mark for positioning
the desired aperture. Turn the control ring
until the desired aperture (f/8 in this
illustration) is aligned with the index mark.
The aperture can be positioned with the index
mark set between f/stops. You can do this
when the amount of change, produced by

REWIND KNOB
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SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON

FILM ADVANCE 1LEVER

FILM SPEED REMI NDER

Figure 3-16. Film advance and shutter release button.
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APERTURE CONTROL

APERTURE INDEX

23/ -383

Figure 3-17. Aperture adjusting control.

going from one full stop to the next, exceeds
your requirements. These aperture positions
are called "halfstops."

Shutter operabon. Never attempt to use
shutter speeds slower than 1/30 of a second
without a tripod. Slower shutter speeds may
show camera movement, and unless some
type of support is used, blurred images result.
Shutter speeds are set by rotatirtg the shutter
speed ring, shown in figure 3-18. DO NOT
attempt to rotate this ring from the "B"
position through the intermediate speed

SHUTTER SPEED CONTROL

/

,V13.
-.me) 40,

Figure 3-18. Shutter control.
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FOCUS
LOCK 23/-305

Figure 3-19. Infinity lock.

positions in order to reach the 111,000 of a
second position.

PRgCAUTIONS: Use a smooth and gentle
pressure on the shutter release. Good breath
control and gentle pressure on the shutter
release are as effective in photography as in
firing a rifle. Any jerky pressure on the
shutter release, especially at slower speeds,
may blur the image.

Focusing scale. When the lens is focused on
infinity', a button locks the lens into position

FOCUSING
RING

40

FOCUSING

INDEX

Figure 3-20. Focusing scale.

FOCUSING
SCALE
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Figure 3-21. Rangefinder focusing

(see fig. 3-19). To focus the camera at
distances other than infinity, the locking
button must be disengaged. To use the
focusing scale, simply estimate the distance to
the subject, and then rotate the focusing ring
until the estimated subject distance is aligned
with the central triingular index. The
focusing ring has two scales. The outer scale is
measured in feet and the inner scale is
measured in meters (see fig. 3-20).

Rangefinder focusing. The rangefinder 'has
two windows. One, the viewfinder window,
produces an overall view of the area to be
photogaphed. The other, the rangefinder
window, provides a sniall rectangular image
positioned in the center of the viewfinder
image. When the image is not properly
focused, the rangefinder image appears offset

1.31-qa

PREVIEW SELECTOR

Figure 3-22. Preview selection.
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from the image produced by the viewfinder.
When the subject is in sharp focus, the images
are superimposed, and appear to be a single
image (see fig. 3-21).

Composing the photograph. The viewfinder
is positioned slightly above and to the left of
the lens. The difference between the
viewfinder angle of coverage and the angle
covered by the lens produces parallax.
Parallax correction is provided automatically
by a bright finder outline which is visible
through the viewfinder eyepiece. The outline
dimensions adjust to show the area covered
by the 35mm, 50mm, and 90mm lenses. If
you want to check the coverage to evaluate
which lens provides the best coverage, there is

23/ -389

Figure 3-23. Subject coverage with 35mm lens.
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Figure 3-24. Subject coverage with 90mm lens.

a preview switch located on the front of the
camera (see fig. 3-22).

With the previeW selector in operation,
outlines as in figures 3-23,, 3-24, and 3-25
would shoiv the total area covered frOm the
same camera position. The wider coverage is
provided by the 35mm lens, the smaller
outline indicates the area covered by the
90mm lens, and the intermediate outline is
the coverage provided by the 50mm lens.

Changing lenses, To remove the original
lens, merely press on the catch located beside
the bayonet lens mount, and rotate the lens
barrel clockwise. When the red dot on the lens
barrel is aligned with the catch, gimply lift the
lens from the camera body. To install the new
lens, align the red dot on the lens barrel with
the catch, insert the lens into the camera
body, and turn the lens barrel' in a clockwise
manner until it stops with a click.. Always
provide a firm support for the carra body
while changing lenses (see fig. 3-26)...

PRECAUTION: Avoid changing lenses in
strong light. If no. other protection is
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Figure 325. Subject coverage with 50mm lens.

Figure 3:26. Lens catch.

available, shade the camera-with your body.
This helps to prevent fogging the film. Protect
the interior of the camera from dust and

--other debris while the lens is removed. These
materials can damage the camera's internal
components. NEVER point the camera at the
sun for more than a few seconds. The lens can
focus the sun's rays on the focal plane shutter
and burn a hole in it. Always keep your
accessory lenses in their protective cases when
not in use.

Unloading the camera. Before you remove
the exposed film from the camera, it must be
rewound into the cassette. You begin this
operation by setting the film transport
reversing lever to the "R" position (see fig.
3-27). Then pull up the rewind knob and turn
it in the direction of the arrow printed on the
top of the knob.
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Flash equ-iprrient. A variety of incandescent
and electronic flash units are bailable for use
with the "Lein" M-2. All short peak flash
lamps are synchronized through the
right-hand outlet which is identified by a flash'
bulb. All medium peak lamps, including focal
plane, and electronic flash .are synchronized
(through the left-hand outlet which is
identified by a lightning bolt. (Because the
"Leica" employs a focal plane shutter,
electronic flash must not be used at shutter
speeds higher than 1/50 second. This shutter
speed is ihdicated on the shutter speed dial.)
Protective plugs should be placed over the
synch outlets to help prevent damage when
they are not in use.

Cleaning' the camera. Cleaning is an
important step. both before and after using
the camera. Always check the finder windows
and lens for dirt, dust, and fingerprints as the
first step in preparing for an assignment.
Remove loose dirt by blowing it gently, then
wiping it off with a brush. Breathe on the,
lens, then use lens tissue or a soft, lintless`

0
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Figure 3-27 Rewinding the film.

cloth to wipe off any fingerprints or spots of
moisture. Check the inside of the camera for
dust, dirt, and other foreign material. Remove
any foreign material with a soft brush. Do not
touch the focal Plane shutter with your
fingers or cleaning materials. Dry the camera
after it has been exposed to moisture such as
rain or Snow. Although it can be used in all
weather, the camera may become damaged
unless it is protected.

Exercise (224):

1. Complete the following statements on the
operation of the "Leica" M-2.

a. A rangefinder system, unlike a sin& lens
reflex, can suffer from

b. "Leica" M-2 has optical frame lihes for.
the , and

lenses.

c. Roll film,should be loaded in

d. The outer scale of the focusing ring is
measured in

e. To remove a lens, the
on the lens barrel is aligned with the
catch.

f. To rewind film you must set the
lever in the

position.
When using electronic flash, you should
not use a shutter speed above
The "Leica" has --a

shutter,
i. A tells you

how many shots you have taken.

g-

h.
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j. You should not use _a shutter speedr.
below withott a tripbd.

k. Of the standard lenses that come with
the M-2, the widest angle of coverage is
provided by the . .

lens.
1. If you point your camera towards the

sun you. may a
in the shutter.

m.You should the camera
after it has been exposed to rain and
snow.

n. A lens provides the
narrowest angle of field of the three
standard M-2-lenses.

o. All short peak flash units are
synchronized through the outlet marked
by a

225. Complete statements about
nomenclature and procedures oi operation of
the "Nikon" F camera.

The "Nikon" F. The "Nikon" F, as shown
in figures 3-28 and 3-29, is a 35mm sMgle lens
reflek (SLR). The camera comes equipped
with a 50mm f/1.4 automatic "Nikkor" lens.
The lens is interchangeable through apbaydnet
mount system. The viewfinder system is also
interchangeable and comes with a pentaprism
and built-in, through-thelens light meter. It is
the large assortment of interchangeable lenses,
finders, -meters, and attachments that has
made the "Nikon" system so useful.

Operation. We will review a few of ,the
major operating and handling procedures of
the "Nikon" F camera.

4/
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Figure 3.28. Front view of the Nikon-F camera.

Loading the camera. To, open the camera,
turri the lock on the caniera bottom to the
open position (see fig. 3-30). The camera back
is now unlocked arid may be removed by
sliding it from the camera body, Now make
sure the A-R ring (fig. 3-31) on the shutter
speed dial is in the "A" (advance) position so
that the shutter cocking mechanism is
engaged. To load, place a film cassette into
the camera and position it so that the top fits
into the guide notch of the film rewind crank.
Next, insert the end of the leader into the slot
on the takeup spool so that the claw in the
takeup slot engages the perforations of the
film (fig. 3-30). Advance the takeup spool so
that the film passes under the spool with the
emulsion side facing outward (away from the
spool core). Now,replace the camera back and
lock it. The camera is now.loaded, but,it is
not yet ready for shooting.
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You should now shobt off two frames so
that the portion of the film exposed ,during
loading is advanced. While you are doii4 this,
make certain that the rewind knob rotates in
the direction oppositb to the ariow on the
knob. This indicates that the film is correctly
loaded and is prolierly advancing.

Focusing. To achieve sharp focus, turn the
focusing ring on the lens to the right or left
until the image in the finder is clear. To
determine the exact distance from the camera
to the subject on which you have focused,
look at the figure on the distance scale,
located on the lens barrel directly behind the:
focusing ring (see fig. 3-32).

Setting shutter speeds. All ',.shuttc speeds
are set with click stops on .the 'selector dial
(fig. 3-33). The dial turns alull 360° in either-
directiOn. Align ttie desired speed with' the
white dot. At ttfe "8" setting, the shutter

e
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Figure 3-31. The AR ring.

remains open as long as thetshutter reiease is
depressed. A cable release and a tripod should
be used for shutter speeds slower than L130

o At the "T" setting, the shulter'
ains en after it is tripped. tt is closed by

g t e shutter speed dial onecli k in
ither ection. An extremely sturdy s pork,,

should be used for time exposure as th i
likely to be camera movement when the speed
dial is turned.

.4perture selection. "Nikon" F Camera
is designed to use interchangeable
Auto-"Nikkor" lenses These lenses are so
constructed that the phragm automatically
closes down to.the tAking aperture when the
shutter button is depressed. After exposure
the. diaphragm automatically returns to full
aperture; consequently, the image in the
finder is always seen as bright and clear with
the.exception of that instant when the shutter

Figure 3-33. Shutter speed settings.

is released for exposure. To set the aperture,
all you need to do is turn the aperture ring to
the desired -f/number. The f/number should
be opposite the black indicator dot on the
milled ring. Also, the diaphragm may be set
for intermediate stops (half stops) -when
exposure is extremely critical.

Film advance lever. A single motion of the
film advance lever does three important
hings. In one movement (1) the film is

a ced, (2) the shutter is cocked, and (3) -

the film exposure counter advances one
frame. To operate the film advance lever,,use
the thumb of your right hand. MoVe- the lever
as far to the right as it,will go. Remember, if
tile lever has not been advanced completely,
the shutter button cannot be depressed, and
the shutter will not operate.

Unloading the camera. As the last frame on
the rolP"is reached, a strong, resistance or
reverse pull is- felt in winding. Once this point
is reached, you should make no further effort

Figu# 3-32. Focusing nng. Figure 334. Rapid rewind crank:
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Fi 3-35. Depth-of-field scale.

anto a the film. All you need to-do to
rewind th fflTirs turn the A-R ring to, the
"Rposn, lift up and unfold the rapid
rewiniank, anik.turn it in the direction of
the arrow )see' fig. 3-34). As the film is being
rewound, you feel a slight pressure caused by
the film being wound back into the cassette.
Keep winding the film until this Pressure
stops. To insure that the film Is being wound
into the cassette, check the red dot on the
shutter release button. It should revolve as
you rewind. Wben the red dot stops its
motion, all of the film has been wound into
the cassette. Open the camera back and
remove the film'cassette.

Depth of ffld. "Nikkor" lenses have
color-coded depth-of-field scales engraved 'on
their lens barrel,opposite the distance scale,

Figure 3-36. Depth-of-field preview control.

p'ermitting easy viewing and reading of ite
depth of field for a selected aperture. Two
sets of differently colored lines, one on either
side of the black indicator line, represent
different Lstops. The lines are color coded to
'match the color f-number feires on the
aperture scale. 'As an example, Xvhen you are
usmg the 50mm lens with the distance scale
indicating 30 feet, the depth of field at f.'8 is
frr`veen 15 feet and infinity, as shown in
figure 3-35. Thii indicates that the image
should show a range of acceptable sharpness
between 15 feet and in.finity.

A depth of field preview button is located
on the front of the camera (fig. 3-36). Press
the button and the diaphragm closes down to

5

A FRONT VIEW

DER LOCK LEVER

2 METER 5w BLITTCN

3 SHUTTER SPEED SELECTOR/ASA SCALE NDEX -RING

4 METER SNITCHOFF SUTTON

TOP VIEW

5 METER w+NDow,

6 mAxAtum APERTURE SCALE

7 AMPS FOR DosiTteNING PeNDER ON CAN4ERA

8 ASA FILM SPE-ED DIAL

Figure 3-34i. The Nikon-F carnera,w;th Photomie FTN finder attached.

I.
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the preselected taking aperture. This allows
you to "see" the depth of field at the selected
aperture. Release the button and the
diaphragm returns to its original position
(fully open). The preview control is
independent of the shutter release and cannot
caiise accidkntal exposure. A word of caution:
Do not release the shutter while the depth of
field preview control is being depressed:This
causes the inside reflex mirror to remain in
the UP, or "taking" position after the
exposure. Make another exposure to return
the mirror to the normal viewing position.

Using the "Nikon" Pkotomic FTN finder.
.The "Nikon" Photomic FTN finder
incorporates a center-weighted Cds exposure
meterhich couples to the camera's lens
apertnre diaphragm and shutter speed
controls. It makes possible easy, accurate
through-the-lens exposure measurement tsee
fig. 3-37).

The finder is powered by two 1.3-volt
mercury batteries located in the battery
chamber on the bottom of the finder. To
check the batteries, press the meter switch-off
button and observe the needle in the window
on top of the finder. If theneed4 swing to
the center circle or beyond, the batteries are
still in good condition. To replace weak or
worm-out batteries, unscrew the cap over the
battery chambei: and the batteries will drop
out. Make sure that the positive (-f-i side faces
out when new batteries are installed.

The Photomic takes advantage of the
'automatic diaphragm feature of "Nikkor"
lenses to measure light with the lens wide
open. Full aperture metering gives a bright,
clear finder image for viewing and focusing
and minimizes the effect of 'light entering the
viesyfindr from the rear. In order for the

e exposure at full aperture
withlesa,.Idifferent maximum aperture, it
must be coupled with the maximum aperture
of the lens in use. This is done, each time the
lens is attached' or changed, by turning the
apertiire ..ring of the lens through its entire
range.

With the lens mounted on the camera, twist
the aperture ring counterclockwise, then
clotkwise as far as it will go. This meshes the
coupling prong on,,the lens with the pin on
the FTN Witt' and adjusts the meter for the
maximum aperture of the lens. The
adjustment can be verified by checking the
maximum aperture scale on the front of the
finder. The scale has a range from f/1.2 to
f15.6. For example, if the 50mm f/1.4 lens is
mounted on the camera, .the red index mark
should appear between 1.2 and 2.8.
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To set the film speed, lift and turn the
milled ring around the ASA film speed dial, so
thatAs red triangular index mark on the ring
lipagliwith the number corresponding to
the AtA rating of the film, loaded in the
earnera. The film speed dial covers a range
from, ASA 6 to 6400. There are two dots
between each pair of numerical marks for
approximate intermediate settings, such as
ASA 64, 80, 340, ett.

To operate the meter, ;;,11711 on t_4R meter
circuit by pressing in the meWriwitch-on
button located on the side of the finder. The
meter switch-off button will then pop up and
a red line around its circumference will be
visible. This serves as a warning that the meter
is on. To turn Off the meter, depress the top
button until the red line is no longer visible,
and the meter switch-on button on the side of
the finder pops out. Do not leave the meter
on for long periods of time unnecessarily
since the batteries are being drained as long as
it is turned on.

The Photomic uses a center-weighted
through-the-lens metering system that reads
the light over the entire focusing screen but
favors the central portion of the screen. This
means that it is possible to get correct
exposure in situations where an average
reading of the entire screen would result in
tmderexposure of the main subjectwith,
strongly backlighted portraits, for example.
Since measurement is always done at full
aperture with Auto "Nikkor" lenses, the
viewfinder image is bright and clear.

The correct exposure is found by centering
the meter needle, either in the V-shaped
notch which is visible in the viewfinder, or at
the central mark located beneath the window
on top of the finder. Turn either the shutter
speed selector or lens' aperture ring until the
needle is centered. For fine adjustments of
less than one f/stop, use the lens aperture
rmg, since it provides' intermediate settings
between the marked f/numbers. The shutter
speed selector is not set for intermediate
values. The shutter speed in use appears in tlze
viewfinder, so the shutter speed can be
adjusted %%Me you are observing the exposure
meter needle.

Under extremely low tight conditions, the
meter needle may center at the "B" setting on
the shutter speed selector. If this occurs, the
correct exposure time is 2 seconds. If the
needle centers at ,"T," exposure time is*.
seconds. IT the needle cannot be centered..
still moyes 4e tically after all pog.ible
aperture-shutter ed combinations have
been_tried, then light is too bright or too
dim for the meter.

9



Figure 338. Lens relea.se button.

The central part of the focusing screen
should always be aimed at the main subject
when you are centering the needle. Otherwise,
unimportant bright or dark areas may
influence the exiposure reading IF an
off-center composition is desired (your main
subject ismot in the t!n ter of the photo I, first

**- measure the light striking the main subject
and set the aperture and shutter speed to
center the needle Then move the camera
until the desired composition appears in the
viewfinder.

To ensure a.xurate readings under any type
of light condition. It is important for you to
keelp strdy light out of the finder by using the
finder eyecup.

When using bellows extensions, preset
lenses or auto lenies without the coupling
prong, the stor-down method of exposure
measurement must be used. This means
measunng exposure with the lens stopped
down to the taking ,aperture. With the
Photomic in this case, the meter coupling pin
must first be pushed u to the finder so that
the red index o e maximum aperture scale
sprius to f 5.6. Mount the lens or
lens'accessory set ups to the camera and
switch on the meter in the usual way.

Changing lenses. To remove a lens from the
camera's bayimet mount, suppct-t both
components firmly as shown in figure 3:38.*
Depress the lock button, then turn the lens
barrel clockwise to line up the black dots of
the aperture indicator and on the camera
body. Remove the lens carefully to avoid
damage.

PRECAUTION: Do npt expose the open
camera to the sun. Pro t the ins e by using
a body cap when no lens ed. Cover
the unattached lens with. both front and rear
caps and carry it in a case until it is installed.

Reinstall lenses by aligning the black dots,
then pressing the lens in. Turn the lens
counterclockwise until it clicks into position.
Never use force during removal or installation
of camera compOnents.

Flash s)nchronization. Flash
synchronization, always critical, becomes
exceptionally important when you are using a
focal plane shutter such as the "Nikon" F.
The most obvious error_is the use of shutter
speeds winch are shorter than the flash
duration. This lack of synchronizaticm results
in only a portion Of the film format being
exposed to the light produced by the flash.
Focal plane shutters'pass light through slits to
make the exposure. These' slits vary in size
from very narrow at fast shutter speeds to the
full width of the focal plane at slow speeds.
Flash duratioh must be.at least as long as the
minimum time required for the shutter
aperture to crosi the foCal plane.

The "Nikon" F has a color coding feature
which aids you in selecting the proper
synchrinization for each shutter speed/flash
combination. All that is necessary, after
removal of the Photomic finder, is for you to
raise the selector ring' on the center edge of
the shutter speed dial, then rotate it. When
the dot or letterg in the selector windolk
match the color of the selected shutter speed,
proper synchronization has been set.

The guides in the selector window (fig.
3-39) are green or red dots, a white dot with a
red F, dr a white, F and red X. Shutter speeds
from B through l/30 are marked in white on
the shutter speed selector dial. 1/60 second is
marked in red. Speeds of 1/125 second or
faster are all in green.

Flash lamps are assigned to class FP (focal
plane), M (medium peak), MF (miniature, fast

231-405
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Figure 3.39. Synchroniza,tion coding.



peak), and X (electronic). The chart below
describes the proper selection of shutter
speeds and synchronization for each class of
flash.

Class

FP

MF
X

Shutter Speeds

1/1000, 500, 250, 125, 60, 30, 15, 8, 4, 2, 1, B
( ,Green Dot ) (Red Dot) (White Dot and Red F)

(Green
Dot ) (Red bot) (White Dot and Red F)

(White Dot and Red F)
White F and Red X

Cleaning. The exterior of the camera body
should be wiped with a soft cloth after each
use to remove moisture and dirt which may
have been transferred , from your hands.
Although there is little chance of damage to
the camera from brief exposure to damp
weather, it should be dried as soon as possible
after it's used in rain or snow. Use a soft
brush or air bulb to remove dust and dirt
particles from the inner camera. Wipe the film
pressure plate clean. Insure that no bristles,
lint, or film particles remain inside the camera
after cleaning.

DO NOT exert any force against the
shutter curtain. It is made from extremely
thin ttitanium foils and may be damaged
easily.

DO NOT apply' excessive pressure against
the mirror.

Clean the lens and mirror first with the air
syringe or brush, then, if necessary, with lens
tissue.. With proper handling, you should
never need to wipe spots from the reflex
mirror. Clean spots from the lens surfaces
with lens cleaning fluid and lens tissue. Theo
interior of the camera should be protected
from moisture at all times. Be very careful not
to scratch the viewfinder screen dunng
cleaning. Its plastic material is damaged easily.
Never attempt to disassemble the lens unit.
This is a job for highly qualified. camera
maintenance personnel, as is any oiling which
may be necessary.

Exercise (225):
1. Complete the following statements

operation of the Nikon F.
a. The Nikon F features a

mount.

on the

lens

b. When you are taking pictures, the A-R
ring should be in the
position.

c. In the position, the shutter
remains open as long as the shutter
release is depressed.

d. Due to lenses with
the image in the finder

remains bright except at the exact
moment of picture taking.

e. When you want to rewind your
A-R ring is in the

f. By engaging the depth of field -Pieview
button, the diaphragm closes down to
the

g. The FTN finder is powered by two
volt mercury batteries.

h. The FTN finder incorporates a
- cds meter..

i. To close the shutter in the .

position, you must turn the
dial.

J. Correct exposure is indicated when the
meter needle centers in the
shaped notch.

k. If the meter needle centers on "B" the
exposure time is

1. Using a shutter speed than
the flash duration results in image
cutoff.

m. When using FP bulbs and a shutter speed
of 11500, you should use the

setting.
n. The shutter curtain is made of

and is easily damaged.

3-3. Press-Type Cainerass"

The type of camera used to accomplish the
majority of the photographic assignments at
any photo lab depends primarily on the lab's
mission. However, most photo labs depend
heavily on the press-type camera. The
relatively large negative format, combined
with portability and versatility, makes it the
workhorse of the Air Force.

The press-type camera is used for hand-held
operation under a wide variety of conditions
which require a maximum speed of operation.
Although the design of the camera is such
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Figure 340 Gratlex Super Speed Graph:c camera (front view).

that a works%,ideally for eye-level operation
while held in your hands, you can also use it
on the tripod in much the same manner as the

-view camera is used. The press camera,
however, does not have all of the many
adjustments of the view camera which are
necessary for full perspective control.

Thd traditional type press camera for the
Air Force has been the 4 x graphic type. In
this section, we will disouss the operation of
the Super Speed Graphic, which is
representative of this type of camera. ,

226. Distinguish between accurate and
inaccurate statements concerning the
description, operation, and use of the Super
Speed Graphic.

Super Speed Graphic Camera. The

\,

731-587

all-metal Super Speed Graphic offers a
number of advantages over earlier models of

--slmilar cameras. Some of these advantages
include reduced weight and size, a gxeater

. range of shutter speeds (1/2 second to 1/1000
of a secOnd), provision for coupling the
rangefinder to lenses of different focal
lengths, electrically-operated shutter, and
built-in flash computer.

51.

As we take a closer look at the features of
the Super Speed, refer to figures 3-40 and
3-41 and identify the various components as
follows:

a. The sports viewfinder eyepieCe is
mounted on the back of the camera. This
eyepiece positions your eye for composing
the picture through the sports viewfinder
frame attached to the front standard. To aid
you in correcting parallax so that the lens sees
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Figure 3-41 Graflex Super Speed Graphic camera (rear view).

what your eye sees, the eyepiece is calibrated
for infinity, 15, 8, and 5 feet.

b. The battery compartment holds two
111:2-volt batteries to supply the electrical
power used to trip the shutter.

c. The rangefinder is an integral part of the
camera body and uses interchangeable cams.
With the proper cam in position, the
rangefinder and focusing scale pointer
indicate the true focus of the lens being used.

d. When the electric shutter tripping
button on the camera is pressed, the heavy
duty solenoid (electromagnet) concealed in
the frame beneath the lens board depresses
the mechanical link built into the lens board
assembly and trips the shutter.

e. The focusing,scale pointer on top of the
camera is controlled by the rangefinder cam.
No setting or other adjustment is necessary
after the correct cam has been inserted 'into
the rangefinder.
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c

1. An adjustable flash exposure scale
combined with the focusing scale on top of
the camera automatically indicates the correct
diaphragm opening for normal flash
exposures. 4

g. An accessory optical viewfinder is
mounted on top of the camera. It provides
another method of evaluating what the
camera lens sees. Note that this eyepiece is
also adjustable for parallax correction.

h. A ground glass at the rear of the camera
is used as an exact image viewing device when
such exactness is desirable.

Open mg the camera. To open the camera
you should follow these procedures.

(1) Pull up either or both of the knurled
focusing knobs on the face of the bed. This
releases the bed so it can be pulled down.

(2) Pull down the bed until it locks in the
horizontal position.

(3) Rack the track oack on its stop.
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(4) Swing the front standard lock lever out
straight. .

(5) Pull the front standard outward on the
track to,' the mfinity stops. These stops are
hmged and when being used should be in an
upright position.

(6) Relock the front standard.
(7) Erect the sports viewfinder frame by

pmchmg inward against the side of the coiled
wire frame while simultaneously pulling
upward as far as possible.

(8) Swing the sports viewfinder eyepiece
to an upright position and adju'st it to the
correct distance at which you are going to
shoot.

Camera operation. The best way to learn
the operation of the Super Speed is by placing
the camera on a tripod for .ecure support.
Then begin by aimmg the camera. Pick out an
object about 15 feet away. rice the sports
viewfinder to align and compose your picture.

The sports finder is an integral part of the
ancamera d is often used en speed is

essential (such\ as in shooting orts events).
\l

Find the parallax scale. Note that the scale is
graduated and movable. Since your target is
15 feet away, you must set the scale at 15.
This aligns the eyepiece with the lens and thus
corrects for parallax at this one distance.

The next step is to focus the camera. You
can do this by any one of three methods: (1)
rangefinder, (2) ground glass, or (3) focusing
scale. Let's take the rangefinder first. Look
into the rangefinder eyepiece located on the
upper rear edge of the camera. As you look
through the eyepiece, rack the front standard
forward until the subject, as seen in the center
of the field, exactly coincides with the large
stationary image of the subject. The image
falling on the focal plane (the area where your
film is located in the camera) will then be in
sharp focus.

Ground glass focusing is recommended for
all cntical photography, including copymg,
since it allows you to check sharpness of
focus, depth of field, aim, composition, and
the shape of the image exactly as they will be
recorded on the film. To use the ground glass,
all you have to dols press the latch down to
open the focusing hood. The ground glass is
located dimectly behind the hood. To facus,
look at the ground glass and move the
focusing knobs back and forth until you see a
clear image of your subject. You have now
focused the camera for that particular
distance.

The focusing scale is 'another method you
can use to focus the cb.niera. The scale is,
located on top of the camera and works

directly with the rangefinder. As you rotate
the focusing knobs, a needle or pointer moves
along a calibrated scale. This scale is often
used to focus the camera to some estimated
distance. For examp you estimate a
camera-subjec 'stance 10 feet, set the
scale to this distance. If you guessed right, the
subject is in focus.

The next thing to do is to decide if you
should use a horizontal or a vertical format.
To evaluate which format to use, apply the
following rules:

If the subject is taller than it is wide,
shoot vertically.

If the subject is wider than it is tall,
shoot horizontally.

pepending on the chosen format, you may
have to rotate the back. Locate the revolving
back release lever. To operate, push down on

e lever with your left hand. With your right
hand, rotate the back to the position desired.

--.7 If you have chosen the vertical format, be
lure to have the film receiver of the revolving
back facing upward. You can easily identify
this by the location of the two metal tabs on
the upper, outer edges of the revolving back.

Now let's look at the shutter. We cover the
operation of the "Graflex" 1000 shutter

( because it differs from the operation of small
\famera shutters. All controls are visible from

the top of,the shutter and can be quickly set.
No special sequence of operation need be
followed when you use the "Graflex" 1000
shu4sr. All directions given (left and right)
are from the front of the shutter.

To cock the shutter you must turn the
large ribbed ring, which 'also serves as a lens
shade, clockwise as far as possible. (The
blades will not accidentally open in the event
that the cocking ring is turned only part way
and then allowed to turn backward to the
original position.) ..

To trip the shutter, you may use any, one
of the following methods: (1) press the red
release button at the top left side of the
camera body; (2) press the red switch on the
back of the flash battery case; (3) use a cable
release screwed to the taped boss just above
the shutter release lever; or (4) press the
release lever at the side of the shutter. The
shutter cannot be tripped unless it is fully
cocked.

To set the diaphragma,Nmove.the lever at the
top right of the shutter to the desired number
(f/stop) on the diaphragm scale. /

To set the shutter speed (either before or
after cocking), turn the knurled outer ring
until the red dot on the raised knurl is
opposite the desired speed on the shutter

,
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speed scale. In making bulb and time
exposures, use a locking-type cable release
and set the shutter speed ring at "B."

For a ground glass check of focUs and
composition, move the control lever at the
lower left corner of the lens board (below the
shutter release lever) clockwise to the "0"
position. The shutter blades and the
diaphragm leaves will open _fully. To close,
move the lever back to "C."

If you wish to focus while you are
adjusting the diaphragm, move the knurled
shutter speed nng to "0" (next to "B"). Cock
the shutter and trip. The shutter opens fully
while the diaphragm remains at a preselected
setting. YOu may then' adjust the diaphragm
from, this position. This procedure is useful to
determine the diaphragm opening for proper
depth of field when you are focusing with the
ground glass. To close the shutter, ..ove the
shutter speed ring away from "0" to any
desired setting and recock the shutter.

All you have to do now is load the camera..
To do this, fit the 4" x 5" cut film holder to
the camera by sliding it under the focusing
back as far as possible. The darkslide, when

RISE
FRONT
FALL

withdrawn, can be held in the darkslide clip.
The darkslide clip is" the metal strip found on
the ttom edge of the focusing hood.

the camera. When the camera is
ging clQIed, the following procedures apply:

. (1) C se the sports viewfinder frame.
enly...,on both sides or tip the top'

member,with the flat of the hand.ji&
(2) Swing down the sports viewfinder

eyepiece at the back of the camera.
(11 If the front standard movements (rising

front, lateral shift, or lens board tilt) have
been used, return them to normal as follows:

Drop the lens board to the lowest
position and lock.

Tilt the lens board back to its normal,
vertical position and lock it.

Bnng the front standard to a neutral
ppsition.

(4) Rack the bed yoke back to the limit of
its movement.

(5) Unlock the front standard and push it
back into the camera body and lock it.

(6) Press down on the bed braces to release
the locking mechanism and close the bed.

23/ 425

Figure 3-42. View carhera (front and side view).
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Figure 3:43. View camera (side and back view).

Exercise (226):
1. Identify each of the followmg statements

concerning die "Super Speed Graphic" as
true or false.
a. The sports viewfinder eyepiece is

calibrated to correct for parallax.
b. The battery compartment contains two

10-volt batteries.'
c. Ground glass focusing is the most

accurate focusing method.
d. The "Super Speed Graphic" has four

methods of focusing.
e. Rangefinder focusing is ideal for copy

work.
f. An optical viewfinder is used to evaluate

lens coverage.
The "Super Speed".has a revolving back
for either , vertical or horizontal
c omposition.

h. The sports viewfinder provid47accurate
focusing for sports and otfier action
events.

i. The cocking ring,on the "Graflex" 1000
shutter also acts as a lens shade.
The control lever should be in the "0"
position for ground glass focusing.

g-
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3-4. View Cameras
The view camera provides all of the

functions necessary for precise rendering 'of
the subject. Through the use of the camera's
rising and falling front, swings, tilts, and
shifts, the photogapher has complete control
over the composition of the subject. The view
came a is ideal for architectural, engineering,
and ortrait photography. The camera has the
ca ability for bellows extension to at least
twi e the focal length of the lens, making it
sui able for copy work and photographifig
small objects. Most Air Force view cameras
use 4- x 5-inch or 8- x 10-inch sheet film. By
mastering the view camera, you add a versatile
tool to meet your photographic assignments.

227. Briefly explain the function of sWings,
tilts, slides, falls, and rises as used on view
cameras.

View Camera Movements. A first glance of
figures 3-42 and 3-43 may make the view
camera appear complicated becauie of its

5



SUBJECT

A.

IMAbE

CAMERA

Figure 3-44. Vertical tilt.

many movable parts. But once the principles
of its operation are understood, it becomes
the ideal camera for subjects requiring
correction of perspective and increase of
depth of field.

The three basic rules that, once memorized,

A

make the view camera less mysterious to use
are as follows:

,l. The rising,, falling, and 'sliding
movements are used to control the position of
the image on the ground glass (film plane).

2. The vertical. tile and korizontal swing of

231'428

A. DISTORTION OE VEKTICAL LINES

B. CORRECTION FOR DISTORTION

Figure 3-45. Correction for vertical distortion.
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Figure 3-46. Using horizontal swing adjustment to correct horizontal
converging lines.

the camera back are used to control the shape
of the image on the ground glass.

3. The vertical tilt.. and horizontal swing of
the camera front are usetlsto control the focus
of the iniage on the gound glass.
'Combinations of the various movements
may be made, but the purpose of 'each should

- be kept in mind. In describing the operation
of the view camera, features that correct
diitortion are described first, :

Verticdl tilt biack. The vertical tilt back is
used to correct distoition or perspective in
the, -Nertical plane. Tating the camera up
results in a convergehce (in the ground glass
image) of the vertical lines of the subject (see
fig. 3-44,A). This is quite apparent when you
are photographing a, tall building. If no
correction is used, the building loolcs smaller
at "the.lop. Since the 'top of the building
appears on 'the bottom of-the ground glass,
loosen the_ locking knob of the vertical tilt

ei back and pull the bottom' of the back to the
rear. This increases the size of the top of the

PLANE IN rOCUS

'

231 42 9

building while decreasing the opposite end ,

(see fig. 3-44,B). Maximum correction is
achieved when the film plane is parallel to the
subject.

When no vertical corrections are used,
tilting the camera awn results in a divergence
(on the ground- glass image) of the vertical
lines of the subject (see fig. 3-45,A). In this
case, the top of the back is pulled backward
to make the correction (see fig. 3-45,B). In
both cases the vertical distortion has been
corrected; however, the image may nor be in
sharp focus all over because the vertical tilt
front was not used.

Horizontal swing back. The horizontal
swing back is used to 'correct distortion or
perspective in the horizontal plane. In
photographing subjects from an angle, the
horizontal lines have the appearance of
excespive convergence. To correct for this
distortion, the camera back is swung
horizontally to a position more nearly parallel
to the horizontal lines of the subject. Figure

'Figure 347. Vertical tilt front.
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Figure 3-48. Using sliding front to center subject.

3-46 11111,strates how horizontal distortion
froth the same' point of yiew can ke corrected
or modified by using the swing back.

'Vertical tilt front. The vertical tilt front is
used to focus and increase the depth of field
.when the vertical tilt back is set off center
(see fig. 3-47).,When the yertical tilt back is
tilted away from center, the film plane is not
parallel to the image produced by the lens. TA
use the vertical tilt front, loosen the support
arm knob and tilt the lens board forward or
backward to bring the subject into focus on
the ground glass; then ,retighten the knob:
This does not affect the shape of the image,
but it changes its poSition on the ground glaks.

- By alternately moving the back and fr
tilts, the desired results can be obtained. This
displacement can also be compensated foi by
usingthe rising4al1ing front} '

HorAontal swing frotlit The horiiontal
swing front is used to focus and increase the
depth of field when the hotzontal swing back
is set off, center, as in the ase df the.vertical
tilt back. When the horizontal swing back is
glaced off center, the film is riot in the saine
plane as The image produced by the lens. TO
use the horizontal swing front, loosen the
carriage lock knob and sWing the frOnt until
the subject is in overall fOcus on the, ground
glass; As we stated when discussing the
vertical tilt front, it is necessary to
compensate for,image displacement.

23/-43/

Sliding front and back. The sliding front is
used to center an object on the ground, glass
when the object is not directlyiin front of the
lens. If, after setting the camera on a tripod
(when photographing a small partor making a
copy of a photograph), you find that the
subject is not centered, use the sliding front
to center the subject instead, of moving the
tripod (see fig. 3-48). .

If enough correction cannot be obtained
with the front standard alone: it is possible to
increase the correction by shifting the back
frame in the opposite direction, as shown i
fi re 3-49. If this still does not give enough
correction, maximum correction max be
obtained, by loosening the pan head and
swinging the camera body in' the same
direction as the front standard and employing
the horizontal swing of the, front and baCk((see fig. 3-49). The. sliding front and back 4an
also be used to compensate for image
displaCement encountered When correctink

.

Rising-and-falling front. Ap the' Sliding front
was used to center the subject horizOntally on
the grOund glass, the rising-and-falling front is
'used to center the subject vertically on the
ground glass, Jas shown in figure 3-50. To
operate, press the 'rising front lock knob in,
then turn it in to position The lens. When
enough correction has been'obtained, release
the knob to lobk 'the front in position. If

23/-432

Figure 3-49: Sliding front End back cornined witit
. .
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Figure 3-50. Centering the subject by using rising front.
fe

enough correction cannot be obtained bc, this

method, additional correction can , be
obtained by swinging the camera bed up or
down, while using the tilting front and back
to keep the subject in the dame plane (see fig.
3.511. The nsinglalling front can also be used
to compensate for image displacement
encountered when you are correting for
vertical distortion.

CAUTION: Be sure to check each corner of
the ground glass to insure that the entire
image is still within the usable circle of
illumination when you are making these
adjustments.

Depth of field control. In order to get
greater depth of field than can be obtained by
stopping down the lens aperture, the vertical
tilt and horizontal swing front is employed.
Stopping down the lens to very small
apertures, while increasing the depth of field,
results in a loss of definition. Use of the front
tilt and swing permits obtaining depth of field
in vertical, horizontal, or intermediate planes
with the lens diaphragm at a larger aperture.
This allows faster shutter speeds when
necessary. The vertical tilt and horizontal
swing of the lens board is wen more valuable,
in closeup photozraphy.

Figure 3.52 shows control of depth of field
through the use of the front tilt and swing.
The lens has been tilted slightly toward the
plane desired to be in sharp focus. The front

is raised to bring the image into proper place
on the ground glass. The adjustments for
increasing the depth of field are very critical
and must be watched closely on the ground
glass.

The tilt back can be employed to obtain
greater depth. of field where two principal
subjects are oh different planes (see fig. 3-52).

By tilting the back of the camera (line CD
to position ED), the lack of parallelism
between the back and subject plane is
increased. This action increases the apparent
depth of field. When the back of the camera is
tilted at an angle to the plane that passes
through the two points of focus that are at
different distances from the camera (line AB),
the effective depth of field is increased.

CAUTION: On some shots this action is
apt to increase the convergence of parallel
lines and produce badly distorted images.

Exercise (22'7):
1. Briefly explain the function of each of the

following view camera movements
a. Horizontal swing back.

b. Horizontal swing front.'

c. Vertical tilt front.

Figure 3-51. Combined rise and tilt adjustment.
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Figure 3-52. Increasing depth-of-field with the back.

d. Vertical tilt back.

e. Sliding front.

f. Sliding back.

g. Falling fiont.

h. Rismg front.

228. Complete statements 4eabout the
description and operation of the "Calumet" 4
x 5 view camera.

4 x 5 "Calumet" View Camera. To
understand view camera operation better, we
now discuss the operation of the "Calumet"
view camera, commonly found in the Air
Force.

The "Calumet" is available in two types.
One 'type has a 16-inch bellows extension
capability; the other model has a 22-inch
bellows extension. Features corthon to both
models include:

a. Aluminum frame.
b. Vertical tilts (30°) to correct distortion

or increase depth of focus in the vertical
plane.

c. Spirit levels, mounted on top of ,,the
camera back, which indicate when the camera
is level.

d. Horizontal swings (12°) on both front

and back for horizontal distortion correction
and for increasing depth of focus.

e. Rising-falling front with a 3-inch rise or
1-inch fall. (Image placement may be
controlled on a vertical axis by the rising and
falling front.)

f. Horizontal slide for lateral (side-to-side)
image placement.

g. Revolving back, enabling the camera to
be used not only in a vertical or horizontal
position but at any point throughout a
complete circle.

h. Interchangeable metal lens boards.
z. Quick-release ground-glass e h ng

a big handle which, whe pulled own,
relieves tension and opens the back to receive
a film holder.

j. Capability to accept standard film
holders, plate holders, film pack adapters,
"Polaroid" film holders, and roll film
adaptors.

Camera Operation. All view cameras are
intended for normal operation on a tripod.
Although this camera is comparatively light in
weight, it still requires a sturdy support.
Always check the stability of the tripod

, before installing the camera.
To remove the camera from its case, grasp

the tripod block and raise It straight up from
the camera compartment. (The camera is
carried upside down in its case.) Grasp the
handle strap on top of the c:amera body as
soon as it clears the case. Support the camera
by its handle until you have guided the tripod
block onto the tripod head and locked the
two together with the screw.

.tudy figure 3-53 for Ole locition of the
major features of the caniera. Although most
cameras operate on the"satné basic principles,
you must know the procedures for each
specific' type to avoid possible damage. This
knowledge can prevent accidental breakage

60
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Figure 3-53. Components of the 4 x 5 "Calumet" view camera.
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through attempts to force operation of locked
components or from failure to lock
components in place.

The following are the basic components of
the "Calumet" as shown in figure 3-53.

1. Release levers for the front and rear
standardspermit rapid'focusing

2. Center locking scrwlbd camera rail
in tripod block.

3. Bac* locking screw, front locking
screwlock standards in position after
focusing.

4. Back focusing knobpositions rear
standard.

5. Rail knobpositions camera in relation
to trip9d.

6. Itront focusing knobpositions front
standard.

7. Ground glass frame release handlefor
insertion and removal of holders.

8. Rising front adjustment knoblocks
rising/falling front in desired position.

9. Vertical tilt knobreleases front and
locks in desired position.

10. Horizontal swing knohreleases for
swing or horizontal shift, 'relocks in desired
position.

11. Clamping leverlocks revolving back in
desired position.

12. Monoril camera bedsupports front
and rear standards.

13. Tripod blockfor attachment of
camera to tripod.

14. Focusing cloth clipshold focusing
cloth on camera during operation.

Ground glass focusing. After you have
positioned the camera to give the desired view
of the scene, open the lens aperture. To move
the front and back standards on the monorail
to achieve sharp focus, do the following:

Loosen the front and back locking
screws. For rapid focusing, lift the focusing
release lever, then slide the standard along the
rail.

Turn the focusing knobs to position the
front and/or rear standards for focusing.
Initial focusing should be done with the front
focusing knob.

Critical adjustment of image size. After you
have positioned the camera to give the
approximate image size desired, slight changes
in camera position may be necessary. You can
adjust the camera position relative to the
tripod block by moving the monorail within
the tripod block.

To move the camera forw6d or backward
on the tripod, do the following:

Loosen the center locking screw.
Reposition the camera as necessary with

the rail knob.

62
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Figure 3-54. Loading the "Calumet."

Relock the rail with the center locking
screw.

Adjust the focus.

Loading the camera. Standard film holders
are normally used with the "Calumet" view
camera, and you can insert or remove the
holders without disturbing the camera
position (se.e fig. 3-54).

To load the camera, do the following:
Pull out the frame release handle until, it

reaches a right angle to the back and the
rollers hold it in the depressions.

Insert the film holder, insuring that it
rests on the stops beneath the focal plane.

Release the handle, then allow it to
return gently to the closed position, (Close
the shutter before removing the holder's dark
slide.)

Corrective adjustments. As with any view
camera, the "Calumet" has adjustable
positioning of components for correct focus,
composition, and distortion controly
making appropriate changes in lens and foc
plane positions, you can use this camera t
produce sharply focused images which woul
be impossible with other equipment. Image
placement on tile film can be controlled,
within limits, by the position of the front

q3



standard. Distortion can be controlled by
proper selection of camera position, lens
placement, and front and back standard
positioning.

CAUTION: Do not use excessive pressure
to tighten-locktrig knobs.

To tilt the _front and/or rear standard.
Loosen the vertical tilt lock knob, then tilt
the standard into the desired position.
Tighten the knob to maintain the required
orientation of the standard (300 limitation).

To swing the front and/or rear'standard.
Loosen the horizontal swing lock knob,-then
swing the standard to the desired position.'
Tighten the- knob to maintain thil desired
amount of swing (12° limitation).

To change the horizontal position of the
front and/or back standard. Loosen the
horizontal swing lock knob, then slide the
standa0 to obtain the desired left or right
location. Tighten the knob when the standard
is properly positioned.

To raise or lower the lens. Press the rising
front lock knob in, then turn it to position
the lens. Release the knob to lock the front in
position.

To rotate the back. Release the clamping
lever, then turn the back to the desired
position. Release the lever to retain the, back
in the desired position. (RotatiOn is
unlimited.)

NOTE: Neutral positions f the horizontal
swing and rotating back ae indicated by
spnng ball catches. The rising/falling front is
in neutral when it is centered with the vertical
swing lock knob. Vertical swing and
honzontal shift adjustments are neutralized
by aligning the standards with their
supporting frames.

Shutter opemtion. Once the camera is set
up, taking the picture is relatively simple.
Each "Calumet" lens has its own leaf shutter.
The 'shutter speed is set by rotating a ring
until the, "V" indicator aligns wi`th the desired
shutter speed. The f/stop is set, by aligning a
rotating pointer with the appropriate f/stop.
The shutter is cocked by depressing a lever on
the side of the lens. The shutter is released by
using . a cable release (recommended for
steadiest pictures) or by depreSsing another
lever located at the top of the iens. The
shutter also *has provision for flash
synchronization.

NOTE: For composing, the shutter is
cocked and then a button on the side of the
lens is depressed to hold open the diaphragm.
By setting the diaphragm to the largest f/stop
you will have the maximum brightness for
viewing.
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Exercise (228):
1. Complete the following statements on the

description and operation of the
, "Calumet" view camera.

a. The "Calumet" may feature either a
or inch

bellows.
b. The "Calumet" has

mounted on the top of the
camera back to indicate whether the-
camera is level.

c. Due to a any
type of vertical or horizontal
composition may be achieved.

d. The "Calumet" . uses
focusing.

e. A view camera should be mounted on a
for use.

f. The back focusing knob positions the

g. Initial focu,sing should be done with the
focusing knob.

h. The "Calumet" lenses have
shutters.

i. The "Calumet" features swing controyo
degrees and tilt control to
degrees.

3-5. Copy Cameras
The term, copying, as used in photography,

means the photographic reproduction of
another jahotograph, drawing, map, chart, or
similar flat-plane object. Reproductions of
this type have a number of uses. COnsider
several examples. If a negative is lost or
unavailable,, a duplicate may be made by
copying a print made from the original
negative. Valuable documents, if used
constantly, soaj lpecome worn and illegible;
however, by making reproductions through
the process of copying, you can preserve the
onginal. On some occasions, it may be
desirable to reproduce the subject at a
different scale or size; this change, too, can be
effected by copying.

Copy work, though it can be done by any
type of camera, is best performed by
specialized copy cameras. These cameras
feature: (1) ground glass focusing, (2) both
front and back focusing, (3) the necessary
bellows extension to do at least 1-to-1 scale
work, (4) process 'or apochromatic lens, (5)
copy board to mount the subject matter, and
(6) a lighting system that can be adjusted to
provide even lighting. In this section we point
out the features of the "Princeton" Model 17
which has these features.
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Figure 3-55. "Princeton" Model 17 Copy Camera.

229. Identify as accurate or inaccurate
statements relating to the -description and
operation pf the "Princeton" Model 17 copy
camera.

"Princeton" odel 17. To illustrate basic
copy camera features, let us zero in on the
"Princeton" Model 17, which is illustrated in
figure 3-55. The "Princeton" is a gallery-type
copy camera. The camera is used in the
horizontal position for copying continuous
tone or line originals, from lighted copy or
transparencies, black and white, or color
work. In the vertical position, the camera is
used for Photography of exploded views, sol
objects, printed circuits, and fIat copy. The
same base is used to support Athe camera in
both positions. Conversion from horizontal to
vertical position involves three actions:
unlatch,' (2) pivot, &id (3) latch.

Major components. The camera as4embly
consists pl a lens carriage, back cariage,
oversized bellows, camera back, adju ble
light risers, and copyboard. All components
are attached to two tubular guide rails, which
extend the full length of the camera assembly.
Control wheels on both the lens and back

SWINGING Rags
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carriages provide precise movements Of either
lens or film positions along the tubular guide
rails. A lockdown lever provides positive
position control.

Carriages. The lens carriage accepts
standard as well as recessed lensboards. The
back carriage accepts a variety of
conventional reducing backs' as well as a zone
controlled vacuum' back.

Bellows. The bellows extends to 61 inches
and contracts to a minimum of 11 inches.
This extension accommodates lens focal
lengthsfrom 14 inches to 173A inches and
provides a 11/2 to 31/4 magnification or
reduction ratio.

Camera back. The camera is equipped with
a "Sta-Flat" back. The back contains &gelatin
coated plate mounted in a frame with a
darkslide. A separate ground glass screen is
used for focusing. Standard reversible camera
backs, revolving backs, and 100-foot magazine
backs are available as accessory items.

Lights. Four 650-watt "Quartz-King"
lamps on risers attached to swinging arms
provide a full range of lighting control. A
remote timer control and timer cord complete
the lighting assembly.
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1- MAGNIFIEREnlarges a portion of the image for
sharpest focusing. Swings out of the way for
normal viewing.

2. VIEWERProvides an accurate, fulkized image
on hooded ground glass for composing and focusing,

3. CRANK FOR REWINDCrank unfolds for ease
of rewinding film into cassette.

4. CAMERA CASE LATCHSecures the removable
camera back.

5. CAMERA CARRIAGE LOCKING LEVER
Locks the camera carriage in final position after
final focusing. Provides one-hand operating ease.

6. CAMERA TRAVEL KNOBMoves the camera
on a helical gear and rack mechanism for
easy focusing.

7. LENS CARRIAGE TRAVEL KNOBLarge,
easy to grasp knob provides quick and positive
positioning of lens carriage.

8. WORK TABLE (EASEL)Provides level work
area of steel for smooth positioning.
Easy to keep clean.

9. BASECast metal housing for electronic flash
light source. Design and finish both pleasing
and functional.

10. THREADED HOLESDrilled and tapped for
8/32 slide holder thumb screws.

11. NAMEPLATE AND CONTROL PANELGives
unit identification and directions for proper
switch positioning.

12. REAOY LIGHTGlows when theFLASHVIEW
switch is in Vie flash position, indicating that the
Repronar is ready for copingthe view light is off,
and the electronic flash is ready to be fired.

13. FLASH-V1EW SWITCHIn flash position, the
switch completes the circuit for firing the electronic
Wash with the camera shutter release: in view
position, the switch turns on the view light for
illuminating the transparency.

14. HIGH-LOW SWITCHControls power output of
electronic flash, When in the HIGH position the
unit deliver four times (two f/stops) the
amount of light as when in the LOW position.
The power output in the LOW position is the same
as the previous models of the Repronar.

15. ON-OFF SWITCHFunctions as the master
switch for the' Repronar. The view light and
electronic flash operate only when this switch is in
the ON position.

.16. FiLTER COMPARTMENT AND HOLDER
Filter holder slides in and out of the filter
compartment easily, allowing insertion of filter
without disturbing copy or opal view glass.

17. LENS CAPProtects lens when not in use.
18. APERTURE SELECTORControls theaction of

the lens diaphragm. Pointer indicates working
aperture which is printed on the Aperture
Index Scale.

19. f/STOP MARKIndicates proper positioning of
the diaphragm ring.

20. DIAPHRAGM RINGRotates (click stops) to
pre-select the proper f/stop. The Aperture Selector
will stop when being Moved from right to left,
at the position indicated by the Diaphragm Ring.
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21. APERTURE,,INDEX SCALEServes as an
f/stop indicating scale for the Aperture Selector.
Numbers on the scale represent full f/stops
with half-stops indicated.

22. BELLOWSAllows freedom of movement
between camera body and lens.

23. CABLE RELEASEOperates the shutter and
fires electronic flash in synchronization.

24. FILM ADVANCE LEVERAdvances film and
cocks the shUtter in readiness for the next
exposure.

Figure 356. Repronar 805 slide duplicating camera.
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1. MAGNIFIEREnlarges aposition of the image
for sharpest focusing. Swings out of the way for
normal viewing.

2. CRANK FOR REWINDCrank unfolds for ease
of rewinding film into cassette.

3. APERTURE SELECTORControls the action
of the lens diaphragm. Pointer indicates working
aperture which is printed on the Aperture
Index Scale.

'4. f/STOP MARKIndicates proper positioning of
the diaphragm ring.

5. DIAPHRAGM RINGRotates (click stops) to
preselect the proper f/stop. The Aperture Selector
will stop'when being moved from right to left.
at the position indicated by the Diaphragm Ring.

6. APERTUREIINDEX SCALEServes as an
f/stop indicating scale for the Aperture Selector.
Numbers on the scale represent full f/stops with
half-stops indicated.

7. FILM ADVANCE LEVERAdvances the film and
cocks the shutter in readiness for the next exposure.

8. LENS CARRIAGE POINTERIndicates on the
Exposure Calculator the magnification of the copy
and the lens aperture for a normal exposure.

9. LENS CARRIAGE LOCKING SCREWLocks
lens carriage at selected position.

10. APERTURE WINDOWShows correct aperture
settings for different amounts of magnification.

11. CAMERA CARRIAGE POINTERIndicates
settings to correspond with the lens carriage
pointer, providing quick_positioning of the camera
for approximate focus. From this position, focusing
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is easily completed while the sharpness of the
image is observed on the ground glass.

12. SHUTTER KNOBRotate; as shutter is cocked
(clockwise) and released (csunterclockwise)
Acts as selector for"1" and ;f3' settings.

13. MOTOR DRIVE LOCKING SCREWLocks
motor drive in proper position.

14. FILM INDEX WINDOWShows choice of
film index.

15. SELECTOR WHEELFor selecting proper
film index.

16. MAGNIFICATION SCALE-LOWERUsed as
reference points for the lens carriage pointer.

17. CAMERA APERTURE BARGives correct
aperture for various amounts of magnification.

18. MAGNIFICATION INDEX FOR APERTURE
WINDOWUsed avreference points for
exposure selection.

19. MAGNIFICATION SCALE-UPPERUsed as
reference points for the upper pointer attached
to the camera carriage.

20. EXPOSURE COUNTERShows how many
frames have been exposed. Indicates numbers
from--2 to 37. Automatically resets to 2
when camera back is released.

21. DOUBLE EXPOSURE BUTTON:=Allows the
shutter to be cocked for multiple exposures
without moving the film.

22. FILM REMINDER DIALMay be used as a
reminder as to what kind of film is in the
camera body.

Figure 357. Repronar 805 camera and exposure calculator.
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Copy board. The standard copyboard,
complete with pressure pad and cover glass, is
24 inches by 24 inches. The copyboard pivots
to a horizontal position for loading.
Additional accessories are available for
holding transparencies and conversion of the
copyboarcf to vacuum-type operation.

Base/storage cabinet. The camera assembly
is pivot hinged to a sheet-steel storage cabinet,
which serves as the camera base. The legs of
the base are equipped with pedal-operated,
retractable, swivel casters. When the camera is
located in final position, the casters can be
retracted and the base may be bolted to the
floor, if desired.

Space requirements. The camera and base
are 33 inches wide and 100 inches long. A
ceiling height of 108 inches is required it the
camera is to be operated in the vertical
position. A minimum floor space of 105
inches by 148 inches is recommended to
provide for operator movement about the
camera.

Poiver Requirements. 115 volts AC, 60
Hertz, 2,600 watts.

Camera Forhiat. 17 inches by 17 inches.

Exercise (229):
1. Identify each of the following statements

regarding the description and operation of
the "Princeton" copy camera as true or
false.
a. In the irertical position the "Princeton"

copy camera is used to copy
transparencies.

b. In the horizontal position the
"Princeton" copy camera is used to copy
exploded views.

c. For focusing,- either the lens or the film
can be moved.

d. You can make a 100% enlargement on
the "Princeton" copy camera.

e. The "Princeton's" copyboard is lighted
by six lights.

f. The copyboard can handle a 16- x
20-inch photogaph.

g. The "Princeton" should (sin placed in a
room with a 9-foot ceiling.

h. The "Princeton" can use 8- x 10-inch
sheet film for copy work.

3-6. Duplicating Ca)eras
In the Air Force there is an ever-increasing

requirement for the production of slides for
briefings, orientation of new personnel, and
training aids. We can safely state that any
subject that can be photographed or.copied
can be readily presented as a slide. Therefore,
the production of duplicate,slides in quantity
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is the main duplication task of a base photo
laboratory that requires specialized
equipment. There are presently a number of
slide duplicating camera systems, but a
common one that is widely available is the
"Repronar" 805.

230. Complete statements about the
description and operation of the "Repronar"
805.

The "Repronar" 805. The "Repronar"
805, illustrated in figures 3-56 and 3-57, is
designed for color transparency (slide)
copying. The instrument consists of a special
purpose 35mm camera, an easel with slide and
filter holders, an electronic flash light source
with high and low output control, an
incandescent light source for viewing the
transparency to be copied, and an adjustable
exposure calculator.

The camera is a single-lens reflex type with
an f/4 lens designed for copying. It features a
rapid film advance lever and film rewind
crank. A shutter-cocking device permits
multiple exposures. Both the camera and the
lens carriage move smoothly on a helical rack
to vary the magnification and to achieve sharp
focusing. A ground glass allows direct viewing
for composition, and a magnifier lens assures
critical focusing. The bellows adjusts for
copies of any degree of magnification from
4X enlargement to 1/2 reduction. (The 1/2
reduction can, be used to copy 120 2'A x 21/4
transparencies onto 35mm film.)

The exposure calculator is set by dialing
the film value for the emulsion used in
duplicating the slides. (Film value numbers
are given in the instruction manual for
different films.) The calculator has a camera
aperture bar that indicates the correct
aperture. The correct aperture is primarily
affected by the film value and the degree of
magnification.

The built-in electronic flash unit has a
,high-low switch in the base which permits a
4X light ratio. The selection of high or low
will influence the filni value used to set the
expure calculator.

Oition. The "Repronar" cainera is
loaded (and unloaded) like, other 35mm reflex
cameras. Once the camera is loaded the
following steps are taicen to duplicate a slide:

1. Set the on-off switch to the on
position.

2. Push the flash-view switch to the view
position.
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3. Be sure the film has been advanced and
the shutter cotked !before focusing and
composing.

4. Open the aperture selector to f/ 4 to
give maximum illumination for viewing.

5. Place the transparency to be copied
emulsion down in the slide holder.. (Color or
black-and-white negatives to be copied are
placed emulsion up.)

6. Establish the correct magnification by
adjusting the lens and camera carriages.
Composition may be establbhed through a
combination of magnification and moving the
slide holder on the easel:

COUNTER RESET
SPEED KNOB
CONTROL

Arli. i/i.Af`4"
STA:IT
DU:TON

TURRET

231-554

LENSES

SPRING WIND
KEY

TRIPOD HEAD (

HAND CRANK

MOTOR
RECEPTACLE

7. Set the correct aperture as indicated
by the aperture bar.

8. Push the flash!.view SWitch to flash.
9. Depress the shutter release making the

exposure.
10. Turn the film advand lever a full

stroke to advance the film and cock the
shutter for ,the next exposure.

NOTE: To reemphasize, correct exposure
and filtration depend on the duplicating film
that is being used. The instruction hook
outlines starting points for calculation of

SPEED CONTROL
DIAL

VIEWFINDER

COUNTER MOTOR STARTING
KNOB

POwER
CONNECTION

MOTOR
MOUNTING
BRACKET

04 MAGAZINE
COVER PLAT.

SPRING BELT
HOUSING

MOTOR

4ftallim4 °RIVE
CONNECTION

START SUTTON

LOCK
PLUNGER

Figure 3-58. B1A camera (three views).
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exposure. It is best to run tests to insure
proper results.

The "Repronar" is quite versatile. Both
black-and-white and color films can be used.
During duplicating, correction can be made
for underexposure, overexposure, and color
balance. Special effects can be created
through the use of tandwiches (i.e., creating
an image from more than one slide)
vignetting, texturing, and cropping, etc.

Exercise (230):
1. Complete the following statements on the

description and operation of the
"Repronar 805.
1. The "Reprcriar" gses

, camera for copying.
b. An provides
- the exposure light on the "Repronar."
c. Both the and the

move to vary
the magnification and achieve sharp

d. By Making a reduction you
can copy 120 slides onto 35mm film.

e high switch on the electronic flash
p ovides an intensity
greater than the low switch.

f. A transparency to be copied'iulaced
in theN slideai

holder.
g. Unlike most cameras, the "Répronar

does not have speeds.
h. Color negatives 'are placed

in the slide holder.

3-7. Silent Motion Picture Cameras
Though your job description emphasizes

the use of still cameras.and there is a separate
AFSC for motion picture cameramen,
nevertheless, there may be a need for silent
motion picture coverage. Such footage is
likely to be used for local television news
releases or perhaps in the support of training.
The description of the B-1A that follows is an
introduction to motion picture camera
operation. Since your use of motion picture
equipment is likely to be infrequent, it would
be a good idea to carefully review all

operation procedures of the equipment
assigned to you before going out on the
mission..

231. Complete statements describing the
B-1A camera.

The B-1A Camera. The type 13-1A "Bell
and Howell': 70-KM camera shown in figure
3-58 is a compact, portable, motion-picture
camera designed fpr use with standard 16mm
film. Although no tripod has been included
with the camera accessories, the cameta is
equipped with a bronze insert threaded wit
standard tripod threads. The surface of th
camera around this tripod insert, or socket, i
accurately machined for vertical and
horizontal alignment. When mounted on a
tripod the camera shows greater stability and
permits smoother pans. ,

Provision has been made on the back of the
camera frame for mounting a 400-foot
magazine. The magazine is made of diecast

-aluminum and weighs approximgely three
pounds. The Jilin chambers of the magazine
are lined with velvet cloth and are
precision-machined. Removable covers
eliminate the possibility of light entering the
film chambers during operation.

A 24-volt, direct-current electric motor
used for magazine operation is small and
compact and can be quickly and easily
..- installed on the camera. This unit has a gear
reduction of 21-to-1 and weighs
approximately 31/2 pounds. A special cord
plugs into, the two-prong receptacle on the
'gide of the motor housing.

The camera frame is a die-cast housing, and
its rigidity assures accurate alignment of
mechanism parts, lens and film-moVing parts.
All parts have been manufactured to within
extremely close limits to assure the accuracy
and precision which are necessary for even
and constant speed .regulation. These close
tolerances also assure accuracy of film
registration at the aperture, providing steadier
projected pictures.

The film chamber of the camera
accommodates film spools up to 100-foot
capacity. The counter near the top of the
camera frame accurately counts off each foot
of film as it runs through the camera. The
counter, can be set manually at the start of
each run by turning the counter knob
clockwise until three zeros appear in the
window. The counter operates in the forward
direction only and continues to run forward
even when backwinding the film with the
hand crank. This must be taken . into
consideration and the footage calculated
whenever the film is backed up.

A rotating turret head with three lens
openings permits the use of lenses of varying
focal length or apeiture. The lens mounts are
threadekand the focal length accurately
machined for standard C-type, thread-mount
lenses. The lenses can be shifted quickly and
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easily into photographic position merely by
rotating Ilse lens turret' in either direction.
Index rollers locate the turret so that the axis
of the lens being used coincides with the.
center of the aperture. An interlocking
arrangement between the turret and the
camera starting-button makes it impossible to
operate the camera unless the axis of the lens
is properly aligned with the aperture.

Certain lenses cannot be mounted together
on the lens turret because the longer lens may
interfere with the field of the shorter lens.
The followinrchart lists those lenses that can
be used togeiher:

$hortast Lens on
Turret

These longer lenses may be
mountea on tne .urret,with the
shorter lensea listed in the left-
haqd column, but they must be
fgclised on infinity to reduce
their length to a minimum

17mm

24n.
4-in.

1.in. 2.in.
'4-in.

3-in. 4-in. 6-inf
4-in. 64n.

The viewfinder can be completely detached
from the camera cover. The viewfinder turret
accommodates the three objective lenses
which match the focal length of the camera
lenses, and a spring-loaded detent positively

-locates the objective lens in line with the
eyepiece of the viewfinder. A spacing block
between the camera cover and the viewfinder
tunnel provides a means for eliminating
interference when the magazine is in ailed on
the camera.

vihen the turret is rotated to b g the lens
1800 from the photographing position, the
lens then is located for focusing visually in the
critical focuser. This device consists of a
prism, a ground glass, and a magnifying lens.
It gives the operator a Magnified View of the
center of fhe film frame. With this critical
focusing device, the lens focusing mount can
be rotated until the iniage is sharp on the
gound glass. Since the ground glass is in the
same plane as the film emulsion, sharply
focused pictures 'on the film are assured.
FoCusing also may be accomplished by
adjusting the calibrated focusing scale on the
lens mount to agree with the exact distance
from lens to subject.

For short, intermittent runs, the camera
can he loaded with film and then operated
with the spring motor. The powerful spring
motor has a capacity of from 21 to 23 feet of,
film on.one full yAnding of the winding key.

e , 0

Through. .a series of gears, a high-speed
governor mechanism maintains a constant`
rtirining speed throughout the 'entire run of
film. The standard i-unning speed for silent
motion piaures 16 frames per second. In
addition to these-' sPeeds, tlye camera is
calibrated to operate at speeds of 8, 12, 32,
48, and 64 frames per second. The speed is
controlled by a dial located near the top of
the camera frame .where it is accessible for
quick change from oae speed to another:The
speed remains at phe setting =Ill ,changed
and does not change of-its owri accord while,.
the camera is in use:

The interrnittent Inovemdnt of the film at
the aperture is obtained witp, a shuttle 'whiCh
enters and withdraws &mil the film at right'
angles. This shuttle rNisters the_position ,of
the film at the aperture with- sufficient'
accuracy to, obtain steady pictures during
projection, even on large screens.

The camera, shutter is 9f the rotary-disk
type with an opening of 204°. It is pared
directly to the film movement mechanisin -and
cannot get out of synchronization. The 204°-
opening allows an exposure time of 1/27
second when the camera is running it? 16
frames per second. The following lists the
shutter speed at the variOus camera speed
settings:

Camera Speed Shuttec Speed

8 frames per second
12 frames per second
16 frames per second
24 frames per second
32 frames per second
48 frames per second
64 frames per second

1/13 second
1/20 second
1/ 27, second
1/40 second
1/53 second
1 /80 ,second
1/1(57 second

s '

The camera is sthrted by pressing the'
starting button located just in back of the
turret head. When the starting button' is
released, the mechanism pill stop With the
shutter in a closed position. Only when the
camera is allowed to run down, is there a
possibility of the shutter stoppingin the opens
position. The starting button lock makes' it
possible to lock the starting button in the
"run7. position. This is most useful when the
camera iS mounted on a tripod, because it ,
allows the operator to leave the camera ,and-
enter the scene with the caMera rutining.

Exercise (231): .

1. Complete the following statements on the,
description of the B-1A camera.- '
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r-ft.
.-eAg N g. The standard ranning speed for silent

KE t motion picture footage is
frames per second.

h. The B-1A has a
type shutter.

a. The B-1A camera uses film. i. When the camera is set at 24 frames per
b. The film chamber wf.I ho'd a zecend, the chutter speed is

foot magazine, of a second.

i

c. You use a , volt motor when
liging the magazine.

d. The rotating lens turret can hold
lenses.

e. If your shortest lens is 3 -inches, the
other two lenses should be
and inches.

f. The two methods of focusing the camera
are _ by using the

and the calibrated

Figure 3-59. B-1A camera (left view).

SUPPLY REEL
231-556

t
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Figure 3-60. B-1A camera (internal).
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232. Identify principles related to the
operation of the B-1A camera.

Motion Picture Camera Operation. A
motion picture camera ''rquires careful
operation to achieve maximum-performance
The following will be,a brief ruNown on the
major operational procedures in using the
B-1 A.

Loading film. The camera must not be
loaded or unloaded in direct sunii;ht. Find 3
shaded spot, or shield the camera from the
direct rays of the sun with your body. Film
which has been spooled for darkroom rather
than daylight loading must of course be
handled in a darkroom. Consider the
:allowing stRDS when loading the camera.

1. Remove the cover from the camera as
shown m figure 3-59 and open the film gate
by pushing the gate arm toward the back of
the camera as far as it will go. An
intermediate stopping point can be felt when
the gate is partially open, but the gate arm
should be oushed or, back until the upper and
lower sprockets are drawn away from their
guide shoes.

2. Remove the spool of film from its metal
centamer, and unreel about 18 inches of the
film leader. On film where a paper leader is
not provided, the first 6 feet of the film serves
for threading and as a light-proof protective
_leader.

CAUTION: During this and all succeeding
operations, keep the film wound tightly. If it
is penrutted to loosen, light may enter and
fog the film op its edges. Ths camera spring
must be partially wound.

3. With the square hole in he spool fate
down and the leader feeding off the spool fo
the left, place the spool over the feed spindle.
Make certain that the two floating film-guard
rollers are outside the film.

4. Thread the film around the feed
sprocket so that it is between the upper
film-guide shoe and the sprocket. Leader
perforations must be engaged with the
sprocket teeth,(see fig. 3-60).

5. Place the leader in the film gate channel,
shown in figure 3-60, leaving enough slack
above to form the upper loop. The extreme
top of the loop should be labout 1/4 inch'
from the metal camera shell.

6. Leaving the lower loop approximately
the same size as the upper loop, insert the
leader between the take-up sprocket and the
lower film guide shoe. Engage the sprocket
teeth with the perforations in the leader as
shown in figure 3-60.

7. Engage a pair of film leader perforations

with the two shuttle teeth at the bo torn of
the aperture plate. Make sure that th leader
perforations still are engaged with t feed
and takeup sprocket teeth and wit the
shuttle teeth. Check to see that the up r and
lower loops are still the proper size; then close
the film gate by pushing the film ga arm
toward the front of the camera as far as i llwi
go as illustrated in figure 3-60.

NOTE: Be careful not to stop at the
intermediate stopping point. The gate sh uld
be pushed up firmly against the film, he
tmera cover cannot oe installed unless he
film gate is completely closed.

8. Moisten the end of the film and in rt
into the hub slot of the takeup spool. Th n
revolve the spool in a clockwise direction o
take up the slack in the leader, and place t e
spool over the takeup spindle.

9. Test the correctness of the loading an
threading by pressing the starting butto
quickly and momentarily a few times
meanwhile watching to see that the leader
runs through the sprockets and aperture
cl,annel and that it 1-e:ng taken up by the
takeup spool. Correct any errors which are
discovered by this test.

,NOTE: Avoid running off more than 6
inches of film during the test. This 6 inches,
together with the 18 Inches used in threading
and the 4 feet to be run off with the camera
cover in place, complete the 6 feet which is
cut off the roll (as a leader) when the film is
developed.

10. Install the camera cover and turn the
two latches one-quarter turn to the closed
position. The camera must not be opened

, again, except in a darkroom, until the entire
reel has-been exposed.

11. Turn the counter reset knob
counterclockwise until three zeros are visible
in the counter window. Then press the camera
starting button and allow 4 feet of film to run
through the camera. This 4 feet comprises t
amount. of film leader which was left on
spool when the threading and testing
completed. Reset the counter to zero. Th
film now is at the aperture and the camera is
ready for spring motor operation.

Winding the spring motor. When operating
the camera without the electric motor and
magazine, the driving spring must be wound
to provide "power" for the camera. Wind tlfe
spring by turning the winding key in a
counterclockwise direction until a definite
mechanical resistance is encountered. Do not
force the spring. Because of the ratchet design
of the key, the same backward and forward
motion employed Alten winding a watch may
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be used in winding tire spring. GrasPthe
viewfinder tube firmly with the left hand and
the winding key with the right. After winding,
fold the Rey flat against the side of the
camera. If left erect, the key will rotate as the
camera runs. '-

NOTE: It is always advisable to wind the
motor fully after each operation of the
camera. Thus, the full capacity of the motor
is available at all times in case an unexpected
demand for an extended nin or film shouN
arise.

Focusing the !ens. ThP ler.s 're
adjusted so tnat it will focus shar,ly on tne
subject being photographed. Measure as
accurately as possible the distance from the
lens to the subject. A knurled ring around the
lens ,s ralibrated for tr$3.1"ous

vo ...nz ring un:i the deiigriaten
is aligned with the index mark on the lens
housing. The lens then will be sharply focused
at a point corresponding to this number of
feet from the film plane. It is desirable to
check this setting of the lens focusing rn nt
*befo-,? n'rt,:r?

the critical foc45er. The camera ais
may be focused by using the critical focuser.
Revo ve the turret head 180° to bring the lens

.3 io be rocused arour.d to the critical
j focuser on the right-hand side of the camera.

This brings the lens in positior. to focus the
midge on a ground glass "within ti-e focuser,
and a idr_s provIdes a greaciy magnied image
of the central portion of the scene, With the
lens diaphragm at its widest opening, sight
through the focuser and manipulate the lens
focusing ring in the usual manner until the
image on the ground glass is sharp. After
focusing, return the lens to the photogaphic
position. The critical focuser is to be used
only for focusing the lens and not for
composmg the picture. Use the viewfinder for
that purpbse.

Choosing the proper speed. The standard
speed for nmning silent films is 16 frames per
second and 'normally should be used for
general photography. The slower speeds (8
and 121..re useful for speeding up sluggish
action, and for gaining greater exposure
through the slower shutter speeds (1/4 second
and 1/21 second respectively). The need for
greater exposure is particularly true when
light conditions will not permit exposure at
the widest lens aperture during normal speed
(16) operation. A speed of 64 frames per
second will give a slow motion effect. A speed
of 48 frames per second is used tor advantage
for scenes taken from fast-moving objects.
The 24 and 32 speeds are recommended for
panoramic shots, because these speeds
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,
minimize irregular motions of the camera.
The 24 speed is standard for running film and
should be used regularly ,if sound is to be
added. ,

Setting the camera speed. When operating
the camera withthe-electric motor, the camera
speed must be set above 24 frames per
second. When operating with the spring
motor, n.-,y one of the speeds from 8 to 64
frames per second may be used. After
selecting the speed most adaptable to your
partic-4,- -..aer... z...i.i...:. the camera speed dial
accordingly. Nc,-e -...rat the outer Imurled ring
of the speed lial revcives about the disc upon
which the seven speeds are indicated. To
adjust the speed, turn the outer knurled ring
until its index mark coincides with the index
r--.?..rk notched. :nto the edge of the segment in
which the desired speed is stamped.

NOTE: Changing the camera running speed
affects the camera exposure time to a
corresponding degree. Therefore, whenever
the camera running speed is changed, the lens
diaphragm setttng also must be changed.

The'size ,.... ;-..?

lens opening depends upon the speed at which
the camera is set. The faster the speed setting,
the greater the lens opening must be. Further
consideration also must be given to the'
various lighting conditio s and the various
subjects being photorap ed. For example,
the lens opening :sed when pnotographing a
marine scene on a bright, cloudless day would
not need to be as great as when
photographing the same scene under a heavy
overcast. Use any approved motion picture
exposure calculator to obtain the correct
diaphragm setting to be used for your
particular lighting condition, type of subject,
and speed setting. Then adjust the lens
diaphragm ring to the proper opening.

Holding till camera. Screw the stud of the
support hand% up into the tripod socket of
the camera. Slip the left hand through the
handle strap, and grasp the handle firmly with
the strap supporting the wrist. Steady the
camera by pressing it firmly against the
forehead, meanwhile sigjiting through the
viewfinder eyepiece with the left eye. The eye
should be even with the viewfinder to
eliminate squinting the camera with a rigid
support. Hold the camera steady during the
entire photographic opehtion.

NOTE: When using telephoto lenses, it is
advisable to mount the camera on a tripod,
because any slight movement of the camera is
greatly exaggerated when the resultant
pictures are projected.

Setti4g the vietbfinder. Rotate the
viewfin4er turret until the proper focal length



objective lens snaps into position at the top of
the turret. The are& seen through the
viewfinder eyepiece is now the same as the
area being covered by the lens in use.

Operating camera with spring motor. With
the subject framed m the viewfmder, press the
startmg button to begin taking pictures. As
soon as the button is pressed, the hum of the
motor indicates that the camera Ls nmning.
Hold the starting button down until the scene
is to be concludedthen release the button.
-7:len the camera mechanism 1, prcpeny
adjusted, it will ran not less than 21 feet ana
r.ot more than 23 feet of film on one
complete winding of the main drive spring.
On extended runs of film, the starting button
can be locked in the running position by
-.olding down the starting button and then
-,issing in :no szarting 3.1.e

,.:arnera then continues to run until the drive
sprmg has run down or until the starting
button lock is pulled outward.

NOTE: When operating the camera with
the driv.e spring motor, do not attempt to use

magazine. The mazav.r.e must e used
cniy in conjunction wan the electric motor.

Operating the camera with electric motor
and niagazine. When it is used with the
eiectrib motor and magazine, mount the
camera on a pripod. The base of the camera is
:quipped wibii an insert which is threaded

standard tripod threads. Thus it is
possime to mount the camera on any stanoard
tripod. Make certain that the tripod is placed
to give it the most solid footing possible.
Remember that the camera speed must be set
above 24 frames per second when using the
electnc motor and that the camera starting
cutton must be locked down with the starting
button lock.

Safety locking device. If desired, the
starting button may be locked to prevent
accidental starting of the camera while it is
not in use. This is accomplished by revolving
the turret head until any one of the three
index dots on the edge of the head is opposite
the word "LOCK." When ready to begin
taking pictures, turn the turret head until the
lens to be used is in front of the aperture
when one of the index dots is opposite the
word "RUN."

Using the hand crank. Use the hand crank
for photographing only when The camera is
rigidly and securely mounted on a tripod.
Allow the spring motor to run down
completely by looking the starting button in
the running Pbsition. Insert the hand crank
into the hand crank housing turning the crank
shaft until it engages the lug within the
housing. A full 100-foot roll .-of film can be

exposed without a stop by turningthe hand
crank in a forward (clockwise) direction. The
speed dial controls the camera running speed
even when the hand crank is used. Therefore,.
it ,is not possible to crank the camera faster
than the speed for which the dial is set.
Always cra4 with a steady, even pressure.

Backwinding the film. NOTE: For trick
effects, such as lap-dissolves and
superimposing titles on moving backgrounds,
it is necessary to backwind the film. The hand
r..t-ank and rewind knob ire supplied)for this
purpose. Before beginmng backwinding
operation, place a lens cup or other suitable
cover over the lens to avoid exposing the film.
The spring motor must be run down at least 2
feet before backwinding is possible.

Hold the hand crank firmly to prevent
(..rward movement of tii.e film, and hold, or

lock, the starting button in the, running
position. Then turn the hand crank /4

counterclockwise to backwind the film. Each
complete revolution of the hand crank moves
20 frames (1/2 foot) of film past the aperture.

. Limit the, backwinding to two complete
revolutiorti at a tane. a sure to release
starting button after each hand crank
opetation.

After each hand crank operation, press the
rewind knob inward to engage it with the feed
spool and turn the knob counterclockwise to
take up the film on the feed spool. Be careful
not to force the knob or the film may be torh
or damaged. When using the magazine, film
which was backwound may be taken up on
the magazine feed spool by turning the Upper
magazine pulley in a clockwise direction.

The above steps may be repeated until the
desired amount of film footage has been
rewound on the feed spool.

NOTE: The camera counter is directly
geared to the camera mechanism, and it
moves forward even when the hand crank is
winding the flint in reverse. After
backwinding, therefore, make a note of the
amount of film which :was rewound' and
multiply that amount by two. When the
counter indicates that the end of the roll of
film has been reached, you will know that
there is still a small amount of film which can
be run. For example, if, during the course of a
100-foot roll of film a total of six feet has
been backwound, twelve feet of film will be
left on the roll even though the counter
indicates that the entire roll has been run.

Making double exposures. To make a
simple double exposure (in which the same
length of film is exposed twice), complete the
first exposure by pressing thecamera starting
button. Then place a lens cap over the lens
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and backwmd the film as instructed in the last
paragraph. After the film has been
backwound, once more start the camera. This
superimposes the two pictures.

Fadeins and fadeouts. As the name implies,
a fadein starts at the beginning of a scene with
solid black and gradually becomes lighter
until a picture of normal density is reached. A
fadeout comes at the end of the scene and
means that the picture beccmes increasingly
darker until it is totally blacked out. Fading
can be accomplished by closing or opening
the lens diaphragm. When working with small
diaphragm stops on 1)::rightly lighted scenes, a
fader attachment is desirable, because it is
impossible with most lenses to stop the lens
diaphragm down sufficiently to get a
complete fadeout. Neutral density filters can
be used to permit shooting the picture at a
larger lens diaphragn, opening, thus obtaining
a larger range of diaphragm movement for
making the fade. The neutral density filter
does not affect either color or a
black-and-white rendering. To make a fadein
with the lens diaphragm, first set the
diaphragm to its smallest opening. Place a
finger over the end of the lens shade and
allbw the camera to run for a few frames.
With the camera nmning, steadily remove the
finger and slowly revolve the diaphragm ring
until it reaches the setting for the correct
exposure of the scene beingphototraphed. To
create a fadeout at the end of the scene,
:lowly revolve the diaphragm ring to its
smallest opening. Then place a finger over the
end of the lens shade and, after three or four
frames, stbp the ca era.

Creating a lam& . A lap-dissolve is the
transition from one scene.to another wherein
the first scene fades gradually and almost
imperceptibly into the second with no abrupt
breaks. This is accomplished by
superimposing a fadein overa fadeout. Fading
out can be accomplished by closing the lens
diaphragm gadually, or by using a ,fader
device. The film is then wound back to the
start of the fadeout. The film is then started
again withAhe fadein shot which requires that
the diaphragm be gradually opened to the
shooting aperture. -

Unloading the camera. After the counter
indicates that a roll of film has been
completely exposed and that approximately
five feet of trailer has been run through the
Camera, the camera door may be removed.
Take the spool of exposed film out of the
camera, holding it firmly to prevent any
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unwinding or loosening. Place the spool
immediately in the safety metal container in
which it was received.

CAUTION: The camera should be
unloaded in a liark or shaded spot. In any
case, do not expose the roll of film to the
direct rays of the sun. Film designated for
darkroom loading and unloading must not be
exposed to light. Hold the roll of film firmly
so that it does not unwind during the
unloading process, as this may fog the edges
of the film. Then place the exposed roll of
film directly into the film can.

Exercise (232):

1. Complete the following statements on the
'operation of the B4A camera.

a. Daylight film loads are not loaded in
sunlight.

b. The firs: feet of film is used as a
leader.

c. frames per second is the
normal speeefor silent movies.

d. frames per second is the
running speed for s und work.

e. A very high shuttfrped will give a
effect.

f. A very 'slow /ihutter speed will
up ihe action.

g. When the camera rUnning speed is
changed, the must be
changed to ensure even exposures.

h. When using a telephoto lens, the
camera should be mounted on a

; otherwise c amera
movement will be

i. When using the electric motor. the
shutter speed should be set at

frames per second.
j. A full hundred-foot roll of film can be
----exposed nonstop by use of a

k. Fades can be accomplished by
or

the
1. A is a

transition where one scene fades into
another.

m. The critical focuser is used for
and not for

n. To superimpose a title on a moving
background you need to

the
o. The counter moves forward even when

you are



CHAPTER 4

Photographic Optics

PHOTOGRAPHIC optics is a science

concerned with the principles and

characteristics of lenses, and with the way

these principles and characteristics affect the

transmission of light. Photography owes its

present state of advancement as much to the

development of fme lenses as to anything else.

A photographer is better qualified when he

can recognize the capabilities and limitations

of the lenses he uses. In this chapter, we

introduce a number of optical terms and

principles to enable you to apply them in

your photographic assignments.

4-1. Focal Length

"Focal length' is a term that is used to

identify every lens. Therefore, it is a term you

should be familiar with.

233. Defme the term focal length.

The term "focal length" is defined as the

distance from the optical center of the lens to

Figure 4-1. Focal length of lens.
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the image produced by the lens at the focal

plane, when the lens is focused on infinity

(see-fig. 44). The optical center of a lens is a

point, usually within a lens, at which the rays

of light from different sources entering the

lens are assumed to cross. For normal lenses,

"infinity" is a condition that exists when light

rays from distant objects enter the lens in a

nearly parallel attitude. When the lens is

focused at infinity, objects beyond the

nearest point of infinity are always in focus.

The focal length is expressed in inches or

millimeters, and usually is engraved on the

lens barrel.

Exercise (233):

1. Defme focal length.

4-2. Lens Speed and Aperture

Lens speed and aperture selection are

important concepts in the selection of a lens

and in the calculation of exposure. In this

section each of these concepts will be

discussed.

234. Briefly explain how f/stops are

aficulated and the effect that f/stop changes

have on the amount of light striking the film.

The aperture is the opening inside the lens

that permits light to pass through to the film

when the shutter is open. The size of the

aperture is controlled by a diaphragm. The

actual size of the aperture is controlled by a

diaphragm. The actual size of the aperture for

a given diaphragm setting is indicated by a

particular f/stop number which is engraved on
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INFINITY

,
SPEED OF A LENS OR f/NUNIDER:

FL-
Figure 4-2. The f/number of a lens.

the diaphragm ring. You must have a
thorough understanding of how these f/stops
are calibrated because the f/stop or aperture
setting is one half of the basic exposure
formula.

Calculating F/Stops. F/stops are calculated
by dividing the focal length of the lens by the
diameter of the aperture. This is expressed in
the formula f (f/stop) = FL (Focal Length)

D (Diameter).
For example, if the focal length is 6 inches
and the diameter of the particular aperture is
PA inches, the f/stop setting would be f/4, see
fig. 4-2.11,1ecause the f/stop is a ratio between
the length and the diameter of the
aperetire; all lenses set at the same f/stop,
regardless of focal length, give the 'same

LIGHT RAYS
FROM SUBJECT

LIGHT RAYS
FROM SUBJECT

intensity of light on the focal plane, all other
factors remaining the same (see fig. 4-3).

Using the formula FL/D as a basis and
starting at 1, f/stops have been calculated and
put into a series in which each successive
number indicates an opening that Admits
one-half as much light as the opening
indicated by the previous f/stop. These
f/istops, sometimes called full stops, are 1, 1.4,

\_..21, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 22, 32, 45, and 64.
The important pOint to remember is that as
the number increases, the amount of light
admitted is double for each full stop.

All good lenses have an adjustable
diaphragm to control the aperture of the lens.
As the diaphragm is rotated to change the
aperture, the appropriate f/stop is aligned
with an indicator mark. The f/stops marked
on the lens barrel are not always full stops.
Due to lens design they may start at a
half-stop or a three-quarter stop. In such
cases, the next f/stop is usually a full stop. To
insure accuracy in figuring the exposure from
one f/stop to the next, the full stops should
be learned.

Exercises (234):

1. Briefiy' explain the formula for the
calculation of f/stops.

LENS A

-
1 INCH DIAMETER

Z3I505

AREA:_7854 SQUARE INCHES1,4

4

4

IMAGE POINTS ARE
EQUALLY BRIGHT ON
BOTH FOCAL PLANES

Er P L. --PI

16. F.L

CAMERA B

2 INCH DIAMETER
AREA =3.1416 SQUARE INCHES

(4 TIMES THE AREA)
LENS B

Fir 4-3. Equal f/numbers produce equal intensities.
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PLANO-
CONVEX

PLANO-
CONCAVE

231-557

()
DOUBLE
CONVEX

DOUBLE
CONCAVE

MENISCUS
CONVERGE

)1.)
MENISCUS
DIVERGING

Figure 4.4. Positive and negative lerts types:

2. Explain how changing to the next smaller
or next larger f/stop changes the amount of
light striking the film.

.,

235. State how lens speed is calculated.

Lens Speed. Lens speed is used to express
the light gathering power of a lens. A "fast"
lens .makes available a lot of light for

'exposure. A "slow" lens makes relatively little
light available.. The speed of the lens is
calculated by dividing the focal length of the
lens by the diameter of the maximum
aperture. For example, a lens with a focal
length of 100mm and a maximum aperture
diameter of 50mm would be called a f/2
100mm lens. If the diameter of the maximum
aperture was only 25mm, the lens would then
be a f/4 100mm lens.

Normally, the faster lenses of a given focal
length have more lens elements, are larger,
heavier, and more costly. Fast lenses are
helpful in low light situations or when slow
speed film is being used.

Exercise (235):
1. Explain how the speed of a lens is

calculated.

1. ,MAXIMUM gOVERAGE
2. ACTUAL COVERAGE
3. ANGLE OF ILLUMI NATION
4. ANGLE OF FIELD
5. CIRCLE OF ILLUMINATION

6.. USABLE CIRCLE OF ILLUMINATION
7. NORMAL FILM SIZE
8. ALLOWAWLE FILM MOVEMENT

(FILM' CAN BE MOVED ANYWHERE
IN USABLE CIRCLE OF ILLUMINATION)

9. UNSATISFACTORY PORTION OF
CIRCLE OF ILLUMINATION

10. MAXIMUM FILM SIZE
11: ANGLE OF VIEW

Figure 4-5. Circle of illumination.
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LENS

231-299

Maximum
coverage

Coveroge of
lens with plate

4-3. Circle of Illumination

-;-------.,,,
Films can be moved within the usoble
portion of the circle of illumination OS
shown by the dotted lines

Figure 4-6. Angle of view.

-

The, circle of illumination projected by a
lens is a concept that should be understood
by all photographers and has important
practical consequences to users of view
cameras.

236. De ne circle of illumination and the
usable circ e o illumination.

Every positive lens projects a circular field
of light. A positive lens converges rays of light
toward the lens axis to form image points. A
negative lens, which is unsuitable ,for
photography, causes the rays to diverge. A
positive lens is easy to identify because it is
thicker in the center than at the edge, while a
negative lens is thicker at the edges (see fig.
4-4). If the circle of illumination is inspected
from the center towards the edge, it is seen
that at first the illumination falls off
gradually; but out near the edge as the
concentration of light rays diminishes, it falls
off very rapidly. The usable circle of
illumination is determined by including only
that portion of the total circle of illuMination
that has sufficient intensity to produce
satisfactory images. This usable circle of
illumination sets limits on the film size that
can be used and the amount of corrective
adjustment (such as those found on view
cameras) that can be made before there is a
serious loss of quality (see fig. 4-5).

Exercises (236):
1. Define circle of illumination.

r

2. Define the usable circle of illumination.

4-4. Angle of Field and View
Angle of field and angle of view are terms

that are dependent on two concepts you have
just learned: focal length and circle f
illumination. e

237. Define angle of field and angle of view.

The focal length of a lens is a determining
factor in the coverage of a lens. The
'Maximum coverage of a lens is expressed in
degrees as the angle of field. The angle of field
of a lens is the widest angle at which light
enters the lens and produces the usable
portion of the circle of illumination. The
maximum size of film that can be used with a
lens depends on the angle Of field, since any
part of the film extending beyond the usable
circle of illumination yields an indistinct
image.

The size of the film ordinarily used with a
lens, is also limited by adjustnients of the lens
ancHilm position. This necessitates the use of
a smaller size film,' due to the \fact that such
adjustments sometimes move the film about
in the circle of,illumination or the position of
the Circle of illumination is ; changed by
moving the lens. The angle of vieW of a lens is,
therefore, the angle of light that1is necessary
to provide adequate coverage of the film that
is being used. It is, therefore, n ver greater
than the angle of field. Review figire 4-5 and ,

study figure 4-6.
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Exercise (237):
1. Define angle of field and angle of view.

4.5 Resolution and Definition
Resolution and definitions are terms that

are used to describe the "sharpness" or image
quality produced by a given lens,

238. Defme resolution and dermition and
briefly explain how they are determined.

Resolution. The term resolution or
resolving power refers to the ability of a
photographic lens or material to record fine
detail. The normal method of measuring this
quality is to photograph a suitable test
pattern at arrgreatly reduced scale, and then
examine the developed image under adequate
magnification to calculate the smallest detail
that is resolved. Resolving power should
usually be considered with respect to a
lens-film. combination. The resolving power of
a lens by itself indicates little as the final
photographic product is necessarily a result of
the combination. 110.4`

The resolving power of a lens-film
combination differs with variations in such
factors as exposure, development, and subject
contrast. because of the effect of variables on
the resolving power, the measurement
usually determined under strictly controlled
conditions. Many different test patterns have
been used by the photographic industry to
determine resolving power, and the Air Force
dosely regulates its measurement in
determining lens quality. At the present time
the ratings of resolving power are given in
terms of the lines-per-millimeter that can be
distinguished.

The resolving power, as obtained for a
given focus position at the various angles out
to the corners of the sensitized material, is
weighted by the percentage of the area of the
zone, in which they occur, of the total area of
the picture. This system of rating resolving
power is known by the term "area weighted
average resolution." The point that is most
important photographically is not only the
maximum resolving power, but whether the
resolving power is ample over the entire
format and over the range of densities or
tones that are to be recorded when making
the negative.

Definition. The term "photographic
definition" refers to the quality aspect of a
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photograph that is associated with the clarity
of detail. Since photographic definition is
impression made on the mind of an observer
when he views a photograph, the concept of
definition becomes subjective and depends on
the viewer. Definition is a composite effect of
at least four factors:

Resolving power.
Sharpness.
Graininess.
Tone reproduction.

Exercises (238): '

1. Define resolving power and briefly describe
how it is calculated.

2. Define definition and briefly describe how
it is determined.

4-6. Coating
How the front surface of a lens is

chemically coated will affect its ability to
resolve fine detail. Different manufacturers
proudly herald how their lenses are coated to
improve performance. So you should be
aware of -this idea.

239. Describe the purpose of a tens coating
and the proper cleaning procedures necessary
to preserve the coating.

For many years, it had been known that
old lenses which had become tarnished with a
bluish coating actually transmitted more light
than new lenses. It is now common practice
to coat lenses with a layer or layers of special
coating that minimize internal reflections,
thereby reducing optical flare (reflections off
the glass surfaces of the lens) and improving
transmission. By examining the front of a lens
you will notice a slight color tinge (blue,
yellow, etc.); this is caused by the lens coating
used by the particular manufacturer.

Proper cleaning procedures should be
observed to insure that this lens coating is not
rubbed off. To clean a lens, first brush the
surface with a fine brush to remove any
foreign particles, then gently wipe the surface
with a soft cloth or photographic lens tissue
(not lens tissue for eyeglasses or wiping your
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nose), moistened with a riecommendee ens
cleaner. The lens can th,en be "polished" with
,a chamois. The key throughout the cleaning
procedure is to avoid undue pressure or a hard
rubbing action along the surface of the lens.

Exercises (239)4
1. Whet is the purpose of coating a lens?

2. How should you clean a iens to prevent
destruction of the Tens c7ating?

4-7. Normal Focal Length Lens
Today, the photographer has a tremendous

number of lenses to choose from to achieve
the results he wants. Yet every camel.. comes
with a "normal" lens.

240. Indentify the rul(1 for calculating the
focal length of a normal Jens.

The normal lens is considered to have a
length thatfocal about equal to the

diagonal dimension o the film being used.
The angle of coverage of a normal lens is
approximately 45°. Normal lenses are usually
the "fastest" lenses that are available and are
therefore used for available light work. For
the following standard film sizes, the
following focal lengths are considered
"normal."

Film Size

35mm
120 (producing 2 1/4 X 2 1/4 image)
120 (producing 2 1/4 X 2 3/4 image)
4 X 5
8 X 10

Normal Pocal
Length
50mm
80 mm
90mm

150mm
300mm

Exercise (240):
1. What is the rule for calculating the focal

length of a normal lens?
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4-8. Wide Angle Lens
The wide angle lens has a

shorter-than-normal focal length. That is, the
focal length is less than the diagonal
dimension of the film that is being used. Wide
angle lenses have characteristics-which you
should be aware of.

24 1 . ,Complete statements about
characteristics associated jvith the wide angle
lero.

One of the main advantages of the wide
angle lens is that it covers a wider subject area
than that covered by a normal focal length
lens at a given lens-to-subject distance.
Typically, wide angle lenses cover from about
60° up to 180° for so-called "fisheye" lenses.
This feature makes a wide angle lens the
choice when you have a short lens-to-subject
distance and you want to include as much of
the subject as 17,cssibIe in the picture. Another
advantage is that a wide angle lens has greater
depth of field than the normal lens when both
are used at the same lens-to-subject distance
and apertute. This feature has made the wide
angle lens a favorite of many photojournalists.
They stop down their Wide angle lens to a
moderate aperture (for instance, f/11) to
insure adequate depth of field at the average
lens-to-subject distance they are using. Then
they rely on depth of field ("zone foces") for
sharpness 'rather than focusing each shot
during fast moving events.

The advantages of the wide angle also
create some problems to be considered. Toe
wide angle coverage often produces a
challenge to compose all of the picture ele-
ments effectively. Many beginning photogra-
phers choose a wide angle lens because they
can get more in their pictures. This often
leads to compositions that are confusing be-
cause of an absence of a strong point of in-
terest. This is particularly true since the relative
subject size is smaller as compared to a longer
focal length lens at the same shooting dis-
tance. In addition, the wide angle creates dis-
tortions resulting in elongation or curving of
lines that may not be pleasing. Also, because
of the complex nature of many wide angle
designs, the lenses tend to be sharper in the
center than at the edges. This necessitates
stopping down the lens a.couple of f/stops to
insure better sharpness.

Taking everything into consideration, the
wide angle lens can be very effective when
shooting in cramped quarters, when covering



fast breaking news elients, when
photographing seen:es, and for obtaining an
overall shot of the scene (establishing shot).

Exercise (241)
1. Complete the following statements on the

characteristic of wide angle lenses.
a. Wide angle enses have than

normal focal lengths.
b. At a given lens-to-subject distance, the

subject will appear -vinn
using a wide angle lens than one -vIth a
longer focal length.

c. At a given aperture and lens-to-subject
distance, you will obtain more

when using a wide angle lens than when
Loin; a ricrmai lens.

d. Generally speaking, wide angle lenses are
sharper in the than at the

4-9. Long-Focai-Lene-th Lenc-e

Now that you have become familiar with
normal and wide angle lenses, you will learn
about long-focal-length lenses.

beginner to isolate his subject to 'achieve
'better composition.

There are disadvantage to using a
long-focal-length lens. qne problem is that
unless the lens' was designed or the camera
that is being used, it May b'b difficult to
attach properly. The size and 'weight of the
lens may change the balance of the camera
and require proper tripod support. Rigidity is
further required because camera-movement is
magnified by this type of lens.
Long-focal-1e7;i 1Qnses are slow and require
ising high speet! ftlal or :upplementary lights.
Finally, the deptn of field of a
long-focal-length lens is inherently less at a
given aperture thap a normal or wide angle
lens at the same lens-to-subject distances. This
problem is compounded by the fact that fast
shter ,,res -,eec' ,r1 to prevent camera
shake preclude small apertures.

NOTE: Long-focal-length lenses are
primarily applicable to view and press cameras
that use bellows for focusing and lens boards
to interchange lenses. These features permit
the interchange of lenses designed for
clif2ereat filrn for.11.,',. 1.iich does.-not apply
to small cameras;

Exercises (242):

242. Give selected characteristics of 1. How wouid you define a long-focal-length
lens?

long-cocal-lenIth lenses.

Long focal length refers to any lens that
has a focal length greater than normal (i.e.,
greater than the diagonal dimension of the
iilm) and reiies on this fact to produce a large
image size. Such lenses do not have to be of
special design but are; often the result of
taking a lens designed for a larger camera and
using it on camera having smaller film size.
For example, you may be using a 4 x 5 press
camera that is normally equipped with a
150mm lens. If this lens were replaced by a
300mm lens used on an 8 x 10 camera, the

, 300mm !eiht would be a long-focal-length lens
' on the 4 x 5 camera. (It is pointed out in the

next section that a telephoto lens achieves the
long-focal-length effect through special
design.)

The advantage of a long-focal-length lens is
likg a telescope, that it has a narrower angle
of soverage (about 350 or narrower), and
produces a larger image size than a normal
lens at the same lens-to-subject distance. This
makes the lens ideal for portraits, sports,
photography, and nature photogaphy. Such a
long-reaching lens makes it easier for the
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2. Why is it easier to achieve better
. composition 14 ith the long-fooal-iength lens

as compared with shorter lenses?

3. Why do you need to use high shutter
speeds when photographing with a
long-focal-length lens?

440. Telephoto Lenses
Though the terms telephoto and long focal

length have been used interchangeably, the
term telephoto is properly applied only to
lenses, that have a particular optical design.
Telephoto lenses have become the standard
for long-reaching lens ,s designed for the small
roll film cameras which you will be using:

,
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Figure 4.7. Basic telephoto lens design.

243. Identify correct and incorrect
statements about characteristics that apply to
telephoto lenses.

'A telephoto lens gives a target image than
ooes me conventional lens at the same
lens-to-subject distance. This is achieved by
using a combination of increased focal length
and a ne.;ative rear eiement spaced , some
distance away from the positive-iinage
forming element. This tyne of design
"pushes ' the optical I not Physicai) center of
the lens rorward so that i is in taint of the
positive image forming element. This enablis
the lens to have an effective focal length that
is longer than its actual physical length (see
fig. 4-7). Due to the shorter length, the
telephoto lenses are lighter and less bulkier
than their traditional long-focal-length
counteiparts which depended on focal length
alone. The telephoto type is therefore ideal
for small cameras.

The advantages and disadvantages of using
a telephoto lens are similar to those of the
long-focal-length lenses. A telephoto produces
a greater image size and a narrower angle of
field than normal lenses. Telephoto lensesare
theretore invaluable for sports, nature studies,
and individual portraits. Their limited depth
of field and narrower angle aid in composition
by emphasizing the main subject. Their long
reach permits the photographer, to work
farther away and this is important with many
live subjects. The main disadvantages are that
they are seldom fast and they emphasize any
kind of camera shake. (A good rule of thumb
is that you should use a shutter speed
approXimately equal to the length of the lens.
If the lens is 100mm, then use a shutter speed
of 1/125; if the lens is 500mm, then use a'
shutter speed of 1/500.)
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Exercise (243);
1. Identify each of the following statements

concerning telephoto lenses as true or false.
a. The telephoto lens achieves its

photographid affect by using a special

b. Telephoto lensesf are more convenient to
use than long-foc -length lenses.

c. It is more diffi ult to emphasize the
subject when ushg a telephoto lens than
wheii using a wide-angle lens.

d. When using a 250mm lens, your shutter
speed 7hould 1-ie about 1,1250.

e. Telephoto lenses are more suitable for
available light work than normal leses.

4-11. Image Size Control
As a photographer, you need to carefully

consider the relativ e. size of your subject and
other picture elements. Not only is this an
important aspect of composition, but it is also
a vital element throughout the reproduction
cycl e.

244. Describe the two photographic controls
that are used to determine image size.

Given a particular film format, two factors
that control image size are focal length of the
lens and the lens-to-subject distance. The
longer the focal iength, the larger the image
on the film for a given lens-to-subject
distance. Therefore, by using a camera with
an interchangeable lens capability and by
having a selection of lenses, the" photographer
can control image size for any given shooting
distance. Conversely, for any given fdcal



length of lens the_ closer you are to the
subject, the .bigger the image will be.-
(Unfortunately, many lenses will not focus
closer than a couple of feet from the subject.)
The photographer should, therefore, always
balance between shooting distance and focal
length to achieve the results he wants.

Exercise (244):

1. Identify and describe the two controls that
can be used to determihe image size.

4-12. Perspective
You can see objects in three dimensions;

but a lens forms images in only two
dimensions (height and width). The missing

te0 ''y the ro:ative
position and size of the objects in the image.
Foreground objects are large, and background
objects appear smaller. -The relation of these
ob:'ects, called perspective, is of considerable
importance because it controls the naturalness ,
of the picture'.

245. Explain techniques related to
photographic perspective and solve a problem
related to center of perspective.

What determines the perspective in a
photomph? The answer may surprise you.
Once the photographer chooses the camera
position in relation to the subject, the relative
size and position of the objects within the
scene are fixed. Nothing can change them.
Notice that we have stressed the word,
relative, because by changing focal lengths we
can change image sizes but not the
relationship of one subject element to
another. Perspective is therefore completely
controlled by camera position. One
assumption has been made. It is assumed tint
the resultant photograph will be viewed at the
correct viewing distance, that is, af the center
of perspective.

What is the correct viewing distance or
center of perspective for a photograph? It is a
distance equal to the focal length of the
taking lens for contact prints. It is a distance
equal to the foc4 length of the taking lens
times the number of diameters of enlargement
when viewing projection prints. This is easier
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to understand if we use examples. Let us
ass,ume that an 8- x 10-inch contact print,
made from a negative taken with a la-inch
lens, is being viewed. The correct viewing
distance 'would be 13 inches. This distance
closely approximates normal reading distance.
Now assume that a 4- x 5-inch contact print is
to be viewed. The lens used was 6 inches long.
The eye now would have to be 6 inches away
for proper perspective. This distance,
however, is mem t.oc close for the average
person; and as a r ?suit, the perspective may
appear distorted. To achieve the proper
perspective, the photographer should make an
8- x 10-print which would be about a
two-diameter enlargement and would extend
the viewing distance co 12 inches.

Exercises (245):
1. What technique controls perspective and

why?

2. Why doesn't:the selection of lens focal
length control perspective?

8. If you had a 4- x 5-inch negative that had
been taken- with a 4-inch lens, what
standard size print should be made if the
audience will view the picture from a
distance of 18 inches?

4-13. Depth of Field and Focus
Depth of field and depth of focus are

interrelated optical factors which affect the
sharpness of your photographic iniages. Both
of these concepts are important and, in
particular, depth of field should be considered
with every photograph you take. Prior to
understanding these two concepts, you need
to understand circle of confusion.

246. Explain the relationship between circles
of confusion and critical focus.

Circles of Confusion, For a basis of
discussion, think of every subject as being
composed of individual points, each reflecting

1 0
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Figure 4-8 Circles of confusion.

light. The photographic lens collects the rays of
light coining fromrtese po!nts, retracts them

th
,

and then brings to points of focus on tiie
focal plane or ground glass.

The focal plane is defined as the surface on
which an image transmitted by a lens is brought
into sharpest focus. It is the surface occupied
by the light-sensitive film in the carnea It is
also the plane occupied by the ground glass of a
view or press camera. A lens is unable to bring
light rays a perfect point on the image plane.
Instead, e image of the point is actually a
small circ of light. These images of individual
subject , points are termed ,-circles of
confusion,- If the actual measurement of the
circles of confusion shows to be one
one-hundreth of an inch or smaller and they are
viewed from a distance of ipproximately 12
inches, they appear to the human eye to be
points. If they are viewed at a closer distance
than this, these circles must be smaller. lf,they
are viewed at a greater distance, the circles may
be proportionally large and still appear as single
points. When the image is focused so that the
circles of confusion are the smallest possible for
the lens, the image is said to be in critical focus.

Figure 4-8 demonstrates how the light frc:in
a point source at infinity distance forins a cone,-
of light behind the lens which converges to a
point and then,diverges to form another cone.
If cone
through a ound glass at4he various planes

v to be intersected or cutiere

shown, the image on the ground glass would
illustrate the various circlei Of co fusion.
Going from left to right in the figur4, let us
study the image of the point. At thJ plane
closest to the lens, the cone of light ould be

OF CONFUSION

nearly as large as the lens. IfyOu move the
gound glass .farthar from the lens, the size of
the circles become- relatively smaller until the ,
size IS within the permissible limits for circles of
confusion. As you move still farther back, the
image of the point continues to get smaller
until the minimum circle of confusion is
reached. This is the point of best focus for the
lens, and the diameter of the circle of confusion
is the smallest possible for that, particular lens.
If you move the ground glass ,farther back.
beyond the point,of best focus, the circle gets
larger until once again the makimum
permissible circle of confusion is reached.
Beyond this region, the circles continue to get
larger until, again, the image is oukof the range
of acceptable focus.

The usable, or permissible, circles of
confusion should not have diameters greater

.than, 112000 of the focal length of the lens
when negatives are being made for 2 to. 4
diameter enlargements. If negatives are being
made for contact printing o y, a permissible
circle of confusion having diameter no larger'
than 1/1000 of the focal 1 is acceptable.

Exercise (246):
1. Explain the relationship between circles of

confuSion and critical focus.

247. Define depth of field and list and explain
factors necessary tocontrol depth of field.
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Figure 4-9 Depth-of-field.

Depth of Field. When taking P ph( .og.ph,
you can critically focus only oNa single plane.
Subject areas in front of or beyond this plane
will be increasingly blurred. Or to put it
another ways the circles of confusion are the
smallest at the point of critical foals and are
increasmgly larger for other parts oi: the
subject. The range over which areas of the
image appear acceptably sharp or over which
the circles of confusion remain small enough to
appear ,as points is called the depth of field. To
put into the standard defmition: depth ofteld
is the distance from tha nearest plane in
acceptable focus t-, the farthest plarie in
acceptable focus. This definition is illustrard
in figure 4-9.

The implication of depth of field is .very
iniportant because practically all photographic'

subjects, excepi flat copy subjects, are in more
than one plane and therefore have depth. It is
very important for the photographer to be able
to control and calculate what parts of the
subject will appear sharp to the viewer.

The following factors within the control of
the photographer all influence depth of field.

Focal length. Other factors remaining
constant, the shorter the focal length.of.the
lens, the greater the depth of field s(see fig.
4-10).

Lens to subject distance. Other iactors
remaining constant, the farther the object is
from the lens, the greater the depth of field.

The' aperture (diaphragm). Other factors
remaining constant, the smaller the f/stop
setting, the greater the depth of field (see fig.
4-11). (It should be emphasized, however, that

FOCUSING FAR AWAY
OUT OF FOCUS

I
NOT WITHIN

DEPTH OF FIELD
FOCUSING CLOSE

Figure 4-10. Focal length determining depth-of-field.
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Figure 4-11. Diaphragm control of depth-offield.

stopping down the u.s...1,3.-.:agra ..".o not
Improve the sharpness of the point focused
upon, but rather nlakes points to the front and
rear sharper. In fact, due to the optical problem
of diffraction, stopping down to the smallest
aperture setting may actually cause an overall
loss of image quality.)

To summarize by example, when you use a
wide anee lens stopped down to f:16 to shoot a
scemc, you will have great depth of field; but
when you use a telephoto lens opened to f;2.8
to shoot a head and shoulder portrait, you will

APERTURE
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4
, 4.
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t
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INDEX

DEPTH-OF-FIELD
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Figure 4-12. Depth-of-field scale.
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OUT OF
FOCUS

IN FOCUS

have very attie pto Cr.f field. It is therefore
important to consider these factors every time
you shoot. Depth of field can be a creative tool.
A limited depth of field cdri make the subject
stand out, while peat depth of field 'can
produce wide ranng detail. The choice is
yours, but you should know what you axe
doing and why you are doing it.

The actual depth of field for any given
shooting situation can be measured. Lens
manufacturers produce depth of field tables
that tell you the exact area covered by a given
lens, lens to r:ub:ect distance, and Vs:op
combination. Also. depth of field scales are
engraved on many lenses. Figure 442
illustrates a lens that provides a depth of field
scale. To calculate the depth of field for a given
focusing distance (10 feet in the illustration)
and a given aperture (f/8). refer to the numbers
on either side of the focusing index that relate
to the aperture being used and then read the
distance opposite the f/stop number. F r
example, in the illustration, reading up from
f/8 on each side gives a distance (using the foot
scale) of from S to 15 feet. Also, many single
lens reflex cameras have a depth of field

331- 310
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Figure 4-13. Depth-of-focus.
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preview button which when depressed shows
the image at the taking aperture. This &ives you
a rough visual idea of what areas will appear
sharp.

Exercisesi$47):
1. Define'depth of field.

as subject distance decreases. Depth of focus is
a concern of the manufacturer, but it is a good
idea to keep in mind when using a view camera
where the film plane is moved about and in
doing critical closeup work where precise
focusing is essential. Review figure 4-8 and
study -figure 4-13.

Exercises (243):

2. List and explain the three factors the of focus.photographer can use to control depth of 1. Define depth

field.

248. Define depth of focus and list and explain
the factors that affect depth of focus.,

Depth of Focus. Depth of focus is rneasued
at the film plane and not at the subject. It s ts
the tolerable limits of lens-film plane distance.
In other words, depth of focus is the distance Li
front of and behind the film plane that will be
in acceptable focus:Like depth of field. depth
of focus increases as the aperture is stopped
down. Unlike depth of field, depth of focus
increases as focal length increases, and increases

FAR
POINT

6 FEET

'2/5 THE DISTANCE
:FRom NEAR TO

" 'FAR POINTS

2. List and explam how the three factors that
affec: depth o2 fitid affect depth of focus.

4-14. 2/5th Ruie
The 2:5ths rule is a good one to learn while

you are trying to apply the principles of depth
of field.

249. Calculate the area of sharpness in front of
a hypothetical subject oy applying the 2/5ths
rule.

'NEAR
POINT

10 FEET
V- 3/6

FOCUS ON 12.4 FT. 8 CLOSE DOWN AP.ERTURE
UNTIL NEAR a FAR POINTS ARE SHARP

Figurug-14. The 2/5th rule.
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The 2/5ths .rule is a generalization that
states. When a plane is focused upon, for each 2
feet in front of that plane that is in apceptable
focus, 3 feet behind that plane U be in
acceptable focus. The first step in applying this
rule is to determine the nearest and.the farthest
points you wish to include in your depth of
field ;When this has been calculated, divide this
total distance into fifths. Then, focus upon a
plane, or subject point 2/5ths of the distance
beyond the nearest acceptable plane. After
this, stop down the diaphragm until the nearest
and farthest planes come into acceptably sharp
focua (This procedure works with camera that
have ground glass focusing. If you are using a
rangefinder camera, you will have to rely on
your depth of field scale.) Study figure 4-14 to
see how this works.

The 2/ 5ths rule is exact only ior tne average
scene (near the hyperfocal distance), but for all
practical purposes it can be applied for any
distance where the subject is greater than 6 feet
from the lens. As the point focused upon comes
closer to the lens, the 2-to-5 ratio gradually
approaches equality until at focal lengths
between the lens and the subject, the ratio
becomes 1:1.

NOTE: Hyperfocal distance. The term
"hyperfocal distance" refers to the distance
from the lens to the nearest plane in acceptable
focus when the lens is focused on an object at
infinity. The hyperfoca1 distance .varies with
aperture, foci length, and permissible circle of
confusion. erything from the hyperfocal
point to finity is in acceptable focus;
everything from the hyperfocal point to the
lens is beyond the limits of acceptability. The
easiest way to set a lens for the hyperfocal
distance is to set the infinity mark of the,
focusing scale opposite the selected f/stop
engraved on the far side of the depth of field
scale. This insures that the depth of fieldwill
cover from the nearest possible point to
infmity. This is the way to maximize depth of
field for a given aperture/focal length
coin bination.

Exercise.(2.49):
1. Assuthe you are photographing a subject

that is 12 feet from the lens. You calculate
that a distance from the subject to 6 feet
beyond is acceptably sharp. Apply the
2/5ths rule and calculate the zone of
acceptable sharpness starting with the
subject and going towards the camera.

445. Critical Aperture
To get the best results possible from your

lenses, you should know the critical aperture
for each one.

250. Define critical aperture.

Physical limitations in the design of lensesi
make it impossible to manufacture a lens of
uniform quality and performance from its
center to its ea;es when used at all focusing
distances and all cossible apertures. Therefore,
to obtain the best quality with most lenses,
many manufacturers recommend eliminating
the use of the lens edge by decreasing the
diaphragm opening about two stops from the
largestaperture. Th!s or any other aperture that
transmits the sharpest image is considered the
critical aperture.

You should test each lens in your camera
,system and determine the critical aperture for
eaci one. The critical aperture varies from type
to ype, brand to brand, and even within lenses

the same br.ind and description. By
owing how each of your lenses perform, you

ill be able to bring home the sharpest results.
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Exercise (250):
1. D.efine critical aperture.

4-16. Flare
There are two general

ttypes of flare:
mechanical and optical. Because they can
reduce the sharpness of your images, you
should know how each type can be eliminated.

251. Briefly explain the two types of flare and
tell how they can be reduced or eliminated.

Mechanical Flare. Mechanical flare is caused
,by reflections that occur because of reflective
surfaces on the inner side of the lens barrel, the
camera, or anywhere else near the lens.
Normally, mechanical flare is not an inherent
characteristic of the lens, but it is the result of a
damaggt or burnished surface. Instead of being
absorbed, light coming from the subject strikes
such rrfaces and is reflected onto the film.
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Figure 4-15. Mechanical flare.
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Figure 4-16. Optical flare.

This flare can be eliminated by coating using a lens Shade and not pointing the camera,
damaged surfaces with a nonreflectilie coating directly into the sun (see fig. 4-16).
(see fig. 4-15).

Optical Flare. Optical flare is caused by
internal ieflections from the glass-to-air
surfaces of the lens. Optical flare is present to
some extent in any lens having more than one Exercises (251):

element. Generally speaking, because of the 1. Briefly explain how mechanical flare is
greater number of glass-to-air surfaces, the caused and how it can be corrected.
mom complex the lens, the greater the amount
of optical flare. The problem of optical flare
has been greatly reduced by coating lenses. The 2. Briefly explain how optical flare is caused
photographer can also help himself by always and haw it can be corrected.

i
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Available and Supplemental ht

PHOTOG PHY is the recording of an image
on a light-sensitive material by the action of
light. Chemicals are used to make the image
visible. Because light is necessary to
photography, you should know quite a bit
about its properties, characteristics, and
pecularities. Also, you should understand
what the various sources of illumination are,
how the light that is emitted from various
sources differs, and how the light can be
controlled by using different devices and
techniques.

Light must be used as a tool of
photography. Learning how to use light to
your advantage will help you produce more
desirable results. Using light as it is may be
satisfactory for a record photograph, but
better results can be obtained if you fitithe
lighting to what you want to say in a
photograph. In other words,, lighting should
fit the picture. Since there are so many
possibilities, this is no simple task. When you
become the master of light and lighting
techniques, you will find that you. have
mastered one of the great variables of the
photographic art.

5,1. Theory of Light
The recording of light is what photography

'is all about. Therefore, as a photographer, you
must have a thorough understanding of light
in ordei to achieve the best possible
photographic results.

CREST OF WAVE
ONE WAVELENGTH

Jig

Figure 5-1. Wavelength.
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CHAPTER 5

252. State principles and characteristics that
apply to light and its application to
photograp hy.

Light is a form of wave enersy that radiates
in all directions from its source. It is only one
type of many similar forms of wave energy.
Others include radio waves, infrared,
ultra-siolet, X-rays, and gamma radiations. A
simple example of wave motion can be
demonstrated by dropping a pebble into a
pool of water. As the pebble hits the water, it
causes waves' to spread in expanding circles
until they hit the edge of the pool. Light
waves from the sun travel in much the same
manner. However, the waves in the pool are
very slow and clumsy in comparison with
light waves, which travel approximately
186,000 miles per second in air.

Differ,ent forms of radiant energy are
distinguished from each other in two ways.
They differ in wavelength and frequency.
Wavelength is the distance from the crest of
one wave to the crest of the next (see fig.
5-1). Frequency is the number of waves that
pass- a given point in one second. The product
of frequency and wavelength determine the
speed of travel for a given form of radiant
energy.

wAVELENGTH
700 MU .4

1

LESS
THAN
700 MU

231. 560

700 MU-41

WAVE OF LIGHT
TRAvELING
186,000 MI, SEC

WAVE SLOWED DOWN
TO 124.000 IA P SEC.

GLASS

Figure 5-2. Speed of llght in different mediums.
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Figure 5-3. Electromagnetic spectrum.

The speed of light is constant for any given
medium, but varies as it enters a medium of

Figure 5-4. Transmiuion of light.

different density. For example, the speed of
light in ordinary glass is only about two-thirds
of its speed in air. Since the frequency of light
is a constant, the change in speed must be a
result of a change in wavelength. If frequency
remains constant, it would appear logical to
use this as a means of identifying the different
types of radiant energy. However, in some
instances, it is ex,tremely difficult to Measure
frequency accurately. For example, the
frequency of violet light is roughly 176
trillion waves per second. For this reason, any
particular type of radiant energy is usually
identified by its wavelength in air (see fig.
5-2).

The varimis forms of radiant energy form a
continuous series of wavelengths, each
differing from the adjacent wavelength by an
extremely small amount. This grouping of
wavelengths is known as the electromagnetic
spectrum. However, only a Small portion of
this spectrum is used to take photographs (see
fig. 5-3).

Ultraviolet, infrared, and the visible portion
of the spectrum are a group of wavelengths
that conform to the laws of optics. This
means that these wavelengths can be bent by
an optical device such as a lens. This group of
wavelengths forms the optical spectrum.
Some forms of radiation, such as X-rays and
gamma rays, do not conform to the optical
spectrum and can penetrate cameras and film
containers to produce unwanted, exposure of'
sensitized materials. This undesirable
exposure is called fog. The photographer
sh ld be aware of the presence of these
radiations and take precautions to protect his'
sensitized materials from damage.

What, then, is light? In photographic terms,
light is that part of the electromagnetic
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spectrum that stimulates the sensory organs in
the eye and produces the sensation of vision.
For this reason, these wavelengths form the
uisible spectrum. However, there are other
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum that
affect the photogaphic process. Under
certain conditions, other radiations not visible
to the eye may be recorded. Infrared and
ultraviolet radiations are specific examples of
radiations that cannot be seen and yet may be
recorded photographically.

Visible light occupies a portion of the
spectrum that extends from about 400 to 700
nanometers (nm). As you can see in figure
5-3, there is a definite relationship between
color and wavelength of the visible radiations
in the electromagnetic spectrum. The shortest
wavelengths, around 400 nm, would appear
violet, while the longest wavelengths, about
700 nm, would appear red. In between, light
appears blue, green, yellow, or orange
depending on the wavelength of the particuiar
radiation. The photographic process relies
heavily on this color quality of light.

Exercises (252):
1. Light is what type of energy?

2. What are the two ways to measure radiant
energy?

3. Speed of radiant energy is a product ot*
what factors?

INCIDENT LIGHT RAYS REFLECTED LIGHT

INCIDENT LIGHT ,RE;LECTED LIGHT

SCATTERED

231-563

Figure 5-5. Speru:ar and diffused reflections.

WHITE PAPER

Figure 5-6. Absorption and reflection of light.

4. How are different forms of radiant energy
identified?

5. What-is the eptical spectrum?

6. What colOr, are the shortest wavelengths of
visible light?

7. Long wavelengths of visible light form what
color?

253. Define terms used to explain how light
behaves.

When light is incident (strikes) upon a
surface it is either transmitted, reflected or
absorbed, or a combination of these
depending upon the type of surface. Light. of
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Figure 5-7. Light is reflected, transmitted,
and absorbed.

course, will pass through any type of clear
matenal like glass. If the surface is very dense,
like frosted glass or plastic, the medium is
translucent and light is diffused as it passes
through it. ,If ri medium is neither
transparent nor t slucent, it is opaque,
meaning that it does not transmit light, (see
fig, 5-4).

Light can be reflected or thrown back from
the surface of the medium. If the surface of
the medium is smooth and polished, the
reflected light is thrown back in the same
plane and at the same angle as the incident
light, and the reflection in such cases is said to
be specular. If the surface of the medium is
rough, the refleded light is diffused, (see fig.
5-51. It is this light which is of the greatest
value to photography. Most objects reflect
both specular and diffused light. Rough
surfaces reflect more diffused light than
specular, and smooth surfaces usually reflect
more sPecular light than diffused.

If light is neither transmitted nor reflected,
it is absorbed by a medium. Dark objects, for
example black cloth and dark earth, absorb
more light than lighter objects, such as a

white sheet of paper or a white slab of
concrete or limestone, (see fig. 5-6). When
light is incident upon a medium, some
absorption and reflection always take place.
No medium completely transmits, reflects, or
absorbs all of the light incident upon its
surface. Figure 5-7 shows how glass not only
transmits, but also absorbs and reflects light.

Another important property of light is that
it can be bent or change its direction. This
bending of light is called refraction. In figure
5-8, you can see that as light goes from one
medium to another of different density, its
direction of travel i5 changed. If the ray of
light strikes the glass perOendicularly, it passes
straight through with no change of direction.
This is called a normal ray. If, however, the
light enters the glass obliquely, it is bent or
refracted. In order to picture how this
bending takes place, imagine the light
traveling in a flat front with point A (fig. 5-8)
entering the glass first. This part, as it enters
the glass, is slowed down causing the direction
to change to the right, in much the same
manner as the wheels of a car are turned to
the right when the right wheel runs onto a
soft shoulder. In figure 5-8, you can see that
the ray continues in its changed direction
until it comes to the outer edge where point
A' of the ray emerges first and speeds up,
causing the ray to swing back to the left. The
explanatiOn of this action has been resolved
into the Law of Refraction, which states: "If
light enters a medium of different density at
an oblique angle, its direction is changed so
that the ray of light is bent toward the normal
if the medium is more dense, or away from
the normal if the medium is less dense." The
law of refraction is illustrated in figure 5-9. It
is this property of light that makes it possible
for a lens to form an image. Light can be bent
and directed by shaping the surfaces of the
medium into planes that are not parallel (as in

Figure 5-8. Oblique ray of light.
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Figure 5-10. dontrolled betutng of li

a prism) to control the bending of the light to
a desired degree. Figure 5-10 shows how two-
identical rays of light can be controlled in this
manner.

) White light is a mixture of all colors and
each color has its own particular wavelength
in air. When white light is refracted, all of its
colors or wavelengths are not refracted to the
same degree. Some colors are refracted more
than others, depending upon the wavelength:
The shorter the wavelength of a color, the
more it is refracted. This means that when
white light is passed through a prism, as in
figure 5-11. the various colors that compose
the light are separated" or dispersed.
Dispersion prt.aents a difficult problem in
making lenses:
N./

WHITE RAY OF LIGHT

RED

ORANGE

YELLOW

GREEN

BLUE

INDIGO

VIOLET

231-569

(EXAGGERATED)

Fijare 5-11. Dispersion of light.
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The color of an object is determined-by the
manner in which it reflects and absorbs light.
If an object reflects all -of the wavelengths of
white light, it appears white. If white light is
incident upon an object that reflects only the
red waves, absorbing most of the others, the
object appears -red. Yellow is the result of
most of the blue of white light being absorbed
and the mixture of red and green being
reflected. Magenta is the result of the green
being absorbed and red and blue being
reflected. In other words, the color of an
object is due to the mixture of' the colors of
light that are reflected, transmitted, or
absorbed.

Another factor that you must take into
consideration when studying tne colors of

ght is the brightness of a color. Most people
oee yellow, as the blightest color and violet as
a rery dark color. Green, red, and blue fall
between these two extremes. Each color will
reflect different amounts of light due to its
brightness. In black and white photography, it
is this brightness value which is translated to
-!ifferent shades of gray.

Exercise (253):
1. Define the following terms,as they relate to

light.
a. Transmission.

b. Translucent medium.

c; Specular reflection.

d. Color.

e. Brightness.

f, Normal ray.

g. Dispersion.

h. Law of refraction.
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5-2. Daylight
Light is considered as coming from two

sources: natural and artificial. Natural lighting
comes from the sun, stars, or reflectance of
light off the moon. All other light is the
product of artificial sources (ex. tungsten
light bulb). Daylight is the most common..
natural lighting source in photography.
Knowledge of daylight is, therefore, essential
to the accomplishment of the majority of
outside missions.

254. Identify as correct and incorrect
principles about daylight lighting.

Daylight is conflposed of direct sunlight
diffused through the aerosol which comprises
the earth's atmosphere,. the light reflected
from the sky, and the light reflected from
objects on the earth's surface. The nature of
daylight at any given time is dependent upon
geographic location, the time of day, the
season of the year, and the prevailing weather
conditions. (Weather accounts for the greatest
variation in daylight.) When there is a
minimum of atmospheric haze, the amount of
direct sunlight is maximumabout 80 percent
of the total light. A slightly cloudy sky caR--
reduce the intenSity of direct sunlight by
about one-third. A completely overcast sky
reduces both the sky light and the direct
sunlight, the former to about 50 percent, and
the latter to about 25 percent of their
intensity on a clear day.

The spectral energy distribution, rated as
color temperature Kelvin (K) of the sun's
rays, changes as the angle of the sun changes
with relation to the horizon. At dawn and
during the late afternoon before sunset, the
dust and vapor particles in the atmosphere
tend to scatter the shorter, blue wavelengths
of light more than the longer, red
wavelengths. Thus, morning and evening light
is red in color.

As the sun approaches its zenith, the blue
wavelengths of light have less reflection and
absorption by the atmospheric particles, and
the sky appears blue. At the same time, the
direct rays of sunlight have less atmospheric
haze to penetrate and are therefore more
intense..Of course, as the sun passes its zenith,
its light becomes less intense. Typical
observations are shown in table 5-1.

The values represented in tables of this sort
are for one geographic location only and are
therefore not necessarily valid for other
locations. The accepted standard is 5400K for

)c,1



, TABLE 5-1
COLOR TEMPERATURES (L) FOR SUNLIGHT AND DAYLIGHT CONDITIONS

AT VARIOUS TIMES OF THE DAY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

231-578

Light Conditions and Time of Day
Apr.,
May

June,
July

Sept.
Oct.

Nov,.
Dec..
Feb.

Direct Sunlight Only:
0900 w 1500 §800 5800 5450 - 5500
Before 0400 and After 1500 5400 5600 4900 5000

Daylight: Sunlight and Clear Sky:
0900 to 1500 6500 6500 6100 '6200
Before 0900 and After 1500 6100 6200 5900 5700

Sunlight and Slightly Hazy Sky 5900 5800 5900 5700
Sunlight and 25% w 75% Overcast 6450 6700 6250
Completely Overcast Sky 6700 6950 6750
Hazy or Smoky Sky 7500 8150 8400 770')
Clear Blue Sky Only

0900 to 1500 26000 14,000 12,000 12.000
Clear Blue Sky Only: ,

Before 0900 and After 1500 27,000 12,000

mean noon summer sunlight at Washington,
D.C. After consideration of all variables,
photographic daylight averages 5500K. While
these standards hold true only for "the
location where they were taken or somewhere
near the same 'parallel of latitude, they are
useful for purposes of comparison. Artificial
sources of light can be made to conform to a
desired daylight level, and, the color response
of film can be controlled so that photographic
results can be predicted.

The prevailing weather condition is a most
important factor in determining how the
daylight affects our subject. Let us, therefore,
discuss the effects of several common
conditions. -

Bright sunny day. A bright sunny day is
not always the best for phobography. Because
the bright sun casts dark shadows that lack
detail, while the highlights are extremely
bright, the ligjting produces high contrast. To
lower the ntrast a photographer may need
to usg sup'f,lementary artificial light.

Bright hazy day. Haze, smog, or thin
layers of clouds cause the sunlight to be
diffused, therefore the contrast is less and the
shadows are not as detailess as on, a bright
sunny day.

Dull overcast day. This produces very
low contrast as the difference between the
highlights and shadows is not very great. This
type of lighting can produce very flat pictures
which are good for detail but may not have
enough punch for some tastes.
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Exercise (254):
1. Identify each of the following statements

related to daylight lighting as true or false.
a. Daylight is only composed of direct

sunlight and the light reflected from sky.
b. Weather is the biggest variable in

daylight conditions.
c. The Kelvin rating of daylight changes

with the angle of the sun.
d. A hazy June day sky has a color value of

about 8150K.
e. As ,the sun approaches its lenith the

short wavelengths of light are absorbed.
f. Contrast is greater on a bright hazy day

than on a sunny day.

5-3. Electronic Flash
Electronic flash has become the most

popular type of artificial light source.
Electronic flash units are used on cameras as
well as in large studio units. It is therefore.a
very important type oflighting system to
understand.

255. List advantages and clarify specified
characteristics and procedures related to
electronic flash operation.

Electronic flash is a repeating source of
photographic light. A flash tube which may
be fired many thousands of times is used in
place of conventional flash bulbs. The flash
tube is.fired with power provided by batteries
which are located Trithin the unit or carried in



;TABLE 5-2
ELECTRONIC FLASH GUIDE NUMBERS

Film Speed

-

10 27 '
25 41
32 45

40 53
50 59
60 65

80 74
100 83
150 100_ -
200 115
300 140

400 165
500 190

1/2

'Power Setting

3/4 Full

37
59
66

45
72
81

53
83
94

74 91 105
83 102 118
91 110_ 130

105 130 150
120 140 165
140 180 200

165 200 235
200 250 290

235 300 345
270 350 400

231-579

a pack. Flash units designed for camera use
are tight, convenient, and quite powerful.

Aside from the convenience and portability
of electronic flash, it has many advantages
which mak e. it the ideal light source for all
around professional use. Its extremely short
flash duration is not only useful for
photographing action, but for minimizing
general camera and subject movement. The
flash is a very penetrating light with ability to
r,-cord shadow detail without blocking up
highlights. It is especially suitable for
portraits, since it eliminates the need for hot,
glaring lights that cause squinting, wrinkles,
and self-consciousness. Because its extremely
brief flash has no effect on the subject's eyes,
it eliminates contraction of the iris, resulting
in the larger pupils which add character to
your portraits. The flash is extremely rich in
blue (i.e., high Kelvin values) which make it
suitable for daylight color films and all black
and white materials.

Each electronic flash has a guide number or
numbers (guide numbers are used to calculate
the, aperture setting and will be disCussed in
detail in a later section) based on the outiiut
of the mit in relation to the speed of the film
being used. This output may vary if different
power settings are available. Table15-2 list's a

TABLE 5-3
POWER SETTINGS FOR ELECTRONIC FLASH

FLASH
231- 580

DURATION, - 114 1/2 3/4 Full

11,
1/1200 1/800 1/600 1/500
sec. sec. sec. sec.

series of guide numbers for different power
outputs for a typical professional unit in
relationship with the film speed (ASA) being
used.

No shutter speeds are listed in electrOnic
flash guide number charts because of the
shoit duration of the 'dash, which may be
used effectively as the'-^e4osuxe time. The
approximate flash duration for each of the
power settings in our previous table are shown
in table 5-3.

Although electronic flash shutter speeds are
not usually essential to exposure calculation,
using the fastest practicable speed for the
power setting chosen lessens the possibility of
obtaining "ghost images': from any existing
illumination on the subject. For example: The
unit is set at 1/4 power, giving ,a flash
duration of 1 /l 200 of a second, but a shutter
speed of 1/30 of a second is used. The flash is
short enough to "freeze" normal subject
movement, but since the shutter is open so
much longer, unless the shooting area is
darkened, subject movement may register
during this time because of existing
illumination. This results in ghost images.

Exercises (25.5):

1. What are three advantages in using
. .electronic flash with your camera?

2. Why is lectronic flash particularly suitable
for port its?

3. How are guide nuMbers calculated for
electronic flash units?

What will cause a ghost image?

256. Define flash synchronization and
. compare two methods of synchronization.
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"X" Synchronization. To be effective the
flash must go off at the moment the shutter is
open. This is ,accomplished through
synchronization whereby the shuttek
mechanism is designed to complete the
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electrical circuit oi the flash at the proper
time.

The synchronization of electronic flash is
extremely sithple. The duration of the flash is
so short compared to the average shutter
speed that no delay is involved between
trigger and flash. Synchronization is achieved
by triggering the, electronic-flash unit at the
time the sbutter blades reach their wide-open
position. This normally is accomplished by
placing "X" Contacts in the shutter which
close at the time the shutter is wide open.
Leads from these contactkgo to the exterior
of tilt shutter and terminite it an'electrical
terminal. A "synch" cord designed to connect
this shutter terminal with the electronic flash,
unit completes the cir tnt which triggem
the unit.

With leaf shutters syn hronization is quite
easy and the photographer may choose any
shutter speed that he wants to use. The reason
for this is that when the shutter is tnpped,fhe
leaves of the shutter open.and close in unison.
However, focal plane shutters, which are

. found, for example, in almost ail 35mm
cameras, require special consideration. The

cal plane shutter, which consists of a
cur controlled aperture moving in front of
tne film, causes each portion of the film to be
exposed for a specified time. However, the
time required to expose' the complete film
format greatly exceeds exposuretime for each
portion at high shutter speeds. .

To produce an even exposure across the
entire format,, the flash must maintain its
peak throughput the total exposure time. For
example, when using a 35mm reflex camera at
a slow shutter speed like 1/60 of a second the
focal plane shutter aperture opens up to cover
the entire film format of approximately U.:
inches and remains ,open througtiout the
exposure. This produces the neCessary
exposure over the entire film format.
However, tf the' shutter speed is changed to
1;250 of a second the shutter aperture is
reduced to a, mere sliver which travels across
the film format exposing a sliver of film at a
time.- Though each part of the film receives
only 1/250 of a second of exposure, it still
takes about 1/60 of a second for the shutter
to travel the entire width of the film. This is
why the majority of 35mm focal plane
shutter cameras require that you use a shutter
speed of 1/60 of a second. Remember, that at
too slow a shutter speed ghost images result,
and at too high a shutter speed only a narrow
band gets properly exposed,
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Exercises (256):

1. What is* flash synchronization?

2. Why is it easier to synchronize electronic
flash with a leaf shutter than a focal plane
shutter?

257, Give selected definitions, procedures,
and advantages related to different ways of
using electronic flash.

Using Electronic Flash, Electronic flash is a
very versatile supplementary light. Let us see
liow it can be applied in a number of ways.

On cargera flash. The flash unit may be
duectly aitached to the camera. The flash is
directed straight into the subject. Particularly
. when used indo,,rs this technique often
produces very flat lighting of the subject with
very harsh bacliground shadows. This problem
can be reduced if the flash bracket is designed
to hold the flash head high above the camera.

Bo u n ce lighting. Bounce lighting
aOroximates the effects of natural lighting.
Ruther than aiming the flash directly at the
subject, the flash head is tilted or aimed so
light 7 reflected or bounced off a ceiling,
wall, or reflector. More .natural, subtle Ipnes
result through the use of bou.4ice ghting
which diffuses the light. This teelfrnque is
therefore preferred over dire.:t flash.

Open flash photography This , is

non-synchronized flash photography First
you open the shutter fusing T or discharge
the flash, and then close the shutter. Open
flash photography requires that the camera be
on a tripod. Using open flash you can "paint"
your subject with light. Just work in a dark
room with a subject that is stationary. Go
about the subject discharging your flash unit.
This technique can duplicate results obtained
with multilight setups. One point, keep
yourself out of the view of the camera.

Multiple elecbonie flash:single power unit.
Multiple electronic flash may be accomplished
by using two or more lamp heads with one
power unit _and cables designed for this
purpose. The- total light output is the same as
from a sirigle unit, but it is divided among the
multiple heads. If each unit is placed at the
same distance from the subject and at
approximately the same angle from the
camera-subject axis, the basic guide number
should be used. If the lamp heads are
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positioned at unequal distanqes and angles
from the subject, the guide number should be
calculated for the lamp head nearest to the
subject. Multiple lighting permits lighting
large subjects and permits prcrier control of
highlights and shadows.

Multiple electronic flash/multiple power
units. Multiple light with electronic flash is
easily accomplished using "Slave Units"
instead of extensions. This gives the adjantage

toof not being tied down a number o cords.
Each lamp used in this system is usually
equipped with its own power pack. Therefore,
each unit receives full benefit of whichever
power setting you choose to use. Exposures
are computed from the shortest
larbp-tc-sect distance or from the head
producing the strongest illumination on the
subject. Two or three units are usually
sufficient for average photographic work. The
system should be tested before starting to
shoot, to make sure all lamps are firing
properly. A photocell picks up the light from

r.sih cynchronized to the camera and
-fires" the lamp to which it is attached.
Wiring is not required between slave units and
the camera. There is no synchronization
problem. since the reaction of the electronic
flash is-almost instantaneous.

Exercises (257):
1. Why is bounce 4htmg preferred over

direct flash?

2. How is open flash photography
accomplished?

3. What is a slave unit and in what kind of
setup is it used?

3

5-4. Incandescent Lighting

Probably the most common source of
so-called artificial light 'is radiant emission
from hot materials. The torch, the candle, the
oil lamp, the gas mantle lamp, and fmally the
incandescent electric light bulb trace man's
progress in producing useful and controllable
artificial light. All are incandescent; that is,
they are sources of heat or thermal radiation.

14
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All emit infrared radiation as well as visible
light, and display increased efficiency with
increased temperature. Photofloods and
flashlamps (i.e. flashbulbs) are a
photographer's primary incandescent light
sources.

2 58. Complete statements about
characteristics of photographic incandescent
light sources.

High-Efficiency Photographic Lamps. This
source of light produces continuous
illumination instead of the peak of a
flashbulb. The lig.ht is produced by the
passage of an electrical current through a wire
filament. Enough current must flow to heat
the filament sufficiently for it to glow and
emit light. The common household lightbulb
uses 115volt alternating current, available in
practically any building. While household
lightbulbs can be used for photographic
purposes, they usually have insufficient
output. Therefore, high efficiency lamps have
been designed specifically for photographic
purposes. The filament is heated to a higher
temperature than the common lightbulb,
causing an increased light output. Lamps of
this type are often referred to as photoflood
lamps.

The greatest advantage of the
high-efficiency photographic lamp is that it
enables a. powerfalight source to be squeezed
into a small glass envelope. Lamps of this type
are generally used in reflectors ,so that the
illumination may be directed to the most ?
appropriate area. The smaller lamps may very
easily be used in regular household fixtures in
place of the standard light source. Using them
in this manner has the effect of raising the
general level of light in the room while .still
retaining a natural-looking effect. Remember,
however, -high-efficiency lamps produce
considerable heat.

High-efficiency photographic lamps are also
supplied in an envelope with a built-in spot or
a flood reflector. The advantage here is
convenience, since no other reflector is
needed. By simply screwing the lamp into an
ordinary socket fastened to an extension
cord, you have a spot or flood lamp. As with
most incandescent lamps, the high-efficiency
lamp has a high red content, and therefore is
best suited for panchrOmatic film. Also, the
high-efficiency lamp has a much shorter life
than a conventional household bulb.

Flashbulbs. Flashbulbs are metal-based
glass contamers formed into shapes very much
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Figure 5-12. Photoflash lamps.

the same as those used for common
lightbulbs. The clear glass envelope is filled
with a highly combustible comiSnation of
oxygen and a hair-fine alloy wire. When a
flashbulb is ignited .by electrical current*
flowing through a filament, a primer material
is fired and starts the wire in the envelope
burning. The wire burns brilliantly in the
oxygen atmosphere 'for a very short period of
time measured in fractions of a second.
Illumination of the subject is provided by the
cOmbustion of the fine wire.

Flashbulbs come in a number of different
sizes. The smaller lamps produce less
illumination; but since they are convenient

'they are extremely popular with persons who
must do a great deal of flash photography.
Lamps with a greater light output are
necebsarily iarger in size and extremely useful
when large areas are being photographed and
high light output is needed (see fig. 5-12).

Exercise (258):
1. Complete the following statements

r ega rd ing the characteristics of
incandescent light source.
a. Photofloods, unlike flashlamps, produce

illumination.

b. Hotisehold lamps are rarely used for
photographic purposes because they
have

60

c. Photoflood lamps, like most
incandescent sources, are rich in

light.

d. Flashbulbs provide illumination through
the combustion of a

259. Give defmitions, peocedures, and
purposes related to techniques of using
incandescent light sources.

Incandescent light sources continue to be
popular for studio and engineering work.
Flashbulbs .for field use have been largely
'Supplanted by electronic flash which is easier,
safer, faster, and cheaper to use. Nevertheless,
you may be called upon to use flashbulbs. Let
us, therefore, discuss a couple of common
operational situations using incandescent
lights.

NOTE: Techniques that are applicable to
electronic flash, except 'for the use of slave'
units, are applicable to incandescent lights.
Conversely, techniques we will be discussing
are also applicable to electronic, flash.

Synchronizing Flashbulbs. One point you
have to learn in using flashbulbs is that the
majority of bulbs require "M" rather thah
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"X" synchronization like electronic flash.
Different synchronization is Ailed for
because flashbulbs require about 20
milliseconds to reach maximum brilliance
while the average leaf shutter 'takes about 5,
milliseconds to reach the fully open position.
Therefore, when the shutter button is
depressed the shutter must be delayed about
15 milliseconds so the flash can reach its
peak. If you use "X" synchronization when
you are supposed to use "M," you will have
image cutoff.

NOTE: There are a variety of flashbulbs
including types designated for focal plane
shutters. Check with both your camera and
flashbulb instructions for correct
synchronization and shutter speed selection
for best performance.

Synchro-Sunlight Photography. When you
take photographs in bright light, dark
shadows result. TIgs may be very undesirable
when taking a, photograph because the

<ye Jackets are cften quite dark and
a shadow may obscure part of the face. The
same problem afises when full detail may be
obscured by shadows. With a flashbulb, you
'zan add detail in shadow areas without
affecting the natural appearance of your
subject.

The correct ratio of light intensity between
highlight and shadow areas varies for different
types . of subjects. (This ratio is called a
lighting ratio.) For example, a 4:1 ratio
provides a good balance between highlights
and shadows and also gives the impression of
depth in a photograph. To obtain the correct
balance between daylight and flashbulb; you
should place the flash unit at the correct
distance from the subject. The following is
the procedure you shoilld follow:

(1) Using a- photoelectric exposure meter,
compute the correct exposure _for the
highhght area of the subject. Assume this to
be 1/125 at f/16.

(2) Find the guide number (guide numbers
are discussed in detail in the next section but
for now, consider them as an indicator of
flash power) for the flashbulb, film, and
shutter speed being ustrd. Assume the guide
number to be 160.

(3) Divide the .guide number by the
daylight f/stop. In our example, this would be
160 divided by 16, which equals 10.

1.

(4) For these conditions, you would then

SUBJECT

METERED EXPOSURE :
1/125 SECOND l& f/I6

6P7:.

CAMERA

EXPOSURE COMPUTATION
100-7- f/I6 =6FT GUIDE NO. 100

Figure 5.1 3. Synchro sunlight flash.

use a flashbulbto-subject distance of about
10 feet.

In the above procedure, placing the
flashbulb at a distance of 10 feePshould give a
balanced 1-to-1 lighting ratio between the
sunlight and the flashlamp. However, the ratio
is actually 4-to-1, because the flashbulb loses
about three-fourths of itts effect out of doors.
(This reduction in strength is caused because
there is no reflection of light. The same would
happen in a large enclosure like an
auditorium.) If you want a 2-to-1 ratio,
reduce the computed lamp-to-subject distance
by one-third. For a 1-to-1 ratio, reduce the
distance by one-half. Refer to -figure 5-13 for
a graphical representation of computing
lamp-to-subject distance to obtain a 4-to-1
lighting ratio between the sunlight and the
flash.

Using Photofloods. Lighting arrangements
when using high-efficiency lamps are
essentially the same as arrangements used
with single or multiple flash. You may use' a
single lamp at the camera position. Or, if you
desire, you may move a single lamp to the
side of the camera so that it casts shadows in
a certain direction. To soften shadows, you
may place a second lamp to the other side of
the camera. The second lamp can be a lamp of
lower lieit output, or you can move a lamp of
the same intensity farther away from the
subject than the first lamp. The second lamp
acts as a fill-in light to reduce the shadows.
You may use additional lamps to illuminate a
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background, highlight a person's hair, or 5. What is the usual purpose of the second
'shoulder line. In other words, you can light light of a multilight setup?
the subject as you wish.

Exercises (259):
1. Why is "M" synchronization n

flashbulbs?

2. Briefly explain the term lighting ratio.

3. What is the purpose of synchro-sunlight
photography?

4. Briefly explain the steps necessary to
cetermine the distance the fill-in flash
should be from the subject when you are
shooting outdoors.

5-5. Flash Guide Numbers
Exposure with flashbulbs or electronic

flash units are based on two facts. First, a
particular type of flashbulb, flashbulb
reflector combination or electronic flash unit
at a given power setting consistently produces
the same amount of light. Second, as the
distance between the subject and the light
source increases, less and less light will fall on
the subject. The amount of light falling on the
subject is inversely proportional to the square
of the distance from thelamp to the subject.
These two calculations, along with the film
speed being usedand in the case of
flashbulbs, the shutter speed that is
chosenare tlfe basis for calculating a
particular expoOlre. In this section, we discuss
guide numbers that are very helpful in
calculating flash exposure.

260. With the aidof table 5-4, solve problems
t.hat involve the application of flash guide
numbers.

TABLE 5-4
SAMPLE GUIDE NUMBER CHART

FOR ADJUSTABLE CAMERAS (Flashbulb in Polished Reflector)

Film Speed

231-581
Exposure Guide Numbers

Any Sync.
Setting t

M Sync Only
(See Film
Instruction
Sheet)

Up to 1/30 1/60' 1/125 1/250 1/500

25 135 125 100 80 50

32-50 170 160 125 100 65

64-100 240 220 180 140 90

125-200 340 320 250 2000 125-:

250-400 480. 450 350 280 180

-sk
500-800 670 650 500 400 250



Guide Numbers. Primarily on the basis of
the output of the flashbulb or electronic Bash
unit, manufacturers have worked out flash
guide numbers which aid in calculating
exposure. (Since we have briefly mentioned
electronic flash guide numbers in section 5-3,
we will no use flashbulb examples. The
principles in' using the guide numbers are the
same.) For example, each type of fla4ibulb
has a series of guide numbers that vary with
shutter and film speed combinations.

Applying the guide number is easy. By
dividing the flashbulb-to-subject distance into
the appropriate guide number, you will find
the f/stop you should use. On the other hand,
if you have already decided on the f/stop you
intend to use, divide the guide number by this
f/stop to obtain the correct lamp-to-suoject
distance.

Let's illustrate the use of guide numbers in
an actual situation. Table 5'-4 gives the guide
numbers for a typical flashbulb. (A chart
similar to this is found on each carton of
flashbulbs.) Assume that you are using a film
with a tungsten exposure index in the 64-100

LAMP CENTERED
JDHT DIRECTED STRAIGHT AHEAD

SPOT

range. (Many black and white-films have both
daylight and tungsten speed ratings. This is
neceurary because a particular film may be
more- sensitive under blue rich daylight
conditions than red rich tungsten conditions,
etc.) You decide on a shutter speed of 1/125.
For this combination, the chart shows a guide
number of 180. Now suppose you want to
make the exposure at a lamp-to-subect
distance of 20 feet. You would then divide
the guide number by the distance (180 20)
which would give you a setting of
approximately L'8. if you had wanted to use a
particular tistop (ex. f/16), you would divide
that into the guide number to get your
lamp-to-subject distance (ex. 180 16 would
give you a lamp-to-subject distance of about
11 feet).

There are several factors which can modify
your basic exposure calculations whether you
are using flashbulbs or electronic flash. The
following are a few points you should
consider.

a. Guide numbers are based on units being
used in an average size roorp having fairly

LAMP TOO LOW
LIGHT DIRECTED UPWARO

NORMAL

Figure 5-14. Reflector pOsitioning.
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1 .1'1

LAMP TOO HIGH
LIGHT DIPECTED DOWNWARD

FLOOD



light-colored walls and ceilings. When a flash
is fired in a room, only 25 percent of the light
from the unit goes directly to the subject. The
rest of the light strikes the walls, ceilings, any
flash reflector that is used, people, furniture,
machinery, etc. The absence of such
reflection, for example when you 'are shooting
m a gymnasium or outdoors, would mean you
wquld have to open up about two or more

,f/seops to prevent underexposure.
b. When using flashbulbs, the type of

reflector that you use and the position of the
bulb within the reflector will affect the
direction of the light and its intensity on the
subject. These two factors will of course
affect 'your exposure, (see fig. 544). In fact
for a very weak fill light some photographers
:ion% use a reflector at all.

c. When using electronic flash you may USP
an umbrella to give a diffused light. Exposure
will have to be increased depending on the
umbrella's shape, size, color, and surface
matenal. -

d. When calculating the lamp-to-subject
dista.lve when using bounce flash, you must
add together the distance from the lamphead
to the reflecting surface and from the
reflecting surface to the subject.

e. "'Cis important to consider the reflecting
surfaces you are working with. Dark colors
absorb more light than light colors. Smooth
surfaces reflect more than rough surfaces.
High ceilings reflect less than low ceilings. So
it IS a good idea to make a series of
photographs using differerkt exposures to

; inureaatisiactory result.
NOTE: While we havelieen stressing black

and white photography, it might be well to
menuon that light from a flash will take on
the color of the reflecting surface. For
example, if 'you are taking a color portrait
using flash in a room with green walls, the
subject could become bathed in green light
which can give sickening skin tones.

The points we have just mentioned suggest
that practice with your camera and flash unit
under a variety of conditions is essential to
developing competence and confidence.

CAUTION. -For safety and mission success
you must keep your flash units, synch cords,
pwer packs, electrical power supplies, and
cameras in top condition. Remember when
yoii are working with flash you are working

,with electricity. Frayed wires, overloaded
circuits, and corroded batteries can spell
TROUBLE. Flashbulbs are a particular safety
hazard as they can explode and cause glass to
fly in all directions. Therefore, when using
flashbulbs allkors have a shield Over your
reflector and don't carry the

1
bulbs m your

pockets. (Airmen have been severely hurt
when bulbs they were carrying in their
pockets were exploded by radar waves!)

Exercise (260):
1. Using table 5-4 as a source of guide

numbers, solve the following problems.
a. You are using film rated at ASA 125

with a shutter speed of 1/500. What
aperture setting would you use at a
lamp-to-subject distance of 10 feet?

b. Your camera is loaded with ASA '25
film. Your exposure setting is f/11 at
1160. What would be your
lamp-to-subject distance?

c. You are using film rated at 100 with a
shutter speed of 1/250. Your
lamp-to-subject distance is 13 feet. You
have -to open up two stops for a very
dark colored room. What is your f/stop
setting?

5-6. Quartz Iodin?. Lamps
iodine-'-- lamps have 'become

increasingly pobular for studio and copy
lighting. Therefore, you should become
familiar with this type of lighting.

261. Identify from a list of characteristics
those belonging to quartz iodine lights.

It has been pointed out that all tungsten
filaments are more efficient' when working at
high temperatute: High temperatures' cause
rapid evaporation of the filament, so that in a
conventionally constructed light bulb the
lamp life is short. Research has shown that if
a halogen such as iodine vapor is present in
the lamp this combines with the evaporated
tungsten, which is then attracted to the

"hottest local surface, the filament. The iodine
thereby creates a regeneration cycle which
increises filament life and eliminates bulb
blackening. -

The quartz-iodine (also called
tungsten-halogen) lamps are compact, highly.

ibs
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efficient for their size, and maintain constant
color quality. They are available in a variety
of sizes and color temperatures. They are
quite common now in copy, studio, and
motion picture work where they prove
superior to other types of incandescent
lighting.

Using the quartz-iodine lighting is similar to
using photofloods or other types of
continuous supplemental lighting. Exposure
can be determined by the use of an exposure
meter or by reference to manufacture
published exposure guides. In a multiple
lighting situation, you use the main light to
calculate exposure.

One point to remember when working with
quartz iodine lamps or any lighting system is
safety. You must be sure that there is no over-
loading of circuits and that the lamps are
handled correctly. One of the key safety

106

hazards with quartz iodine lamps is their in-
tense heat. They should be handled with
special heat resistant gloves when in use. Wear-
ing gloves helps prevent fingerprints from
being left on the quartz tube. These prints
can be etched into the glass because of the
lamps' intense heat.

6,5t-
Exercise (261):
1. Which of the following lamp characteristics

apply to the quartz iodine lamp?
a. Cool burning.
b. Synchronized to camera.
c. High intensity.
d. Long life.
e. Should be handled with gloves.
f. Constant color temperature.
g. Intermittent light source..
h. Suitable for copy work.

1 4
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Photographic Fitters

}3

FILTERS ARE used to control the light
striking the film. By effectively using filters,
you can change the relative contrast between
colors. You can identify, subdue, or eliminate
a color through the proper filter choice.
Filters, when thoughtfully chosen, can help
you to achieve better quality in your
photographic work. In this chapter we cover
the construction, types, and use of filters.

6-1. Construction

Filters are primarily of two kindsdyed
gelatin or colored glass. Let us discuss the
advantages and care for both.

262. Describe specified characteristics of
gelatin and glass filters.

.

Gelatin Filters. The simplest filter is a sheet
of dyed gelatin that can be 'cut into pieces of
the appropriate size and held in front of the
lens by a suitable holder. Gelatin filters are
cheap and are supplied in the widest variety
of colors. Thus, they are very popular' for
experimentation, color photography, and for
use with odd-size lenses. The main
disadvantage of a gelatin filter is that it is
delicate. Scratches, discolored spots, and
Liget-prints will render the filter useless.

Glass Filters. Glass filters are tade out of
dyed glass or by using a sheet of dyed gelatin
between two sheets of glass. They come in a
variety of sizes (designated in millimeters or
series) and types. A glass filter may be either
screwed into the front of the lens or held by a
retaining ring (used for series filters). Glass
filters are more expensive and durable than
gelatin filters but do not come in quite the
variety of colore and density ranges. Each
glass filter should be treated just like a lens.
Any lint or dust should be removed with a

_

Y

A.
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brush. Lens tissue moistened in lens cleaner
should be used to remove fingerprints.

NOTE: All filters, regardless of the method
of manufacture, fade with use, It is, therefore,
a good idea to replace your filters at regular
intervals.

Exercises (262):

1. What are two advantages of using gelatin
. filter?
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2. What is the main advantage of a glass filter
over a gelatin filter?

3. In time, what happens to any filter?

6-2.. Effects and Limitations

The photographic filter is an optical device
for cbntrolling the transmission of light to the

1----.firm. To understand the use of filters you
apply what you know about the sensitivity of
film and the color quality of 'light. Using
filters is easy and will greatly enhance your
photographic work. In this section you will
learn what a filter does to light.

263. Identify the color, absorption, and
transmission of different colored filters and
for given conditions, identify likely problaips
in filter application. \.

White Light. White light or visible light is

..
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Figure 6-1. The color star.

composed of blue. green, and red wavelengths
of light. These three colors are called the
primary colors because none of these can be
created by any combination of the other two.
In addition, all three of these colors of light
must be present to combine and create white
light. If blue and green light are combined in
equal quantities, they form cyan. A

BLUE
FILTER
BLUE
LIGHT

R ED
FIL1TER

RED
LIGHT

A \
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I LIGHT\

237-574

GREEN
FILTER

GREEN
LIGHT

oveRLAPPINS PRIMARY
FILTERS

combination of blue and red light produces
magenta, and green and red light combine to
produce yellow. Cyan, magenta, and yellow
axe called secondary colors.

'The color star in, figure' 6-1 shows the
primary and secondary colors in a logical
arrangement. Notice that each color in the
star has a color directly opposite it. Colors on
opposite sides of the color star are called
complementary colors. When each of the
complementary colors of light are mixed in
the correct proportion, they also produce
white light. Magenta and geen are
complementary and they can combine to
form white light. Magenta is actually red and
blue. When green is added, all three primary
colors are present and white light is formed.
In the same way, red and .cyan are
complementary, and blue and yellow are
complementary. To repeat, red, geen, and
blue light combined in the correct
proportions make white light.

Filter Application. By using a filter over a
camera lens, we can employ what is known as
subtractive color fil tra tion. As this is
explained, you should carefully study figure
6-2.

First, let us consider the effect produced
when the primary-colored filters are placed in
front of a white light source. Notice that each
primary-colored filter passes only its own
color and absorbs the other two primary
colors. It stands to reason then that when any
two or all three of the primary-colored
filtered overlap, no light is allowed to pass.

RED
LIGHT

MAGENTA
FILTER
MAGENTA
LIGHT

YELLOW
FILTER
YELLOW
LIGHT

CYAN
FILTER

,CYAN
LIGHT

OVERLAPPING' SUBTRACTIVE
FILTERS

,Figure 6-2. Primary and secondary filters.
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SUBTRACTIVE FILTER APPLICATION WITH SUBTRACTIVE COLORS,

Figure 6-3. Filter application.

Now consider the effect produced by
secondary-colored filters (also called
stthtractwe primaries. Each secondary-colored
fdter passes its own 'colorthe two colors
which combine to create it. As an example, a
yellow filter passes yellow light and since they
combine to form yellow, also passes red and

. green. The yellow filter will not pass its
'complementary color blue, and for this reason
a yellow fdter is often referred to as a
minus-blue filter. Notice that total absorption
of light by secondary-colored filters occurs
only when all three filters overlap.

It is helpful to think of filters in terms Of
the colors they subtract from white. Red is a
minus blue and geen while cyan is a minus
red, etc. (see fig. 6-,3). In this way the result
of the finished print from a" black and white
negative which was exposed by filtered light
can be rapidly calculated. Any color that is
passed will print light because- it creates a
greater percentage of negative density when
compared with the color(s) of light that are
absorbed. For example, suppose you are ,

taking a photograph of a red barn. You are
using panchromatic film and a green filter.
The red colored light being reflected off the
barn will be absorbed while the green light

iqo

reflected off the background Will pass
through. The result on the negative will be a
thin barn and dense surrounding area. A print,
therefore, will be a dark barn and light
backgrourid.

NOTE: The exact transmission and
absorption pattern will depend on a number_
of factors. The density of the filter (the
darker the filter the more absorption). the
exposure, the Kelvin. value (i.e. color) of the
hghting, and the type of film being Used are
all ingredients. You therefore need to
experiment to insure the results you want.

Effect of Filters on the Plane of Focus.
Any filter, whether located in front of or
behind the lens (occasionally gelatin filters are
taped to the back of the lens), will affect the
plane of focus to some degree. (The thicker
the filter the more the effect.) Whe,iever
possible, it is advisable to focus the camera
with the filter in place (an advantage of
ground glass or reflect focusing cameras). Th:s
is especially true when high:precisinn p
work is being done..

LimitationS in Using Filters. 'Y ou must
realize that a filter must not be used
indiscriminately. Film sensitivity has a greift

109
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deal to do with which filters can be used.
Orthochromatic film has no sensitivity to red.
Using a red filter therefore would eliminate
both the olue and the green, and no exposure
would be obtained. The color of the
dlumination may also place limitations on the
use of filters. If a subject is being illuminated
with a pure blue light, neither red, green, nor
yellow filters should be used. When filters are
being used, it is essential that you be
completely familiar with both the sensitivity
of the film you are using and the nature of
the illumination.

NOTE: Our discussion has emphasized
filter application in black and white
photogaphy. The same principles apply to
color photography The main difference is
that filters for color photography emphasize
the secondary colors and are usually very pale
in color

Exercise:: 1 263)

p. ,mary colors of hght are absorbed
and tran)mitted by the following filters or
filter combinations?
a. Blue

,It+11 ....ILI Yellow

,Red and Cyan

d. Magenta

9. What filters would you not use if you had
blue sensitive film in your camera? Why?

3. The thickness of the filter may cause what
problem?

6-3. Filter Factor Computation
Unless , ou are using a very pale filter, you(

will need to mcrease your exposure when you
are us g a filter. To calculate the necessary

increase you must understand filter
factorsthe subject of this section.

264. Solve exposure problems involving filter
factors.

Since filters absorb light, the amount of
exposure given with a filter must, in almost all
cases, be greater than the exposure without a
filter. How much the exposure must be'
increased depends upon the color and density
of the filter, the color sensitivity of the film,
the color of the illumination that falls upon
the subject, and the reflective properties of
the subject.

The exposure increase necessary for each
filter is given as a filter factor number. You
can obtain the specific filter factor for your
film-filter combination by reading the data
sheets supplied with the filter and film you
are using. Then there are three methods that
can be used to calculate your new exposure.

One waY to use a factor is to Aivide the
factor into the ASA or exposure index of the
film you are using anclIthen set your meter to
this new; figure. For example, with Kodak
Tri-X Pan rated at ASA 400 and a light-green
filter having a factor of 4, divide the filter
factor into the film speed to calculate the new
exposure index which is 100 (400 4 =
.Onae you have set, the meter at the new
exposure index, you can use the meter in the
normal manner. Remember, however, to reset
the meter to the original ASA setting when
you are not using the filter.

Another method of applying the filter
factor is through the f/stop setting. Before
applying this method, you must be
thoroughly familiar with f/stop and their
function in changing exposure. The following
chart shows what the filter means when
related to f!stops.

110

Filter Factor
Increase flstop by 1 2 2 1/2 3

2 4 6 8

As you can see from the chart, a filter
factor of 2 would require a one stop increase
(doubling of exposure) from the basic setting.
This would mean ,that if your exposure was
f/8 at 1/125 and you decided to usea yellow
filter with a factor of 2 your new exposure
would be f15.6 at 1/125.

A third and perhaps the easiest method to
co pensate for the filter factor is to multiply
the exposure time by the filter factor. For

1 3



example, a basic exposure without a filter is
1/500 at 1/8. After installing a filter with a
factor of 4, the new exposure would be
calculated as follows: .1/500 X 4/1 = 1/125.
The f/stop would remain the same.

Filter factors serve only as guides. The
factors vary from manufacture, even with
filters that appear to be the same color. Since
overexposure, can kill the effect of a filter, it
is a good idea to bracket your exposures by
full stops to:make sure you get a satisfactory'
result.

Exercise (264):
1. Calculate the correct exposure for each of

the following filter problems.
a. Suppose you are going to use a green

filter with factor of 4. What would
your new shu'tter speed be if your basic
exposure is f/11 t 1/500?

b. You are going to use a filter with a
factor of 2. What would your new f/stop
be if your basic exposure is f/22 at 1/30?

c. Now you are planning to use a filter with
a factor of 8. What would your new
exposure indek be if you were using a
film with an ASA qf 320?"

6-4. Correction Filters for Black
and White

In this 'section you will learn how
correction filters ,can help you achieve more
natural tonal reproduction in your black and
white work.

265. Identify from a list the correct
filter/film combination that can be used to
achieve orthochromatic rendition.

There are no black-and-white panchromatic
einulsions with exactly the same color
sensitivity as that of the human eye. The

. normal eye tends to be More sensitive to
igeen while panchromatic films are relatively
more sensitive to blue or in some cases to red.

The purpose of a correction filter is to absorb
a portion of the color of the light to which
the film is most sensitive. The film then
reproduces the subject colors in shades of
gray which, when printed, will correspond
more closely to the way the eye would have
rendered them. This type of result is called
orthochromatic rendition.

The filter recommendations for correct
rendering of subjects in black and white are
ordinarily included in the film data sheets.
The two filters recommended by "Kodak" for
their panchromatic films are:

1. Daylight LightingNo. 8 (K2)Medium
Yellow

2. Tungsten LightingNo. 11 (X1)Light
Green

The medium yellow absorbs the excess blue
that is found in daylight and to which the
film is already very sensitive. This cuts down
density in the sky area and, therefore, renders
the sky a light gray (rather than white) in the
print. The light green filter cuts down the
excess red folifid in tungsten lighting.

NOTE,: Blue sensitive and orthochromatic
films cannot be used to achieve
orthochromatic rendition because of their
limited sensitivities.

Exercise (265):
1. Pick out which one of the follbwing

film/filter combinations can be used to
achieve orthochromatic results in daylight
lighting.
a. Orthochromatit film and an orange

filter.
b. Panchromatic film and a red filter.
c. Blue sensitive film and a red filter-
d. Panchromatic film and a blue filter.
e. Orthochromatic film and a yellow filter.
f. Panchromatic film and a yellow filter.

6-5. Contrast Filters

Contrast filters are stronger than correction
filters. Their purpose is to create tonal
separation between two colors phich
otherwise would appear as the same shade of
gray or to create exaggerated tonal effects.
Proper use of cOntrast filters can make your
black-and-white work more dramatic and.
interesting.

266,, Describe the effect of using selected
contiast filters in different shooting
situations.
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Figure 64A. Use of contrast filters (no filter).

Contrast filters come in a variety of colors
and densities. They are identified in different
ways by.. their manufacturers. Let us discuss
the effect tilat a variety of contrast filters
have iri brad and white photography.

Yellow. A yello* 'filter, as has -been
mentioned, can:be used as a correction fllter.
It is a minus blue filter Which is used to make
the sky appear darker in a print., Yellow filters

can be found in light, medium, and -dark
densities. The darker the filter the more blue
that is absorbed. The medium yellow.filter is
probably the best all around filter for daylight
black and white photography.

Orange. An orange filter absorbs more blue
than a yellow one, therefore, it produces
dramatic (exaggerated) contrast between sky
and clouds. It can be ideal for beach and snow
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scenes where greater filtration lue may 1,
desired. It is also effective for pictures
furniture made of yellowish woods like
maple, oak, of walnut.

Red. A red filter is a very strong primary
filter. It absorbs a great deal of blue. It can
create spectacular cloud shots as it can render
the sky almost black on the print. For the

COLOR STAR

same reason, it is good for architecture shots
of light-tone buildings as they can be made to
stand out. dramatically against a darkened sky.
"Fake" night shots can be made by
underexposing with the red filter. A red filter
(along with orange ). is not usually suitable for
portraiture, particularly of women, as it leads
to chalky skin tones.
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COLORS

MAGENTA .
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Figure 648. Use of contrast filters (red filter).
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Figure 6-4C. Use of contrast filters (green filter).

Green. A green filter is excellent for
outdoor scenes as it increases the contract
between sky and clouds and lightens foliage,
bringing out greater detail. In flower
photography it is effective because it often
lightens the leaves .,while darkening the
flowers. A green filter is best for outdoor
portraiture as it renders skin tones correctly.

1

It can also be used to render the red lipstick
lips of a girl darker.

Blue. A rarely used filter as it increases the
density of blue relative to the other primary
colors. It is used occasionally to create a
"hazy" sky which can have pictorial value as
it produces a greater feeling of depth.

Filters are very effective tools in black and



-;

white photography. They can create effective
tonal differences which could otherwise only
be accomplished by very tedious printing
techniques. Look at figures 6-4A, 6-4B, 6-4C,
and 6-41) to see how the color star can be
rendered using different filters. Filters are
easy to use. YOu can examine the scene
through the filter to get some idea of its
effect. Through practice you will know which
filter will help you get the result you want.

COLOR STAR

Finally, a filter ilelps to protect your valuable
lens.

NOTE: Proper /exposure 'is important.
Overexposure kills the effect of the filter.
Underexposure creates exaggerated effects
(i.e., as if you were using a denser filter).
Know the filtg factor of the filter you are
using. The factor varies with the color and
density of the filter.
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Figure 6-4D. Use of contrast filters (yellow filter).
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Exercise (266):
1. Describe the final photographic print effect

of. using a even filter in each of the
following situations.
a. You are photographing a red rose using a

red filter.

b. You are using a green filter when
photographing a meadow on a sunny
day.

c. Yuu use an orange filter when
photogaphing the White House on a
clear day.

d. Today you photograph a mountain scene
with a blue filter.

'"?0%.1.
1.

6-6. Neutral Density Filters

Neutral density filters are another type of
filter you should become familiar with. A
neutral density filter can help you when you
encounter high intensity lighting situations or
when you want to achieve certain
compositiOnal effects.

2,67. Briefly explain IA hat a neutral density
filter does and how it can be used.

Neutral density (ND) filters come in
different densities of gray. Iley are used to
control the intensity, rather than the, color, of
light striking the film There are two basic
shooting situations where a neutral density
filter comes in handy. The first is where the
hght hltensity is so strong that overexposure
will result with 'the film that is being used.
For example, your camera may be loaded
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Figure 6-5A. Use of polarizing fitter (no filter).
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Figure 6-58. Use of polariking filter (polarizing filter, glass).
A

'v.ith film rated at 1.000 ASA and you find
yourself shooting at the beach on a sunny
day. Even if you use the highest shutter speed
and the J maliest aperture your camera 'has
you still overexposed. The second situation is
when the light is too strong for slow shutter
speeds or large aperture settings which may be
important for compositional reasons. For

may need a large aperture to
achie,te limited depth of field when shooting a
portrait or a slow shutter speed to give the
feeling of speed when shooting an auto race.
If it is a bnght sunny day and you have a
moderate (ex. 40.0 ASA) speed film in your
camera, your selection of shutter speed and
f 'stop combinations may be limited. A.

neutral density finer in these situations can be
used to prevent overexttosure.

Neutral density filters are usually identified
by their density or -filter factor. Here is, an
abbreviated list of neutral density filters that
are available .
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Percent of
Denvt) Light Transmitted Filter Factor

0 30 50'77
0 30 2z.V't 4

0.90 13=7: 7.7
1 30 57c 20

100

Exercises (267):
Briefly explain the purpose of a neutral
density filter.

2. Bnefly explain two rtuations where a
neutral density fiiter can be used.

6.7. Polarizing Filters

/



A polkizing filter is applicable to either
black and white and color. photography.lt has
very specialized applications which can help
you get better pictures.4Let ,us learn how a
polarizing filter works.

268. Define polarized light and explain the
purpose of a polarizing filter and how it
works.

To put a polarizing filter to work it pays to
understand how light travels. Light rays travel
in straight lines and vibrate in all directions
perpendicular to their direction of travel. If a
light ray hits a nonmetallic surface, the
vibrations in only one direction are reflected
completely. A light ray vibrating in only one
direction is considered polarized.

A polarizing filter consists of a plastic
polarizing sheet between two sheets of glass in
a rotatable mount. The filter allows full
transmission of light waves oriented in one
plane only. It 'therefore polarizes the light it
transmits. Light attempting to pass through
the filter at any other an nuated or
extinguished. If the light striking filter is
polarized, and the axis of the filter is oriented
at 90 to the plane of that light, jfpne of it
can pass through the filter. \

The filter is mounted in frotorthe lens,
and its effect can be seen through the reflex
finder or ground glass. (With a rangefinder
camera yQU can rotate the filter in front of
your eye, and once the proper result is
achieved, insert the filter to match that
position.) By rotating the filter, yQU rotate
axis of polanzation. If the plane of refActed
light is at right angles to the axis of
polarization of the lens, the reflection can be
suppressed or eliminated. t

The filter is excellent for reducing the glare
from water, glass, oil paintings, and glossy
photographs. (See figs. 6-5A and 6-5B.) The
reduction of glare greatly enhances detail and
color saturation. The same can happen with a
blue sky which is made up of a lot of
polanzed light. With the sun, camera, and sky
forming a right angle, the camera at the
vertex, the maximum polarization of the blue
sky takes place, and consequently the

?maximum darkening of the sky can be
achieved without darkening the tone or colors
in the rest of the shot. If the camera is
pointed towards the sun or 180' from it,
there is no such effect. A polarizing filter has
a factor of about 2.5. If used, with another
filter you should multiply the filter factors
together to get a new one to work with. When

not used for polarizing, the filter acts as a
neutral density filter.

Exercises (268):

1. What is polarized light?.

2. What does polarizing filter do to
polarized light and to non-polarized light?

3. A polarizing filter is used on what kind of
subjects?

6.8. Haze Penetrations

Haze is a problem in all outd er daylight
photography. Haze causes an ove.= I bluish
cast in color photographs, and rs contrast
in both black-and-white and color photos.
This is because moisture and particles in the
air scatter light as it passes through the
atmosphere. The blue portion of the spectrum
is affected most. Haze is a problem in scenic

. and aerial photography (particularly
important to the Air. Force). Filters and
certain filter/film combinations are helpful in
fighting this basic photographic problem.
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269. Explain , how certain filter/film
combinations can penetrate haze.

Black-and-White Panchromatic Film. Due
to the excess blue found in hazy-conditions, a
yellow, orange, or red filter coupled with
panchromatic film is best suited for the job.
The choice of filter depends on, how bad the
haze is. The darker the filter the more haze
penetration, but a darker filter requires
increased exposure. For example, a red filter
gives good haze penetration but has a filter
factor of about 8. A medium yellow or orange
may prove the best for general outdoor
scenics. A red might prove best for aerial
work.

Black-an White Infrared Film. Infrared
fil provid better haze penetration than
panc mati film because it can record the
haze -n .ting infrared rays which are
longer h visible red: A dark red filter

1 V'
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(Wratten .29 or 70) should be used to absorb
the ultraviolet and blue rays of light.
Exposure should be well bracketed to insure
adequate density since ordinary exposure
readings will not work.

Color Film. There are three basic filters
that can reduce haze in color films: Skylight,
UV, and Haze. A Skylight filter (light pink in
color) absorbs ultraviolet and some excess
blue. A UV filter (yellowish tint) also absorbs
ultraviolet and excess blue, but may add a
slight overall yellowish cast to the picture. A
Haze filter is practically clear and absorbs
some of the ultraviolet rays without making
much of a color shift.

NOTE: These three filters require no
change in exposure because of their very pale
nature. They also may be used with
black-and-white films. A photographer often
leaves one of these filters in place over the
lens at all times for protection of the lens and
absorption of ultraviolet light.

Color Infrared. Color infrared has good
haze penetrating characteristics and is

increasingly used in reconnaissance
photography. The film can also be used for

striking pictorial effects. -When using color
infrared it is recommended that you use a
deep yellow filter (G15). When this is done
green foliage comes out magenta, but clouds
are white and the sky is blue. Other filters can
be used but the colors are very distorted (i.e.
with aked filter the sky is rendered green,
clouds are yellow and foliage is orange).

,NOTE: This is the only color film where
filt ers designed for black-and-white
photography are recommended.

Exercises (269):
1. Why is the use of panchromatic film with a

red filter a good haze cutting combination?

2. What is the advantage of using infrared film
to cut throuvp haze?

3. Wh is a red filter used with
black-and-white infrared film?

sr
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b.
C.

d.
e.

201 - 1. a.
b.
C.

CHAPTER 1

Overcoating.
Emulsion.
Tiro.
Film base.
Curling; halation.

Film; prOceising.
Middle tones.
Slow; even.

ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

202 - 1. Effective energy varies with the frequency of
the light. The shorter wavelengths have the
highest frequencies, hence the greater ener-
gY.

202 - 2. The reaction of the emulsion to light varies
with the frequency of the light.

202 - 3. The normal sensitivity of a silver halide in an
ordinarily prepared emulsion is limited to
the ultraviolet, violet, and blue wavelengths.

202 - 4. Optical sensitization is increasing an emul-
sion'S sensitivity to light of longer wave-
lengths by dyeing the silver halides.

202 5. Panehromatic

203 - 1. Film latitude is the ability of a film emulsion
to record a range of subject brightness
valueC

203 2. Exposure latitude is directly related to the
film's inherent latitude. If the film has
excellent inherent (i.e. film) latitude, it will
also have wide exposure latitude.

203 - 3. Latitude in black-and-white film is related to
film speed. The faster speed black-and-white
films normally have Treater film or exposure
latitude than slow speed films.

204 - 1. The American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) establishes the procedures for deter-
mining the speed of sensitized materials so
that rating systems are standardized.

204 - 2. a. Exposure.
b. 200.
c. Density.
d. Slowest.
e. Slower.

205 - 3, Slow speed film.
205 - 4. In general, the greater the development the

greater the contrast.

206 - 1. a. Many.
b. Exposure.
c. Speed; high.

207 - 1. a. Crack.
b. Reduced.
c. Fogging.
d. 60 percent.
e. Up.
f. Low.
g. Light.
h. Abrasions.
i. Breakage.

208 - 1. Orthochromatic film is sensitive to the blue
and green wavelengths of visible light. Be-
cause the film is not sensitive to red, it
cannot reproduce many subjects with a full
range of tones.

.7---2.69 c;.c1;it

205 - 1. Contrast is the difference between the high
and low densities of the various areas of the
emulsion.

205 2. Normal contrast is represented by a full*
range of densities, including highlights,
middle tones, and shadows.
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210 - 1. lc; 2h; 3e; 4d; 5f; 6a.

211 - 1. a. Red.
b. Haze.
c. locreased.
d. Heavy.

CHAPTER 2

21 2 - 1. The exposure formula that applies to most
practical work is: Exposure = Intensity x
Time.

212 - 2. Intensity refers to the brightness of the light
striking the film. This brightness or intensity
is controlled by the aperture setting of the
camera lens. Time is the interval during
which the shutter permits light to reach the
film.

213 - 1. Film speed indicates the sensitivity of the
film to light. Films are numerically rated by
the American National Standards Institute.
A film speed number is directly related to
any Other. A film speed of 100 means the
film is twice as sensitive to light as a film
with a rating of 50 but is half as sensitive as
a film rated at 200.



213 2. The combination of the shutter speed and
the aperture setting determines the amount
ot light that is exposing the film. As the
shutter speed is set to the next faster one,
the exposure is reduced ,by one-half. Con-
versely as the shutter speed is changed to the
next slower one, the exposure is doubled.
The same principle applies to the aperture
setting. Going to the next smaller aperture
setting reduces exposure by one-half, and
going to the next larger aperture size doubles
the expostire. Therefore, various combina-
tions of shutter speeds and apertures can
transmit the same amount of light.

213 - 3. a. 1/250 at f/4.
b. 1/60 at f/11.
c. 1/250 at f/4.

214 - 1. The scene brightness range is the differe ce
between a scene's highlights arid its sha

214 - 2. The scene brightness range sets the contrast
of the scene. If the contrast is beyond the
limits of the film that is being used, shadow
detail will be lost or highlights blocked up as
an attempt is made to expose for this range
of highlights and shadows.

215 1. The law of reciprOcity is expressed in the
formula, E I x T. This formula means that
if the product of the light intensity and the
time of the light action is the same for each
exposure, then each sheet of film having the
same film speed will -have the same density
when processed the same.

215 2. When you have conditions of extreme high
or low intensities normally marked by ex-
tremely short or long exposure times, you
will have reciprocity failure.

215 - 3. Rebiprocity failure results in a loss of film
speed which causes underexposed negatives.

216-- 1. a. True_
b. False.
c. True.

217 - 1. a. f/22.
b. f/5.6.
c. f/5.6.

218 - 1. The purpose of taking a reflected light meter
reading is to measure the amount of light
being reflected by the subject.

218 - 2. The purpose of taking an incident light
meter reading is to measure the amount of
light falling on the subject.

218 - 3. a. Subject.
b. Incident.
c. Camera.
d. Reflected.

219 - 1. An average reading is a reflected reading that
is taken by pointing the meter towards the
middle of the subject. The meter averages
out the highlight and shadow differences. A
'scene brightness reading requires two re-
flected readings. One reading is made of
the highlights and a , second one of the
shadows. The values of the two are then
averaged to calculate the exposure.

219 - 2. An incident meter reading is valuable when
you have contrasty or.backlightedsubjects. In
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both of these situations a reflected meter
reading might be erroneous because of the
strong highlight areas of the subject.

219 - 3. The subject chosen for the substitute should
closely approximate the subject's reflectance
and should be illuminated by the same light
as the subject.

220 - 1. a. Blinded; sun:
b. High.
c. Bumping.

ir Zero.
re. 125° F.

221 - 1. a. True.
b. False..
c. True.
d. False.

CHAPTER 3

222 - 1. The single lens reflex uses a single lens
system, while the twin lens has two matched
lenses. The single lens reflex, through the use
of a mirror, has no parallax problem as the
photographer can see exactly what the lens
seeS. With the twin lens reflex, the view
through the top lens may be slightly differ-
ent than through the boa taking lens,
particularly at close lens-to-suNect distances.
Another difference is that the twin lens
reflex viewing system reverses the image,
unlike the single lens fetlex camera.

223 - 1. a. 12.
b. Cleanliness.
c. Meter.
d. Filters.
e. Magnifier.
f. Click stops.
g. Forward; back.
h. Direct viewfinder (or sports finder).
i. Lens tissue.

224 - 1. a. Parallax.
b. 35mm; 50mm; 90mm.
c. Subdued light.
d. Feet.
e. Red dot.
f. Reversing; R.
g. 1/50 second.
h. Focal plane.
i. Film counter.
j. 1/30 second.
k. 35mm.
I. Burn; hole.
m. Dry.
n. 90mm.
o. Flash bulb.

225 - 1. a. Bayonet.
b. A.
c. rf.
d. Automatic diaphragms.
e. R.
f. Taking aperture.
g. 1.3.
h. Center-weighted.
i. T; shutter speed,
j. V.

414.



k Two seConds.
I. Shorter.

, in. Green dot.
n. Titanium.

226 - 1. a. True.
b, False.
c. True,
d. False.
e. False.
1. True.
g. True.
h. False.
i. True
j. True.

227 1. a. The horizontal swing back is used to
correct distortion or perspective in the
horizontal Plane.

I). The horizontal swing front it user, to
focus and increase the depth of field
when the horizontal swing back is se; off
center.

c. Tne sertical tilt front is used to focus and
increase the depth of fiele' when lite
vertical tilt hack is set off center.

d. The vertical tilt back is used to correct
distqrtion Or perspective ;n the vertical
plane.

e. he sliding front is usee to :erter an
object on the ground glass when tne
object is not directly in front of the lens'

f. The sliding hacL k used for additional
correction ovet what is provided hy the
sliding front.

g. The falling front is used to cenyr
subject vertically on the ground giess
when- the subject is too low to the
camera,

h. The rising front is used to centert the
subject vertically on the ground glass
when the subject is too high to the
camera.

1. a. lb, 22.
b. Spirit levels
c. Revolving back.
d. Ground gla.ss.
e. Tripod.
f. Rear standard.
g. Front.
h. Leaf.
i. 12: 30.

229 - 1. a. False.
b. False.
c. Tzue.
d. True.
e. False.
f. True.
g. True.
h. True.

230 - 1. a. 35mm.
b. Electronic flash.
c. Camera; lens carriage.
d. 12.
e. 4X.
f. Emulsion down.
g. Shutter.
h. Emulsion up.

231 - 1. a, 16mm,
b. 100.
c. 24; 400.
d. 3.
e. 4; 6.
f. Critical focuser; focusing scale.
g. 16.
h. Rotary-disc.
i. 1/40.

232 1. a. Direct.
b. Six.
c. 16.
d. 24.
e. Stow motion.
f. Speed.
g Diapluagm.
h. Tripod, exaggerated.
i. 24.
j. Hand crank.
k. Opening; closing, diaphragm.
I. Lap dissolve.
m. Focusing, composition
n. Backwind.
o. Back wind mg.

CHAPTER 4

233 - 1. Focal length is defined as the distance from
the optical center of thc lens to the image
produced by the lens at the focal plane,
when the lens is fo^used on infinity.

234 1. F/stop-. are calculated by dividing the focal
length' of the lens by the diameter of the
aperture

234 - 2. With ea,-11 f 'stop change to a smaller aper-
ture (larger f(stOp nurnj,er) half as much
light is admitted aA compared to the previous
1/s:op. With each f/stop change to a larger
aperture (smaller f/stop number) twice as
much liibt is admitted as compared to the
previotA f/stop.

235 . 1 The speeti cif the tens is. calculated by
dividing the focal length cif she lens by the
diameter ot the maximum aperture.

236 - 1. Circle of illumination is the circular field of
light that is projected by a positive lens.

236 2. The usable circle of illumination is deter-
muted by including only that portion of the
total circle of illumination that has sufficient
intensity to produce satisfactory images.

237 - 1. The angle of field of a lens is the widest
angle at which light enters the lens and
produces the usable portion of the circle of
illumination. The angle of view is the angle
of light that is necessary to provide adequate
'coverage of the film that is being used. It
may be equal to but is never greater than the
angle of field.

238 - 1. Resolution refers to the ability of a photo-
graphic lens or material to record fine detail.
The normal method of measuring this qual-
ity is to photograph a suitable test pattern at
a greatly reduced, scale, and then examine
the developed image under adequate magni,-
fication to calculate the smallest detail.
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238 - 2. Definition refers to the quality aspect of a
photograph that is associated with the clar-
ity of detail. It is a subjective evaluation
based on an observer's view of the photo-
graph.

239 - 1. The purpose of coating a lens is to improve
light transmission and reduce optical flare.

239 - 2. The lens should be cleaned with the ProPer
tools. These include: a fine brush, lens
tissue, and lens cleaning solution. Through-
out the process of dusting, cleaning, and
polishing there should be no undue pressure
that would "rub-off" the lens coating.

240 - 1. A normal lens has a focal length that is
about equal to the diagonal dimension of the
film being used.

241 - 1. a. Shorter. b. Smaller. c. Depth of field.
d. Center; edges.

242 - 1. A long-focal-length lens has a focal length
greater than the diagonal dimension of the
film.

242 - 2. The narrower angle of coverage and the
larger image size for a given
subject-to-camera distance produced by a
long foeal-length lens isolates the subject
from As surroundings. A short focal length
lens has much wider coverage and, thus, a
problem of creating a strong point of inter-
est.

212 - 3. Long-focal-length lenses magni4 camera
shake, and it is necessary to use high shutter
speeds to correCt this problem.

243 1 a. True.
b. True.
c. False.

True.
. False.

244 - 1. The two controls that determine image size
are: (1) the focal length of the lens that is
used and (2) the lens-to-subject distance.
The longer the focal length, the larger the
image size. The closer the lens-to-subject
distance, the larger the image size.

245 - 1. Perspective is controlled entirely by the
camera-to-subject relationship. The shooting
position 'sets the relationships of all objects
in the scetie7N

245 - 2. Focal length controls image size but not the
relationship of one object to another.
Changing to a different focal length propor-
tionally changes all of the subject sizes but
not their relationships.

245 - 3. 16 x 20.

246 1. Image-forming light passing through a photo-
graphic lens forms small circles of light on
the film plane. How sharp, small., and well
defned these "circles of confdsion" are
determine how sharp the image will be.
When the image is focused so that the circles
of confusion are the. sinallest possible for
that lens, the image is said to be in critical
focus.
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247 - 1. Depth of field is the distance from the
nearest plane in acceptable focus to the
farthest plane in acceptable focus.

247 - 2. 1. Focal length. The shorter the focal length
of the Jens the greater the depth of field.

2. Lens-to-subject distance. The greater the
lens-to-subject distance, the greater the
depth of field.

3. The aperture. The smaller the f/stop
setting, the greater the depth of field.

248 - 1. Depth of focus is the distance in front of
and behind the film that renders acceptably
sharp images.

248 2. 1. Focal length. The longer the focal length
of the lens, the greater the depth of focus.

2. Lens-tosubject distance. The shorter the
lens-to-subject distance, the greater the
depth of focus.

3. The aperture. The smaller the f/stop
setting, the greater the depth of focus.

249 - 1. 4 feet.

250 - 1. The critical aperture is that lens aperture
that transmits the sharpest image.

251 - 1. Mechanical flare is caused by reflections that
occur off the lens barrel or camera. These
reflections are usually caused because a
metal surface has been damaged or bur-
nished. The method of correction is to coat
these surfaces with a nonreflective coating.

251 - 2. Optical flare is caused by reflections off the
glass surfaces of the lens. Such flare can be
reduced or eliminated by a proper lens
coating and the use of a lens shade.

CHAPTER 5

252 - 1. Light is a form of wave (radiant) energy.
252 - 2. Radiant energy is measured by frequency or

wavelength.
252 - 3. The product of frequency and wavelength

determine the speed of travel of a given form
of radiant energy.

252 - 4. Due to the difficulty in measuring fre-
quency, wavelength in air is used to identify
different types of radiant energy.

252 - 5. Wavelengths of energy-that,can be controlled
by the laws of optics (ex. bent by a lens)
form the optical spectrum.

252 - 6. Violet.
262 - 7. Red.

253 - 1. a. Transmissiciri is the principle of light
passing through a non-opaque medium.

b. A translucent medium is one that diffuses
the light that is transmitting through it.
Frosted glass is an example of a ,translu-
cent 'medium.

c. A specular reflection is one that returns
in the same plane and at the same angle
as the incident light.

d. The color of an object is determined by
the manner in which it reflects and
absorbs light.

e. Brightness of a particular color will affect
how much light will be reflected by it. A
bright color will -reflect rifoie light than a
dull color of the same tint.



f. A normal ray is one that does not change
its direction as it passes through a partic-
ular medium.

g. Dispersion Is the breaking up of white
light into its different colors.

h. The Law of Refraction states: If light
i enters a medium of different density at

an oblique angle, its direction is changed
so that- the ray-of light is bent toward-the
normal if the medium is more dense, or
away from the normal if the medium is
less dense.

254 - 1. a. False.
b. True.
c. True.
d. True.
e. False.
f. False.

255 - 1. Electronic flash units are light, convenient,
and powerful.

255 - 2. Electronic flash gives a penetrating light
which gives good shadow detail. Its brief
flash eliminates the problems of eye contrac-

.tion. Not being a continuous light source the
subject is not bothered by hot glaring lights,
All these make electronic flash ideal for
portrait photography.

255 - 3. Guide numbers for electronic flash are based
on the output of the unit in relation to the
film speed being used.

255 - 4. A ghost image may be caused when you use
a shutter speed that is slow enough for an
image to be formed by the available light as
well as by the flash.

256 - 1. Flash synchronization is a system whereby
the camera shutter mechanism is designed to
complete the electrical circuit of the flash at
the proper time.

256 - 2. An electronic flash reaches its peak of
intensity almost instantaneously. Therefore'
electronic flash is "X" synchronized to go
off as soon as the shutter is tripped. This
principle makes synchronization with a leaf
shutter easy, because a leaf shutter opens up

exposes the entire film format once the
shutter is released regardless of the shutter
speed that is chosen. As loru ss the shutter
speed is not shorter than the peak duration
of the flash being used, the entire film
format will be properly exposed. However, a
focal plane shutter uses a curtain type
arrangement. At high shutter speeds, the
film is expored by moving a slit across the
width of the film format. Though each part
of the film is exposed only cnr a brief time,
it takes quite a big longer for the slit to
move across the entire film format. The
result is that there will not be even exposure.
Therefore, synchronization is possible only
at slower shutter speeds where the focal
plane shutter works..by using a large slit that
exposes the entire film format at one time.
For most focal plane cameras this means a
shutter speed 'of about 1/60 when using
electrce.:c flash.

267 - 1. Bounce lighting is preferred because it pro-
vides a diffused light that eliminates the
harsh shadows that result from direct flash.
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257 - 2. Open flash is non-synchronized flash. The
shutter is opened, the flash is tripped, and
then the shutter is closed.

257 - 3. A slave unit is an electronic flash unit that is
, tripped by a photocell which reacts to the

flash which is synchronized to the camera.
Slave units are used in multilight arrange-
ments.

258 - 1. a. Continuous.
b. Insufficient output,
c. Red.
d. Fine alloy wire.

259 - 1. Flashbulbs take about 20 milliseconds to'.
-reach their- peak. The shutter, thesefore,
must be stopped from fully opening until
this peak is reached. "M" synchronization
holds the shutter for about 15 milliseconds
to accomplish this task.

259 - 2. Lighting ratio is the difference in intensity
between the highlights and the shadows. The
lighting ratio can be changed through posi:
tioning of the lights and the control of their
intensity.

259 - 3. Synchro-sunlight photography is using flash
outdoors to reduce the intensity of shadows
caused by bright daylight lighting.

259 - 4. The necessary steps are:
(1) Using a meter compute the correct

exposure for the highlight area of the
subject.
Find the guide number for the unit,
film, and shutter speed being used.
Divide the ,guide number by the f/stop.
chosen for the exposure. The resulting
number is the flashtosubject distance

;that should be used.
259 - 5. The secoild lornp Acts as a fillin light to

reduce shadows.

12)

(3)

260 - 1. a. f/11 ( t25 101.
b. 11 feet_(125 11). -
c, f/5.6 (140 13 plus opening iwo

f/stops).

261 - 1.

262 - 1.

262 - 2.

262 - 3.

263 - 1.

263 - 2.

c; d; e; f: h.

CHAPTER 6

The two advantages in using gelatin filters
are that they are inexpensive and come in a
wide variety of colors.
Glass filters are quite durable as compared
with gelatin filters.
All filters fadc time and have to be
replaced.

a. A blue filter transmits blue and absorbs
green and red light

b. A combination of a green and yellow
filter would 'transmit green and absorb
red and blue.

c. The complementary combination of red
and cyan would absorb all colors of light.

d. Magenta would pass red and blue and
absorb green light.

Red, green, and yellow filters should not be
used with blue sensitive film, since it is
sensitive only to blue and ultraviolet light.
Any filter that would, completely absorb'
blue would be unsuitable.



263 - 3. The thickness of the filter can cause focusing
problems. The thicker the filter, the greater
the alteration to the light waves. It is
therefore best to focus with the filter in
place.

264 - 1. a. 1/125.
b. f/16

'y c. ASA 40.

265 1. f..

266 - 1. a. The rose appears light and the green
leaves appear quite dark.

b. Using a green filter gives the sky a more
natural tone and produces more detail in
the grassy meadow.

c. The orange filter causes the sky to appear
quite dark and the White House to stand
out to a greater degree.

d. The blue filter causes the sky to appear
quite light and hazy with little detail.
This can give quite a feeling of depth.

267 -1, The purpose of a neutral density' filter is to
cut down the intensity of the light striking

. the film without changing its color quality.
267 - 2. (1) By using a neutral density filter you can

prevent overexposure when you are using a
highspeed ,film in a high intensity lighting

AU GAFS.AL.(760377,1600 ,
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situation. (2) By using a nutral density
filter you may be able to select large
aperture settings or slow shutter speeds for
coMpositional reasons and yet not .be over-
exposed.

268 - 1. Polarized fight is light that is vibratifig in
only one direction.

268 - 2. A polarizing filter blocks polarized light that
is perpendialar to it. _The filter polarizes
non-polarized light.

268- 3. A polariiing filter is used to cut down
reflections from` non-rpetallic surfaces and to
darken blue skies.

269 - 1. In a hazy situitionabu have an, excess of
blue. A red filter absorbs blue to a greater
degree than other filters, and" therefore
permits a greater percentage of haze cutting
red wavelengths of light from the image on
the film.

269 - 2. Infrared film is sensitive to infrared waves
which are longer than red. The longer
wavelengths of light are better able to cut
through haze. This results in greater detail.

269 - 3. A red filter is used with infrared film to
absorb blue and ultravicifet wavelengths. This
insures that the im e will be formed by red
and infrared wavelen ths.

^
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unit trainer' or OIT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions of comnients to ECI on ,ECI

Form 17.

DON'TS: . , .

1. Don't use answer sheers other than one furnished specifically for each, review

exercise. ,.,,
.

; :-

1* bon't mark on the answer Sheet execpctO fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive Markings which"overflow marking blocks Will Tegister as'

. ---.
,

errors: ... ,

-, a
.

, , .
,

...

3. bon't fola, spindle, sranie. tape. or Mutilate the answer 'iffeet.
.

4. Don't. use- ink ctr any marking other than, a '1 or -72 birCk lead pencil...

.NOTE:, NUMBERED LE-AR.NIIG OBIEdIVE REFERENCES ARE' USED
ON THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis. after each'
iteni number on the VRE is the Leabling Objective .Number swhere-the

: ,'.. -answer to' that item can' be located. When answering the items on:the : x

,.. Vat. l'efer to ',the 4.,zarniq Objectives' indicated, bY these Numbers. The.
. ,

,
, .

. , VitE results will'be sent, to'yotion a. pOstcard Which, will 1ist the actual
VRE,items,Ou inissel, Go-fo the VRE tooklet and.locate the Learning '
Objective Numbers tat§the iEerns 'rnissW Go' to tke -text and careftilly

,7 review 'the areas.coyered by these Terences. Reyiew the entire VRE again
_ 4 ..., - .. , ,

:4,.

t ..' . 'being closed-book,..COurSe ExarOation. .- ,.. 4
. -
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Multiple Choice

1. ('2:-.).4116%bich o'f the following gives f4.1m its basic characteristics?

s. The emllsion coating. t. The base.

5. Tne substratum coating. d. The antihalation coating.

2. (.-.D:) The maority-of film bases are made out of

a. 'glass. c. silver nitrate.

5. cellulose nitrmte. d. cellulose acetate.

3. (2:1) 2enera2.ly, the faster the film speed the

a. -ore limited the latitude.

t. greater :he zraininess.
the contrast.

d. -cra ':7:.ta,1 the soectr.,1 sensitivity.

-. (2:1) 3rair is =ST apparent in what area of a print? .
2 :n the hizhlizn:s. ,--. in the shadows.

:n the tones. d. In the borders.

* 5. (::2) A film that is sensitive only to the blue and green wavelengths of light

wc...ld 5e descri5ed as teing

a. panchro.ratic.

t. orthochromatic.

i. (2:3) Ncr-,ally, exposure latitude is

c. blue sensitive. s.

d. infrared.

. a. in.versely proportional to film speed.
oroportionml co contrast lat4tuda.

c. di-ectly tro-ortional to film latituda.

d. inversely pr000rtional to film latitude.

Based cn ASA ratings, which of the following films would tromdst

sensitive to light?

a. 50.

t. 125.

c. '250.
d. 400,

S. (205) The difference in trightness between asubfect's highlights and shadows

is cmlled

a. the subject.curve. c. contrast.

b. the range zone. d. the sub-ject zone:

9. (205) A high inherent,film contrast is usually associated with a

a. grainy film.

b. slow.-speed emulsion.

c. reduced development.
d. high-steed emulsion.

10. (205) Photographic resolution improves with

a. overexposure. c. underexposure.

-b. graininess, d. a slow-speed-emulsion.

4Nir
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11. (2:1) An.e%tre-ely low storage :emperature will have all of the following

effeots upon filn excect for

a. an increased trittlena. c. shrinkage.

h., a reduced fil- speed. d. an increased contrast.

(2:7) Film should :e stored at low temperatureewhere the ra'at4vo

does not exceed

a. 50 percent. c. 70 percent.

cement. d. ^0 cer-ant.

13. (2:7) llass plhtes are used primarily in what area sf photography?

a. vction plot:.res. C. Scientific.

Pnotofo-rnalis-. '-'. 'Sports.

. (27e) :rthscnrcra:io filr would oe s..:i:able to phot.ograph which of the following

s_tfecms?
1.1.

a. A sign. / c. A red apple.

b. A woran's port-A:- 2. A nan's portrait..

15. (::1Y Type : panohronat5: filr is mcre sansit'va to which color o= "zht th=n

other types of panchromatic filr?

a Fed.

Blze.

I:rean.

:nfrare'd

l5. (2) What type of Polaroid film with an ASA rating of LOC will produce a

x 5" imaza?

a.
c. 52.

d. 1:5.

21

aonieve proper focusing'when using infrared filr, the lens-ts-f;:r

distance sto.:12 te

c. slightly decreased.

slightly inoreased.
d. alved.

the density of natural foliage ippear on am infrared negative

es ocnpared to that of a panohromati: negative?

a. :-: will te lighter.
:: will :e :he sere.

:t will te darker.
:t will be dar;(er only if a zreen "...-ar is used.

;;hat is :ne basic exrosure fornula?

Wha: does the term "-cis e down ono to.-," re=n?

a. :ncrease your exposure by one-half.

t. :ncrease your exposure by one-quarter.

c. ?educe -cur exposure by one-half.

d. F4-duce your extosuro bv ona-quartor.

3
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scen,= Irightness range is the releti7e difference between

a. the differen: :nades of scicrs.

"F=ere-t
:.aias sf gra-.

:aw is ex7ressed 1,7 :he 4T-ation

7

will result in

' i-.-reased re:sl_tisr. c. a lens al:erratisn.

a red_lsed de-.-elc;-ent tine.

-ace?

consinations will :est :enetra:e

-r.- fil- and an sra-: filter.

filn and a red fiz
raw,

lter.

filn and a :l-e %filter.

:rrrared fil- ani a far'-- red filter.

11- :her -si-g a :=ta e srart, a sncw scene under

-:e:- :r1r-:ress rateg

.ere7e.

-77e cf ev.:se_re -,eter will -eas.zre the light fallins- sn the sect?

d

a:- a reflc.sted extcsure ne:er towar-a the :f

ere te-.in: %at cf a .seter reading?

lrizhtness rence.

a. Sulostit,,,te,readLng,.

:ncident.

':22 ;:hen c:seratirg an ex,tcs-.1re. -ever, ya tcu..0 =":0 e:= cf the fcl:cwinc

a.s :ars tre -e:er.
srstect the Teter frsn 1.;ein& b=ted aSout.

::rstect t,ne -eter frs- tencere:unes.

d. ta-e a -eter reedinz af the Sun.

(::: 7-he gra7 side Cf a gra.!: derv.: will reflect what setcentage of incident
:a^

a. lS sersenta. c. 9C percc.nt.

4 sercent. d. 5 tercent.

7he lens of a twin lens reflex is used for

..e ris_ure.

z.

a. -*=-e-ent sf the dia7hragn.

:acRing rne 1-cttor lens in case of a r.alf=ction.



-. (223) The "RolIeiflex" canera featuraz all of -the fo11v.44;z Ay.^.e.^7

a. a rA4F lens.
.1.12

tr, c. tuilt flas-.

f tr.e fol:ow:ng rrs

singi.e len, reflex '.',7-;7*
inrerc'an-ealle. lens-.:..

-*-
c.e.41eta with :1;ide

c-roto-sra:::-17.

twin lens -r.eflax desig,nei f-n.- 220 filr.
tarera -that is ideal for 20!---'et W:r:

T'te direct viewf:.n.-:.ar on the "Follaiflex" is iiea:

a.
7norts.

ranzefinder Lys:en has

7aral:ax

t. oc-paratle tright ir.ag_e in low ligh-t.

rangefinders-,:nchron.itaticn
n: :n the focal lan7th c ucal.

7h.e.
--.as

(221.) Nor-,ally, when 2r.t:

-larkness.
c. --. a

o.-e-.;:ew'selent:,r on the "le!..a" "elps -fne r

a. choose the an:roctete. :ens. c.

of .

.°

3E.. (225) ;Then using tr.e T'shutter setting,
-f:e---"Nik-or.' 7 gh..

:releasing a ta;le release.
resetting -the self-timer.

(223) single advance of the "Nikon". F

advance the fiLn.

t. cock the shunter.

roai .7.he

:I. re-se:tit
-

c

40.- (2.2i) .The r,:nree
-r.ethods of fotusing the- "Super Sr-eed

s:-.-,orts finder,
foc.asing scads.; and around glass.

t. viewfinder, sc-orts
finder, and ground glass.

c. rangefinder, sports finder; and focusing scale.

rangefinder, ground
glass," and focusing scale.

5
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.-
41- (226) How Many different methods,can be used to release the shutter on the

Super Speed Graphic camera?'

a- 1.

b. 2.

c. 3.

d. _4.

42. (227) When using a view camera, what coMbination Of-conirols are used to
position the image-on the ground glass (fieNplane)?

a., Front swings and tilts.
b. Rising, falling, and sliding movements.

c. Back swimgs-amd-tilts.
d. Rotating back and vertical swings.

43. (227) Which view camera movement is used to correct distortion or perspective,
in the horizontal plane?

a. Horizontal swing front.
b. Vertical tilt front.

c. Horizontal swing back.
d. Sliding back.

44. (227) A maximum depth of field in the vertical, horizontal, or intermediate
plane with a view camera is achieved through the use of the

a. riiing and falling'front. c. sliding ba_4k.
b. front .41t and swing. d. back tilt,ind swing.

7-

u5. (229) Tha "Calumet" view camera has all of the following features excent

a. 30°'vertical tilts, c. spirit levels.
b. a revolving back. d. 15° horizontal swings.

,

46. (229) The "Princeton" Model 17 copy camera is used in the horizontal position
to copy

a. printed circuits. c. exploded views.
salid-lobjects7--- 7.---tranbudvenries,

-

*7. (230) The "Repronar" 805 camera is designed to copy what maximum size
transparencies to 35mm film?

a. 44 x 5".

3. 2-"1/4",x 3 1/4".

u8. (230) The-type of light source used by the "Repronar" 805 Camera is a

c. .2 114" x 2 I/4".

d, 100um.

a; "blitItih-dieCtrOh-id flaSh.---

b. -tungsten.bulh--.

pbc5t-oll ood .

d. quarts iodine lamp.

49. ,(230) To set theopmett exposure,and -filtration sariIr Repronar" 805 camera,',
--you-.Must-know-the

-a. -size-Of film you are copying. .c. aperture yOu are using.
b. film value you:are using. d. degree ofimagnification.

50. (al) What is-the maxiMuthilength filMmagazine lihidh can be used on the-3.1A
"Bell an4 HowellY 7044 camera?

. 100 fee

b. 200 feet.

300 feet.
tiOe feqt.
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51. (231) The 17mm lens N'!or the 8-1A. camera can be turret mounted with.which

combination'of lensek?

_

a. 1" and 2".

2-113-41-13.--afid--42-f

c. 3" and 6".
d 41, and 6"

/ V

52. (232) How much initial footage is used as aleight-proof protective leader on

/

the 8-1A camera when a paper leader is not urovided?
-

a. 4 feet.

b. 6 feet.

53. (232) A speed of 64 frames per

effect?

a. Slow motion.

b. Overexposure.

54. (232) Backwinding on the 8-1A

effects except .

a. _slow motion.
b. double exposures.

.

(233) The distance from the optical

the lens at the_ focal plane when the

c. 8 feet.

d. 10 feet.
_

second with the 871A camera will give what

c. Underexposure.

d. Accelerated motion:

camera is used to achieve all of the following

a. optical length.

b. conjugate distance.

56. (234) The,formula used to calculate

a. f =

b. 5 = FL X D..

C. .titles on a moving background.

d. lap-dissolves.

center of the lens
lens is focused' on

to the image produCed by'
infinity is the

c.. focal length.

d. hyperfocal distance.

f/stops is

c. FL'

d. f = FL - D.

$7. (235) The speed of a lens is calculated by dividing the focal length of

ns y the diameter of the

critical aperture. c. hyperfocal aperture.

, maximum aperture: d. minimum aperture.

58. All of the-following statements
regarding the circle of illumination

, except that the circle of illumination

-s fOrMed by a positive lens:

.
'incluaes the usable circle of illumiration.

can be formed by a negative lens._

:forts a starp image.in the-center knot at the edges.

59. .(237) The maximum coverage of a lens is expressed in degrees as Seing the

the

a.

b.

length.
angle of field.

6 . S238) .The

a. optica

b. defin.

c. angle of view.

d. optical coverage.

ility of a lens to record fine detail is called its

sensitivity. c. acutance.

d: resolving power.

61. (239) A nhotographic lens should

4. -Kleenex,

. h. an eyeglass tissue.'''-7-

be cleaned with

c. a lens tissue.

d. achemical wine.



,

.62:-. (24:0) The normal fOcallength of a lens for a 35mm filth should be
-., ...

a.- 35mm,.., c. sama.

b., 5cron,:, -' /4. /53mm. - 0-

.1_41) Al. of-ililafblibwihg are ,a.vant.-gWa-eStoCU'reirw-itn -Y1.-Te. aligINFIeff...
.

. exceot .or
....--- .

-7.

'a. an ease of composition.

o. a snort focal length:
4.

a,nontal lens from an .6.x 10 camera to.a.
yod would have a

a. wide anzle lens, c. long-focal-length lens.

b. "normal lens. d. telephoto lens.

c. a good depth of field.
an ability,t6 "zone focus."

244) Each of the following are true statements about a long-focal-length
lens exce^t that 't'

a is like a telescope.
has a narrow angle of coverage.
has a focal length greater tnan the diazonal dimension of the film.
hasa great depth of field.

Which of the fo.:_owl: :te.temen-t-t is true of :i-t-hotO.Ten?

a T- has the same desizn as a lonz,.:ocal-lenzth lans.
lt is adapted for fast shutter speeds.
Tt as:,.s a special desizn to achieve a long-focal-langth efcact.

7.: _uses a positive rear eler-ent to achieve a long effecti v.e. fdcal lenethi

(24.,) image size can be conzrolle2,

a. lens focal length. C. aperture select4cn.

.(2u5.) ha:is the normal readinz distance?

a. 6 inches.
9 4n,-has.

:

c. 12. Lmches.
A 15- inches.

.
(24) The circles of confusion for a moderate enlargement should not have
diameters that exceed what fraction' of the focal length of the lens?

. A

a.- eo
d. 1/11000.

All of the followinOactors affect the ,40oth of field excet the

a. focal length Of the lens.
b. lens-to-sub7:ect distance.

c. ghutter-sneed.selection;_,
d. aperfiire setting,

.(2145') The'deoth of focus increases with

a decrease in focal length.

an increaSe-in-subject-to-lensdiStanCe.
an increase.inshutterspeed7,
the Selection-of a smaller dierture.



72. (249) .Assuthe that'you are photographing'a sdbjact that iS 10 feet from the

lens. It is calculated that the distance from the.subject to 9 feetbeyo1 will

be acceptably sharp. What should,the zone of abceptable sharpness be, starting

with the subject and going toward the camera?

a. 7 feet.

b. 6 feet.

c. 5 feet.

d. 4 feet.

73. (250) The critical aperture is

a. the same for all lefises.
.--used-to-athieve-maximum-depth-of- field.-

c. only of concern, to the lens manufacturer.

d. used to achieve a maxiMuth sharpness.

74. (251) Mechanical flare is

a. corrected by using a nonreflected coating.

b. caused by reflections from the zlass-to-rair surfaces.

c. found in every' leu.

d. corrected by using a lens shade

75. (252) Which of the following:types of
radiant-energy does not conform 10 the

optical spectrum? -

= 't-
e,2.2.. .0, , )-

a. Ultraviolet. , c. Visible light.

b. Infrared. ,- d. X-rays.

1

76. (253) WhenAight strikes a surface,"each of the following can occur except fOr

a; transmissionj. c. cohversion.

b. reflection. d. absorption.

77. (253) The 4ieflectiona& a highly polished surface is likely to be

a. specular.

b. diffused.

78. (253) The,hçeaking

a- diffsio
refraction.

d. diffracted .

up of white light into its constituent

c. reflection.

d. dispersion.

.

colors is caused by

,

7. (254) The biggest variation in the nature of daylight at any given Moment is

caused by the, .e

a. season of-Ithe:vear. _ c. weather.

b. time of day. d. ge-ogrephy.

, 130. (255) Which of the following is not a characteristic of an.electronic flash?,

a. It is suitable for portraiture..

b. It has a penetrating light source.

c. It hasa, short flash duration.

d. It has a high-heat productiOn.,

61. (255) What type of synchron4ation is used-with an eledtrodic flaSt0,

c.'" "M."

, d. "X."
a. 6E."

FF..,

9
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82. .(2-57) Which method of using an electronic flash is most likely ta approximate

- the effects of natural lighting?

a. An on-camera flash. c. .Bounce lighting.

b. A multiple electronic flash.. d. Spot lighting.

83. "'(258) Incandescent lighting basically depends upon what factor for light?

a. Special circuitry. c. Gases.

S. Heat. d. Cosmic rays.

84, (258) Which of the following is not a characteristic of flashbulbs?

a. They provide a continuous light source.

h. They give off heat.

c. They come in different sizes.

d. Th.=y depend on the combustion of a hair-fine alloy wire.

85. (259) What type of syncnronization is used with the majority of flashbulbs?

a. "F." c.

II d. "X."

86., t259) Assuming te correct exposure for the highlight area of a subject is

f/11 at 7/250 and assuming :he guide number is 110, what should the

f'=shbulb-to-subject distance be?

ta. 5 feet. c. 13 feet.

- b. 10 feet. d, 20 fees.

97. (260) Assuming your flash guide number is 110 and your flash-to-subject

distance is 13 feet, what should your f/stop setting be?

a. f/8.

'. fill. -
c. f/15.

d. =/22.

89. (2-60) What percentage of the light of a flash fired in a noon will go directly

to the subject?

a. 75 percent.

b. 50 percent.

c. 25 percent.

d. 18 percent.

89. (261) -Which of the following,light sources .14oUld maintain, the most congtant

color cuality and brilliant form' of illumination?
-

a. HouSehold lamps.
S. PhOtofloods.

c. An electrOnic flash.
d. Quartz.iodine lamps.'

C. (261) Which of the;following characteristics does not apply to the quartz-iodine

'lamp?

a. It is cool burning.

S. It should be handled with gloves.

c. It create's a regeneration cycle.

d. It has a high-heat intensity.

51. (262) -Which of the following materials should be used as a filter for odd-sizqd.

lenses?

a. Gelitin.

S. ?lastic.

c. Tissue.'
d. Optical glass.

10



92. (263) ,Which of, the follqwing combinations contains all the photographic

primary colors?.,-

blue, green, c. Blue, orange, -green.

b. Red, yellow, green. dr. Yellow, magenta, cyan.
-

(263) What effect does'a blue filter have on the color blue in relation to
other colors when the photograph is printed incblack and white? '

a. fi will have no effect.. c. It will be darker.
b. It will be lighter. d. It will appear to be black.

) Y4. (264) When using a filter with a'factor of B and a basic exposure of f-/22 at
1/125, the correct f stop should be?

a.- 16. C. a,

b. 11. d. 5.6.

95. (2,64) If your basic exposure is f/8 at 1/240, what should the shutter speed
sening be when using a filter with a factor of 4?

a.. 1/30. .

1/60.

c. 1/125.

96. (265) What correction filter should be used,to achieve an orthochiomatic
rendition outdoors when using panchromatic film?

c. Orange;

d. Red.

a. Medium yellow.'
b. Light blue.

97. (266) What contrast filter should be,used in.photographing a red flower against
green leaves when-the flOwer is to appear dark in the print?

a. Red.

b. Blue.

---------99.- t2W77---Whaff-pe-Of firter-ShouId be used-to proVided-correcf-exfosure Ef-
the intensity of light is so great that overexposure will result?

a. COntrast. c. Correction..

b. Polarizing, d. Neutral density.

c. Green.
d.- Yellow.

9 . (268) 'TO darken a blue Ay with a polarizing filter, ,the filter should be
positionid

a. . toward the sun.

b. -90° from the sun.
c. 180°, from,the,sun.

d. 3600 from the su

.4 .

-

100. (269) Which of the following filter/film combinations would nest penetrate a

haze?

a. An infrared film and a-red'filter.
b. An orthochromatic film and an orange filter.
c. A red filter and a panchromatic film.
d. A panchromatic film and a yellow filter.

11
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Preface
THE -THrRIX.voluint orcDC-211-32TAppreif1fc# Sri 1113 Oigrttjfhir ix is-
designed to help yOu qualify for the duties of a still photO aph r. Volume 3 contains
information on film and print processing, printing,,fi and print finishing, and the
storage and preservation of black-and-white sensitize materials.

. Chapter 1 covers chemistry for. black-and-white materials. This coverage includes
the proper tise of formulas, the-chemical parts of the basic photographic solutions,
chemical mathematics, chemical Mixing units, and mixing procedures.

Chapter 2 presents procedures for the manual processing of 61aC1Tand-white
sensitized film emulsions and the type of equipmeht that may be encountered.

Chapter 3 deals-with black-and-white film finishingt Here we cover washing, drying,
etching, spotting, and opaquing. In addition to describing the procedures used to apply
these finishing techniques, we also explain the neeti for archival quality and the
handling and storage of processed negative materials.

In Chapter 4 we discuss the emulsion characteristics of black-and-white sensitized
print iltAteri0 and the varioug,, Methods alfd=procedures--required for..the proper
storage and prservation of these materials.

Chapter 5 covers the basic points of photographic printing. We discuss the various
methods of printiag and the techniques used, in the production of quality prints. In
addition, we elaborate on thempes of printing equipment that may be encountered and
how they are used.

. In Chapter 6 we present information for the processing of black-and-white print
materials. The discussion deals with solution chemistry, processing controls, and the
requirements for good darkroom standards. Stabilization processing of print materials

Chapter 7 discusses the finishing of black-and-white print materials. This discussion
includes such items.as mounting, spotting, and toning, as Well as the application of
protective finishes..

cosde numbers appearing on -figures arelor preparing agehcy identifiCatión only.
,

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of .thislext,
or recommendations for its improvement; send them io Tech Tng Cent'TTOX, Lowry

Et.'gq*30.1stOTE:, ballot ute the suggestionprogram to submit-corrections for
ypographicalf.pr: other _errors.. ;

- If you, kaye..,questions2on course enrollment or administration, or orNify of ECI's
instructional aids:(YOur Key to Career Developrnent,13ehaviOraLOhjective Exercises,
Volume Review Exeroise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer:or NCO, as appropriate. Whe chn't answer your qtiesticins, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 117, Student Request for
assistance.

This volume is valued at 30 hours (10 points).
,

.Material in this volume is technically accurate, Adequate, and current as, of
September 1975.

A
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C.HAPTER

, I. this voltunithe sibject -matter iS,developedhy a series or Learning Objectives. Each of these
s'.3-4,i0 number-and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text thst follows the-

Objectiyetiv4. Ittu the'fafottpatiunlou need 4i:reach that goal. Tile exercises following the informAtion

*Ye /PO! fr,heek-on-your4Chieveinetitt Wheoyóii _complete them, salt your answers match those in tbe
_bil*--Pflittis-VOltitnet-,If.yottrresponsezto_sn__execase is intiorrectileview theobjective spd its text.

-

bvelltionai Chetnistry for. Black-iand- White

- . THE,n,f4:;;.1'itn5post:oft--bc darkrooni portibn of the Packaged chemicats are your ready-rinxeil ty pes: The
..pliptographi.emracess-is.tO dye..19-p Ott and _produce directions 'normally require the thorough mixing of the
pnnts. The 4.ti,r,kroontior.k wouldstop if there,was gackage contents with water. The key to following
Chemistry.._-.4. may b'e Joh .iris_ure, that _All packaged chemical directions is insuring that the right

- -chemicals ,needsd.for ..production'are :fraud and quantity of water at the requked temperature is used.
chei:ked for quflidy- ihro, is a_ responsihility that you inaddition mawy packaged chemicals ha* incire than

n114:rt..;ak IlghtlyrAn-arriPrt?Mkinixect 4Nelopi4 one.part- Eieh part musk be mixed in propersecidence.
solution, may,--_-.catue.:an,e,nure . Oission * be lost. Beguse pacif.aged chemicals will probably meet all of

issentiaLthat-youtzpploy the_utinost yoar rrbatini needs for des elojaers, stop baths, fixing
. _tcare,-;,whtly.,:inoung, cheekitv, -4rialy.#1g the:: baths, -toners. etc., it important that you get into the

pnexpo,41-e.--,Viuoqns ti4a:0 Yow,-41itctratOyf bfbit.of.carefully readinethe directions for preParing
-

J5pOrAuott-iiif hiack-and4hite4ch'ettiicals. Oipl bulk eh
vou

mats requires following a formula
various chenikal inaredients that

fitorufackgres inittuction, mar. he dissdh _into ViF,ter. Ithost packaged
: Stielit ancitinploying Chiimloal formtilat .. cheriiieals, the, use ofulk ch cals calls for very.

, . ,

precise, measurement ofeachingredient. This requires
4 ii;relrotalii-tboitwlIot irkniZelinoicitatansirtileirr,,,,o..91armay; .'1.-both care and, a _knowledge of measuring in order to

,.4:iii .0:4tiitais;:, wheti,:- IV readine -these - '' ca-rrY, d'Ir- OP. -direbtion-s.-
it is a goocticiea to keep a file of the various direction

#nd. follosiAng *env. Ihq cow-. obtat. '' *04. Sueh a,,Ole provkles _a quick reference for
selecting the appropriate chemical for the job and is a

t*-0--..,,,,,..0i.,, iq.,,,K_ otoortim oteNolfoi,-r_._ sooc.1_ b4094)..to ypt_t-ip case of loSi ofthe originaldata

Phciio, 4.4b Irlikx published by Morgan and, MorianT.'
-1:7.777,t7.7 7 77',. !-.. .;,..7.3_, ,,_, ., . int;:'... This : jtublication . -contains a. ',wealth 'of .

Ii efare..y..5u-RiOny PhotOgraphic CheihiCals YOu tnanufactUrers' intr.:inflation.

ShoulOareftilly _teal-0e mannfactUref'S:clifeconi.

--iiirettioni- Whirr iireilsrini.
sheet._ An alterhative of information Li the'

*Itich4oqw:e4tirito thf proaki0On-olthe cheinOal ..*tiereiseS;(4014:

prod butiCW-tiali'effettive if itis iised 1f-ie.-Way
1 Cg

_

. two, good reasons shy ii,kimportantt9 follow
14q40,,IsavA,L ,

fbroto-t_ts of yen most rmily,facturers' dirictims F.,hen, you at* prepanng,

Winue* it;411- -',tsii.,-,0P:vark--..,lifigt.cgt.4.00; - ,,-,5;.
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3. For bulit ctcemicals, you must follow a formula,
measuring each precisely and usually
dissoliring them iri a specified amount of

4. A file of vanous direction sheets serves as both a
anda

_).

401. Apply principles of chemical mathematics to
solve rinsing. problems.

The key to employing a photographic chemical
formula is the ability to follow formula directions This
requires knoAledge of chemical mathematics and

measuring procedures.'
Tne following _is a -*typical Kodak Formula.

presented teighow you the basic format:

Kodak Deseloper 013 t Tropical Process Diseloper for Films1,

r 5r el ..

Kod k Sulfite.
d.- wed ..
Kodai". tlydrequinor
K odak Sodium Carlyonaie
irnonahdratedr
iotasssum lodges ..... ....
odak Sodium Sulfate.
esic=ed

------A-dd7ciiRro;zaTerro-rtralre- ... ,
-

ouns '750.0 ml
'5-grains 5 0 gramS,

I , ounces 52.5grams
145 grains 40 0 gra

"-ounces 60.0 grams

30 grains 2.0 grains

s ounces 45.0 grams

-2-=ntrs. :4:0-titer

DLSSOhe chemicals in Os; ostler pen
1. se without dilution Dstiop eno 7 ininUteS it 85 F129' Cs or

for proportiolately longer times at lower temperatures Rinse

thorough*. f .30 seconds and immersafbr 3 minutes irf5 formahn
solution 3"`"*.formakleh3cle.diluted: 1 part formaldehde to 19 parts
water) Then wash for I minute. fix 5 to 10 mihutes in In acid

'hardetung fting bath iKôdak fixing Bath F-5). and wash for 15 to

Z3-muurtcs.
_ ,

Note the importance of having a *arm water
fitriperature for mixing. Warm, water helps in
dissolving the different 'chemicals. Following the
mixing- of the camicals. it is impollant to cool the
solution down to the proceLsing temperature.

,Chemical Mathematics. Solutions-are prepared in
teirns of strenght. The grength Ot photographie
solutitm is identified in-two different ways; percentage
or parts. YoU need to know how to mix either type.

. eercentage"-solutionS. There *te,stveral confirthrr
betho5ii of miiing up a'percentage-solntion. The one
used in photography is-to rneasureout the a0propriate
chemical in a parts-pere-hundred ratio....Poregarnple, a

...- ...... _

'IN f * mime: :., um ...04.z.;-.....sc ,........4" ir.Ad I the e.:...era:cd v.u.late. etc: tAc
..-ncet pa :12 1,C.VCC4-Vir.41W. .KC$

.-- .

10-percent solution of sodium sulfite would require
dissolving 10 grams of sodium sulfite per 160 cc of
wafer.

Parts solutions. To prepare a p solution, you
must mliTiinit ofchemical Witha specified numbe0T
unittf water. Ilvse units can be fi f any weight frail
granis to pounds; provided that- you measure ail
quantities in the same unit of weight or volume. For
example, tomix a 1:2 solution -76 developer, you
would mix 1 unit of stock - 6 solution with 2 units of
water. The results are co ct as long as identical units
of measurement are used f r each part, of -the form*
(e.g., 16 ounces, of stock olution with 32 ounces of
water).

NOTE: The -term "stOck solution" identifies a
concentrated chemical solution. A "wOrking solution"
is the solution used for processing. The working
solution may be the same as the stock solution but
more likely is a diluted stock solution, as given in the
D-76 example.

Conversions. You may find it necessary sometimes
to convert a parts solution to a percentage solution.
Here is how you would proceed. In our example above,
the D-76 developer Consisted of 1 part of stock
solutionand 2 parts of water, makirig a total of 3 equal
parts. 'To convert this ratio into a percentage. divide
100-by 3. The result is 33.3 percent. To say it another

k way. a solution of I to 2 is equivalent to a 33.3-percent
*solution.

ten the chemicals that you receive from your
supp -section are indicated by one type of

.;urement. To follow the directions-of ,a particular,
you mayilv._ta.convert_to.anothersystera

, awe 1-1 shows the factors that you can use to make
ihe.conversions. For example. let's say that you receive
a supply of sodium sulfite with the weight indicated as
5 pounds. However, your formula for a fixing bath
calls for the addition of 2400 grams of sodium sulfite.

-
TABLE 1-1

CONVERSION FACTORS

TO CONvERY To ex,,scE_ suros -', GRA"S

.0.7.0.00CE I 0
r- -,-,-0=5 kr437.5

.
311.34S,

...k-CS 2.6 0 . T ifj 413.3 1MOOD V

......1m,1/4s

,
I DOZ2MS OX611421

._
eID - Din"

Game SAVA t0037305 ISA333 I I 0 jp

-11:c.IGTOR G0v20.0 AllOY2 - '
Ctr.4CP ?SR 33 ,0%.0.;C; OZ 3'5s.:001.E0 IlY 2954 cows no .. TER
r0..0903 Al 00 3: st...00 Or utn.TIALIE 6 2., 422 3 GRAmS AER ,iTER

GRALSIS Pt./ .11..n.t.e.a 02 ssta.01011) It. COW/ hooin-no Csilo *
cows Alp E.TERIK4.3041-.20 il 0113333 -OucCES PER 33-si.v..0 02

. GSLAteS AIR 0:4401/..L.Tay.4.2 SY 0.-3,22754_. 0 KV's.% PER 37 Ii.u.0 02

GRAyS IVA t.. .".:N-A.-T41.15-0-SY IiO -... OPAWVIO 31 il.:.10 OZ
__ _ . ". ' - - -
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You will want to know if the 5 pounds of sodium sulfite

is enough to meet }our requirements. Lfsmg table 1-1,

you would multiply the-number of grams in a pound.
451593. 13!:.-5.1' Having done this, you caesee that 5
pounds ts equal to 2,267 965 grams. Therefore. you
know that the 5 pounds of sodium solfite is not enough
and that you must obtain an additional 133 035 grams

Temperatur,s cons ersions arc another important
consideration. If you need to convert Fahrenheit into
Centrigrade. subtract 32 from the degrees Fahrenheit.
rniship4 the difference by 5. and divide the product by

9 For example

r lao

'( 5 - 9 = 3

= 3" S' C

On the other hand., if you desire to convert
Centigrade into Fahrenheit. multiply the Centigiade
edegrees by 9. &ode by 5. and add 32 to the result.

Here is an example of what we mean

100' C = F

:00 9 -\5 - 3: =

1g0" - 32 =

212" F

Exercises (401):

I How should you mix 100 cc of a 25-percent solution
of hydroquinone'

2 HOW should you make a 1.3 working solution of
D

3 68 F is equal to how many degrees Centigrade'

4 50' C is equal to how many degrees Fahrenheit'

5 A 1 4 solution of 0-I9 is equal to what percentage
of D

3

402. State principles. prbcedures, and facts related to
chemical measuring.

Mixing Accuracy. Photographic quality control
suffers if the chemicals are mixed in improper
amounts. You must be certain that the amount of
chemical. you put into a solution is the amount
specified in the formula. Therefore. you must use
accurate measuring dexices such as chemical wei 'ng

balances and graduates.
- Chemical weighing balances. There are two general
types of chemical weighing balances in use throughout
the Air Force: the metric and the a%airdupois. The

metric balance is used to measure milligrams. grams.
or kilograms. whereas the as oirdupois balance is usa.
to measure grains. ounces. and pounds. When you afF
,Ae4ghing chemicals for mixing, the ty pe of balance to
use depends on the unit of Weight measurement called
for in the formula. If. for example. the formula asks fol.

a specific number of grams. I.ou should use a, metric
balance. If. on the other hand. the form calls for a
specific number of 'grains. you sho d use the
as oirdupois balance.

As trimrtant as choosing the correct type of balance
for yo`F aemical weighing is using a balance of-the
correct capacity for the job For example. one typical
developer formula mal call for 5.0 grams of potassium
bromide per liter ,of solution. If you use a large-
caprity tialance capable of measuring hundreds of
grams with an accuracy of =1.0 gram. the amount of
chemical weighed out for the solution could be as little
as 4.0 grams or as much as 6.0 grams. Such variation
Worn the exact, desired amount of chemical can
radically alter the characteristics of the developer and

would. at the very least. seriously affect the batch-to-
batch uniformity. When choosing a balance for
chemical measurement. always apply the rule that the
smaller the quantity to be weighed. the ereater must be

°the acctirac), of the alance. Small 'quantities of
chernicals 500 grams or ss (or 1 pound or less)are
best weighed on a balance that is accurate to 0.1 gram

(or 1 grain) Weigh large quantities on larger-capacity
balances has ing a proportionate degree of accuracy.

Figure 1=1 illustrates a typical chemical weighing
balance. This is a balance used for weighing quantities
of chemicals from 0.1 gram to 210 grams (1 54 grains to
O 46 pound). This balance has a maximum capacityup

to 2 kilograms when supplementary weights are used.
There are larger balances. which allow you to weigh

chemicals in duch larger quantities. but we shall use

the balance in figure to illustrate the principles that
apply to nearly any type of balance.

The balance shown in figure 1-1 is essentnally a lever

with equal arms on either side of the beam bearing (or
fulcrum) Weight is added tO the right arm of the beam

in known quantities The chemical to be weighed is
then added to the left arm until the weights balance.

Some balances. cuch as the one shown in figure 1-1.
have sliding weights mounted upon a calibrated scale

on the beam Mol:ing.the sliding weights from left to

/7C
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right increases the weight on the right end of the beam.
Study figure 1-1 and notice that the upper sliding'
weight can be positwned from 0.0 gram to 10 grams in
increments of 0.1 gram. The lower sliding weight can
be positioned from 0.0 gram to 200 grams in
increments of 10 grams. Nly hen using a combination of
the two shding weights, you have a range of 0.0 gram to
2W grams in increments of 0.1 gram.

Many balances do not have calibrated sliding
weights but are supplied with mdividual weights of
Narying sizes. These could range from 1 gram to 10

,pounds. etc., depending on the parucular balance.
The heart of the beam balance is the bearing surface

that supports the beam. Since friction at this point
must be held to an absolute minirqum in order to give
you accurate measurements. this bkring arrangement
is critical and delicate and will not stand any abuse.
You must give the chemical balance the same care as
that given to any extremely -clehcate precision
instrument

Pans are used on the balance arms to hold the
matenai that is being weighed. The pans are also used
to noid the weights when separate weights are used for
making the measurement.

A balance indicator on the beam balance shows
when the material that is being weighed and the
calibrated. counter-balancing weights are equal. In the
balance shown in figure 4-1 the indicator consists of a
scale and pointer. You may find in otlfer balalIces*that
the indicator is composed of two extensions over the

BEAM

center of the beam which are part of the pan supports
A state of equilibrium is indicated on this type of
balance when these two extensions are aligned

The beam balance is equipped with a balance
adjustmelQr trimming device. This adjustment,
consisting oftuovable weights, can be positioned and
locke4..to compensate for minor inequalities in the
weights of the two ends of the beam that cohld, if not
corrected, give you erroneous readings.

Since you must use scale balances for chemical
mixing, let's discuss theiroPeration.4# to figure 1-1
as you follow the explanation.

When you want to weigh a specified t15<lt of
material to fulfill the heeds of a formula, operate the
scales in the following manner: s

) Set the sliding weights to that they Indicate the
correct weight as specified in the formula If you are
using a balance with separate weights. place them in
the right-hand pan. Doublecheck your settings.

(2) Slowly add the chemical being weighed to the
pan on the left. Make it standard practice to use paper
on the balance pans. Paper protects the balance pan
and also minimizes contamination of the chemicals
that are being weighed. Use an equal-size sheet of
paper on. both'pans so that the overall trim of the
beam is not altered appreciably. If an imbalance
occurs, the balance adjustment can be used to
compensate for it.

BALANCE INDICATOR Par;

ijiillySt Inv;
; ip '

hgure / Chemical ueigh2ng balance

4

I.

SLIDING
ViEIGHT

,

s.



(3) Add the chemical until the balance indicator
shows tht the weight of the chemical is the same as the
scale weights. 4If the chemical is in a large container.
use a ladle or spoon for transferring the chemical to
the Nance in order to prevent excess chemical from
spilling onto the pan.)

t4) Remove the weighed Cheirucal from the left pan
by picking up the paper and then pounng the coihnts
into the solution you are mixing. After adding the
'chermcal to the solution, carefully discard the paper in
such a manner that any finely powdered chemicals do

not become airborne.
15) Put a fresh sheet of paper on the left pan before

weighing the next chemical Be sure to retnm the

balance each time you change the paper in order to
avoid introducing an error into the weight of the next
chemical that is weighed.

If you have a quantity of chemical and wish to find
out us weight, then use the following procedure.

t 1),P1ace the chemical io be weighed in a fresh
paper on the left pan. maknig sure that the balance
has been trimmed for the fresh sheet of paper

(2) Starting wish the sliding weights on their
settInizs. slowly increase the weight until the balance

indicator shows a state of equilibnum. If you are
using a balance that uses separate weights. add the
weights to the nght-hand pan.

tl) Determine the weight-of the material by adding

up all of the weight that has been added to the right
end of the beam (1 e.. by adding the values of the

sliding weights and any separate weights in the right-
hand pan).

Regardless of the type of.balance that you use in
weighing your chemicals, there are certain
precautions you should always observe. Avoid
handlirig the small weights with your fingers, sinct
perspiration and oil on your hands could change the
true weight of the smaller weights and cause

inaccurate measurements. Perspiration may also
eventually cause corrosion of the weights and make
them heavier than they should be. Handle all small
weights with a pair of tweezers. Always weigh the
chemicals in the order that they are given in the
solution formula. By following the established order.
you are less likely to omit any of :he ingredients.
Furthermore, some chemicals will precipitate if mixed
in the wrong drder

Photographic graduates. Besides using balances for
measuirng dry photographic chemicals. you will also
use photographic graduates for measuring liquids.
You would. e.g.. use the graduate for measuring the
amount of sdlfunc acid to put into a bleach solution.

Graduates are made in N arying sizes. calibration,
and construction material. Figure 1-2 illustrates two
common types of glass graduates. Although most of
the graduates you will use are calibrated in the 1: S.

bquid measurement system (drams, ounces, quarts,
and gallonsh it is noruncomrnon to find a graduate
calibrated in the metric liquid measurement system
(liters).

OUNCES
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Figure 1-2 Photographic graduites
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Glass is most commonly used for makinglkaduates
because it is inert to most chemicals, transparent, and
reasonably durable. Graduates are also made from
other materials, such as plastics. When using
graduates of plasm, be sure that you do not try to
measure strong acids such as sulfuric acid, which
could cause severe damage. You should also make
sure that the material of the graduates you use does
not react with any of your photographic chemicals.

To use the graduate, slowly pour into it the liquid
to be measured. Stop pouring when the upper surface
of the liquid reaches the calibration mark indicating
the desired amount. Major divisions are indicated by
numerals on the glass. Subdivisions are indicated by
calibration lines only. You must compute the value of
the indisidual subdisisions For example. the marked
lines may read in series of 10. If there is only one
cahbrat;on line between each graduation of 10. then
the calibration line would be for a value of 5.

Exercises (402):

I The beam balances you are hkeb to use will
probably be calibrated for what two weighing
systems'

2 In terms of acairacy. v.hat is the rule for choosing
a balance'

3 Complete the follows ing statements on the
operation of a beam balance.

a A beam balance uses either or
weights

b should be placed in each pan to present
contamination.

c Inequalities betv.een the two ends of a beam is
corrected by using the device. .

d Chemicals to be weighed are placed in the
pan.

e When indisidual weights are used. they are
placed in the pan.

4 \ hat should be your main concern v.hen you are
considering the use of graduates made of different
materials?

5. lf there are four calibration marks between the 0
and 10 marks on a graduate, each calibration mark
would stand for how much of an increase?

6

1-2- Using Packaged Chemicals

The majority of your chemical needs are going to be
met through the use of packaged chemicals. You
should, therefore, becomevery familiar with their use.

403. State facts and proctdures related to the use of
packaged chemicals.

In the production of packaged chemicals the
manufacturer has mixed in all the ingredients.
Normally. you need only add the package contents to
water There are two basic categories of packaged
chemicals formula and proprietary The formula
type, like D-72, contains the same ingredients as
found in pubhshed formulas. The formulas for
proprietary developers, such as Kodak's Dektol, are
not published. Packaged Chemicals are easy to store,
handle, and mix. They provide consistent quality.

Packaged chemicals are available to cover all your
photographic needs. You can order preparati7Pfor
deselopers. stop baths, and fixing baths. as well as
toners, reducers, intensifiers, and the like. There are a
number of different photo chemical manufacturers,
and you will have a wide selection within the context
of the Federal supply system. Always keep in mind
that you should choose chemicals that are compatible
with the films and papers that you are using.

The preparation iof:packaged chemicals requires
mainly that you follpw the directions carefully.
Premixed chemicals miy,bt in powder or liquid form.
There may be several parts in the package that must
be mixed in a certain manner. Typically. the contents
of the package are to be mixed with a specific quantity
of water. The water must be at the prescribed
temperature. The majority of packaged chemicals are
mixed in warm water, but read the instructions to
make sure. (Rememll>er that the temperature for
mixing may not be the same as the processing
temperature. so you may have to wait for the solution
to cool to the correct temperature for use.) When
there is more than one part. make sure that the parts
are added tn, the correct order. Do not be in such a
rush that you fail to follow irections.

Remember to follow th roper proceduLes for
chemical safety You shoul epare the chemiCals in
a well-lighted and sentilated room. Do not taste or
inhale any chemical. You should Wear rubber gloves,
apron. and mask for your personal protection.
Remember, for safe mixing and quality results. follow
directions.

EIerctses (403):

I. What are the two types of packaged chemicals?



2. State four advantages offered by packaged
chemicals.

3. Vvhat is the most important rule to keep in mind to
insure consistent results when using packaged
chemicals?

4 In what type of environment should package
chemicals be prepared?

1-3. Using Bulk Chemicals

An alternative to packaged chemicals is preparing
your solutions by using available formulas (found in
the Photo Lab Index, etc.) and bulk (i.e., raw)
chemicals. In this section, we shall briefly cover the
use of bulk Chemicals.

404. Explain the reasons for ttsing bulk chemicals
and state rtomenclature arid procedures related to the
use of bulk chemicals.

Mixing solutions by referring to published
formulas (in the Photo Lab Index, etc.) and using
bulk, chemicals can be advantageous. You can prepare
solutions you rarely use (e.g.. toners) or those which
are not available in premixed form. When you have
bulk chemicals on hand, you may be able to meet
special mission requirements.

Chemical Grades. It is important when using bulk
chemicals that you are aware of the standards of
chemical quality. The United States of America
National ,Standards Institute (USANSI) publishes a
senes of standards covering all of the chemicals used
in photographic processes. These USANSI standards
contain specifications that establish the degree of
purity and state limiting concentrations for
potentially harmful impurities that may be present.
You can prevent faulty processing caused by the use
of chemicals of inferior quality by using only a grade
of chemical that meets or exceeds these USANSI
standards.

Chemicals such as sodium sulfite, sodium
carbonate, hydroquinone. Metol, etc., which are used
in large quantifies by the photOgraphic industry, are
designated as "Photo Grade" by most suppliers of
chemicals. Pus designation means that the chemical
so rated meets the USANSI specifications for
photographic grade chemicals. "Photo Grade" or a
similar designation is not, however, one of the
standard designations of chemical purity commonly
used by . chemical manufacturers. The quality
designations most often used are given below with a

liknetinition of each.

/ 7q
Primary Standard: A specially manufactured and

tested analytical reagent of exceptional purity.,,Useti
exclusively for standardizing laboratory volumetric
solutions and preparing reference standards.

ACS or Reagent Grade: A chemical that fully
Meets the requirement of the American Chemical
Society for , Reagent Grade chemicals. Used in
analytical laboratories for testing and evaluating
other chemical preparations.

C.P.: Chemically pure grade, generally exceeding
U.S. P or N.F. requirements, but slightly lower
quality than Reagent Grade.

U.S. P.: A grade meeting the requirements of the
United States Pharmacopoeia medicine).

N.F.: A grade meeting the requirements of the
most recent. or designated. issue of the National
Formulary. (U.S.P. and N.F. Grade chemicals are
primarily for drug use.)

ied: A grade of
often used where

Puri higher quality than
Technica there are no official
standard

Tech ical. A grade suitable for general industrial
use.

Gen v speaking, USANSI photographic grade
chemi within the quality range of the U.S.P.,
N.F.. a d grades. C.P. Grade chemicals are
always s photographic use but are of a
higher qual cost) than is generally required.
Reagent Grad Primary Standard chemicals are
Ne ry costly and are much purer than is required for
photographic purposes. Some Technical Grade
chemicals are satisfactory for photographic use. Their
low price and availability make them desirable. but
for precise photo applications. they should be
thoroughly evaluated before use.

Prior to using chemicals of unknown grade. you
should obtain the USANSI specifications for the
particular chemicals in question and perform the
laboratory tests as given in these specifications.
Chemicals failing to meet the given punty limits
should not be used in preparing photographic
solutions.

Bulk Chemical Storage and Procedures. Bulk
chemicals should be kept in appropriate dark (amber.
etc.) stoppered bottles or jars for proper keeping in a,
cool. dry place away from sensitized materials. All
containers should be properly labeled. as many
chemicals are poisonous. Maximum safety can be
insured by keeping all the toxic chemicals in a locked
cabinet to which only authorized personnel have
access.

To take advantage of bulk chemicals. you need a
properly stocked chemical mix section. An accurate
balance. graduates. thermometer, and stirring rods
are a few of the basic items that are required.
Personnel who mix chemicals should be thoroughly
trained in proper procedures. including r ading a
formula, using mixing equipment, and bserving
proper chemical safety practices.



You are perhaps wed of being conunually
reminded about chemical safety, but a must be
stressed orer and over again with the hope that you
will make it a habit in your . Any accident bnngs
hardship to everyone in section. To this end, here
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is another review of basic safety procedures that are
particularly applicable when you are using bulk
chemicals.

Never smell a Chemical directly from the bottle.
Instead, hold the bottle at a distance from your nose,
and sniff its contents cautiously rather than inhale
directly.

Never taste a chemical.
Handle all chemicals cautiously. many will

produce burns or skin irritation.
When mixng a strong acid with water, add the

acid slov.l to the water while stirring continuously,
otherwise. the solution may boil violently and splatter
on >our hands and face, causing serious burns.
Remember Never pour water into acid.

Be sure that the chemical mixing room or area in
which you are going to mix chemicals is well-
ventdated The fumes or dust from some chemicals

pcan be rery irritatihg to your nose and eyes, as well as
harmful to-photographic s...ositized materials.

In all cases, be sure to see a doctor as soon as
possible in the case of an accident.

Exercises (404):

L Vi hat are the advantages of using bulk chemicals?

2 What grade of chemical is normally used in
photoeraphic work'

3 Under what circumstance can you use Technical
Grade chemicals for photographic work?,

4. How should bulk chemicals be stored?

5. What type of facilities do you need in order to use
bulk chemicals?

6. How should acid and water be mixed? Why?

1-4. Chemical Mixing Un

In the Air Force, we two methods of mixing
chemicals: (1) hand mixi g and (2) machine mixing.

-. 8',
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Hand mbung is employed when only small quantities
of solutions are needed or when machines are not
available. Machine mixing is necessary to handle the
large production requirements of most labs. In this
section we shall point out the operation of the A-I
mixer, which is typical of the mixing units you will be
using.

405. Indicate nomenclature and procedures related to
the operation of the A-1 mixer.

A-1 Mixer-Distributor. The A-1 mixer-distributor,
shown in figure 1-3, is designed for mixing chemical
solutions and distributing the batch to the point of
use. While the A-1 mixer will mix 50 gallons of
chemicals at one time, It has the advantage of being
mounted on coasters, allowing you to mix the
chemicals in one location and then wheel the mytture
to another location for distribution.

The mixer operates by using a series of valves and a
pump. Two valves, similar in construction, are
located on the control panel, shown in figure 1-4.
Opened and closed by rotating the handles, they
interconnect the IN hose coupling (valve B) and the
OUT hose coupling (valve A) when in the closed
position. If the valves are in the closed position, the
solution in the mixing tank circulates through the
pump and back into the mixing tank.

Prior to operating the mixer, you need to connect
the hose with the gooseneck to the coupling marked
"OUT," located on the extreme left side of the control
panel. Next, connect the second hose to the coupling
marked "IN," on the extreme right side of the control
panel. The next step is to suspend the calibration
dipstick from the inside lip of the tank. The dipstick is
calibrated in gallons for solution measurement.

Pump purging. Before the pump can operate
efficiently, air must be purged from the system as
follotvs:

(1) Open valves A and B 1 / 4 of a turn.
(2) Pour 3 gallons of wateriinto the tank.
(3) Position the switch at kw speed and allow the

mixer-distributor to operate for a long enough period
to circulate the %tater through the pump.

Tank filling. To fill the mixer-distributor tank,
proceed as follows:

(1) Purge air from the pump.
(2) Submerge the inlet accessory hose into the

solution supply tank.
(3) Open valve A and close valve B.
(4) Turn the 'power switch to high.

Mixing solution. To mix your chemicals, fill the
mixer with the required amount of water at the
appropriate temperature and then open valves A and,
B. Turn the power switch to high. The water will be
drawn through an outlet in the bottom of the mixing
tank, circulated thiough the pump, and then pumped
back into the mixing tank.
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Once you are sure that the water is circulating (this
is indicated by motion of the water), add the
Chemicals in the order specified in the formula or
mixing instructions. Be sure to break up any large
lumps of chemicals into small pieces in order to insure
mixing. When pouring the chemicals, hold the
chemical container close to the surface of the water.
This technique cuts down on dust and prevents
splashing.

During mixing, you- may find it necessary to
dislodge undissolved solids on the bottom of the lank.
To do this. Stir the solution with a long stirring rod or
chemical mixing paddle. The-Occasional stirring
insures that all chemicals are being dissolved into the
solution. ,

After all your chemicals have been dissohed, add
cold water to bring the solution to its final volume.

--
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CASTER

BOLT

Distributing mixed solution. Distribute the mixed
solution as folldCs:

(1) Place the gooseneck on the outlet accessory
hose oNer the edge of the working or storage tank to
be filled.

(2) Close valve A.
(3) Open valve B.
(4) Position the power switch at high speed and

allow the mixer-distributor to operate until the
working or storage tank is filled.

i

Recirculating mixed solutto.n. To recirculate the
solution through the mixer-distributor tank arid the
working or storage tank, proceed.-as follows:

(I) Submerge the inlet accessory hose into the
working or storage tank containing the solution to be
recirculated.

,
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Figure I 4 Control panel of the A mixer.

4
12) Place the goos e neck on the outlet accessory

jnose over the edee of the same tank in which the inlet
hose is submerged.

(31 Turn both valse -handles to a position halfway
between full clockwise and full counterclockwise.

(4) Turn the switch to high speed and allow the
mixer-distributor to operate until the old solution is
mixed with the new.

Transferring solution. To transfer solution from
one working or storage tank to auother, proceed as
follows.

(1) Puree air from the pump.
i2) Submerge the inlet accessory hose into the

worlung or storage tank containing the solution to be
transferred.

(31 Place the gooseneck on the outlet accessor!,
hose over the edge of the tank to which the solution is
to be transferred.

(4) Close both valves..

10

(5) Position the switch at high speed and allow the
mixer-distributor to operate until the solulion is
transferred:'

_NOTE: Be sure to check tli&ppropriate operating
instructions for the mixer that you are using. This
precautionary ' action will insure safe quality
operation.

Exercises (405):

Complete the following statements on the operation
of the A-1 mixer.
I. You can mix up to gallons in the A-1

mixer.
2. The IN hose coupling is controlled by
3. Prioi- to operation, the pump should be purged of

4. When the A-1 mixer is mixing chemicals, its salves
are

5. Both vafves are in an intermediate, position when
mixed solution.

188
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. Black-and-White Film Processing

AS AN AIR FORCE photographer, you must realize

that the composing and exposing of a scene is no
assurance of a top notch photograph. The quality of
the finished print is dependent to a great extent on the

quality of your darkroom work. A perfectly exposed
negative is useless if it is fogged, scratched, or
reticulated during processing. It is, therefore, very
important that you master the very inNortant step of

film processing.

2-1. Basic information on Cut-Roil-Pack

Processing

The correct choice a the ppropriate film

processing method depends upon type of film to
be processed and the type of p oce ing equipment
that is available. However, befo e we get into details
regarding the different methods, it is important to get
a clear overall view of the five basic processing steps
and Jhe main types of film.

406. Briefly explain the purpose of .the five basic
processing steps,

Basic Pfocessing Steps. The five basic processing
steps. as shown in figure 2-1, are development,.
rinsing, fixing, washing. and drying. It is Important to
consider what takes place in each step of processing.
If you know the purpoS'e of each step, you can
understand .different processing Methods and can
identify the causes of processin2 problems you might

have.
Developer. The action of the developing solution is

to produce density in those areas of the film that have
been exposed to light. This involves the reduction of
the exposed silver halides to black metallic silver. For
a given amount of development, the more exposure
the film received, the darker it will appear upon
processing. It is most important that this step be done
cirrectly for it is this step that transfortni the latent
linage into a useful one. If you develop tpiolittle, you
%kill not retain all the detail you exPosid for: if you
develop too long, you could reduce'unexposed silver,

thereby causing fog.
Rinse. Once the 'film has been through the

development step. it is drained and then placed into
the rinse. The rinse consists o.f plain water. The water

11
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rinse lowers the concentration of the developing
chemicals and considerably reduces the action of the
developer. A common alternative to the plain water
rinse is a stop bath, which is a mixture of water and
acetic acid. The action of the acid neutralizes the
action of the developer. The purpose of the rinse or
stop bath is to retard or stop development, preventing
overdevelopment.

Fixing. The function of the fixing bath is to make it

possible to remove the light-sensitive silver
compounds or exposed silver compounds that have
not been developed. If these compounds are allowed
to remain, they v,ill fade when exposed to light. This
step is, therefore, essential in order to insure a
permanent image.

Wash. Film ts then washed in fresh water to remove
all the chemical concentrations that might be

remaining within the film. If sufficient concentrations
of chemicals are allowed to remain, they may discolor

with time.
Dn. ing. The final step in processing is to dry the

film. This action permits the gelatin to harden and
makes the negative durable enough to be handled
with little d'anger of damage during the printing
process.

Exercise (406):

I. Briefly explain the purpose of each of the basic

processing steps.

407. Distinguish between the different types of film
processing procedures.

As illustrated in figure 2-2. you are likely to
encounter a number of different types of films to
process. Except for Polaroid, which has a "built-in"
processing system, you should be able to hand process
all of the other kinds. These types can be broken
down into two broad types: sheet film (individual cut
pieces of film normally available in sizes like 11/4 x
31/4", 4 x 5,5 x 7 , 8 x 10. etc.) and roll film available in

sizes like 35mm, 12070mm, etc.). Let us now jet a
brief overview on how these types are processed. We
shall be going into more detail later in this chapter.

\ft
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Figure 2=1. Film p\-oeessing.i

Sheet (Cut) Film. Sheet films may be processed in
either trays or tanks. Although tray processing is
satisfactory. it is recommended only for - small
amounts of film. Normally, tank processing is more
uniform for large numbers of sheets. With this
method, each sheet of film is retained in a hanger,
which is placed into a tank. Regardless of the method
used, gieat care in handling is necessary in order to
prevent scratches and to insure even processing from
sheet to sheet.

Pack Film. The development of pack film is

accomplished in tht same manner as that prescribed,
for sheet film. However, the individual sheets of film

are quite thin and therefore tricky to handle.

Roll Film. Roll film is processed by using reels and
tanks. The film is. wound onto a spiral reel. The reel is
then placed into a tank fbr processing. The key to
getting started is winding the film onto the reel in the
proper manner.

12
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Exercises (407):

I. What is the most common method of processing
sheet film?

3. How is roll film processed?

2-2. Sidelights

Now that we are starting to get into darkroom
operation it *Important to-understand the purfiose of
safelights. It may come as a surprise to you that not
'all darkrooms are "dark." Depending upon the
material that is being handled, it may be posSible to
have lights on. These lights Are called safelights.

408. Identify principles, procedures', and
nomehclature associated with safelights.

1 9
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Figure 2-2 Film packaging.

The function of a safelight is to transmit the
maximum amount of light that can be used safely
without damage to .the sensitized materials being
handled. Sinc'e the color sensitivity of different
photographic materials'varies, the color and intensity
of the light must vary accordingly to be safe.
Therefore. a photographic laboratory safelight is a
combination pf a rated light source and the
designated filter to protect a specific sensitized

material.
The following list of safelight filters arc the ones

most commonly used during black-and-white film
processing (the numbers , are Kodak Wratten

designations):

Filter No

A
2
3

7

Color

Red
Light Red
Dark Red
Dark Green
Light Green

Use

Blue sensitive films.
Orthochromatic copy films
Orthochromatic rd m .
Panchromatic film.
Infrared film.

INSTANT LOAD ROLL FILM

When using a safelight, keep the following in mind:

Install only the size of incandescent bulb
specified by the manufacturer. If you use too large a
bulb, the heat may damage the safelight filter or be
too bright to be safe.

Make sure that the safe light is properly groutlded
and that any wiring is kept far away from' the
processing solutions.

It is important that the proper distance be
established between tlie safelight and the processing
area. Consult the manufacturer's instructions for
proper placement.

The film must be handled under the safelight in
the correct manner. (For example. for processing
panchromatic film; the use of the green safelight may
be limited to intermiuent use or to use only after
several minutes of processing in total darkness. As
always, follow directions in order_ to insure quality
results.)

13 :
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It is a good idea to perform periodic safelight tests
to make sure that your materials are not fogged. The
test can be performed m the follovving manner,

(I) Place a sheet of unexposed film on a working
.i.surface in the processing area.

(2) Place one or more small opaque objects (e.g.,
coins) on the emulsion and, with the safelights on,
lease the film for twice the time that it would
normally be handled.

(3) Process normally and check to see whether
there is less density in the areas covered by the opaque
objects Less density would indicate fogging of the
film by the safelight.

"--\\iA safelight that causes fogging can be corrected by
rep acing the filter, installing a lower-rated bulb, or
increasing the distance between the safehght and the
material.

Exercises (408):

I What is the purpose of a safehght?

2 %latch the appropriate safelight, filter number in
cohlmn A with the appropriate film in Column B.

Cohimn ,4 Column B

a I (I) Orthochrom&tic tUrn
Z (2) Infrared film.

(3) Blue sensiti%e film
d 3 / (41 Panchromatic film

3. Wh is it important not to use too Onght a bulb
with a safelight?

273. Using Trays

Sheet film, pack film, and, irtrare.ases, roll filin
- can be processed by using trays. T1 r,'" method is

farticularly convenient for processing a few sheets of
film having the same'size. In all cases, tray processing
requires the most direct handling of the film,-thereby
requiring the greatest care to prevent scratches and
insiire uniformity. In this section we shall discuss the

. procedures for tray processing.

409. Explain procedures involvedin processing sheet
film by the tray mtthod.

Darkroom Requirements. Esery laborator) should
base a standard rule of having a place for everything
And keeping eserythini, in 'its desipated place. This is
.important both for finding eqUjpment in total
darkness and for- moving about safely within the
laborarorY:

Sinks should be large enough to handle the trays
that are used for processing. If sinks art properly
designed, they willarain completely when the stopper
is remosed. A wooden duckboard grating is helpful
for keeping the trays off the bottom of the sink. It will
do much to prevent damage to both the sink and the
trays. .

, Aprons (preferably waterproof) should be worn to
protect clothing, ind when soiled, should be given a
thorough cleaning. Chemically clean towels are
necessary for wiping the hands: It should be standard..
practice to hase a towel handy when you process
materials.

You should start with spotlessly clean trays to
prevent contamination by- corroded processing
chemicals. Trays are usually available in sizes running
from 8 x 10 through 20 x 24. Trays with a raised X on
the bottom surface are ideal for the developer
solution, as the film has its greatest tenden.cy to stick
to the bottom of the tray in the developing solution.
Normally, the trays are arranged from left to right in
the following order: presoak, developer, stop bath.
fixing bath, and wash. If only one or two sheets of
film are to be processed, the presoak may be omitted.

The trayi should be filled with the appropraite
chemicals or water. It is very important that all
solutions be properly mixed and at the correct
processing temperature. The trays stiould be full

"eno gh to insure complete immersion and ease,,of
-ftanling. Forthe wash tray, it is a good idea to have a
contintious flow of water available.

When the Solutions are ready. place a dry, dust-free
paper or cardboard on the workbench near the
presoak. Place the,film holders to be unloaded near
this clean working space. Set the timer for the correct
deseloping time, and place it in a convenient location
on the workbench or table near the processing
solution. Then turn out all but recommended
safelights.

Developing Sheet Film. Remove one sheet of film
from its holder and place it emulsion down on the
paper br cardKoard, Continue this process until all the
sheets-to be developed have been placed in a loose pile
on the space provided for them. However, as stated
earlier, do not attempt to develop more than a few
sheets at a time.

Submerge the films one at a time into the presoak,
which should have the same temperature as the other
processing solutions. NOTE: Presoaking the film, in
water prevent's the sheets from sticking together in the
developer. If sticking .occurs, it causes streaks and
uneven development. Presoaking also. helps -the
developer to 'diffuse evenly into the emulsion.
However, it does:cause a ,slight increase rn the time
reqired for normal deselopment because complete
saturation of the emulsion by the developer is
delayed. Compensation for. this increase_ in time
should- be made when determining the developing
the.) To submerge the films, pick up the Sheet on top
of the pile with the left hand (keep the left hand.dry

/A
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until all films have been placed in the water), drop it
emulsion side down Into the water, and immerse it
quickly with the rig,4 hand. Pick the film up
immediately, turn It oNer (emulsion up). and push it
back under the solution. Slide the wet film to one end
oTihe tray. Immerse the next film in the same manner.
Stack it on top of the first film. and continue with this
procedure until all the films are stacked in a pile at
one end of the tray. The left hand should follow the,
last filmulto the tray to assist in the agitation of the

CAUTION Wet film may be handled with' wet
fingers Howe 1. er. take care to keep wet finger's off dry
films

Start the nmer. L sing the left hand, transfer each
sheet emulsion up from the presoak into the
deeloper Slide the film under the surface of the
solution quickly . and agitate it to eliminate any
possible air bells Note that it Ls importantt to keep
track of each sheet by counting as you go through
each step This Insures that the first sheet Into a
solution is the first one out

The films are, immersed emulsion side up in the
deNeloper to minimize the possibility of damage.
which might occur if the emulsion. already softened
by presoaking. is allowed to come in contact with the
bottom of the tray This also'nururnizes the chance of
air being trapped and causing uneven development It
is Important not to dig or drag the corner or edge of
any subsequent films into the emulsion surface of the
film below it. Do not allow the fingrnalls to dig the
emulsion at any time Stacking the films by aligning
their edges against the sides of the tray helps prevent
scratches and abrasions. Continuously agitate the film
dunng the entire processing time by rotating each
sheet from bottom to top

About 10 seconds pnor to the completion of the
processing ume. remove the first sheet, drain It. and
submerge It Into the stop bath (or rinse). Continue
this process until all of the sheets of film have been
transfe rred.

After all of the sheets of film have been rotated
several times in the stop bath, they should be
transferred individually to tin fixing bath ("Hypo").
After agitating the sheets of film for several minutes in
the fixing bath, you can turn on the white lights
Agitation at this point should continue on an
intermittent basis until the total fixing time is up
(5-10 mmutes)

NOTE. It is necessary to rotate or agitate the film
properly in both the stop bath and the fixing bath,
because gases are released in these solutions due to the
chemical reaction between the acid of these bathsand
the alkaline content of the developer. These gases can
form gas bells on the film surface. Such bells can
cause dark spots because of the continued action of
the developer beneath them.

After fixing.is completed, transfer the negatives to
the wash water. Agitation should be continued unless
a regular film washing tank or tray is available. The
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negatives may be placed in the regular film hangers
for washing in tasks when tray washing is not
accomplished. Washing the film in running water
should be continuous for a period of 10 to 30 minutes.
Most film manufacturers recommend that film be
washed for at least 20 minutes. However, this time is
only approximate. since the amount of film and the
rate of flow of the water determine the actual amount
of tune needed to wash the film sufficiently to insure
adequate permanency

NOTE: One key factor m tray washing is the
complete change of the water If the trays you use do
not hal.e a drainage system. It is Important to hand
change the water This is necessary because chemicals
tend to settle to the bottom of the tray because they
are heavier than water

Exercises (409):

Why is it important to hale an orderly darkroom
arrangement'

2 Why is .t important to use clean trays"

3 V, h!. is film presoaked prisr to processing'

4 W hy should you count the film as you go through
each processing procedure?

5 Why must zas bells be pre\ ented1

6 W hy is it important to Insure complete changes of
v.ash water?

410. Explain procedures related to the tray
processing of pack and roll film.

Processing Pack Film. A film pack is a metal
contamer holding 16 sheets of cut film. Each sheet has
one end glued to a sheet of black paper The pack has
a sheet tab attached to each sheet of paper. which
permits the photogapher to position each sheet into
shooting position by pulling the tab Once all the
sheets have been exposed, the fiIm is processed by
using the same procedures as for regular sheet film,
with these additional points to keep in mind.

You need toyractice the rembval of film froin the
'pack. This procedure requires the removal of a metal
locking cover. which holds the two metal frames
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together. Once the top frame is separated, the stack of
film may be taken out.

You must carefully separate each sheet from its
paper. This takes a httle practice. as a beginner often
has difficulty identifying which is wiper and which is
fiIm.

Pack film needs to be presoaked. Presbaking the
film makes it easier to handle and will help in the
removal of any remaining paper. It is. however, quite
important to agitate pack film in the presoak to
prevent it from sticking together.

Throughout all procedures, it is important to
exercise extreme care because pack film is very thin. It
becomes slippery to handle and can be easily
scratched. Also be very careful in counting each sheet,
because it is surprisingly easy to leave one behind as
you go from one tray to the next.

Developing Roll Film. Roll film can be processed
by the tray method, using the same number of trays
and solutions as used for cut films. The only
difference in the procedure is the handling of the film.

You start by preparing the darkroom for tray
processing. with the addition of two film clips. In total
darkness with 120 roll film, unroll the paper backing
(with 35mm, open the cassette and rekase the film)
and fasten one of the film clips to one end of the film,
Attach this film clip to a hook on a wall or darkroom
shelf, about 6 feet above the floor, and slowly unwind
the film while maintaining a slight tension. Separate
the other end of the film from the paper backing and
attach the second film clip.

Take the upper clip off the hook and allow the film
to sag in a U-shape with the emulsion side down. Dip
the bottom of the 1: into a presoak and pass the length
of the film back and forth through the water by
alternately lowenng one end while raising the other.
Continue agitating the film in this manner for about a
minute. The presoak serves two purposes: it prevents
the formation of air bells when the film is placed in
the developer and it greatly reduces the tendency of
the film to curl.

Turn the film over, emulsion side up, start the
timer, and transfer the film to the developing solution.
Pass the film back and forth through the developer, as
descnbed above for the nnse bath, and continue
agitauon in this way until the tirrer rings. Transfer the
film to the stop bath, and quickly pass it back and
forth several times.

Transfer the roll to the fixing bath and agitate it for
about 2 minutes. Then the darkroom lights may be
turned on. If the fixing solution is deep enough in the
tray, one end of the film can be placed in the tray, and
the entire length of the film can be lowered into the
tray in folds. However, if the tray is shallow or the'roll
is very long, it is better to cut the negafives into
shorter lengths that fit into the tray. To "insure
thorough fixing, the film should be agitated se'veral
fimes after it has cleared. When the fixing is complete,
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transfer the film to the .wash. Washing and drying
corhplete the process.

You can well understand that this method of roll-
film processing is likely ta lead to scratches, uneven
development, and tireA arms.

Exercises (410):

I. Why is it important to agitate pack film in the
presoak?

2. Why is pack film harder to process than cut film?

3 What makes the tfay processing of roll film
difficult'

2-4. Using Tanks, Hangers, and Reels

Most of your hand processing of film employs
tanks, hangers, and reels. These darkroom supplies
cut film handling to the minimum, thus reducing the
chances of scratches and insuring consistent results.
In this section we shall discuss using these tools in film
processing.

411. Explain procedures in using tanks and hangers
for the processing of sheet film.

Tank development is recommended for processing
a number of sheets of film at one time. The tanks
filled with the appropnate solutions are deep enough
to completely cover the films. The individual sheets
are supported by a film hanger. By using the tank
method, you will find the solutions last longer
and you will be more assured of even processing.
Figure 2-3 shows the equipment needed for tank
processing cut film.

Loading Sheet Film Hangers. A film hanger is
simply a channeled frame suspended below a bar. The
bar is long enough to reach across the tank and allows
the frame to hang below the surface of the solution.
The frame has channels on the bottom and both sides,:
as well as a hinged channel across its top. Each hanger
normally holds one sheet of film. The hangers are
manufactured in the normal sheet film sizes such as 4
x 5, 4 x 5 film pack, 5 x 7, and 8 x 10 inches.

1 The darkroom should be arranged to provide a
clean loading area. The hangers should be kept on a
special bracket to be easily reached. Space should be
provided so that the hangers can be stacked against
the wall after they are loaded and before they are
placed in the developing tank.
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For loading, spring back the hinged top channel of
the hanger so that the side channels are exposed. Hold
the hanger in your left hand, and pick up the film with
your right. Insert the film into the hanger so that the(
edges slide into the channels: it may be necessary to
tap the back of the film lightly with your fingers to
make sure that the film falls into the bottom channel.
Spring the hinged top back into place.

You may prefer this other method of loading. First,
spring the top channel halfway back. Next, instead of
sliding the film into the sides, place most of one edge
in -the left-hand channel, and curve the film slightly so
that the opposite side will spring into the right-hand
channel. Only a slight drop is then required for the
film to slide into place. Finally, snap the hinged top
closed and give the hanger a slight shake to see that
the film is free in the channels and has not been

.\ pinched or buckled.

Developing Sheet Film. Once the hangers are
loaded with film, lift all of them by their crossbars and
lower them into the predevelopment water rinse. They
should be lowered Into the tank until the hanger
crossbars rest on top of the tank. The predevelopment
water rinse is optional when you are using the tank
method of development, but it has all the advantages
previously discussed. plus the following, which we
have not fully covered before:

a. The air bullbles. which usually occur when dry
film is immered in a solution, can be agitated free

without harmful effect.
b. When the water softened emulsidh is placed in

the developer, the action of the solution begjns
uniformly over the entire emulsion. Thus. uneven or
streaked development is avoided.

c. The predevelopment water rinse removes the
antihalation backing dye, which interferes with the
action of some developers.

d. The presoak brings the temperature of the film
and ihe hangers to the processing temperature. This is

of considerable importance when attempting to
maintain constant temperatures in all of the processing

sol&ons.

After rims, lift the loaded hangers out of the
water and allow them to drain. Then immerse all of the
hangers into the developer simultaneously with the
starting of the timer. This procedure insures uniform
agitation ancl even development. The immersion
should be done slowly and smoothly to prevent
splashing and the fermation of air bells. ,

Once the ,hangers are in the tanks, strike them
sharply against the sides of the tank several times to
dislodge any air bells that may have formed. Leave the

hangers undisturbed for 1 minute, and then agitate all

of the hangers for 10 seconds, following the pattern
Illustrated in figure 2-4. Continue the agitation pattern
of 10 seconds per minute throughout the remainder of

the development time.
At about 10 seconds prior to the completion of the

development time, lift the hangers out of the tank and-
.)

Figure 2-3 Equipment for tank processing cut film

s
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Figure 2-4 Cut-film agitation
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allow them to drain. Then transfer the hangers into the
stop bath and agitate them continuously for about 30
seconds Drain them and then transfer them into the

_ fixing tank Continuously agitate them in the fixing
bath for the first 2 minutes, and then continue agitating
on a 10 seconds per minute basis for the remaining
fixing time Drain the sheets again and transfer them to
the wash tank. When washing is completed, remove
each sheet from its hanger, sponge off the excess water,
and hang them up to dry.

If the wet films are dried in the hangers, drying
marks from along the edges of the film, thus reducing
-the actual usable size of the negative image. It is better
to suspend each film individually from a line with a
film clip, and dry the hangers without film in them.

o
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Developing Film Packs. The procedure for
developing film packs by the tank method is
performed through using film pack hangers. The film
pack hangers crossbar and channeled frame are
concave and, unlike with other hangers, the film (with
the paper removed) is placed in the hanger with the
long dimension vertical. After the loading of the film
pack hangers. the processing procedures are the same.

Exprcises (411):

1 Why is tank and hanger processing of sheet film
better than tray processing?

196
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2. How does a film hanger work?

3. In what manner should the hangers be immersed in
the developing tank? Why?

4. Briefly explain the pattern for agitating film.

5 ; tv, should the film be dried off the hangers?

6 V hat is the main difference between film pack and
sheet film tank processing?

412. Explain procedures used in the tank processing of
roll film.

Developing Roll Film, It is far more convenient and
reliable to deelop roll film in a small tank than in a
tray The design, detail, and construction differs
somewhat among the %arious manufacturers' models
,of tanks, resulting in differences in loading qrid use.
Generally, the basic unit, as dlustrated in figih-e 2-5.
consists of a spiraled and grooved reel to hold the film,
a tank with a light-tight cover, and a filler cat). Each

reel is constructed for a specific size roll of film-or can
be so converted. The tank top permits pouring the
chemicals in and out in the light. Normally, the parts
are made out of stainless-steel or plastic.

The proper loading of the film reel in total darkness
is one of the most important steps and a challenge to
the beginner. First, make sure that both the reel and
your hands are clean and dry before loading. Then
remove the film from the cassette (35mm or 70mm) or
separate it from the paper backing (120 or 220). The
film must be handled by its edges in order to prevent
scratches. (When working with 35mm, the tongue of
the leader must be cut off to make a square end prior to
loading.) Next, attach the film to the core of the reel
(certain reels load from the outside in), with the
emulsion facing the center. Turn the reel while
applying a gentle pressure with the thumb and
forefinger on the edges of the film. This pressure will
produce a slight curl in the film and allow it to pass into
the edges of the reel. As you continue to turn the reel,
the film will straighten out and fit into the grooved
spaces in the reel. Apply enough tension to the film so
that it will not skip grooves. However, excessive
tension can cause the film to overlap into a reel. (This
skill is best practiced in the light a few times with
dummy film.)

Once you have the reel or reels loaded properly, you
can think about processing. Although all the tanks
hae pros isions for pouring in the solutions after the
film is inside, it is best to have the tank already filled
with deN eloper. This prior preparation insures more
even development. You start the timer, place the
loaded reel in the tank, put on the top and cap, and

Figure 2-5. Stainkss-steel roll-film tank and reel.
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then briskly agitate for a few seconds to break any
trapped air bells. (Once the top is on, the remaining
steps can be done in the light.) You then coritinue
processing for the required time with the correct
agitation.

During the last 10 seconds of the developing time,
the solution can be poured Out from the tank through
the light-trapped pouring hole. Fill the tank with water
or stop bath solution and agitate for 30 seconds to a
minute. Then pour out the solution and pour in the
fixer. Agitate the film continuously for I to 2 minutes.
and then agitate the film at required intervals during
the remaining fixing time. Pour out the fixer, and wash
the film by removing the tank cover and running a
continuous stream of water into the tank for about 20
minutes. Once the washing is completed, sponge off the
film and drv it.

(NOTE. To improve your finished product It is a
good Idea to bathe your film Ida water softener such as
"Photo-Flo" prior to drying. This technique reduces
the chance for water spots. Also, when drying roll film,
make sure that you use a clip or clothes pin at the free
end to prevent curling.)

Exercises (412):

I. Why is it Important to apply just the right amount
of tension when you are loading roll film on a reel?

2. Why is It important to fill the tank with developer
solution prior to dropping in the reel?

3. How can you help prevent curling when iou are
drying roll film?

2-5. Time/Temperature Oactors

Many factors must be considered if you want to
Insure correct development during film processing.
Two of these are the time of development and the
temperature of the developer.

413. State principles related to time and teMperature
factors in development.

The control of the factors of time and temperature is
essential to correct processing. If the film is developed
for too short a time or at too low a temperature (or a
combination of the two), a weak, low-density negative
will result. Such underdevelopment causes a loss of
detail in the shadaw portion of the negative and
reduces contrast. Qn the Vier hand, if the.negative is
developed for too long a period or at too high a
temperature. (or both), the result is overdevelopment.

An overdeveloped negative has., useless density,
blocked up highlights, and too much contrast. By
following a time, temperature chart (illustrated in
figure 2-6) supplied with your film or chemicals, you
can establish the correct combination that will prOduce
printable negatives. (NOTE. The exact processing time
will also be affected by your method of processing.
Make sure that the time, temperature chart you use
applies to the type of film and processing method you
are using.)

Normally, temperature is maintained at 68° F. and
the time of development is varied to produce the
desired results with the particular film, developer
combination. There are several reascths for this
standardization. At a temperature of 68 F, the gelatin
%veils sufficiently to allow adequate penetration of the

/developing solution wnhout softening to the point
where the emulsion is easily damaged (which occurs at
higher temperatures). Ttaweratures lower than 68° F
tend to slow development excessively. Only when time
is of the utmost importance are high temperatures
used. (High.--lemperature processing is a feature of
machine, rather than hand, processing.)

When you know the time/ temperature relationship
for a given filth-developer combination, processing in
total darkness becomes relatiMPimple. You adjust
solutions to the prescnbed temperature and then
process for the required time. Assuming proper
exposure, time/temperature processing can
consistently produce satisfactory results.

Time ; temperature processing is a giant step over the
old inspection method. The inspection Method
required checking the negative density under an
appropriate safelight. This called for a very
experienced eye in order to obtain consistent results.
However, this older method is still used when the film
is not normally exposed and the person who is
developing does not knots, how much deviation from
normal development is necessary to get a satisfactory
result.

All solution temperatures (developer, rinse, fixing
bath, and wash) should be as near to each other as
possible. If there is considerable difference in the
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temperoures between solutions, the emulsion is

subjected to excessive expansion and contraction,
which may cause it to wrinkle or crack. This effect is
called reticulation. Normally, this permanent defect
renders the negative useless for printing.

Exercises (413):

Complete the following statements related to
time temperature factors in development.

I. During, development, negative density increases
with both and - increases.

2. An ov erdeveloped negative has density.

3. The normal development temperature is °

F.

4. High processing temperatures can cause excessive
of the emulsion.

5. Time te erature processing is more reliable than
the method.

_ 6. If there are wide differences in the temperatures of
processing solutions, you may get

2-6. Agitation

As we discussed different methods of processing, we
have indicated the need to agitate the film in each
processing step. The technique of agitation is therefore
very essential.

414. Discuss the principles and techniquei Of the hand
agitation of film.

Effects of Agitation. The act of moving a'
photographic film in a processing bath or moving the
bath relative to the photographic material during
processing is called agitation. The purpose of agitation
is to cause a more rapid exchange of the used solution
absorbed into the gelatin and the-fresh solution from
outside the getatin. One can appreciate the importance
of agitation better by studying the effect during
development.

During deve(lopment, the fully exposed areas of the
film (highlights) exhaust the developer faster than the
middle tones or shadows because there is a higher
percentage of exposed halides to be reduced. If there is
not adequate agitation, the highlights will not be as
fully developed, relative to the middle' tones and
shadow areas. For the same reason, the middle tones
will not be full-bodied. The result 4:an underdeveloped
.negative that lacks a good tonal scale, detail, and
contrast. Over-agitation causes the opposite problem.
Overdevelopment increases contrast and blocks up the
highlights. Proper agitation, as recommended by the
developer instructions, insures an adequate exchange
of fresh for exhausted developer, which results in
adequate detail, contrast, and tonal range.

While we have emphasized the importance of
agitation in the developer, correct agitation is

important in each processing step in order to insure a
continuing exchange of fresh for exhausted chemicals
ovef the film surfaces.

Methods of Agitation. Though we have mentioned
agitation as we discussed each method of processing, it
is a good idea to review the different types of
techniques that can be used.

Agitatf;e\ty\_Sheet film in a tray. If you art
processi a single sheet, one good agitation
method is to tilt the tray so that the solution
accumulates at one end. Slide the sheet of film
emulsion up in at the opposite end of the tray and as
you do so. level the tray so that the solution comes in
over the sheet of film. Then agitate by rocking the tray.
lifting.each corner of the tray in a rotational sequence
starting with the lower left end and going to the lower
right, upper left, and upper right. This rotation insures
an adequate cascade effect over the film. Tray agitation
is normally continuous except for the latter stages of
fixing.

When you are processing a number of sheets of film,
the above method will not work. Instead, you transfer
each sheet, emulsion side up, into the tray, making a
stack. Then you rotate each sheet from the bottom to
the top throughout each step. Be6Use this hiethod
requires constant handling of the film, care must be
exercised in order to prevent scratches. Practice
holding the film by its edges to reduce the chance of
harm.

Agitation of sheet film in a tank. First, make sure'
that you are not trying to develop too many sheets at
one time. There should be adequate space around each
Hanger in the tank. Once you are ready to agitate,
follow these steps (review fig. 2-4):

(1) Lift the batch of habgers straight up out of the
solution. Tilt them almost 900 to the left. Return the
hangers to the solution.

(2) Lift the hangers out again, and then tilt them
almost 900 to the right. Return the hangers to the
solution.

Normally, agitation in tanks is 10 seconds of every
minute or 5 seconds of every 30 seconds.
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Roll-film tank agitation. Tank agitation of roll film
follows the standard tank pattern of 5 seconds every 30
seconds or 10 seconds every minute, the exact method
depending on the film, developer combination. The
method of agitating the tank depends on its
construction. By following the directions, you will get
proper results. Normally, a roll-film tank is agitated by
inverting it and then returning it to the vertical several
times.

Exercises (414):

I. What is the purpose of agitation?

2. A lack of adequate agitation in the developer causes
what kind of negative?

3. How can you agitate several sheets of film in a tray?

4 What is the basic difference between tray and tank
agitation?

2-7. Solutions

Quali y film process ng requires the use of the
approp, iate solutiun fo each step. As we indicated
earlier, the chemicals sh ,. uld be properly prepared, at
the right temperature, and the film, should be processed
in the recommended manner. To help you understand
the function of the developer, stop bath, and fixing
bath. we are going to discuss their cbemicalmakeup.

415. Identify the constituent parts of a developer
solution.

Developer. The function of photographic
development is to make the latent Image in the negative
visible by reducing the exposed silver halides to a black
metallic silver. There are many chemicals, used in a
developing solution and each one has a definite
function. Developers generally contain (1) a solvent,
(2) a reducing agent, (3) an accelerator. (4) a restrainer,
and (5) a preservative.

Solvent. Tap water is used as a solvent for mixing the
chemical components in a devefoping solution.
Without water, the dry chemicals could neither soften
the emulsion nor reach the exposed halides. (NOTE.
Distilled water can be used but its additional expense
is normally not justified unless the available water is
contaminated.) ;

0 22

Reducing agentfhe most important chemical in a
developin$ solu on is the reducing agent, which
actually retiu,c es the exposed silver halides to black
metallic silver, making the image visible. There are
several chemicals that may be used as reducmgagents,
but only two hydroquinone and metolare found in
most standard developing solutions.

Hydroquinone is a -*low-working, high-contrast
reducing agent. It becomes inactive at temperatures
over 80° F. Hydroquinone has good keeping qualities,
is ni:nstaining, and produces a cold, blue-black tone.

Metol (also known as Elor, Pict ol, and Rhodol) is a
'soft, but quick-working, lo.,-contrast reducing agent
that prodnes maximum del til. It is affected very little
by changes in temperature, has excellent keeping
qualities, is nonstaining, and gives a blue-black tone.

etol and hydroquinone are generally used in
conhination. The resultant (MQ) developer has the
desirable characteristics of both reducing agents and is
superior in many ways to a solution containing either
agent by itself.

NOTE: T45e are a significant number (Jf different
types of developers. Because of their individual
makeups (significantly in the type of reducing agent or
agents that are used), they will give you different
results. Some will prodoce high contrast, others will
reduce contrast, and still others will permit you to rate
your film at a higher exposure index (ASA is used only
when you use the official speed rating), giving you a
higher effective film speed. By consulting the Photo
Lab Index and trade literature, you can get acquainted
with the different types. Through testing, you can work
out the film!developer combinations that give you the
results you need.

Accelerator. The deVeloper solution must be in an
alkaline state so that the reducing agent will be active.
Most .gents are either neutral or slightly acid, making
it necessary to add an alkali to the developing solution.
The alkali. called an accelerator, energizes the reducing
agent and also causes the emulsion to soften and swell,
t, Is allowing the reaucing agent to penetrate more
r:

Accelerators fall into three general classifications:
mild, moderate, and strong. Sodium borate (borax) is
a mild alkali and is 'used in low-contrast, fine-grain
developers for negatives only. Sodium metaborate is
slightly stronger than borax but is similar in action.
Sodium carbonate is a moderately strong alkali and, is
the accelerator used in most developers, for both film
and paper. Sodium hydroxide, a very caustic alkali, is
extremely active and is used in high-contrast film
developers.

The activity of a developer can be changed to a
considerable extent by varying the ,amount of alkali.
Because Vie accelerator is a determining factor in the
activity of a developing -olution. it has a marked
influence upon the degree r f graininess produced in a
negative. The more active the developer, the greater the
clumping action; the milder or less alkaline the
developer, the finer the grain.

2ou



Restrainer. A developing solution containing only a
reducing agent and an accelerator will tend to reduce
the unexposed silver halides. Such unrestricted
developing action results quickly in chemical fog. To
prevent this action, a restrainer, which makes the
developer more selective by restraining developing
action in the unexposed areas of the emulsion, is
added. Because the restrainer also permits longer
development, greater contrast can be obtained. An
excessive amount of restrainer, however, greatly
retards development.

The chemical most commonly used as a restrainer is
potassium bromide. Other chemicals that can be used
are potassium iodide aria sodium chloride (table salt),
although they are not entirely satisfactoi;.

Preservative. A solution containing solvent,
reducing °agent, accelerator, and restrainer will
develop your film. However, such a solution would
oxidize very quickly., resulting in rapid oeterioration. It
would also fog and stain the emulsion. In order to
prevent excessive oxidation, a chemical that acts as a
preservative is added. The preservative retards the
oxidation,of the developing agent, making the solution
more stable and preventing stains. The chemical most
commonly used as a preservative is sodium sulfite.

(NOTE: In addition to the basic ingredients, there
may be additional additives that are used for special
purposes For example, sodium sulfate may he added
when you are processing at higher than normal
temperatures.)

Air Force Developers. The kind o $leveloper you
select for processing helps to determine the finalresClt.
The Air Force has standardized on the follwing
formulas to fit yourjequirements:

Deteloper (Kodak)
\lumber Formula Description-

I D-I9
DK-50

a D-76

25 D-72

High contrast.
Aerage grain and normal
contrast.
Semifine grain and low
contrast.
Suitable for either film
Or paper

Exercises (415):

I. Match the developer ingredients listed in column A
.with the appropriate deScription of its function
listed in column B.

Column A Column B

a Presenative (I) Changes exposed silver halides to
b Reducing agent black metallic silver._c Accelerator. (2) Is necessary to mix the chermcals._d. Solve (3) Prevents chemical fog.
e. Restrame . (4) Prevents oxidation.

(5) Makes the solution alkahne.

t.
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2. Match the developer ingredient listed in column A

with the appropriate chemical listed in column B.

Column A Column B

_a. Reducing agent
b Accelerator.
c. Preset-% a live.

_d. Solvent.
e. Restrainer.

I) Water.
(2) Potassium bromide.
(3) Sodium carbonate.
(4) Mewl.
(5) Sodium sulfite.

416. identify the ingredients, functions, and types of
stop baths and fixing baths.

Stop Bath. A stop bath (or rinse) is needed for three
functions:

(1) To interrupt development by diluting or
neutralizing the alkali of developer that is trapped in
the emulsion.

(2) To prolong the life of the fixing bath.
(3) To prevent the fixing bath from staining the.

photographic emulsion.

There are three general types of stop baths: water,
acid, and hardening. Each type has a specific purpose
and should be used accordingly.

Plain water helps to retard development and remove
excessive developer from the emulsion, thereby
minimizing contamination of the fix. Since there is no
neutralization of ttie developer, development will
continue to some degree until the film is placed in the
fixing bath.

An acid bath stops all development by neutralizing
the Action of the developer. The neutralization is a
result of the chemical reaction between the alkali of the
developer and the acid of the stop bath. This type of
stop bath insures more accurate development times
and definitely prolongs the life of the fixing bath. An
acid stop bath is easy to make by mixing the proper
proportions of 28-percent acetic acid and water.

A hardening stop bath is used when the emulsion is
processed in high temperatures. The hardening
ingredient protects the emulsion from becoming
excessively soft. A hardening stop bath is made by
adding chrome alum to an acid stop bath.

Fixing Bath. When a negative is removed from the
stop bath, there are silver halides remaining in the
emulsion that were not developed. If these halides are
not removed, they will discolor when exposed to light.
The function of the fixing bath is to dissolve these silver
halides, thereby making the image permanent.

The ingredients found in a fixing bath are as follows:
a. Silver halide solventThe silver halide solvent is

the agent that changes the undeveloped silver halides
to a water soluble compound. The compounds are then
removed, thereby Making the image permanent. The
chemical most commonly used as a halide solvent is
sodium thiosulfate.

b. Acid or neutralizerAfter development, the
softened emulsion retains a considerable amount of



developer. If this developer is allowed to remain, it will
continue its reducing action. Even though an emulsion
is thoroughly rinsed in water before it is placed in the
fixing -bath, enough of the developer will remain to
continue developing action. The result will be stains,
making the negative unfit to print. To stop
development and prevent staining, acetic acid is added
to the fix. This acid neutralizes the alkalinity of the
developer and stops its action.

ativeWhen acid is added to the fixing
e sodium thiosulfate decomposes into free

ur and sulphurous acid. To offset decomposition,
ervative, sodium sulfite, is added. Sodium sulfite

acts a a preservative by combining with free sulphur
and forming new sodium thiosulfate. It also prevents
any discoloration of the solution, which could cause
stains.

d. HardenerDuring development, the emulsion
becomes soft and swollen. If processing is continued
without hardening the gelatin, frilling, scratching, and
other undesirable effects may occur. The most
common hardening agent used is potassium alum It is
added to the fixing bath to allow the film emulsion to

harden.
e. BufferOne last chemical, boric acid, is

. sometimes added to fixing baths to retard the
precipitation of an aluminum sulfite sludge and to
prolong the useful life of the fixing bath. Used in this
manner, boric acid is called apuffer.

Some c 3mmon types of fixing baths are the plain
fixing bath, the acid fixing bath, and the acid
hardening fixing bath.

A plain fixing bath contains nothins more than
sodium ihiosulfate (hypo) and water. It is very seldom
used except for special purposes, such as fixing prints
that are to be toned.

An acid fixing bath is a solution of sodium
thiosulfate combined with the proper proportions of
acetic acid and sodium sulfite. This type of bath is
unsatisfactory for negatives because it has no

hardening qualities. It is primarily intended for black-
and-white prints.

The acid hardening fixing bath 'is an acid bath
containing a hardening agent to protect the emulsion.
It is the most popular type for fil71.

c. Pres
bath
sul
a pr

Exercises (416):

1. List the three purposes of a stop bath.

i

2. What two ingredients are used to make an acid stop
bath?

t

3. What are the three tyPes of stop baths?

S

4. What is the primary purpose of the fixing bath?

.5. What are the three types of fixing baths?

6. What ingredients go into an acid hardening fixing
bath?

2-8. Processing Black-and-White Positives

The purpose of making a black-and-white positive
(transparency) is to obtain an image that is viewed by
transmitted light instead of reflected light like a print.
The steps necessary for processing black-and-white
positives are identical to that used for negatives. The
only difference is the type of film/developer
combination that is used to obtain the image.

417. Briefly explain how to produce a black-and-white
positive. ,>

Black-and-white slides can be made by printing on
film. Fine-grain positive films, like Kodak's
Commercial Film 6127 or High Contrast Copy, are the
best emulsions. Your black-and-white original
negatiNe is then contact printed onto the copy film:
(We shall discuss contact printing in greater detail later
in this volume. For the time being, we'll state that
contact printing requires only that the negative and the
film be held together emulsion toemulsion and that the
fil n be exposed by passing light through the base of the
ru.Aative. A contact printer, which is.used to do this, is
essentially a boX that contains a lamp, a Piece of glass
upon which to put the materials,and a lid to hold them
flat together.) The film" is then developed according to
directions, like the following: 9

Film

High Contrast Copy

Kodak 6127

,

24
202

Development
e

D-72 diluted 1:1. 6

minutes at 68° F
(Tank inter mittant
agitation).

DK-50. 2 minutes at 68°
F ( Trayconstant
agitation).

,
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After processing, the film is fixed, washed, and Exercises (417):
dried. After drying, the film is cut and then mounted.

1. Briefly outline how a black-and-white positive can
Glass mounts should be used so that the film will not be made from an original negative.
buckle under the heat of the projector.

11

,

2. Why should glass mounts be used for slides?

25
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CHAPTER 3

-

Film Finishing

EVERY STEP IN the photographic process is
important. In the previous chapter we emphasized the
developmg and the fixing of the film. Film finishing is
vital too. In this chapter, we shall discuss washing,
drying, spotting and opaquing, archival quality, and
handling and storage.

3-1. Washing Film

Pjaperly washing your film Ls as important as the
professing steps that precede it. It is therefore worth
your w hile to learn proper washing methods.

418. Complete statements regaxding the prin_c_i_ts_n
and techniques assodated with proper film wa.shi

processing solutions ory Ou may get Leticulation. If you
processed-the film at 68° F, washing at 755 F
likely to cause a problem and is an effecthe washing
temperature.

d. pH of the wa)sh waterIncreasing the pH of the
wash waterfrom 7 (neutral) to I I (by the controlled
addition of aminonia) reduCes the washing time. This
practice however, is rarely carried out.

e Amount of hypo in the emulsiork:TheamoLint of
hypo that is being retained by the film mayrvary with its
construction and the type of fixing soltnion that is
used. For example, positive emulsions are thinner than
egative emulsions and therefore retain less hypo and

can be washed in less time.
f Degree of hypo removal reqUiredStandards

vary on the amount of hype that must be removed (or a
satisfactory result. Normally, 0.02 to 0.4 milligrams of
hypo per square inch. is permissible for ordinary work.
True archival quality (lasting permanence over a
number of years) requires that residual hypo be limited
to 0.'005 milligrams per square inch. On a liracticat
level, a negative that is going to be used, only for a
couple of prints and then is going to be thrOwn out
can receive less washing than one that is going to be
sent to a filip repository.

An unwashed or improperly washed emulsicon will
stain. crystallize. and fade. It therefore essential to
remove the complex salts formed by the fixing bath as
much as possible. The salts'that remain in the emulsion
will discolor with time.

Factors That Affect Washing. The amount of time
that. film has to be washed is dependent upon the
following factors:

a. ) Efficiency of the washing systemThe more
rapidly fresh water comes in contact with the film, the
less washing time that is required. Washing systems
therefore should have a constant flow of water and a
drainage system that is removing the contaminated
water.

11 Chemical composition of the f athFilm
processed in npnhardening or chr me alum fixing
solutions wash faster than materials processed in fixing
baths containing potassium alum. When film is fixed in
a potassium alum fixing bath, washing time varies
with the p H of the bath, being more rapicfat pH values
above 4.9. (pH, is explained in detail in the fourth
volume of this course. Briefly. pH rates the alkalinity,
acidity , or neutrality of a solution on a scale that runs
from 0 'through 6.9 (acid), 7, (neutral) and 7.1 to 14
(alkaline). 4.9 indicates a Moderately acid solution).
Washing is faster when the matetial has been fixed in a
fresh fixing bath than when it is fixed in a partially
exhausted bath.

c. Temperature of the wash waterProperly
hardened films wash more rapidly in warm (75° F)
water ,than in cold (65° F) water. Extremely high'
temperatures will damage the emulston, and you don't
-want to deviate far from the temperattoes of your
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Washing Methods. Let us review a couple of
methods for washing sheet or roll film.

There are two basic methods of washing sheet film.
One method is to place the negatives in a tray of water
and then change the water about every 3 minutes tor a
minimum of 10 changes. A more efficient tray method
of wathing is accomplished by attaching a device to the
edge of the tray that siphons the water from the bottom
of the tray while the fresh water runs in at the top. The
setond nd a very satisfactory mettiod of washing
negativels is in a tank. Film hangers hold the individual
negatives suspended separately in a tank while water is
pumped into the tank. With either method, you must
make sure that the negatives are separated so that
sufficient amount of fresh water reaches all areas of
each negative. Keep in mind that the tray method can
usually handle only a few sheets of film at a time.

Roll film may be washed by removing the tank CONer
and opining a stream of water into the tank. You
should insure that the tank is emptied every few
minutes so that chemicals are not collecting at the
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bóttom..A very efficient Method is placing the reel into
a specifically designed roll=film.washer, which consists
of a tube in which the reel is placed and through which
water is forceen at the bottom,

Regardless of the method you use, plan to wash your
film at Jeast 20 mihtnes unless otherwise directed.

Exercises (418);

- Complete the following statefnents on film wastiktg.
.1. A exchange of water is

essential to efficient washing.
2. Film fixed in a fresh fixing bath requires

washmg time.
3. 'The the temperature of tbe wash water,

tbe the washing time.
4. Archival quality requires that the residual hypo be'

limited to milligrams per square inch.
5. The - method Ls suitable for washing a few

sheets of film.
6. Roll film can be washed in the inwhich

it is processed.

3-2. Use of Wetting SdititIons

The proper use of a wetting solution insures that
your negatives will dry properly. Let us see how they

k..r.,0 work.

419. Briefly explain the purpose and u5e-4 wetting
solutions.

Purpose of Wetcmg Agents. After washmg, water
often drains from film in an irre-gular manner. clinging
to both 'the emulsion and base sides in drops. streaks.
and uneven patterns. If such partially drained' or
incompletely Wiped 1iIn art subjetled tb vigdrous
drymg conditions like hot air blasts ofintense radiant
heat. the areas under these streaks and drops of water
dry much more slowly than the surrounding film. The
swollen gelatin at these points is thereby subjected to
stressits and shnks urienly, ;hanging the density of
the silver image. Even when surplus water is removed
from the emulsion side, if drops of water remain on the
base side. drying bf the-emulsion immediately:opposite
the water spots is retarded and drying marks may

result.
Wetting agents are chemicals that lower the Surface

tension of liquids, thereby breaking drn droplets of
water. The film will thereby dry faster and more evenly
The common Commercial wetting agents that are
designed for photographic use inelude Kodak Photo-
Flow. Edv:al Kwik-wet,. and Pako Pakowett.

Proper Lie of Wetting Agents. A typical methdd is
to bathe the film after washing for about 2 minutes in a
2-perdent solution of the wetting agent. The exact
concentration depends on the product being used.
(About a-quarter of a cap full of Photo-Flow in an 8 x
10 tray of water is sufficient.) Do not use too much
wetting agent, as this can cause stains or a scum to
form. Once the film has been bathed. drain it and
sponge off tbe excess liquid.

Exercises (419):

Why should film be bathed in a wetting solution
prior to diying?

2. Explain how to use a wetting solution.
-

3-3. Drying' Rim

Once negatives have been -fixed and thoroughly
Washed, they are ready for drying. -In ;he drying
process. as withall other stages 61 development, proper
handling ()Me film is essential.

410; State principles and procedures related to the
drying of a film.

Basic Principles. In order for a negative to dry, it
must be surrounded by dry air (i.e., air that contains a
lower relative percentage of moisture than the gelatin).
Warm air accepts more moisture than cold. However,
if the air is not circulating. even heated air can rapidly
estabhsh a state of equilibriuni with the moist film, and
drying will-stop. Causmg the damp air to move away
from the surface of the wet film and replacing it with
dry air will permit drying to continue. This is the
principle behind the air impingement dryers currently
in use.

Photographic films and plates begin drying at the
corners and edges as well as m the areas of heaiest
density. Strains in the direction of the dry areas take
place. While a glass base resists these strains, cellulose
acetate. being flexible. will curl 4n the direction of the
dry areas. As the film continues to dry. the strains
gradually begin to equalize. and the fdm. if properly
dried, ultimately lies flat. (NOTE. Film should never
be dried to the point that it becomes brittle. Brittleness
can be a recurring problem in a low-humickity
environment.)

Drying Methods. Drying by natural evappration is
quite good and negatives can dry in much le4s than 30
minutes where you have adequate air circulation:
Where speed is critical or where thereis high humidity,
drying can be accelerated by hot forced air. However,
this method may cause damage to the emulsion.
,Forceddrying attracts the lazy technician who-wants
to -get on with it.- but it is seldom really necessary.

The air impingement system is commonly used in the
Air Force. In this system. air is warmed and blown
against (impinges upon) the surface of the wet film.
The warm, dry air picks up moisture and moves on. It
is immediately replaced by more warm, dry air and the
process continues until ,the film is dry. The rate of
drying is controlled by adjusting the velocity,
temperature, and humidity:of the air in the drying
chamber. In very hot and hunnd climates wiiere the air
is saturated with moisture, the air must be passed
through a dehumidifier before it enters the drying
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chamber. If this is not done, the film will not dry. In
very dry mates, it is necessary to reduce both the heat
and the air velocity to prevent overdrying.

It is im ohant to keep in mind that warm air is used,
not hot ai Use a very moderate temperature setting on
your film yer. In fact, try drying film without using
any heat; may be pleasantly surprised what just
good circulaif air will do.

Drying Problems. The primary problems to guard
against art uneven drying, dust. scratches, and damage
to the emulsion caused by overheating. After washing,
both surfaces of .the film should be gently cleared of
excess surface water with a clean, soft chamois or a
viscose sponge. The film should be dried in a vertical
position, hanging from a line or beam by film clips.
With roll film, you can prevent curling by attaching
another film clip to the bottom of the film. Film should
not be left to dry in a hanger or a reel: if It is. uneven
drying and drying maiks will result.

Dust and water spots are the most frequently
encountered problems in diying films. DUst, if not
Imbedded in the emulsion. may be removed with a
camel's hair brush. Imbedded dust requires that the
negative be rewashed and properly dried. Water spots.
which are small crater-like formations in the emulsion.
can cause permanent damage. (The .damage is the
uneven density caused by the water spot. The spot
therefore shows in the print.) The best cure is
preention. These problems can be avoided by using a
hardening fixing bath, by keeping the film surface
clean and clear, and by using a wetting agent rinse

Exercises (420):

1 What type of air do you need to dry film?

2. Strains caused by drying go in which direction'

3 Film will become brittle in what type of
environment?

4. Rate of dry ing is controlled by what three factors'

5. In drying films, what may result if you use air that is
too hot?

6. How can you prevent roll film from curling?

7 . Why are water spots a serious problem? c:V56

421. Complete statements regarding the operation of
film dryers.

Film Dryers. The Air Force maintains a number of
different types of film dryers in Its inventory. Each
dryer has its own procedures for operation. You
Mould. therefore, consult the appropriate technical
order or manufacturer's booklet to Insure effective
drying. For purposes of Omission, we shall outline the
Instructions for operating the EH-4 dryer, which is
illustrated in figure 3-1. It is a typical dryer and isijsed
in many base laboratories.

Prior to drying, follow the proper film process ng
procedures. as recommended by the film
manufacturer. which will insure top-quality drying

'results. Drain the films for a short period before
p4ing them in the drying cabinet.

control panel, located on the right side panel of the
cabinet, contains the main switch. thermostat control
knob. pilot light, and nameplate. (See fig. 3-2 ) Operate
the dryer as follows:

(1) Turn main. switch ON.
(2) Set the thermostat control knob at 100° F. After

a warmup period, with an outside temperature of 650
to 75° F. the jhermostatic control regulates the
temperature in the cabinet to within plus or minus 10°
F of the actual temperature setting in any portion of
the drying space. The pilot light indicates proper
function of the heating element. (NOTE: The heater
assembly is wired for safety and will not operate until
the blower has been turned on.)

(3) The heated air curients should strike the edge of
the film and blow across the film surface. Avoid
excessive heat, which tends to curl film.

(4) To stop the dryer. first turn the thermostat to
OFF and then turn off the main switch. The indicator
light on the control panel will not burn when the dryer
is completely shut off.

The dryer should be properly maintained and kept
spotlessly clean in order to insure good results.

Exercises (421):

Complete the following statements related to film
dryer operation.
1 It isessential that the dryer be kept to

insure dust-free negatives.

2. The thermosta the EL-4 dryer should be set at
F.
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Flgure 3-2 Film dryer temperature control and pdwer on off vAttch

3 Film should be prior to placing it in the
dryer.

3-4. Etching, Spotting, and Opaquing Negkies
Handwork is performed on negatives to correct

defects a4c1 to make Improvements in the final print It
is important that you acquire a practical working
knowledge of the techniques aryd processes involved so
that you may produce the iist possible prints from
y our negatives. Etching, spotting, and opaquing are
some of these basic handwork techniques.

422. State the purpose and identify basic techniques
associated with etching negatives.

, Etching is aimed at one goalthe removal of part of
the emulsion that forms a portion of the image. This
removal of black metallic silver is strictly a mechanical
procw of shaving off tiny layers of the emulsion until
the correcEtiensity is achieved. The principal tool used
in this process is the etching knife.

The effect of etching is to reduce density in the area
that is etched. This technique is often used in reducing
negative defects and facial defects like blemishes,
freckles, and skin spots in portrait negatives. Etching is
applied only to large roll and sheet film negatives. A
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21/4-inch iquare negative w ould be the minimum size to
work on.

Due to the skill required. you ,should carefully
examine a print made-from the negativeandmakesure
that It would not be faster and more satisfactory to spot
the print. (Print spotting will be discussed later in this
volume.) lf only a few prints are to be-made from the
negative:etching is a waste of time. However, when a
large number of prints are to bt made,,you can often
save time by making a single correction on the
negative.

Etching Knives. The etching kniie should be set
aside and used for nothing but etching. Regardless of
its shape or size, the etching knife must be honed to an
edge that approaches perfection. Unless the etching
knife has the best possible cutting edge, you will never
be able to do a satisfactory job of etching. Very often,
miscellaneous etching knives are made by the
photographer himself. Ail that you need to make one is
a needle of the appropriate size and a wooden handle.

After mounting the needle in the handle,y ou grind and
hone the end of the needle to the appropriate shape
Small pieces of razor blade properly mounted in a
handle also work well.'

Etchhig Procedures. To prepare a retouching easel,
secure to a small easel a sheet of 1 8- or 1 `4-inch
plywood that has a center hole measuring 2 inches in
diameter. Behind this hole, secure a sheet of diffusing
glass. At the base of the easel, you can put a light
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source (There are, of course, Professional retouching
easels that are manufactured.)

The plywood work surface serves a dual purpose.
First, it limits the illumination to a small area being
worked and thus prevents excessive glare in the eyes.
Second, it holds the negative a short distancefrom the
diffusmg glass of the easel soThat any blemish on the
glass is not mistaken for a defect in the negative.

Set up the easel so that the best possible illumination
is given the negative. Regardless of the type of easel
you use, you can varY condaions until the illumination
is sufficient. If excessive sidelights prove detrimental
when you are working. cut triangular sheets of black
paper to fit the sides of the easd and tape them in place.
Be sure w position the easel in such a way that a
minimum amount of light'comes from behind-you.

Pin the negativ e over the aperture by one corner
only In this way. a can readily be moved from one
position to another with a minimum amount of effort.
Test the etching knife on the corner of the negative to
be certain that it v,ill shave smoothly without
scratching. Hold the knife blade in such a position that
the cutting edge is approximately perpendicular to the
surface of the negative. Film is ordinarily not very
rigid, so it is best to etch small areas at a time. As the
knife is moved back and ,forth across the area, the
cutting should occur in one threction onb. preferably
right to left. Use a stroke not longer than 1 8 inch in
lenet h. Each stroke should be separate Do not der elop

4Pundesirable habit of,,,ming,to remov e emulsion on
noth movements of the hife. The quality of work will

not be satisfactory.
Begin by etching very lightly. When the blade

begins to drag on the emulsion. Increase the pre ure
sligntly. You can do a much better job of etchiiig v,
,many light strokes than with a few heavy ones.

Many times, in actual practice. more' emulsion is
removed than was planned. This leaves the etched area
with too little density. . Over etching can be corrected by
retouching the area to the correct density. For this
reason. etching is done before the negative is spotted

Exercises (422):

1 What is the purpose of etching?

2. Complete the following statements on etbng.

a. Etching is accomplished on -size

negatives.

b. The basic tool in etching is the

c. A specially designed _is used to hold and
illuminate t he 4regative.

d. Cutting should be done in only direction.

e It :s best to use st rokes when you etch

f Ov eretching can be corrected by -

423. State the purpose and indicate basic techniques
of spotting and opaquing negatives.

Spotting and opaquing are more common types of
negative handwork than etching. You should be able to
apply both these techniques,

Spotting. The term "spotting,- applied to negatives.
refers to the practice of eliminating pinholes or small
transParent areas in the emulsion. When a pinhole is
not corrected, it appears as a black'spot in the print. If,
the cut is only in the emulsion, it appears as a diffused
white spot. By spotting. these defects appear as clear
whae spots on the pnnt. These white si,:ots can then be
easily eliminated when you spot the print.

Spotting Technique. Place the negative on the
retouching easel, contact printer, or plotting table,
with the emulsion side of the negative toward the glass.
Dip a mapping pen in the spotting dye. Using sood
magnification, lightly touch the spot on the back (base)
side of the negative. With care, you can confine the dye

to the spot without spreading over the surrounding
area. Use extreme care in keeping the point clean if fine
work is to be done quickly. You will notice that the
penpoint has a tendency to pick up small pieces of
gelatin from the negative.

Because pinholes are actually small holes in the film,
they cannot be spotted on the emulsion side of the
negative. The capillary action draws the dye to the
sides of the hole, and the pinhole remains uncovered.
At best, a pinhole is very difficult to correct on a
negative; sometimes it can be successfully done on the
base side of the negative with dye.

Opaquing. Opaquing is covering an undesired
portion of the negative with a light-resistant dye or
opaque. When such a procedure is used, the block
portion of the print appears white. This technique is
therefore routinely applied to high-contrast copy
negatives that have numerous pinholes.



Opaquing Technic' . Begin by placing the negative
on a we1J-ilumid surface, such as a printer,
retouching easel, _r plotting table. The negative may
be blocked on either side or both sides if necessary. It is
best, however, to block- on the back (base) side of the
negative: this avoids . possible scratching of the
emulsion.

Saturate a cotton swab to about half its length with
IA red dye. Follow the outline of the image, using
short, side-to-side strokes. Work slowly, allowing
sufficient time for the gelatin'to become saturated with
the dye. Experience and practice make it
comparatively easy to follow the outline accurately.
Use the swab the same way you would use a pencil or
era. on It may be necessary to block on both sides of
the negative if the area to be blocked is very thin and
the remaining Image quite dense. This, however, would
be an exceptional case. Narrow areas may be filled in

ith a mapping pen. One common practice is to outline
the subject with a mapping pen and block the
remainder of the negative with a brush. Normally,
howev er. you will not completely reverse a background
from black to white.

Dye blocking does not crack or flake off from the
negativ e Once It is applied, It becomes permanent.
Errors made may be removed by lightly wiping the area
with a cotton swab and clean water. If the dye is not
completely removed with water, use a 10-percent
solution of sodium sulfite. All of the dye may be
removed by soaking the negative in a tray of such a
solution With moderate agitation, the red color and
the resulting yellow stain both disappear. Wash the,
negative in running water for 5 minutes and then dry.
You may then repeat the blocking process if you desire.

Opaque may also be used for the blocking process.
Although It may have a tendency to crack and flake, it
does have the advantage of completely blocking with a
smgle application. Furthermore, it may be used in a
rather thick consistency and thus does not tend to run
as the red dye does. It is exceptionally good for
following along the edges of objects.

Exercises (423):

I. What is the purpose of negative spotting?

2. What is the purpose of opaquing?

3_ Complete the following statements. on spottmg and
opaquing.

IA
A pinhole that is spotted on a negative will
appear on a print.
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b. Normally, spotting is done on the __side of
the negative.

c. A nhole is a in the film.

d. unlike red dye, can block with a single
application.

e. When water is not sufficient, a 10% solution of
an be used to remove the dye

from a negative.

3-5. Achieving Archival Quality

Archival quality in photography means the keeping
qualities of the final product. If photographic material,
has been processed for archival quality, the material
will not deteriorate with the passing years.

424. Explain techniques applicable to achieving
-archival quality.

Anything that may lead to or prevent eventual
deterioration of the photogaphic image must be given
your careful consideration. Only in this way can yOu
produce materials having the best keeping quality
obtainable. You must take into consideration such
factors as the composition of the stop bath, fixing bath,
and wash,.. In addition, you must consider such aids as
hypo eliminators.

Stop Bath. The pH of the stop bath has an effect on
the archival quality of the film you are processing. For
best results, the acetic acid stop bath should be
Maintained between a pH of 4 and 6low enough to
react with the alkali of the developer and yet high
enough not to cause any damage to the emulsion. The
acid used in the stop bath should be weak so that its
reaction with the alkali will be slow. Very strong acids
diluted to the proper pH do not have the best archival
effects. Since acetic acid meets the desirable
requirements, it is normally used in stop baths when
yOp are striving for permanence.

Fixing Bath. The freshness of a fixing bath is a vital
factor in the keeping qualitis of the final product.,As a ,

fixing bath approaches exhaustion, the salts that form
are increasingly difficult to dissolve from the emulsion.
When the archival quality of specific pieces ofmaterial
is of utmost importance, frequent controlled checks of
the fixing bath are essential. These checks are
especially important if the processing is done with
equipment that uses fixing bath recirculation, silver
recovery, and fixing bath replenishment.
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c
A double fixing bath arrangement is considered

desirable for the attainment of archival quality A fresh
fixing bath is placed in the first bath and a partially
used fixing bath may be placed in the second bath.
When the second bath approaches exhaustion, it is
discarded. The used first bath is placed- irrthe second
position and a fresh fixing bath is placed in the fiist
position. By fixing the film for about 5 minutes in each
bath, you can be fairly well assured of adequate
fixation.

Hypo Clearing Agents. Many treatments have been
prepared for shortemng the washing times or
converting the hypo 'to a harmless material. Three
types of hypo eliminators are especially effective. They
. are alkalies, alkaline solutions of oxidizing agents such
as hydrogen peroxide-ammonia, and neutral salt
solutions.

Washing. Eilms and plates can be adequately
washed by water alone, provided there is adequate
renewal of the wash water and sufficient time given. If
an ammonia bath is used, however, the process may be
speeded up. After washing for 10 minutes in water, the
films or plates should be bathed in a 0.3 percent
solution of ammonia (10 cubic centimeters of 28-
percent ammonia per liter) for 3 ,minutes and then
washed for 2 or 3 minutes. The rate of washing is also

, increased if a nonhardening or a chrome-alum fixing
bath is used.

While the purity of water used to wash photographic
materials .may not be as critical as the purity of the
water used in mixing the chemicals, it is

nonetheless an important factor. When the water
comes from the same supply as that used for human
consumptwn, the water is normally pure enough for
washing photographic materials.

It is important that,the wash water used for film be
reasonably free of chemicals or contaminants If large
amounts of sensitized materials are being processed,
you should run a periodic check on the photographic
chemical content of the wash water-10 make sure that it

is not contaminated.
Aailable wash water may be contaminated with

vegetable or animal matter; dissolved salts such as
bicarbonates. chlorides, and sulfatesgof calcium,
magnesium, sodium, and potassium: or grit or other
foreign substances. Almost any water can be purified
to meet photographic washing requirements, but the
method of purification depends on the type and
amount of contaminants.

Your main reason for analyzing the wash water is to
insure image permanence. It is impossible to wash the
fixing bath and byproducts of fixation from the
emulsion of sensitized materials if the wash water is
loaded with these very chemicals.

One method of checking the wash water is to
measure the pH of clean unused water (from the same
source as the wash water), check the pH of the wash
water in contact with the materials as it leaves the wash
tank, and then make a corriparison of the two pH
readingsylf the readings coMpare favorably, you can
be rear6nably sure that the washing is effective.

Exercises (424):

Complete the following statements on the techniques
used ft% achieve archival quality.
I. For best results you should use an

stop bath that has a pH between and

2. A fixing bath arrangement can better insure
archival quality.

3. As a fixing bath approaches exhaustion, the
that form are difficult to .dissolve.

4. Wash time may be reduced by using an
bath.

5. It is important to have reasonably wash

3-6. Handling and Storing Negative Material

Can you afford to have your precious negatives lie
around after,your efforts in shooting, processing, and
finishing? Proper handling and storage of your
negatives is just as important as carefully loading your
camera to begin the photographic process.

425. Indicate principles and techniques applicable to
the handling and storne of negative material.

Storage P.roblems. Moisture, strong light/and heat
can damage any film. Processed films should therefore
be stored on the main floors of buildings, never in
basements, which may be damp, nor in attics, which
may be hot. A relative humidity of 25 to 50 percent
and a temperature of 70° F or less are best. It must be
emphasized that high relative humidities are more
dangerous than high temperatures, because of the
possibility of fungus growth. In localities where inside
relative humidities of 60 percent or higher prevail, it
may be advisable to build a moisture-proof box in
which to store a film collection with silica gel. The box
should be provided with a rubber gasket to make a
tight-closing lid, and the films should be arranged to
permit adequate circulation of air within the box.

To prevent physical damage, film should never be.

touched with the fingers except at the edges. Sheet and
roll-film originals should be kept in the transparent

3.3<,
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sleeves designed for storage purposes. If much
handling is required. it maht be wise to make duplicate
negatives and keep the original master on file.

Archival Storages Valuable documentary film
records that are to be reserved indefinitely should be
stored in carefully cojltrolled conditions rather than
makeshift arrangeme . The storage vault or record
room should be carefully constructed. Proper
Insulation and air conditioni$ facilitieS should
Maintain the relative humidity between 40 to 5Q
percent and the temperature between 60° to 80° -F.
Low temperature favors preservation, but if the
storage space is below the dew point of the outside air.
the records must be allowed to warm up in a closed
container before they are used or a condensation of
moisture will result.

The air should be filtered to remove dust, cleaned of
reactive gases where necessary, and circulated under
slight positive pressure. Sufficient fresh air should be
supplied to pros ide for personnel working in the room.
Atmospheric contaminants, such as paint fumes,
hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, and similar gases,
ma!, cause slow deterioration of film base and gradual
fading of the photographic image. The removal of such
gases from the air requires special consideration.

Films should be stored in metal cabinets with
adjustable shelves or drawers, depending on the filing
requirements. The walls of the cabinelr§fibuld have
louvers or openings located to facilivate the circulation
of conditioned air through the cabinets. The cabinets
should be spaced in the room so as to permit the free
circulation of air around, them.

The records should be protected from water
damage. whether from leaks. fire sprinkler disci-large,
or flooding. Drains should be provided: theie should
have sufficient capacity to keep the water from
sprinkler discharge from reaching a depth of 3 inches.
The storage cuabinets should be raised so that the
lowest shelf or drawer is at least 6 inches off the floor.
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and they should be constructed so that water cannot
splash through the ventilating louvers onto the
records.

Checks of various films being stored should be made
at regular intervals to insure that the precautions being
taken are sufficient. Remember that every effort
should be made to take care of the film, for the subjects
in almost all cases cannot be photogaphed again.

Exercises (425):

I. What ar9 three conditions plat are likely to cause
damage to film?

2. For archival quality, film should be stored at what
relative humidity levels?

3. High relative humidity can cause w hat kind of film
problem?

4. W4hy should storage cabinets be raised off the
ground?

5. Why should the air entering the storage area be
filtered and cleaned?

6. What should be done if there must be extensive
handling of a particular sheet of film?
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CHAPTER 4

Black-arc\I-White Sensitized Print Material

BLACK-AND-WHITE prints make up the majority
of general purpose photographs used in the Air Force.
As shown in figure 4-1. the structure of print paper is
similar to that of film. The main differences are the
paper base and the baryta and gelatin coating. The
paper base is made from a very pure sulfite pulp stock
and comes in three weights: light, single. and double
weipt. The baryta and gelatin coating acts as a filler to

support the emulsion and aids in the reflecting ability
of the paper. Just as you should have a thorough
understanding of the films you use, you should be well

aware of the different types of paper you will be
printing on.

There are basically two broad categories of black-

and-white printing papers: graded and variable
contrast. These two types are based on how image
contrast is controlled. We shall first discuss graded
papers and then move on to the variable-contrast type.

4-1. Graded Papers

In t his section we shall discuss varrous

characteristics of graded papers. including their
sensitirity to light and contrast ranges.

426. Identify different types of graded papers in regard

to their sensitivity to light.
Sensitivity of Graded Papers. Just as there are

different film speeds, papers vary in their sensitivity to

light. You should understand these differences, as they
may have a bearing in your paper selection and
printing method. Sensithity can be an especially vital
element in production printing when hundreds of
prints have to be turned out in a short time.

Just as with films, the type and color sensitivity of
the silver halides used in the emulsion detexmines the
light sensitivity of the paper,you are 'using. The
following is a breakdown of the various types of graded

papers in terms of their sensitivity.
Silver chloride papers. Chloride papers have only

silver chloride halides in the emulsion. This type of
graded paper is sensitive to the untraviolet, violet, and

the blue portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The
sensitivity decrease s. sharply beginning with the center
of the blue spectrum. Chloride papers are therefore
comparatively slow, making them suitable for contact
printing. Their low sensitivity permits handling under
bright yellow (Wratten 00) safelights.

NOTE: There are two basic printing techniques:

contact and projection. In contact printing the

negative and paper are held together during exposure.
This method produces a I-to-1 image. In projection
printing the negative is separated from the paper and

,the image is projected by an optical system. Projection
printing permits different size images tb be produced.
Both methods are discussed in Chapter 5 of this
volume.

Silver Bromide papers. This type of paper emulsion

usually contains only siker bromide although,
occasionally. a trace of silver iodide is added. Bromide

papers. the most sensitive of the printing materials, are
100 to 1.000 times more sensitive to light than chloride

papers. This type of graded paper is mainly used for

projection printing, due to the lower intensity of the
printing light and the distance between the light source

and the paper.
The sensitivity of bromide paper is such tat even a

very weak light source will fog it. Therefore, it should
be handled under a yellow-green safelight such as the
Wratten OA. The lamp of the safelight should be no
more than 15 watts at a distance of 41/2 feet.

Fast chlorobromide papers. The emulsion of fast
chlorobromide papers consists of silver bromide and
small amounts of sih er chloride. This emulsion is not-

quite as fast as the regular bromide emulsion, yet its

sensitivity range is similar. Even though
chlorobromide paper is used mainly for projection
printing, it requires four times as much exposure as
bromide paper. The Wratten OA safelight should be

used.
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Exercises (426):

I. Which type of graded paper is most sensitive to
light?

2. Which type of graded paper is least sensitive to
light?
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Figure 4-1. Cross-section of paper structure.

3. Which graded paper is primarily suited for contact
printing?

4

4 A Wratten OA safelight should be used with which
type(s) of graded papers?

427. Identify various grades of paper in terms of their
contrast ranges.

Contrast of Graded Papers. The term "contrast" is
used in the same manner for prints as it is for film.
Contrast ts the difference between the highlights and
the shadows. A low-contrast print is dominated by
gray tones, while a contrasty print is dominated by
blacks and whites. A normal print should have a
variety of tones ranging from white through black.

Since a print is viewed by reflected light, the
emulsion must be thin so that only a minimum amount
of the incident light falling upon it is absorbed. Hence,
there is much less concentration of silve r compounds in
prinung emulsions than in film emulsions. As a result,
the emulsion of photographic paper should be expned
normally and developed fully in order to obtattifthe
best print possible.

Contrast, howeNer, is not controlled by
development. Instead, your choice of printing papers,
which are supplied with a variety of inherent contrasts,
is the significant factor. It is not always possible to
produce negatives that are exactly normal in contrast.
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Consequently, variations in printing materials are
made to compensate for those negatives that ar not
normal and to produce the best print possi e. hese
materials are made with several different types of
emulsions and each type is adaptable to a negative of a
certain contrast. All of these emulsions are designed to
record approximately the full range of tones in the
negative and yet maintain a pleasing tonal contrast.

Contrast Grades. Most papers are made in several
contrast grades. This range of contrast is essential for
the photographer. who wants to produce the best
possible print from any type of negativethat is, from
soft (low contrast) to hard (high contrast). Each
manufacturer of printing paper has classified the
range of contrasts according to its standards. Therfore,
the contrast of a particular grade number and
description may not agree with that of another
carrying the same identifier. (Paper from the same
manufacturer may also vary from one emulsioit batch
to another and performance may also change with
age.) Papers that are currently available conform, in a
broad sense, to the following scale:

No 0 Extra soft Normal prints from very contrasty
negatives, very fiat prints from normal and soft
neganves: designed for contact printing.

,No. I SoftNormal pruits from contrasty negatives;
flat prints from normal and soft negatives.

No. 2 NormalNormal prints from normal negatives,
soft prints from low-contrast negatives. eontrasty
prints from contrasty negatives.

No. 3 Moderately high contrastNormal prints from
slightly soft negatives; contrasty prints from
normal negatives.
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No. 4 High contrast -Normal prints from low-contrast
negatives, cont rasty prints from normal
negatives.

No. 5 Very high contrastNormal prints from very soft
negatives: very contrasty prints from normal
negatives':

No 6 ... . Extremely high contrast/ Normal prints from
extremely flat negatives: ultra-high-contrast
prints from normal and contrasty negatives.

Veades 0 5. and bare not normadyavuLtble through regular military suppiychannes

Control of Contrast. Theegree of contrast control
that can be exercised during printing by
exposure development combinations is very small.
(An exception are monocontrast portrait papers that
are very sensitive to differences in processing.)
Consequently, it is most important to use the correct
grade of paper as the contrast control. The wide range
of contrasts alipilable is difficult to appreciate without
studying act& comparison prints. Hence, during.your

training, you should produce a series of prints from a
normal negative, each one on a different grade of
paper. Your tests then can be extended to negatives
having a variety of contrasts. These tests will show you
the effect of increasing or decreasing original negative
contrast during printing by the selection of the
appropriate paper grade. By this experience, you will
gain an understanding Of what you canachieve when
given a particular negitiVe to print.

Exercises (427):

I. State the contrast produced by each Of the following
paper grades: I, 3, and 5.

2. What contrast grade gives you -normal contrast
from a normal print?

3. What is the best way to control contrast in prints?

4-2. Variable-Contrast Papers

Instead of stocking a number of different contrast
grades, many Air Force photo labs today prefer to use
a type of paper that has variable contrast. These papers
haVe one emulsion made up of halides having different
inherent contrasts that can be controlled. In this
section, we shall discuss the characteristics of this type
of paper.

428. Describe the color sensitivity of variable-contrast
paper.

Variable-Emulsion Sensitivity. A variable-contrast
paper emulsion consists of combinations of halides
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that are sensitive to either Yellovtgreen light or blue-
violet light. The yellow-green sensitive halides control
low contrast, while the blue-violet ones control high
contrast. The particular degree of contrast is obtained
by inserting an appropriate filter between the printing
light source and the paper. The filter controls the color
of light thai reaches the printing/mper, thereby
controlling contrast.

By using only one type of paper and. a set of filters,
you can produce finer gradations of contrast than is
possible with graded papers. Additionally, you can
control contrast- of localized sections of the printed
image. This can be-done by dodging (holding back the
light from) all but a particular part of the print when
the appropriate filter is in place. Then proceed to
dodge the just printed portion when another filter is
being used. For example, the low-contrast portion of
an image could be improved by printing with blue-
violet light, while the harsh part could be softened by
printing with yellow-green light.

Exercises (428):

I. Halides in variable-contrast paper are sensitive to
what colors"of light?

2. What tool is used to control the color of light
exposing the variable-contrast paper?

429. Identify the appropriate printing filter to achieve
a desired print contrast.

Variable-contrast emulsions are so designed that
within a single emulsion you have available varying
degrees of inherent contrast. This inherent contrast is
controlled by the color of light used to expose the print
material. The color of light is, in turn, controlled by the
use of filters.

Printing Filters. Each photographic paper
manufacturer produces different types of variable-
contrast papers and an appropriate set of filters. For
example, Kodak manufactures five variable-contrast
papersPolycontrast, Polycontrast rapid,
Polycontrast rapid RC (resin-coated), Ektamaiic SC,
and Portralure (these papers vary in tone, speed, and
surfaces, etc.)and seven filters. The seven filters are
numbered from 1 through 4 in increments of 1/2 and
progressively change in color from a light yellow (I) to
a dark magenta (4). Yellow filters are used to produee
low contrast because they absorb blue light and
transmit green (and red). The magenta filters produce
high contrast because they absorb green and transmit
blue (and red). (The paper is not sensitive to red.) Using
ehumber 2 filter or not using any filter will produce
normal contrast. Filters are usuaily made out of plastic
or acetate and can be used in contact or projection
printing.
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After y ou har e selected a suitable variable-contrast
paper (for example, Polycontrast) for your printing,
you must evaluate the contrast of,your negative. A
high-contrast negativ e may require the use of a low-
contrast filter, while a low-contrast negativ e may
require a high-contrast filter. If the negative is normal,
you can use either a number 2 filter or no filter at all.
For example, if your negative were slightly low-
contrast. you would choose a number 3 filter. (If you
treat the Kodak filter numbers as."paper grades," you
will hay e no trouk)e in choosing the appropriate filter.
Other filter sets may require different selection
standards.)

In terms of safelights, the Wratten OA filter (yellow-

green). hich is "safe" for graded-contrast paper.
cannot be used with ariable-contrast paper Since the
paper is sensitive to ,green. using the OA safelight
would' fog a. The safelight filters recommended for
variable-contrast papers are the DuPont S -55X
(orange-brow n) or the Wratten OC (amber).

Printing filters should be treated with the same care
as filters used over a camera lens. A dirty, scratched, or
faded printing filter will not do the job.

Exercises (429):

I. Which Kodak printing filter should you use to
achieve normal contrast when given each one of the
following types of negatives?

a. Normal negative.

b: Very-low-contrast negative.

c. High-contrast negative.
;

2. What is the range okkodak filters for variable-
contrast papers?

3. Why should you avoid using a safelight with a
Wratten OA filter when producing prints on
variable-contrast paper?

4-3. Surfaces of Papers

The final effect of a print depends to a great degree
upon the surface of the paper on which it is printed.
For this reason, papers are manufactured with a wide

variety of surfaces, thus permitting the selection of a
surface that contributes the most to the purpose for
which the print is intended. In this section we shall
cover a few basic surface type you can choose from.
The information can be applied to both variable-
contrast and graded papers.

430. Define the term "paper surface" and briefly
explain why surface sekction is important in
producing prints.

The wide Nariety of paper surfaces available makes
possible the ,careful selection of a surface that
contributes to the overall visual effect of a print. The
surface characteristics of a paper are no less important
than tint or tone in producing a print that accurately
portrays the subject. (When we speak of tint, we are
referring to the range of colors of the print paper stock.
The tint may range from a white to a cream, etc. Image
tone refers to the developed image color, which may
run from blue-black to brown, etc.) The term "surface"
refers to the finish and texture of the paper.

The paper's surface influences the amount of light
that is reflected from the print. Textures are generally
identified as smooth, fine-grained, or rough. There are
also specialized surfaces that resemble silk or suede.
Many of these special surfaced papers can be ordered
froco-the/reeral Supply Catalog, Class 6750. (Paper
manufacturers provide paper samplers so that you can
see the effect of their different types of papers.) Finish,
or brilliance, refers to the shininess of the print, as
distinguished from its texture. For example, smooth-

c textured papers are made in both glossy and matte
finishes.

An extremely smooth surface, with regard to both
finish and texture, looks bright because it reflects most
of the light falling on it. The maximum detail is
therefore revealed. A dull textured surface, as is found
with matte and some semimatte papers, scatttrs the
light and obscures detail. This scattering not only dims
the highlights but also makes the black or dark
portions'ef a print look grayish. However, such a result
is less harsh and may add a mood to a picture in which
detail is not critical as in scenics or portraiture.
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Exercises (430):

I. What is a paper's "surface"?

2. Why is it important to match the paper's surface
with the image?
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431. Distinguish between different types of paper
surfaces.

You will develop taste and judgment in the selection
of the appropriate paper through experience. You
should start by studying paper samplers put out by the
leading manufacturers. After you have an idea of What
is available, follow up by printing a suitable negative
on a couple of different surfaces to see the effect That
each surface has on the resulting print.

The more common finishes are glossy, high 1o:ter,
luster, -sernimatte. and matte. We shall limit our
discussion here to glossy, semimatte, and matte.

Glossy. The sheen of a particular surface is

dependent upon how it reflects the light striking it.
Practically all of the light is reflected from a glossy
surface. This great amount of reflected light gives
maximum detail and brilliance, which are required in
many Air Force photographs A very high gloss.
needed for pictilres to be reproduced in a base
newspaper or other publications (such as this CDC),
can be obtained by placing a wet glossy print face down
onto a chrome sheet and allowing it to dry. However.
to achieve the maximum gloss that the paper surface
will produce, you must follow the manufacturers
directions. For example, certain papers must be
ferrotyped (dried with the emulsion in contact with
highly polished surface), while the new resin-coated
papers will air dry to a high gloss.

Semimatte. Semimatte papers have a smooth
surface with little texturing. This ty pe of paper dries to
a semigloss or flat finish. Sernimatte papers are
suitable for portrait work and other subjects vb here
maximum detail and contrast are not required.

Matte. The reflected light from matte surfaces is
almost completely diffused. These softer, less glaring
surfaces are preferred by most photographers for
pictorials. portraits: landscapes, and other views not
requiring a great deal of detail and brilliance. The
smooth paper bases have no pattern. The rougher
bases have a noticeable texture that may vary from a
slightly pebbled effect to a fabric-like texture
resembling linen or a very rough tweed. Smooth papeis
are recommended for small prints that requje good
definition and detail rendition. The rougherNrfaces
subdue fine detail in proportion to the degree of
roughness and are useful for prints that do not depend
,upon dttail for interest.

Exercises (431):

Match each description in column A with the
appropriate paper surface listed in column B.

Column A

J. Has greatest variety of
..surfaqcs.

__._2 Gives maximum

3. Has seinigloss or flat

Column B

a. Glossy.
b. Semimatte.
c Matte,

42.?#
Column A

*4. Is used, for pictures to be
reproduced in
publications.

_ 5 Is suitable lor a nonglar-
mg landscape in which
detail is to be subdued

6 Has a smooth surlace
with little textunng and
is suitable for portrait
work.

7 Gises maximum detail

4-4. Storage and Preservation of Papers
Photographic papers dare perishable and deteriorate

with age. They must be protected pnmarily from the
injurious effects of heat and moisture, as Well as from
harmful gases and from physical damage. Inadequate
protection in storage causes increased fog. inferior
tone reproduction. and a loss of emulsion sensitivity,
as well as such physical defects ''as shrinkage.
distortion, and brittleness.

432. Complete statements regarttipi procedures for
the proper storage and preservathOr of photographic
paper.

Manufacturers package their products either for
domestic use or for export. Materials intended for
export,, or for use wheriAigh relative humidity is
prealent are packaged in moisture-proof containers
Packaging for export is so labeled on individual units
as well as on the shipping cartons. Materials intended
for normal domestic use may be packaged in moisture-
resistant, but not In watertight or vapórtight.
containers. You should assume that an unlabeled
package is intended for domestic use. and you should
handle it accordingly. Do not keep sensitized papers
under refrigeration once the sealed'package has been
broken. unless the refrigeration once the sealed
package has been broken. unless the refrigerator can be
held at 50 to 60 percent relative humidity.

Store individual packages of paper on end so that
the weight of the contents is on the edges of the paper.
Also, store material with the earliest expiration date to
the front of the stack thi.s procedure enables you to
use the oldest material first. However, when it is known
that the paper that is due to be used next (according to
the earliest expiration date) has been shipped or stored
under unfavorable 6onditions. you should set this
material aside and use fresh material for any highly
critical project you have to print.

Paper removed from cold storage areas must be
adjusted to room temperature over a period of at least

hours prior to use: longer times are required for
warmup if the packages are stacked.

Processed prints require the same careful protection
that processed negatives should receive. Moisture,
light, heat, chemical fumes, and careless handling can
cause permanent damage. Prints should be carefully
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filed in 'manila envelopes that are kept in approPriate
'storage vaults in an air-conditioned room. The relative
humidity should be kept between 40 to 50 percent and
the temperature near 70° F.

Exercises (432):

Complete the following statements on the storage and
preservation of photographic paper.

I. Packages of paper should be stored so that the
weight of the contents is on the _Lathe paper.

oZ/°2
3. Paper removed from storage needs to be adjusted to

room temperature over a period of hours
prior to use.

4. Processed paper needs to be protected from
, and.11,

2. Older paper should be stored towards the of 5. Prints should be stored in a room having athe stack. temperature near

40
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Black-and-White
ve

THE QUALITY of a print can be varied by the choice

of rinung material, exposure, and processing.
many of thedeficiencies that may exist in the

negativ an be corrected in_ the print, it is important
that you ave a good working knowledge of -all the
materials and procedures necessary to produce good

quality prints.

4 5-1. Selecting Print Mitertais

When you are producing either contact or projection..

prints, It is Important to select the appropriate paper
for the type of negative ou have xo work with. The
points you should eonsi r in selection are the/ topic of

this section.
.ik

433. State some of the principles to follow in the
selection of print paper.

Your choice of print paper should.' be based ow (1)
the intended purpose of thephotogra ph; (2) the quality
of your negative and (3) the resulti -of paper and...1.

,
negative comat_ ions. Let usgliscuss each-one of these

in turn.
The Intended Purpose of the Photograph. In

Chapter 4, we discussed the different types of print

. ' rfaces and flow they are selected in relation to the
final product. We want to emphasiie again that if you

are producing prints that require a lot of detaiL choose

. a paper that reflects the greatest amount. Glossy
papers. are ideal for this purpose. If detail is not
important, then use one of the matte papers. You will

have a wide choice of textures to choose from. The
basic point is that the Paper su a.e must enhance the
image in relation to the miss on reqttirement.

Along with the type of surfâcthe print tone is also
imtiortaut. Certain papers produce a blue-black tone,
while others may produce a brownish color. Mission
requimments may call for a certain type of print tone.

The use of a paper sampler can help you choose the

right surface/tone combination to meet your

requirements. \,,
The ty o our Negative.Tbe negatives you are

going to p vary in contritst, density, image

(focus and composition), andphysical qualityfe.g., the
presence of scratches). The contrast of your egative
may re.quire you to choose an appropriate trade of
paper or contrast filter. If the negative is ve dense,

A

c.2
CHAPTER 5

Emulsion Prinling

you may have to chooq a "fast" paper to have

reasonable tort printing, Ames. A thin negative,
howeverriMier, to print on a slow paper. Poor image

or physical quality may require you to use a paper with

dramatic texture or tonerINIsemphasize certain
defect's.

The Test R esults of Paper and Negative

Combinations. With normal negatives, printing on
normal paper is easy. But what happens when you
don't have normal negatives, or when you must
produce a print having high or low contrast? The
answer is: you must make test strips: Selecting the

appropriate paper grade then is the result o f evaluation

of your test strips.
To make a test strip, you must first cut up a sheet of

print paper into strips. Then choose an area of the

negative that includes the important highlights,
shadows, and representative midtones of the subject.
Expose each sheet for a different amount of time,
noting this time period on the back of the strip. Process
each smp trt the same manner. Evaluate the strips for

density and contrast, choosing the appropriate
exppsure and contrast-gra:de. Then make a full-print

(Test strip profedures will be discussed in &eater detail

later in this chapter.)

Exercises (433): 4.

Complete the following statements related to selecting

print materials.
I. The __of the photograph is a factor in selecting

a paper with the appropriate surface and
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2. The of your negative may require you to use

a paper with dramatic or tone.

3. The use of will help you select the

appropriate contrast grade when you have

abnormal negatives.
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5-2. Contact Printing

A portion of your printing requirements can be
satisfied by contact printing. Usually, when making a
print the same size as the negative, you use a contact
pnnter. Contact printers are ideal for making
transparencies and proof sheets (a proof sheet is a print
of all of the images on a roll of fihn). The EN-22A
contact pri4ter covered in this section is a manually
operated tyik that you are likely to .be using.

434. Compkte statements describing a manual
contact printer.

Contact Printers. Most manual contact priacerS
used by the Air Force are quite elaborate in their
design. Some have a pneumatic (air-filled) bag platen.
and others use a vacuum platen to insure contact
between the negative and the sensitized material. In
some printers, a hand-operatea switch automatically
turns on the exposing lights when the ploren is brought
into position and locked.

The lamps in contact printers are usually high-
actinic argon lamps for gaded papers and
incandescent lanips for variable-contrast papers.
Depending on design. you may find weU over 176
lamps in i single printer. Normally, each lamp is
connected to an individual switch so that various
lamps. or lamp combinations, can be turned on or off
at will. In addition to the exposing lights, contact
printers are equipped with safelights and white
(viewing) lights.

Automatic timers are even built Into some printers.
These timers can be set w pve any desired exposure.
from a fraction of a second up to several minutes. Most
printers are- equipped with sheets of -diffusing glass
located between the lights and the negative. These:.
sheets contribute to a diffused, even illumination ovei.
the entire surface of the negative when all lights are
turned on

Photographic Contact Printer, EN-22A. The
EN -22A. shown in figure 5-1. is a self-contained
printer that accommodates negatives up to 10 x 20
inches. and aerial roll film, supported by brackets. up
to 91/2 inches in width and 500 fest in length. It has 73 3-
watt incandescent printing lights. Each tight can be
individually controlled, and there are pattern switches
that control groups of lights. This exact control of
lighting permits dodging and burning in of the image.
There is also A built-in filter roli for vanable-contrast
paper At each end of the filter roU. there is a section of
clear acetate, whiCh is used for printmg on graded
paper.

A sheet of diffusion glass is located directly above
the lamps to give diffused, even illumination. Above
the diffusion gIns is a thick sheet of plate glass on
which die negauv is placed. Additionally, three other
different types f printing glass are provided. These
are:

a. One clear printing glass. (You can use your own
individually cut masks taped to the glass.)

b. One mask for 9 x 9-ifich negatives.
c. One mask for 9 x 18-inch negatives.

Exercises (434):

Complete the following statements on the description
of contact printers.
I. The negative.and the paper are held down by the

2. Precise exposure is available in most contact
rimers by the control of

3. The EN-22A can handle roll film negatives up to
inches in width.

4. A roll is used for printing v anabie-contrast
paper.

5 A sheet of glass is us'ed to provide even

435. Explain techniques and procedures related to
contact printing.

When examined under room lighti ng. a negative has
)*\a shiny side and a dull side. The shiny side is the film

base: the dull side is the emulsion layer containing the
silver Image. A similar examination of photographic
paper shows th the paper has a slight curl toward the
emulsion n icularly v.ith glossy paper. the
emulsion sit more light.

To prpduceco tact prints, the dull side of the
negative ust In in contact with the shun side of the
paper. that is. they must be emulsion to emulsion. If the
negative base is inzontact with the paper emulsion, the
photogitaph will be reversed from side to side. In some
cases, such a reversal in the print is not readily evident.
but it becomes strikingly so if there are letters or
numbers in the picture area.

The exposing light must pass through the negative
first. Therefore. in a contact printer, the exposing
lights are directed upward. The negative is placed on
the glass with the emulsion side lip, and the pater is
laid emulsion side down on top of the negative. Then
the lid of the printer box is lowered to press' the
negative and papei together. (NOTE. To prevent
slippage, it may be necessary to tape the negative to the
glass. This technique is particularly useful when a large
number of prints have to be produced. Later in the
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Figure 5-1 Photographtc contact pnnter EN-22A

chapter, we shall refer to this glass when we discuss the
use of masks.)

Earlier we mentioned that contact printing is used to
produce proof sheets. A proof sheet is made by
printing strips of roll film negatives (35mm, 120, etc.)
or individual sheets of cut film on one 8 x 10 sheet. A
single exposure is given for all of the negatives. &cause
this lit often a compromise exposure. some negatives
will produce poor images. These negatives are
separately grouped according to contrast and density;
then they are reprinted. Proof sheets are excellent for
record keeping and selection of negatives to meet
mission requirements.

Remember that the purpose of contact printing is to
produce one-to-one image-size prints that rproduce
the original scene from the negative as accurately as
possible.

Exercises (435):

I. How should the negative and the print paper be
placed on the contact printer for printing?
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2. How can ) ou determine hich side of photographic
paper is the emulsion side?

3. In contact printing. how should the size of the image
in the negatie compare with the size of the image in"
the print?

4. How should you inake a proof sheet?

6

5-3. Projection Printing

Projection printing differs from contact printing in
that the negative is separated from the sensitized paper.
The image on the negative is projected by means of
incandescent light and an optical systern- onto the
sensitized paper. By altering the negative-tn.:lens
distance and the lens-to-paperdistance, it is possible to
reduce, maintain, or enlarge the image size. Because
most projection prints are made at an enlarged scale, it
has become common to refer to projectipn prints as
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enlargements and to call a projection printer an
enlarger The preferred terminology is projection
printer. since the capability of reduction is present.

Today the skill of making prints by projection has
become as necessary to the photographic technician as
the making of contact prints. This situation has come
about beta% projection printing offers many
advantages over contact printing. Themain advantage
of projection printing is that the size of the prints can
be regulated irrespective of the size of the negatives.
Other advantages are the ability to unprove
perspective. the ease of dodging, the larger choice of
projection papers, and the many and varied special
effects that can be obtained.

436. State some of the chtracteristics of projection
printers.

Manually Operated Projection Printers. In general.
all projection printers are quite similar in design and
operation They consist of an inclosed light source,
some method of obtaining an even distribution of light
over the negative, a negative carrier, a le s, a means of
adjusting lens-to-negative and lens-to-p per distancts,
and an easel for holding the sensitizei paper. It is
necessary to have some way of changin the lens-to-
negative distance for fccusing and 1 s-to-eas'61
distance for different degees of enlariement or
reduction. The degree of enlargement or reduction of
an image is usually measured in terms of diameters As
an example. a two-diameter enlargement is twice the
length and twice the width of the negative image (four
times the area); and a three-diameter print is three
times the length and width of the negative image (nine
times the area).

Most projection pnnters have a tungsten lamp as a
light source. The lamp is inclosed in a light-tight
housing. which is ventilated to prevent excessive lamp
heat from damaging the negative Some projectors
have blowers 43 circulate air and cool the-igaide of the
lamp housing.

The negative carriers used in the projection printers
may be either a dustless type or a glass-sandwich type.
The dustless-type carrier consists of two metal plates
with an opening in the \. center large enough to
accommodate the negative. The negative is placed
between these plates and is held in position by its edges.
This type of carrier is satisfactory for negatives 4 x 5
inches in size or smaller, since these negatives have
sufficient ngidity to remain flat. The glass-sandwich
type of carrier consists of a holder with two sheets of
glass. between which the negative is placed. A holder of
this type is necessary for larger negatives, since they
have a tendency to sag in the center if they are used in
the dustless carriers.

The lens used in the enlarger should be free from
optical defects and have an angle of field large enough
to cover the negative being printed. A lens with a focal
length approximately equal to the diagonal of the
largest negative to be printed provides a sufficient
angle of field.
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The bellows of the projection printer should be
capable of extending to at least twice the focal length of
the lens. This amodt of bellows extension is necessary
for the production of 1.1 (same size) reproductions.
Although it is possible to make reduction to any
desired size, the bellows on most projection printers
cannot be extended far enough to make image smaller
than 1.1. Smaller reduction may be accomplished by
substituting a lens of longer focal length.

The methods used to distnbute the light evenly ON er
the negative divide projection ponters into two generat
typesthe condenser type and thl diffusion type.

Condenser-we projection printer. The condenser-
type projection printer, shown in figure 5-2, has a set of
condensing lenses between printer light source and the
negative. The condensing lenses concentrate or focus
the light in such a manner that the rays pass straight
throtigh the negative to the projection lens. A
projection printer with this type of light source
reproduces the maximum amount of detail in the pnnt.
For this reason. negative defects such as surface
scratches very often become apparent on the print. The
condenser-type projection pnnter projects an image
that is more contrasty than that projected by a
diffusion-type printer.

Diffusion-type projection printer. The diffusion-
type projection pnnter. shown in figure 5-3, has a
diffusion medium between the light source and the
negative. Light emitted from the, lamp, as well as that
reflected from the reflector, stnkes the diffuser, which,
in turn, scatters it in all directions. Thus when the light
reaches the negative, it is traveling in no specific
direction but in many directions.

The effect of using diffused illumination is that
minor negative defects are not clearly recorded in the
pont. There is a general softening of, the image
sharpness, which is accompanied by a reduction in
image contrast. Diffusion-type printing is favored in
portraiture and scenic-type work. However, the
overwhelming majority of your Air Force printing will
be done on condenser-type enlargers.

Exercises (436):

Complete the following statements regarding
projection printers.
1. Fine focusing is pnmanly controlled by the

distance.

2. The degee of enlargement is in terms of

3. Negative carriers are either _-______or types.
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V,ENTILATOR

LAMP

NEGATIVE

CONDENSING
LENSES

LENS

EASEL 231.268

Figure 5-2 Condenser-type projection printer
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4. The enlarging-lens normally has a focal length equal

to the of the negative.

5. A lens with a focal length 'longer than the diagonal
of the negative geing printed will project a

6. A --type enlarger will, project the more
contrast), image.

7. A -*enlarger is good for printing negatives
that have defects.

437. Complete statements regarding the description
and operation of the EN-52B projection printer.

Characteristics of the EN152B Projection Printer.
The EN-52B projection printer shoym in figure 5-4, is

the type of projection printer you will find in your base

photo lab. It is a table-size unit used to make
enlargements of photographic negatives running from

35mm through 4 x 5 inches. Three lenses are
available: 1'93.5, 50mm (ideal for 35mm); 1/4.5,

100mm (120 or 70mm film) and f/ 4.5, 150mm (4 x 5).
The printer consists of 11 major assemblies. These
units are the baseboard, easel, filter wheel, lens, lens

cone, lens cup, negative carrier, condenser,
lamphouse. carrier, and girder assemblies. Let's take a

closer look at a few of these assemblies.
Filter wheel assembly. The filter wheel assembly,

mounted just beloW the lens. consists of a red-gafelight
filter, five vanable-contrast filters, and a clear position,
all of which are sandwiched between two plates. A
knurled nut and a post provid,e the means for attachiwg
the filter wheel assembly to the bracket of the lens cone.

Negative carrier assembly. Eight negative carrier
assemblies are supplied with the EN-52B prinier.
Spool-type negative carriers are provided for 70mm
(glass) and 5-inch aerial roll films. Four glassless
carriers. one each for 35mm single frame, 35mm
double frame, 70mm, and 120 size, and two glass-type
carriers for 21/4 x 3% and 4 x 5 inches are also supplied.
Each negative carrier consists of a bottom plate and a
top plate with a spring-type hinge. The springs serve to
connect the top and bottom plates and to hold the
negative carrier open when the condenser assembly
and la mphouse are lifted or when the negative carrier is
removed from the carriage.

LAMP

NEGATIVE

LAMP
HOUSING

DIFFUSING
GLASS

LENS
FOCUSING
ADJUSTMENT
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EASEL 231-269

Figure 5-3. Diffuston-type projection-printer.



(9
insert the film in the left bracket assembly of the spool-
type carrier, thread and attach it to the empty spool in
the right b °racket assembly, and rotate the crank handle
of the right bracket assembly to bring ihe desired
negative into position.

(4) Lower the lamphouse assembly.
(5) Set the variqtle-contrast filter turret assembly so

that the blank opening is below the lens. Set the lens
aperture v6ide-open by turning the diaphragm control
counterclockwise. Turn on and set your timer. which is
plugged into the enlarger. on focus

(6) Place a sheet- of white paper in the projection
printing easel, loosen the brake knob. and raise the
carriage assembl to the highest position by turning the
handwheel knob. Focus by making adjustments with

.the focusing knob until a sharp image is obtained.
Adjust the projection printing easel by using the
margin control knobs to set each of the masking blade
arms. The margin-width markings on the masking
blade arms must line up to the dimension of the
photographic paper being used.

NOTE: After a sharp image has been obtained,
subsequent raising or lowering of the carriage
assembly to vary the size of the desired enlargements
does not affect the sharpness of the image.

(7) Lower the carriage assembly by turning the
handwheel knob until the desired enlargement size, is
projected on the white paper in the projection printing
easel. Tighten the carriage brake knob. CAUTION: To
avoid damage to the carriage gears, always loosen the
brake knob before turning the handwheel kndb.

(8) Set the diaphragm ring to the desired fistop.
(9) Position the easel to insure that the desired

is composed within *the area indicated by the
blades.

urn your tiMer froM focus to time. Replace
e paper in the projection easel with a sheet of

paper. The sensitized4ide must be up, with
the top and left edges tight against the margin guides.
Lower the hinged frame and make certain that the
position of the easel is not distrubed. (NOTE: If
variable-contrast paper is to be exposed, set the turret
assembly to position the required filter below the lens.)

(II) Make your exposure. (NOTE: The projection
printer may be 'rotated on its base to permit the
negative to be projected onto the °floor or at an
intermediate level in order that greater than normal
enlargements can be made. To do this, hold the
carriage and girder securely, loosen the three cap
screws, and secure the three rotary clamping, pads.
Rotate the girder 180° on the base and secure it in this
position with the cap screws. Remember that before
rotating the girder and carriage for projection to the
floor, you must secure the baseboard to the table with
C clamps to prevent the projection printer from
overturning.)

Figure 5-4 Projection Printer. Type EN-52B.

Condenser assembly. Two condenser assemblies are
provided with the equipment One assembly includes a
pair of 61/2-inch-diameter plano-convex lenses, each
having a focal length of 9 inches. The other assembly
includes a pair of 5-inch-diameter plano-convex lenses,
each having a focal length of 7 inches. The lenses are
mounted in a housing with a separator between them.
The 61/2-inch-diameter condenser assembly is used with
the 41/2-inch lens cone. Use the 5-inch-diameter
condenser assembly with tlIc 2-inch-high lens cup.

Operating the EN-52B Projection Printer. To
operate the,projection printer, proceed as follows:

(1) Check the movable condenser element to see
that a is properly positioned in the lamphouse
assembly. Set the carn follower wheel on the cam so
that it is matched with the proper lens.

(2) Select a negative carrier of the appropriate size
for the negative being printed, raise the lamphouse
assembly, and install the negative carrier Ithe film
stage.

(3) Insert the negative with the emulsion (dull) side
down on the bottom plate of the carrier. For rollfilm,
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Exercises (437):

Complete the following statements related to the
description and operation of the EN-52B.
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I. When printing 120 film, you will normally use the
mm lens.

2. You can print up to a negative on the
EN-52B,

3. The filter whed is particularly important when
printing on paper.

4. A carrier is supplied for 35mm film?

5 To obtain maximum enlargement. it is necessary to
the carriage and girder.

438. Explain the techniques used in projection
printing.

The prerequisites for good projection prints are
good negatises. a clean enlarger, the proper contrast
grade of printing paper or variable-contrast paper and
filter set, correct exposure. and careful processing and
finishing. As you can see. you must control a number
of factors in order to achieve top-quality results

Negative Selection. Although most any negative can
be printed by projection, there are a few characteristics
that are particularly desirable. A good negative has
normal density and contrast. It is sharp and free from
such defects as scratches. abrasions. dust, and
fingerprints.

Your negatives should be handled carefully in order
to present fingerprints and smudges that will degrade
your image. Lint and dust particles hold back the light
during printing, and their shadows produce white
spots.- 'on the prints, Which are very unattractive
additions to:any photogsaph. Therefore, both the
negative and the negative carrier should be cleaned
with a tuft of totton moistened in alcohol or film
cleaner. If the negatives are properly processed and
handled. however, they can usually be cleaned with a
soft brush, lintless cloth, or air blasts from an aerosol
car4

Printer and Easel Adjustments. Place the negative in

the carrier so that the emulsion side is down toward the
emulsion of the paper. Replace the negative carrier in
the projection printer and make sure that it is properly
seated.

Adjust the paper corner guide and the masking
device on the easel to form the border width and print
size, needed. As an aid for composition and accurate
focusing of the image, place a wheet of white paper in
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the printing position on the easel. The base side of a
finished print serves nicely for this focusing aid. Then
turn on the appropriate safelights and turn off the
white lights. Turn on the printer light and open the lens
to its maximum aperture.

Focusing and arranging the composition of the
projected image should be accomplished with the lens
wide open. The brighter image Is easier to see for
accurate focusing. When you are ready to print, you
should stop the lens down two or three stops for several
reasons. First. almo t all lenses project a sharper image
when stopped dow ,a couple of stops. Second,
stopping down the lens causes a greater depth of focus,
which provides a margin of safety for any slight error in
focusing. Finally, moderate printing times (e.g., 10
seconds) permit dodging and burning in.

Now take a moment and study the image carefully.
(The picture is easier to compose if the scene is right
side up. If it is upside down, either rotate the carrier or
remove the carrier and reposition the negative.) Most
printing papers are kctangular in shape; therefore, you
should decide whether to use a vertical or horizonW
format. In many cases. the manner in which the scene is
composed (horizontally or vertically) on the negative is
the coritrolling factor. Furthermore, most
photographs can be improsed by cropping.

To bring the image to the desired size, raise or lower
the printer head until the approximate size is reached.
Then bring the image into sharp focus by changing the
lens-to-film distance. Howeser, because the size of the
image will be changed slightly by focusing, the printer
head should be readjusted. This readjustment ins olves
mos ing the enlarger head and then refocusing. This
operation should be repeated until the desired size is
reached and the image is in sharp focus.

After the image is correctly composed and focused.
the aperture of the lens should be closed down. Then
turn off the printing light, remose the white focusing
paper, and place the printing paper (emulsion side up)
on the easel. You are now ready to expose and process
your test stnps.

Exercises (438):

I. What problem will dust ancl,,,lity cause on your
print? How can the problem bi aduced?

2. How should the emulsion of the negative and the
paper be arranged?

3. FOr a given negative size, how is image size
controlled in projection printing?
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4. What two print formats can you normally choose
from?

5. In terms of composition, why is projection printing
more dynamic tlan contact printing?

5-4. Masking Bordrs

The white borders seen on most photographic prints
are made at the time the paper is exposed. The masking
techniques necessary to insure white borders varies,
depending on whether you are doing contact or
projection printing.

439. Describe materials and procedures related to
printing masks.

Contact Printing Masks. Many contact printers
have part of the glass opaqued to form a mask. Thus
the negative can simply be taped to the glass for
printing. However, in most cases, a mask is
constructed from four strips of opaque leader material.
These strips are taped together at the corners to form a
rectangular opening. As examples of the size of the
opening, the mask may be constructed so that the
opening is 71/2 by 91/2 inches for 8 x 10 prints or 31/2 by.
41/2 inches for 4 x 5 prints. A cardboard guide, made to
the proper size, can be used as an aid in adjusting the
size of the opening and alignment of the individual
strips that form the mask. The opening must be- a
perfect rectangle with square interior edges.

The mask is taped to the printed glass, the negative is
tap-ed to the mask, and the paper is piked on top of the
negative. This procedure prevents light, from reaching
the edges of the paper, thereby leaving a white border.
The conventional sizes ,of masks mentioned above
produce a 1, 4-inch border. However, in addition to the
.1/4-inch border, masks may be constructed so that the
border is of any desired size or even of a special shape.
Masks with odd openings may be constructed for
specialized purposes. You may want a circular border
on a print, in 'which case the opening in the mask is
round. Or, perhaps you desire an opening shaped like a
keyhole or one imitating the effect of looking through a
pair of binoculars. Unusual shapes may be effective in
newspaper work.

Projection Printing Masks. In projection printing, it
is the paper that is masked rather than the negative. An
easel is used to keep the paper flat mid' to form a
border. Easels come in a couple of basic designs. One
type has a fixed frame for each size of print (8 x 10, 5
x 7, 4 x 5, etc.). Such an easel is immediately ready for
use and a piece of paper can be quickly inserted within
the frame. Another common type has four maski
strips that can be adjusted for any size of p o
border. This type of eaiel has a guide to hold the paper
(There are also borderless, no-masking easels that
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aD.
vacuum or other means to hold the print flat.) Easels
produce square edges and are not meant to be bent into
other shapes.

Exercise& (439):

1. In contact printing,,the is masked; whereas
in projection printing, the is masked.

2. What type of material is used to make a contact
printing mask?

3. What are the two basic types of printing easels that
produce borders?

5-5. Exposure Controls

Determining the correct exposure is as important in
printing as it is when the photographer is exposing film
in the camera. The basic formula, E = I X T, can be
applied to printing. In this case, I represents the
intensity of the printing light, and T represents the time
the light is allowed to expose the paper.

440. Explain procedures And tethniques related to the
production of test strips.

The use of test strips is ,the best method to calculate
exposure, whether you are contact or projection
printing. Test strips are cut pieces of sensitized material
that are each given different exposures. The strips are
carefully processed and then compared under white
lights. Using strips minimizes waste and insures better
results.

When making a test strip, you can apply the
following procedures for either contact or projection
printing.

(1) Before exposing the test strip, choose the area of
the negative or projected image that is to be used for
the test strips. This area for the test should contain
highlights, middle tones, and shadows. Each test strip
should be made from the same part of the negative or
projected image. Only in this way can one test be
accurately compared with another strip.
(Unfortunately, when making a projection printing
test, too many technicians have been taught to use a
full sheet of paper, which is then progressively
uncovered. This procedure results in the full image
being sectioned off into strips of different density.
Thus, there is no way of comparing the strips, since
each may represent widely different ranges of negative
density and contrast.)

(2) Cut a sheet of number 2 graded or variable-
contrast paper into strips that are 2 inches wide.

(3) Carry out a systematic method of exposing,
using a number 2 filter for the variable-contrast paper.
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For example, you can stArt with 2 seconds in the caseof
a projection printer (keeping the aperture the same
throughout), and double the time 'period each time.
Anoiher method is to expose each test with an equal
amount of increase. For example, 2 seconds could be
added to each test. Such a system would give exposures
of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, etc., seconds. The main point is to be
sure to bracket the correct expos i.e; that is, to go from
underexposure to overexposure. (NOTE: Using a soft
lead pencil, on the back of each strip, identify the
exposure time used so that you can know the time that
gave you your best result.

(3) After you have exposed and labeled your strips,
process them according to the manufacturers'
directions for time, temperature, dilution strength, and
method of agitation.

(4) As soon as the test strips have been processed,
carefully inspect them. By observing the highlight area,
determine the best exposure for the gade of paper or
variable-contrast filter tested. The highlight areas
should be slightly darker than the same paper with no
exposure, and they should contain detail, Too little
exposure is indicated when there is no detail in the
highlights. Too much exposure is indicated when the
highlight areas are much darker than unexposed
material. If the highlights are not correct on any of.the
test strips, run a new series of tests (using the same
grade of paper or filter), providing more or less

exposure as indicated.
(5) When the best exposure has been selected,

decide whether the contrast is correct. Do this by
examining the shadow area of the test strip that has the
correct highlight exposure. If the shadow area of this
test is too light, the paper (or filter) does not have
sufficient contrast. Either a higher numbered graded
paper or a higher contrast filter is needed. If the
shadow area is too dark (i.ec., the paper has too much
contrast), a lower numbered graded paper or a lower
contrast filter is needed. (Print contrast is discussed in
more detail later in this chapter.)

Remember to continue to make tests until you have
finalized the correct exposure time and grade of paper
(contrast filter.) It is cheaper to make a number of tests
using test strips than it is to, go off blindly on a trial-
and-error basis with full sheets.

Exercises (40):

1. What is the purpose of making test strips?

II
2. Why are test strips economical?

3. Explain how to judge proper exposure by observing
the highlight portions of a test strip.
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4. Explain how to judge proper contrast by observing
the shadow portions of a test strip.

441. Explain techniques used to control local
exposure in printing.

Local Exposure Control. Many exposures are made
under less than ideal conditions and may result in wide
yariations of density in different areas of a single

-aegative. That is, the exposure in one area of the
negative is much greater or much less than in other
areas of the negative. This characteristic is usually
caused by wide variations in subject tones or the
reflective qualities of the subject. In effect, the negative
has a greater range of densities than can be reproduced
by the printing paper. As a result, you have a negative
that is very difficult to print. If the print is exposed long
enough to bring out the details in the highlight areas,
the shadow areas become overexposed. Or, if you
reduce the exposure to retain detail in the shadow
areas, the highlights are underexposed and lack detail.
Since the objective of Air Force photogaphy is to
produce an accurate, detailed representation of the
subject, you must often use special printing controls.
The two basic controls you will be using are dodging

and burning-in.
Dodging. Dodging is reducing exposure (density) in

a particular area. The most common and the easiest
method of contact-print dodgingis through the control
of the individual lights under various parts 'of the
negative. The switches controlling lights under the
areas of the negative that print too dark are placed in
the OFF position. The lights are left burning under the

areas of the negative that have the greatest density;
thus, these areas of the print get more exposure than

the areas of the negative that are above the
extinguished lamps. If turning the lights off for the
entire exposure time lightens the area too much, they
may be extinguished for only a portion of the total
printing time. On the other hand, if turning the lights
off for the total printing time does not hold the light

back enough, lamps surrounding the thin areas of the
negative may have to be turned off in addition to those
directly below the thin areas.

bodging can be accomplished more easily and
accurately in projection printing than in contact
printing. As shown in figure 5-5, dodging may be done

by manipulating your hands into various shapes. Or, as
shown in figure 5-6, a dodging device can be made by
attaching an opaque, properly shaped piece of material

to a wire handle. Since the dodging tool is held and
manipulated in the beam of light from the lens, its
location and coverage can be seen and controlled
during the printing exposure.

Dodging is generally necessary for only a part of the

exposure time,. When dodging, you should consider
how close the tool is placed to the lens. The closer the
dodging tool is to the lens, the larger the shadow it casts

and also the more blurred the shadow becomes.
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Conversely, the shadow will be smaller and sharper,
the closer the tool is held to the paper. To prevent the
formation of a dodging tool outline on the print, the
dodging device must be moved up and down and from
side to side slowly and constantly in order to blend the
areas receiving various exposures.

Burning-in. Burning-in adds exposure (density) to a
local area of the print. Normally it is done after the
basic exposure has been given to the entire print. In
contact printing, the technique is little used but can be
accomplished by turning off all the lights except those
under the area to be btirned in.

In projection printing, burning-in is done by using a
piece of cardboard slightly larger than the print; the
cardboard has a hole in the center, which is smaller but
approximately the same shape as the area to be
exposed. Figure 5-7 shows a simple device in use. After
the normal overall printing exposure has been made,
the burning-in device is moved into position between
the lens and the easel. The card 'holds back all of the
light except that passing through the hole. If the
burning-in tool is held high, the circle will be large with
blurred edges, if the tool is held low, the hole will
appear smaller and have sharper edges. During
exposure, the device must be kept moving in order to
prevent the formation of an outline of the tool on the
print.

Exercises (441):

I. Briefly state the purpose of dodging.

2. How do you dodge in contact printing?

3. What is the purpose of burning-in a print?

4. How do you burn in during projection printing?

5. Why must . your dodging. or burning-in tool be
constantly moved during exposure?

5-6. Tone and Contrast ..._

Deciding on the appropriate tone and contrast of a
print requires experience and judgment, since there are
a variety of techniques and materials that are available.
In this seciton we shall discuss a few points to help
guide you in this area.

441. Indicate various factors in determining the tone
and contrast in prints.

Tone. The tone of the print primarily depends on the
paper/developer combination that is chosen. Many
papers are cold and tones tend toward blue-blacks.
Other papers are warm, with the tones rendered in,
shades of brown. To achieve the appropriate tone, it is
important to follow the paper manufacturer's
recommendations for developer type and processing
procedures. Another factor is correct exposure.
Insufficient exposure renders the tones too light; too
much exposure renders them too dark. (NOTE: As a
print finishing technique, chemical toning can be done
after the print has been processed in order to produce
overall tints of many different colors. Toning will be
discussed in Chapter 7.)

Contrast. Contrast is the difference between the
highlights and the shadows. Your final print contrast
depends primarily on the inherent contrast of the
negative, the grade of paper or the filter and yariable-
contrast paper you have chosen, and the developer.
Combining short exposure with longer development to
produce high contrast or long exposure and short
development to produce flatter prints is possible to a
limited degree but is not generally recommended.

Tips on Controlling Tone and Contrast. Consider
the following points when deciding how the tone and

_
contrast of your prints should be.

a. Try to duplicate the tone and contrast of the
original subject. If the values of the print reproduce
those of the original subject, your print is likely to have
the proper contrast. How much printing manipulation
is necessary depends to a wreat degree on the negative.
If the negative does not re roduce the contrast of the
original scene, it takes eful selection of paper,
developer, exposure and ntrast control techniques
(grade of paper, dodging, burning-in, etc.) to obtain
the necessary results. .

b. Preserve detail in both the shadows and
highlights. This preservation of detail is particularly
important in Air Force photography because the fipal
product is often needed primarily to provide a detailed
rendering of the subject. If the negative is very
contrasty, it may take a low-contrast paper, along with
some burining-in, in order to get the detail. Of course,
if there is no detail in the negative to begin with, there is
no way to put it in the print.

c. The picture must fulfill the mission requirements.
The use of the final product is the key to deciding what
to do. Is the print for the base newspaper where
reproduction requirements may call for a less contrasty
print? Is it for display on a wall where the impact on the
people passing by is very important? (In such a case,
you must consider the lighting in the room, the color of
the walls, other pictures or decor, etc.) Is it being used
in an accident investigation where maximum detail is
vital? The variety of uses for the resulting print
necessitates your learning a number of techniques and
being knowledgeable about all the materials in your
lab's supply. Know what You can do with what you
have.
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Exercises (442):

1. Define print tone.

2. Define print contrast.

3. Describe how the print is controlled by the choice of
materials and techniques that are used.

4. List three important factors in controlling print
contrast.

5. Why must you consider mission requirements as
you carry out your printing work?

443. Given a series of printing situations, choose the
appropriare printing filter to achieve the required
contrast, and state proper procedures related to the use
of variable-,_ontrast filters.

Using Variable-Contrast Printing Filters. To meet
their printing requirements, the majority of base photo
laboratories are standardizing on variable-contrast
paper rather than graded Raper. To control contrast
with this type of paper, you must use variable-contrast
filters.

As we mentioned when we were discussing print
materials, variable-contrast papers have
orthochromatic sensitivity. The blue-sensitive part of
the emulsion controls high contrast and the green-
sensitive part controls low contrast. By interposing the
appropriate variable-contrast filter between the light
source and the paper, the contrast can be controlled.
Depending on the paper's manufacturer, there are sets
of filters running from yellow (for low contrast)
through dark magenta (for high contrast).

When making your test stiips to determine correct
exposure, you need to also determine the contrast. You
do this by examining the shadow area of the test strip
that has the correct highlight exposure. If the shadow
area of this test is too light, the paper does not have
sufficient contrast. If the paper has insufficient
contrast, a higher-numbered filter is needed:4 If the
shadow area is too dark, the Paper has too much
inherent contrast and a lower-numbered filter is

needed.
Earlier (in Chapter 4) wi presented a basic guide in

determining the proper graded paper to use to achieve
a desired amount of contrast. Now let us examine a
similar basic guide in determining the correct filter io
use. (The guide below is based on ,using-a 1, 2, 3, or 4

Polycontrast (Kodak) filter. The principles would
apply to other makes of filters and to the application of
intermediate values such as 11/2, 21/2, or 31/2, etc.)

,

Filter Results

No. I SoftNormal prints from contrasty negatives: flat
prints from normal and soft negatives.

No. 2 NormalNormal prints from normal negath es; soft
pi ints from low-contrast negatives: contrasty prints
form contrasty negatives.

No 3 Molerately high contrastNormal prints from
slighfly soft negat: .s; contristy prints from normal

,I.negatives
No. 4 'ligh contrastN. rmal prints from low-contrast

negatives: contrasty prints form normal negatives.

Figure 5-8 shows a series of prints produced by using

the above filters.

When using variable-contrast ilters, you should
remember a couple of points.

a. The filters are available in acetate rolls for
contact printing or as individual filters for projection
printing.

b. When in use, the filters should be clean and in
good order (not scratched). Like all filters, eventually
the printing filters will fade and have to be replaced.,

c. When being used, the filter should lie flat to
insure even exposure over the entire print.

d. The densities of the filters are indicated by the
different numbers. For example, a No. 4 filter is darker
than a number 3. This being the case, when printing
with a No. 4, your exposure times need to-be relatively
longer It is a good idea, therefore, to make additional
test sti ips when you change filters.

e. Some contact printers commonly used by the Air
Force are equipped with ariOn exposing lamps. Since
these lamps are ver:, riclla blue and ultraviolet (and
vc-y limited in the green and red spectrum), they
c. inot be used for printing variable-contrast paper. It
is possible to modify such a printer by installing white
incandescent lamps.

f As we have previously discussed, dodging and
burning-in can be effective ''at controlling local density.
It is also possible to change filters to control local
contrast. For :xample, it might be better to give the
print an olierall exposure with a number 2 filter and
then burn-inthe sky with the aid of a number 3 filter. It
is a good idea to work from a full test print to
determine the best approach.

g. Study the manufacturer's directions that come
with the paper- so that you can use their filter/paper
combination to best effect. (As we indicated early in
this volume, too many of us are guilty of throwing
away the manufactures (IL ections that come with our
photo materials. By keeping them in a reference book,
we could have a tremendous source of information that
would save our time and materials.)
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') Exercises (443):

I. Determine the correct Polycontrast filter (I, 2,3, or
4) to be used in the following printing situations.

2.

a. You have been given a soft negati e that must
lie printed to a high contrast.

b. A contrasty negative must be print4i to normal
contrast.

c. A normal negative must be printed to very high
contrast.

d. A low-contrast negative must be printed to
normal contrast:

e. A Iewscontrast negative must be printed to low
contrast.

What ty pe of ariable-contrast lilters are used in
contact printing?

3 1-1ow should filters Ix maintained for printing?

4 What can't you use argon lighting in variable-
co t printing?

Vt5
5-7. Composition

Composition is the most visually effective way of
arranging the various elements of the subject. When
you make a print, the subject arrangement is set by the
ngative; but how-much of, the subject should be
included and whether it should appear vertically or
honzontally is up to you. In contact printing, you are
limited to masking off unwanted edge areas, Ilk in
Projection printing, you are much freer to determine
the size and format of the subject. It is therefore
important to consider composition when youvrint,

444. State basic principles and techniques applicable
to piinting composition.

Since photographers are of infinite variety, anithe;
personal Iikes and dislikes diffs,r, there are no hard and
fast rules in composition. H6wiver, the following are

, some suggestions that can be used to produce a
composition that is pleasing to most people.
(Remember that the mission requirements of the Air
Force -must- have the ultimate influence on the
product.)

a. Normally, the center of interest (subject) is not
placed in the middle of the print but a little to the left or
right or a 'ale above the Center of the print.

b. Horizontal, vertical, or diagdnal lines should
never be allowed to cut the picture in equal parts. For
example, the horizon should be below or aboiie the
center of the picture.

c. The horizon shcmld be level.
d. Live subjects should be looking into the picture,

not out of it. In other words, there should be more
space in front of the figure than behind it. This
principle also applies to action photographs: your
composition is stronger if the action leads into the
photograph and weaker if it leads out of it.

e. Let the subject determine whether it should be
tinted vertically or horizontally. Tall, thin subject&
ch as portraits or buildings, work best vertically.
ide subjects, such as scenics, print better

h *ontaily. If you have doubts, prim it both ways and
eikdecide.
To have a clear idea what the best approach would

be, make a full-size test print. After processing and
finishing, place the print under normal illumination
andise L.shaped "rulers" to crop the picture. (The I.,-
shaped croppink guides can be made from cardboard,
etc.) Adjust the rulers until the image is the way you
want it and then, with a grease pencil, mark the picture.
This indication then can be used when you make your
final print. (Remember that when you change the
image size of the print, you must make new test strips
to determine the proper exposure, etc.)

Once you have decided what you want to do, then
you can apply a nuntber of different techniques.

The easic technique is to change the size of the image
by changing the priri- head/paper relationship. As
the distanc&increases, the image becomes larger.

Anotheray to change image size is to change the
focal length of the printing lens. The shorter the focal
length, the larger the image for a given negative size.
ii'Another te.chnique involves the use of the easel. The
sel can be placed horizontally or vertically anywhere
ithin the projected image. It can also be laid at

different angles to straighten a horizon line. If you have
easels with adjustable blades and you are not hdd to a
certain overall image size, you can crdp by adjusting
the blades.

NOTE: While noe fitting within the topic of
compositioti per se, remember that ithe tone and
contrast of the image greatly affects tte way peoples=
your sumposition.

Exercises (444):

1. How should the horizon linet appear in a print?

3. How should live subjects be arranged?
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3. What are L-shaped rulers used for?

4. When should you switch to a printing lens with a
shorter focal length?

5. What should determine whether the print is
horizontal or vertical?

5-8. Distortion Control

El.ery photographer has discovered what is bound to
happen Lf he tilts his camera upwards while taking a
picture of a tail buildingthe vertical lines converge
and the walls seem to be on the point of collapsing. In
this section, we are not going to review how to shoot
subjects like tall buildings, but we are going to describe
how to correct for distorted images when you
projection printt(No such correction is possible by
normal contact frinting.)

445. Describe tbe proper techniques to tae when you
must correct for distortion during projection printing.

A view camera is equipped with adjustments that
permit making the film nearly parallel with the subject
in spite of viewpoint. However, the press-type camera
has only erising front and a lateral shift of the front
standard to accomplish.:any corrective action.
Miniature and roll-film cameras rarely have means for
correcting,the alignment of the fit m and the subject. As
a result of these limitations in taking the photograph.
many negatives show a noticeable convergence of lines
that is distracting. Changes in these images can be
Produced by manipulation of the projection printer to
achieve the desired correction.

The control of distortion is based on the fact that
image size varies with the distance between the
negative and the easel. The greater 'the distance
between the negative and the easel, the larger the size of
the image produced. Thus, if the image is projected
upon an inclined plane or the image is projected from
an Inclined negative, the portion of the image farthest
from the negative will have the largest image size.

Conversely, that portion of the image.being closest
to the, negative will have the smallest image size. If a
negative consisting of- parallel lines were to be
projected from an inclined negative or onto an inclined
plane, all portions of the negative would not be tht
same distance from the paper, and the Iiries would not
be recorded as parallel. By the same token, a negative
that has lines that are not parallel (within limits) could
be projected so that the print will show them as
parallel. The control of distortion is limited to some
extent by the type of projection equipment available
for making the print.

_

c`3 0
Tilting Only the Easel. Almost any projection

printtzuhas an easel that is a separate entity from the
projector. Because the easel is separate, it can be tilted,

4even if it is merely propped up on one end. Study figure
5-9. Note that a small diaphragm setting is used to
increase the' zone of sharpness sufficiently to include
bottr the part of the easel nearest the lens and the part
of the easel farthest from the lens. Notice, too, that the
zone of sharp focus is parallel to the negative in this
case, and it is not parallel to the easel.

If parallel lines existed within the negative running
in the direction A to B, these same lines on the print
would tend to convergebeing closest at B' and the
farthett apart at A'. Applying this principle to correct
for convergence of lines, the end of the negative having
the lines closest togeth,er would be placed at end A of
figure 5-9. The end of the negative having the lines
farthest apart would be positioned at B. (However,
realize that the ends of the negative could be reverSed if
the tilt of the easel wfere also reversed.)

One of the big disadvantages of tilting only the easel
Ls that an extremely small diaphragm opening must be
used to have sufficient depth to the zone of sharp focus.
The use of a small diaphragm opening makes it
necessary to use longer exposure times.
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Tilting Only tbe Negative. If the negative were tilted
instead of the easel, as is shown in figure 5-10, the result
would be much the same as when the easel is tilted.
Once again, a very small diaphragm opening would be
necessaiy to produce a zone of focus with sufficient
depth to be sharp at both ends of.the easel.NOtice that
the zone_of sharp focus tilts onthe same_axis but in the
opposite direction of the tilt of the negative.,

Since the same negative-easel relationship exists in
figure 5-10 that existed in figure 5-9, the effect of the tilt
on the image would be the same as that resulting when
the easel was tilted. When the negative is tilted, the
same disadvantages also exist; that is, it is essential to
use a very small diaphragm opening to provide the
required depth in the zone of sharpness.

Tilting Both the Easel and the Negative. If you
carefully examine figures 5-10 and 5-11 , you will notice
that if both the negative and easel were to be tilted on
the same axis but in.opposite directions, the correction
would be the same. In, addition, the plane of sharp
focus would be parallel to the easel. Thus, an
arrangement such as that shown in figure 5-11 works
very well for the correction of distortion when the
distortion is on a single axis. Since the plane of sharp
focus coincides with the tilt of the easel. the diaphragm
aperature can be relatively large.
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-.-C-IZONE OF SHARP FOCUS

, Mg= 5-10. Correction by tilttng the negative.
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Figure 5-11 Correruon b tilung both the negative and the easel.

Not too-many projection printers are equipped with
negative carriers lhat can be tilted at will. But
remember, many printers are designed so that the
entire projection head can be tilted. :This tilting, in
effect, is the same as tilting the negative. The negative-
to-easel relationship is the significant point you must
rerhember.

Tilting Both the Easel and the Negative on Two
Axes. Certain projection printers are equipped with
both a two-aies tiItable negative ca-rrier and a two-axes
tiltable easel. The type of arrangement shown in figure
5-12 is ideal for correction of distortion. Distortiorrin
any direct ion on the negative can be corrected, and the
zone of sharp focus can be matile to coincide with the
easel in its tilted position. Correction of distortion on
both a horizontal axis of the negative and a vertical
axis of the same negative is possible. Large diaphragm
openings are possible without seriously affecting image
quality.

Exercises (445):

Complete the following_ statements- A distortion
control.
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Figure 5-12. Correction by tilting botlithe negative and the easel in
two directions.

I. When tilting only the easel for distortion control,
you must use a diaphragm setting.

2. ahen tilting only the easel to corfect for distortion,
you tilt the easel _where the projected image's
parallel lines are farthest apart.

3. When tilting only:the negative, you must use a
diaphragm.

en nd the negative, you
may be able to use a 'aphragm.

5. More complete distortion correction is possible
when the easel and the negative can be corrected on

axes.

5-9. NgatIviDuplication
Duplicate negatives are often required for

distribution to other agencies for printing or for filing
and storing in different locations. At times, it may
become necessary to send duplicate negatives to other
bases for making prints to be used for operational,
instructional, or publicity purposes. Duplicate
negatiyes are ideal for training and practicing
techniques like etching.

A negative also may be duplicated in order to have a
reserve in the event the original is lost or damaged.
Duplicating the negative is particularly important
when it is impossible to make a new negative of the
subject by reshooting 4.

In addition, duplicate negatives are used when it
becomes necessary to speed up production or when a
large number of prints of the same subject must be
produced. This mass production can be accomplished
by making r f duplicate negatives of the
original and distributing them to the various printing
stations. Several technicians can then be
simultaneously working to meet production
requirements.

-Some defects in negatives can be corrected during
duplication. For example, you can change the contrast
or density of a negative. You can dodge or burn in any
local area of the negative. Of course, you cannot
impart detail that is not present in the original.

For these and other reasons, you should know how
to duplicate negatives. .

446. Explain techniques on how to duplicate
negatives.

Duplicating by Contact Printer. ff the duplicate is to
be the same size as the original negative, contact
printing is the easiest and-most econoinicannethod.
The positive-negative film method is simple to
accomplish. First, contact the negative with a fine-
gram copy film like Kodak's Ortho 4125. After the film
has been processed and finished, you have yourmaster
positive. From the master positiVe, you repeat the same
contact printing steps with your copy film and you can
turn out as many duplicate negatives as needed.

To insure good results, remember the following
points:

a. The film you use to make your master positive or
duplicates may have much different sensitivity than the
print paperethat you are using. Watch those safelights!
Make sure that they are the type recommended for
your film. Your exposing times may also be shorter
than you are used to.

b. Make sure that the original negative, the master
positive, and the film are clean. If you don't, you will
have dust spots on the film that cannot be removed.

c. You can dodge, burn in, or 'change the contrast
(by exposure and development combinations) of the
master positive. But remember, your aim is to obtain
negatives that can produce prints that are as good as
(or better than) those produced by the original. Your
master positive and duplicite negatives should not
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normally be high-contrast. They should contain 4.fu11
range of tones that match the original negative.
, d. You should carefully choose your film/ developer

combination for each step. Duplication magnifies
grain, and so by the time you have made your positive I
and your duplicate negatives, the grain of the original
will have been magnified. This magnified grain could
ruin your prints. Keep grain down by uiing fine-grain
film; developer combinations.

Duplication by Projection Printing. When the
duplicate negative must be a different size than the
original, use the projection printer. Projection printing
gives you much greater control over dodging and 2. What are the advantages of making a master
burning-in when you make your master. Once the positive by using projection printing?
master positive is made, you can contact print the
duplicate negatives.

Reversal Film. An alternative to the
positive, negative method Ls to use reversal film, which 3. What are the possible drawbacks of using reversal
'can produce the negative in one step. Its drawbacks are film?

I

D-3 3
the limited number of black-and-white reversal films
(mainly 35ram) and the more elaborate processing that
is required.

Exercises (446):

1. How can you produce duplicate negatives, using
'Contact printing?,

..
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CHAPTE'R 6

Black-and-White Print Material Processing

SO FAR WE HAVE discussed printing materials and
exposure. In this chapter, we are going to cover print
processing, an essential part of turning out Atisfactory
prints. Our discussion will include darkroom
standards, preparation and use of solutions, time and
temperature control, proper agitation, and print
stabiliwion. The key to success in this area, as in all
other areas of photogiaphy, is care in your procedures
and pride in your work.

6-1. Darkroom Standards

The darkroom is the photographer's laboratory. As
such, it deserves some consideration as to size,
location, arrangement, lighting, ventilation,
temperature and humidity, sinks, water supply, and
equipment.

447. State the principles underlying specific darkroom
procedures and equipment for printing.

The location of the darkrooms depend on the
available space and the type and amount of work to be
accomplished. However, it is obvious that even a small
room that is well arranged is an aid to production,
whereas a rambling place that is too large is time-
consuming. Furtherniore, there is less waste, the work
is less tiring, and personnel are less likely to have
accidents when a standardized procedure is set up and
closely followed. Hence, the exposing, developing,
wising, fixing, and washing of prints may proceed
from left to right, or vice versa, but a definite routine
should be established.

Darkrooms should be provided with adequate fresh
air, and the stale and noxious air should be withdrawn
by power blOwers installed in the walls. It is also
important to maintain darkroom temperature around
70° F. This temperature not, only provides a
comfortable environment to work in, but is a great aid
in keeping the solution temperatures at the right level.

The sinks should be centrally located to save
unnecessary steps and time. They should be large
enough to hold the largest trays. Tray racks can be
placed over the sinks so that any liquid that may splash
or spill out runs into the sink and is disposed of
through the drain.

Hot and cold running water is absolutely essential.
There should be a number of convenient outlets. In

a34(

addition, there should be a water mixing valve for
controlling the ternperature.

Darkroom Equipment. The 'carefully planned
printing room should contain the following materials
and equipment properly arranged so that the flow of
work moves easily from one stage to another: a contact
printer or projection printer (or both, etc.), an easel,
safelights, a sink and trays for the solutions, graduates
for measuring and mixing solutions, a thermometer,
towels, at least two pairs of print tongs, an interval
timer, and a wall, clock with a sweep-second hand.
(This list is not exhaustive. There ihould also be
suitable multiples of this equipment, depending on the
number of workers in the lab.)

Trays. There should be five trays arranged in the
sink so that prints can be processed in orderly
progression from developer, stop bath, fir§t fixer,
second fixer, and water tray. The water tray Can hold
the prints until they can be placed in the mechanical.,
washer. The trays should be a minimum of I I x 14
inches for convenient use in processing 8 x 10 prints.

Timers. Most printing rooms contain two types of
timers: a large clock with a -sweep-second hand and
interval timers connected to the contact and projection
printers.

The clock timer most often has a black background
with a luminous dial (Gra-Lab type, etc.). The dial has
a I-second graduation and a large sweep-second hand.
It is normally located on a shelf over the developing
tray. It should be used to time each step of the process.
(Make sure that the clock is properly maintained.
Through use and abikse, the clock can become
inaccurate or cease to have a smooth sweep-second
hand.)

There are a number of models of interval timers used
to time the exposure when printing. Some are built into
the printer and others are connected electrically.
However, all work on the same principle. The exposure
time is set by moving a pointer to the desired time on
the dial; the exposure button is pressed and the
printing paper is exposed for the given time. When
making a nurnber of prints from one negative, this
precise timing of exposure will insure greater
uniformity of results. A FOCUS button is also
provided on the timer to permit the operator. to have
the printing light on continuously to view the image for
focusing and composition.
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NOTE: Remember that good laboratory safety
requires that all electrical equipment be properly
grounded. Many a technician has received quite a
shock by simultaneously touching a printer and
interval timer when they were not properly grounded.

Prim longs. Most technicians like to use print tongs
to hold the print during processing. This technique
eliminates the need to handle the print with possible
hypo-stained hands that can cause those unsightly
white fingerprint marks and require the print to be
done over. If you use tongs, keep two points in mind:
(1) keep the tongs clean and (2) use two pair of tongs
one pair to handle the print in the developer and carry
it to the stop bath and the remaining pair to handle the
print through the remaining steps (the use of two pair
of tongs is necessary to prevent contamination).

Laboratory Cleanliness. In most photographic
publications, there is a section on defects. A close study
shows that many defects are caused by a lack of
cleanliness in the laboratory. It is much easier and
cheaper to maintain a clean laboratory than to spend
time, effort, and materials to correct for defects (i.e.,
spotting prints or reprinting).

Rememberto establish a wet side for the solutions
and a dry side for the printers.,You must keep the dry
side dry and free from contaminants. This carefulness
insures 'imich cleaner prints.

-After. processing operations, your h nds are wet
With wawr or chemical solutions. Ih either 'case, rinse
theiirKclean water and dry them oh a clegh towel
not one contaminated with chemicals. Be sure that
your hands are dry before your return to the dry side.

Avoid splashing chemicals. Splashing chemicals on
the floor or your clothing transfers them to the dry
side. where they may ruin the prints. Chemicals
splashed on the floor may go unnoticed until they dry
to a powder. Walking back and forth agitates the
powdery crystals and they become airborne.
Ultimately these particles settle on your negatives and

paper, causing spots that require retouching on
negatives and spotting on the prints. Remember,
therefore, to dean up all spills as soon as possible.

Regular cleaning of -the laboratory is essential to
quality production. No area should be overlooked.
Floors should be mopped with a dust mop rather than
.a broom. Then use a wet mop to rinse the floor ivith
clean water. Never use a dirty mop, as this only moves
the dirt from one place to another.

When a liquid is used to complete a cleaning job,
remember that plain water will remove most chemical
deposits. If a solvent is necessary, use as lithe as
possible while following all safety precautions
connected with its use.

Cleaning as you go saves time and materials in the
long run. No one wants to work in a filthy environment
and you certainly cannot produce a high-quality
product under unclean conditions.

2,

Exercises (447):

1. Why is it important to have a definite routine to
your darkroom arrangement?

2. Why should the darkroom temperature be about
10° F?

3. What are the two types of timers you need when
printing? What is each type used for?

4. Why do you need two sets of print tongs?

5. Why is cleanliness so important?

6-2. Preparing and Using Spedfied Processing
Solutions .

The proper selection, preparation, and use-of your
developer is very important to your print quality. In
this section, we shall discuss these aspects of the print
developer. Then we shall cover similar aspects of stop--
baths and fixing baths, as well as time/ temperature
controls.

448. Identify appropriate developers for print
processing and explain procedures used in the
preparation of a print deyeloper.

Selecting the Print Developer. There are a number
of print developers that are available. The developers
vary in the tones and contrast they produce and the
type of paper for which they are designed. Normally,
each manufacturer recommends a particular
developer(s) to match each type of paper. Inselecting
your developer, you must carefully consider the type
of paper you are using and the result that you want.
FolloWing is a list of Kodak paper developers, their
recommended,dilution ratios, their processing times,
and,their purposes. This list is to just give you an idea
that several paper developers, exist. Other
manufacturers would produce a similar list. The basic
paper developer in the Air Force is the D-72 (used 1:2
for 2 minutes), which is equivalent to Kodak's Dektol.
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Kodak Developer
and Dilution

Ratio

Dektol (1:2)

Selectol I:I)

Selectol Soft (IA)

Recommended Range
of Development
Time in Seconds

45 *to 180

90 to 240

90 to 240

Ektonal (1 1) 90 to 240

Use

Yields neutral and cold tones
on cold-tone paper (e.g.,
Kodabromide).

Is suitable for warm-tone paper and
warmer tones.on other paper
(e.g., Polylure).

Is a companion to Selectol
but gives lower contrast.

Is specially designed for warm-
tone papers that are to be
toned (e.g., Opal).

°The exact promising um depends on the paper bang used and the temperature of the solutton

Preparing Print Developers. Once you have selected
the developer y ou want to use, it should be properly
prepared for use. The following points should be
?.onsidered in making your stock solution. (Once you
lave prepared your stock solution, you then can
prepare yaur working solution. The working solution
is the stock solution diluted, if required, to its
processing strength.)

a. Following directions. One of the most important
requirements for mixing the developer is to follow the.
manufacturer's Anstructions. Failure to follow
directions results in solutions that do not perform
consistently and properly. This wastes materials.

b. Water supply. Impurities in the water can cause
stains. Use filters to remove impurities from the water.
Where very critical work is being done, distilled water
May be required.

c. Mixing container. The mixing container and-the
stirring rod that are used must be clean and of the right
kind of material to prevbnt contamination or chemical
reactions. Stainless-steel, rubber, polyethylene, glass,
and enameled steel are materials commonly used in
chemical mixing equipment.

d. Temperature and sequence. To stress the point
again, follow the manufacturer's directions regarding
water temperature (which may be higher for mixing
than for use) and the exact sequence that components
are to be mixed.

e. Agitation. Proper agitation (stirring) during
mixing is most important to insure that the chemicals
are properly dissolved in the water. It is a good idea to
introduce only small quantities of the chemical at a
time while stirring smoothly but vigorously. (Do not
stir so vigorously as to cause the introduciton of air
into the solution or splashing of the solution.)

f. Stoeing. Proper storage is essential to preserve the
solution. The developer can be stored in a stoppered
amber bottle or an opaque plastic container with a top
or floating lid.

g. Safety. Throughout the preparation (and use) of
the developer (or any other solution), remember
chemical safety. Chemical mixing should take place in
a well-ventilated room. Always remember to add the
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chemicals to water. Do not swallow the chemicals or
get them in your eyes. It is a good idea to wear rubber
gloves and a face mask to eliminate chemicals
hazards.

Exercises (448);

I. Which of the following developers are used in print
processing?

a. D-19.
b. Dektol.
c. D-76.
d. D K
e. D-72.
f. Metolflow.
g. Selectol.

2. What should be your two main considerations when
you are choosing a mixing container?

3. What 5 probably the most tMportant rule in the
preparation of a developer?,

4. What type of protection should you wear when
mixing chemicals?

5. Too vigorous stirring when you are mixing the
developer can cause what problems?

449. Briefly explain steps to follow when you are
developing print.

Using Print Developers. Once the stock solution has
been prepared, you can make the working solution.
The working solution is prepared by mixing the stock



solution with the proper amount of water. The
working solution then can be poured into the
developer tray for processing.

Once your darkroom is all set up, all solutions are at
the right temperature, and you have exposed your first
sheet, you should follow these steps to develop your
print:

(1) Set your wall timerifor the processing time. The
clock should start once the paper is in the tray. (Some
technicians have the clock run all the time and then
start processing on any suitable whole minute. This
procedure saves resetting the clock or having to start
and stop it all the time.)

(2) No presoak is necessary, so you can start right
off with the developer. To do this, tilt the tray so that
the deeloper collects on one end. Then slide the paper
in, emulsion up. (By so doing, you will prevent the
collection of air bubbles on the face of the paper, which
could occur if the paper was fed in with the enfulsion
side down.) Then lay the tray flat, causing the
developer to cascade over the paper.

(3) Tray agitation should be continuous, so rock the
tray gently throughout the development.

(4) For an accurate 2-minute development (or other
time as recommended). lift the paper after 1 minute
and 50 seconds of development (i.e., 10 seconds before
the end of the development time). Drain the paper for
10 seconds .(And then slide it into the stop bath.
(Accurate timing of your processing is important in
order to determine proper exposure. Process by the
clock and not by your eyes, as the density of the print
under the safelights and in the developer is decepme.)

A slightly different procedure is used if you are
deN eloping more than one sheet of paper at one time. If
this is the case. first, put one sheet at a time. emulsion
side up. in the deNeloper. Theryproceed to agitate by
rotation rather than by rocking the tray. Do this by
pulling the first (bottom) sheet out from under and
putting it face down on top of the stack of prints.
Immediately follow it with the next sheet from the
bottom and continue until the whole pile is face down.
At once, pull them through again, one by one in the
same order, to make a face-up pile, continue to flip
through the prints this way. cirefully and regurarly
until the end of the development time. Drain each print
prior to putting a in the stop bath. NOTE: To insure
consistent timing, it is important to count as you go so
that the first print is in the first print out.

Exercises (449):

I. Print processing
agitation? Why?

normally calls for what type of
,
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2. For a single sheet, how should the emulsion face
during processing? Why?

3. What procedure should you follow to insure an
accurate processing time?

4. How should you agitate when you have to process
more than one print at a time?

450. Indicate characteristics of stop baths and fixing
baths, and explain how to prepare and use these
soiutions.

Once you have developed your print, you need to
-rinse it in a stop bath and then make thc image
permanent through use of a fixing bath.

Purpose of the Stop Bath. A stop bath, though it
does not make the image permanent, serves three
important purposes: (1) it stops or slows down
deNelopment by neutralizing (a chemical reaction) or
diluting the developer; (2) it helps to prolong the
strength of the fixing bath; and (3) it helps prevent
blisters that would result from the strong chemical
reaction between developer on the print and the fixing
bath at the %cry print when the emulsion is soft.

Preparing and Using the Stop Bath. There are
basically two types of stop baths that are commonly
used. These are w ater and acid. Plain water is used
because it is readily mailable. However, it acts only as
a rinse. It dilutes the developer, but it, does not
neutralize it (i.e., no chemical reactions are taking
place). If :;ou use only water, make sure that you have
the water continuously running into the tray to keep it
fresh.

Most labs use an acid stop bath because the acid.
reacts w ith the alkaline in the developer and neutralizes
it. To make an acid stop bath, first make a 28-percent
solution of acetic acid from glacial acetic acid. To do
this, dilute three parts of glacial acetic acid with eight
parts water. To make the stop bath itself, add 11/2
ounces of the 28-percent acetic acid to 32 ounces of
water. ( NOTE Remember for safety's sake, always
add acid (AAA rule to the water.)

During use. the temperature of the stop bath should
be the same as the other solutions (e.g., 68° F). After
development, place the print in the stop bath and be
sure to agilate for 15 to 30 seconds (longer if more than
one print is treated at one time). Stains may result if
prints are merely left to stand in the solution.

For best results, read the initructions that come with
the paper that you are using. The instructions outline
the type of stop bath' to use- and the time the print
should remain in the bath.

Purpose of the Fixing Bath. The fixing bath is
important because it chemically changes undeveloped
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silver (exposed or unexposed halides) into soluble salts
that can be washed away. If undeveloped silver halides
were to remain in the paper, they would discOlor when
exposed to light to which they were sensitive. This
discoloration would result in fading of the image.

Preparing and Using the Fixing Bath. There are two
types of hypo solutions in common use: ont with and
the other without hardener. For average use, the
packaged hypo with hardener, mixed with water
according to the manufacturer's directions, is
advisable. The purpose of the hardener is to prevent
excessive swelling or softening of the emulsion. It is
particularly important when you are processing at high
temperatures. If you want to give your prints a post-
processing treatment, such as toning, you should make
your own fixing bath without hardener. The Photo
Lab Index gives you formulas for these fixing baths.

In prepanng to- use a fixing bath, take a stock
solution of nypo as y our working solution (no dilution
necessary). Prepare a setup of two fresh fixingbaths.
(When the first bath is exhausted, usually after
processing two hundred 8 x lOs per gallon, replace it
with the second fixing bath. A fresh bath then replaces
the number two bath.) The exact amount of time in
each bath varies with the particular fixing bath, its
temperature, and the paper being processed; but
normally it would be 3-5 minutes per bath. (Kodak has
come out with a new resin-coated projection paper that
can be fixed in 2 minutes.) The length of time in the
bath is important because too much time can cause
bleaching and too little won't do a permanent job. The
temperature,of the bath should be similar to the other
solutions. PrOper agitation is also very impOrtant;
without it, uneven fixing may result.

A print can-be examined under a white light after it-
has been proprly fixed for 2 minutes.

Exercises (450):

1. Why is a stop bath an aid to accurate development
time s?

2. What is the main athantage of an acid stop bath
-over a water stop bath?

3. How long should a print stay in a stop bath?

4. What is the purpose of a hardening fixing bath?

5. What is the advantage of using resin-coated paper'.'
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451. Explain the relationship between development
thne and temperature in print.processing.

Establishing Time/Temperature Controls. Just as in
film processing, the factors of solution temperature
and the length of time the sensitized material is in the
solution are important factors in determining the
quality of the result. If the paper is developed for too
short a time or at too low a temperature, a weak, low-
density, low-contrast print will result.
Underdevelopment can result in a loss of detail in the
highlight portion of the subject. On the other hand, if
the print is developed for too long a period or at too
high a, temperature, the result will be a print with too
much density with a slight increase in contrast.
Extreme ,overdevelopment can lead to fogging.

The ideal procedure to control your processing time
is to establish temp rature control of all your,
solutions. By having 11 the wlutions at the
recommended 68° F, you an follow through with the
recommended times. This control can be established
by using a thermometer to check the temperatures and
a water mixing valve to get the water for mixing the
solutions to the right temperature.

If you cannot establish a temperature of 68° F, yoau
must modify your processing times accordingly. Check
the instructions that come with your paper or
developer for a time/ temperature chart that gives the
appropriate time for the temperature you are using.

Exercises (451):

I. What is the relationship between time and
temperature Mien you are processing a print?

2. How can you establish temperature control of your.
solutions?

6-3. Agitation

Agitation is very important in every step of print
processing. We have mentioned it on a continuing
basis throughout the chapter, but, now we should like
to explore it further to emphasize its importance in
correct processing.

452. Explain principles and procedures related to the
agitation of prints during processing:

Purposes of Agitation. Agitation is important in
.eery step in processing, but its importance can be
comprehended best by understanding what takes place
during development. During development, the
solution reduces the.exposed silver halide grains in the
emulsion to metallic silver. In the process, a numbei of
oxidation and chemical by-products are formed. These
by-products will retard development if not replaced by
fresh solution.
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When you have stagnant development (no
agitation), some portions of the solution are richer in
by-products thanothers, due to the fact that at regions
of high exposure, more development takes place than
at low exposure regions. For this reason too,
development is retarded to a much greater extent at
regionsof high exposure than at those of low exposure.
A lack' of agitation also produces development mottle
(streaks). This defect occurs because the diffusion of
fr.esh developer and ,reaction byproducts from within
the emulsion take the path of convection currents. In
the unagitated solution, these currents take slow,
random, irregular paths, producing uneven
development. ,

This same effect can take place in the other,
solutions. Improper agitation in the fixing bath can
lead to stains and uneven fixing that will result in
fading as time goes on.

Air bells can also be eliminated by proper agitation.
Air bells are tiny bubbles in the der eloping solution,
which can cling tenactiously to the paper emulsion and
cause small circular or eliptical clear spots to occur. A
spot haring soft edges or one of low density indicates
that the bubble grew smaller as development
progressed or broke before development was
completed.

Methods of Tray Agitation. When processing a
single print at a time, you can agitate each of the
solutions by continuously rocking its tray. For the
fixing bath, you should hare continuous agitation for
the first 2 minutes, you should then agitate at least once
every minute after that.

'A, hen working with more than one print, you more
the prints rather than the tray. leafing each print in
rotation from bottom to top throughout the
processing. It is important to count each print as you
go, so that y ou can transfer the prints in orderfrom one
solution to another.

ercises (452):

1. What is formed during processing, thereby making
necessary a continuous replacement of fresh
developer?

2. What is mottle? How is it caused?

3. What are air bells? How do they affect a print?

4. When processing a single print, you agitate by
moving the ; when processing groups of
prints at one time, you agitate by moving the

8-4. Print Stabilization Processing
c_3g1

Stablization is the term applied to photographic
printing that uses developer-impregnated paper. This
paper is then processed by using an activator chemical
for development and a stablizer to "fbc" the image.
Special materials and processing equipment have been
produced for this purpose. This section will describe
the basic principles of stabilization processing as they
are related to the Ektamatic SC paper and the
Ektamatic Model 214K processor. This, system has
great value in newspaper work or whenever speed is a
prime requisite for mission success.

453. Complete statements regarding principles,
procedures, equipment, and materials related to
stabilization processing.

Paper for Stabilization Processing. The paper and
emulsion used for stabilization processing is similar to
that used in conventional processing However, this
type of paper is not available in as many variations of
weight, sensitivity, and surface characteristics as
normal paper. The primary difference is that the paper
is impregnated with a dry developing.. chemistry.
Kodak's Ektamatic SC paper is virtually identical to
Polycontrast paper except for its processing ability. Its
contrast is controlled by variable-contrast filters. You
use the same Wratten OC safelight.

Processing Methods. Ektamatic SC paper may be
processed by com:.entional paper processing methods
using standard developer and fixer solution. However,
the advantage of wid processing necessitates ,use of
special chemistry with this paper. Only' two solutions
are required, to produce a visible,, semipermanent
image on ihe amventionally exposed paper: an
activator solution and a stabilizer Solution,

The activator solution reacts with the developer-
impregnated paper to convert the latent image into a
visible silver image. A short stop or rinse bath is not
required before stabilization. The stapilizer solution
neutralizes further effect& of developnient and greatly
reduces the emulsion's sensitivity to light. Note that the
light sensitivity has been reduced but not completely
neutralized. The- resulting degree of permanency of
stabilized prints, therefore, depends on the extent of
their exposure to heat, light, and humidity. This
characteristic is not usually detrimental. Stabiliza-
tion-processed prints normally are produced for short
life requirements such as proofs or for immediate,
reproduction by news media.

To insure the permanence of Ektamatic SC paper, it
must be fixed, washed, and dried by conve4tiona1
Methods. Stabilization processing equipment, sucly as
the Ektamatic 2141c, squeegees the prints through
rollers after they have passed through the stabilizer
solution. The paper then is in a damp-dry condition
with a semigloss finish.

Complete drying occurs within a very few minutes at
normal room temperatures. A glossy finish is possible.,
only after drying with normal print-drying equipment.
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Since this drying method normally requires heat, the
print must be fixed in conventional fixer and then
washed in order to prevent image deterioration.
Procedures for obtaining permanent images are
explained itt the data sheet supplied with each package
of paper.

Ektamatic 214K. The model 214K Kodak Ektamatk
Processor was designed to process exposed
stabilization photographic papers up to 14 inches in
width. The two solutions are supplied in plastic bottles
and no chemical mixing is necessary. The processor
should be positioned on a stand or table or in the
processing sink.

Power source. Normal power requirtments are 115-
volt, 60 cycles ac. Choose a convenient outlet to
connect the three-pronged plug of the power cord. As
with all electrical equipment *used in photo, it is
important, tliat the 'machine be properly grounded.

Assembling and leveling the processor. Be sure that
all items arecarefully unpacked. Remove the processor
base and solution tray, shown in figure 6-1, from the
shipping pallet. Insure that all the items are present by
Checking each against the packing list.

After lifting off the solution tray, wipe it down with a;
damp sponge to remove any foreign material.
Assemble the four leveling feet to the processor.

Insure that the twO drain bottles are inserted into the
base of the processor, as shown in figure 6-2. Using the
tray location hole, replace the solution tray on the

DRAIN BELLOWS

processor base. Inisert the ends of t he drain bellows (see
fig. 6-1) into the drain bottles.

Level the processor (side to side,and front to reai)hy
rOtating the leveling feet. Use a spirit level on the center
partition to check the side-to-side adjustment; span
with the width of the tray to check the front-to-rear'
adjust ment.

Leveling can aleo be done by filling the front section
of the solution tray with water and adjustinuthe
leveling feet until the water is at the same hhight along
the entire length of the center partition. Compare the
water level against the height of the flat surfaces near
the front drainhellows for front-to-rear leveling. Drain
the water from the tray by depressing this drain bellow.
Take out the solution tray and empty the drain bottle.
Replace the bottle and the tray.

Assemble the driven gear, shown in figure 6-3, to the
roller shaft on the processing rack assembly, using the
drive pin and washer. This gear will mesh with the
adjacent rack gear when it is assembled properly. Wipe
the processing rack assembly with a damp spopge.

As shown in figure 6-4, place the processing rack
assembly on the solution tray. Be surethat the corners
of the processing rack assembly rest in the recesses of,
the solution tray. After making certain that the rack
gear is meshed with the base idler gear, snap the hold-
down latch over the shaft.

Assemble the housing assembly (fig. 6-5) on the
processor by tilting the front upward and toward the

SOLUTION TRAY

BASE

\

'LEVELING FEET

Figure 6-1. Base of Ektamauc 2I4K Print PrL,essor.
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DRAIN BOTTLES

TRAY UNcING HOLE

Flaure 6-2 Dram boVes asserted In :he processor base

ir 'e hookAng the rod under the tAo
s :e of tne prccz5sor ba.e and

',owertng ;ne .:ont ct the housing tsen.:

Insert the feed shelf through the processor
as shown in figure 64. tilting the front upwarth
inserting it aslar as it will go. and then lowering te
asembly. This acuon hooks each'end of the shelf to ftle

tie rod.
Operation qf the processor The operation of the

214K processor requires specific attention to the

PROCESSING RACk ASSEMBLY

DRIVEN
_GEA P

WASHER

231-530

Figure 6-3 Drcve gear mechantsm of the processor

4

4

chemical solutions, the starting _ and stopping
procedures. and operator maintenance. The first step is

to .:nerr.tcat suppl bottles. After removing the

,ne I-quart solution bottks, install a
s. avor.- 4.-,-; to each bottle, as shownin figure 6-

' Tighten eacn Nahe securely. Always be sure to use
black colution-le.elvahe witifthe activatorArid the

red ale Altn the stabilizer, thus preventing the
,-..ontaminating the solutions.

itn the bottles held above the processor, turn them
upside do v.n and auickly insert them into theopenings
pro. idea in the prz,cessor. Be sure that each chemical
bottle is Inertd.into its proper hole (i.e., the activator
into the opening marked "Activator," and the bottle of
stabilizer into the opening marked "Stabilizer", as
shown in figure 64, Check that both bottles areseated
firmr.. in ihe tray. When the processor is first started,
slightly less I han I quart of activator and slightlxrhore
than I quart of stabilizer are required to fill thrtrays.

.A'hen a bottle is empty, install a full one.

T8' start the processor, press the start-stop button,
shown in figure 6-8. When the light in the button ison,
the processor is on. When the processor is to be ,used

frequently, the drive can be left running.
CAUTION: Be very careful not to touch the

emulsion side of the paper before processing. To Avoid
chemical contamination of the feed tray, be sure that

the processed prints do not come in contact with the
tray or housing as they are removed.

Always insert the exposed paper emulision side

down. the paper shoukl- also be inserted lengthwise
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PROCESSING RACK' ASSENIBI_Y
HOLD-DOWN LATCH

RACK GEAR

TIE ROD

231-531

Figure 6-4 Rack assembl,I, installed on the peocessor

-
and squarely for optimum transport. You should not
"insert paiier that is less than 5 inches in length.

Replacing .hemkal supply bottles. To maintain the
..trength of the actnator and the stabzer. install fresh
bottles of solution as indicated in the photographic
paper instruction sheet or once each week whicheser
occurs first Drain and clean the processor. Then
install fresh solutions as follows:

HOUSING ASSEMBLY

231-532

Figure 6-5. Housing auernbly of the processor.

ROD

BASE
IDLEh
GEAR

(l) Rernore the chemical supply bottles, feed shelf,
and housing assembly..

2) Press down and hold the drain bellows, shown in
figure 6-9, until all the chemicals have drpined from the
solution tray into the drain bottles. .`

t 3) Unhook the hold-down latch (shownin fig. 6-4).
Raise the left side of the solution tray. While holding a
towel or large sponge under,both drain bellows, lift the
tray and processing rack assembly as a unit and carry it
to a large sink.
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Figure 6-6 Feed shelf of the processor.
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SOLUTION-LEVEL VALVES

231534

Figure 6-7 Schuuon-lesel alses on chemical supply bottles

(4) Take out the processing rack assembly, and
wash the track arid chemical tray with fresh water. Use

a soft brush to rem'ove stubborn residue from gears.
rollers, shafts. etc. Drain water from all parts. Be sure
not to soak the rack assembly overnight. Place the rack
assembly on a flat sgface in order to avoid damaging
the components.

(5) Take the rwo drain bottles from.their storage
mounts and securely cap them, as shown in figure 6-10.
Remove the drain bottles and flush each solution dow n
the drain. one at a time. Flush thoroughly withwater.
If the two s'bhitioris are mixed, strong ammonia fumes
will result.

S7ABILi:ER SOLL,TION BOTTLE

AcTivATOR sou...von BOTTLE

START-STOP BOTTON ExPCSE0 PAPER 231-535
Evut.SiOsi SiOE DOvav

. Figure 6-8 Promisor in operation.

DRAIN BELOWS

DRAIN Bki-TLE,
231-536

Figure 6-9 Dr.an bellous and drain bottles of the processor

CAUTION. The activator causes eye burns.
P;olonged or repeated contact with the skin may cause
irntation. If act iN ator is splashed in the eyes, flush eyes
mmediatelv ith plenty of water and get medical
attention.

Simi-don n procedures. To shut down the processor
overnight. simply turn off the processor drive. When
starting up the processor the next day, run the drive for
approximately 5 minutes before processing the first
print. For prolonged shut-down or over the weekend,
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Figure 6-10 Drain bottles ready for removal



follow the procedures we just explained for "replacing
chemical supply bottles."

Maintenance and housekeeping. The following
maintenance and housekeeping steps must be 6. To haNe a permanent image, you have to
accomplished as indicated if yotir machine is to operate the print.
efficiently.

a. Daily. Keep the processor clean and free of
chemical splashes by removing any splashes or spdls
with a damp sponge as they occur. 7. A finish is normally possible only when

b Weekly Wipe the outer base surfaces with a you are using ordinary print-drying equipment.
damp sponge before installing chemical supply bottles.
If the processor should accidentally be moved, causiin
the chemicals to spill, remove the bottles, feed shelf.
and housing assembly. Drain the solution trays, and 8. The Ektamatic 2I4K can handle paper up to
remove the rack assembly tray and drain bottles. inches in width:
Remove the eight screws. Unscrew the leveltng feet and
slide 'the cover approximately 4 inches toward the
motor end of the processor, then lift the cover from the
base plate Clean all surfaces of the processor with a, 9. For electrical safety, it is important that the
damp sponge. Reassemble and level the processor. Ektarnatic be properly_

5. The _ solution brings out the image.

Exercises (453):

g Complete the following statements on stabilization
processing.

1. Ektamatic SC paper is a -contrast paper
that is impregnated with_

2. Ektamatic paper can be processed in any
p print developer.

3 VYhen printing with Ektamatic paper. you t:se a
Wratten safehght.

10. The black solution-revel valve is used with the
_ solution.

l_lyou should not insert paper that is less than
inches in length.

12. Paper is fed into the Ektamatic emulsion side

13. if the two- processing solutions are mixed,_
fumes will result.

4 The solution makes the Image 14 rhe :nside of the processor should be cleaned
semipermanent.

A
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CHAPTER 7

Print FinisJIng Techniques

THE FINISHING of prints includes the handling
given to the prints from the time they are removed from
the fixing bath until they are ready for sorting. In this
chapter we shall discuss print washing and washers,
drying and dryers, toning, mounting, spotting, and
protective finishes. A thorough knowledge of finishing
techniques is necessary if you are to turn out high-
quality prints that meet mission requirements.

7-1. Washing Prints

Washing is,an important step to insure a permanen;
Image. It should never be done in a haphazard manner.
You must, therefore, learn proper washing techniques
and then apply them in your work. This section will
discuss basic principles of washing prints and the use of
mechanical washers.

454. State principles and describe procedures related
to print washing.

The purpose of washihg prints is to remove the
residual chemicals that remain in the emulsiodbase.of
me paper after development and fixation. Washing
u:ssolves and dilutes the soluble products and
eliminates them with the disposal of the wash water
Thorough washing of prints is as necessary as
thorough washing of negatives. If processingchernicals
remain in the paper, they will discolor and ruin the
print. Although chemicals diffuse from both the base
and the emulsion of prints during washing, it is

necessary to wash prints longer than the time required
for negauves because the fibers and baryta coating Jf
the paper absorb the chemicals. (An exception is resin-
coated paper, which can be washed in 4 minutes
because it does not absorb chemicals at the same rate as
other papers.).

Washing Factdrs. The length of washing time is
dependent upon a number of factprs. You should
consider the jollowing:

a. Prdr\fixing. Using partially exhausted fixing
baths that require longer than normal fixing times will
require longer than normal washing times.

b. Temperature of the Water. The higher the vvater
temperature, the faster the chemicals are diffused.

Therefore. you get faster washing times at 75° F than at
65° F (Very high temperatures will damage the
emulsion.)

c. Ty pc and weight of the paper. Whether the paper
is" resin-coated or not affects the washing rate. Resin-
coated papers do not absorb the chemicals as do the
normal kinds and therefore wash faster. The weight of
the paper is significant. Double-weight paper, which is
thick and therefore absorbs more chemicals, takes
about twice as long as single-weight paper.

d. Method of washing. Whether you are using trays
or mechanical washers will- significantly affect the
water exchange rate and hence the washing times
Mechanical washers, in fact, are a necessity for high-
volume washing.

e. Rate of water exchange. The number of complete
changes of water to insure that the contaminated
water is' being completely drained away is important.
One change every 5 minutes is recommended to insure

er washing.
Amount of agitation. Agitation is essential to

the free flow of water around each print. The
must be rotated by hand or tumbled by

mechanical means so that each print is adequately
washed.

`g. Use of-a hypo clearing agent. The rinsing of prints
in a hypo cleanng agent for 3 to 5 minutes prior to
washing can significantly reduce washing times. There
are a number of commercially made hypo eliminators,
and formulas are also given in the Photo Lab Index.
Using these solutions according to directions can save
you much time.

Washing By Trays. Although most washing is done
5: mechanical washers (discussed laier in this section),
Imaii groups of prints may be washed in trays. Two
deep trays should be used. The size of the trays selected
ib determined 'bY the size and number of prints to be
washed. Both trays shoulg, tx filled with water. All
prints are then placed emElsion up in one tray. The
prints should be separated, agitated, and then
transferred one at a time to the other tray. The first tray
is then emptied and refilled with fresh water, and the
pracediire is repeated until the wash is completed. The
prints should be agitated by rotation at least two or
three times in each change of water and the water
changed at 5-minute intervals until about six changes
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have been oiven for single-weight prints. Double-
weight prints should be given from eight to ten
changes.

A second method of washing prints in a tray involves
the use of a tray siphon. The sipIon directs fresh.water
into the top of the tray and at the same time removes
the chemically contaminated water from the bottom of
the tray. The tray siphon method of washing is quite
efficient.

Exercises (454):

1 Ust seven factors that determine print washing
times.

2. If a print is not properly washed, what will happen
to the image with the passage of time? -"

3. How often does the water have to be changed when
you wash by tray?

4. What is the advantage of washing at 75° F?

5 Why does it take longer to wash double-weight
" prints than single-weight ones?

455. Identify true or false statements related to the
operation and use of print washers.

Mechanical Washer. A convenient method of
washing large numbers of small- and medium-size
prints is by the use of a mechanical washer. The
majority of your print washing may be carried out by
usmg this item of pnnt equipment+, Average washing
time for non-resin-coated, single-weight prints is less
than 30 minutes; double-weights take about 45 minutes
to an hour A mechanical washer sprays fresh water
into a routing drum and at the same time drains off the
contaminated water. The rotation of the drum,
together with the spray of the water, gives constant
agitatton to the prMt& In mechanical washers, the
water is completely changed every few minutes.

Pakolux. A typical mechanidhl print washer is the
Pakolux shown in figure 7-1. The machine washes
large numbers of small photographic prints quickly,
and efficientb. It wallies approximately 100 double-
weight 8 x lOs in 45 minutes.

To operate the Pakolux, you should follow these
instructions:

(1) aose the drain valve so that ihe tank can be
filled.
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Figure 7-1 Pakolux print washer.

(2) Open the water shut-off valve and allow the tank
to fill to the overflow level. By setting the shut-off valve
from one-half to three-quarters open, you can
maintain a continuous flow of fresh water.

(3) Raise the drum. by stepping on the foot pedal
and depressing it far enough to engage the pedal lock.
Manually rOtate the drum until the door in the cage is
rotated to the top where the index pins on the lift
channels hold the drum in place. Release the locks and
open the door.

(4) Place the prints in the drum one by one so that
They do not stick together. Close and lock the door. To

-lower the drum into the tank, pushdown the foot pedal
(to release the pedal lock. Allow the pedal to rise

31COY.1 Apply power to the motor by turning on the
electrical switch.

(5) When the washing is completed, turn off the
power. Slowly raise the drum and lock it in position
with the foot pedal. After the drum is rotated in the
index position. open the door. Place the prints on the
door for a short period to drain off excess moisture.

(6) When all prints have been removtd from Che
washer, close the shut-off v'alve and open the tank
drain 1, ahe. When the water has drained out, dry the
washer with a clean dry cloth:

Remember to consult the applicable technicalorder
prior to and during operation.

Exercises (455):

Indicate whether each of the following statements
regarding machinevashing of_prints is true or false.
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T F 1. Mechanical washers are better able towasha
number of prints than a tray washer.

1 4 F 2. Mechanical washers use ,the principle of
aeration to provide adequate print-agitation.

T F 3. When the Pakolux washer is in operation,
both the shut-off valve and drain valve should
be fully open.

T F 4. The vertical position of the Pakolux jriim \s
controlled by a foot pedal.

T F 5. To fill the tank of the Pakolux, the drain valve
must be opened.

7-2. Print Drying

Thc process of print drying is not the simple.
uncomplicated task that it appears to be. It involves a
combination of variables, most of which can be
satisfactorily controlled. In this section we shall discuss
basic drying principles and the operation of

-mechanical dryers.

456. Complete statements relating to the principles
and problems of print drying.

Print Drying Principles. The basic principles of
drying paper are similar to those of drying film which
0,e discussed earlier. The main differenbe between
drying film and drying paper is that the paper backing
contains a great deal more moisture than the
transparent backing of film does. When you are drying
transparent materials, your main concern is the
removal of moisture from the emulsion. When drying
papers, you are still concerned with removing the
moisture from the emulsion, but you are also
concerned with removing the large amount of moisture
from the paper backing. Often you will find that
removal of the water from the paper is a greater
problem than the removal of the water from the thin
emulsion.

Common Problems Encountered in Print Drying.
Some of the problems encountered in print dry mg areqp-,
tied directly to specific drying methods, but other
problems are common to all print drying. Let us
discuss some of the common print drying problems.
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Curl. As a print dries, the gelatin shrinks. The more
it shrinks, the greater the tendency for curling. The curl
is actually caused by the gelatin shrinking more than
the paper backing. The most effective method of
preventing curl is to dry the print in either an
absolutely flat position or a position that causes the
emulsion to be stretched; .that is, in_aposition that IS
reverse to the curl inherent in the paper. If the print is
allowed to'dry in this position, the tendency to Curl is
minimized.

In extremely dry clitnates, you may need to use some
additional treatment to prevent the loss of residual
moisture for the gelatin. Special flattening solutions
are available and help the gelatin to retain its moisture
content. These solutions can be purchased from
commercial sources. One such solution can be made up
of diluted glycerin (a 10-percent solution). If you soak
the prints for sufficient time to allow the flattening
solution to thoroughly saturate both the emulsion and
the paper before you dry the prints, you can keep
curling at a minimum.

Shrinkage. The problem of shrinkage is not
important for ordinary prints, but when the prints
must be used for taking measurements or for
assembling controlled mosaics (e.g., maps), shrinkage
becomes very serious. Print shrinkage is caused by
gelatin contraction and/or paper contraction. The
contraction makes the print surface occupy less area
than it did at the time it was exposed. Dimensional
accuracy can best be achieved by drying the prints
slowly and by not subjecting them to any stress before,
during, or following the drying process. When
available, special dimensionally stable papers should
be used.

Cracks. If the emulsion of aprint contains cracks, it
very often indicates that there has been rough handling
of the material. The improper handling may have
taKen place before exposure, during processing, during
drying. or subsequent to drying. If the emulsion of the
paper contains the right amount of moisture, it can
take a great deal of flexing without cracking. However,
if the moisture content drops below normal, the gelatin
becomes quite brittle and may crack when it is bent.
Excessive hardening of the emulsion and drying at too
high a temperature may cause the gelatin to crack more
easily. Cracks can result when a print straightener,
which bends the print in a reverse curl around a roller,
is set to bend the material too sharply.

Change in tone (plumming). When photographic
papers are dried by heating, they may change tone.
They tend to change toward a colder, more purple
coior. The effect is dependent upon the amount of heat
used, the nature of the sensitized materials, and the
tone of the image prior to drying. To prevent
plumming, your prints can be soaked in an
antiplumming solution prior to drying.

Changes in the appearance of the print surface.
When matte and setnimatte papers are dried by heat,
the surfaces sometimes have a higher sheen than if they
are dried naturally. Starch grains are included in the



emulsion to proN ide matting. The rising temperature of
the paper causes these grains to burst. While this effect
may improve the appearance of some semimatte
papers, it is normally considered detrimental for prints
on most matte papers..

NOTE. You will probably find that the new resin-
coated printing papers are free from many of the pnnt
drying problems we have discussed.

Exercises (456):

Complete the following statements related to the
principles and prghlems of print drying.

I. Drying prints takes longer than drying film because
prints have a

2 When the gelatin of the paper shrinks faster than the
paper, the resulting print will have

I A. solution is used in dry climates to help the
gelatin retain moisture.

4 If the emulsion becomes too dry, the paper is likely
to when bent.

4.

5. Shnnkage is a serious problem in prints being used
to make

6 is a change in the print tone, usually
resulting from drying with heat.

457. Complete statements regarding the operation of
print dryers.

You will dry the majority of your prints by using
mechanical dryers. Therefore, we shall cover the
operation of a typical belt dryer suitable for all your
conventional phnt-drying needs. You should note that
when you are, printing with resin-coated paper, the
prints should be air dried or you should use the new
type of dryers designed for resin-coated paper.

Belt Dryers. The majority of prints are dried on the
motor-driven, belt-type dryer. A belt dryer consists of
a drum, over which a wide, endless cloth belt or apron
travels. The drum is motor-driven and is usually heated
by electricity. The drying rate for prints is regulated by
the temperature of the drum and the speed at which the
drum rotates. The drum temperature is controlled by a
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thermostat, while the drum rotation speed is regulated
with a Nariable-speed motor control and a speed
reduction system. The prints are held in contact with
the drum by !beans of the belt and are dried during the
revolutions of the drum.

The Pakonomy Print Dryer, Model 26W. The
Pakonomy Print Dryer, shown in figure 7-2, is typical
of the print dryers found in base laboratories. Let us
discuss its operation as an example of dryer operation.

General procedure. To start the dryer, turn on the
drive and heater switches. When the dryer is up to the
proper operating temperature, prints may be placed on
the apron for drying. It is best to run a few trial prints
first to establish a suitable setting for production
prints. Glossy prints are placed on the apron emulsion
side up: matte prints, emulsion side down.

A pilot light is provided to indicate when the heater
is operating. This light goes out when the heater attains
the desired temperature setting. Two thermostats are
provided: a control thermostat for manual setting of
the required operating temperature, and a safety
thermostat inside the heater unit, which prevents
damage in the event of the failure of the control
thermostat. The safety thermostat is preset at the
factory at approximately 200° F, and no further
adjustment is required.

For norrnal operation, set the control thermostat to
190° F for the initiAl run. Subsequent experience will
suggest 1, ariations, in conjunction with apron speed, to
secure optimum performance under variables of paper
weight and humidity.

231-540

Figure 7-2. Pak no y print dryer.



The water circulating unit, containing the heater, is
provided with an ON-OFF switch and a thermostatic
temperature control. The motor drive unit has a
similar ON-OFF switch and a rheostat-speed control.

With the heater switch ON, the heating elements are
on until the drum temperature reaches the level set by
the control dial. The control thermostat then
automatically turns the elements on and off to
maintain the required temperature.

Apron tracking adjustment. Before starting up the
dryer the first time, it is advisable to check out the
apron tracking adjustment. Insure that the dryer is
standing square and level. Then proceed as follows:

t 1) Turn on 'he drive motor switch.
(2) Set the collars on the apron guide shaft to allow

a 1,4-inch clearance for each edge of the apron.
(3) When running, the apron will slowly dr;:t ,way

from the tight side. Correct this drift by turning the
adjusting screw on the right table arm.

(4) When the apron appears to be centered, run the
dryer for an hour to ser whether further fine
adjustment Ls needed.

(5) Should the squeegee roller rub on the lever
bracket. you can remedy the problem by compressing
the collars on the ends of the roller to secure the
necessary running clearance. Avoid excessive
compression, as this may cause a hump in the roller.

(6) Check the apron rollers for free running.
Binding rollers may cause apron friction and generate
troublesome static.

Heat and speed settings. Many factors influence the
vdlume of prints dried:These include:

a. Type and brand of sensitized material to be ,dried.
b. How welLthe prints are processed.
c. Room temperature and humidity.
d. Maximum practical drying temperature for

specific Print material.
e. Draining and handling of prints prior to drying.
f Your operating procedures and cleanliness,

especially of the apron.

Adjust the heat and speed settings so that prints drop
from the drum as they emerge from the apron with no
evidence of dull spots or fleck marks. As a guideiine,
the following speeds are recommended (speeds are set
by the rheostat control on the front of the drive unit):

a. Black-and-white single-weight, glossy-30-36
in,' min.

b. Black-and-white double-weight, matte-20-24
in/ min.

Do not attempt to use excessive speeds; otherwise,
not all prints will dry adequately. Strive to maintain
constant speed and temperature settings. Normally,
once a suitable setting is found, it is necessary to
change speed only if prints of a different weight or type
are to be run.

If a print sizzles when first set against the drum, the
heat setting is too high. Turn back the thermostat 5° at

uta ime until prints no longer sizzle.

Stopping the dryer. To stop the dryer, first turn off
the heater. Run the dryer for at least 5 minutes, and
then turn off the drive motor. A badly scorched apron
may result if the motor is switched off too soon.
NOTE: Never turn on the heater unless the drive motor
is running.

For best results, always consult the relevant
technical order for the dryer that you are using.

Exercises (457):

Complete the following statements related to belt dryer
operation.

I. N1atte prints should be placed emulsion side
on the apron.

2. Glossy prints should be placed emulsion side
on the apron.

3 Glossy prints are dried at a rate than matte
prints.

4. The pilot light on the Pakonomy dryer goes out
when the heater reaches the

5. Electrically heated is the Pakonomy Dryer's
source of heat.

6 rollers may cause apron friction and
generate static electricity.

7. The drive motor should continue to run after the
has been turned off.

8. Room and
speed settings.

will affect your heat and

7-3. Toning Prints

Print toning is a process for changing the overall
tone of a black-and-white print by using the
appropriate solutions after the print has been normally
processed. You may rarely be called upon to tone a
print, but it is a useful technique which niay enhance a
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particular print. It may be an ideaLtechnique for
preparing a pffntTà display.

458. State principles and descat procedures related
to the toning of prints.

Basically, there are two categories of chemical
toning. One method is toning by replacement of the
silver image with inorganic salts found in sepia toners.
Another method is toning with dyes such as methylene
blue. Within these two categories are a wide a riety of
chemical formulas and toning processes. Generally,
the processes break down into two broad categories.
dircct and indirect toning. In direct toning, the print is
treated directly in a toning solution. In indirect toning,
the image is first bleached and then toned.

It is not possible to discuss each type of toner here as
there is such a variety of them, but it is important to
consider several general principles that apply to any
type of toning that you may try. Consider the
following:

a. Select a good print to be tonedone in which
toning enhances the image. A bad print (poor
composition, poorly processed, etc.) is not improved
by toning.

b. Because it is difficult to spot a toned print, make
sure that the print is free of dust spots.

c. Carefully select the tone or combination of tpnes
that you are going to use. The tone(s) should enhance
the subject matter. For example, blue toners are ideal
for snow scenes or water pictures. Brown tones
enhance scenics. Red tones may improve a desert
picture, etc.

d. Follow directions! This is the key to success in
toning. You must follow the directions not only in
mixing the toner but in using it. For example, each type
of paper is suitable for only certain toners. Too many
technicians tend to use any toner they have with the
paper they are using and then are disappointed with the
result. Furthermore, if you decide to tone your print, it
may have had to be processed to a certain density.
Many toners tend to add overall density to the print,
while some that use a bleaching step tend to reduce
overall density.

e. Tone only one or two prints at a time.-Constant
agitation of the print(s) is important to prevent
staining. In addition, the longer the print is in the
toning bath, the darker the tone. You, therefore, have
to be able to judge the print quite carefully to get the
desired result.

f Washing is important. If a bleaching step is used,
the print should be washed for 5 to 15 minutes prior to
toning. Atter toning, the print should again be washed
for 5 minutes or more. Prolonged washing after toning,
unless called for by the' directions, often lightens the
toning effect. Do not wash your toned prints in
washers that are being used for untoned prints, as the
latter may be affected.

g. How the-toned istiht is dried is very important.
Air drying a print leaves a bright tone. A cool
ferrotyping can cause the tone to darken. A high-heat
ferrotype either darkens the tone considerably or
causes it to become muddydepending on the toner
that was used.

Ft. Keep safety in mind. Toners are often made-up'
from very poisonous chemicals. It is therefore safer to
use prepared toners than to mix your own from the
Photo Lab Index formulas. In either case, it is a good
idea to use gloves and a face mask to protect yourself
from chemical hazards. The room in which you work
should be xell-lighted and very well-ventilated, as
some toneri' give off hydrogen sulfide or other fumes.
(Along this line, do noLtone in a room where sensitized
materials are being sIFSred or used, as they may be
affected by the toning fumes.)

Toning can add to the overall appearance of your
print in a dramatic fashion. Through experimentation
and practice, you can add toning to your "bag of

(tricks."

Exercises (458):

1. What are the two basic ni(thods of toning?

2. Which method of toning requires a bleach step?

3. Why should the print you tone be free of dust spots?

4. What is the primary criterion for selecting, a
particular color of toner? -
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5 Why can you tone only a couple of prints at a time?

6. What may happen if you use high heat to dry your
toned print?

7 Why should you use a face mask and gloves when
you are toning prints?

7-4. Mounting Prints

For exhibition, display, and handling purposes, a
print, is usually mounted on a stiff board that sets off
the picture by a broad border and also protects the
edges of the print itself against damage.

2 5 6



459. State principles related to print mounting, and
describe procedures and materials that are used to
mount prints.

Mounthl Principles. In preparing a print for
exhibition or display, the objective is to shciw the print
to best advantage. Simplicity is essential in doing this.
Any elaborate artwork, such as colored borders or
fancy lettering, often detracts from the main point of
interest, which, of course, is the print image.

Prints for display purposes are generally mounted
on special cardstock to make them stand out from their
surroundings. The cardstock is available in various
sizes, colors, textures, and weights. While no definite
rules can be given, you should . use a mount that
compliments the print. The mount should be large
enough to balance and amply support the picture,
while the texture and color should lend themselves to

STEP 3. DIVIDE
THIS DISTANCE IN
HALF AND DRAW
A FINE LINE
ACROSS THE
MOUNT (C 0)

STEP I. PLACE PRINT ON UPPER
LEFT CORNER or THE MOUNT
AS SHOWN BY DOTTED LINE.

62-0
the overall tone. (Before using colored cardstocks, try
plain black or dark gray and see how well your work
will stand out.)

The placement of the print on the mounting board is
of utmost importance. Prints mounted at strange
angles or in a corner of the mount are not generally
acceptable. The prints should be placedon the board in
such a manner that the borders on the sides are equal
and, when possible, equal to the top border. For good
balance, the bottom border should be about one-third
wider than the top and sides. See figure 7-3 for the steps
you can follow in placing your print.

Adhesives. The adhesives used for mounting prints
are of two types: wet or dry. The liquid 'adhesives
generally used are photo paste, glue, gum arabic,
rubber cement, or the riew types of pressurized spray
fixatives. When you are using these wet adhesives, it is
almost impossible to prevent some staining or

STEP 2. DIVIDE THIS DISTANCE
IN HALF AND DRAW A FINE LINE
(A B) DOWN THE MOUNT.
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STEP 3. MOUNT PRINT WITH RIGHT
SIDE ALONG LINE Ae AND LOWER
RIGHT CORNER AT POINT e.

_Figure 74. Positioning a print on a
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mount.

STEP 4. DRAW A
FINE LINE FROM
POINT 0 TO F.
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smearing of the mounting board around the edges of
the print. Furthermore, often these glues dry out and
the print may loosen and peel off the amount.
Therefore, you should use a wet mount only for
temporary displays.

Dry mounting is therefore preferred by the careful
worker. For a temporary dry mount, you can use
double-sided self-adhesive tape. A length of this may
be applied to the top edge of the print, or shorter pieces
to the four corners. The protective backing of the tape
is then stripped off, and the print placed in position on
the mount.

For a permanent bond, you can use pressure-
sensitive adhesive sheets that require no additional
equipment or heat. To use this material, you .,imply
peel off one side of the protective sheets and appiy it to
the print. Then peel off the protective sheet on the
other side of the material and mount the print in place.

The traditional method of dry mounting prints is
done by using dry-mounting tissue, a tissue paper
coated on both sides with a shellac type of adhesive.
The tissue is dry, thin, not sticky, and very easy to
handle. Furthermore, it is odorless and chemically
Inert so that it will not stain a print. Being moisture-
proof, it will not wrinkle a print. It is well suited for
either double-weight or single-weight prints, and it
gives a strong, flexible, and very permenent bond
between print and mount. Because the dry mounting
process is clean, simple, and efficient, it lithe method
you will most likely be using in your worl;. (Dry
mounting procedures will be discussed further when
we describe the operation of a dry mounting press.)

Exercises (459):

I. What should be your basic cOncern in selecting the
cardstock for mounting your prints?

2. List the ve steps to follow when you are
positioning a print on a mounting board.

3. What are disadvantages of using a wet mount?

4. What are the primary advantages of dry mounting?

460. Explain procedures related to the operation of a
dry mounting press and the process of dry mounting.

D Mounting Press. The dry mounting press is an
efficient and simple implement for providing
attractively mounted photogiaphic prints. Heat is used
to fuse the dry mounting tissue between the print and
the mounting surface.

sc

Figure 7-4 shows a Type A-2 dry mounting press,
which is typical of the kind available in many labs.
With this type of press, both the heat and pressure that
are required for *mounting are provided. For dry
mounting black-and-white prints, the press
temperature should be set at approximately 235° F.
For extra-heavy material, set the press at
approximately 275° F. (For resin-coated paper,
consult your instruction sheet for proper dry mounIg
procedures.) This type of press is equipped wit
indicator lights. A green light glows when the set
temperature has been reached. A red light flashes"on"
and "off" approximately once every second when the
press is closed and provides a means for timing. Check
with the applicable technical order or manufacturer's
instructions for the operating procedures for your
particular unit.

Mounting Steps. The dry mounting process is easy
and requires few operational steps. Before doing any
actual mounting, prepare the press and dry the cover
sheet used to protect the print in the press. A piece of
heavy paper, a medium-weight piece of cardboard
with a smooth finish, or a photographic blotter works
well as a cover sheet. Place the cover sheet on the pad
and bring the heated Platen into contact with it.
Allow the platen to remain down for 1 or 2 minutes to
remove all traces of moisture from the cover sheet.
Follow this procedure whenever there is a possibility
that the cover sheet has absorbed moisture from the
air.

Place the untrimmed print face down on a table and
put a piece of dry mounting tissue, slightly larger than
the print, on top of it. Tacli the dry mounting tissue.to
the print by drawing the beveled edge of the tacking
iron (shown in fig. 7-5) across the tissue at several
points. With the mounting tissue thps secured to the
print, turn the print face up and trim it to its final size,
trimming both print and tissue simultaneously. (Watch
your fingers when you are trimming!)

Holding the trimmed print in the desired position on
the board, tack the print to the board in at least two
places. This practice will insure that the print will not
move on the board when you are using ihe press.

Place the print and board on the pad in the press so
that tne print face is up. Cover the print and mount'
with the dry coversheet. Apply pressure and heat by
lowering the heated platen and locking it in the down
position. After 10 to 20 seconds, release the pressure
and remove the print. To test for permanent adhesion
het'%een the print and mount,.allow the print to cool
and then bend the mount backward away from the
print. If the print does not ad4re to the mount, a
further application of heat is nedessary.

The amount of heat applied lo a print is important.
Insufficient heat does not adequately fuse the adhesive
to the print and to the mount,and the print may peel
away from the mount. Too much heat melts the
adhesii,e and allows the paper of the print And the
paper of the mount to absorb it. As a result, the
bonding between the print and tissue and between the
mount and tissue is not good enough to hold the print.
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Figure 74. Dry raountuls press.
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Since the mounting time varies according to the Exercises (460):
conditions and materials, you will need to experiment I. What is indicated when the green light on the A-2to achieve ideal bonding.

To mount prints larger than the platen, make several
impressions by moving the print so that each portion
receives an equal application of heat and pressure.

NOTE: Remember proper safety precautions when
you mount. Tacking irons and presses generate high
temperatures, which can cause serious burns. Be
careful when you use these tools and do not leave them
unattended. When you are finished, unplug the
equipment and leave a "HOT" sign to warnYOur fellow
workers of possible danger. You will also be using
paper trimmers. Remember to Jeave the trimmer
properly latched when you are fnished.

4,

Figure 7-5. Tacking iron on stand.
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dry mounting press glows?

What temperature is used for mounting single-
weight black-and-white prints?

3. Describe how to prepare a print for dry mounting.

4. Why is a important to use the right amount of heat
when you dry mount?;

7-5, Spotting Prints

Prints are spotted to eliminate white or gray marks
caused by dust, lint, and other similar particles that
may have adhered to the negative. Black spots caused
by pinholes may also be eliminated. All print.surfaces
may be spotted. Spotting is necessary to some extent in
the majority of prints:Spotting is also performed for
the purpose of correcting or toning down certain areas,
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such as highlights, which appear too bright in a print
and which would be difficult to remove from the
negative by etching.

In this section we shall cover the basic' tools,
materials, and techniques used in spotting printi:

461. Complete statements on the took, materials, and
techniques used in spotting prints.

Took. To do print spotting, it is a good idea tO haye
a clean, well-lighted working space. Light should come
from the left (from the right if you are left-handed), or
from behind you. Light coming from above or from in
front of you causes disturbing reflections on the print.
You should have a work bench or a-drafting table to
work on.. Work only with completely processed
unmounted prints. It is also a good idea to have a
vareity.of tools at close hand. Following is a discussion
of the major tools and supplies you should have
available.

Spotting colors. There are a variety of spotting dyes
or water colors, whichare either liquid or cakes. These
can be mixed and diluted .to achieve tones that match
the spot to the surrounding areas. -

Small water glass. To mix the colors, you need a
small glass to hold your water.

Brushes. A good selection of sable brushes is needed
to supply the spotting colors.

Photo blotters. Good photo blotters are helpful to
wipe up any access moisture on the prints.

White paper. White paper is used to shape the point
on your brush when it is loaded with color. It also
provides a good check to see that the color is exactly
what you want.

Lead and carbon pencils and crayons. A good
selection of pencils, Of different degrees of hardness is
essential, Carbon pencils ate useful for'spotting matte_
prints. Artist-type crayons can also be used for
spotting.

Sandpaper. Sandpaper is helpful in keeping your
pencils sharp.

Etching kriives. An etching It'nife can be used to cut
away or tone down dark spots. )

Retouching Techniques. Retouching takes pract:ce
and patience to achieve. After doing it for several
ho y u will want to correct the cause of the spots
rather than aster the cure.

-Spottng with water colors or dyes. Water colors
dyes can be applied to any type of surface. With water
colors, the technique is to moisten the brush-anOtiroks
it half dry on a piece of white paper. Then taketp the
color from the cake of dry water color, and turn the
brush on a piece of white paper. This technique helps
get a fine point and at the same time indicates the
strength of the color. Then just touch the spot on the
print with the tip of the brush. Start with the darker
areas first and then work to the lighter ones.

Retouching dyes,unlike water colors, are solutions.
The dye should be diluted in the brush while the brush
is semidry. Apply t4e dye repeatedly to the spot until
the latter disappears into its surroundings. 4 4

c9-57
Black spot s causftd by pinholes can hecorrected with

white dyes, which then can be blended to cover over the
spot. (The easiest solution to pinholes islo opaque the
rtegative and then retouch the white spot on the print.)

The key to the use of water colors or dyes is the
matching and blending of the color to match the
surrounding areas. Also, when you are spotting glossy
prints, make sure that you use dyes specifically meant
for glossy finishes: otherwise, the spotted area will
look dull in comparin ot the surrounding area.

Spotting with lead and ctirbon pencils and with
crayons. The use of pencils or crayons may be suitable
for covering over a fe w light spots. If you are
retouching glossy prints, you first must use a
retouching fluid to provide a rough surfSce for the lead
to hold. Unfortunately. the use of retouching fluid
leaves a dull spot, which may detract more from the
print than the spot that is being retouhed. Papers with
matte surfaces accept lead And crayon. A couple of
warnings are in order. Pencil lead tends 'to leave a
bright sheen sthat stands out: The sheen can be dulled

. by rubbing iswith pour fingers. Another problem with
lead is that there is a tendency for it to smear or to rub
off with handling.

Etching. The use of an etching knife to lighten,dark
spots take& quitea bit of skill. 'Once the dark spot is
removed, it can be spotted with dyes or pencils as the
case may dictate. Remember that with glossy prints
you Will remove the gloss, causing a dull sPot.

Exercises (461):

Cottplete the following statements on the tools,
materials, and techniques used in spotting prints.
I. When doing spotting work, your working light

should come over your shoulder if you are
right-handed.

j. Carbon
prints.

brushes are used in spotting.

pencils are mainly used to spot

4. Pinholes are first corrected with dye.

5. When spotting A' glossy print, you need -dyes
Or else the spot will look
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6. Materials that can'be used to spot colors on any
type pf surface are and

7-6. Protective Rnishis

By now you have spent seve,ral hours of work'
producin& a top-quality print. To, protect your
investment Iligainst scratches and abrasions, you
should use a protective coating.

462. Describe the purpose of using a protective finish
and explain how a spray rmish should be used.

There are a Nanety of commercial lacquer-type
spray s. which can be applied to any tyfie of print. These
sprays. besides prOviding protection, can also be used
to :moan a matte or glossy finish to the pnnt. In
addition to,the sprays, you can apply wax with a soft
cloth or arnish with a brush.

Since sprays are very common, let's briefly discuss
how they are used. First, the spraying should t e done

in a well-lighted and ventilated room. The room must
be very well-ventilated because the spray fumes are
toxk. In addition, the room should be free of
equipment or materials. Cameras, dryers, printers,
lenses, etc.. can be ruined by the spraYmist. Finally, the
spray can should be kept away from the heat, which
can cause a can of spray to explode.

To use the spray, shake the can according to
directions and then hold the nozzle about a foot from
the print. Spray in an even, sweeping motion. It is
better to apply two thin coats than one thick one. A

khick coat may leave an orange-peel effect. Practice on
an extra pnnt- before using the spray on your
masterp.ect.

Exerci.ses 462):

I. What are two reasons for using a spray finish?

2. Briefly describe how to apply spray to a print.
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CHAPTER 1

Reference:

N.

ANSWERS FOR EXgRO1SES

400 - 1 Foliowing directions is neressary to insure proper ciu
anis safety

400 - 2 VI ater. temperature
400 - 3 Ingredient, water.
400 - 4 Quick reference. backup source of information

401 - I Mix 25 grams of hydroquinone into WO cc of water
401 - 2 Mix one pan D-72 with 3 parts of water All pans must be

measured with the same' welshing system (e.g., ounces).
401 - 3 NI' C
401- 4 Izr F
401 - 5 20 percent

402 - 1 Metnc or asoudupois
402 - 2 The smailer the quantity to be weighed. the greater MUM

be the accuwy oflhe balance
402 - 3 a Sliding-, laks

b Paper
c Trimming

Lcrtr...ind
c R.gnt-nand

402 4 That the mate:1314 inert to the chemicals that
mCasured

402 - 5

A,403 - 1

403 - 2

15.; -

Formula and proprietary
Packaged chemicals are easy to store, handle arid mix:
and they proside consistent quality

403 - 3 Follow directions
403 - 4 in't well-lighted and sentilated room

404 - 1 Buik chemicals permit you to prepare solutions you rarely
use or those which are not available in packaged form
You will therefore be able to meet special mission
requirements sou would otherwise be unable to meet

404 - 2 USANSI Photo Grade,
404+ 3 Techrucai grade chemicals can be used after they have

beets thorough* tested and found to be satisfactory
404 - 4 Bulk chemicals should be stored in dark stoppered bottles

or faT3 Matoire shehed in a cool, dry pact away from
sensitized materials. All Containers should be properly
labeled

404 - 5 To take advantage of bulk chemicals. ou need a properb
stocked chemical mix seruon An accurate balance.
graduates, thermometer, and surring rods are a few of the
basic sterns that are required

404 - Acid should always be slowly added to the w cr If water
is added to an acid, tremendous heat can beesse,ted.
boiling and splattering may result, and you may suffer
serious burns

405 - I 50
.05-2 Valse B
405 - 3 Asr
405 - 4 Open
405 - 5 Recirculaung.

11

406 - I
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CHAPTER 2

The purpose of each processing step is as follows:
a Deseloper To reduce the exposed stiller halides to

black metallic sdver, thereby producing a
1 tsibte image.

b RinseTo stop or retard development in order to
prevent overdevelopment.

c Eking To make the developed image permanent by
dissolving undeveloped silver halides.

d WashTo remove all of the chemical concentrations
remaining in the film in order to prevent future
discoloration.

e DryingTo make the fBm .hard and durable for
handling.

407 - I l. sing film hangers and a tank.
407 - Roll fiim is normally processed by rolling it up on a reef

and ttin putting the reel into a tank.

408 - I To transmit the maximum amount of light that can be

iised safely without damage to the isensinzed materials
being handled
a '31
h

42)
d. 141.

40)5 3 If you use too tiright a bulb. it may damage the safehght
filter 3nd may fog theinatenals.

- in rJer.!. darkroom is essential for working effectively
Ind safely in total, darkness

409 - 2 A dirty tray will contaminate the solution poured into it.

and the result will be poor quality processmg.
4r.fr9 - Pestlax.ng film prevents the slx-ets from sucking together

:--)motes even:development
409 - t ..ount the film as you move from step to step,

shere ,:narice you will not give each sheet the same
.insount of prooessing. _-

409 - 5 Cias bens formed on the film surface can cause dark spots
4:x developer continues to work underneath the

409 - h- Br , nsuring complete changes of wash water, you will

prtent contimmates fro-in settling on the bottom of the
'A ash tray

410 - I N ou need to agatate pack film in order to prevent it from
Aicking together

41? - 2 Pack film is much thinner than regular sheet film It is.
.neretore. more difficult to handle and it can be easily

scratched0
410 - I 'frac processing of roll film creates very awkwai43.---

nanoling situations. The long roll must be handled from
both ends and passed ffirough the solution. There is a great
':.ciihood of scratches and uneven developinent.

411 - I Tank and hanger processing requires less direct handling
ct rie film makes solutions usable for a longer period of
:snle. and insures more even processing.

v.
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411 - 2. A film hanger rs simply a channeled frank suspended
ow a bar. The bar is long enough to reach across the

tan and allows the film frame to hang below the surface
of thsolution The frame has channels on the bottom and
both ides, as well as a hinged channel across its top.

411 3 The mrnerston of the hanger should be done slowly and
s thly in order to prevent splashing and the formatioh
o bells

411 4 4:ta15er5._o1 agitation is to lift the hangers up. ea them
90)to the left. and return the hangers to the solution.qhm.
I, them out, tilt them to the right, and return them to the
solution

411 - 5 If wet film is dried in a hanger. drying marks will form
along the edges, thereby reducmg the usable negative arca

411 - 6 The only difference is that pack film requires a diffeient
type of hanger

41" - I The ngh: amount of tension must lie applied to make sure
that the film feeds into the reel properly If you use too
much tension. the film will oserlap. if you don't use
enough tension. the film will skip.

.112 - 2 By having the tank filled,with deseloper. you will better
insure even des elopment

12 - 3 BN using a clip on the free. end to act as a weigh.

413 - 1 lime. temperature
413.- 2 1. seless

413 - 6.S

413 - 4 Swelling
413-- 5 Inspection
413 - 6 Reticulation

414 - urpose of agitation is to cause a more rapid excnance
used solution absorbed into the gelatin and the

resn solution from outside the gelatin
414 2 An underdeselored negans e a negatise that :acks

oodstonal detail, and contrast
4 14 1 Bs tacking t nen- emulsion side up. in the tray and rotating

'nem from the bott,rn to the top.
414 4 I he basic different: is that vay agitation requires

agnavon whereas tank agitation is,Jritinuous
-iterrhtttent

.

41ts - I P.c :hree purposes of a stop bath are to stop 'r yttard
deselopment. to prolong fie klc ot the fixing bails Jrld to
present stains

416 - 2 Water and 28 Nrcent acetic acid
4i6 - 3 Plain water, acid, and hardening
416 - 4 The pnmary purpok of a fixing bath is to make the image

permanent by dissobing undeseloped siker hahdes
416 - 3 Plain. acid. and acid hardening.
416 - 6 Water. sodium thiosulfate. acetic acid. sodium sullite.and

potassium alum

41' - 1

4 A black-and-white positive can be made by contacting the
original negative with copy film and then processing the
film in the normaignanner. following the directions for
the specific type orfilm

41" - 2 To prevent buckling of the film when the film is subiected
to the heat of the projector

8 6

CHAPTER 3

418- I. Rapid. warm,
418 - 2. Less
418 3 Higher. less
418 4 0 005
418 - 5 Tray
418 - 6 Tank

449 lo help prevent uneven drying that could cause wtter
spots

- 2. Prepare a 2-percent solution of tung agent by
following appropriate directions. I he bathe tne turn in
the solution for about 2 minutes. Dram the .film and
sponge Of any excess liqiud The film is then ready to be
stried.

420 - I Dr% warin. cuculating 'auau that contains a lower
.ei,iti,e percentage of moisture than the gelatin:

420 - 2 In the direction of the dry areas.
420 - 3 A low-tumidity environment.
420 - 4 The selocity. temperature, and htimidity of the air.
420 5 Damage to the emulsion
420 - 6 Bs attaching a film clip to the bottom of the film.
420 - 7 Water spots ca n cause permanent crater-like formations in

the emulsion, which will show up in a print.

421 - I Clean
421 - 2 100

42! :3 Drained

422 - I To_reduce the density liaa9leflicIdar part of a negative.
422 - 7. a Large

b Etching knife
d. Easel
d.. One
e Light
f Retouching

323 - I To eliminate pinholes or small transparent spots in the
emulsion.

423 -.2 To cos er areas of the negatise that you don't want to
appear on the print.

423 - 3 a White
b Base 7"--
C Small Lox
d Opaque
e Soduttn sulfite

424 -4 Cetic atid. 4. 6
424 - 2 Double
4:4 - 3 Salts
.3 4 Ammonia
4' 5 Pure

4

%to ,:ure strong light, and heat
Between 40 and 5() percent.
The formation of fungus on the film.
Storage cabinets should be raised so that the lowest shelf

arawer is at least 6 inches off the floor in order to
pre' ent ans possibk water damage that may be caused by

oi sprinkler discharge, etc.
: rcmose dust and reaeuse gists.

good idea to make a duplicate negatis rand use that.
An"c filing awas the master

CH \ fTER

42* I II.. -r le nt;N:rt
42r, - 2 Chlor,d;
426 - C-t1. ,de p.rstr,
426 - 4 u. i dc trld kt::orohrorrude papers



427 - I I Soft, 3 - Moderately high contrast. 5--S ery -high
contrast

427 - 2 No 2
427 - 3 By matchuig -the negattve to a certain grade of paper

1Contrasocontroi through development is mainly used
with certain monocontrast papers )

423 - L One set of halides is sen.sdise Io blue-violet I,ght, hile
another set Is sensitive to yellow-green light

428 - 2 A set of appropriate printing filters

429 - I a %umber 2 (or no filter)
b Number 4.

Number I
429 - Z ra4rrom number I (light yello%) to number 4 idark

magenta), with intervals ot 1 2_

429 - 3 Because variabk-contrast paper is sensitive to green. us.ng
this yeilow-green filter would eau.; togging

410 - I The finish andlexture of the paper
430 - The paper's surface controls the amount of light that is

reflected irom the print. thereby transmuting or obskuring
deiaii It is therefore important to rn itch the surface to the
type of image you wish to convey

431 - 1 c
431 2 a
431 - 3 b
431 -4. a.

, 431 - 5 ac
431 - 6 b
431 - "

432 - I Edges
432 - 2 Front
432 1 8
432 4 Motsture. hght. heat, chemical fumes..nreless handling
432 - 5 O F F

433 - i

413 - 2
413 - 3

434 -
434 - 2
434 - 3
434 - 4
434 - 5

Purpose, tone
Quality. texture
Test strips

Platen
Individual lamps

Alter
Diffusion

HAPTER 5

435 I The negativ e and the paper should he Ulaced emulsion to
emulsion. with the negative latd emulsion side up on the
contact pnnter glass.

435 - 2 Examine the paper carefully thc paper uiD have a slight
curl toward the emulsion, and the emulsion side Yv ill reflect
more light

435 - 3 The sizes of the images should be the :ame
435, - 4 By contact pnntina strips of roll film negatives or a couple

of cut film negatives on an 8 x 10 sheet ot paper

436 -
436 - 2
436 - 3
436 4

436 - 5
436 - 6
436 -

43- - 1

43' - 2
43- - 3
43'r - 4
417 - 5

Lens-to-negauve
Diameters.
Dustless. glass-sandwich
Diagonal.
Smalkr
Condenser
Diffusion

wO
4 x 5 -

anable-contrast
Glassless
Reverse '

438 - I Dust and lint will cause the projection light to be diffused,
causing white spots to appear on the print. Dust and lint
can be brushed, wiped, or blown off. In more difficult
cases, the negative may need to be cleaned with alcohol or
negatise cleaner.

438 2 The neeativ e and the paper should face emulsion to
emuision.

43,s - 3. The anage sae As ,onuolled by the distance from the lens
and the paper. This can be changed by raising or lowenng
the printer head. As the distance increases, the image size
increases

438 - 4 Horizontal anti vertical.
438 - 5 In projection printing, you have control oyer the image

size. and you can easily change the format. This flexibility
is not ayailable in contact pnnting.

439 - 1 'Negative. paper
,419 - 2 Opaque leader material.
419 3 Tne type vvith a fixed frame and the type with adjustable

:nasking strips.

r,s, strips are used to calculate printing exposure and to
determine the correct paper grade or v anable-contrast
filter to use.

440 - Test sinps are economical because several can be cut from
o c-iheet of print paper This procedure is far cheaper
than making tests on full sheets of paper,

440 - 3 Inspect the highlight-areas of the test strip carefully. The
highlights should be slightly darker than unexposed paper
and have some detail.

440 - 4 Carefully examine the shadow area of the test stnpItiat
has the correct highlight exposure-, If the shadow area of
this test is too light, the paper does not have sufficient
contrast If the shadow area is too dark, the paper his too
much contrast

441 - 1 The purpose of dodging is to reduce density in a particular
area of a print

441 - 2 Bs turning off individual pnnting lights.
441- 3 to add density in a local arca of a print.
441 - 4 to burn-in during projection printing, you first make your

hasic overall exposure You then make your additional
exposure. using a piece of cardboard with a hole in it. The
hole will pass the light to the area that needs additional
exposure %title holding back light in those areas that don't
nerd any more.

441 - 5 If iu do not move your doemg or burning-in tool dunng
exposure, an outline of the tool will be "printed- on the
pacer,

442 - I Tone is the overall color of the image produced by the
paper Some papers produce a warm tone, while others arc
rnucn colder

442 - 2 Print cOntrast is the difference between the highlights and
the shadows of the print image. The greater the difference,
the higher the contrast

442 - 1 Thc float appearance- of the pnnt will depend as much on
the type of paper that is selected, the choiceof developer,
your e.xposure and contrast control techniques as on the
quality of the original image.

442 - 4 The inherent contrast of the negative, the choice of graded
paper or vanable-contrast filter. and your developer.

442 - S Mission requirements are the reason why you arc
producing the print The requirements of the mission will
influence the choice of paper and your pnnting
techniques If your product doss not meet mission
requirements)ou haYe not been successful.

87
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433 - 1 a 4
b I

c
d 1

c
441 - 2.. Roll-type titters
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443 - 3. The filters should be clean and in good ordel. If a filter
fades with age, it must be replaced.

443 - 4. Argon lighting is very rich in blue and, therefore, doesn't
have the green spectral quaW necessary r variable-

. contrast paper.

444 I The horizon line should be cevel and sh d not divide the
picture in half

444 - 2. Lave subjects should be looking tnto the tante, not out of
st.

444 3 As cropping guides, which you can use to determine the
best picture crop.

444 4 When you are projection printing and need to hase a
bigger image size.

444 - 5 The subjeci (Tall, thin subjects are best shown sertically,
while broad subjects appear better honzo y )

445 - 1 SmalL
445 2. Upward
445 - 3 Small.
445 - 4 Large.
445 - 5 Two.

4.46 I First you contact the original with a sheet of co film to
produce a positive With the positive, you 4n then
produce as many duplicate negatives as you n

446 - 2 In projection printing, you can produce a master that is"
cropped. dodged, and burned in

446 - 3 The limited selection of film sizes and more instils ed
processing

CHAPTER 6

441 - I A detinite routine results in less waste, is not as tiring, and
is also safer

447 - Z A temperature at 70 F prosides a comfortable working
ens ironment and ss an aid in maintaining proper solution
temperatures

44" Plc two types are a . lock and an intersal timer The clock
.15td to time tne processing steps. The intersal umer is

used to control print exposure
- 4 'I 3u need two sets in order to present contamination One

.s used in the deseloper and to transfer the print to the stop
bath The second set can handle the print through the
remaining steps

447 - 5 Ceantiness sases time and materials. A common cause of
poor-quality darkroom production is a lack of cleanliness

44$ 1 0 e . g
448 2 That the mixing container is qpiin and that it is made of

tenal that will not react with the chemica ls to be mixed
448 - 3 Follow the manufacturer's directions.
448 . 4 It is a good Idea to wear rubber gloses and a face mask
448 - 5 Splashing of the solution and the introduction of air into

lie solution

449 - I Continuous agitation (because the prints are tray
processed)

449 - 2 The emulsion should face up in order to prevent air
bubbles from forming on the surface.'

449 - 3 You need to have your tuner start as the sheet is going into
the solution You also need to provide for a I0-second
drain time at the end Thus, if you have a 2-minute
processing nme. you should continuously agitate for I
minute and 50 seconds and ,then drain the print for 10
seconds before putting the print to the stop bath

449 . 3 Agitate the sheets of paper by rotatM Lhem from bottom
to top t=ti the stack. As you bri the bottoM print
up. put lsion side down on the to of the stack. The
next time you go through the stac . put the prints
emulsion side up Continue dm edure through the
deselopment time

:76
450 - I. A stop bath that stops deve, ent is an aid in accurate

development times because development is not
continuing beyond the developer solution.

450 - 2. The main advantage is that an aid stop bath reacts
chemically with the developer solution remaining on the
print. This chemical reaction stops ,the action of the
developer. A water stop bath only dilutes the action of the
developer: it does not stop it.

450 - 3 Normally, from 15 to 30 seconds.
450 - 4 To present excessive swelling or softening of the emulsion.

(This is particulady important when you are processing at
high temperatures.)

450 - The advantage of resin-coated paper is that it can be fixed
in 2 minutes. a period of ume considerably shorter than
that necessary for other tyes of paper.

451 - I. As the solution temperatt re rises, the processing time is
reduced to achieve the same degree of development.
Converseiy. as the temperature decreases, the processing
time Increases to achieve the same degree of development.

451 - 2 Use a thermometer to check the temperatures and a water
mixing salve to get the water for mixing the solutions to
the nght temperature.

452 - I A number of oxidation and chemical byproducts are
formed as the developer changes the exposed halides to
black metallic silver.

452 - 2 Mottle is streaky deselopment. It is caused by a lack of
agitation during deselopment of the print. The defect
occurs because the diffusion of fresh developer and

,reaction byproducts from within the emulsion takes the
epath of convection currents. These currents form random
patterns that cause unesen development.

452 - 3 Air bells are tiny bubbles in the developing solution. They
can cling to the paper emulsion, causing clear spots to
occur on the print because there was not full-development.

452 - 4 Tray. prints.

453 - I

453 - 2
453 - 3
453 - 4
453 - 5
453 - 6
453 - 7
553 8

553 - 9
.553 - 10
453 - I(
453 - 12.
453 - 13
453 14

Variable, developer
Standard
OC
Stabilizer
Actis ator
Fix
Glossy
14

Grounded.
Acus ator
5

Down
Ammonia

eekly

CHAPTER 7

454 - I The seven !actors are( I) the proper fixing of the print. (2)
temperature of the water. (3) type and weight of the
paper. (4) method of washing. (51.rate of water exchange,
(61 amount ,.1 agitation. and (7) use of a hypo cleanng
agent

454 - 2 It will become discolored
454 - 3 Every 5 minutes
454 - 4 The higher t he water temperature, the faster the chemicals

are diffused Therefore. if NOU wash the prints in 75° F
water sour washing times will be less than if you used
colder water

454 - 5 Double-weight paper is thicker and absorbs more
chemicals Therefore. it takes longer to wash double,
weight ar

455 - 1 I rue.

455 - 2 False
455 - 3 False
455 - 4 True
455 - 5 False

88 ef's
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456 - I.
456 . 2.
456 - 3.
456 - 4.
456 5.
456 - 6.

457 - I.
457 - 2.
457 - 3.
457 - 4.
457 - 5.
457 - 6.
457 - 7
457 - 8.

Paper backing.
Curling.
Flattening.
Crack.
Mosaics.
Plumming.

Down.
Up.
Faster.
Desired temperature setting.
Water.
Binding.
Heater,
Temperature; humidity

s

45$ - I Dtrect and indirect.
458 - 2. The indirect method.
458 - 3. It a difficult to spot a toned print, so you should start with

a clean pnnt.
458 - 4. The color of the toner should enhance the print image For

4 example. a blue tone goes well with subjects we associate
with blue, such as water scenes.

458 - 5. You must constantly agitate your pnnts in the toner for
even results. You also need to judge the effect of the toner,
for the longer the pnnt a left in the solution, the darker the
tone will be.

458 - 6. A high heat may cause the tone to significantly darken or
even cause it to become muddy.

458 - 7. Protectir equipment is Important because many toners
give off noxious furn'es or can cause other chemal
hazards because of their poisonous cOntent.

459 - 1 The cardstock's color. size, texture, and weight should
enhance the pnnt image to be mounted.

459 - 2. The five steps are: ( I i place the print on the upper left
corner of the mount: (2) divide the distance on the right-
hand side and draw a fine vertical line down the mount; (3)
divide the chstat. e from the bottom of the pnnt to the
bottom of the mount in half and drawa fine horizontal line

.c.26/

k

across the moun4 (4) draw a fine diagonal line from the
bottom left edge of the print to the point where. the
horizontal line drawn instep) ends on the right-hand side ,

of the board; and (5) mount the print with the right side
along the vertical line drawn in step 2 and with the lower
right corner touching the point formed by the intersection
of the line drawn in step 2 and the diagonal line drawn in
step 4.

459 - 340 Wet mounting may not produce a permanent mount and
may aiS0 CAM stains and smears.

459 4. It is a clean, simple, efficient process that feSUlts in a bond
that is normally permanent.

460 - I. That the set temperature has been reached.
460 - 2. 235° F.
460 - 3. Place the untrimmed print face down on a table and put a

piece of dry mounting tissue, slightly larger than the print,
on top of it. Tack the dry mounting tissue to the print by
drawing the beveled edge okhe tacking iron across the
tissue at several points. With the mounting tissue secure,
turn the print face up and trim it to its final skze. Then tack
the print to the mounting board, and you are ready for the
preSs.

460 - 4. The nght amount of heat insures good results. Too little
heat and there will not be adequate fusion...10R much heat
and the adhenve will be absorbed. In either case, you will
not have a permanent bond.

461 - 1.
461 - 2.
461 - 3.
461 - 4.
461 - 5.
461 - 6.

Left.
Sable.
Matte. r

White.
Special: dull.
Dyes: water colors.

462 - I. A spray fifosh provides a certain amount of protection
against scratches and abrasions: it can also impart a
particular kind of finish.

462 - 2. Shake the spray can and then hold the nozzle about a foot
from the pnnt. Spray in an even sweeping motion.

,
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STOP:
1.MATCH ANSWER

SHEET TO THIS.
EXERCISE NUM-
BER.

2. USE NUMBER 1 OR
NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

23132 03 21
EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE
PROCESSING AND PRINTING OF BLACK-AND-WHITE MATERIALS

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3. Use a Medium sharp *1 or #2 black lead Pencil for marking answer sheet.

4. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECL

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to Ea on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:-

1. Don't use answer sheets bther t'han one furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

A

1. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #1 or #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED
ON ,THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each
item number on the VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the
answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The
VRE resulis will be sent to you on a postcprd which will list the actual
VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate the Learning
Objective Numbers for the items missed. Goito the text and carefully
review the mew covered by these references. review the entire VRE again
before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
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Multiple Choice

1. (400) In the preparation of photo solutions, the most important thing to

remember is to

a. follow the written directions.

b. use a stainless steel mixing tank.

c. always add water to your chemicals.

d. keep the mixing temperature at 125° F.

2. (401) A 20 percent solution of sodium sulfite would require a mixpre of how

Tany grams of sodium sulfite per 100 cc of water?

a. 10.

D. 20.

c. 30.

d. LC.

3. (4:31) A 1:2 solution of :-76, is the same as a D-76 solution of

a. 25 percent. c. 5) percent.

b. 33 1/3 percent. d. 68 2/3 percent.

4. (402) What type of balance is used to measure grams?

a. Avoirdupois.,
b. English.

c. ntric.
d.

5. (402) When using a beam balance, minor inequalities in weights are compensated

for by using

a.- tne laddle.

o. paper weights.

c. :ne counter balance.

. :ne -.rimming device.

5. (403) Which of the following is a proprietary formula?

a. Thiosulfate.
b. Dektol.

c.

d.

7. (-14) Which of the following indicates the highest standard of chemical purity?

a. 7echnical.
rrimary standard.

b. Chemically ;ure. National formulary.

3. (LOS). When mixing chemicals in the A-1 mixer.

a. valves A and B are open.

b. valves A and B are closed.

c. valve A is open and valve B is closed.

d. valve B,is open and valve A is closed.

9. (4CE) The conversion of the latent image -to a visible one takes place in which'

processing solution?

a. Wash.

b. Rinse.

c. Developer.

d. Fixing bath.

10. (407) Which of the following types of film is not developed in a tank?

a. Cut film. c. Roll film.

b. Pack film.' d. Polaroid.

11. (408) Which safelight filter is used in processing orthochromatic film?

a. 1.

b. 1A.
2

c. 2.

d. 3.
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12. (409) X-bottom trays are ideally suited for which processing solution?

a. Fixing bath.

S. Developer.

c. Rinse.

d. Wash.

13: (409) To prevent sheet film from sticking together during tray processing,

you should use

a. a theosulfate wash. c. a film stripper.

b. an ammonia bath. d. a presoak.

k

14. (410) Unlike sheet film, to process roll film in trays, you need to use

a. hangers. c. film

s. a presoak. d, an a.zitator.
A

15. ((-11) Once the sheet film hangers are in tne developing solution, strike them
sharply against the side of the tank several times to

a. align the hangers.

S. dislodge air bells.
s. dislodge'gas.bells.
d. confirm that the sheets are secure within their respective hange

16. (412) Excessive tension used When loading roll film on a reel will

a. increase the chance for pinholes.

S. ause the film to skip over a groove.

i
c. veriap 'che film in cne of the grooves.

d. erm'it the loading of more than one roll on the reel.

\:3

17. (413) By having ail the processing solutions at the same temperature, you can

prevent

a. plumming. c. air bells.

b. gas bells. d. reticulation.

19. (410 In what part of ke negative does the developer become more quickly -

exhausted?

a. Middle' tones.

`b. Highlights.

c. Shadows.
d. Base.

19. (414) Roil film tank processing requires what kind of agitationt

a. Intermittent. c. Trubulent.

b. Continuous. d. Air burst.

20. (415) Metol is

a. a slow working reducing agent.

S. a low contrast reducing agent.

c. a high contrast reducing agent.

d. highly sensitive to changes in temperature.

21. (415) The main reason for using an accelerator in the develoidng solution is to

a. make the solution alkaline. c. make the solution acidic.

S. insure selective reduction. d. prevent oxidation.

3



22. (415) Borax would be classified as which typo of accelerator?

a. Mild.

b. Active.

c. Moderate.
d. High contrast.

23. (415) Which of the following hemicals is commenly'used as a restrainer in

the developer?

a. Diamine.
b. Chrome alum.

c. Sodium sulfate. -

d. Petassium bromide.

24. (416) All fixing baths must con

a. silver halide,solvent.

b. a hardening agent.

an .vrator..
. a Luffer.

25. (416) Whicn aemical is used as a vative in the fixing bath?

a. odium thiosulfate.,P Potassium alum.

b-. ohclium bisulfite. d Sodium sulfite.

:6. (417) WhiCh of the following film/develoie comtinations would be besi suited

in producing a positive from a negative?'

a. and D-19.
b. Plus-X and DK-50.,

c. Kodak.6120 and D-23.
d. High Contrast Copy and D-72.

27. (418) Film washing time is not affected by_the

Th
a. chemical composition of the fiiXng bath.

b. temp ture of the Nash water.
c. effici cy of the wash system.

14
d. type of developer used.

28% (418) When washing sheet film in-trays, the water should be changed
approximately ever 3 minutes for a minimum of how many changes?

a. 3 c. 10.

b. 5. d., 20

29., (4419) The use of a metting solution prior to dr ing the film helps prevent the

formation Of

a. water spots.
b. air bells.

c.

d. grain. ,

30. (420) For drying negatives, the air should be

a. warm, hurilid, and circulating.
warm, dry, and circulating.

c. cold, humid, and still..

d. cold, dry, and still.

31. (421) Prior to putting film in the EL-4 dryer, you should

a. drain the film.

b. use an ammonia bath.
c, put the film in hangers.
d. rit the dryer's thermostat at 150° F.

32. (422) T1e main reason for etching a negative is to

a. add density to the base. c. remove density from the base.

b. add density:to the emulsion. d. remove density from the emulsion.
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33. (423) The purpose of spotting a negative is LO

s.,

a. eliMin.lte tne need for print spotting.

5. eliminate'small transparent areas.

c. reduce negative density.

0. reduce printing times.

-
34. (424) For best archival 4uality, the stop bath-should oe maintained between

a pH of

a. 2 and 4. c. 4 and 6.

b. 3 and 5. d. 5 and.7.

35, (424) To achieve archival quality, you should use

a. a double fixin2 bath arrangement. c. coltaminated water.

o. a stop bath with a pi of/3. d. bleach.

36. (425) Forproper protection of negat,ives, the relative humidity of the

storage area should be between

a. 30 to 40 percent.

5. 40 to 50 perce

c. 50, to 60 percent.
d. 60 to 70 percent.

37, (426) The fastest type of graded papers are

a. chlorobromide.
cioride.

,

c. bromide.

d. polyide.

38. (427) Which grade of,pap(er should be used to achieve normal contrast with a

norma.:. negative?

I.

5. 2.

c. 3.

d. 4.

39. (427) To achieve a normal print from a very contrasry negative, you would use

wnicn grade of paper? .

a. ). c. 2. \

o. 1. d. 3.

40. (427) Print contrast is best controlled through

a. proper agitation,.

D. expOsure and development.

c. selection of a particular developer.
d. selection of the proper grade of paper.

41. (428) To achieve high contrast with variable contrast paper, it must be exposed

with what color of light?
1

a. Yellow-gileen. I c. Red-yellow.

5. -Blue-violet. d. Blue-green.

4-
42. (429) The color of the number 4 Polycontrast filter is

a. dark magenta. c. green:

5. yellow. d. red.

43. (429) Printing with variable contrast paper would be done with which kind of

safelight7

a. .A.

5. lA.

5

c. OA.

d. OC.
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44. (430) The surface of a print refers to its

a. tint and tone. c. tint and texture.

,b. finish and tone.

46. (431) ,A matte surface is good for use in

d. finish and texture.

a. obscuring detail. c. emphasizing detail.

b. emphasizing grain. d. reproducing the photograph.

46. (432) Which of the following will not normally damage processed prints?

a. Heat.

b. Light.

c. Chemical fumes.
d. Humidity of 40-50 percent.

47. (433) Which of the following is not one of the main points to be considered

when matching the negative to the print paper?

a. The quality of the negative.

b. The intended purpose of the picture.

c. Test results of paper and negative combinations.

d. The exposure index for both the negative and the paper.

48. (434) Uniform illumination can be maintained on the EN-22A through the use of

a. masks. c. diffusion glass.

b. 'p1ate glass. d. incandescent lamps.

»9. (435) To produce contact prints, the negative and the paper are laid

a. emulsion to emulsion. c. base to emulsion.

b. emulsion to base. d. base to base.

50. (436) The sharpest type of ahlargements are produced on

a. condenser-type projection printers.

bi diffusion-type projection printers.
c. continuous contact printers.

d. manual contact printers..

51. (437) When using the EN-52B projection printer, which size lens is normally

used for printing 120 film?

a. 50mm.

.b. 100mm.

c. 150mm.

d; 250mm.

p.

52. (438) What is the primary reason for.,making lens-to-negative distance changes

.clhen doing projection printing?
,

a. Insure sharp focus.,

b. Correct for distortion.

c. Increase depth of field..s.
d. Achieve proper enlargement.

53. (439) Which of the following materials would be best suited for making a contact

printing mask?

a. Wood.

b. Metal.

54. (440) When making teit strips,

c. Black paper.

d. opaque leader material.

a. each strip should be processed for a different time.

b. they should be produced from each part of the negative.

c. each strip should be Made with a different'degree of enlargement.

d. all strips should be exposed from the same part of the negative.

6
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55, (443.) To dodge Oring tontact printing, you

a. change filters.

h. use an opaque mask,

c. extend the'exposure time.

d. manipulate' individual printing lights.

58. (441) Burning-in ia used during printing to

4 S.

a. decrease density. c. increase contrast.

b. increase density. d. decrease tonality.

57. (442) To decide on the proper tone and contrast for a particular print, a

rule that would not normally be,considered is that the

should

a.

C.

d.

tone and the contrast are wholly dependent on the quality of the negative.,

tone and contrast of the original° subject be duplicated.

detail be preserved in both the shadows and the higblights.

photograph must meet the mission requirementa.

58. (443). When using variable contrast filters, which

applicable?

a. The filter will fade ith use.

b. The filters must be kept cleaned.

c. It is-Important that the filtdr be flat.,

d. The same exposure is used in changes from one filter to another.

014

53. (4-:4) How should a horizon line normally appear in a print?

of the follbwing rules is not

t
a. Level.

b. Centered.

c. Di4gonally.

d. Vertically.

60. (444) In termseof composition, where should the subject normally be placed in

the print?

a. Centered.

b. In an appropriate corner.

c. Looking out of the picture.

d. Slightly,left, right, above or below the center.

61. (445) For maximum distortion con!trol,

A

easel.

negative.
a.

b.

62. .(446) Negative duplicates are'made

a. a master positive.
b. a master negative.

53. (447) For printing purposea, which

darkroom?

a. Print tongs.

b. A water mixing valve.

it is necessary to be able-to tilt the

from'

c.

d.

c.

d.

negative and the easel,
negative and the easel on two

an inter-negative.
a master print.

of the following is not needed in, ,

c.

54. (448) Which of the following should,not be

developer?

a. Follow directiona.

b. Stir to induce ait into the solution.

c. Wear rubber glOves and a face mask when

d.. Use amber stoppered bottles for storage.

,s

A temperature of 80° F. '

An interval and,clocktimer.

done wfien preparing a print

mixing.

axes.

1_



65. (448) Which of the followingdevelopers is designed for warmtone papers?

a. Ektaflow Type 1. c. Selecto2-.

b. Versatol. d. Dektol.

-55. (41393 Prinz processing in treys requires what type of agitation.?

a. Random. c. :ntermittent.

b. Continuous. d. Gaseous burst.

67. (450). Rinsing the developed print in. a stop bath will not

a. slow development.

b. prevent blisters.
t. make the image permanent.

C. prolong tne life of the fixing batn.

i.45.(a) ',,se of a non-hardening fiXing bath /men processing prints is recommended

if you intend to

a. tone tne prints.

S. produce prints for dis'play.

c. process for archi4a1 quality.

d. process at high temperaturies.

(45:) '..:nAirdeveloping a print will not nor-naii :. result in

a. a loss of detail in the highlight.

b. .a low overall density.

c. a low contrast.
A 4^z.,.;...r.

(-52) A lack of proper print agitation will nc.; nor-all, zase

1

a. stains,.

D. mottle.

c. frilling.

d. low contrast.

(4531 Stabilization paper is different from other types :f Prir

brimar..v. because
.

-

a. mas ;AT, tones,

D, is 'ligh contrast,

:. is impregnated with cevelope,-.

.d. nas greater varier/ of oex:.,res.

. .

(453) -'Whion:szabilization solution develops the print image?
..,

.

a. :eveloper.
ActivatT

,

73. (4531 If stabilizer and ac"civator soititions are mixed. ynat type of fumes are

generatel?

c. Stabilizer.
d. Intensifier.

, ,

, .
.,,, 1

%.. a. Formaldehyde. : ,. , o. Ammonia. 1-
,b: Fosgean.- d. Cyanide.

.

.

- ,
. .,.

:774... (451-) 7he length 'df.ptint siahing time is aff.ected by all of the folloiiing

fatfors except that ri.r:-the
_

, a- 'Fethod used,. ,

weigkut of the:pa.Per.

a. 'amount of develot-ment.
d. temperature of the water.

75. ,.'-454), ow many five-minute changes doyoumake mhen washing sin:le weignt

OR-4 in tw6 deep ttay4? .

'Vs



76. (i55) Most mechanical washers achieve agitation by

a. a combination of drum rotation and water spray.

use of hot'water.

C. drum rotat4on.

d. water spray.

77. (456) Print curl is usually caused by

a. asing a mechanical dryer.

S. rough handling of the paper.

c. the gelatin drying faster than the paper backing.

1. the paper backing drying faster than the gelatin layer.

75. (455) Print sarinkage is a special problem when

a, preparing mosaics.

b. printing on graded paper.

c. producing high contrast prints.

d. printing on variable contrast-paper.

78. (456) Pluming can result from heat-drying photographic paper and cause

a. cracks to form.

S. int to become brittle.
4

tone to become colder.
t surface to have a sheen.

8. (.457) Which of the following units is oz a tart of the Pakonomy Print Dryer,

Model c!5W?

et

JiA'water circulatin unit.

Two thermostats.

c. A mo drive.

d. A humidifier.

81. (458) When toning; whfch of the following shoUld not be done?

a. Tone more than liwo prints at one time.

D. Select the tone to match the subject.

d .
AgitAte the print in ;the toning bath.

d. Wasn fhe print After toning.

82. (459) When positioning .die print on the mount, the border should be

widdr at tbe top., o. wider along the sides.

wider at the bottom. d. the same width all around..

83. (460) For dry mounting Slack-and-white prints, the press temperature should be

nedi

a. '215° F.

b. 225° F.

C. 200° F.

d. /75° F.
-f

54. When spotting glossy prints, special dyes are und to maintain the

0

4,7, 14, :int. V', c. gloss-.

tones.
3: contrast.

- .

85. (462) 2n which of the following ways should protective sprays not be used?

. a. To improve the finish on the print(

s. :n a well ventilated:roam;

c. Applied in thin coats.. '

d. To spot the print.

2-16
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Preface

THIS FOURTH volume of CDC 23132, Apprentice Still Photographic S
emphasizes the application of basic photographic principles to job assignments. In
dition we delve into the operation of the Versamat processor, operator maintenance,
color photographytand techniques of qualky control.

Chapt r 1 explins photographic composition. Many shots are spoiled by poor
compoftion or I ThTtiTlick of it. In this chapter sYe offer ideas and concepts of com-
position which you may use. We discuss creative Tcnniques as well as basic concepts
and corrective procedures, We .vill also cover the use of communicative symbols in
composition as a means of conveying ideas.

Chapter 2 discusses the fundamentals of reproduction photography. The discussion
covers the copying of reflective media and tht duplication of transparent material.,We
have also added a small section on specialized copy procedures.

Chapter 3 covers photographic assignments. In this chapter we cover some of the
actual photographic assignments which you may carry out. It is not our intent to lay
down rigid rules on how you are to accomplish these assignments, but to point out cer-
tain techniques that ypu mayfmcl useful.

Chapter 4 covers the operation of the Versamat processor and operator mainte-
nance.

Chapter 5 delves intoths exciting'world of color photography. We discuss the prin-
ciplis of color photography, exposure and processing, and color chemical mixing as
well as color printing and finishing.

Chapter 6 discusses quality control. While cleanliness is uppermost, there are other
means and standards to observe to assure that a satisfactory photographic product is
being produced.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen/TTOC, Lowry
AFB CO 80230. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit corrections for
typographical or other errors.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's
(Your Key to Career Developm1nt, Behavioral Objective Exercises,

Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examinatibn). consult your education officer,
training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them
to ECI,' Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for

istance.
This volume is valued at 36 hours (12 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of Novem-

ber 1975.

tU
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed b:. a _e.:es of Learning Objectives. Each of
these carries a 3-digit number and is in boluface type. Zac.) ct5 a learning gpal for you. The text
that follows the objectives gives you the 1,.formation you acea to reach that goal. The exercises
following the information give you a check on your achievtment. When you complete them, see if
your answers match those in The back oi this volume. If y.,Jr response to an exercise is incorrect,
review the objective and its text.

Princip:e3 ri.,:./;ejf:::;,-;-,f1; :,,r..;:osakfcn

COMPOSITION. IN TS broadest sewe, ie.i.is I.;e
organization of ih ine elemerts in a ph( tt-Tr-xli
create an effective. comprenensive wnoie ' kre
specifically. composition means the arrangement or
organization of the various picture elementslii:es.
colors, tones, textures, shapes, and volumes--ii....,3 a
unified design (fig. 1-1 r. The proper arrangement if
these elements takes place in the viewfinder or oa -ne
ground glass.

In this chapter we will discuss the basimoncepu
composition along with corrective, creative. an ;
communicative techniques

1-1. Apply Basic Concep

. he trotograpner shoul nav e an :(lea f
Aunts as a rindl pnotogrlpmc result _is :le r.
position to shoot. All subject elements si%
properly arranged with consideration
lighting and the appearance of the various tones and
textures Mans distracting elements can be ehrn.nated

ipplying the principles of good composit.;n
point. It will be en, d:fficult. if not
correct mistakes caused by choosing the wrong zamera
angle or poor arrangement at a later point ffi :he

photographic process. The photographer Id

therefore do his cropping and composing t-efore
trips the shutter

600. Explain principles and techniques wt,:cli
used. to achieve effective composition.

Although good composition is something :nal each
photographer must learn to feel for himself. ;you ,:an
consistently produce good quality photographs by
using these basic guideltnes, for composing ;our
picture -

Point of intsrist. Every photograph sh)ulo ,a e
one definite point of\i-nlerest. If the viewer is digt,., ed
by a nimble of elements. the main subject l,f tne
photograph will not stand out. (See fig. 1-I This
makes it difficult to determine the purpose of the
photograph. The point of interest may be a

1

1..1 CA , r si.,t , if several elements. The key is that all
al ;-,e ac.-an:ied so that the viewer's attention

.s dr.,.n ,:.raf..:!:' to tne subject. (See fig. 1-3.)
Sim,..il it it y. One sure way to emphasize your subject

is to simplify by minimizing the number of elemjnts
presented n the picrure. As we have said be9zI, the
camera ns ees everything tharexists in front of it.
Theretore, ..djust !Jour camera angle and camera-to-
subject distance until all but the essentials have been
eliminated from your picture. As a start toward
simplification (11 moVe closer to your subject, (2)
.rifo,e 1 :11,1 background, and (3) let the lighting
v.in:isafize ow subject. Compare figures 1-4 and 1-5

fe .',.- ...i', ), ement that simplicity can make.
Li... Liale. Most outdoor, and many indoor,

-, ,,,, , s ;uie a r ai 9,t- imaginary horizon line
,r . i.:e - -e:e. 1,-.-e Ay eeiiiFto meet the earth or where
z -a f,---, -Ind or,.ini e-grbjnd meets the

Iae propet placement o. the horizon line
,iil hey? :A Ju arrange the background; the foreground,
and att -;ia.n 'abject areas of your picture. You should
-7 :o ,-....z." ..ie ilorizon line level. (See fig. 1-6.) Next,
tr. ...) -,-,-.1cmcer never to place the horizon line in the
*Jirect Lan.,:r of the photograph. If you do, you divide
the pcioi g:-.pn into two equal parts and produce a

irunteresting picture. (See fig. 1-7.) Try to
t:e horizon line above or below the exact

center or 1.1e photograph. A high horizon line gives the
.Appearance of depth and di tance. (See fig. 1-8.)A low
no r icon .,r.e :reales an apprance of increased height.
1See 13 ; ) ) ate ,

7:-.e t: isen \lean. 1TGreek sculptors andv the
reat b_intrs and architects of the middle ageS used

what ile..5 :een ,alled "The Golden Mean" (fig. 1- IV)
to he:, ,hear establish correct proportion and
placeme.,: of their subjects. We can apply this
prilcipie It photography by dividing our rectangular
pic.ture area into thirds. both horizontally and

l erticali: . Then we can place our horizon line on,or
close to. ,ne ,)t the 1 /3 lines while placing our subject
on ,:ne I :fie four intersecting points. (See fig. 1-11.4
Some :to .tographers actually draw lines on their
crounu p.:,...; to apply this principle.

a
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Figure 1-7. A honzon line that divtdes the subject in halt leads to dull pictures.

7
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Figure 1.9. A I. honzon line emphasizes height.

lLeading Lines. One of the mast Common
techniques in directing atte ion toward the point of'
interest is the use of leadin&lines, shapes, or patterns.
A leading line may be any, cbject, or any series of
objects, which tends lo direct the observer's eyes
toward the point of interest. It may be a road, a fence,
a row of trees, a shoreliner or even a patch of light OT ,

dark tone in the scene. An ideal leading line is one that
starts near a bottom corner of the scene and continues
unbroken until it reaches the point of interest. (See fig.
1-12.) It should end at this point, otherwise the
observer's attention will be carried beyond the main
object in the picture.

GOLDEN
e 1, MEAN

POINTS

&'
I

1

231419'

Framing'. Another very effective method .of
Confining attention to the point of interest is by
framing it with such objects as trees, columns, a
doorway, an arch, or a Window. For example, looking
across a broad expanse of land or water at a house can
give an observer a rather dull, uninteresting view;
while, by moving back a. few feet and framing the,same

I

1DIVIDE THE COMPOSITION INTO' THIRDS
2PLACE THE HORIZON ON. OR CLOSE TO

-THE ONEL.THIRO' LINE
3PLACE YOUR CENTER OF INTEREST Ai:

ANY 'GOLDEN MEAN POINT

Figure 1 -10.,The "Golden

9

9jure i. I 1,-;Phoicigraphie itluttratitip,shpwing the placement -of
t the sUbject according- to thg!'Grilden



Figure 1-12 Using a leading line to direct tbe eye to the potnt ohn-
' wrest-

house between clumcs of trees may improve the
composition. (See fig. 1-13 to see how frarning,ean be
used.)

Handling of Action. A photograph depicting
action or movement of any kind tends to lead the
viewe(s eyes in the direction of the action,
consequently your composition is strengthened if the
action leads into the photograph. Action shots require
correct shutter speed selection and careful camera
handling. A fast shutter speed creates a stop-action
effect. while a slow shutter speed makes the subject
blurry (See figs. 1-14 and 1-15.) If the camera is held
still, the subject may appear blurred while the
background remains sharp. If the camera follows the
action (panning), then the subject will appear sharp
and the background will appear blurred. Panning can
be used to stop rapidly moving subjects. (See fig.
1- 1 6..)

3aiaace. In a well-balanced picture, the position of
the various elements of the photograph gives harmony
to the IX hole setting. Your problem with balance is to
arrange the various objects into a specific design.
There are two types of balance: formal (symmetric)
and informal (asymmetric).

Formal balance is achieved by arranging elements
having similar size or shape on either side of an
imaginary central dividing line in order to produce a

Ftgure 1-13. UsIng trees ic; frame a house to make at stand out.
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Ague 1-17. Using formal balAnce in a photograph.
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Figure 1.18 Using informal balance in a.photograph.

balanced relationship within the composition. (See fig.

1-17.) Generally speaking. this type of balance should

be avoided, since it usually fails to stimulate the
viewer's interest. For example, although a single
subject placed in the exact center of the photograph
provides the simplest kind of balance, this should be
avoided for the reason just given. We can sum up

formal balance by saying that it is dividing a

composition into equal parts, with none of the parts
being dominant. Although -this is sometimes pleasing

to the eye. it quickly becomes monotonous through

overuse.
In contrast. informal balance imolves a pleasing

relationship between dissimilar forms and,or subject
arrangements. For example, a smaller area or object

can balance a much larger one if the smaller area
contains a form or subject that attracts the viewer's
attention more than anything contained in the larger
area. You can cause attention to be focused on the
smaller area by varying the color. texture. tone. shape.

or activity in the two areas. (See fig. 1-18 )

Format. 'Format determines the shape of the
photograph. it may be horizontal. vertical. nr square create the appearance of depth. Long shadows cast
Format is important. ancryour selection will influence.%

both the appearance and the meaning ot the
into the picture promote a feeling of distance. Finally,
a diminishing sharpness. caused by haze. can give the

photograph. Here are afew suggestions concerning the ling that the background is far away.
choice of format. If.the shape of your subject indicates

fee

a given format, use that format. For example. tall Subject Size. Your ability to decide how much of

objects usually fit a vertical format, whereas wide
objects require a horizontal format. A square format
is. however. rafely used. Remember, you can achieve a
different foripat easily and quickly by turning your
camera. changing the position of the camera's
revolving back (examplsSuper Speed Graphic), or
changing your easel during printing.

The Third Dimension. Perspective is defined as the

rendenng of a three-dimensional subject (height,
width, and depth) on a two-dimensional surface
(height and width). This problem faces both painters
and photographers. The main challenge is to retain a
feeling or illusipn pf depth. There are four means of
expressing depth'. in - composition. These are line,
figure. light, and haze effects. (See fig. 1-19.) A
leading line going into the picture (road, river, or a
fence, etc.) can create a feeling of depth. The relative
size of the subject matter can also help to create the

illusion of depth. For example, obrects in the
background look smaller' and farther away even
though.they are of the same size. This is so because we
know that the reduction in image size is caused by an
increase in distance. Lighting can also be used to help

14
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Figure 1.20. The effect of foreshonenin&

the subject should be included in any photograph is
very important. For example, you can photograph just
the subject itself or only part of the subject. You can
make the subject small and include much of the
surrounding area. Generally, however, you cannot go
wrong if you make your subject as large as possible.
When you check the viewfinder or the ground glass,
you may find that much of the area surrounding the
subject is not an important part of die picture and can
be eliminated. In fact, eliminate everything that is not
absolute1fessentia1 to thepurpose of the photograph.
This applies to parts of the subject itself. If a picture is
correctly composed, you cannot add or subtract
anything without adversely affecting the quality of the
photograph.

Background Control. Many photographers
overlook the background during composition of the
photograph. When the finished print is examined,
however, the viewer will quickly realize that the
backgrounci/should have been'litken into
consicteration. This is especially true if the background
contains elements that distract from the main subject.
Through neglect, the background may destroy the .
quality of your subject arrangement. Therefore, look
beyond the subject arid check the background area. In
some instances the background will be inappropriate,
cluttered, or disorianized. If this is the case, you will
have to exercise background control. You can do this
in several ways. For instance, you can (I) move the
subject to another location, (2) change the camera
position, (3) change the camera angle, (4) remove the
objectionable background from the composition, or
(5) throw the background out of focus by using a large
aperture (i.e., limited depth of field.)

Foreground Control. Like the background, the
foreground is Important. In most cases, the foreground
should be in focus and be of 'Sufficient depth to
support the subject. Don't let foreground objects
detract from the point of interest. As a rule, the

16

foreground will contaii the leading line
Consequently, a fuzzy, out of focus foreground wil
irritate the viewer and detract from the point of
interest. Occasionally an out of focus foreground g
used in portraiture where the foreground forms a
frame for the subject's face.

Tone Balance. In black-and-white photi'llraphy,
the subject's colors and those surrounding it are
presented as various shades bf gray in the final
photograph. Remember, the shade of gray produced
depends on how much light the subject is reflecting. It,
is important that tones, especially those close together,
du not blend and obscure detail. This problem can be
avoided by making a slight change in your camera
posThon or by using a filter or supplementary lighting
and ccntrolling film contrast during processing.

2:ercues (a0):
I. Why should every photograph have a clear point

of interest?

2. What are three techniques that can be used to
achieve simplicity in composition?

3. A IlIgh horizon line conveys what feeling?

4 Wllat is the purpose of a leading line?

5. What will be the visual effect if you pan when
photographing a moving object?

6. Haze in a scenic will help create what effect?

7. How are filters used in tone control?

1-2. 1.;52 Corrective Procedures

"Corrective procedures" are used to attain the
desired perspective in a photograph through the use of
various camera adjustments. Perspective is the art of
picturing objects or a scene in such a way as to show
them as they appear to the eye with reference to
relative distance or depth. What does this mean to
you? Since photography is two dimensional, we have
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to create an illusion of three dimensions with
photographic techniques. We also must maintain
relationships between various picture elements so that
they have a natural appearance. Perspective control is
therefore the mos portant corrective technique that
is used to achieve p easing compositions.

601. Define the terms "diminution" and "fore-
shortening," explain how foreshortening in portrait
work can be prevented, and explain the value of a
view camera in corrective photography.

Whether a particular photograph looks natural or
not often depends upon how we have been trained to
see. For example, we accept the convergence of
parallel lines in the horizontal. This commonly
happens when we view the "narrowing" of railroad
tracks as they recede in the distance. However, we do
not accept the same phenomenon in the vertical. For
example, if a photographer tilts his camera upwards in
order to capture the top of the building, the walls of
the building appear to converge toward the top and the
building seems to be falling. The photogapher,
therefore, must be able to control the appearance of
these parallel lines in his photograph to maintain a
pleasing perspective.

Perspective is contr011ea by the camera position.
Camera position controls the angle of view and the
subject-to-camera distance. The choice of lens focal
length, while not controlling perspective, can be
helpful in maintaining the desired image size while
allowing a change in camera position. In our tilting
building example, the problem could have been
avoided by using a suitable wide angle lens to give the
necessary coverage or by moving far enough back so
the available lens could give the coverage without the
need for tilting.

Another type of problem is diminution. Objects in
the background look smaller than those in the
foreground even though they are of the same size.
This, again, can be controlled to some degree by
changing camera position and using the appropriate
focal length to insure a useful image size.

Foreshortening is a form of distortion whereny
foreground objects appear to be disproportionally
large. This often happens when a photographer moves
in close with a normal or wide angle lens to maintain a
large image as in portrait photography. To correct this
"problem" the photographer should step back and use
a longer focal length lens.

It must be stressed that various types of
"distortions" may be effective. For example,
diminntion givai a feeling of depth while

* foreshortening can be used to give a feeling of space.
(See fig. 1-20.)

The key to perspective control is the camera
position in relationship to the subject. The view
camera, with its many adjustments, permits complete
perspective control without the need to always "move"

I 7
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the camera from one position to another. Complete
camera movement is provided by the set of swings,
tilts, slides (shifts), the rising and falling front, and the
rotating film back. These many adjustments enable
you to accomplish the following tasks:

a. You can control perspective and deliberately
prevent, moderate, or exaggerate distortions.

b. In photographs taken at an angle, you can extend
sharpnrhiepth.

c. You cant&o change the position of the image on
the film without mg the position of the camera.

The view camera, therefore, is the choice for
corrective procedures to achieve distortion free
composition. Too many photographers, however, shy
away from ti,e view camera because of its bulk and
many, adjustments. The best way to be at ease with the
camel a is to 7,ructl...-e it before a job comes up. For
example, you can ariange a simple still life in the
studio. (Ling the camera straight on, with all the
adiustments neutral, focus on the subject. Take a
picture with ?alarold film. Then use each of the
adjustments une by one until you can clearly see the
effect that zaca has on the result. Take a Polaroid
photograph witl; each step. You can repeat this same
process with an architectural shot. In this way, you will
have a foicter of pictures to refer to when you are
getting ready for an assignment. Remember,
knowledge gives you confidence.

NOTE. Limited corrective photography can be
achieved v.. ith a 35mm camera (e.g., Nikon) equipped
with a per:pecuve control lers. Such a lens can be
adjust:,d oat f the normal axis to control parallel
lines, etc. This can be invaluable when you need color
slides as an end product.

Exercises (601):
1. Define diminution and foreshortening.

2. E.:plain forhortening can be prevented in
portrait work.

3. Expiain w hy a ew camera is ideal for corrective
photograpny.

1-3. Use CI entive Techniques
To be creative means to be able to be productive; to

achieve what was not there before; to assemble
different elements in an effective and novel way. Every
,photographer should try to be as thoughtful as possible
on ever/ shot. In this section we will discuss a few
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---"Agure 1-23. Using tones and contrast to create a visual iffect.
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ideas you might consider trying when you wish. to
achieve better results.

It must beltressed that in the area of composition
there arc no firin "DO's" and "DON'Ts," just guides
to help solve a visual problem. The best .way to
improve pne's "eye" is through practice. Practice can
take many forms. One way is to give yourself 'self-
assignments," like shooting a "little league" game in a
refreshing way. Shooting, processing, and' printing
your work, followed by a thorough critique, is the best
way to get better. In-conjunction with this, the study of
the work of leading photographers, painters,
cinernaphotographers, and sculptors, who
comrtfunicate a visual message, will provide much
food for thought,

While the mastery of the various photographic skills
is essential, one's attitude is the most vital ingredient.
A willingness to learn, a desire to improve and
demand upon oneself to accept nothing but ones best
efforts, provides the power to go forward.

602. Explain how diffefent camera angles, use of
equipment, selective focus and depth of field, and
tone and .contirast can help you achieve creati
results.

. The following five topics are just to give you some
ideas that you might consider when carrying out yiour
assignments. Though we often stress'equipment and
particular techniques, it is the photographer and his
visual insight of the subject in photographic terms that
make the difference. YOU are the difference.

Camera Angles. Camera position is a most
impc'irtant choice in determining how a subject will
appear. To achieve effective composition, it is best if
you can take pictures from several camera angles. Do a
360° walk around the subject to get a clear idea of the
possibilities. Then produce a variety of shots. Shout
up, down, left, right, front, back, theistarters, etc.
Each_angle may show the subject in uite a different
light. For exarnple, shooting up makes the subject
more imposing Whereas shooting down will make the
subject appear smaller and less important. The point
being stressed is that if, for example, you take all your
shots from the friint at eye level your compositions will
become monotonous. In figure 1-21; look at the effect
that a variety Of camera angles can have on how you
ste the subject.

Interrelationship of Subject Matter Parts. The
more objects that are in the picture, the more
challenging it is to achieve a harmonious arrangeMent.
Many times you will not be able to move the subject
and must depend on camera angle, shooting distance.
lens selection. etc., to achieve a pleasing composition.
When you can arrange the subject matter, the
arrangement rather than the "taking of the picture"
will likely make the difference" between success and
failure.

21
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Figure 1-24. What does this photokraph communicate?

. .

Use of Equipment. The proper selection of
equipment can help you effectively complete your A.
assignment. Filters, lenses, andlighting equipmbnt all w
can help to, achieve uniqu results. A "fisheye" lens
can give you a cylindrical picture, a diffusion filter,
will soften the image Of a multi-image filter can give'
you special effects. You must therefore be aware of the
continuing advahces in equipment that permit you to,
extend or achieve a particular vision.

Selective Focus and Depth of, Field. What should
appear sharp in the photograph? The point of ciltical
focus and the degree of depth of field will deterinine
just hov, much of the photograph opears sharp. What
appears sharp will certainly affect the character of the
point of interest. The difference that can be achieved
bY changing your plane of focus is-illustratedin figure
1-22, A and B.

Tone and Contrast. In black-and-white
photography, the rendering of the kubject in various
shades of gray and the contrast relationship of these
shades is very important in determining the finalvisual
effect. The selection of the subject, background,
foreground, and lighting creatts a critical
combination. Remember, the tone of each element
will be determined by how much light it reflects. The
mure light, the lighter will be the tone. In this regard
the appropriate use of a filter can be *particularly
helpful, espeoally when different colored objects may
be reflecting the same amount of light. The selection of
your film/developer combination, will also have an
important bearing on, yout recording. It iS best to think
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about all of this when you are shooting, rather.than
rely on darkroom manipulation. Notice the difference
that tones and contrast make in figure 1-23.

NOTE. In color photography the relationship of all
the different colors is of great importance on what
impact the photograph will have on the viewer. In fact
it is the pattern of colors rather than the form and
content of the subject matter that often doininates.

These have just been a few suggestions you can
consider. See what YOU can do. Take PRIDE in your
work. Always be in "student status" so that your work
will not get stale.

Exercise (60,2):

1. Briefly explain how each one of the following is
used to achieve creative compositions:
a. Camera angles

b. Interrelationship of subject matter parts

c. Use of equipment

d. Selective focus and depth of field

e. Tone and contrast

Ckkmmunicative Content

One befinition of communication is to make
known. To make known solely by visual symbols is not
new. The cave painters left a record cif their lifestyle
Painters and sculptors have produced -an impressive
visual record. Silent pictures entertained and educated
many Americans prior to -talkies." Even the
supersalesmanship of modern advertising rests as
much on visual symbols as it does on the hyperbole of
the well turned phrase.

Our reaction to visual symbols is a matter of
cultural training. Each day weare bombarded by sights
which have communicative content. The photographer
therefore can rely on this resource to create pictures
which can effectively communicate without reliance

.on words.

603. Given two ideas to communicate
photographically and several possible compositions
for each, select the one that would best communicate
each idea.

4

To communicate as a photographer you have to
have a clear view dr the principles of communication.
Communication requires a sender, the medium of
communication, and the receiver. You are the sender,
your medium of communication is the photograph,
and the receiver is the viewer of your work. To be an_
effective communicator you need to have a clear
understanding of the receiver. You must communicate
in a way that will be understood. For example, if you
speak only English and you are trying to talk to a man
who only understands German, there will be little
effective verbal communication between the two of
you. The same can happen in your photography. if you
use visual symbols the viewer does not -understand,
your message may not get through. Suppose you are
doing a picture story on religion in contemporary
American life. Your lead shot shows a Shinto altar.
The image may have little impact on an audience that
relates only with Christian symbols, such as a cross.

The background. education, tastes, and interests of
your audience are keys to success. The activities of the
various sections and squadrons, family services, flying
club activities, and recreational services, while not
having universal appeal, may all be of vital interest to
people at your base. A silhouette of the tail of a C-5A,
the Thunderbirds in formation, a security policeman
with his dog, the base commander throwing out the
first ball at a little, league game, and opening of the
base swimming pool will communicate to your
audience without the need for extensive captions or
copy.

Communicative Elements. The elements you can
use to communicate with are people. props.
backgrounds. and lighting Let us briefly consider
each one of these.

People. Women, children, and men, different ages,
states of dress, and expressions will evoke different
feelings in the viewer. A tight shot of a pilot wearing
his helmet, face mask, and oxygen gear evokes a
different feeling than a shot of a pretty girl by a
swimming pool.

Props Cameras, knives. tooll, rifles. food,
airplanes. automobiles, flags. etc., thd be used to leave
distinct feelings. For example, an airman holding a
wrench may appear different than if he holds a rifle.

Backvrotutd. A rundown tenement house, modern
buildings. a hospital, the flight line, mountain lakes, or
a farm all conjure up different moods in each of us.
The choice of environment in which the subject js
placed is most important.

Legit:04g Harsh contrast lighting gives a much
harder eitze to a picture than lower contrast lighting. It
is important that the lighting should fit the mood of the
picture.

Consider carefully each picture element ,and its
communicative impact on the viewer. Add, subtract,
or rearrange picture elements so that:your message
comes through loud and clear without distractions
(Does fig. 1-24 communicate to you?)
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Exercises (603):

1. Which one of the following would bring out the
idea of pride?
a. Three airmen standing outside the BX.

b. An airman receiving an award with his family
_looking on.

C. An airman asleep on the grass.

I

2. Which picture arrangement would best emphasize Q.Q 7
childhood joy?
a. A child eating his dinner.

b. A child receiving a shot.

c. A child opening Christmas presents.

,
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CHAPTER 2

Reproduction Photography

THE TERM -COPYING," as used in photography,
i means the photographic reproduction of another

photograph, drawing, map, chart, or similar flat-plane
object. Reproductions of this type have a number of
uses. Consider several examples. If a negative is lost or
unavailable, a duplicate may be made by copying a
print made from the original negative. Valuable
documents, if used constantly, soon become worn and
illegple, however, by making reproductions through
the process of copying, you can preserve the original.
On some occasions, It may be desirable to reproduce
the subject at a different scale or size, this change, too,
can be effected by copying. Again, in some instances, a
great quantity of prints from a single negative is
sometimes requested with'a deadline for delivery. In
such cases, duplicate negatiVes may be made and given
to as many printing teams as necessary in order to
complete the work in the stipulated time. On other
occasions, copying may be used to improve a
photographic print For instance, stains and blemishes
clearly detract from the quality Of the print. If,
however, such a stain or blemish is transparent or
translucent, it may byoned down by using a filter that
is deeper than the color of the stain.

Every picture which you see in a newspaper, book,
or magazine has been copied at least once. Banks make
photographic records of checks received. Entire
libraries are copied on film that occupies a tiny
fraction of the space required for the books. Copying
is thus of great importance. To be successful, such
copying requires careful work. The problem of
copying is complicated by the great variation in the
nature of the originals to be reproduced and by the
varying conditions under which the work is to be
done. .

In this chapter we will discuss copying reflective
subjects, making scale change provisions, duplicating
transparent material, and using specialized copy
procedures.

NOTE: To add to your understanding of this
chapter you should review the use of copy cameras and
duplicating cameras (Volume 2, Chapter 3).

. .
3

2-1. Copy Reflective Subjecis
Subjects to be copied.are broadly categorized in

..
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two ,.i. ars, reflective or transparent Reflective subjects,
like photographs, paintings, schcmatics, and maps, are
very c.)mmon copy subjects. Reflective subjects are so
identif.ed because they are copied by reflected light
rather tan light passing through the subject as is the
case with transparencies (e.g, slide copying). Proper
copying of reflective subjects (or transparencies) is
only achieved by proper lighting, camera operation,
filter selection, exposure, and appropriate
film;deeloper combinations. We have discussed
iminera operation and filters, and we will review
particular copy exposure problems in the section on
scale changes, so now let us take up the other topics as
they relate to copy work. -

604. Complete statements related to the correct
lighting of reflective copy subjects.

Copy Lighting. You can use practically any type of
lighting source when making copies., included are
ordinary tungsten lamps, photoflood lamps, flash,
fluorescent tubes, daylight, quartz iodine, and mercury
vapor systems. Regardless of the type of lights used,
the basic requirement for copy lighting is even
illumination. Uneven lighting will result in negatives
with uneven density, and the production of uniform
prints that match a good original print will be
impossible. An easy check for evenness of
illumination is to place thc end of a ruler or similar
opaque object against the center of the subject at a
slight angle. (Be careful that you do not get your body
in the path of the illumination.) Balancing the shadows
on each side of the ruler enables you to control the
evenness of the intensity. Move either light, as
necessary, to equalize the lighting.

Subject material. An important consideration in
light-positioning is the subject material. For smooth,
glossy surfaces, the lights will provide the best
illumination with .the least amount of reflection when
placed at an angle of approximately 450 to the subject.
The lights should be moved more nearly parallel for
rough surfaced material. An angle of 750 will
minimize texture detail and help assure higher quality
reproduction. (See fig. 2-1.)
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Reflection control. Two conditions generally cause
reflections in copy work. One is reflection of the light
source; the other is reflections over the entire surface
of the copy subject.

Reflections of the light source are caused by light
reflections from the camera stand, lensboard, or any
other equally shiny object around the copying setup.
These reflections usually occur when you are copying
glass-covered paintings, glossy photographs, and other
smooth surface objects.

The easiest way to eliminate this type of reflection,
if changing the position of the lights does not help, is
to use a black cloth or sheet of hardboard painted dull
black as a shield. By cutting a hole (the size of the lens)
in the center of the board and by placing the board
over the lens, you can usually eliminate this type of
reflection. You may also use a sunshade to aid in
eliminating stray light rays and reflections.

Reflections over the entire surface occur with
rough, scratched, crumpled paper prints or paintings
with strong brush marks, canvas textures, or cracks,
etc. These reflections occur because each high spot in
the surface of the original causes a small specular
reflection of the light source. Such small reflections
cover the surface of the copy with a haze of light which
destroys dontrast and results in a flat, muddy image.
The two methods to subdue or eliminate surface

4- SUBJECT
45' \ 45*

\/ \/ \
.., \/ \

LIGHT LIHT

A. SMOOTH SURFACES

reflections are (I) bounce lighting and (2) polarized
lighting.

Bounce. lighting may be used as follows. If the
ceiling of the copy room is low enough, direct two
lamps upward so that the light bounces off the ceiling
and spreads a soft, diffused light over the original.if
the ceiling is too high, it may be possible for you to use
a large White board positioned horizontally over the
lights to reflect the light to the subject.

Polarized lighting is a little more complicated than
bounce lighting. For one thing, placing a polarizing
filter over the lens, alone makes little, if any,
improvement because the lens axis is at right angles to
the subject's surface. But by using a polarized light
system, most reflections can be eliminated. To use this
system, placA a polarizing screen over each lamp and
also place a polarizing filter over the lens. By rotating
the filter, you can reduce or eliminate all the
reflections.

Exercise (600
1. Complete the follewing statements on copy

lighting.
a. type of lighting source can be used

in copy work.

LIGHT

Figure 2-1. Positiorung lamp.
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b. To be effective, copy lighting must be _ .

c. With glossy surfaces, the lights should be at
degrees to the subject.

d. Using a lenshade can cut dovth sOurCe

reflections.

e. Reflections off a very rough surface can be cut
down by using either Or

lighting.

606. Identify characteristics, problems, and
techniques associated with the copying of different
types of reflective subjects.

Reflectiye Copy Subjects. Let us discuss siSecific
problems of copying different tves of reflective
subjects. .00

Black-and-white line originals. A...number of 'iaried
documents and subjects may be found under this
heading. For example, you may be required to copy
such things as (1) maps that are printed in black and
white, (2) musical scores to be distributed among Air
Force band members, and (3) certain published
procedures, such as processing instructions for a
particular machine, to be used as training aids. It is
also possible that you may, on occasion, (4) copy
letters, such as letters Of commendation, to be
distributed among various persorir.el at your base

Geneially speaking, a line original has but two
tonesblack (or a dark shade of gray) and white (or a
very light shade of gray). As far as contrast is

concerned, these two tones should be separated as
much as possible. The net result is a high contrast
negative; and when combined with printing on a high
contrast paper, the high contrast of the original is
maintained. Remember, under these hi
conditions, film latitude is very low and the e
is critical. Consequently, if you miss the exposur
are taking a chance on filling in or obliterating fine
lines. To avoid this, you should allow ample exposure
'but not overexposure of the film.

If the black-and-white material is printed on just
one side, it may be backed with white paper to increase
the contrast. This is especially true if the original had
been printed on rather thin paper, in which case the
dark color of the easel may shine through. If the
material being copied has been printed on both §ides,
iuch as you might find if you were copying a page from
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a magazine, the ink from the reverse side may possibly
show through. Should you encounter such a situation,
it would be wise to back the original being copied with
black paper in order to avoid recording the material
on the reverse side.

Colored line originals. In general, the technique of
copying colored line originals onto black-and-white
film is essentially the same technique as that used for
copying black-and-white mate,tial. Among the colored
line subjects which you may be required to copy are
maps that have been printed in several colors in order
to define different terrain features; drawings that have
been printed in coloredink, with the color identifying
various mechanical features; and blue-prints. The
usual problerp is to obtain the greatest contrast
between the line and the background materials.
Typically, it is best to use panchrom4c film for this
ty-6f copying, since filters are most frequently used
to obtain the high degree of contrast that is necessary.
For example, when copying a blueprint maiimum
contrast can be obtained by using a red filter which
will cause the blue Dackground of the diagram to
appear clear on the negative.

Black-and-white continuous tone originals. The most
common black-and-white, continuous tone original
that you will-be required to copy will undoubtedly be a
photographic print. A good copy negative made from
such a print should closely resemble the original
negative. It should have the same gradation in tones as
the original. Accurate rendition of this type of original
requires the use of a film with a medium contrast, as
well as the correct exposure and development.
Obviously , if you underexpose a negative in a camera,
you lose shadow *detail. The same is true in copying
By the same reasoning, overexposure in either
situation causes a blocking of highlight detail.

Very often you may be required to copy old
phovraphs that are wrinkled or creased. These
wrinkles or creases generally cause reflections. The
print may be flattened out by pressing the print under a
piece of heavy glass. You will then have to use the
appropriate lighting reduce reflections off the glass
surface.

Ordinarily, if the print is badly soiled, it should be
cleaned before copying. If, however, it is a valuable
print, you should obtain the best possible copy
reproduction before attempting any cleaning. Of
course, if damage to the old original is considerable,
you obtain the best possible copy, then retouch the
resulting priict and recopy it.

Stained prints can be copied on panchromatic film.
When you do this. use a filter as close as possible to
the color of the stain. In fact, for best results, the color
of the filter you use should be somewhat deeper than
the color of the stain. For example, if a print has a
yellow stain, it should be copied on panchromatic fi 1 m
in co notion with a deep yellow filter.

In c trast with stained prints, copying faded prints

is differe'lt For one thing, if the image has turned
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yellow with age, you must restore its original
brilliance. Consequently, you should use a filter which
is opposite in color to the faded image. For example, if
tbe image has turned yellowish-brown, you can copy
the print on panchromatic film with a blue filter. In
such a case, you may fmd that rather than using
panchromauc film, it is simpler to use blue-sensitive
film without a filter.

Color contitutous tone. Various types of color
continuous tone originals may be successfully copied
onto black and white. Examples of these include water
or oil color paintings, color photographic prints or
magazine illustrations. Typically, you would use
panchromatic film of moderate contrast. Filtration
may be necessary if you need to achieve contrastier
tonal separations.

A soiled color print may be very difficult to clean
because of the nature of the dyes that make up the
image. You may find that the best way is to copy the
soiled print and then retouch the print made from the
copy negative. The retouched print then can be copied.

_Stained color prints can be copied through the
appropriate filter. The filter should be darker than the
stain color. One problem is that the filter will affect the
other colors of the print.

Exercises (605):

1. Match the copy subject in column A with the
appropriate category in column B.

*ct
Column A Column B

I. Musical scores a. Color continuous tone
2. Color schemauc b. Black-and-urhite line
3. Blackand-white 'scenic

PhotograPh
c. Blackand.white conunuous

tone
4. Oil painting d. Color line

Z. What type of black-and-white film should be..used
to copy a line drawing? Why? ,

3. If you have a print that has a green stain, what
color filter should you use?

4. If you are copying a page from a magazine, what
precaution should you take?

5. What color of filter should you use when copying
a yellow faded print?

606. Select the appropriate film/developer
combination for different types of copy subjects.

Film/Developer Combinations for Copy Work.
The variety of .subjects to be copied are such that no
one film can satisfactorily reproduce all of them.
Consequently, the selection of a film/developer
combination should be governed primarily by the
classification of the copy subject. Since the
characteristics of film emulsions vary widely, it is
important for Jou to know these differences so that
you can choose the proper film for the desired results.

Films designed for copy and reproduction are
generall} slo.ker than conventional films for general
everyday usage. This reduced sensitivity provides good
resolving power, maximum definition of subject
matter. and greuter control of contrast. However, the
exposure laucuLie is shortened and this creates the need

46r increased exposure accuracy. In fact, the slower
photomechanical films, such as Type VIII Class E,
become most critical.

Even the manufacturers, realizing the various
sources of illumination, omit any specific film speed
rating for Type VII films. Only a suggested exposure is
included with the data charts. Photomechanical film is
primarily designed for exactness in image-scale
reproduction and consists of a thin base with a very
low percentage of shrinkage or stretch during
processing. Most frequently used is Class E having an
orthochromatic emulsion, which can be handled
under red safelights for identification because the
familiar code notches are not included. Type VIII,
Class H,- film is available when panchromatic
emulsions are essential.

To obtain the maximum contrast that these
photomechanical films are capable of producing,
develop them in a fine line developer. This solution
comes in a two-package "A" and "B" container. Each
package of powdered chemicals must be thoroughly
dissolved and stured in well-stoppered containers. The
working solution consists of equal parts of "A" and
"B," which tends to exhaust rapidly due to its high
alkaline content, and should be used shortly after
preparation is completed. Agitation is recommended
during the first 20 seconds and range of average
development is 2 to 4 minutes. Should -a substitute
solution such as D- 19 be used, increase exposure
about 25%.

The primary guideline of consideratidn is the type
of ongmal t9.kz copied. The classifications itemized
in table 2-1 provide an average guide: (1)
orthochromatic emulsions, class E, or high-contrast
E-1 and gravure for black-and-white subjects; (2)
panchromatic emulsions, class H, for high-ttntrast,
and class A for subjects containing all c6lors or
continuous tones of intermediate shades and densities;
(3) type VII for scale stability and mechanical
capabilities st.04. as engraving; (4) type V is generally
applied to certain photographic printing requirements
in prodUction of copy negatives. '
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TABLE 2-1
FILM/DEVELOPER COMBINATIONS USED IN COPY PHOTOGRAPHY 3601-

FILM
OESCRIPTION

FILM

CLASSIFICATION
TYPE CLASS

SUBJECT

CLASSIFICATION DEVELOPER
RATIO OF
DILUTION

TIME
6PF

PROCESS
PANCHROMATIC

PROCESS

ORTHOCHROMATIC

PHOTOMECHAMCAL

PANCHROMATIC

PHOTOMECHANICAL
ORTHOCHROMATIC

PHOTOMECHANICAL
PANCHROMATIC

.. .4.
PROCESS

PANCHROMATIC

V

V

VII

VII

VII

4. - ...

V

H
- .4

E

N

E

H

- - - -

II

BLACK AND

WHITE LINE

DRAWINGS

,- -
COLOR

LINE
DRAWINGS

D-19
(AF I)-

D-19

F1NELINE
..A.. a ..8..

..A.. & ..5..

FINELINE

.- - - - - -
FINELINE
..A.. & ..r.

D-lf
(AF I)

N.
NONE- .. - - -
NONE

NONE

-
NONE

- - -. .. ...

NONE

NONE

6 MDI .

6 MIN

2-4

MIN

2-4
MIN .
2-4
MIN

.

6 MIN

COMMERCIAL
ORTHO

... - -- - - - - -,..
MED-CONTRAST

PANCHROMATIC

V

- - -*

V

E.-1

- - - -I

A

BLACK & WHITE

CONTINUOUS

TONE

DK-50
(AF 2)

-- - - -
DK-50

(AF-2)

1-2

1-1

6 MIN

5 MIN

I
MED-CONTRAST

PANCHROMATIC

.-

V A
COLOR

CONTINUOUS
TONE

DK-50
(AF-2) 1-2

,

6 MIN

MED-CONTRAST
ORTHOCHROMATIC GRAVURE

CONTINUOUS
& HALF-TONE

8 & W

DK-50
(AF 2) 1-2 6 PAIN

231495

Perhaps the one film which could be classed as
general-purpose for the majority of routine copy in
photography is commercial ortho (type V, class E-1).
This emulsion is closely related to Gray= film and
provides fine detail plus delicate tone gradations.
Landscapes, portraits, machine illustrations, and
mechanical parts illustrated in black and white are
typical subjects for copy using commercial orthp.
Ortho is of course not suitable for color copy as it is
insensitive to red.

Another popular copy film is Achromatic class A.
Characteristics of medium contrast, speed, and grain
coupled with good resolving power make it suitable
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for all black-and-white and color continuous tone
subjects.

Exercise (606):

1. Match the correct film/developer combination
listed in column A with the appropriate copy
subject listed in column B. Be sure not to use a
particular combination more than once.

011unrs A Cohen.: B

1. VH/Fineline A&B a. Black-and-withe portrait
2. VA/D-19 b. Oil pailning .

3. VE-1 /DK-SO C. Blueprint-
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Coker'', A Column B

4. VHE/D-19
S. VE/D-19
6. Gravure/Fineline

A&B
7. VH/D-19
8. VIIA/Ftneline A&B
9. VA/DK-50

10. VIIH/D-19

d. Black-and-white schematic

2-2. Scale Chine Provisions
The scale of a reproduction is the ratio between any

linear dimension of the copy and the related
dimension of the original. For example, if an 8 x 10
picture is reproduced at half scale (50-percent
reduction), the reproduced dimensions on the negative
are 4 x 5. As you will be required to do copy work at
other than one to one.(100-percent), you will need to
know how to make appropriate scale changm. In
addition, scale changes will involve changes in
exposure which you should be well aware of.

NOTE: Fortunately, most copy cameras have
calibrated scales which help the operator to achieve
proper reproduction ratios without mathematical
calculations.

607. Solve a series of scale change and copy
exposure problem.

The focal length of the lens, the bellows extension,
and the distance from the subject to the lens are all
interrelated when you are trying to achieve proper
scale. These relationships can be easily established by
two simple formulas:

Bellows extension= FL x (scale 4-1)
Subject distance = BE + scale

Now, let us use, these two formulas to solve tv.o
sample problems. Find the bellows extension and
subject distance for a 12-inch focal length lens at two
different scales, as shown by the following:

Scale 1 to 2 (50%):
Bellows extension = 12 x /2 + 1) = 18 inch:s
Subject distance = 18 + 112 = 36 inches

Scale 1 to 1 (100%):
Bellows extension = 12 x (1 + 1) = 24 inches
Subject distance = 24 + 1 = 24 inches

As these examples show, to accomplish different
ratios in reproduction, yo vary the bellows
extension. As the bello extensi. is increased the
effective focal length o e . is a increased. This
change in "focal len mak., the librated aperture
values inaccurate. Yo th ore, ve to calculate a
bellows extension 1. .r whic is used to increase
exposure so you wi not derexposed. The
following formula is used to compute this factor.
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Bellows exteasion2 bellows extension factor
Focal length'

Example:
Bellows extension is 12 inches.
Focal length is 6 inches.

122 144

62 2 36 T = 4 (bellows eXtenSkin factor)

363

Once the bellows extension factor has been,
calculated, you then multiply that times your,
conventional exposure (determined by a light meter,
etc). For eiample, if the conventional exposure was
1;2 second at f/11 and your bellows extension is 4, the
new e.(pcsure would be 2 seconds (4 x 112) at f/11.

NOTE. Long exposure times are not a problem
with copy cameras as they are normally very rigid. If,
however, there is a reciprocity failure problem, you
then car. ,hange the aperture setting as appropriate so
that the exposure time is not too long.

Exercises (607):

1. A 200-percent enlargement of a 3" x 4"
photograph would give you what final
dimensions?

2. A 25-percent copy of a 4" x 5" painting would
give you what dimensions?

3. Assume you are using an 8-inch focal length lens
and you are making a 1-to-1 copy. What will be
the bellows extension and subject 'distance? What
will be the bellows extension factor? What will be
your new shutter speed if the conventional
exposure is f/8 at 1/8 of a second?

4. Suppose you are using a I2-inch focal length lens
and you are making a 2-to-1 copy. Calcurge-the
bellows extension and subject distance, the
bellows extension factor, and your new shutter
speed if the conventional exposure is f/11 at 1/2
second.

2-3. Duplicating Transparent Material
In the Air Force there is an ever increasing

requirement for the production of slides for briefings
of VIPs, orientation of new personnel, and training
aids. We can safely say that any subjrqiat can be



photographed or copied can be readily presented as a
slide. The primary function of any material presented
in slide form is educational and usually supports a
lecture or demonstration. The combination of audio-
visual communication is used,in nearly every learning
situation. It has been proved that the education value
of any lecture is enhanced by the inclusion of graphs,
charts, maps, or original scenes in slide form.

Duplicating of 35mm slides will probably be your
main transparency copying assignment. In another
volume of this course we discussed the operation of the
Repronar, which is specifically designed for slide
copying. Other similar units are available, and one can
use almost any 35mm reflex camera to do slide
copying with the proper adapters. In this section we
will briefly talk about the films and corrective
techniques you can use in slide duplication when using
a unit like the Repronar.

608. 'Identify as true or false statements related to
the duplication of slides.

Films Used for Slide Production. Slow speed, fine
grain, reversal color film is the mainstay for slide
production. Many manufacturers produce color film
that is specifically designed for slide duplication. The
use of color film is even suitable when the subject is
black and white. This is particularly true when you do
not have reversal black-and-white film capability.

One of the difficulties encountered in duplicating
transparencies is the tendency of the copy to be
contrastier than the original. The contrastier duplicate
has washed out highlights and blocked up shadows,
both lacking in detail that was present in the original.
This can be corrected by controlling exposure and
development.

Corrections During Duplicatin&. First, when
copying slides with a tool like the Repronar, it is a
good idea to remove the slide from the slide mount.
This will insure that you can get a I to I copy. If you
copy the slide in the mount, part of the original image
is cut off by the mount, and your duplicate image will
further reduce the image by its mount. This can be
critical if you are copying slides that have titles that
could be cut off.

It is possible to correct rdr improper exposure,
composition, or color balance when copying.
Composition can be corrected through enlarging the
image, thereby cutting off some distracting elements.
Regrettably, as you enlarge thereiwill be more "grain"
in the duplicate. Color correction or exaggeration can
be achieved through the use of filters designed for
color photography. In fact, for exact color fidelity, a
filter may be needed, depending on the type of copy
film that is being used and the Kelvin temperature of
the exposing light source. (By studying Chapter 5 of
this volume you will have a better understanding of
how to use color films.)'

Under or overexposed slides can be corrected.
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When using the Repronar to copy an underexposed
slide so that it will be underexposed in the duplicate,
you should open one f/stop for each stop of
underexposure. To correct (to achieve normal density)
open two f/stops for each apparent stop of
underexposure. Best results are achieved by bracketing
your exposure (The procedures used for the Repronar
may not apply to other types of equipment. As always,
read your equipment instructions for best results.) To
copy an overexposed original, the diaphragm should
be closed down one stop for each apparent f/stop of
overexposure. To corred (to achieve normal density
instead of an overexposed copy), the diaphragm must
be closed one additional f/sto, for each apparent
f/stop of overexposure.

NOTE. The correct density for any slide is often a
matter cf apjnion. It may be affected by the type of
composition,-"the particular feeling you want to
convey, and the type of projection equipment you are
using. This last point is quite important. Some
projecuon systems are quite powerful and a slide that
might appear to be normal when viewed on a light
table may appear overexposed when projected.
Conversely, there are some audio-visual equipment
systems that have weak projector outputs and the slide
may appear underexposed. It is therefore important to
understand how the requester will use the slide.

Duplicating slides can also permit many creative
effects. For example, it is possible to make multiple
Images by successively copying more than one onto the
film. In this manner you can also add titles or other
graphic work. You can, as was mentioned before, use
filtration to alter the color balance to achieve
distinctive effects.

Slides are extensively used for the visual element in
briefings and training. Therefore, you should practice
shooting and duplicating slides, as these are vital parts
of any base photo lab operation.

Exercise (608):

1. Identify whether each of the following statements
regarding the duplicating of trinsparencies is true
or false.
a. It is best to use high-speed color film when

duplicating a slide. True or False

b. If y cu copy a mounted slide, you will be able to
get a I to 1 image. True or False

c. You can correct for color balance when you
duplicate. True or False

3 , ..j
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d. It is possible to add titles to your slides. Trite or
False

C. To correct for a two-stop uriderexposed slide
when you are working with the Repronar, you
must open up four stops. True or False

2-4. Use Specialized Copy Procedures

There are a number of specialized copy procedures
which you may come in contact with during your
photographic career. These may include microfilming
and'use of photocopiers such as a Xerox machine. In
this same vein is the MP-4 multipurpose land camera.
This versatile to& can be used ma variety of copy jobs
and as an enlarger or a view camera (one without

Figure 2-2. MP-4 copy camera.
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swings and tilts). As you may well be able to use this
camera system or its predecessor, the MP-3, we will
briefly discuss its possibilities as an example of a
specialized copy process.

609. Complete statements on the capabilities and
operation of the MP-4

The MP-4 is a copy, photomacrographic and
photomicrographic recording system. (See fig. 2-2.) It
is copy stand mounted with eye-level reflex viewing.
With interchangeable Polaroid roll, pack, and 4 x 5
film holders, there is a choice of 14 different types of
Polaroid films. In addition, adapters and cut film
holders make it possible to use conventional
photographic films ranging from 35mm through 4 x 5.

Four flat field copy lenses are available, ranging
from a 35mm macro through an all-purpose 135mm
lens. This makes it possible to meet any type of copy or
enlargement requirement. However, only the 105mm
and 135mm lenses focus to infinity, making these the
only choices when the MP-4 is used as a conventional,
tripod-mounted camera. All the lenses are color
corrected and are barrel mounted for quick change in
the shutter.

There are three shutteh whicOre available. The
basic one has a Copal self-cocking shutter with s
from one second to 1/125 of a second, plus "B" for
time exposure and "X" for flash synchronization.
Connected to the shutter is a preview cable. The cable
opens the shutter for viewing and focusing.

The MP-4 comes mounted to a column which is
attached to a laminated baseboard. The camera can be
tilted through 3600 and locked in any position. The
camera is removable for use on a tripod as a view
camera. On the XLR model (model with the most
features), the column can be rotated completely
around its base permitting pictures to be taken in any
direction or at any angle. Other Polaroid and
conventional cameras can be attached to the column
using the universal camera mount.

The lighting assembly consists of four 150-watt
reflector flood lamps attached in pairs on each side of
the base. The lamps are adjustable to insure even
lighting.

The accessory list is extensive so that the MP-4 can
.be adapted to a number of assignments. These
accessories include a condenser enlarger head to
convert the PM-4 to a standard 4 x 5 enlarger, glass
negative carriers for negatives from 35mm to 4 x 5;
different types of focus screens, film holders, and
camera heads; tripod adapter; microscope adapter;
and a macro extension for closeups, etc.

Operation is pretty straightforward. The subject to
be copied is laid flat on the, copboard. Viewing

1

366'through the reflex hood you can focus the image
within the format indicators outlined on the focusing
screen or ground glass. (The image will, however,
appear reversed from left to right.) The image size is
controlled by raising or lowering the camera just as
you would do when enlarging. By adjusting the
bellows you can achieve fine focusing. Once the image
is focused and is of the proper size, you can then check
the lighting. The lighting should be even. (In adjusting
the lights, you may set vibrations in motion. If this is
the case, wait about 30 seconds for the unit to
stabilize.) Once everything is set you can put the film
holder into position. You can determine the exposure
by taking a reflective light meter reading and making
adjustments for copy ratios and any filters.
(Remember, with Polaroid film it is so easy to run tests
to determine correct exposure!) Set the aperture and
the shutter speed. Make your exposure. Very easy, and
the results are of top quality.

Exercise (609):

1. Complete statements on the capabilities and
operation of the MP-4.
a. The MP-4 can handle film sizes up to

b. There are copy lenses available for use
on the MP-4.

c. The and lenses are
suitable when the MP-4 is used in the
conventional camera mode.

d. The basic MP-4 shutter is and has
shutter speeds ranging from

through

e. There are watt flood
lamps to provide even lighting.

f. Viewing is through a hood.

g. The MP-4 head can be rotated through
degrees.
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Photographic Assigntrents

ses

A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK order simply states a
desired result that nutSt be provided. 'Your supervisor's
task iSto determine the course of action to be followed
to give the user thelsest quality work available at the
least cost to the Air Force. As yois-fan undexstand, this
&quires planning for theentire task.

Each photographic facility- has its own sel of
conditions, such as personnel, workload, and
equipment. Photography is hot a field where there is
only one set method to accomplisk., each task.
Therefore, many factors must be considered in
determininkhow a job is to be carried out. ---,,

It is important that when you are called upon to.,;
carry out a mission, you are aware of whatil required.
In this way you can apply pe skills you aremastering
to get the necessary results. In this chapter We Will
discuss many of the various types of missiodsyou may
be assigned to do arid some of the basic_techniques you
may want to use. \

,

3-1. Apply Public Relations Principles to
Photoaraphic Assignnients

3
Public relations in Air Force_photography involves

two concepts. first, the use of photographs to gain the
public's active participation and support of Air Force.
programs; and second, your relations with the public
when on assignment. The first concept you will learn
as you carry out assignments for the ir.forniation
office. The second concept is one which applies to any
mission you will do. It is, therefore, the most
important and one you cadstan applying right now.

610. State principles and techniques of public
relations which are used during a photographic
assignment.

Human Relations, the Basis of Public Relations.
To function successfully as a photographeD you must
have more than a general knowledge of photography.
You must be the complete master of your took' and
techniques; and in addition, you, must understand
something of human relations. It is not enough for you
merely to be polite and courteous. To photograph the
complexities of people in everyday life, you should
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understand what motivates them, what ihapes their
attitudes, or simply, "what makes people tick."

L. For the sake of discussion, we ,can arbitrarily state
that individual characteristics of people come from
four sources. They are biological-genetic, cultural,
sociological-economic; and psychological.

Every Person is, in a sense, a complex arrangement
of the above factors; and if we understand them, we
may be able to understand ourselves or, more
importantly, the people who come before our lenses.
Remember, these characteristics'are interrelated and
are separate in this discussion only for the sake of
clarity. Let us look at each in turn.

Eiologscui-genetic factors. In this category, we must
-consider race, sex, stature, physical assets or liabilities,

, and intelligence.
.

The intelligence of an individual develops and
changes with his environment, even though there, is a
biological-genetic basis for the intelligence a person
possesses. One theory suggests three classifications of
intelligence: mechanical, social, and abstract. As a
photographer, your mechanical intelligence allows
yon to manipulate your equipment; your social
intelligence allows you to understand and deal wisely
wittl`people, and your abstract intelligence provides
you with the ability to handle symbols, ideas, words,
numbers, formulas, and scientific principles.

The second factor, sex, is a strong biological and
psychological drive which affectspwch of us. It has also
been., used in a discriminator* sense. Women in
America, for example, have been stereotyped in
homema_king and child-rearing roles. Today, more
and more women are asserting their rightful
individuality so that "male" and "female" roles are no
longer so rigid. In the Air Force women are serving in
almost all of the career fields. It Would, therefore, be
in poor taste to photograph a woman seivingin the Air
Force siniply as a "sex sYmbol."

The third and final factor is race. Race is often
confused with nationality. People speak of the
"English," "German," or the "Italian" race. But the
peoople of these countries are descended from many
races. The) are properly called peoples, for each grotto
has its own language, culture, traditions, and ,political
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ideals. This does not make them races. Races are
generally distinguished by outward physical
appearances, such as skin color, hair texture, stature,
and facial features. Race has been cruelly Used by
ignorant people as a basis of discrimination.

Cultural factors. Cultural factors include customs,
manners, modes, values, symbolism, symbolic
behavior, language, laws, and judgments. All of these
traits, habits, and characteristics which seprate man
from the other animals are learned by mail as part of
his society. Each society has its own hierarchy of
values. Your values may be quite different from those
of other people. You must respect the values of other
people even if you don't share them.

Sociological-economic factors. Each of us is a
member of a group, or of many groups. We identify
groups by such vague terms as "middle class," "blue
collar," "jet set," "disadvantaged," or any other
stratified ranking or position in our society. Often
these rankings are based on job type or social standing.
Each group normally demands that (1) we exhibit the
traits and characteristics of the group in question and
(2) be accepted by other members of the group. Unless
these two conditions are fulfilled, we do not belong to
the group. (You are fulfilling these two conditions as

you adapt to Air FOrce life.) Understanding what
group your photographic subject belongs to may help
you in understanding him.

Psychological factors. This is the realm of the
individual. How does he cope with reality? What are
his defense mechanisms? boes he project his fears to
others? What is his opinion of himself in relation to
the world around him? Above all, how well does he
adjust? The more you know about your subject the
better able you will be to accurately portray him or
her.

"What does this have to do with photogaphy?"
When you, the working photographer, come into
contact with people, you are involved with what might
be called the "situation." If you could predict all your
subject's personality "hang ups," you could predict
how your subject would react in a given situation. You
have to remember that you, too, ha've your own "hang
up's" as well, and that they are also an integral part of a
"situation." Out of this situation, something must
happen, and these are the "consequences." In our case,
the consequences must be good pictures. How good
these pictures are is the direct result of how well you
control the situation.

To help you control the situation, you must be
aware of another aspect of human behavior.
Sociologists and psychologists designate the various
things we do in certain situations as role play. We all
play many and varying roles in life, many of them
simultaneously. For example, the base commander
may also be a pilot, husband, father, and sports
enthusiast. In each case his role is different and the
degree of formality and pictorial content required in
each situation would be different.

0
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Only experience can give you the sensitivity you
need to effectively function as1 creative photographer.
Knowledge of what motivat6 people, as individuals
and as members of complex groups, is just as much
your stock-intrade as your camera and film. Too
often, too many of us spend endless hours refining
camera handling techniques, time that could perhaps
be spent more profitably developing the confidence
and genuine interest to establish rapport with people,

We, therefore, cannot hope to give you guidance for
all of the situations that could possibly arise. But, we
can give you some general guidelines that may help
you in the future. The "Golden Rule" is just as valid
today as when it was first conceived. Common
courtesy, proper military bearing and appearance, and
efficient camera and lighting techniques can go a long
way in giving you situational control. Respect your
subject and your subject will respect you. Be
considerate of his likes and dislikes and he will be
considerate of yours. Be compassionate and
understanding and you will be understood. Have
confidence in yourself and your equipment and your
subject will have confidence in you. You should be
familiar with all of the general rules of military
behavior and conduct. If overseas or in a strange
environment, take the time to learn the local customs
and social graces. They pave the way to better
photographs. All of this cn be summed up in two
wordsBE PROFESSION L.

Exercises (610):

1. Individual characteristics are molded from what
four sources?

2. What are two factors which may determine a
perion's intelligentel

3. What is the difference between race and
nationality?

4. What two conditions must be fulfilled for you to
belong to a group?

5. Why does it pay to be professional?

3 1
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Figure 3.1. Author. title, and subject cards.

3-2. Perform Photographic Assignment Research

Prior to, rushing out on a camera assignment, you
should have a clear idea of what is required. Only in
this way can you make an intelligent choice of camera
equipment, film, flash or other lighting equipment,
and the many accessories you may need to fulfill the
assignment. By applying.the "5 Ws" of journalism, you
will have the necessary information.

611. Identify and explain the SWs of journalism.

In almost every news story the reporter wants to
find out the who, what, when, Where, and why of the
story. You can apply the same principle prior to going
outtin a job. Most of the information will come from
the work order. From it, you should be able to
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determine: who is taking part; what will be taking
place; when and where it will be held ancrwhy (reason
for or significance of the event). If you cannot get this
information from the work order, you should contact
your supervisor or the requester to make clear these
very basic aspects of the assignment. Once the basic
factors of the assignment are made clear, you can
organize an equipment check list and a plan for
shooting. In this way you will better insure mission
success.

Exercise (611):

I. Identify and briefly explain the 5Ws of journalism
that can be applied to assignment research.

612. Complete statements on the use of the library.

To carry out a variety of assignments, todaY's
photographer must be a well-informed individual.
You have to know what is happening in areas of
military affairs, science, politics, fashion, sports,
music, environment, etc. This makes it possible for
you to determine what pictures will best illustrate
various ideas. It is also easier to communicate with a
wide variety of people if you keep yourself well
informed. To keep up, you should talk to all kinds of
people,. watch television; go to movies; and read
newspOrs, books, and magazines. The base library is
also a very rich source of information and should be
used on a regular basis. To this end we will briefly
discuss the library system.

Library Classification Systems. Libraries contain
thousands of books and; obviotislyrthere has to be
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Figure 3-2. Information found on catalog card.
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some way of keeping up with them and locating them
quickly. Therefore, libraries arrange their books
according to some system. The most commonly used
one is the Dewey Decimal system.

Dewey decimal *sok Under .thls system. 10 broad
clams include all books. Each class is assigned
numbers as followE

000GENERAL WORKS (bibliography,
- newspapers, periodicals, etc)

100PHILOSOPHY (ethics, logic, psychology,
etp)

200RELIGION (theology, Bible, etc)
300S.00IAL SCIENCES (law, education,

polideal science, economics, etc) ---
400P1M-OLOGY (study of written records,

,Noliguistics, etc)
URE SCIENCE (physici, mathematics,
nomy, etc)

600USEFUL ARTS (electrical engineering,
radio principles, wireless communications, etc)

700FINE ARTS (photography, music, sculpture,
etc)

800L1TERA11URE (of all countries)
900HISTORY (geography and travel, ancient,

modern, biography, etc)

The system further divides each of the 10 broad
areas into 10 subdivisins. In turn, each ,of the
subdivisions is divided iib 10 parts. Fiqally, each part
is divided into 10 classbs and a decimal number is
assigned to each. This syStem gives you a precise
number by which you can look up the book.

Card catalog. The card catalog is the key to the use
of the library. It allows you to locate all the books in
the library quickly and easily. It contains alphabetical
index cards _author, subject, and title. The card
catalog co, -* of cabinets with draivers containing
cards. A labe n the front of each drawer tells you at a

Vance that the cards are listed in alphabetical order.
There are guides in each drawer to help you locate
information without having to thumb through a large
number of cards. ip

You can locate books from three types of cards:
author, title, and 'subject cards. Figure 3-1 shows that
the same book is filed three ways. You C2/I see that the
three cards contain exactly the same information. The
difference is in arrangement. The author's name comes
first on the author card, the title first on the title card,
and the subject first on the subjakt card. By including
the three types of cards, the card catalog makes it
possible-for you.to locate a book if you know only the
author, the title, or the subject with which it is
concerned. Securing information from a card requires
that you understandthe basic information on the card
as sh fiown4A

Other le In addiiitin to books, the
library is a continuing source for newspapers,
magazines, maps, atlases, directories, dictioraries,
encyclopedias, etc. Remember to ask the rary's

es 31Dtrained staff to help you solve any research problem
you may have.

NOTE: Magazin= are a particularly rich source of
ideas for photography. The National Geographic and
Vogue.. for example. provkle a "photo education" with
every issue.

Exercise 01U
1. Complete the following statements on the use of

the library.
a. Most libraries use the

to arrange their books.

b. 1 ey Decimal system uses
broad classes to organize books.

c Under the Dewey Decimal system, photography
would be found in the hundreds.

d. If you know either the
or , you can look up a book using .-
the card catalog.

e. are particularly rich sources of
photographic ideas.

,.
-3-3. Select Equipment and Materials

You must know all the tools of your trade. In this
sense you might be compared to a composer of music.
Your cameras, lenses, and lights are like musical
instruments. Just as a successful composer knows what
'his instruments can do and employs them properly, so
must you choose the proper camera, lights, film, and
processing to get the most out of the job you have to
do.

613. LIst the factors which must be considered in
selecting equipment and Materials for an assignment
of any type.

When preparing for an assignment you; should
-consider three factorsthe product requested, the
shooting conditions, and the time requirements. Let us
briefly discuss each one.

Product Desired. Whether the requestr wants
slides, color, or black-and-white priftts, or
cOmbinations of these will set limits on your choice of
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ao,
..efilm, proc 1ameraessing, printing, an equipment. For

example, slides require the use of a 35mm camera,
reversal, color film, and appropriate processing. This
film restriction alone may preclude your choice to one
camera. The tiquester may instead want both color
and black-and-white prints. Color negative film can
give you both products and it is available in a wide
variety of formats, so your choice of a camera becomes
much greater.

MootiagConditioss. The who, what, where, when,
and why of your assignment will be the biggest factors
in your equipment and film choice. A few examples
will illustrate the problem. An architectural
assignment normally calls for a view camera and the
necessary cut film. A crash and accident can bUesk
handled with a press camera and roll film or film
packs. A football game is easiest to shoot with a 35mm
reflex camera and a variety of lenses. Whether the
event is indoors or outdoors, daylight or nighttime. or
on a beautiful sunny day or in downpouring rain will.
for example, call for decisions on ilm speeds and
accessory lighting.

Each job should be analyzed in terms of additional
equipment as well. A view camera, for example,
requires a sturchftnpod and a cable release. Filters are
often required for accurate tonal rendition or color
balance. You should always carry a properly working
light meter Remember, there is nothing more
embarrassing than to travel for an hour or two to the
shooting spot, get set up, and then realize that you have
forgotten a piece of equipment that will make the
difference between a "half-baked" job and success.

Time Requirements. Considerations of time may
require particular equipment solutions. For example, a
quick idenUficauon picture may be satisfied with
Polaroid. A job that requires only a few shots, but has
a "short fuse" on delivery may be best harldled with 44,\
x 5 press camera and cut film.

It must be stressed that you should carefully analyze
your work order prior to going out on a job. You
should cijovelop a standardized check list that should
be followed so that you have the equipment you need
with you. Such preparation will save you time in the
long run because it will reduce the number of re-
shoots and it will prevent your shop from getting a
poor reputation.

Exercise (613):
1

1. List the three factors that should be considered
when choosing film and equipment. Briefly
explain why each is impOrtant.

3-4. Inspect and Test Equipment
The Commander of SAC has come to present an

award to the Base Commander. You have all the
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dignitaries in pOsition for the presentation picture.
You click the shutter but the electronic flash does not
go off. How do you explain this failure Checking of
equipment prior to going out on assignment is the best
way to save such red-faced embarrassment.

614. Explain techniques and procedures used in the
inspection and testing of photographic equipment.

Vista' Checks. Visual checks of camera and lab
equipment give a good indication of their condition
and usability. This visual check shouldn't be a quick

ance but a thorough examination of conditions For
example, suppose you are checking a camera bellows.
A casual examination of the item may indicate
incorrectly that the bellows is in perfect condition.
Instead, extend the bellows to its maximum and, in a
darkened room, place a light inside. If you cannot see
any" fight leaks, .the bellows is in good condition.
Examine all items with the thought in mind that
f,omething is wrong and prove to yourself that they are
all in satisfactory condition. It is surprising how many
pitfalls you can avoid by looking for trouble in
advance.

Operational Checks. Operational checks should be
performed on each item of equipment. There is a
danger of losing a photograph by a mechanical
malfunction. This applies to lab equipmentas well as
the camera and accessories. Any item that must
function to contribute to the final product pould be
considered as a possible trouble spot. Forrn example,
without a functioning focal plane shutter a 35mm
reflex camera can become a useless object. Therefore,
you should check the camera shutter very carefully
prior to going out on a mission.

There is a tendency to let seldom-used items, such as
tripods and filters, slip by in the initial test. We may
use a press camera daily and yet use the filters or tripod
less often. Don't let such usage lead you into a sense of
false securi
you have

Preventi
might be defi
procedures which are performed to prevent exams
wear or other damage to equipment. A small amount
of oil on a squeaky bearing may prevent such a bearing
from becoming damaged. Such preventive
maintenance is mainly up to you and your common
sense. It .may include simple techniques such as
tightening a loose screw or greasing a gear. Such
maintenance vill prevent costly breakdowns. Let us
consider three general categories of preventive
operator maintenanceadjustments, cleaning, and
lubrication.

Adjustments. Adjustments must be made
periodically if top quality results are to be expected
from your camera and lab equipment. Technical
manuals for each piece of equipment contain the
procedures for making any required adjustments such

eck each item against a check list that

tenance. Preventive maintenance
as those minor maintenance
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as zeroing a light meter needle. When you do make an
adjustment, be sure you follow the proper procedures.

Cleaning. tkli equipment, whether it is constructed
from wood, metal, glass, or plastic, should be kept
clean. Dust or dried chemicals can raise havoc in any
photographic process, from the beginning to the final
product. All cleaning should be done with the
appropriate cleanser for what is being cleaned.

Labricasion. Periodic lubrication of any functional
camera and lab equipment is a necessity. Points where
friction is created will wear any time the correct
amount or correct viscosity of tbe lubricant is ndt
maintained. On any equipment, the unit, its location,
the method of applicaton, the lubricating penod, and
the type of lubncant are specified in the applicable
technical manual.

NOTE: Remember, the extent of operator
maintenance may vary from one laboratory to another.
Limitatons are due to the availability of maintenance
personnel, the time it takes to send out a piece of
equipment for repair, and the applicable' regulations
and technical orders which spell out areas of
responsibility.

Exercises (614

1. What is the purpose of a visual check?

2. Why are operational checks important?

3. What is the advantage of performing prevent
maintenance?

4. List and briefly explain three techniques that are
applied in preventive maintenance.

5. What limitations may there be on operator
maintenance?

3-5. Portrait Photography
A portrait is not just another photograph. It is a

carefully composed portrayal of a person often used
for publicity purposes or as a method of identification.
(Identification and passport photography will be
covered in a later section.) Good portraits do not just
happenthey result from careful application of many
different techniques. Above all, good portraits usually
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result from many years of experimentation and
practice. Making good portraits requires both artistic
and photographic ability. Portraiture often involves
working with persons of senior rank, children, and
members of the opposite sex. Self-confidence and the
ability to handle people properly are extremely
important.

615. State the requirementeor portrait
photography.

Portraits are an important part of any base photo
lab mission. Portraits are used in personality features,
for key-man and chain-of-command displays, and for
the very important AFR 36-93 requirements. Let us
discuss each one of these.

Personality Features. People are interested in other
peopie. On every bast there are thousands of
individuals who are contributing to the Air Force
mission. Their individual accomplishments can be
spotlighted by a picture story. Such a story would be
highlighted by semiformal and informal portraits of
the individual. The majority of these pictures would be
taken at the individual's place of work or when he is
taking part in the activity that has made him stand out.

Groups, too, can be considered. Portraits of the
winning softball team or a group of volunteers who
make monthly visits to a home for the aged are
common examples. These portraits are taken on
location and' emphasize the group's particular
accomplishment.

Key-Man Pictures. Each level of command has key
personnel who hold leadership functions. To spotlight
their responsibilities, their portraits appear on bulletin
board displays. Such portraits are usually head and
shoulder poses taken in the studio. They should be
dignified military portraits.

Chain-of-command pictures follow this same
principle. In each headquarters building there it
usually a display of photographs showing a chain of

'command stretching from the President to the base
commander, etc. Many of these photographs are
supplied by higher authority. The pictures of the local
commanders are similar to the AFR 36-93 format that
will be discussed next.

AFR 36-93. AFR 36-93, official photographs,
requires officers to maintain official photographs in
their personnel records. These photographs are
important as they become part of the officer's
promotion folder. The updating of these pictures is
spelled out in the regulation. As photographers we are
most concerned with the following specific picture
requirements.

A formal pose of officer showsng. bead and shoulders
with the face directly toward the camera and the body turned
approximately 45' to the right so that the left shoulder is
forward, weanng blue =nice uniform with coat (but no
headgear) and badges and nbbans indicating -authorized
awards and decorations. Ls required. 8 a 10 inch glossy black
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Spire 3-3. Cfficial officer's Fortran tn accordance with AFR
36-93. X

and *lute prints only, with 1/4 inch barcler on top and sides
and 314 inch border on the bottom. Name tags will not be
worn. The officer's name, grade. Socal Security Number
(SSAN). and date photograph was taken will be inserted in
term left corner of each print. 1 inch from Iowa edge.
Gummed or pressure sensmve labels vall not be used to
record tdenuficanon data on photographs.

It is very imporiant that a current form of the
regulation be available at all times, as the officer will
be relying on your.knowledge and judgment to carry
it out. It will requul quite a bit of tact on your part to
point out to an officer when his appearance or dress
does not conform to the necessary standards. (Fig. 3.3
shows an example of a 36-93 photograph.)

Exercises (615

1. What is the key ingredient of the personality
portrait?

2. List three basic categories of portraits you may be
taking.

3. Why is it important to keep up with AFR 36-93?

4. Why must you often exercise tact when 'taking
36-93 portraits?

616. Complete statements on portrait technique.

The majority of your portraits will be taken in the
controlled environment of rur lab's portrait studio.
The principles of good portraiture are also applicable
to location shooting. To Oelp you along we will discuss
equipment, working wial the subject, composition,
perspective, and lighting. It must be emphasized,
because of the number of variables and infinite
possibilities, that only through practice and intelligent
analysis of your results can you master this very
rewarding photographic skill.

NOTE. It would be to your advantage to read about
and examine the work of such great portrait artists as
Arnold Newman, Yusof Karsh, and Phillippe
Halsman.

Equipment. Prior to the portrait sitting it is
important to analyze the work order so that you have a
clear idea of the requirements. A "36-93" may call for
a different approach from that of photographing the
president of the Officers' Wives' Club. The finished
product that is required will also be an important
factor in determining the type of film and the camera
you will be using. Thoughtful preparation will save
you time and ensure good results.

Generally, you will be using a 4 x 5 or 8 x 10
camera for portraiture. Such large negatives permit
retouching and produce high quality enlargements.
You will want to use a fine grain film and developer
combination to ensure topquality.

It is essential to have your equipment ready for use
before the portrait sitting begins. Check lamps, flash
units, shutter, film holders, support equipment, and
general camera operation. Have one of your associates
assume the position you plan to use. While your
assistant is in the coiiect position, establish the general
lighting effect desired, the camera position, and the
approximate bellows ektension for proper focus. Go
through the normal setting up operations that are
required. After all of the preparatory steps have been
completed, turn off the lights and await the arrival of
your subject(s).

Putting the Subject at Ease. Many persons fieeze in
front of the camera. If you know what you are doing
and if you can give the subject the impression that you
understand your business, it will go far to dispel his
nervousness. When posing the subject, verbally direct
him into the desired position. A good portrait
photographer seldqm finds it necessary to touch the
subject. However, if you must adjust clothing or do
something for the subject that he is unable to do for
himself, be polite, explain why theaction is-necessary,
and ask permission to take the action. Remember that
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most people become veiy annoyed when they are
"pushed about," but they usually cooperate readily if
you are polite, gentle, and give adequate reasons for
the action that is being taken.

NOTE. Portrait subjects are normally quite
concerned with their appearance. It is a good idea to
construct dressing rooms with mirrors to provide a
place for 'people to "check themselves out" before the
sitting.

Portrait Composition. The simplest form of
portraiture is undoubtedly confined to head and
shoulder OCAS. Apart from placing the head, there are
few compositional problems. When more of the
subject is included, as in a three-quarter shot, the
placing of the hands and the pose of the figure
becomes of great importance.

being
Since. leads to more graceful

positions ed, it is usually desirable to give
the subject some support. For example, in the case of a
headand-shoulders portrait, a stool may be used. A
full-length portrait, of course, permits no support.

The background is very important. Most portraits
are posed against very plain background. Many of
these backgrOunds are in ect *portable screens
designed for portrait stud' s. If you keep the
background well away fro subject, you will throw
It out of focus and create an appearanRe of space.

Your choice of focus and depth of field will be an
important factor in how pleasing yourdmposition
will turn out. Normally, you focus on the eyes and use
a fairly wide open f/stop to insure rapidly decreasing
sharpness. The... rpose of the portrait is for the face to
stand out from thivironInent. Occasionally, when
doing location/shots or where a particular prop related
to the subject is an important element in the picture,
greater depth of field may be necessary to get your
picture -message across. /

NOTE: When shooting color consider the color of
the background, and ny props. It is important
that th1,e a harmonious,<6lending of thec various
colots.

Perspective. The perspective of a p&tçait will be

relationship to e bject. Whether the is near
riadetermined by th position of the mera in

th
or far, hi or ow, or it eye level will make a
difference i w the subject will appear. Normally,
for a headand-shoulder portrait; the camerals level,
with the optical axis of the len.1 between the height of
the subject's lips and tip of his nose. For a ,three-
quarter figpre:shot, the 'center of the lens is level with
the upper arist. Fok a full-length figure, lower the
camera again until it tevel with, or a little below the
waist. You should a maintain a good working
distance so you do not have any distortion. V

. NOTE: There au recommended focal lengths for
//different size films and types of portraits in order to

maintain a good. image size. For example, consider
these for a 4 x 5 camera: 10/2" to 10" for a head and
shoulders and a 6" for a full ,length.

40.

Lighting. Lighting along with subject placement is
the key element in successful portraiture. Lighting can
come from either natural or artificial sources or
combinations of the two. Its direction and intensity
will determine how the contour of your subject's face
will appear.

The single most important principle you should
apply to achieve correct lighting is that there should be
only ONE DOMINANT LIGHT SOURCE with all
other lights subordinate to it. To do otherwise will
cause confusing shadows and light directions. To
better understand this, let us consider the-use of four
lights, main, fill-in, hair-light, and background. Using
these four lights in the studio will allow you' to
perform almost all of your portrait assignments.

The main light. Generally,this is a flood lamp or
broad light source located higher than the subject'S
head and at approximately 45 degrees to one side of
the camera-subject axis. The light is often diffused
with a screen to reduce facial textures and eliminate
harsh shadows. The positioning of the main light is the
key to ynur lighting and therefore must be considered
with great care. Normally, you will use it to establish
either broad or short lighting. (See fig. 3-4.)

In broad lighting the main light fully illuminates the
side of the face turne!:1 TOWARD the camera. This
type of lighting is mainly used to help "widen" thin
faces.

Using the far more common short lighting, the main
light illuminates fully the side of the face turned away
frorp the camera. Thit lighting is used for the average

MAIN LIGHT

CAMERA

3n

BACKGROUND SCREEN

CT
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Figure 3-4. Postioning the main light.
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Figure 3-5. Add the fill-in light.
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oval face and it tends to emphasize facial contours
'more than broad lighting. Its effect can also be used to
narrow plump or round faces.

One method of placing the main tight, regardless of
the type of lighting, is to watch the resulting catchlight
(reflection of the light) in the eyes. As seen from the
camera-lens position, these catchlights should be
located at approximately the 1 o'clock or 11 o'clock
position in the eyes depending on the result desired.

NOTE: To position electronic flash units you will
have to rely on a modeling light. The use of a modeling
light takes experience as it is often much weaker than
the resulting flash. This is why it is better for the
beginner to learn portraiture using photoflood lamps.

The fill-in light. The fill light is diffused, used close
to the camera at lens height, and placed on the side of
the lens opposite that of the main light. Its purpose is

to soften the shadows cast by the main light. (See fig.
3-5.)

Almost inevitably the fill light will add a lower pair
of catchlights to the eyes. These secondary catchlights
should be etched from the negative or spotted from the
print to create a more pleasing effect.

The background light. The background flight is a
small lamp on a short stand placed about midway
between the subject and the background. This light
provides good tonal separation between the subject
and the background. (See fig. 3-6.)

The hair light. This is usually a small lighting unit
attached to a boom so it can be established above and
behind the subject. Normally, the light is positioned
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directly overhead, either to the right or the left of the
subject's hiitat head level, or above and to one side.
The key is don't:;let the light spill over onto the face,
thereby creating unwanted hightlights. (See fig. 3-7.)

NOTE: To establish the lighting the way you want
it, it is best to position each light separately with the
other lights off. Sonic photographers start with the
background light, then move to the main, fill-in, and
hair lights. (To better understand the difference
between broad and short lighting using four lights,
compare 'fig. 3-8 with fig. 3-9.)

Lighting ratio. Lighting ratio refers to the relative
intensities at the subject position of the main light plus
the fill-in light, as compared to the fill-in alone. This
ratio creates the contrast of the portrait Normally a
ratio of 3 to 1 will result in pleasing contrast Higher
ratios are more dramatic but are likely to be
unacceptable for official record portrait& Here are a
couple of ways to establish a 3 to 1 ratio:

Establish both the main and fill-in light at equal
distance from the subject, but cut the strength of the
fill-in by one half. This can be done through power
settings or by the using of a diffusing screen over the
fill light.

With two lights having the same strength, move
the main light one atop closer to the subject. For
example, if the fill light is 11 feet away from the
subject, the main lighkshould be 8 feet away.

Take an exposure meter reading (reading may be
incidejeflected reading off a gray card or the use of
a flash-meter) at the subject of the main plus fill-in,
and then the fill-in alone. In this way you can calculate
your ratio.

Portrait lighting is exciting and requires quite a bit
of practice to be expert Take the time to practice this
skill so you will be ready for your first portrait
mission.

Exercise (616):

1. Complete the following statements on portraiture.
a. By using a large format camera you will have

portrait negatives that can be and
readily

b. The subject will not in front of the
camera if you establish rapport.

c. When taking a portrait, you normally focus on
the subject's

d. Normally when taking a portrait, you will want
depth of field.
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e. For a three-quarter shot, the center of the lens
is level with the subject's

f. When using a 4 x 5 camera, you would use a
inch lens for a full-length portrait.

g. There should be only dominant
light source whenItaking a portrait

h. To -;,csition electronic flash units, you must
rely on the lights.

i. In broad lighting, the main light fully
illuminateS the side of the face turned
the camera.

j. In short lighting, the mainAight fully
illuminates the side of the face turned
from the camera.

k. A lighting rAtio of will give you
pleasing results.

I. The lain light plus the fill light, as compared
to the fill, establishes the

m. The light is used to provide
separation between the subject and the
background.

n.'The
boom.

light is usually attached to a

o. To establish a 3 to 1 lighting when the main
light is 5.6 feet from the subject, a fill of equal
strength should be placed away.

323
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Figure 3-10 "Ascor" Series 360.1 lighting group.

617. Identify techniques used in photographing
different portrait subjects.

Corrective Techniques. Human nature being what
it is, people appreciate a portrait that brings out the
best features and tones down the worst. By the proper
use of equipment and lighting techniques, you can
achieve this desired outcome to a great degree. The
following is a suggested list of techniques you can use
to make each person look his best.

Problem
Broad Face

Narrow Face
Wrinkled Face

Facial Defects
Baldness

Prominent Forehead

Long Nose

Angular NOW

Possibk Solution
Raise the camera position. Use short
lighting. Turn the face to the three-
quarter position.
Lower main light. Use broad lighting.
Lower the main light. Use diffused
lighting. Use a three-quarter pose.
Keep the defects in thadows.
Lower the.-eamera position. Use no
hair light. Use a screen to shade the
light striking the head.
Tilt chin upward. Lower camera
position.
Tilt chin upward. Face is directed
toward the lens. Lower the main light.
Lower the camera position:
Turn the face more toward the lens.

Problan

Prominent Ears

Deep-set Eyes

Protruding Eyes
Glasses

Narrow Chin
Double Chin

Heavy.set Figure

Possibk Sokuion

Hide far ear behind the head. Keep
near ear in shadow. Consider a profile
view.
Lower main light. Use lower lighting
ratio.
Have subject look slightly downward.
Tilt glasses downward by elevating
bows slightly. Adjust-fill light laterally.
Have subject raise or lower chin
slightly.
Tilt chin upward.
Raise main light. Tilt chin upward. Use
high camera position.
Use short lighting. Use low-key
lighting. Vignette shoulders and body.
Blend body with background tone.

Exercise (617):

1. Identify the technique listed in column B used to
correct the defect listed in column A.

Colwnn A Column B

I. Narrow face
2. Angular nose
3. Double chin
4. Baldness
5. Heavy-set figure

a. Short lighting
b. Turn face toward the lens
c. Lower camera position
d. Broad lighting
e. Use higher =meta position

3-6. Electronic Studio Lights

Studio type lighting systems are of two basic types
continuous and electronic flash. Continuous lighting
sources provide uninterrupted picture taking light.
Such light sources as photofloods and quartzhalogen
lighting units come within this category. Since the light
is continuous it is easy to direct and to measure. For
the beginning portrait photographer this is a great
advantage. The lights, however, are rather "hot" for

ore studios aee now using the quick, powerful but
intermittent light of electronic flash. Such a light
source provides very powerful illumination that
matches daylight in terms of color temperature. Its
brief flash is easier on the sitter. Through the use of

7continuous modeling lights the photographer can
.
judge to some degree-the effect of his set up. The
lighting ratio can be determined by calculations based
on the various power settings available with each unit.
In this section we will describe the "Ascor" series
360-1 location lighting group which can be used in the
studio or on location, as an example of electronic flash
units.

618. Complete statements on the use of electronic
lights.

The "Ascor" series 360-1 location lighting group,
shown in figure 3.10, is an electronic flash lighting kit
designed for use either in the studio or on location
assignments. The kit consists of four lights, a four wing
barn door, four adjustable light stands, and a portable
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power supply. All components except the power
supply fit inside a lightweight carrying case. The power
supply is housed in its own protective cover which also
acts as a carrying case. Both the carrying case and
power pack are equipped with convenience handles.

The four lights in the kit are coordinated to meet a
variety of studio and location lighting requirements.
Two 12-inch light assemblies are provided for use as
main and fill lights. A 5-inch background light and a
5-inch hairlight with barn door are alio included.
Each of these lights can be operated independently or
in any possible combination. Each light reflector
fixture contains both a plug-in type flashtube and a
modeling lamp. All flashtubes and modeling lamps are
of the same type and are completely interchangeable.

A barn door assembly on the hair light controls
spill light and permits complete directional control of
the light. Four separate barn door wings mounted on a
360° rotating ring assure exact placement of the light
beam from the hair light.

Each light in the kit is supported by an adjustable
light stand. The stands are equipped with folding legs
and telescopic risers. Stands for the main, fill, and hair
lights extend from 29 inches minimum to 132 inches
maximum. The backlight stand extends from 16 inches
to 46 inches. All of the stands compress for storage
and transport in the carrying case.

The separate power supply is rated. at 400 watt-
seconds output. It features 3 to 4 seconds full power
recycle times (time between flashes), continuous
operation, and internal voltage regulation. A ready
light indicates when recycling time is complete and the
unit is ready to deliver 100 percent light output.
Internal circuit breakers protect the power unit froin
accidental overloads. Required power input is 115
volts AC, 60-Hertz. The 400 watt-second output is
divided into two power banks, one providing
maximum power for each lamp and the other power to
the lights.

The lamps are placed to, provide optimum lighting
of the subject being photographed. The verticallieight
of each lamp is controlled by adjusting the telescopic
riser. Tip and tilt of the lamp is changed by adjusting
the lamphouse fixture in the mounting bracket on the
top of the riser. Light spill is controlled by adjusting
the angle of the barn door wings and rotating the
position of the barn doors on the hair light. Once
adjusted, all lamp fixtures, stands, risers, and'tarn
doors are held in place by securing lock screws with
thumb or hand pressure.

Each of the four lamp power outlets on the power
pack is equipped with a fail to flash warning system. A
misfire results in an audible warning and an indicatdr

t lights up next to the specific outlet on the power supply
unit. This indicator permits ready isolation of any
misfired lights or malfunctioning circuits.

NOTE: Remember YOur eTeCtrical- -safetywhen_
working with lighting set ups. Do not work with frayed
cords or bare wires. Make sure that there is no

overload on any circuit. Follow all manufacture
directions in setting up and operating the particular
unit. A well-done job means that it was done safely.

Exercises (618):

1. What Cloes a barn door control?

2. What happens when a flash fails to fire when using
the Ascor lights?

3. What is the purpose of a telescopic riser?

4. Name two safety problems you may encounter
when setting up lights.

3-7. Identification-Passport Photography

Nearly all Government agencies and military
installations use photographs on passes, identification
cards, badges, and passports; and in persbnnel files
and records as one okthe means of positive
identification of personnel. For each particular
assignment, the requirements of size, pose, etc, May
differ. Therefore, before you make any exposures,
consult the appropriate regulations to determine the
exact requirements that the-photographs must meet.

619. State the requireinents and some of the
photographic techniques used in identification and
passport photography.

You must never forget that the purpose of the
identification photograph is just thata photograph
from which the person can be identified. Its purpose is
not to "glamorize" the subject or make the individual
look "pretty"; it is to portray any and all features, both
good and bad, which serve to identify that particular
individual from all others.

Photography is, one of the most positive and
economical methods of identification. For this reason
pictures have long been used for identification
purposes. In recent years, there have been two
noticeable trends in identification photography. (1)
the emergence of new and varied applications, and (2)
a sharp increase in the use of color photos. Let us
therefore take up the requirements of passport arid

jdentification photography.
1%Sport- Photogrswhy._ There are a number of

official photographs which include naturalization,
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identification, citizenship, and passport photographs.

Air Force isfanual 211-2, Passports, provides
information and procedures concerning the
submission of Department of State Passport
Application, Form DSP-11. Two duplicate signed
photographs, taken within six months of application
date, not smaller than 2 1/2 x 2 inches nor larger
than 3 x 3 inches, are to be presented with the
application. (USAF Foreign Clearance Guide, provides

additional guidelines.)
Photographs which depict the applicant as a relaxed

and smiling person are welcome; however, they shall

be clear,v frontview, and fulhface in either color or
black and white. They are to be printed on thin,
unglazed paper base with' a light, plain background.
This permits the signature along the left-hand side of
photograph to match the application signature, yet not

mar any features of the photograph.

Snapshots, magazine, or full-length photographs
are not acceptable. Neither are film base, acetate, or
vending machine prints since they must withstand a
mounting temperature of 200°F.

AFM 211-2 stipulates that any passport photograph

will include only one individual. This.includes infants

if at all possible. The reason for this policy is that on
numerous occasions a mother has had to return to
CONUS on an emergency basis and is forced to leave
her children in someone else's care in the host country.
The mother, requiring the passport to leave and
reenter the host country, leaves the children with no
official papers or status, thereby causing international

political complications.
Identification Pictures. Identification pictures are

made for use on all types of military ID cards and
classified area badges. Identification photography is

often done by the Security Police as identification
forms are normally filled out and registered in the
Security Police, Pass and ID section. The size of the
identification picture cannot,exceed I x 1 'A inches in

a vertical format. It must be a full front shot of the face

and cannot be retouched. The picture '411 also include

a title board containing information set down by

pertinent directives.
This type of identification photography is often

done with a Polaroid camera designed for
identification work. Such a camera permits quick
results with a number of different lighting setups.

More importantly, a non-professional photographer
can be trained to operate it and make the necessary
adjustments to obtain satisfactory results.

Lighting. The lighting arrangement used for any
identification or passport type picture must be even,

well-balanced, "flat" lighting. This type of lighting
will not hide any identifying facial marks, such as

scars, moles, etc, which could be used for definite
identification of the individual. To obtain flat lighting,

both the main and fill light are placed at a 45-degree
angle to the subject, giving you a 1:1 lighting ratio.

_
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Exercises (619):

I. What is the purpose of identification
photography?

2. Why must passport photography be printed on the
right kind of m4terial?

3. Why must individual passport pictures be made of
each member of an Air Force family?

4. What type of lighting is used in identification
photography?

3-8. Photojournalism
What is photojournalism? Photojournalism is the

means of telling a story with photographs normally
supported by captions or a written story. Unlike news
photography, which aims at one or two telling pictures

to support a current event, photojournalism relies on a

group of pictures that reveal a subject in depth.
Normally, there are three 'common types of
photojournalistic forms: the picture sequence, the

picture story, and the picture essay. The picture
sequence is usually a step-by-steRdisplay of an event
or task such as the steps in fixing a radar scope. A
picture story is usually a multi-picture report on an
event, person, or other subject of interest. Rather than

a step-by-step approach, the pictures highlight
different aspects of the subject. For example, a picture

-story on basic training might highlight marching,
obstacle course, firing range, and barracks life as
experienced by a basic airman. Finally," the picture

essay allows the photographer freedom to express
himself on a broad theme. Different pictures
illustrating the.concept of "Peace Is Our Profession"
would comprise a picture essay.

The key to successful photojournalism is, of course,
the man behind the camera. You must be highly
proficient, and the camera must become part of jrou.

By your becoming proficient, innovative, and
dependable, you will be able to tackle
photojournalism stories which will bring you a great

sense of pride and respect.

620. Explain shooting and captioning techniques
that are used in photojournalism.

Shooting Principles. Photographic quality is
essential to the photo essay. Innovative composition to
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tell the story and technical excellence to carry it
through reproduction is a must,The pictures must be
eye-catching to attract and hold reader interest. In
addition, the engraving necessary for magazine and
newspaper; reproduction requires prims or slides
which ate yery sharp and of good tone (or color) and
contrWv

When shooting a photo story, the photographer has
more time to'think, plan, and execute each shot. He is
also able to shoot many more shots than when he is on
an "everyday work order. Many pictures do not
represent a waste, but better insure successful coverage
by giving the editor a variety to choose from.

By shooting a sequence of long, mediuM, and
closeup shots of each phase of the story, the
photojournalist provides flexibility in picture
selection. Long shots (use of a wide-angle lens) give a
good feeling for the overall scene. While such pictures
may be rarely used, they help in understanding the
event and the importance of the other pictures. They
help the editor lay out the other pictures. Medium
shots which show the subject and a bit of the
surrounding environment will often provide the
majority of the pictures. However, it is the dramatic
closeups which give a sense of intimacy with the
subject and stimulate reader interest.

A good sense of timing is important to shooting
success. The majority of picture stories cover
uncontrolled action. It is essential that you capture the
dramatic and fleeting moments that illuminate your
story. To do this, you and your equipment must be
ready. You should thoroughly know your subject. By
being ready and knowing your subject you will be able
to anticipate what is likely to happen. For example,
you may be doing a story on missile launchings. By
having the necessary equipment ready and knowing
how missiles are launched, yoii will be 'able to
anticipate when the missile will be launched.
Remember, a missile launch, a home run, or a
Presidential handshake will not be repeated for your
benefit.

Captioning. When shooting your story you should
keep a notebook of the time, dates, namesNlocations,
and facts associated with the event. This will help you,
the writer, and the editor to better understand your
pictures. In this regard you may be called upon to
write picture captions.

A caption is usually made up of four basic parts: (1)
explanation of the action; (2) identification of persons
or objects in the photograph; (3) additional details or
background information, and (4) the credit lint. The
who, what, when, where, and why of the substance of
the picture is covered.

Action. The first sentence is the most important one
in the caption. It must link the photograph to its
caption by describing the action in. the photo. One of
the peculiarities of the first sentence is its present tense
verb form. The reason for this is that photographs, like

paintings and sculpture; capture one moment of time
and keep it in the present.

Another reason for using the present tense in the
first sentence is that it gives the reader a sense of
immediacy, as though he were actually witnessing the
event shown. Thus a caption which reads, "Sgt James
T. Bergerfswims, through the swirling flood waters of
the Merrimack River to rescue, 6-year-old Wendy
Koza . . ." has more dramatic impact than one which
reads "Sgt James T. Berger swam through . . .

One problem which arises from the use of the
present tense is what to do with the when (time)
element. To put the time element in the first sentence
would result in a sentence such as, "General Jones flys
a B- I bomber yesterday . . ." Needless to say, this
poor grammar jars the reader and should be avoided.
To alleviate this problem, the time element in captions
is usually left out of the first sentence.

Identification. This includes an identification of all
persons and objects vital to the story telling function of
the photograph. The question of who should be
identified poses the biggest problem, and we provide
only general guidelines. The basic idea is to identify
everyone who is identifiable and pertinent to the story.
By identifiable, we mean a person who is not blurred,
or obscured, or too far away for recognition. By
pertinent, we mean a person who is involved in the
central action of the picture. The idea is to identify
anyone in a photograph who attracts the reader's
attention.

The identification is placed as high as possible in
the caption. It may be identified along with the action.
With group identification it may be better to list the
names after the first couple of sentences. Identification
can be done in several ways. The best way is by action.
If Joe Smith is passing a football to &lin Jones, it
should be obvious from the photo which one is passing
and who is receiving. Another is by contrast. If there
are two airmen with Miss Universe, it isnot necessary
to identify Miss Universe as being left, right, or center
in the photo. Slightly more complex it identification ,

by elimination. In a presentation shot, the action of the
general pinning a medal on a sergeant identifies both
these individuals. The recipient's wife is identified by
contrast and the squadron commander is identified by
elimination. Finally, there is the old fashioned method
of identifying people from left to right.

Background. Backgrouna- information gives
additional facts and explanation to explain the
significance of the picture. The amount of background
information will depend on the clarity of the
photograph and the knowledge of the readership. For
example, identifying a plane as the C5-A may be all
that is necessary if the picture is carried in a military
magazine. The same caption would be grossly
inadequate for a civilian audience.

Credit Line. The credit line gives the,source of the
photograph. This may be the photographer's name or
the agency which provided the photograph.
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Exercises (620):
1. Why are pictures with good composition essential

in photojournali ?

2. What three basic types of shots are used to cover a
picture story? What is the purpose of each?

3. Why is timing important in photojournalism?

4. What are the four basic parts of a caption?

S. List four different methods to identify people in a
woup shot.

621. Distinguish between different types of story-
telling sequences nsed in photojournalism.

Continuity. Composition is of great irnportance in
photojournalism. Each picture has to have impact and
communicate an idea or feeling that relates to the
point of the story. This story relationship that each
picture must have is an idea you must keep in mind. A
dramatic picture just won't be published if it doesn't
support the story idea. So when you are composing a
shot for a picture story, you have to keep in mind the
relationship of this particular picture to those that
were shot before and those you plan to shoot. This
relationship between pictdies is called continuity.

Six continuity types that are frequently used to hold
picture stories together are as follows:

Simple chronology
Narrative chronology
Repeated identity ,

How-to-do-it
Parallel or contrast
Development of a theme

Simple chrbnology. A simple chronology format is
used when there is a .group of pictures on the same
subject that does not have to be arranged in any
particular order. In other words, the pictures may have
no starting point and no 'conclusion Nit can be
arranged, like a family album, in the order in which
they were taken. The pictures arehelthogether by their
common subject matter. For example, a picture story
on the history of a particular base could present the
pictures simply in terms of the oldest first.
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Narrative Chronology. Unlike the simple
chronology, the narrative chronology is presented with
a definite time sequence in mind. It has a definite
beginning, suspense, and dramatic concliision. Each
picture is closely related to the one before and the one
that follows and cannot be taken out of sequence. An
air-sea rescue would be an example of this type of
picture sequence. Pictures of the crew waiting in the
ready room, the scramble, the rescue at sea by landing
an amphibious craft in choppy seas, and then the
return with ambulances waiting at the field require a
definite sequence.

Repeated identity. This type of continuity is one of
the simplest to develop and the one most commonly
used in publications today. In its basic form, it
involves the repeated use of the same person (repeated
identity) in every scene in the picture story. For
example, if the photographer wants to develop a
picture story of basic training in the Air Force, the
easiest way of doing it is to select a typical recruit and
follow him through a day of training from morning to
night. The same" recruit is in every picture, but each
picture shows a different action.

- flow-to-do-it continuity. The how-to-do-it
continuity employs a time sequence of pictures
showing step-by-step procedures. It is used to ihow
how to perform different tasks from loading a bomb to
making a splint. This format is the basis of how-to-do-
it articles that are so popular in hobby magazines.

Parallel or contrast continuity. Parallel continuity
involves comparing the progress of two subjects who
are in the same or similar circunistancesfor example,
the progress of a foreign and a): American student
undergoing the same pilot training. Contrast is also
used in the "do and don't," "right and wrong," or
"before and after" type of story. The "do and don't"
approach is commonly employed in a story on safety.
The "right and wrong" technique can be used
effectively in a feature on military courtesy. The
"before and after" approach is often used in picture
stories dealing with progress.

Development of a theme. Most picture stories have a
theme; that is, they present an argument or idea
through pictures that" are logically related to each
other. In fact, you may be assigned to illustrate just
that, an idea. Assignments like "Christmas Time,"
"Force in Readiness," "Norton AFB 1976," can eve
you the greatest freedom to exikess yourself. Such
assignments call for the greatest planning so the idea of
the story is not lost.

Exercises- (621):

I. If you wanted to show a day in the life of your
base's top aircraft mechanic, which type of
continuity are you likely to use?
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\2. What is the difference between simpl; and
narrati .ve_chroyolose

3. What type of continuity should be used in a safety
article regarding the use of fire extinguishers?

622. Given a hypothetical joernalistic assignment,
prepare a brief shooting outline.

Shooting Script. Thoughtful preparation is the key
to successful photojourrial. ism. The development of
shooting script or outline can bring all the planning
together. The script should contain a comprehensive
listing of every picture idea the photographer has
developed, including possible camera angles, points o
focus, lighting, accessories to be used, and similar
helpful information. Such a script defines the scope of
the shooting and provides a " for bouncing off
fresh approaches to the problns involved. It is not a
rigid loci step to be "marched to until the job is
completed.

A good script is divido4into two parts. The first is
concerned with the eneral idea of the picture story.
All pertinent information,ss to names, places, times,
and contacts are located part. The "what" or
scope of the subject is used to organize the theme of

e story. 'The second part lists the picture ideas and
'on pertinent to each shot. The two main

qualihe photographer should demand from his
,shooting script ;are accurate facts and completeness.

The following is a typical script:
Part I:

a. WHO: Name of Subjett
Smith, Joha,X., TSgt, FR 123 45 6789
Instructor 3ABR23132 Course
Department of Audiovisual Training
Lowry AFB, Colorado.

b. WHAT: Scope of Subject (Theme)
School instructor and class during training
situation in the 1st block of instruction.

c. WHEN: Best Possible Time to Skoot
Subject. The etas; is engaged 'in practical
wOrk each day of the week. Shoot during the
practical assignment which is from 1300
through 1700 hours daily.

d. WHERE: Shooting Location (builaing,
street, or working 'areas)
Bldg 383 and the south side and the grounds
directly adjacent to Bldg 380A, Lowry AFB,
Colorado.

e. WHY: Reason or Purpose for Shooting
Subject
;to inform the American public of the
training ieceived by Air Force photographers
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in the 3ABR23132 Still Photographic 43'2'Y
Specialist Course.

f HOW: Possible Contacts at Shooting
Location
Master Sergeant Jones, telephone extension
4142.

Part 2:
a. SHOT 1: LONG SHOT

School instructor in field withstudents. Shoot
overall shot of instructor with entire class.
WHY: Establishes the gentral training
situation.

b. SHOT 2-MEDIUM SHGT
Instructor working with .two students,
adjusting the Speed Grap::lor pointing out
to the students the proper od of viewing a
scene. Use a shallow depth of field, and about
waist-level camera position.
WHY: To identify an instructor and a couple
of students attending the photo school.

_sr-SHOT 3: MEDIUM SHOT
Instructor pointing out to a student a special
point of interest about the scene being
photographed. Shoot over student's shoulder,
using a shallow depth of field.
WHY: To show instructor and student
discussing the job plan on which the student is
working.

d. SHOT 4: MEDIUM SHOT
Instructor checking a 4 x 5-inch film holder.
Shoot lust past.the student's shoulder at the
instructorabout waist level.
WHY: rolhow the reader the concern of the
instructor relative to the equipment and the

t7student with whom he is working.
d. SHOT 5: CLOSE-UP

View of the instructor looking through dr
ground glass of the camera, with student
behind instructor.
WHY: To show the instructor helping- the
student to photograph the subject.

f. SHOT 6: CLOSE-UP
Instructor explaining the function of the front
standard on the Speed Graphic. Shoot from a
waist-level position.
WHY: To-illustrate to the reader the intricate
insuiuneht.with which thl student completes

assignment.
SH 7: MEDIUM SHOT
Instructor discussing problem wilh the
student. Try to have the student showing
something to the instructor.
WHY: To show the reader the interest of the
instructor in the StUdent.

h. SHOT 8: MEDIUM OR CLOSE-UP
At a light , table 'an instructor looks at a
negative. The student and instructor discuss
the quality of the negative. Shoot from the
opposite side of the light table, from a Iligh
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angle, to show negative on the light table. Use
available light. The light table will light up the
faces of the student and instructor.
WHY: To show the evaluation of the student's
work by the instructor.

NOTE This is of course just a sample script. The
script could be much longer or shorter than this,
depending on the nature of the assignment. Even the
format is not important The key is to plan what you
are going to do. By writing down your ideas you are,
leas likely to forget what you are going to do.

Exercise (622
1. Develop a brief three-shot part II of a shooting

script to be used for a fire prevention week
sequence about the hazards of smoking in bed.

3-9. Industrial Photography
Industrial photography is a broad ternt covering the

many uses of a' camera to portray and assist man in
showing his role as a producer of goods and services.
Industrial photography records the constantly
changing story of a nation at work, earning its living,
harnessing an unimaginably huge output to create
wealth, useful productsi and a better way of life. The
Air Force ta a major "service corporation" that has as
much output as the largest corporations in America.

623. State some requirrments and techniques of
industrial photography.

Industrial photography is more of a broad subject
category than a "separate" shooting technique.
Portraiture, architectural, close-up, and
photojournalistic techniques are all applicable to
illustrate the accomplishments of any company In
fa-, Air Force photographers are basically industrial
photographers.

Normilly, industrial photographs are used to
obtain a Visua.l.record that can be referred to at a later
date to show progress or change. Through the use of
the photograph there can be wide distribution to all
levels of command as well as to the Air Force
community at large. Projects such as the
developmrnent and success of the BMEWiwradar
system in the Arctic, the prearation and lift off of an
ICBM missile, or the Construction of a new hospital
can be understood through Complete photographic
coverage of all stages of planning and execution.

What Hakes a Good Indestrial Photograph? A
good industrial photograph has all the elements of any
fine photographgood lighting, composition, and
technical execution that bring about the very clear
communication of an idea. In addition, the
photograph must be functional. industrial
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photographs are used for very practical purposes. The
majority are used to show objects, processes, or the
work of individuals. They must provide information
that can be used by commanders, enemeers, and
technicians.

Research and Planning. Industrial photography
calls upon a photographer to have a clear'
understanding of the requiremems of the requester.
Thts demands that the photographer have an
understanding of thelxirticular industrial process to be
shown and how to translate it into photographic terms.
For example, your base communication squadron
wants pictures of repair work being done on's mobile
command truck. To thc requester this means a couple
of 8 x 10 glossies of`the command radios and a
technician working on them. To you it means what
camera, film, lighting, and shooting angles should be
used. The burden rests on you to get the job done. You
have to understand what techniques will best show thc
radio, command truck, and the technician. To put it
simply, you have to learn about the requester's job
while he doesn't have to learn about yours. You have
to learn about heavy duty equipment, lathes, circuit
boards, telephone poles, radio repair, and welding to
be an effective industrial photographer. This is

necessary so you can translate the industrial activity
into photographic terms.

Equipment. An industrial photographer, since he is
shooting inside and olit, in black and white and color,
and under a variety of conditions, must be able to use
all types of equipment. An architectural shot of a new
building calls for a 4 x 5 view camera. An inside shot
of repairing planes in a hangar will require extensive

use of supplementary lighting. Filters are needed to
balance different types of lighting to color film. On

any industrial assignment, good planning will insure
your having the right equipment for the job.

Safety and Good Housekeeping. Each picture
should show proper safety and housekeeping practices
to be acceptable. The requester will not accept ,a
picture that will show his section in a bad light. Each
worker in the picture must berfnilowing proper
procedures. Photographically you might prefer that
the technician not wear his goggles, but if his job
requires a pair (for example, a lathe operator) he must
be wearing them when you photograph him at work.
The work area should be neat and clean and not
violate fire and safety practices. You must, therefore,
take care when you are setting up your picture to make
sure that the background, as well as the foreground
elements do not violate these principles. .

Shooting Techniques. Remember, the purpose of
an industrial shot is to convey information. When
photographing the new base hotpital, it is not so much
its artistic beauty but its potential for service that you
want to show. Normally, most requesters want a clear,
sharp picture that shows their actkvity. This does not
mean you cannot be "creative." The key is to shoot the
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assignment in several different ways so that the
requester has a choice between the routine that be has
gotten in the past and your "fresh" outlook toward the
inh

Here are a few ideas you might apply to your next
industrial job.

Extreme close-ups make any tool or machine
look big and impressive. It is also the only way to show
detail in small objects.

High or low camera angles can provide fresh
viewpoints of common subjects.

Silhouette lighting can be effective to dramatize
shapes and foram.

Through multiple exposures you can combine the
detail obtainable only during daylight with The drama
created by a sunset.

Use open flash to light large interiors such al a
hangar.

Use a slow shutter speed to emphasize the speed
of a particular process such as the whirl of a lathe.

Use people to add interest and show techniques
and size relationships.

Use a telephoto lens to get you closeemake the
subject look bigger, or compress space.

Use a wide angle lens to shoot in cramped
quarters or to give_an overall view.

Look for repeated patterns that show output of an
operation.

Exercises (623

I. What is the purpose of most it4clustrial
photographs?

2. Why must a photographer understand the
requestees activityl

3. Why must an industrial photographer be
particularly aware of the background, shop area,
and operator procedures?

4. What is the advantage of using close-up shots of
machinery?

5. What is the advantage of using silhouette lighting?

3-10. Sports and Action Photography

Every bans newspaper has a sports section to diiplay
top photographs. Both players and spectators enjoy
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) 6
action-packed shots that sum ue the excitement of the
various events. Whether it is shooting a squadron
softball match, an interservice track meet, or the
Olympic Games, there are plenty of opportunities for
the sports knowledgeable photographer.

When we think of action photography in the Air
Force, combat action comes immediately to mind.
Combat action may be air-to-air or air-to-ground. It
may be some form of ground support action. But ro
matter what form the action takes, it demands that you
cover it from all angles or positions, in all kinds of
weather, and under all light conditions. A combat
photographer takes the risks of war to inform his
commanders, comrades, and the American people
what the Air Force is doing. It is the most challenging
and demanding of any assignment a photographer can
get. Yet it is the ultimate purpose of every Air Force
photographer's training.

624. State principles, techniques, and requirements
of sports photography.

Sports Assignments. The first step in a sports
assignment is preparation. You must research .the
sport. Usually, the sports assignment goes to the
cameraman with an interest and knowledge of the
event, and you may meet these requirements. But
regardless of your knowledge of the sport, it pays off to
refresh your knowledge by researching the players.
Players are specialists in their field. Some break fast
and move with deceptive speed. Others excel under the
basket or at bat. Know the players and their
characteristics. With this knowledge you can get the
jump on the action when it is at its peak. For example,
if a ballplayer known for his base stealing prowess is
on first base, you should be ready for the action of_a
steal. You should also know the stadium where the
event will take place so you know the poisible
shooting positions.

Equipmau. The speed of action demands choosing
equipment that is designed for stop-action
photography. Whenever available, use a 35mm reflex
camera, variety of lenses, high shutter speed, strobe

fdst film, and a motor drive. A motor drive
attachment on your camera enables you to shoot photo

uences almost as if you were using a "mbvie"
tera. An exposure that is a little too late or a little

too early isn't good enough. The punch in sports
photography lies in recording the instant when the
player's intensity of expression and effort are at their
Peak-

A telephoto lens is indispensable for bringing the
action in close. The camera position and angle, as
related to the action center, often prevent getting the
shot with a'riormal lens. A telephoto lens lets you get
into the action and catch the intensity of the player.
Many sports activities take place under lights, or under
conditions that require supplemental lighting. Under
these conditions the use of strobe lighting has become
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almost universal. The strobe is also ideal for stopping
fast action at its peak.

NOTE: Remember to realize that a strobe has only
one-fourth of its normal effect when used in a large
arena or outside. In addition, make lure that your
lighting does not interfere with the performance of the
players.

Photographer's attitude. Shooting a sports
assignment requires mental and physical agility to stay
ahead of the play. You must anticipate the action. Be
prepared. Move fast Be alert for human interest shots
off the playing areas as well, such 33 the expression on
the face of the coach; or the excitement or despair of
the crowd.

Let's cover an auto rat..e. Let us put our training
together by "shooting" an auto race. First we should
know the type of race, the time, the race course, and
the kind of product we need to produce. In this way we
can design a proper shooting plan. Suppose we are
going to cover a daylight sports car race at Ontario
Speedway, located in southern California. We are
going to produce color slides.

First, a study is made of the race course so that
possible shooting positions can be ascertained. The

4:1 key spots in any autp race are usually the curves, the
pits, and the start ang finish lines. At a big race course
it is impossible to cover all places. Nonnally you need
to cover the pits prior to the race to shoot the
preparations that are being made, the start and finish
lines at the begmning and end of the race, and one or
two key curves during the race. Once a shooting plan is
worked out, then you can inventory your equipment.
For example, two Nikons with motor drives; 20mm,
28mm, 85mm, 105mm, 200mm, and 500mm lenses;
skylight filter to cover all the lenses; tripod; metec and
fifty rolls of thirty-six exposure Kodachrome 25 film.
We should now be ready.

When race day comes you need ^to arrive early,
hustle all day, and stay until the end of the main event.
In this way you will better guarantee award winning
coverage that will justify all the hard work.

NOTE: Most sporting events are sponsored by
pnvate organizations. To get in close or even to take
pictures may require a press piss or specific
permission of the sponsor. Make sure that if needed
you have such clearance for the event you are covering.

Exercises (620:
1. In order for a photographer to cover a sports event

he shouid have a good knowledge of what?

2. What type of camera is likely to be used for sportsi
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3. Why should you know the playing field where the
sport is going to be held?

What should you remember when using a strobe
during a sports event?

625. Complete statements related to the teihnicines
of combat photography.

Combat Photography. Planning for this type of
assignmeht is similar to sports planning in that you
will be photographing uncontrolled action. In fact, it
is far more uncontrolled for it goes forth, without
rules, over a much broader "playing field" than any
sports event. You mint iv.in top physical condition-as
you will be required toffy combat missions as well as
accompany ground troops in the field. You must be
mentally alert and emotionally stable to capture the
fast paced, death dealing events.

The equipment must be small and fast handling.
Two 35mm cameras (one rangefinder for its quiemess
and low light focusing capability and one reflex for
telephoto work), a couple of lenses (examples, 28mm,
50mm, 80-210 zoom), filters, meter, film, a notebook,
a couple of tools, and a cleaniv kit are what you
basically need. lt is similar to what you might use in
photojournalism, butwith these thoughts in mind.

You cannot use flash in a combat zone because it
will attract the enemy. Therefore high-speed films are

4 .7a must. ,

You do not have time for a normal size tripod.
Unless you have a photo clamp or table-top type of
tripod, you must normally rely on natural objects or
equipinent to support your camera for any time
exposures you might need.

You must keep equipment to the bare essentials
because you will have to carry your military gear as
well. On a flying mission you may be further limited
because of space and weight requirements of the plane

You must be able to carry all the film you will
need as it is 'difficult to be resupplied during field
operations.

You w:11 often need to take care of your
equipment yourself. You must protect it and the filnr
from mud, water, sand, dirt. etc. Waterproof pouches
mime in handy for this task.

The best place to practice the art of the combat
photographer is during practice maneuvers and
operations. During such assignmaits you can geta
better idea of what equipment and techniques work
best for you. It is truly inspiring to see the work 'of
famous combat photographers such as Eugene Smith,
David. Douglas Duncan, and the Air Force's MSgt
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John Stoudt to realize what can be dine under such
trying conditions.

Here are a few shooting techniques you might
consider:

Use the wide-angle lens to get an overall view of
the conibat zone. This gives a good idea of the scbpe of
the operation and the general positions of the forces.

Use the telephoio lens to get you close to the
action.

Use the principles of framing and leading- lines,
etc, to draw attention to the key point of interest.

Anticipate the high point of the action. For
example, catching the bombs being released during a
tactical air strike.

Action at night.can create dramatic silhouettes.
Also, a nighttime exposure of the battle can give truly
interesting results.

Portraits of the soldiers mid airmen involved are
the most telling of all pictures. Such views show the
tension, grief, pride, anl the gut determination of our
forces.

Exercise (625

1.- Complete the following statements on combat
photography.
a. Combat photography covers-ti n which is far

more than sports.

b. You cannot use in a combat zone
because it is likely to attract the enemy.

c. Normally you must carry all the
you will need because of limited resupply.

Wi gle lenses are used to give an
'ew of the action.

usually are the most telling of all
corbbat pictures.

3-11. Close-Up Photography

Close-up photography (sometimes called macro-
photography) is not a type of subject, but a technique
to make large images an film by getting close to the
subjeCt. There is no rigid rule as to what constitutes a
close-up, but methods that achieve at least a 1:1 or

larger image Certainly qualify. These image sizes are
achieved through- the use. of special lenses, lens
attachments, bellows, extension tubes, and even
microscopes. (When microscopes are used it is called
photomicrography and often r-Nkir,h, specialized
techniques.) Close-up photography has wide
application in industrial and unsatisfactory repaai.
photography.

,

16626. Expliiin the techniqudand procedures used In
close-up photography.
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There are a number of techniques and types of
equipment that can make close-up photography a
valuable tool for you. Let us consider equipment,
exposure, and lighting.

Equipment. Close-up photography can be
accomplished with a view camera that has a double
bellows extension. A double bellows extension
increases the distance from the lenuo the film to twice
'the focal length of the lens, theroZy producing a 1:1
image. A triple bellows extension is also" possible for
even greater image sizes. The view camera, therefore,
would be ideal for the majority of your close-up work
because of its large negative size_and many
adjustments.

The only type of small camera that is really suitable
for close-up work is the reflex type. Through the use of
special equipment, cameras like the Nikon F, can be-._
put to work. Consider the following attachments:

I. A vari of macre lenses are available that
focus very clo to the subject and can give 1:1
reproduction.

2. Close-up attachments, which are optical
elements that screw into the front of the lenis like a
filter, give closer than normal focusing capability and
thereby permit a larger image.

3. Extension tubes are rigid tubes that mount
between the camera bodY and the lens. Different tubes
can be combined to create different effective focal
lengths. The longer 1the focal length the larger the
image size.

4. Bellows attachments are available that, like the
extension tube, fit between the camera body and the
lens. Unlike the extension tube, a bellows permits
continous adjustments through its accordian range,
and therefore is more versatile.

5. Telephoto leases can also be selected whereby
the design ("macro" feature) or the use of attachments
permits you to focus within aCuple of feet or less of
the subject. This permits'a greater shooting distance
than shorter focal length lenses while maintaining a
large enough image size. This can be of great
advantage in nature,photography.

6. There are a variety of microscope attachments
which permit the use of the camera body and
microscope in combination.

7. The normal lens on some cameras can also be
reversed and used for close-up work.
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NOTE. Close-up photography requires e tient
,

quality lenses. Any type of distortion o defect ill be
quite apparent with such large image si d close
focusing.

Focusing. Sharp focusing is absolutely essential.
This is why a reflex camera or a camera with ground
glass focusing is a must. A rangefinder camera suffers
from parallax at close focusing distances. Another
aipect Is depth of field. Due to the short lens-to-
subject distance, and often long effective focal lengths,
depth of field is very limited for any given aperture.
Therefore, no focusing error is permitted.

Film. Choice of film is important. The fine-grain,
high-contrast films that can record maximum detail
are probably the best choke, but their slow speed can
cause problems. Faster films may not have 'he contrast
or resolving power, but they permit a wider choice of

-apertures.
Tripod The camera must be rigidly supported as

any vibration will rmult in a soft image.
NOTE: The subject must also be still. If the subject

cannot be held still, such as with a flower or a bird, a
higher shutter speed must be used with a consequently
larger.aperture.

Exposures. Exposure in close-up photography
requires test and experience unless your camera is
equipped with a behind-the-lens light meter. Reflected
readings are difficult to make because the area being
photographed is so small. A gay card, however, can
be-used as a substitute for the subject. Incident light
readings often prove easier to take.

However, the basic problem is that the effectr.e
focal length usually has been changed through the us
of accessoriet so that the calibrated apertures of th
lens are not effective. For example by doubling the
focal-kngth of a lens through the use of a bellows, the
indicated f/stop becomes one-fourth as effective. This
means thartif the aperture is set at f/8, its actual effect is

,
as if it si4e set at f/16.

You can work out the proper exposure increase that
is necessary if you know the kale of reproduction.
Take the scale, add 1 to it., and then square the result
The resulting equation is EF = (M +1)2. For example,
for a 4 times magnification (4:1), the factor would be
(4+1)2 = 25. Exposure would therefore have to be
increased 25 times over the exposure reading.

NOTE: A big advantage of those cameras that have
a behind the lens metering systems is that such an
exposure calculation as above is unnecessary. The
meter will measure the decreasing' amount of light as
the bellows is extended or attachments are added.

Lighting. Lighting is essential to good phOtography
and critical in close-up work. The problem is that very
little light is being reflected by a subject which is small.
Daylight is normally not bright enou , but you can
increase its effect through surrounding subject with
reflectors that rmn increase th overall light' level on,
the subject. The majority of ose-up work i therefore

done with artificial light like.photofloods and strobes.
Such lights become more useful with the attachinent of
a barn door or snout to direct the light. The best type
of light of all is a ring light (circular electronic flash
that fits around the camera lens) which produces very
even illumination.

Once you hase determined a method to get enough
light on the subject for a satisfactory exposure, you
should carefully consider lighting-direction and ratio.
Front lighting with a low lighting ratio is the safest
kind and is essential where maximum detail is
necessary. For more dramatic shots, side lighting
(great for showing textures), cross-lighting, or even
backlighting (for examplephotographing a spider
web) can give ;mu interesting results.

NOTE: Special lighting may be necessary for
glassware or otner highly reflective subjects. Try
bounce lightina, use of a diffuser, or light tent. (A light
tent is a tent made of translucent material with a hole
in it. Lights surround the tent to cast even illumination
on the subject. he camera lens is stuck through the
hole to photogr

Composit'
close-up ph
image size
should co
'backgroun
colored
used
require
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ph the subject.)
n. Composition is as important in

tography as in any other type. The large
is helpful in achieving simplicity. You

.sider carefully its image placement. The
should be plain and simple. Different

sterboards are best for this. Filters can be
achieve the proper tone or color that is

ercises

I. A J, t- L.:L.)7,s extension will produce what
SlZd '

2. What is the difference between an extension tube
and a bellows?

L
3. Why is rre limited depth of field when doing

close-up wi;rx?

4. Why must ou use a tripod when doing close-up
work?

5. How ini.ca exposure Increase is necessary if you
are making an 8X enlargement?

6. Why :s a ring light an effective lighting tool?
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3-12. Accident and Crash Photography

Good photographic coverage of accidents or
aircraft crashes is of great value to investigating
personnel. When an accident or crash is properly
photographed, its cause can often be detected from the
photographic record. You must always bear m mind
that accidents do not just happenthey are caused.
Therefore, it is essential to determine the reason for
the accident in order to prevent its reoccurrence.

627. Explain the techniques used for adequate
coverage of accident assignments.

The objective of crash and accident photography is
to provide good quality photographs to help
investigating personnel determine the cause uf the
accident or crash. For example, in the case of vehicle
accidents, the photographs may supply vital
information by showing skid marks, point of impact,
road conditions, and environment that may indicate
the cause of de accident. Some of the things accident
photographs can indicate are:

Carelessness in the operation of a vehicle.
Loss of control due to speed or a defectie
mechanism.
Inadequate control due to physrcal disability of
the operator, perhaps because of illness,
intoxication, or drugs.

These same photographs may also be used as
evidence in a military court of law.

Photographs of aircraft accidents become an
integral part of the investigation. Such photographs
serve a dual purpose. First, they help the investigators
to graphically reconstruct the events of the crash.
second, they provide a means of identification of parts
of the aircraft. The distnbution of parts in relation to
the crash site and the initial point of impact can help
indicate what happened during the crash.

Often these photographs are shot in color to snow
the extent of heat or chemical damage. The use of
color also allows the investigating team to determine
other factors not easily recognizable in black-and-
white photographs. For example, suppose that an
internal explosion during flight caused an gicraft to
cnish, An analysis of the black-and-white photographs
reveals that the explosion was caused by the
malfunction of a small moving part in the engine. If
color film used, additional facts may be brought
to light. Fo 'nuance, excessive friction on the moving
part>leaves atolor pattern. A photograph of this part

-nrcolor would tell the investigators the degree of wear
and the temperature caused by the friction.

Emotional Stability. Crash aud accident
photography requires an emotionally stable
photographer. It may be necessary for him to observe
other persons suffering from severe wounds, fractures,
burns, mutilation, or shock. Additionally, some of the
injuries may be sufficiently severe to cause death.
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Conditions as mentioned, plus the confusion and
excitement that normally accompany a severe
accident, may cause nausea or even fainting. It is
important that the photographer be able to go about
his work objectively just as he would if he were
covering any other subject. He must not add to the
problem already existing. In addition, he must be able
to think about the photographic problems involved.
He must be calm under the very serious conditions
which he may encounter.

Seeking Assistance. If possible, try tq find out
before you leave exactly to whom you shoVld report
when you arrive at the scene. If absolutely necessary,
obtain either advice or assistance from the man in
charge of the situation. This could be a person
represtriung any of the following career areas: safety,
fire protection, security police, investigations,
medical, aircrew protection, or the senior officer at the
sLene. Whatever you do, do not interfere with
personnel performing essential duties related to the
emergency.

Release of Information. Under no conditions do
you hme the right to release any informationeither
verbal or photographicto activities outside the
normal Air Force channels. You must learn that what
you photograph is the property of the Air Force.
Release information only to the proper authorities, or
their representatives, who are charged by the Air Force
with a need-to-know.

Mission Planning. Almo
someone available to t
photographs on a 24-hou
person is known as the '
almost every photo lab h
used specifically for crash
and it is usually referred to as
call is received, all that is necessary is for a
photographer to pick up this equipment and report to
the scene.

The alert camera kit should be prepared beforehand
and should contain film holders or film packs and
adapters. flash lamps. and such other material as may
be needed to insure complete coverage of the mission.
It is important that the camera case be carefully
checked for necessary supplies and equipment for
proper operation.

Lighting. A major problem related to crash and
accident photography is the danger of igniting
inflammable vapois ur fumes with your photographic
lighting equipment. Flash bulbs and to a more limited
degree electronic flash are both potential fire hazards.
Before phowaphing any crash or accident, be sure
there is no danger of starting a fire. If possible, check
with me top officials in charge of the firefighting or
rescue ,peration before making your photographs. It
ma) be necessary to use available light (the light from
sehicle headliihis, etc.) or special safety lighting
equipment to avoid endangering the lives of personnel
present at the crash or accident scene.

base photo lab has
sh and accident
a-week basis. This

otographer." Also,
cular camera to be

accident photography
"Alert Camera." If a



Figure 3-11 Gena-al view of vehicle accident showing road condi-
tion

What to Phoio7aph. The photographic co....erae
needed when a crash or an accident occurs may vary
depending on the desires of the investigators. Tne
minimum coverage should include at least the
following general coverage: (1) general views of the
areas involved, (2) close-up photographs to show
important details, (3) photographs .of specific parts
that might have been the cause of the accident, (4)
marks left on the ground that might provide support
information, and (5) views that show damage co
propertyeither Air Force or privately owned
resulting from the accident. (See figs. 3-11 throueh
3-16 for typical accident coverage.)

It is better for the photographic coverage of an
accident or a crash to be too complete than not to be
complete enough. Extra photographs can always be
discarded if they are not wanted: but once the
wreckage has been cleared away, it may be impossible
to get the desired photographic coverage.

NOTE: The best way to learn the necessary skills of
covering an accident or crash is to go out on a few
missions with an experienced photographer.

Mission Data-Recording. It has been stated earlier
that the methods of recording mission data would vary
from mission to mission and no specific rules can be
applied. Some photo labs specify the minimum data to
be recorded when photographing a crash or accident.
This data is used to identify negatives and prints, to
support various reports, or as evidence in court should
a lawsuit result.

If you are assigned to a photo lab where there are no
specific rules on mission data recording, the following
recommendations can be used as a guide. You should
record any information that might be needed
Minimum mission data should include:

I. Type and class of film used.
2. Date, time, and location of accident.
3. Classification.
4. Vehicle, aircraft number.
5. Make, model, and year of vehicle.
6. Tag number and state (civilian)..
7. Type of lighting used.
8. Weather conditions.

41.

9. Name of individuals involved.
10. Persons with whom you dealt.
Safety. Observe the general, mechanical, electrical,

and ground-safety precautions that apply to the type of
equipment you are using and to the area in which you
are working. Some of the major precautions to be
observed when taking crash and accident photographs
are as follows:

1. Stay out of the way of emergency vehicles and
do not become a casualty through carelessness.

2. Don't touch anything. You have no authority
to -change any condition. Photograph objects as they
are.

3. Exercise necessary precautions when working
in or around flammable substances or conditions.

4 Stay alert and be ready for any unforeseen
emergency that may develop while you are taking
photographs

5. Be sure mat you are aware of the policies
relative to photcgraphing items of equipment that are
classified.

6. Do not blind the drivers of approaching cars by
flashing flash lamps in their direction.

Exercises (627):

1. What is the purpose of photographing an accident
or crash?

2. ,Vilat is t:ie advantage of color coverage of an
accident.'

3. Why must an alert photographer be emotionally
stable during an accident?

4. To whoin should an alert photographer release
crash Information?

Figure 3-12 General view of vehile accident taken from the side.
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Figure 3-13. General view of vehicle accident taken from the fmnt

5. What problem is there in using flash during an
accident?

6. List five areas of general coverage that should be
taken at an accident.

7. What type of mission data is recorded in regard to
a civilian automobile involved in an accident?

3-13. Unsatisfactory Materials Report Photography

Technical Order 00-35D-54, USAF Materiel
Deficiency Reporting System Management, prescribes
the procedure for reporting material deficiency data
on Air Force equipment and materiel. This TO also
prescribes the use of DD Form 1686, Report of

Figure 3-14 Fmnt view. showing damage to second vehicle.
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Figure 3 15 Rear view, showing damage to second vehicle.

Deficiencies Found in Material, for reportifig routine
deficiencies on systems and material not covered by
AFM 66-1, Maintenance Management. Emergency
unsatisfactory materiat reports are prepared on
material, maintenance, and quality deficiencies which
are identified as nuclear, Critical, or explosive safety
hazards. EUMRs are also submitted on deficiencies
which have contributed ,to, or caused, accidents,
incidents; or mission failure as described in TO
00-35D-54, Emergency UMRs are transmitted by
telephone, multiple-address teletype, and by radio as
necessary, based on the criticality of the deficiency.

Quality UMRs are prepared on material deficiency
attributable to nonconfOrnance-with applicable
specificatiOns, drawings, staard, or other technical
requirements. Quality UMRs are also reported on DD
Form 1686.

Photographs may be required as exhibits attached to
regular unsatisfactory material reports (UMRs) or
emergency unsatisfactory material reports (EUMRs)
to illustrate an unsatisfactory condition. Either the
equipment itself or ,suitable photographs are required
to assist in complete investigation of the cause of the
condition.

Figure 3-16 Front view, showing damage to the third vehicle.
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Figure 3.17. Ddiciency report photograph showing main equipment.

623. Explain photographic procedures and
techniques used in unsatisfactory materials report
PhotograPby

General Planning. To accomplish good UMR
photography, you will need the proper equipment and
materials. When planning your equipment list, get as
much information ''as possible concerning the UMR
project. Find out from the requesting agency wheter
or not the equipment to be photographed can' be
brought to the laboratory. This is especially important
when small objects are to be photographed, since it
allows you a greater choice of equipment, background
material, and lighting.

If the item is located outdoors, select the
appropriate equipment and supplies. You should ask
yourself the following questions regardless of where
the job is to be accomplished:

I. How much film is needed? What format? Is
slow or fast film required? (You will want to use the
finest grain film that you can under the circumstances.)

2. Which type of lighting should be used
available or artificial? Which will give the best results?
(You will want as even lighting as possible.)

3. Is it necessary that I take along a tripod? (A
'tripod is usually essential to insure steadiness.)

4. Is the subject 'bright or dark? Is it highly
reflective? Is texture important? These factors will
affect the choice or the direction of your lighting.

Camera Choice. Always use a camera having the
largest possible format that you can. This will ensure
the l?at possible enlargements. The 4 x 5 view camera

231-652

is probably best suited for the majority of UMR work,
This is particularly true because adjustments for
perspective may be required. Where a view camera is
npt possible. then a press camera would be the next
,choice. 35mm cameras are rarely suitable for this type
of work because of the small negative that is produced

NOTE: A copy camera is often suitable where the
object is small 'ind therefore can be bwrOtight to the lab
and mounted on the copyboard. For example, a copy
camera is ideal to shoot circuit boards.

Lenses. Ydu should have a variety of lenses
available so that you can get the necessary image size
for the shooting distance. You should also think about
the necessity for both overall and close-up shots.

Preparation of the Defective Equipment. You may
need extensive assistance from technicians familiar
with the malfunctioning or deficient equipment.
Because of the tiMe required for preparation 'of the
defective item for UMR photographs, you should be
ready to perform your mission.

It is often advisable to include a piece of chalk and
a black grease pencil with your equipment. The chalk
is useful in making cracks stand out on a black surface;
likewise, a black grease pencil may be helpful in
making a crack stand out on a light surface. Common
.putty or talcum powder Can be used to tone down the
gloss on highly polished surfaces. If the photograph is
to be taken outside the laboratory, try to foresee
problems that may occur. A little foresight may
eliminate the need for returning to the lab for a small,
relatively insignificant item of equipment.

Lighting. Whenever possible, avoid using single-
lamp lighting. Irtends to give high-contrast
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Figure 3.18. Deficiency report photographshowing relationship of main equipment.
,

photographs that laCti: adequate detail in the shadows.
Normally, you get the best lighting by using two or
more hoods. You will find that lighting the subject is
the key to top results. The lighting must be even so that
there is fuli detail. This may provide qUite a challenge
in location shooting where the defective part may be in
quite a "dingy" spot.

Adequate Coverage. -to insure adequate
photographic coverage of the defective equipment,
work closely with the technicians who normally use
the equipment. Make several photographs. First, take a
photograph from sufficient distance to indicate what
the item is. Then move in-toward the defect, showing

.enough of the surrounding parts of the subject so that
those viewing the photograph can tell immediately
where the defective part is located with respect to the
total equipment. finally, take at least one close-up of
the actual defect, showing the problem area in detail.
Change camera angles as necessary to portray the
defective component and the specific defect clearly. It
is better to take too many shots than not provide
enough coverage. (See figs. 3-17 through 3-19 for
typical UMR coverage.)

Preparation of the Submission Photographs. An

improperly _.prepared photograph is of little value to
the person-who must investigate the unsatisfactory
report. The following paragraph, quoted from TO
00-35D-54, is noteworthy.

Each photograph will be marked on the face with
identifying and orienting lines, such as aircraft, missile, or
space vehicle station number and location so the exact
location and nature of the reported condition is shown
dearly When possible these markings bebe placed on the
affected part, or aclfcent structure, prior to photographing

Reinember, the main reason for forwarding
photographs is to avoid shipping the actual equipment.
Since the equipment is not available to the
investigators, the photographs must be just as good as
having the actual equipment. Clarity of dettl is
essential; coverage must be complete.

Photograph size considerations. There are no
specifications as to the exact size for the
photograph. A good rule to follow is to keep the size
as small as posiible, yet show the necessary detail and
information.

Since the transmission of the photographs is
through the mail, the preferred size is 8 by 10 inches or
less; but if it is necessary to submit larger photographs,
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they should be protectetragainst damage. Sheets of
cardboard or mailing tubes are generally sufficient
protection.

Print and negative quantity considerations. Although
TO 00-35D-54 does not specify the maximum number
of prints to be submitted, it does provide guidelines in
the following quotation:

Five prints of each photograph or one duplicate negative
will be forwarded to the appropriate AFCL (Air Force
Loginics Command) activity.

Exercises (628):

I. What is the advantage of bringing the defecate'
material to the laboratory?

2. What speed of film should you use?

3. What type of camera is ideal for photographing a
circuit board?

4. How might you use chalk when you are shooting
an UMR?

5. What type of lighting is generally needed in UMR
photography?

6. What TO should you consult to guide you in your
UMR work?

3-14. Airborne Techniques
There are two broad categories of aerial

photography. The first is aerial photogrammetrythe
technique of making photographs from which maps
may be plotted. The same techniques and soihisticated
camera gear are also used in reconnaissance work. The
second is largely pictorial and involves taking picturer
from the air of buildings, landmarks, installations,
bases, missile sites, factories, and aircraft in flight.
This second type of ph.ptography, often called oblique
photography, is the yç that as still photographers
we are concerned with.

629. Explain principles and procedures used in
aerial photography.

The following, is a brief survey of problems that
aerial photography can present.

Haze. Haze is always present to some degree in

Figure 3-19. Deficiency report photograph showing defect in detail. .
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Figure 3-20. Low-oblique aerial photograph.

aerial photographs. Much haze lies in the ultraviolet
rtion of the spectrum and has a greater effect on film

is apparent to the eye when viewing a scene. Haze
caises an overall bluish cast in color photographs and
lowers the contrast in both black-and-white and color
work.

There are several wayi of minimizing the effects of
haze. Haze registers greatest when the aerial subject is
backlighted and registers ieast when the camera is
pointed.away from the sun. However, with the sun
behind the camera, the resulting shadowless front
lighting of the subject provides little modeling. For

4 this reason, a compromise with some cross-lighting is
best. Also filters can be most helPful in reducing the
effect of haze.

Filters to use with black-and-white films include a
deep,yellow filter or, if the haze is particularly bad, a
red filter. With color films a haze filter would be a
logical choice.

Motion. Motion creates several factors to be
considered. These include the speed of the aircraft
relative to the subject, the jolting effect of the weather,
and the vibration of the plane. All of these must be

overcome to insure a sharp image. Techniques include
using a high shutter speed and not supporting the
camera with any part of the plane.

Film Selection. Conventional high-speed black-
and-white films should receive first consideration.
Ideal weather and lighting conditions may permit
using medium-speed films, whereas adverse conditions
could require using the highest speed films available.
For greater haze cutting, black-and-white and colty
infrared films are superior to standard black-and-
white or color emulsions. Their ability to record the
longest v.;avelengths will result in shots with more
detail and contrast.

Mission Planning. Know the objectives of your
aerial project. Find out what you need to show; what
product is required, and when the product must be
available. This information will help you detemine
what camera and films are best suited to the job,

'whether you can wait for ideal weather or, if youi must
fly the project sooner.

Study the location of your aerial subject. Determine
what time of day will present the best lighting for the.,
subject, from what direction you will probably have
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Figure 3-21. High-oblique aerial photograph.

the best view, approximately what altitude will be best,
and what terrain features 'or navigational hazards are
in the general areas. Also, check for any other.aerial
amignments you can completeenroute or nearby.

Good weather conditions for aerial photography
are generally considered to be clear with 10 to 15
miles-per-hour winds (to help blow off smoke and

'smog) and visibility of 15 miles or more. Minimum
conditions are generally considered to be scattered
clouds and about 10-mile visibility. Less clear
conditions may yield photos of some value for record
or study purposes, but results are likely to be of
marginal quality. If weather conditions are poor, shoot
a low oblique from fairly low' altitudes,. This helps
minimize the effects of smoke and haze.

The types of aircraft you, will use depend mostly
upon which models are available. A high-wing, fairly
slow plane is fine. Many of these have large windows
that open and provide a good area for viewing and
photographing the subject. Often, low-winged aircraft
do not have a window that Can be opened and tend to
have higher minimum flying speeds.'

A helicopter can offer several advantages for aerial
photography. It can give an unobstructed view, fly low
altitudes more safely, concentrate more time oyer a
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small area, and get in and out of places that are
inaccessible to fixed wing aircraft.

A hovering helicopter, however, does not present
the best aerial-photo platform. While hovering, a
helicopter sets up fairly severe vibrations that
contribute to unsharp pictures, and extended hovering
is tough on both the craft and the pilot. The engine
tends.to overheat, and the pilot is busier than when he
has additional lift and better control with forward
speed.

Communication between the pilot and te
cameraman is essential. Prior to takeoff, try to :brief
the pilot as fully as possible on the project. Study maps
of the site (air, road, topographic) when available. Try
to determine lome landmarks that can easily be seen
from the air. Things look different from above and it is
easy to become disoriented. With your maps, your
information, and your pilot's experience, determine
whether there are any navigational hazards in.the area.
Decide approximately what safe or legal altitude will
yield best results. Based on your study of the subject,
advise the .Pilot of the primary and secondary angles
you prefer to snoot. .

Most military aircraft have an intercom system with
headsets and microphone for inflight
communication. Otherwise, establish a set of hand
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signals with which you can help direct your pilot ifis
viewpoint is considerably different from yours, and he
will be trying to put you in the best position. As a
resigt, he may not have a very good view of the subject
himself.

Basic Types of Oblique Photographs. As a
cameraman taking aerial oblique photographs, you are
not concerned with rigid specifications of -camera
altitude orpositions as-in the -caieof photogrammetry.
By using a hand-held camera and directing the pilot
into position, you can establish the relationship of the
camera to tbe subject. Two general categories govern
the types of oblique aerial photography: loye and high
oblique.

Low oblique aerial photographs provide the most
tolerance of camera angles. From a near-vertical

I. position and coveage to just below the horizon is
considered the range for this type of aerial
photograph. 31iis means that the longitudinal axis of
the camera is directed away from 5 to 65.degrees fr

of the surrounding area is about 45 degrees.
the ver3.11Ancrally, the ideal angle for a good s

(See fig. 3-20.)
High obliques include some sky and horizon. This

may vary from 10 to 50 percent of the format
coveragz about 25 percent is average. More coverage
of terrain is accomplished and orientation is one of
several uses for this type of aerial photograph- (See fi
3-21.) t

Exercises (629):

1. What effect does 'haze have on both black-and-
white and color film?

2. What type of lighting provides modeling and cuts
down the effect of haze?

3. What type of black-and-white film will provide
,the most haze cutting power?

4. Name two techniques that should be used to cut
down the effect of aircraft motion.

S. What type of weather conditions are good for
aerial photography?

6. Identify the type of plane that is best suited for
aerial photography.

.1
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7. What is the basic difference between a low or high
oblique photogfaph?

630. State a Audi!* to problems related to maidng
aerial exposures.

Exposure Factors. When it is necessary, to
determine proper aerial exposures, try to take the
following factors into consideration: (1) use a fait
shutter speed, (2) use the minimm amount of
filtration to penetrate the haze, (3) try to take
photographs when-clouds do not interfere with the
target area, (4) keep camera motion to a minimum, (5)
plan your photography so that the sun ist not directly
behind the camera, (6) maintain reca aA-to remind
yourself which exposures with which materials have
been proved to produce the best results, (7) 'avoid
photographing through turbulent air, 'whenever
possible, and (8) me an exposure meter, but only if
you can interpret -the meter readings so that they
produce the correct exposure.

Let us elaborate on a couple of these points. Due to
the presence of haze, an aerial meter-reading may be
inaccurate. The average between a reading taken on
the ground and one taken in the air is suggested. For
instance, if the ground reading is f/8 and the aerial
reading is f116, use f/11. Another suggestion is to use
one stop len exposure than '. your ground reading.
Gaining experience is your most dependable
procedure.

Fast shutter speeds are advised to help solve the sig-
nificant problem of stopping image blur. Focus is coh-
stant and set at infinity. Since you have no problem
with depth of fielci in aerial photography. you may
often use a wide open aperture setting. However, you
should use the critical aperture for Maximum sharp-
ness when the other conditions of light, film sen-
sitivity, and shutter speeds permit.

While taking aerial photographs, keep the camera
from touching any part of the aircraft. If the camera is
in contact with the craft, it picks up engine vibiations;
and even with a fast shutter speed, you get unsharp
pictures. Also, as a shock absorber for vibration, keep
your body, from the waist up, from touching the
aircraft

It is a good idea to have the pilot fly a gentle arc
around the subject at the anticipated alfitude, so that
you can check the view and the modeling effect of the
shadows from various positions. Use prearranged
signals to direct the pilot in placing the aireraft in the
most desirous position. -

Best results from either a fixed-wing craft or a
helicopter are usually achieved when the pil t reduces
throttle, banks the aircraft slightly, and sh it toward
the subject. This keeps down engine vi tions and
minimizes image motion by reducing forward motion.
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Most pilots who have flown photo assignments are
aware of the advantages of this technique, but most
liky you will want to discuss it with your pilot in

With low-winged craft, yOu aie in a good
shooting position on a banked slip. With high-winged
craft, be careful that the wing does not get low enough
to get into the field of view., if you shoot a little toward
the rear, it will help to avid the wing tip.

If youare-working Emma particUlarly low altitude,
the side-slip technique cannot be used safely because
the aircraft needs room to recover. From very low
altitudes, it is =ally best to reduce throttle and apply
several degrees of flap to reduce the airspeed even
more. How much, if any, airspeed can be cut down
depends on several factors For example, under gusty
conditions, the flaps may cause too much buffeting

and could contribute more to unsharpness than would
using increased speed without flaps.
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Exercises (630):

1. If your ground exposure is f/11, what will
probably be your aerial exposure?

2. Why isn't depth of field a problem in aerial
photography?

3. How shrJuld the pilot normally fly the plane when
approaching the target?

.4.



CHAPTER 4

Operating Photographic Laboratory Equip lint

MERE WAS A TIME when it was possible to
process all Air Force sensitized materials with hand-
operated equipment. As the volume of prints, negative
material, and motion picture film became too great for
that type of processing, the equipment was gradually
converted to pow= operation. As the requirements of

* time and quality have grown more stringent, the
constant effort to get more work done with fewer
technicians has brought the auto ; g
machine into use. There are tho ds
of feet of sensitized material must be processed a
single 24-bour period. The quality of the finished
product must not be sacrificed, and the work must be
done without additional tecjinicians.

The newer developing units are neither fast nor
economical for small jobs, they were not designed for
this purpose. Careful scheduling of workloads is
necessary to make them pay off. When properly
scheduled and used, these machines save the Air Force
considerable time and money.

4-1. Continuous Processing Machines

The Pgrwary function of the processing machine is
to transptirt film or paper through the various
chemical solutions, allowing the proper treatment time
in each solution. The processing machine must
provide the proper processing over the material's
entire length and across its total width, and it must do
this job in a reproducible and consistent manner from
one roll to another. In order to do ail this, mechanical
elements for controlling the processing must be
adjustable so that-they can be changed as the need
arises. In addition, the chemical makeup of each
processing solution must be under constant control so
that it can be altered as necessary.

631. Explain principles of machine processing
operation.

Controllable Factors of Machine Operation. In
conventional tray or tank processing you always
consider time, temperature, and agitation. These
factors Must also be considered in machine processing.
In addition' to these variables, there are also
considerations that are specifically applicable to
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machine operation. With many machines you must
think of the recirculation of iolutions, solution
replenishment, carryover of solutions from one tank to
another, and solution filtration.

Machine sixed. The time that the solutions act on
the sensitized material is determined by the speed at
which the ne transports the film or paper and the
number o f-- material that accumulates in a
specific tank. n most machines the speed is controlled
by a knob and indicated on a dial which shows the
number of feet of material passing through the
machine per minute. If, for example, the speed control
knob is set at 10 feet per minute and if a certain
portion of the material takes 3 -minutes to go from a

egoint where it enters the developing tank to a point
where it leaves the developing taak, we can say that 3
minutes of development results from running the
machine at 10 feet per minute. Feet per minute,
therefore, is used exactly like development time is used
in conventional hand processing.

Tempezantre. One of the most critical elements in
the control of the photographicprocess is temperature.
The speed of chemical reaction increases ashe -

temperature of a solution is raised and decreases as the
temperature is lowered. In most band processing of
black and white film we use a standardized
teinperature of 68° F. Machine temperatures arc often
much higher because of the high operating speeds.
Temperature control is critical and must be
maintained at a predetermined level to insure
consistent results. Most machines are automated in
this respect and contain both a refrigeration unit and a
heating unit which operate to maintain a constant
solution temperature. The control panel of a
processing machine- generally contains a temperature
indicator and a control kncib to adjust the
temperature.

Agitation. Agitation is an important factor that
controls the density and contrast of the fmished
product. Through experience you know this is
especially true in tray processing where the degree of
agitation makes considerable difference in total
development. Automatic processing machines must
also agitate the sensitized material or solutions during
processing. Agitation is essential to insure a continual
fresh supply of chemical 'solution to the emulsion



surface. Insufficient agitation can cause uneven
development and fmation.

That are many devices, besides the simple action
of the film moving through the !machine, for providing
controlled agitation. The following are most often

used:
a. Gaseous burst agitation provides intermittent

bursts of a photographically inert gas (such as
nitrogen), which is released from the bottom of the
tanks and rises up through the processing solution.

b. Tank turbulation or solution recirculation
provides rapid movement of large volumes of solution
through the tank.

C. Submerged jet or spray headswithin a tank direct
streams of solution onto the surface of the emulsion.

Recirculation. Many machines have -recirculation
systems that pump solution chemicals out of their
respectivd tanks and back again. Recirculation is done
to provide filtration to remove contaminants from the
solution, maintenance of temperature, or as an aid to
agitation. Such systems add to the mechanical
complexity of the machine and must be properly
maintained.

Replenishment. During processing the various
chemical solutions-are used up- at -various rates. In
addition, there are certain reaction byproducts that
form in each tank. For example, bromide is a reaction
byproduct of development and, therefore, builds up in
the developer solution. There is also a certain amount
of carryover of solution from one tank to another.

RCS!! 4-1. Versa= I IC-MW.
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Therefore, there is a continuous change in solution

To rntrf:aailritYccesistent procuring, fresh chemicals
are pumped trom storage tanks into the various
machine tanks to provide the necessary replenishment.
The solutions used for replenishment must each be of a
specific composition so that each will properly replace
the used chemicals of each solution in the correct
proportion. The mienisher solution must also control
the content of the solution so that there will be no
buildup of the reaction byproducts which have been
formed through the process of development. Fmally,
there is I certain amount of fluid loss which must be
compensated for by replenishment.

Replenisher formulas and the rate at which
replenisbers are added to a solution depend on the
type of machine being used, the material being
processed, the chemical formula of the original,
agitation, temperature, and speed. Your machine will
have controls that you set to meter the replenishment
flow.

Drying. Most automated processing machines have

Hare 4.2. Vemamat 1 IC.44Wtake.up cod.
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a drying cabinet. After the material is developed, 34
fixed, and washed, it continues through the, machine
into the drying cabinet It erhergesfrom the cabinet in
i dry condition and is then spooled onto a reel or
collected.

The drying cabinet is much more than a heated
container for the sensitized material. In a majority of
the machines, the temperature and the humidity of the
cabinet are both controlled so that the completely
processed material will have the desired properties.
Too little drying causes the emulsion to be tacky,
whereas too much drying results in excessive curl and
brittleness. Both the temperature and relative humidity
of the air supplied to the drying cabinet must be
carefully controlled and adjusted for the speed at
which the machine is operating.

Due to the several factors involved in machine
processing, it is important that you learn all you can
about the machine you are operating. Only in this way
can you determine the cause of any problem you may
have,

Exercises (631):

I. How does machine speed determine developing
time?

2. Why are machine processing temperatures higher
than in hand processing?

3. Why is agitation iMportant?

hy would a machine have a developer
recirculation system?

5. Why is replenishment necessary?

6. Too little drying of film will cause what problem?

632. Complete statements on the description and
operation of the Versamat 11C-MW.

Versamat IIC-MW. In many base laboratories,
varying amounts of film of different sizes must be
processed. Cut film, film packs, and roll film ranging
from 16 millimeters up to 9'/: inches in width may be
needed to meet mission requirements. A processor to
meet these demands is the 'Kodak Versamat 11C-MW
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(ire fits. 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3). Not only does the

machine have the above capability, but it can process

cut film in anyksize from 4 by 5 inches to 11 by 14

inches and paper prints. All processing can be done to

speeds of up to 25 feet per minute.
General Description. The processor is entirely

automatic. Film is transported through the various
solutions, washed and dried. The processor is
normally instilled in the wall betweena darkroom and

a normally lighted room. The feed end of the machine

is In the darkroom, and the processing, drying, and
takeup end can be in a lighted room.

The heart of the processor is the transport system
which is made up of seven transport racks and eight

crossover assemblies. Each transport rack consists of a

series of chain-driven rollers tnounted in a staggered
path (see fig. 44). As the rollers rotate, the film is
conveyed from roller to roller throughout the system.

When the film reaches the bottom of each rack, it is
turned ISO° to complete its course through the rack by

a turnaround assembly mounted at the bottom of each

rack. When the film reaches the top of a rack, it enters

a crossover assemblytvhich conveys it to the next rack.

There are eight crossover assemblies: one for the
entrance to the first rack,' one between each of the
seven racks, and one at the eXit of the last rack. To
insure proper transport of roll film as *ell as certain
cut and pack films, it is necessary to use a stiffening tab

(bullit), such as a sheet of film or clear acetate. The tab

must be cut seven inches long and two inches or more
wide and is bun spliced to the film.

During procetsing the-film is-completely immersed
in the solutions. Spray washing cleans the film before
it enters 'the drying cabinet As dte film enters the.
dtying cabinet it passes through a Separate squeegee

rack, which removes any excess,mater. The basic film
path is shown in figure 4-5.

As film is drying, the air in the dry box becomes
water saturated. To maintain an adequate operating
speed, this water-saturated air is piped away from the
processing area,. through a duct. Thus, drying is
speeded up. The dryer section is equipped with two
adjustable air dampers. Each damper is positioned by

a separate damper control knob. The type of film

10 11 12 13 14 15

1. OVERFLOW
2. WEIR BLOCK
3. DEV THERMOSTAT PILOT LAMP

4. DEVELOPER THERMOSTAT
5, DRYER FLOOD LIGHT SWITCH

6. DRYER THERMOSTAT
7. DRYER THERMOSTAT PILOT LAMP

8. DAMPER CONTROL KNOBS

9. DRYER TEMPERATURE GAUGE

10. NUMBER 1 DEVELOPER TANK

16 17 18 19 20

11. NUMBER 2 DEVELOPER TANK

12. FIXER INLET (A TYPE CHEMISTRY)
13. NUMBER 1,FIXER TANK
14. NUMBER 2 FIXER TANK
15. NUMBER 3 FIXER TANK
16. FIXER INLET (111 TYPE CHEMISTRY) .

17. NUMBER I WASH TANk WITH CROSSOVER

18. NUMBER 2 WASH TANK WITH CROSSOVER
SOUEEGEE-DRYER CROSSOVER

20. DRYER FLOOD LIGHT

Rgure 4-3. PrOoessing and dryer controls of Versamat I IC-MW.
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Figure 4-4. Transport rack.

being processed, the ambient conditions of the air in
the laboratory, and the transport speed govern the
setting of the dampers. In addition to the dampers,
there is a control that operates the dryer blower. The
dryer heAters operate according to the demands of the
dryer thermostat. A pilot lig t indicator shows when
the dryer heaters are operafig.

Electrical Control Pane . The main control panel
(refer to fig. 4-6) is located at the feed end _of the
machine. Note that there is not a main power switch.
The electrical power supply is supplied through a wall-
mounted, off-on switch. When this switch is on, all
components are energized.

Dryer fan switch. This switch operates the dryer
blower and heater when the dryer thermostat calls for
heat. The dryer pilot lamp lights when the heaters are
operating.

Main drive eit. This switch controls power 3
application to th main drive motor, which operates
the film transport roller system. When you turn this
switch on, there will be a 3-second delay before the
transport machine is activated. This delay permits the
drive motor to get up to speed before the load of the
transport Mechanism is applied.

Replenisher pump switch. This switch controls the
replenisher pump with three positions: MANUAL
OFF, and-AUTOMATIC. In the AUTO gosition, the
replenisher pump operates only when film is passing
through the feed detection rollers located in the feed
end. This switch must be in the AUTO position when
you are processing sheet film. When the switch is in the
MANUAL position, the pump stays in continuous
operation. MANUAL is used for processing
continuous lengths of thin-base aerial roll film. The
pilot light on the panel lights only when the switch is
on MANUAL.

NOTE: The fixer replenis ent system is set up
differently depending on the of developer that is
used. Figures 4-7 and sbow the arrangement fcil'
Type A (aerial) and Type B (commercial).

Developer recirculating pump switch. This switch
energizes the developer heater and the recirculating
pump. The theNnostatically controlled heater brings
the developer up to the selected temperature. This
pump recirculates the developer through the first two
tanks (see fig. 4-9).

Speed indicator light switch. This switch illuminates
the srpeed indicator.

Speed indicator. This indicator shows the speed of
film travel through the machine. It is calibrated in feet
per minute up to 25 feet.

Speed control knob. This knob increases or
decreases the speed of fiIm transport.

Accessory outlets. The machine has accessory
outIett, one at the feed end:(operates in conjunttion
with a timer circuit or for a safeight) and one at the
dryer end (connects a roll takeup adapter or static
eliminator).

Preoperation Procedures. Before you check the
machine for proper operation, you must know the type
of product to be processed (sheet or roll film). If it is
sheet film, you will need a feed tray and film bin at the
dryer end. If it is roll film, you will need a roll feed
adapter, an idler roller, and the roll takeup adapter.
The following procedural steps are now accomplished,
assuming that the electrical and plumbing hookups
have been made by maintenance personnel.

(1) Flush all the racks and crossover assemblies
with fresh water. Wipe each tank with a damp sponge.

(2) Close all five drain valves.
(3) Verify that all solutions have been mixed and

are in their appropriate containers.
(4) Install the No. 1 rack in the first developer

tank.
!Jr' (5) Fill the first and second tanks to the fill line

visible in the second tank.
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DRYER
FAN

RAI 1 IA

MAIN REPtEN. DIV. SPEED
DRIVE PUMP RECIRC, INDICATOR

PUMP LIGHT
F USE 5A i UM 3A

F OISCONNECT POWER IEFORE SERVICING I

SPEED INDICATOR

ACCESSORY
OUTLET

115V 3A MAX

1 SPEED CONTROL KNOB
2 SPEED INDICATOR
3 DRYER FAN SWITCH
4. MAIN DRIVE SWITCH
5. REPLEN. PUMP SWITCH
6. DEV RECIRC. PUMP SWITCH

7. SPEED INDICATOR LIGHT SWITCH
8 INDICATOR LAMPREPLEN. PUMPS
9. FLOWMETER CONTROL VALVE DEV

10, FLOWMETER CONTROL VALVE FIX
11. TEMPERATURE GAUGEDEV.
12. FLOWMETER TUBES

Figure 4-6. Main control panel.
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FLOWMETER

F

OVERFLOW

IXER TANKS i ':

, WEIR BLOCKS

INLET
**

REPLENISHER

A i

1
I

COUNTER FLOW CIRCULATION IN TANKS 11

CHECK
VALVE

TO DRAIN SUMP

REPLENISHER TANK

REPLENISHER PUMP

STRAINERSELECTOR VALVE DRAIN VALVES
(TO DRAIN SUMP)

FIXER REPLENISHER FOR AERIALTYPE FILM CHEMISTRY

AERIALTYPE COMMERCIALTYPE

CHEMICALS TYPE A MX-641-1 (TYPE 8)
.

WEIR BLOCKS NUMBER 2 & 3 FIXER TANKS NUMBER 1 & 2 FIXER TANKS

FIXER INTAKE NUMBER 3 FIXER TANK NUMBER 1 FIXER TANK

Fisure 4-7. Fixer repienishman flowtype A chemistry.
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(6) Carefully lower the No. 2 rack in the second
developer 'tank.

(7) Place the splash guard between the second
developer tank and the first fixer tank (to prevent ,

developer contamination).
(8) Install the No. 3 rack in the fixer tank. Fill fixer

tanks Nos. 3, 4, and 5 with fixer solution to the fill_
lines shown in tanks 4 and 5. Carefully lower racks.4
and 5 into their respective tanks.

(9) Install racks 6 and 7 in their nfpective tanks.
Make sure that all racks are properly seated and then
remove the splash guard.

(10) Turn on the main electrical power switch'
(wall switch).

(11) Open both flowmeter control Press the
replenisher pump switch to thLMANU L position
and see that The solutions shdrproper Indication in
the developer and fixer flowmeter tubes.

(12) Change the replenisher pump switch to the
AUTO position. Check the replenisher microswitch to
be sure that it operates when a single thickness of film
is inserted between the detector rollers. (Call
maintenance if necessary.)

(13) Chtck the two thickness detection
microswitches, which sense more than one film

3
thickness. Insert nvo thickneases ot'Affirn about two
inches wide at each side (in turn) qf the feed tray. A
warning buzzer should sound. If there is no warning,
call maintenance to adjust the micresvitthes (see fig.
4-10).

(14) Check the squareness of the feed tray. Place
an 8- by 10-inch sheet film on the feed tray and push it
forward_until it is in contact and sqUare with the feed
and detector raners7--Square the film edge with the side
guides of the tray after loosening tht wing nuts; then
tighten the nuts:

(15) Install the eight crossover assemblies in the
tank section. Start at the feed,end andwork toward the
dryer. These assemblies transport the film from one
rack to another.

(16) Install the squeegee assembly;
(17) Replace all access panels anti attach rollfilm

adapter mechanisms if necessary. _I

(18) Turn on hot and cold water and adjuit the
mixing valve to a temperature 5°F less than the
recommended developer temperature.

(19) Turn on all kwitches.
(20) Allow 5 to 10 minutes for the developer to

corne up to temperature.
, NOTE: The above steps are generalized. Refer to

CAUTION: A CAP IS PROVIDED TO PLUG THE FIXER INLET CONNECTION NOT IN USE.
WHEN THE PROPER INLET IS CONNECTED TO THE FIXER REPLENISHMENT
PUMP. THE OTHER INLET MUST SE PLUGGED.

REPLENISHER
INLET

WEIR oBLOCKS OVERF LOW

k

CHECK
VALVE

T9 DRAIN SUMP

FIXER TANKS

COUNTER FLOW CIRCULATION IN TANKS

REPLENISHER TANK

SELECTOR VALVE

REPLENISHER PUMP

STRAINER DRAIN VALVES
(TO DRAIN SUMP)

231-664
FIXER REPLENISHER FOR COMMERCIALTYPE FILM CHEMISTRY

Figure 4-8. Fixer replenishment flowtype B chemistry.
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(
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Figure 4-9. Developer recirculation flow.
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1. THICKNESS DETECTION SWITCHES
2. REPLEN PUMP SWITCH
3. DETECTION ROLLERS

nPre 4-10. Detection switches. W-13 view.
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an appropriate tedmical manual or manufacturer's
bendbook for exact procedures and specific model
requirements.

'Operation. This processing system is relatively
simple to put into operation, but there are certain
critical factors that you must watch to enure success. It
is imperative that you carefully follow the
manufacturer's recommendations regarding
cleanlinew-chemistry, operating temperatures, and
replenishment. If all factors are carefully monitored,
then proceseing is reduced to feeding film in the front
and collecting it at the other end.

Confider the following steps when you are
processing film:

(1) Turn on the main (wall-mounted) power-
source switch and outside water source.

(2) Turn on the dryer fan, main drive, and
developer recirculating pump switches. If you are
processing sheet film, press the replenishment pump
switch to AUTO. If you are processing continuous
lengths of thin base roll film, press this switch to
MANUAL

(3) Set the developer and wash temperatures.
(4) Set your developer and fixer replenislunent

rates by turning the appropriate flowmeter contxol
knobs.

(5) After all temperatures have been reached, you
con set your transport speed and begin processing

(6) Prior to processing mission film, you should
feed test film emulsion up into the processor and
carefully monitor film movement through all sections.
The film should then be checked for dirt and scratches
which would indicate damaged, corroded, or dirty
rollers.

(7) Once all is set you can start feeding your
mission film emulsion side up. Be sure that the film
edge (sheet film) is square with the side edge of the
feed tray; then advance the filni until it is picked up by
the rotating detection rollers. Do not feed films less
than 5 inches long. Figure 4-11 shows typical feed
configuration for sheet film. Narrow films are fed side
by side to avoid overreplenishment.

(8) Remember, when you are processiAg narrow
rollAlm (or thin sheet film), splice a stiffening tab
(bullit) made from leader material to the leading edge
of the film. The btittlplice is held together with My lai
tape which is impervious to chemicals. The purpose of
the bullit is to guide the film through the machine.

(9) Once you have completed your processing you
can shut down the machine by following these steps:
Decrease the machihe speed to 5 feet per minute; turn
the dryer thermostat OFF, remove the top cover and
side covers of the processor, turn the replenisher
switch OFF; turn4he developer recircubtion switch
OFF; turn the dryer fan OFF; turn the water OFF;
remove and clean all crossovers using warm water not
above 120 degrees; wipe down the crossover correctly,
replace the side and top cover and turn OFF the main
power.

NOTE: The key to consistent operation of any
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piece of equipment is to follow directions. Learn the
procedures set down by your laboratory and follow
them. "If you have questions, cheek with your
supervisor. Remember, too, the need for SAFETY.
Always xenliove rings and watches when operating
equipment. You should wear any protective
equipment that is prescribed.

3.5

SHEET FILMS

11 in.

10 in.

in.

4 in.

Single

Single
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e
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Figure 4-11. Feeding sheet film.
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'Exercise (632):

1. Complete the following statements on the
description and operation of the Veriamat 11C-
MW.
a. The Versamat 11C-MW transport system has

crossovers and racks.

b. The Versa:flat has tanks;
for developer, for fix, and
for wash.

c. solution is recirculated within the
Versamat.

d. The Versarnat can process roll film up to
inches in width and sheet fi

to by inches

e. When processing roll film, a
spliced to the film to act as a guide.

I. You should not wear and
when processing.

-633. State or explain principles of operator
maintenance on tbe Versamat 11C-MW.

Operator Maintenance. Most of your maintenance
is concerned with keeping the prdcessor clean. This is
a day-to-day procedure for many parts of the machine.
Each time the processor is shut down, you must
remove all crossover asserplies and rinse tbem wi
warm water;If any deposits have formed, .use a
brush to remove them. Be sure you- handle /
crossovAs with care. Wipe all rack rollers above \ e
solutiotHevel. The feed rollers of the entrance roll
assembly should also be wiped off. Turn off all
machine e 'cal switches and the main power

ch. is ad 'sable to prop open the processingAnd
dryer section co ers to vent chemical fumes. Also, turn
off the water supply.

After a week's operation, the clianing procedure is
re involved than for overnight shutdown. The

is following procedure is suggested:
(1) Remove, wash with water, and wipe off all

rollers of the crossover assemblies.
(2) Check the tension of the rack chains. Any

roller hesitation indicates a loose chain.
(3) Remove the roller racks. Use the splash guard

when you pull the fixer rack to avoid contaminating
the developer. Wash all racks with running water that
is not warmer than 120°F. (This is because the rollers
are covered with polyethylene which would be
.damaged by high temperatures.) Be sure to clean all
chttnical deposits, on the sides of the racks, around
gears, on the chain tighteners, etc.

(4) Rotate the rollers by hand and make sure they

turn freely. Adjust chain tighteners if necessary.
(5) Check all racks to make sure they are not

twisted. To do this, place each rack on a flat surface.
Any twist will be apparent.
" (6) Turn on the recirculation pumps and watch for

Surface turbulation in the solutions in the tanks to
verify pump operation.

(7) Examine the solutions in the tanks for clarity

and the presence'of foreign particles:
(8) Reinstall the racks and crossovers:Check all

the gears to make sure they are properly seated.
(9) Check the dryer entrance' crossover, the exit

crossover, and the multiroll squeegee assembly for
proper seating.

(10) Inspect the dryer air tubei. If-the slits are
clogged, inform rtaintenance, personnel. Also, make
sure that the air ittake screen is clear of obstructions.

Daily and weekly maintenance, covered up to this
point, is largely your job. In addition, it is Alvisable to

E The Versamat can be operated at speeds up to
feet per minute.

g. replenishment is used when
processing sheet films.

h. The pilot light on the panel lights when the
replenishment switch' is on

i. /the replenishment inlet in the
fixing tank is used when processing with T
A chemisuy.

j. Replenishment rates are set by using the

k. Film lms than inches in length
should not be fed into the machine.
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establish a regular periodic maintenaz Program.
a "program is accomplished by maintenance

nnel; and it covers lubiication,ftigns of wear,
parts lacement, maladjustments, ei. You should
know - a machine is due foraintInánce because
it will be out of service. Also, you should keep a log of
'minor dffficulties so that they can be corrected during
scheduled maintenance.

With proper replenishment, Vasamatsolutions can
last almost indefmitely. On a periodic basis; however,
it is usually necessary to thoroughly clean the machine
and perform preventive maintenance at the same time.
The developer should be discarded at this time. ,

A complete cleaning of the tanks may then be your
job. Cleaning is expedited by a cleaner such as the
manufacturer-recommended Kodak Developer System
Cleaner. Do noi use this cleaner in the fixer systerk

CALMON: The cleaner contains tulfamic acid
which*411 cause burns. Do not get it in eyes, on skin,
or in clothing. In case of contact, flush skin or eyes
with water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical
attention.

.
These are the steps you should use in cleaning the

procemicul

(I ) Drain the developer and remove the developer
racks.
. (2) Install the splash guard to prevent
'contamination of the fixer if the fixer is to be retained.

(3) Remove the developer system filter cartridge
and replace the filter cover.

(4) Fill the two developer tanks vtitb about 10
gallons of premixed cleaner.

(5) Turn on the developer recirculating pump and
let the cleaner recirculate for about 15 minutes.

(6) Thormighly flush the developer racks with
warm water. Apply cleaner to the racks with a brush or
spray bottle. Rotate the rack while applying cleaner to
rollers and-side plates..

17) Flush the racks with warm water and wipe the
rollers with a damp sponge to remove cleaner. Make
Stire the rollers are thoroughly clean.

(8) Clean the number 2 and 3 crossoversas you did
the racks.

CAUTION; Use goggl,les or other eye iirotection
'when brushing cleaner.

(9) Drain cleaning solution from the developer
tanks and flush thenrwith warm water.

(10) Replace the racks and fill the developer tanks
with warm water. Turn on the-recirculation pump and
the main drive. Rin the niacbine for 5 minutes. Drain
the tanks and repeat this procedure:until the water js
free of discoloration.

(1 1 ) Instill a new developer filter cartridge and
mix riew developer solution unless other maintenance
is needed at this time.

(12) Youcan clean the fixing bath syitem with just
warm vat= in the same way _that you cleaned the
developer system errept that you do not use developer
deader.

,
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Exercises (633):

1. Most of your operator maintenance is concerned
with what procedure?

2. What should be washed and wiped on a daily
basis?

3. Why shouldn't roller racks be cleaned with hot
water?

4. Why should you know when periodic
maintenance is going to be performed?

5: When is system cleaner used?

6. What protection should you use when scrubbing
racks with system cleaner?

7 What should you use to clean out the fixer tanks?

4-2. Perform Operator Maintenance on
Photographic Equipment

The extent of operator maintenance may vary from
one laboratory to another. Limitations are due in part
to the availability of maintenance personnel assigned
to the base. If maintenance is readily available, you
will probably have very little responsibility or
authority for performing major equipment
maintenance. However, you should take an interest in
keeping your equkpment in top condition anti bring
any problems to `the- attention of the responsible
technician. Mission success depends on properly
Operating equipment., In this section we will emphasize
a few .principlcs of operator maintenance.

634. State principles and identify tools of operator
maintenance.

General Principles. Any piece of photographic
equipment should be given an operational check prior
to its use. Some of the items that fall into this category
are camera bodies, shutters, cilm holders, tripods, flash
equipment, rangefinders, viewfinders, timers,
processing equipment, lenses, and Idiaphragms. In the



course of a single year, a caniera and its accessories
may be exposed to rain, snow, heat, cold, wind, dust,
or extreme dryness. Additions 114 laboratory
equipment may be exposed to various types of
chemical solutions, rust, and corrosion. Often the
nature of your assignments prevents you from giving

your equipment the protection it needs. Naturally.
---' exposure to the elements takes its toll. Unless they are

protected, bellows develop mildew, mechanical parts

get rusty, leather dries out, lens elements separate, gear
trains wear, and components of processing equipment
and machines corrode. Only by careful attention and
diligent care can you hold the deterioration of this
equipment.y:ta minimum.

It must be emphasized that the most important
aspect of operator maintenance is cleanliness.
Cleanliness is the bass for all photographic quality

control. Disassembly of camerasLr machinery is
normally undertaken only by plwgraphic repair
specialists unless they are unavailable and mission
requirements (for instance in a war zone) do not
permit other alternatives (such as shipping the
equipment to a repair depot).

The importance of good operator maintenance
cannot be overemphasized. Operator maintenance
must become an integral'Part of your photographic
efforts: in fact, it must become a habit. You must
acquire the habit of checking and cleaning each item
of equipment before and after using it.

For example, one of your most useful cameras is tile

Super Speed Graphic. Although it ts quite durable, the
treatment this camera receives in handling and storage
influences the amount of repair-and overhaul-required
to keep it in a serviceable condition. You must treat it
as if it were your own. In general, it must be keptdry
and free of dust and dirt. When a camera is used or
stored in a warm, moist climate, you must clean it
more frequently to prevent rust and corrosion. You,
should check the camera prior to going out on a
mission. Inspect the condition and operation of the
shutter and the solenoid. Check the focus of the
rangefinder, ground glass, and focusing scale against
each other. Go over the entire camera, inspecting all

the working parts. Chek all accessories that you are
planning to use as wb11.

NOTE: Prepare a checklist for all" the pieces of
equipment you use. qse the checklist prior to use. This
will prevent mission failure which reflects badly upon
you.

Tools. As we have mentioned, you may need to
perform certain minor maintenance jobs"on items of
photopaphic gear. To-do such maintenance, you need
some 'common tools, arid` you must use these tools
properly. Have you everseen the result of tool misuse,
such as the virtual absence of a slot in a wood screw or
rounded off hex heads on machine scriws? We hope
that as a result of this brief study you will not be guilty

of such misuse of tools.
A screwdriver is designed_ for one specific purpose;

that is, to tighten or loosen screws. It is not designed to
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ey are fun used this way, and for this reason
be used a crowbar, a bottle ',ewer, or a punch.
Th
there are many broken tips and bent shanks.
Screwdri'vers are usually classed as standard,
crosspoint (Phillips or Reed and Prince), or offset.
These types may he variations to do specific jobs.

The standard driver is suitable for most
ordinary jobs. You det ine the size of a standard
screwdriver by measuring m the tip of the blade to
the handle. The blade must ve sharp corners and
must fit the iTot in the screw sdu to prevent slipping
and damaging the slot.

The crosspoint screwdriver may .- one of two
typesPhillips or Reed and Prince. They specially

s ped to fit cross-slotted screws. There is a ; erence
in he blades of these screwdrivers. Because o this
difference. these screwdrivers are not to be
interchangeably, as they could damage the screw head.

The offset screwdriver makes it possible for you to
work in tight corners where straight types cannot
enter. The two blades of this krewdriver are set at
nght angles to each other so that you can turn the
screw a quarter-turn at a time by using opposite .ends
alternately. The offset screwdriver may be either a
standard or a crosspoint.

Ratchet screwdrivers -are designed so that once the
blade is inserted into the screw slot, you can turn the
screw completely in or out by the ratchet action
without removing and reinserting the driver blade for
each turn of the screw. The ratchet screwdriver may
have either a standard or a crosspoint blade, or the
blades may be interchangeable. On offset ratchet
screwdrivers, one end may be standard and the other
crosspoint. The ratchet direction of this screwdriver is
controlled by a small lever on the handle of the
screwdriver.

As you well know, pliers are very useful tools; they

are intended for holding small objects and for bending
or cutting thin wire or metal strips. Pliers vary in
sizefrom striall pliers used by electronic technicians
to large one's used by linemen.

AdjuStable combination pliers are often called slip
joint pliers. They are used for cutting and twisting
wire, for pulling or spreading cotter pins, and for
general utility operations. They are very rugged, and
the jaws can b& open6d to more than one size or
opening because of the adjustable pivot or slip joint.
Adjustable combination pliers are useful for holding
round stock or light metal, but you should never use
them instead-of a wrench.

Longnose (needle) pliers are used for general work
Where space is limited and parts are small. They aN
suitable for bending or forming fine wire or thin sheet
metal. These pliers may or may not have side cutters
behind the gripping surface of the jaws. The cutter
portion, if present, is usually fine for cutting light
material, such as soft iron, brass, or copper wire.

Diagonal-cutting pliers consist of two cutting edges
set at an angle of 15° or 20° with respect to the length
of the tool. They are used for cutting wire or electrical
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cornponOnt kaik The most common rnIsuse of
diagonal cuttesi is forcing them to cut heavier wire or
metal than they were intended for.

Side-cutting pliers are heavy duty pliers that
combine the gripping jaws of the combination pliers
and the cutting surface of the diagonal cutters. The
jaws of the side-cutting pliers are broader than those of
the combination pliers. Side-cutters are used for
cutting heavy wire. The jaws are excellent for pulling
and bending heavy gage electrical conductors. The
Cutting edges can cut heavy gage soft wire.

A wrench is a tool used to apply a turning force to
boltheads, nuts, and capscrews, or to grip round
material such as pipes, studs, or round rods.
Adjustable wrenches have one fixed jaw and one jaw
that is movable by the use,of a screw adjustment. The
adjustable jaw can be opened or closed to fitithe flats
of the nut or to fit the bolthead to be turned. As a rule,
adjustable wrenches are suitable for heavy duty work
in places easy to reach. They have the disadvantage of
tending to round off the corners of hex nuts unless
jaws are closely adjusted to fit the nut. When you are
using the adjustable wrench, place the strain on the
fixed jaw and not on the movable jaw. Ifyou put strain
on tile movable jaw, you may spread the jaws if you
apply too great a force.

Use socket wrenches when you must operate in
cl9se or inaccessible places. Sockets are used with a
ratchet handle which requires only a Very short swing.
The sockets are supplieein sets to fit standard sizenuts
and are easily fitted onto, or removed from, the
handle. Sockets usually come with 6- or 12-point
surfaces inside the head. You can tighten the nut
completely without removing the wrench from the nut.
Socket wrenches may be used with a variety of drives,
such as (a) speed handle, (b) extension, (c) ratchet
handle, (d) T-handle, and (e) hinged handle, or
breaker bar.

Open-end wreathes are nonadjustable. They_ May
be open ofi either or both ends of the wrench. Theyare
light, strong and convenient for working in a limited
space. The jaws are set at an angle (usually 15°), and it
is easy to increase the swing of the wrench by turning it
over. CIPen-end wrenches normally range in size from
3/16 to P14 inches and are usually graduated in 1/16-
inch increments. Wrenches for special uses may be
obtained in 1/32- or 1/4-inch graduations. On
wrenches with both ends open, one end is the next size
larger than the other end. The wrenches are
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proportional in length`to the size of the openings. This
proportions the leverage of the wrench to the nut and
helps prevent damage to the wrench and to the work'.

Box wrenches are also solid, nonadjuitable
wrenches. They range in the same Sizes as open end
wrenches. Unlike open-end wrenches, which have flat
jaws, box wrenches have 6-, 8-, 12-, or 16-point
surfaces iaside the head-like socket wrenches. The
number of points determines the strength of the
wrench. The most common box wrench is dte. 12
point, which gives a maximum swing of 30°. A box
end, wrench completely encloses or "boxes" the nut.
The sides of the wrench are thin so that the wrench can
be tised on nuts close to another object. This wrench
can be used in places where another type would never
fit.

The hex or Allen wrench is an L-shaped device-
designed to fit setscrews or hexagonal socket heads of
screws and bolts. The wrenches usually come in sets
containing sizes from 1/32 to 3/8 inch.

NOTE Not only is it important to use the right tool
for the job, but all your tools must be properly
maintained so that they will be available for your use.

Exercises (634):

I . What is the most important aspect of operator
maintenance?

2. Why is it important to check all your equipment
prior to going out on a mission?

3. Identify a tool listed in Column A with its
function listed in Column B.

Cohunn A

I. Offset screwdriver
2. Reed screwdriver
3 Longnose pliers
4 Standard screwdnver
5 Side-cutting pliers
6. Allen wrench

a/a 9

Column B -

a. Screwdriver for crom-slot-
ted screws

b Plier deugned for forming"
fine wire

c. Wrench designed for hex-
agonal socket heads

d. Screwdriver designed tor
working in tight cofTICIs

e Plier designed for ung
heavy gage efectncal wie

1. .Most ordinary jobs to
tighten or loosen screws..

1
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Color Photography

COLOR ADDS a realistic dimension to photogriPhic
work. At one time color was a difficult medium to
work with, yequiring specialized cameras and
processing only by the film's manufacturer.Vow color
materials have been greatly improved to a point that
color is far more popular than black and white. Air
Force wide, color photography is important for slide
briefings, documentation, scientific studies,
reconnaiszance and displays. In this chapter we will
discuss the basic principles_of color photography,
including how to expose,. process, and print color.

Princi les of Color Pixitography

The
understand
subtractive
can produ
discussed in

of color photography require that you
the nanire of light, and the additive and

which are the two systems that
color. -Each of these subjects will lx

section.
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635. Identify principles of color photography.

Light. Without light, color does not ekist. Light is
defined as that portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum chat affects the sensory organs of the eye and
produces the sensation of vision. The visible portion
of the spectrum is the part primarily responsible for
photographic exposure, but infrared (IR) and
ultraviolet (UV) also play a significant Pan in the field
of photography. Infrared, ultraviolet, and visible light
make up what is known as the optical spectrum.
Because infrared and ultraviolet radiations obey the
laws of optics, they have special applications in the

area of photographic research. They are also used
extensively in investigative and -medical research
photography.

The visible light portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum (see fig. 5-1) extends approximately 400 to
700 nanometers in range. (A nanometer is a metric
measurement equal to 1 billionth of a meter.) The
radiations at the 400 run end of the spectrum appear
blue to the em those radiations around 500 nm

=appear predominantly green; and those in the 700 ttm
region of the spectru* appear red. Infrared and
ultraviolet radiations fall inlo the spectrum
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CHAPTER 5

immediately above and below the range of visible
radiations. Infrared falls immediately above the 700
nm portion of, the spectrum and ultraviolet
immediately below the 400 nm portion.

"White light" is a term used to identify the visible
spectrum when all of the wavelengths, from 400 run to
700 nm, are present in nearly equal amounts.
However, due to the adaptability of the eye and
various human and psychological reasons, it is

impossible to establish a standard for white light. For
example, indoor lighting and, sunlight both appear to
be white.

Why do they both appear white when it is a known
fact that they do not contain the same amounts of
visible radiation?

They both appear white because the receptors in the
eye, which are sensitive to red, green, and blue
wavelengths of light, are capable of adapting their
sensitivity to compensate for imbalances in wavelength
proportions.' For example, sunlight has a higher
percentage of blue and green wavelengths and is
relatively deficient in the red region of the spectrum.
As a result, the red receptor increases in" sensitivity
until there is the necessary balance of wavelength
impulses reaching the brain and the viewer perceives
the sensation of white light.

While the individual receptors have the capability
of adjusting in sensitivity, the eye itself is not selective
in regard to individual wavelengths. In order for the
eye to see a single wavelength, it must be isolated and
presented alone. For example, the eye cannot be
selectively turned to red, green, or blue radiations
when they are presented in combination.

It should be noted, however, that it is possible for
the,eye to visualize colors not present in the spectrum.
If equal amounts of red and blue wavelengths strike
the eye, we see a purplish or magenta color. Because
red and blue are at opposite ends, magenta does not
exist in the visible spectrum. Actually, we see magenta
because the surface is reflecting equal amounts of
incident red and blue radiations and absorbing the

green. Yellow is another example of this phenomena.
Yellow occupies only a small part of the visible
spectrum, approximately 575 to 590 nanometers. If
only yellow radiations were reflected to the eye, the
reflecting surface would be so dark as to appear black.
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Figure 5-1. Elecuomagnetic vectrurn.

Most yellow, seen by the eye, is the result of the surface
absorbing incident blue radiations and reflecting the
red and green.

Evaluation of Color. To evaluate color quality
effectively, we need to know more about how color is
produced. Some of the more important methods of
color production are absorption, selective reflection,
scattering, interference, dispersion, and fluorescence.

Most color occurs when illumination, falling on the
subject, is not evenly absorbed at all wavelengths. If
the subject-did absorb all wavelengths equally, we
would have to illuminate the subject with colored light.
in order to see color. Thus, under normal conditions,
the color of the subject is dependent on its absorption
and reflection characteristics in relation to the various
wavelengths presan in the illumination.

, Selective reflection is a characteristic displayed try
certain metals. Gold, copper, and brass are some of the
metals that exhibit these qualities. Specular reflections
from other meta4 tend to be white. The selective
reflection of red arkl yellow light, by the front surface
of gold metal, gives it its characteristic color.

Variations in atmospheric density, airborne
particles, such as dUst, droplets of water, and ice
crystals, have the ability to affect the shorter
wavelengths in the spectrum to a greater degree. When
light enters the atmosphere, the shorter wavelengths of
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light are scattered more than longer wavelengths. This
ters the color quality of the incident light. Haze is the

It of light scattered by the atmosphere.
Have you ever noticed the patterns of color

uced by oil on the surface of water and wondered
them? They are produced by lightwave

Interference from two surfaces spaced a few
millinucrons apart. When light is reflected from these
two surfaces, a portion of the reflected light will be
cancelled- when the two light waves meetone
refleCta- from 'each surface. This interfererke
produces the color you see.

The color patterns, formed by light-wave
interference, are known as Newton's rings. Under
certain circumstances, Newton rings can present
problems when working with color materials. They
may occur if you are printing color using a glass
negative carrier. The irregular contact between the
glass and the negative surface may produce
interference effects. This effect may also occur in
glass-mounted slides. The. use of a glassless carrier and
a special glass for the slide mounts can remedy these
problem "

The rainbow is a natitral example of dispersion. For
a given medium, as the wavelength of light increases,
the angle of refraction decreases. Light waves, striking
the droplets of water in the atmosphere, are refracted
according to wavelength into the colors of the
spectrum. Dispersion of these wavelengths creates one
of nature's more colorful spectaclesthe rainbow. A
prism may also be used to disperse light. (See fig. 5-2.)

Color can also be produced through fluorescence.
Fluorescence is the ability of a material to absorb
radiations of one wavelength and reradiate them at
another, usually longer, wavelength. This is what takes
place in the fluorescent lamp. The fluorescent lamp is
really a mercury vapor lamp that has been coated with
a powder that fluoresces when bombarded with
ultraviolet radiation. When power is applied to the
lamp, the mercury emits ultraviolet radiations which
are absorbed by the fluorescent power and reradiated
as visible light.

pr
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When we assign a color to anything, we are
attempting to describe certain characteristics of the
object under normal conditions. We must remember
that these characteristics will vary with changes in
spectral quality and intensity of illumination. Since it
is impossible to specify color under all conditions of
illumination, most color is identified when viewed
under normal daylight or tungsten conditions.

Three terms used to help identify color are hue,
brighmess, and saturation. They are used as tools to
assist in color communications. If we are to be more
explicit in color communication, we should know
something about these terms.

Hue is a term used to assign a general color to the
subject. If we say the subject is red or yellow, we are
identifying the hue. However, there are as many shades
as wavelengths in that portion of the spectrum. If we
assign a hue only, we are less than specific in color
identification.

To further describe a color, we might 'say that it is
light green or dark red. This is an attempt to describe
the brightness of the color and is some measure of its
absorption and reflection characteristics.

Saturation is used to describe the purity of a color.
If the color is pure, it could be called a brilliant color,
as a brilliant red. Impure colors appear dull.
Saturation is determined by comparing the color to a
neutral gray of the same brightness.

Why Colon Can Be Photographed. Regardless of
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RED
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RED
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the process you use to obtain your color product, the
starting point is the same as that developed by James
Clark Maxwell. He demonstrated that a subject could
be photographed and reproduced in its natural colors.
Maxwell illustrated his coldr process by placing in
separate projectors three positive transparencies of a
still-life subject he photographed. He inserted a
primary color filter in the light path of each projector,
and the red, green, and blue imagessuperimposed on a
screen. Maxwell's projected color image was not
particularly good, but the experiment did soundly
demonstrate an important color principle.

Maxwell's demonstration, made to a group of
scientists in 1861, was the forerunner of all present
color processes He made the original exposure by
using liquid filters to transmit the three basic colors of
light. A negative was made through each of his red,
green, and blue filters. This set of three negatives
(which were black and white) represented in silver
density the ratio of red, green, and blue in the original
subject. Each of the negatives he then printed on film
to give a positive transparency.

He projected the three positives through the same
primary colored filters used in making the original
negatives. When he projected all three positives on the
same screen and in register, one on top of the other,
the result was a color reproduction of the original
subject matter. This process is graphically shown in
figure 5-3, where you see how the three color negatives

POSMVE
NEGATIVE TRANSPARENCY

ngure 5.3. Marvtell's pnnciple.
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of a red ball are made through the three filters (part
A). Follow the green-filter projection and notice that
the resulting silver density represents tbe quantity of
green reflected from the red Pall. The quantity is, of
course, zero; therefore, a background exposure is
made, but no exposure is made for the ball.

When the nepetve is reversed to a positive (part B
of fig. 5-3), the background becomes clear and the ball
is black. If this positive-is-projected through a green
filter, it is obvious that no green light will project to
the screen in the position occupied by the ball. Since
the ball is not green, this is entirely correct. With just
the green filter positive, the projection is a green
background with a black ball. Using all three positives
(part C of fig. 5-3), the background projects white,
which is the sum of all three primary .colors. The ball
image projects red, because only red light is allowed to
fall on the area of theAcreen.

One outstanding deficiency is immediately apparent
when considering Maxwell's demonstration, and that
is its lack of permanence. A color picture could be
projected on a.screen, but that was all. Thiswas not a
photograph that could be mounted in a picture frame
or placed in an album. Commercial. use of Maxwell's
discoveries had to wait for a manufacturing process
that could use their possibilities.

Exercise (635

1. State basic principles of color photography by
completing the following statements.
a. Without color does not exist.

b. The optical spectnim is made up of
light, Plus and

c. Visible light runs frtim to
nanometers.

d. Due to eye both indoor and
daylight illumination inay appear white.

e. Equal amounts of blue and red light produce

f. The color of an object is determined by its
and characteristics.

84

g. Selective reflection is a characteristic displayed

b,Y

h. Newton rings are caused by

i. The rainbow is caused by

material absorbs radiation at one
wavelength and re-radiates it at another.

k. Impure color lacks

1. Maxwell's demonstration used the three
colors.

636. Complete statements on the additive principle
of color photography.

The Additive Color Process. Exposure of color
film, and to a more limited degree color printing
paper, applies the principles of the additive color
process. The additive process, applying the principles
developed by Maxwell, uses the primary Colors of blue,
green, and red. ,

When equal parts of blue, green, and red light are
projected from separate projectors and are partially
superimposed on a screen, you see in the area of
overlap of all three colors, white, as shown in figure
5-4. The area of overlap between the blue and green
light produces cyan (blue green), the area of overlap of
the red and blue light produces magenta, and the
overlap of the red and green light produces yellow. ,

Almost any desired color match can be produced.by
varying the amount of one of the two colors usest&
producing that color. For example, if you have equal -

proportions of red and greenohe result is yellow; by
increasing- the amount-of red; the result is orange.
Since matching a wide range of colors with red, green,
and blue light involVes addition of the colored light,
the primary colors are often identified further as the
additive primaries

In color photography, the three colds produced by
mixtures of additive primaries in pairs are of
particular importance. These colorscyan, magenta,
and yelloware known as the subtractive primaries..
Since each represents white light minus one of the

3 j



additive primaries, the subtractive primaries are the
complements of the additive primaries. For example,
cyan and red light blend together to give white light.
Similarly, magenta is complementary to green, and
yellow is complementary to blue.

At this point, refer to figure 5-5 and study the
illustration of the color star. Remember which colors
are thp additive primaries (blue, green, and red), and
notice] that the subtractive primary colors between any
two of the additive primaries are mixtures of these two
primary colors. Also, notice the colors that are
directly opposite to each other in this star, these colors
are complementary to each other.

Although the original photographic record on color
film uses the additive primary colors, these are not

suitable for the final color product. This is because any
combination of primary colors over one light source
results in neutral density. A transparency, for example,
must be viewable when you use only one white light
sourGerit is the subtractive process, discussed in the
next objective, that makes the "final product"
possible.

Exercise (636):
1. Complete the following statements regarding the

additive process.
a. lie additive color process requires

separate light sources.

ei

..

Agure 5.4. Additive color system.
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RED + GREEN = YELLOW
RED + BLUE = MAGENTA
BLUE + GREEN = CYAN

Figure 5-5. Color star.

b. A combination of equal amounts of red and
green light produces light.

c. The subtractive primaries are
, and

d. Yellow is the complement of light.

631 Complete statements on the subtractive
principle of color photography.

The Subtractiv lor Process. In th'e ve
color process where tIe projectors were used (one
lens was covered with a )red filter, one with a green
filter, and one with a ue filter), we were able to
produce any desired cØlor. Theoretically, any filter
transmits light of its own color and absorbs.all other
colors. The amount of absorption depends uOn the
density of the filter. Therefore, we could not place all
three filters over a single light source. To a certain
extent, the filters are mutually exclusive; that is, none
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of them transmits light passed hy either one of the
other two..Consequently, any two of the filters used in
combination in-front of a single light source absorb all
of the light.

Since a filter of any of the additive primary colors
transmits only that one primary color, the subtractive
primary colors are used as filters in the structure of
color materials. This makes it possible to transmit any
two of the additive primary colors and subtract the
third.

NOTE: The term subtractive primary color has the
same meaning as secondary color which was used
when we discussed filters. The colors yellow, cyan,
and magenta can be called either secondary colors or
subtractive primaries.

A cyan filter transmits blue and green light, but
absorb& red light; hence, it subtracts red from white
light. Similarly, a magenta filter (which transmits red
and blue) functions by subtracting green from white
light.

Since each of the subtractive primary filters
transmits approximately two-tbirds of the visible
spectrum, we can superimpose any two of them over a
single ljght source to produce other colors. Referlo
figure 5-6 for an illustration of the principle of the
subtractive color process. Notice that the combination
of any pair of the subtractive primary colors in equal
densities produces one of the additive primary colors.
For example, a yellow filter transmits red and green
and absorbs blue, and a magenta filter transmits red
and blue and subtracts green from the light source.
When these two filters are used over a single light
source, the one color that is transmitted by both
magenta and yellow is red. Therefore, yellow plus
magenta produces red. In the same manner, when
yellow and cyan are used in combination, the one

Figure 5-6. Subtractive color system.



color that is tran.stnitted by both filters is green; since
yellow transmits red and green, and cyan transmits
blue and green. Cyan plus magenta produces blue,
because blue is transmitted by both filters. Where all
three filters overlap in the center, all of the light is
absorbed, and the result is black.

By varying the density of tither one of the filters,
any desired change in the color produced can be
brought about. For example, to change the appearance
of red to make it an orange red, Increase the amount of
yellow; in other words, decrease' the amount of
magenta.

Exercise (637):

1. Complete the following statements on the
subtractive principles.
a. A primary filter transmits color of

light and absorbs

b. A combination of cyan and magenta filters will
Pass light.

c. A cyan filter passes and
light.

d. Three secondary filters over one light source
light.would pass

231-359

Undeveloped Filo

Figure 5-7. Cross section of cialor film.

e. Red can be produced by passing light through a
combination of and
filters.

5-2. Color Film-Characteristics
Color films fall into two basic types: reversal and

negative. Reversal color films, identified by the suffix
"chrome" (Kodachrome, Ektachrome, Agfachrome,
etc.), are processed to a positive transparency (slide).
The image can then be projected on a screen or viewed
on a light box. Negative films, identified by the suffix
"color" (Ektacolor, Agfacolor, Fujicolor, etc.), are
processed to a negative which then is printed to
produce prints. Within each category of film you can
obtain different emulsion sizes (35mm, 120, 4x5,
8x10, etc.) and films balanced for different types of
light sources (daylight, tungsten, photofloods, etc.).
Which you choose depends on your mission
requirements. In' this section we briefly discuss the
characteristics of color films.

638. Complete statements on the characteristics of
color film.

Structure of Color Film. Today, color materials
consist of three thin coats of emulsion on a single film
base. Each emulsion is separated from the next by an
extremely thin interlayer of gelatin. Such a structure is
known as muitilayer film.

Figure 5-7 shows a cross section of a typical color
film. (The difference between reversal and negative
films will become apparent when we discuss
processing- of color film.) Start at the-top and work
down the diagram. An antiabrasion coating protects
the film from minor abrasions. The next layer is a
blue-sensitive emulsion layer. The next layer is a built-
in yellow filter made of collodial silver. The purpose
of the filter is to absorb any excess blue that was not
recorded in the top emulsion layer. This prevents any
recording of blue in the middle emulsion layer. The
middle emulsion layer is orthoihromatic (sensitive to
green and blue) and its purpose is to record the green
light. The bottom emulsion layer is panchromatic with
a low sensitivity to green. Since blue and green have
been recorded in the first two layers, the bottom layer
is to record red.

In effect then, a sheet of color film is made up of
three separate emulsion layers, each layer is designed
to record only one of the additive primary colors of
light. Secondary colors, such as yellow, are recorded
in the two layers which form to make up the color (ex.
green and red for yellow). White light is recorded in
all thfee levels.

Color Balance and the Quality of Illumination.
The two major divisions of colot filmsnre based upon
the quality of the light to which the film is to be

87 ,
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APPROXIMATE
5-1

PERATURE OF COMMONLY
MIT SOURCES

231496

LIGHT SOURCE ' DEGREES KELVIN

Tunvten House Lamps 2670 2810

Lampe for Color Photography 3200

Photoflood Lamps 3400

White Fluorescent Lamps 3500

Peer Flash lams 3800

Photoflash "226" or .18- 5400

Cleyfight (Standard) 5400

Mama 10 A.M. to 3 P.M. Sunlight 6000 - 6200

Dayhght Fluorescent Lamps 6500
P

Electromc Flashtubes 5800 - 7000

Overcast Sky 6800

Clear Blue Sky 12,000-and uR_L...._..)

exposeddaylight or tungsten. To distingui
between daylight and various artificial light sour
we refer to their differences in erms of
color tem fature. Remember, however, that color
temperature refers to the color of light as seen by a
human observer with normal eyesight. There is ofterira
great difference between the effect of color as we see it
and its actual photogaphic effect.

A person bçcomes accustomed to the artificial
illumination in room, and the light appears to be
white. The sanl room illuminated with daylight
likewise seems to be illuminated with white light.
However, if you turn on a tungsten lamp in a room that
is illuminated by daylight, the tungsten light appears to
have a yellowish cast. That which appears to be white
may not be white, since the human eye is a poor
measuring tool to determine the color quality of light.
Thus, we need some method of measuring the color of
what appears to be white light. One such method of
measurement is the color temperature scale, expressed
as degrees Kelvinthe temperature to which a black'
body radiator must be heated in order to emit light
equal to a source stich as tungsten lamps, the sun, etc.
The scale starts at 273° centrigrade (absolute zero),
which is designated as zero Kelvin. The scale has
become universal in the measurement of color
temperature.

All tungsten or daylight sources are not at the same
color temperature. Table 5-1 lists the commonly used
light sAirces and their approximate Color
temperatkiresi.

From your experience with the film characteristic;
of black-and-white film, you probably recall that the
effective film speed often changed when, you switched
from daylight to tungsten light. The reason for this
change was the differen e spectral quality of the
color content of thJit. A change in film speed in
black-and-white f m usually compensates fora radical
change in light quality, but this is not the case with

. color film; here you must consider color temperature.
Color film is in correct balance for only one type of
light and should be used under specific light
conditions. If these conditions change, then the colors
you photograph appear degradea or out of balance.
Normally, each manufacturet makes at least two types
of color filmone to be used under tungsten light and
-the other to be used under daylight conditions.

A knowledge of color temperature is valuable to
you, however, the Kelvin rating of a light source is not
the only factor to consider. For example, two light
sources, a tungsten and a fluorescent, may be rated as
having the same color temperature, but their effect
upon color film may vary considerably because of
differences in their spectral distribution qualities. For
the same basic reason, the selection of a filter for
proper balance cannot always be predicted on the basis
of its effect upon color temperature alone, as you will
discover by following the manufacturer's
recommendations and by making tests of your own.

Daylight Film. Daylight color film is balanced at
5400 K. This means that because of the high blue
content of a light with this color temperature, the film
is made with a relatively lower sensitivity in the blue
record emulsion and with a higher sensitivity in the red
record emulsion. Consequently, the excessive blue is
minimized, and all reds are strengthened in the final
transparency. As a consequence the film must be
exposed to predominantly blue light sources like
daylight or electronic flash.

When daylight film is exposed to light with af
proonderance of red, like tungsten lighting, this ?.
ex
take
ob
just
pre
eye
cast, mmonly appears tn various winter snow scenes.
As a matter of fact, the shadows are dell *tely blue in
any outd or picture, because they are illu inated by
sky rath han by sunlight. Skylight is-I ely blue
because
scatter
the ligh
necesOffsa-rci

in any p
photographers

red degrades all colors, and the transparency
on a reddish cast. Essentially the same effect is
ned by exposing daylight film just after sunrise or -

before sunset. You haveprobably noticed the
ominantly red light at these times even though the

a poor judge of color. The opposite, or a bluish

short wavelengths of blue light are easily
atmospheric dust and haze. This, then, is

lluminates shadow areas.
nsparencies and prints are not

ke a look at the color illustrations
phic magazine. Many top
rately use light of the wrong

color temperature to shoot pictures. A reddish cast
produces a warm tone, while an excess of blue is cold.



Of course, these are special effects designed to create a
particular mood.

Tumptea Filo. As might be expected, film
manufacturers also produce color materials that art
designed for ust under tungsten illumination. These
emulsions are specifically color balanced for
illumination thatomisures either 3200 K (tungsten) or
3400 K (photofloods). Tungsten lighting is rich in red;
therefore, the tungsten type of color films are made
with a pronounced sensitivity to blue in order to
compensate for the lack of abundance of blue under
this kind of illumination. This is the reason why, whenieyou examine a, roll of tun pt n transparency film
exposed in daylight, the ors appear to have an
overall bluish cast. By using the appropriate
conversion filter, you can use tungsten film in daylight
and get satisfactory results. .

It is important to determine the exact tungste
rating of the illumination so that you can choose the
appropriate tungsten -f.0,m and any accessory filters that
may be necesFry. You Aso shpuld know that the color
temperature of a lighting sourcan change with time
and with line voltage fluctuations. For example, many
tungsten bulbs designed for photographic use are only
guaranteed to put out a partjcular temperature, for a
couple of hours. In additionia line voltage change of 1

volt will change the color temperature by I 0 k in the
direction of the change. Therefore a 10-volt increase
would increase the color temperature by 100.

NOTE: While not covered in this CDC, there are
color temperature meters for measuring the color
temperature of any light source. This type of meter is
invaluable in color photography. ,

Exercise (638):
1. Complete statements on the characteristics of

color film.
a. Color films h.ave emulsion layets.

b. The middle emulsion in color film is designed

to record light.

c. A collodial silver layer is found
between the _ and emulsion
layers of color film.

d. The bottom emulsion layer of color film is a
type film that is designed to record

light.
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e. Cyan would be recorded in the
emulsion layers.

and 343

f. Tungsten house lamps would be richer in
light than tungsten lamps designed

for color photography.;

g. Daylight is rich in light.

h. Daylight color film exposed under tungsten
light would give the images a heavy cast.

i. Tungsten film is designed for light sources that
are rich in _ light,

j. If the line voltage on a 32,00.K lamp went up 20 /-/
volti, the Kelvin temperatuit 1Would change to

639. State the principles of the care and storage of
color film.

- Care of Color Materials. Much Of otir discussion
about the care, storage, and handling of blackand-
white materials applies equally well to cofor Materials.
As you probably know from your experience in buyitig
color film, the cost of color materials and processing is
almost three times the cost of using black-and-white
films. You can therefore appreciate that the Air Force
has a substantial overall investment in color materials.

It is extremely important that any changes in either
the length, width, or thickness of color materials be
avoided becatise of their multilayer structure. As a
rule, by maintaining control over the relative humidity
(R1-I) content and temperature sof a properly
constructed filo storage area, you can protect color
materials from environments that cause these changes.
As is ta case with black-and-White films, keep .the
telatiVe humidity of the storage facility at 40 to 50
percent. This is particularly important with materials
which have been exposed or processed, for dye
changes will result because of high humidity.

Color materials require low temperatures, as well as
controlled humidity conditions, in order to preserve
the initial filin speed and to maintain color balance.
To assure Ingh quality, sealed containers of most kinds

3Cb
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of color film can be-stored safely for a period of
several months at a temperatfl\of 55°F or less. For
penods longer than 6 months, i is customary tb store
color materials at 0' to 10°F.

NOTE: For good results it is necessary to allow the
material to warm up to working temperatures prior to
Use.

In addition to heat and humidity, color materials
should be guarded against contamination of all kinds.
Fihn and other materials should never be stored near
chemicals or any other source of vapors. Such vapors
can have permanent effeet on the color quality of your
materials.

Euereises (639):

1. Color film should be stored in an. environment
which has what range of relative humidity?

2. What should be the temperature for long-term
storage of color film?

3. What is likely to happen to film that iS not
. properly stored?

4. Should color film be stored near phOto chemicals?
Why?

5.3. Expose Color Film
In contrast with the problems inherent in earlier

color processes, present-day color films are highly
standardized and effective. Even so, you must control
your product if you are to obtain consistently good
results under varying conditions. In this section we
will covet a few points that you should remember in
exposing color films.

P,

640. State the principks and technicpaes of exposing
reversal color film.

Exposing Reversal Color Film. Unlike
panchromatic black.and.white films, color emulsions
can accurately reproduce a much narrower range of
brightness values. Normally a scene's contrast cannot
be greater than 3:1 to hold both the shadows and
highlights. This calls upon the photographer to use
supplementary lighting for both indoor and outdoor
work to keep contrast low. This patticularly is true
with reversal films. The reversal process basically buses
up all of the sensitive silver halides in order to obtain

the necessary final positive image. There is little room
for error and ekposures must normally be within one-
half F'stop of perfect in order to guarantee top quality
results.

NOTE: Prove this to yourself by picking a typical
outdoor scene and shooting an exposure test with the
color reversal film that you are using. :Bracket your
exposures from three under through three over in. half-
stop increments. Such a test will give yoU a good idea
of the latitude of the film you are using.

Figure 5-8 illustrates, in a -general way, the
influence that narrow film latitude has on the
reproduction of a scene when you are using reverSal
film. For' purposes of simpkcity, consider each pair of
the three views by its respective letter as cross sections
of color film. In each case, the upper cross section
represents the results of the film's initial exposure and
its first deveiopment. Imagine that the original subject
was illuminated by a predominantly red light.such as
you would find in a vivid sunset. Consider the
shadows, halftones, as well as highlights, as different
densities of the same color. Normally, color material
can record 'more shades of brightness values than
figure 5,-8 shows. The lower cross section-represents
the film after it has been reexposed and run through
the color developer. In each vie*, the exposed silver
frlidear4 shown in black, whereas portions of the
emulsiksythat remain blank are riot affected by light.

With.Wn,ormal exposure, about one-half of the
silver halides are affected (see A of fig. 5-8). tlote that
the filnireproduction of the subject would record the
same.range of brightness values as the original scene.
Compaie thescene resultsof the normal exposure with
those of dverexposure and underexposure. The
former, shown in B, would appear . as a very thin
transpareficy, since the initial overexposure has
affected the major portion of the silver halides. A
considerably smaller amount of halides remains to be
affected ty reexposure and color development. The
highlights appear washed out, as little dye is produced.
Underexposure, as shown in C, affects less than one-
half 'of the silver halides in the color emulsion.
Therefore, when the reversal process forms 'the
positive image, the greater part of the silver halides is
affected by reexposure and color development. This
results in a much denser positive image which is more
satisfactory than an oiPerexposed image.

NOTE: Your understanding of this'will increase
when we cover procesingof reversal film For now
just try tá get the idea that as you increase exposure
over normal the final transparency will be lAcking in
color. 'Conversely, as you decrease exposure, the
transparency will become darker and darker.

Exercises (640):

1. What is the exposure latitude of reversal color
film?
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2. A scene's contrast should not exceed what ratio
when using reversal film?

3. What is one way you can reduce a scenes'
contrast?

4. Heavy dye densities =kilt from what type of
reversal exposures?

641. Identify as true or false statements concerning
principles sad teckaignes used in exposiag negative
color film.

Expose Negative Materials. So far we have
illustrated color exposure problems in terms of color
reversal film. Let us now turn our attention to negative
color film. -

Negative coldr film has a few advantages over
_-reversal film. The advantages are these:

Negative color film has a latitude approaching
that of black-and-white film.

The lighting ratio can be 4: I .

Color and black-and-white prints can be made
from the color negatiVes..Bedause the film must be
printed, it allows you 'an opportunity to dodge and
bum-in to correct for coatst problems encountered
when the film was exposed.

Basic professional negative color -ieet or toll film
from Kodak cOriies in tWO forms: Verieolor liType S
and Vericolor II Type L It is important thai you
understand the diferences between these two films.

Type S Vericolo? II. This film is designed for short
exposures. It is specifically for making color negatives
at exposure times of I /10th of a second or shorter. It is
balanced for use with electronic flash, blue flash, or
daylight without a filter. With the appropriate filter,
the film can be exposed with clear flashAtimps. It has
an ASA of 100:

Type L Vericolor H. This film is designed for long
exposures. With it, you can make color negatives at
exposure times ranging from I/50th of a second fo 60
seconds. It is balanced for use with 3200 K lamps
without filters and can be exposed under photo floods
or daylight illumination by using the appropriate
filter. It has an ASA of 50 for an exposure of 5
ieconds. (You should cousult the data sheet that comes
with the film for the'ic ASA rating for other
exposures.)

NOTE: Reciprccity failure is a serious problem in
any Ise* of color phOtography. Extremely lo.ng or
short dures are likely to cause color shifts with
either rersa1 or negative films. It is therefore

important to follow the manufacturer's expos=
recommendations for the film you are using.

Negative Quality. The most important single
characteristic of a color negative is that it have
adequate shadow detail. The exposure-latitude of the
film depends upon subject color, contrast, and the
lighting "ratio you use. Exposure latitude rangesfrom
approximately one stop under to two stops over. If
there is any doubt concerning the correct exposure,
overexpose rather than underexpose. An overexposed
negatiVe tends, to print warm, or yellowish, but the
results are not too objectionable. If the color negative
is underexposed, the color balance will be off. If you
try to correct for the shadow areas as you print, the
highliOts tend to go too warm, or reddish-..if yoU try to
correct for the highlights, the shadows tend to ko too
cool, or bluish.

The color balance. of a color negative cannot be
easily determined visually, but the adecitiky of
exposure can be. If there is no visible shadow detail,
and the.shadow areas are'clear orange, the negative is
underexposed. When the highlight; are blocked up,
the negative has been bverexposed. Evaluation of
color negatives may seern very difficult when you first
work with them, because of the orange masking. abis
orange masking will be understood when you study the
procetsing of color negative film.) You can overcome
this by viewing the negatives through a Wratten N-6I
green filter. This filter neutralizes the orange masking
and makes it possible to view the shadow and highlight
areas for detail.

Ai an aid in determining the color balance of color
negatives, a neuteal gray card of I a percent reflectance
should be photographed with the subject -Place the
card along the edge of the scene where it does not
interfere with the subiect J r. it must receive thcr
same lighting as tile subj 'a this is not possiblethen
shoot one with and without a gray card.) Once this
negative has been processed the gray card can be used
as a reference in printing.

Exercise (01): -
L Identify each of the following statements

regarding the exposure of color negative film as
true or false by underlining True or False
following the statement.
a. Color negative film has greater latitude than

teversal film. True or Fajie
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b. Type L negative film is designed for daylight
use. True or False '

c. Type S film is designed for exposures of a
minute or less. True or False



cf. Type L film has the same ASA rating
throutout its exposure range. True or False

e. To judge a color negative you may have to use
an N-61 filter. True-or(False

f. Unlike revental film, if you have any doubts
about your exposure with negative film, you
should tend toward underexposure. True or
False

g. To help in printing, you should have a gray
. card in the scene you are shooting. True or

False

5-4. Filters for Fbe-tegraPh/
Col m, unlike , is designed to iecord

Kelvin temperature-. 5400 K, 3100
K, or I S K. ters are therefore necessary to filter
the / to match the film. Thert_xe four
categories o hers that perform this task (1)
conversion . filters, (2) light-balancing (corr n)
ilters, (3) color corn. . ; ,g filters, and (4) specia

filters. Filters for co r photography are paler
those used for black-ant -white photography, but

their pnnciples of applicant I are the same.

642. Choose the correct filter to be wed under
different( piotograpoic situations involving color
film.

Conversion Filters. Conversion filters are very
strong filters and are used,for exposing tungsten-type
color films under daylight conditions and daylight
film uncier tungsten illumination. The following list
will indicate the filter to use:

Flbn Type

Daylight
. Da Attu

Daylight

. Type A .
(Balanced far
3400 K)
Type
(Baianced tor
3200.K)

LIghtitig

3200 K Lamps
3400 K Unapt

. (Photofloods)
Clear Rash
(3800 K)

NAZI*

DaYlight

Filter
FISsap
Inavase

81ZIA 2,
8013 I_ 2/3

-80C

85 . 2/3

858 2/3
Mgr
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NOTE: Type 80. filters are blue in color, wherea;
85's are yellowish. This and other lists in this section
are just guides. Yotimust follow the recommendations
of the film's manufacturer.

Light Balancing Filters. Light bancing filters are
paler than _convezsion filt&rs They are _used for sliek
aditjatments within the general ligkt balance of the fi0'
(i.e., matching type A film to different types of
tungsten lighting, etc.). The follojg is a list of
commonly used light balan

Fdrn Type Fiber Purpxe

Daylight 81A Absorbs ezJes blue in cloudy
west or when using
electronic flash indoors.

Type B 81 A When using type B film with
photofloods.

?

F/Siop
tnavas.
1/3 4

la ?

Dayltgy 1118 - Same applicauon as an 81A but In
with stronger results.

For using clearllash Nibs with I n
type \film.

Dayhght 82A Reduces the excessive warmth 1/3
found in early morning and-fate
afternoon light.

Type A 82A To balance type A for3220 K 1/3 ,
light

;3.
Type A

NOTE: 81 filters are yellowish, whereas an 82 is a'
bluish filter.

Color Compensating Filters. Color compensating
fil come in pale tints of red, green, blue, magenta,
yellow, and cyan. They are used to make very subtle
color changes. A very large selection of -densities are
available, as shown in table 5-2. For this reason color
compensating filters are available in gelatin sheets.

Special Filters, Special filters have been designed
for specific type light balancing problems. The
following list will indicate a couple of filters that are
available.

Film Type Filter

Daylight FLD

Type B FLA!,

Daylight COOR

Exercise (642)
1. Which filter would you choose for each of the

following Situations?
a. Shooting daylight film with tungsten lighting.

Purpose

fiStop
Increase

Eliminates the blue-green cast 1

%Alia results when shooting
daylight film under fluorescent
lighting

Used when shooting typeS film
=der fluorocent lighting

When using dayr 1m

underwater.

tit

2 1/3

3" °4



TABLE 5-2
TYPICAL COLOR-COMPENSATING (CC) F1LTERi

Filter 4
Nomenclature

Color Color
Density

Exposure Increase
In Stops

tX 023 R
CC 05 R
CC 10 R
CC 20 R

,

It'id'

0.025
0.05
0.10''
0.20

V

s 1/3
1/3
1/3

CC 021 0
CC 05 o -

CC 10 0 . I
CC 20 G ;

Grua

0.25
0.0s
0.10
0.20

1/3
1/3
2/3

.,..1

CC 025 B -------.,
CC 05 B
CC 10 B ;

CC 20 B -..,.
_

Blue
.

.....
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.20

1/3
1/3
2/3

/ 1

CC 025 Y .
CC 05 Y
CC 10 Y ,
CC 20 Y

Yellow

0.025

*4 0.05
0.10
0.20

1/3 /
1/3 cv

,

CC 025 C
CC 05 C
CC 10 C
CC 20 C

0/112
.

0.023
0.05 -

44.43,10
0.20

_

1/3
1/3
1/3

CC 025 M
CC 05 Id
CC 10 M .

CC 20 M R-t

.
Magenta

0.025
0.05
0.10
0.20

1/3
1/3
1/3

,

Note: All the above filters are 'also available in additional densities of .30, .40, and 50. If filters
ire used in combination, exposure ircrease should be obtained by trial and error.

- 231497

-b. Using type-A film in4lay1ight.

C. Shooting type A filin with 3200 K lamps.

d. Using type B film With Photofloods;

e: Using clear hash with type A ffilr

f. Shooting type B film under fluorescent lights.

g. Using daylightfilm underwater.

a, 4

h. When shooting-. daylight film indoors with
electronic flash.

I. Shooting daylightrilr with clear flash.

. 'j. Shooting daylight film in the early morning.

43,(

.5-5. Mix Color Chemistry
Nranufacturers of color Alm prepare processing kits

that contain all the chemicals necessary to develop.
their product. It is.therefore important to match the

..right chemical kit with the film you are using. These
prepared kits are.available in many different siiesao
plat yourxequirements. By 'choosing the right size kit
for the arnoun't.of film you have to proceks, you can
prevent waste. .

In this seckion we talk about mixing the chemical

94
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PART

B

CAUTION: May cause skin irrita-
tion. Avoid contact with skin. Avoid
breathing dust. In case of contact,
flush with plenty of water.

1:17141

231361

4

PART

Contains Formaldehyde

WARNING! Causes irritation of skin, eyes, nose,
and throat. Avoid prolonged or repeated contact.
Avoid prolonged breathing of vapo'r. Use with ade-
quate ventilation. In case of Contact. immediately
flush s,kin or eyes with plenty of wéter for at least..
15 minutes: for eyes get medical ättention.

Amb `POISON 4.7e"e

ANTIDOTE: Give a:tablespoon of salt in,a glass of
warm water and repeat until vomit fluid is dlear. Give
milk or-Whites of eggs beaten with water. CALL 'A
PHYSICIAN.

PART

C.

Contains sodiuth bisulfate
CAUTION: May cause skin imta-
bon. Avood contact with skin and
eyes. In case of contact with'eyes.
get medicaPlattention.

44/

XP 575711

P1101

Rpm 5-9. Chemical warnings.
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PART 8
Contains sodium hydroxide

DANGER! Causes severe bums to
sbn and ties. Do mit get in-eyes.
on skin, on clothing. Do not tek*
internally Whin handling, wear gog-
gles or face shield:

II POISON IA-
ANTIDOTE: External Incase of con-
tact. Immediately flush skin with plenty
of water. for eyes. flush with plenty
of water for at least 15 qunutes and
get medical attention. Internat. Co
not use emetics Cuye water with
large amounts of Ciliated vinegar. lemon
or orange juice. Follow with milk or
whites of eggs beaten with water
CAU. A PHYSICIAN.

P sae



kits, quality control, storage, and safety. The main
point to remember is that by following the
manufacturer's directions you can turn out a good
product.

643. State the principles and procedures related to
the mixing and storing of color cheniiitry.

Mixing the Solutions. Before mixing any
chemicals, check yoiii water supply. Alwaykuse 9lean,
sediment-free water. It may be necessary to fi er the
water to get rid Of unwanted particles, buisdaUy tap
water is free of sediment. In, som the water
supply may contain an excess of sulphur or iror,i. If this
is the case, it may be necessary to use distilled water.

The water must be at the recommend temperature
for mixing. The mixing temperature likely to be
higher than the processing tempera e so read the
directions carefully Mixing should be done in proper
stainless steel. or rubber tanks to preVent corrosion.
Remember that the tanks must be spotlessly clean prior
to pouring in the water.

When you mix chemicals, it is preferable td follow
the order in which dip solutions are used. This
minimizes contamination of solutions. Sloppy
techniques in measurement or mixing will produce

'chemistry that gives off-color results. It is, therefore,
' very important that each mixing step be carefully

followed.
Quality Control. Quality control in color work is

even more important than in black-and-white
processing. Specific giavity, pH, and sensitometric
testing should be performed and results compared
against an esiablished standard. These techniques will
be explained in the next chapter, but it is important to
reinember that they appiy-to color work as well as
black and white.

ri
Storage. The processing kits obtained from .the

manufacturer do'hot require special storage
consideration, because the chemicals are in cans,
packages, or bottles. Any reasonable storage
conditions which are free from extremes 'of
temperature or humidity should prove satisfactory
This. situation changes, he after you put the
chemicals into soluti .

For best results, all solutions should be freshly
mixed ati immediately usedpnused solutions may be
kept several weeks, provided they are stored in full,
well-stoppered, amber-colored bottles. Botiles should
be full, because airspace at the top permits excessive
oxidation. Quantity production labs use large tanks
with floating lids.

To get the most out of your chemicals, it is a good
idea to coordinate yoltr mixing with your shooting
schedules so that you can procs as much film as
possible with freshly mixed chemicals. It is not,
however, a good idea to keep color film piling up in
order to have enough to procas. Color film that is
held up for processing may have color shifts which will
lead to useless results.
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NOTE: It is essential for good results that all

containers be properly labeled and dated. It is also a
good idea to have record sheets indicating how much
materials have been processed. Such data will help you
determine when the solutions should be replenished or
dumped. -

Handling of Color Chemicals. Figure 5-9
illustrates some of the caution found on
chemical containers. Be sure to a ide by such
warnings. They are not to be treated lightly. Some
color processing chemicals may only produce an
inflammatitin of the skin after prolonged exposure,
but others can be quite dangerous if they are
mishandled.

The best insurance against problems caused by
chemicals is a laboratory and personal program of
contact prevention. Many problems stem from the fact
that you handle fairly large quantities of hazardous
liquids, solvents, and solids. Even in small quantities,
some of these are hazardous. We shall list general
precautions. Your lab has many additional specific
handling precautions 'and procedures. You will find
that one of the more effective preventive measures is
cleanliness.

Handltug liquids. Some of the major precautions in
liquids, and solvents hatdling are listed below.
Remember, these are generalized statements that may
not includethe specific measures established for your
lab.

a. Keep working areas clean and free from spilled
solutions.

b. Wear rubber gloves, protective clothing, and
tight-fitting gogglesespecially when handling large
quantities of liquids or any amounts of hazardous
liquids.

c. Dispense liquids from drums by means of
mechanical pumps or metering devices.

d. Take care in opening containers. Never leave
them open.

e. Do not' store concentrated acids, alkalies, or
irritants in open containers.

f Store large containers of hazardous liquids oh or
near the floor.

g. Store flammable solvents in approved containers
and away from ignition sources. Store them at
electrical ground potential by employing a grounding
wire. Observe "no smoking" regulations.

h. Do not breathe (or contact) vapor from solvents
such as formaldehyde, enthylerte chloride,
chloroform, and benzyl alcohol. Provide forced air
ventilation as required; for example, over the tanks of
processing machines or other areas where these vapors
exist.

i. Always add acid to water, never water to acid.
j. Know the location of emergency body and eye

showers and how and when to use them.

7 Handling solids. The principles of handling solids
safely are basically the same as those of handling
liquids and solvents safely; 'that is you should avoid
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skin contact and inhalation. Keep chemicals off the
skin, out of the eyes, . lungs, and stomach. Such
avoidance is largely accomplished by means of
personal protective measures, mechanical handling,
proper storage and transport, use of ventilation hoods,
and clothing/area cleanlinels.

Perform all bulk weighing and container-to-
container transfer under a vented weighing hood se
that chemical dust is removed befors it can fall on your
clothing or be inhaled. Keep the area clean, wear
gloves and goggles, and change clothing frequently.
Clothing cuffs catch chemical dust and are the most
frequent cause of difficulty.

Problem-causing color chemicals. Even if you are not
concerned with mixing up large quantities of color
processing chemicals, there is still a good chance of
contact with them. If you get color developer, bleach,
or stabilizer on your hands, immediately wash your
hands. If your hands are chapped or cut, or if the skin
is sensitive for some other reason, the chemicals can
penetrate faster and compound the problem.

Color developers are especially active skin
sensitizers and can cause dermatitis (skin inflamation)
for practically all those who handle them carelessly.
The formaldehyde in a stabilizing bath and the
potassium dichromate in a bleach bath are also
chemicals that cause dermatitis. If any itching,
burning, redness, or swelling occurs around your nails
or between your fmgers, see a doctor as soon as
possible. Do not continue working and do not try to
doctor yourself.

Exercises (643):

I. What type of water should be used to mix color
chemistry?

2. At wtiat temperature should the water be for
mixing?

3. In what order shotild chemicals be mixed?

4. Proper chemical storage will help prevent hat

What is the best y to prevent derma

6. Where should a container of hazardous liquid be
stored?

7. What should you do if your hands get soaked in
color bleach?

5-6. Proctssing Color Film

So far you have studied the types of color films and
how to expose them, and you have learned certain
general principlesen how to iirepare the chemistry for
processing. In this section you will be given an
overview on what must take place to produce a color
image and the steps in processing reversal and negative
color films.

644. Complete statements on the basic principles of
color proCessing.

formation of the Dye Image. Color films are
basically multi-layer black-and-white films at the time
of exposure. In fact color film can be processed in a
black-and-white developer to produce a negative that
can be printed in the normal manner. It is only when
color film is processed in a color developer that color
dyes are formed to give you color.

To understand the importance of this idea, let us
study the basic steps in the exposure and processing of
reversal color film. First refer to figure 5-10, so that
you can follow the process of exposing and processmg
the film. Notice that the blocks labeled "Subject
Colors" in part A include both the primary and
secondary colors. Consider these blocks as though
each one was a separate object so that it is somewhat
easier to follow the results from one area to another.

Now let us :4 n. Suppose we expose film in our
camera using series of color blocks as our subject.
Light makes exposure on the film in the appropriate
layers. The ilm is then developed (First Developer) to
a nega image, as shown in part B. Notice that silver
hali es are exposed only in the sensitive layer which
co esponds to the color of the object. For example, a
bl e object exposes the top blue-sensitive layer and
n ne other. After development, the silver halides in

is area are ieduced to black metallic silver. Note that
the secondary colors expose two layers, black none,
and white exposes all layers.

Following the first development (and necessary stop
bath, hardener and rinse), the film is exposed to white
light. This exposure fogs the remaining silver halides
which were not affected by camera exposure. (In some
processes like Kodak's E-4, this reexposure is done by
chemical means rather than actually exposing the film
to light.) The film is then processed in the color
developer and appears as in part C. The silver halides
that were exposed during the second exposure are fully-
developed now. During color development, a strange
event happens. In addition to other chemical changes
which take place, colored dyes are formed. These

olcolors are secondary colors that combine to repr ce
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the colon of the original subject. This is based on the
subtractive color principle. By following what has
happened to our blue subject, you can see that
following reexposure and color development that
there has been the formation of magenta and cyan
dyes. Passing white light through these two dyes will
produce a blue image.

The final step of the process is illustrated in D. Up
to this point we have produced three images: a black-
and-white negative, a black-and-white positive, and a
color dye image. Since the metallic images remain, the
film appean opeque. Once the metallic silver has been
bleached and fixed away by the remaining steps of the
processing, only the dye image remains.

Once the silver has been removed and the
transparencies have been dried, we can see the result of
our processing. When we view a transparency by
transmitted light, light is filtered through the dyes that
have been formed. Using our original blue subject
again for example, nonce that in the blue trea, white
Light must pass through what is effectively a magenta
and a cyan filter. The combination of these two colors
subtract all colors except blue. Magenta is blue and
red, cyan Ls blue and green. Therefore, the magenta
dye does not pass green, and the cyan does not pass
red. The only color common to both is blue, so it will
be the one transmitted. The result of all this selective
filter action is a reproduction of the original subject
colors as shown in part E.

The "gimmick" that frac this possible was the
formation of colored dyes during the second
development. The pnnaple involved in the process is
called dye coupling. Each color-sensitive layer of a
color emulsion contains, in addition to the silver
halides, a chemical that is used.as a coupler, which,
whtn it comes into contact with another ingredient in
the color developer (usually an amine or analine),
forms a dye of a specific color. The union (or chemical
action) between color-forming chemicals takes place
only while development (or silver reduction) is
occurring and oxidation products are being formed.
This prinaple of color coupling is particularly well
adapted to color photography, because color is not
formed in any area where light action has not taken
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Figure 5-11. Negative color masking.
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place. Most present-day color film processes operate
on this principle. Because of the similar chemical
structures of the various dye couplers, the film from
one manufacturer can be processed in the chemicals
from another company, but any results from this
intermixing will likely be unsatisfactory. There is
color, but many odd varieties may develop.
Accordingly, the procedure is normally not
recommended.

Color Negative Film. The basic difference between
negative and reversal color processing is that negative
film is processed in a single, color developer. There is
no reexposure step or use of a black-and-white
developer. The amount of dye produced is directly
related to the exposure the particular film layer
received during camera operation. In addition, color
negative film uses colored couplers in forming the
middle and lower dye layers. This last point requires
some explanation.

Dye characteristics. After color film is completely
processed, all that is left is %he three different layers di
dye. The primary purpose bf these dyes is to control
transmission and absorption of red, green, and blue
light. However, the best available dyes produced in
color film absorb some light which they should
transmit. This is true in negative and positive color
films since the dyes used are the same. For example, a
perfect cyan dye would absorb only red light and
would transmit green and blue light freely. All known
cyan dyes, however, absorb fairly large proportions of
green and blue light. Similarly, a perfect magenta dye
would absorb only green light, transmitting blue and
red light freely. Actually, magenta dyes transmit red
light freely, but absorb some blue light. Of the three
dyes used (cyan, magenta, and yellow), yellow is the
closest to ideal. Yellow abSorbs blue light and
transmits green and red light.

The effects of the unwanted absorptions of the dyes
are not a serious disadvantage in a positive color
transparency which is to be used only for projection or
viewing on a light table. The real difficulty is
noticeable when a duplicate or a color print is made
from the transparency. Since the dyes in the
reproduction material are the same as the dye in the
original, the errors are multiplied in the reproduction.
In order to produce sasisfactory results, supplementary
masking must be used for correction of color.

If masking is not used, two types of errors will
occur in reproduction. These errors are saturation and
hue of colors. First of all, blues, cyans, and greens tend
to be too dark, while reds, oranges, and yellows tend
to be too light. Second, hue-shift errors occur. Reds
usually shift toward orange, magentas toward red, and
cyans and greens toward blue.

Masking to correct dye error. Color masks, which
provide a necralizing effect for unwanted dye
absorption, are readily seen in the unexposed areas of
a color negative. (See fig. 5-11.) There are two such
masks: a yellow mask in the green sensitive (magenta
dye forming) layer, and a reddish magenta mask in the
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red,(cyan dye forming) layer. Together they produce
an orange tint in unexposed areas. There is no deed for
a mask in the blue sensitive (yellow dye producing)
layer, since the yellow dyes usually have negligible
unwanted dye absdrption.

The absorption of a mask corresponds to that of the
dye layer for which it is made. For example, magenta
dye (which should absorb onLy green) absorbs blue
light. The yellow mask for this layer absorbs the same
amount of blue light uniformly over the area of the
neptive except where magenta dye is produced. Thus,
where mangenta dye is produced, the yellow mask is
destroyed in an equal proportion.. The result is
elimination of,cnlqr distortion because the unwanted
absorption is/unifo over the entire negative area.
This is accomplished rig a colored dye coupler.
An ingredient, quinone diimine, in the color
developer reacts with this coupler to form magenta dye
and destroys the yellow coupler. The red 'coupler for
the cyan dye layer works in the same manner. The
mask formation does not require any auxiliary
treatment but forms automatically during color
development and remains in the film after processing.

Exercises (644)

1. What type of image is formed in the first developer
of the reversal process?

2. How is color gchieved in color films?

3 What color dye is produced in each layer of color
film?

4. List the images that are formed once reversal
film has been processed through the two
developers?

5. The amount of color dyes produced during the
processing of color reversal film is directly
proportional to the number of halides exposed
during camera operation or during reexposure.
Yes or no? Why?

6. If you 'photographed a red subject with reversal
color film, what colored dyes would be formed
during processing?

"37C
7. If you photograph a, blue subject with negative

color film, what dye(s) will be produced during
processing? Why?

8. What colored couplers are used in color negative
film? Why?
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645.
color pr

explain each step in )the reversal

Reversal Color Processing. In reversal color
processing there are five major steps: first
development, reexposure, color development, bleach,
and fix. These major steps are illustrated in figure
5-12. It must' be stressed, however, that the exact
number of procissing steps, their order, the necessary.
times, temperatures, and methods of agitation are very
much dependent on the film/developer combination.
that you are using. With color processing, even more
than in black and white, you must follow direqiim,
for consistent results. What follows is areF ,
description of what bappens in tIive major,
give you a better undergandi of...fever:jai film%
processing.

First developer. The first develo .is yeeACtive
black-and-white rieveIoper 7to D-19). Its

p function/is -to produce a black-and-white negative
imilge. The real trick is to expose and develop about

J./ on&-half of The silver halides. If, you do otherwise, too
little Or foo much dye will be produced in the color
developer.

NOTE: Processing in the first developer must be
exact. Temperature must be within one-half degree of
standard and time, and agitation must be on the
"money."

Hardener stop bath. After the first developer,
development is stopped by processing the film in a
solution similar to an acetic acid stOp bath. Since the
first developer is alkaline, development will be
arrested when the emulsion is placed in the acid bath.
In Kodak's E-3 process, the stop bath and hardener
are combined in one solution. A hardener is necessary,
because the emulsion is extremely soft. If the filrit isn't
hardened, it may be damagid by abrasions, or it may
be subject to further softening and separation-from the
base during subsequent steps: Room ,lights can be
turned on after the developer has been completely
neutralized.

Reversal exposure. This second or reversal exposure
serves two purposes. First, it produces a positive latent
image: and second, it forms the basis for the
production of the colored dyes. The amount of dyes
produced in the color developer are directly
proportional to the number of halides fogged

. (exposed) during reexposure. The reversal exposure
ume isn't critical except that it must be complete. The
usual method is to expose the film to a photoflood
lamp for at least 30 seconds a side.

CAUTION: Photoflood lamps and similar lighting
can get very hot. A bulbtould shatter if splashed with
liquid.

NOTE. As mentioned before, in some processes
like Kodak's E-4, reexposure is accomplished by
chemical means.

Colo develo r. The color developer performs two
functions. t, it reduces the halides exposed during
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TABLE 5-3
E-3 PROCESSING STEPS

EktachromeProcess E-3

Solution or Remarks *Time

Procedure in minutes

I. First Agitate as prescribed 10 min. at
Developer for equipment used. 75' F. 1/2 P.

2. Rinse Agitate continuously 1

for the first 15
seconds in runningr water.

Hardener Agitate continuously , 3
. . for thelirst 15

seconds.

Remaining steps can be done in normal room light.

4. Wash Running water 3

S. Reversal Re-expose as prescribed fequipment
Exposure used. 4.1.s must receive at least

1-min e drain before color development

6. Color 15

Developer

7. Wash Running water 5

S. Clearing Bath $

9. Rinse . Running water 1

10. Bleach See warning on label. 8

II. Rinse Running water 1
,

12. Fixing Bath 6

13. Wash Running water
,

8

14. Stabilizer See warning on label. , 1

f5. Dry Not over 110' F. with
same methods as black-and white.

*All processing except step No. 1 at 73' to 77' F.
"Agitate once each minute by (1) lifting rack clear

of solution, (2) tilting it 60' in obe direction. (3)
reimmersing it. (4) lifting the rack Clear spin, (5)
tilting it 60' in the opposite direction, and (6) Itim
mersing it. Timing: Include drain time (10 seconds)
in time for each processing step. 231-698

reexposure to black metallic silver forming a silver
positive image. Second, chemicals in the color
developer ,rect with 'the ingredients-in the different
emulsion layers to form the different color dyes
(positive dye image). The formaaon of-the dyes and
the reduction of the silver take place simultaneously
and are directly related.
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Bleach. Bleaching is always the next major step after
color development. The pyrpose of the bleach is to
convert all, the silver, indliing the yellow tollodial
silver layer, into soluble arpounds that can be fixed
away. Inadequate bleaching will result in residual
silver density which will affect the transmission of
light.

Bleach is a very strong solution. It must be
maintained in stainless steel, glass, or appropriate
plastic containers. Also, many technicians wear rubber
gloves when working around bleach cause its
corrosive qualities are quite damaging to the skin.

Fixing bath. The fixing bath serves k couple of
functions. First, the soluble ,salts forthe4 in the
bleaches are absorbed into the fixing bath. Thc..bth ,
prevents any stains that might be caused by havi g
bleach remain on 'the film. Finally, it acts as a safety
factor by reinoving any possible residual unexposed
silver halides that might `be in the film.

In addition to these five basic steps, there are
several other steps common to color processing.
Between many main steps will be a rinse or wash step.
A wash step is used to reduce poste contamination
caused by carryover of chemicals fr m one chemical
solution tO another. klong final wash (example: 8
minutes following the fixing bath) is used to remove all
chemical residue. Removal of chemical residue is
necessary in order to prevent discoloration and stains.
Normally, the last step of tegarocessing prior to
drying is a stabilizer step. The-sianizer is primarily a
wetting agent with formaldehyde added. The wetting
agent prevents water drops from fortning during
drying, and' the formaldehyde prevents fading of the
dyes and acts as a hardener. Drying which follows
rtrocessing should be done in a very clean film dryer
not set above 110°F. (See table 5-3 for a summary of
the Kodak.E-3 steps.)

NOTE: You should carefully study your
transparencies for any processing defect: Stains and
other problems should be carefully noted and their
cause discovered. Almost all manufacturers of film
and developers for color work have charts which

tab
indicate the cause 1;

5-4 for an example of problems
r the basic problems you might

encdunter. (See
arising from Ektachrome processing.)

Exercise (645):

1 Otitline and briefly explain the five major steps in
reversal film processing.

646. Outline and explain each hasic--.tep .in the
negative color process.

Color Negative Film Processing. Three major steps
are ttefessary in processing color negative film. The
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TABLE 5-4
PROCESSING ERRORS

"Ektachrome"

Fault Probable Cause

Bluish or blue-green cast Temperatures too low or
processing times too short

Reddish cast

#

Wash water after color de-
veloper contaminated with
bleach.

Orange cast Film not cleared and fixed
after bleach.

Deep red cast Film not wuhed, cleared,
and fixed after bleach.

Magenta cut Insufficient wash after color
development.

Bluish to purple in aver-
age to high densities

Color developer improperly
mixed.

Low density shadows with
green or cyan coloring

Solutions saved too long or
exhausted.

Greenish cast id heavy
densities

Incomplete reversal.

Greenish cast with dark-
ened red

_

Contamination of coke de-
veloper with clearing and
fixing bath

Colon tend to shift after
film has dried a few days

Insufficient bleaching or an
exhausted bleach solution.

Gray-white streaks or
scum

Insufficient rinse after the
first development.

Orange veiling over film. ,

Fogging during first devel-
opment. 2$7-699,

major processing steps are color development,.bleach,
and fix. These three steps are illustrated in figure 5-13.

Upon camera exposure, a latent image-is formed
within the thres emulsion layers of color negative film.
To start procasing,.the film is immersed in a color
developer. Two images are formed in this solution: a
negative silver image and a negative dye image. The
amount of dye produced is directly proportional to the
amount of silver reduced in forming the silver image..
Since two images cannot be tolerated, one must be
removed. M is the case in 'the reversal process, the
bleach bath prepares die silver and the collodial layer
for removal. Now the film passes through a Ming bath
to remove the now soluble compounds. The result is a
negative color dye image along with the appropriate
color couplers. Because this is negative color, it must
be printed onto a print material to form a positive
image.
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Figure 5-1.3. Basic steps of 'Processing color negative film.

By way of example, table 5-5 gives you the steps for.
Kodak's C-22 process of negative color film. The
principle of each step is the same as discussed in the
Section on reversal processing. Remember, as always,
consilt the particular data sheet for thcfilm/developer
combination you are working with.

Exercise (646):
I . Outline and briefly explain the three basic steps in

negative color film processing.

5-7. Print Color Materials
The production of a fine color print is for many the

ultimate in photography, and for years such
production was al.'so the most difficult to achieve.
However, with the introduction of good color negative
films and paper and with the simplification of color
print processing, color printing has become as flexible
and practical as black-and-white printing. A
tremendous additional advantage of Cvorking with
colcr negatives is that, itt addition to color prints, you
can produce color transparencies, black-and-white

prints, and separation positives for photomechanical
reproduction. You also can make good color prints
from color transparencies by first making an
internegative or by using a- direct reversal paper
process.

Good color prints are not difficult to make.
Anyone who has normal color vision and who is
willing to follow instructions can learn to make good
color prints, ,

4

647. Name and explain the use of ,equipment and
-materials used in color printing.

The equipment necessary for color printing is
similar to that required for black and white. You need
an enlarger, printing paper, darkroom facilities, and
equipment for processing. In addition, you need a set
of color printing filters. Let us discuss a typical color
enlarger and an example of the type of cblor printing
paper you might kg using.

Chromega D-4 Projection Printer. The Chromega
is a table-sized diffusion type autofocus projection
printer designed for making color enlargements from
photographic negatives ranging in sizelrom 35mm
through 4x5 inches. The projection printer may also

TABLE 5-5
THE C-22 PROCESS

Step and .

Solution Precaution"
Time'

in
minutes

.

Developer
Total darkness

'

14

2. Stop BA Total darkness 4 ,

3. Hardener Total darkness 4

Remaining steps can be done in room light

4. Wash Running water 4
'

5. Bleach ; Read warning on label 6

6., Wash , Running water
Fa-

, 4

7. Fixing Bath " 8

8. Wash' Running water 0- 8

9. Final Rinse- Use solution of wetting b

agent . 1

10. Dry
,

Remove film from hangers
or reels to dry. Not over
110' F.

All processing except step No. 1 at 73' to 77' F0
Agitate once each minute by (1) liftint rack clear of
solution, (2) tilting it 604' in one direction. (3 )
reimmersing it, (4) lifting the ,rack clear again. (5)
tilting it 60' in the opposite direction, and (6) reim-
mersing it. Timing: Include drain *time (10 seconds)
in time for each processing step.

231-760
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Figure 5-14. Autofocus photographic projection printer.
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be used for the txposing of black-and-white prints.
(See fig. 5-14.)

Major components of the Chromega are as follows.
50mm 13.5, 105mm f4.5, and 150mm f4.5 lens and

lens mount assemblyeach with a matching cam.
The lamp house assembly consistsof two lainps add

light collector's, two motor operated blower system's,
an integrating sphere, and a removable color control
unit.

The lamps and light collectors are inside the two
ventilating spinnings which are mounted on the sides
of the lamp house. Each ventilating spinning contains
a lamp, a light reflector, and ,a heat absorbing glass
assembly A motor-operated blower, mounted behind
each ventilating spinning, functions to cool the heat
absorbing,glass.

The integrating sphere is set in the center of the
lamp house assembly. Positioned besween the 61igit
collectors, the sphere receives,iliffuses, and directs th
light toward the negative to banlarged. A white matt
coating on the concave intirior multiplies th
reflection of the light from the lamps within th
sphert. This multiple reflection. diffuses the light an
spreads It uniformly over the negative.

The color control unit coqsists of two sets of three,
color filter wheels which...ire geared to three dil
indicators. (See fig. 5-15.) The color filter wheels
contain graduated segments of filter material, in the
'three subtractive colors. cyan, magenta, and yellow.
The color segments are set on the wheel in overlapping
sizes ranging from 4 sections to 1 section. This
staggered arrangement enables the operator to confrol
rhe extent of color filtration by manipulating the three
color control knobs mounted on the sides of the filter
housing.

The density of color filtration is registered on the
three dial indicators which are set in the front of the
color control unit, The dial indicators permit
continuous filtration from 0 through *180. Both the
color filter control knobs and the dial indicators are
covered with tape which is colored to-correspond to
each color. The entire color control unit may be swung
out on the pivot bar and lifted away from the rest of
the lamp house assembly.

The carriage assembly consists primarilyof two side
plates which may bd, raised or lowered by operating a
handwheel, while two balance springs attached to the
girder assembly function to counteract the weight of
the carriage. Two carriage arms attached to the sidd
plates of the carriage assembly support fhe film stagt
and the bellows assembly. A carriage brake knob loc)ts
the carriage assembly in place on the girder.

The lamp house is supported by one long lifting
lever and three short lifting kve.k.The long lifting.

.lever serves to raise and lower -a lamp ,house
assembly to permit the transportation of film and the
removal of the photograph negative carrier. ,

The bellows is raised or lowered by the action of the
focusing mechahism against a focusing sl*t. As 'the
cam follower wheel moves over, the ca motion is

.

transmitted through the forkplate to the two lens
leveling plates.

A focusing knob permits manual focus adjustment.
After an initial manual adjustment, the cam fellower
wheel will maintain the correct focus between negative *,
and enlarger for all carriage positions. When it is
desired to shift the cam fiillower wheelfroin one cam
to another, a brace allows the wheel to be raised away
from the cam. A spring-loaded lock holds the cam
follower wheel in place; this lock must be actuated
before lifting the wheel.

NOTE. The configuration of 'the cams, has been
computed for use with an easel exactly 1 inch thick.

The girder aSsernbly forms a rigid support for the
carriage assembly. Gear racks behind the girder
channels provide for raising and lowering the carriage.
Two balance springs, mounted on top f the girder
and attached to the carriage assembly, counterbalance
the weight of the carriage and thd lamp house

'assemblies.
The baseboard assembly consists of a wooden?

baseboard and a steel basebOard plate that form the
mounting support for .the girder assembly. Three
rotary clamping pads secure the girder assembly to the
baseboard.

A projection printing easel, which will
accommodate paper up to 11 by 14 inches, is supplied
with the projection printer..

Two sandwich-type photograph negative carriers
and two rapid shift photographic negative carrier's are
surfplied with the projeetion printer. The sandwich
types are a 21`/4.- by 2V4-inch glassless and a 4-, by 5-
inch cut film glassless. The rapid shift negative carriers
of the 35mm glassless are the 2,1/4- by 21/4--inch
glassless type.

The power supply unit is designed for use with a
110- to,117-volt ac, 50- to 6Q-cycle power source. The
unit contains a stepdown transformer to supply current
for the lamps and blower motors. Two lever switches
and a lampl replacement indicator lamp are set in the
front pia ;of the unit. The ON-OFF switch is on the
upper left ape front plate; it functions to activate the
projection printer and start the motor-operated
blowers. The FOCUS-PRINT, switch is a double
throw switch located on the upper left of. the front
plate. When this sWitch is, set in FOCUS position, it
energizes the lamps in the lamp house, when it is set in
PRINT pOsition, it prepares the projection'printer for
making the exposure. The lamp replacement indicator
lamp is connected to ground through a 10-watt, 5-
oRm resistor. If one of the two lamps in the lamp house
fails to light, the *Tent will overcome the resistance
:Ynd flow to grand: -and the lamp replacement
indicator lamp light. A recessed male connector, a
female connector, arid a six-prong connector
receptacle are set in the rear plate, of the power unit
.sypply. A 12-foot long timer connecting cable is
supplied with the power supply unit for connecting it
to-the tinier unit.

A voltage stabilizer (constant voltage regulator) is
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1. FILTER INDICATOR DIALS
2. FILTER CONTROL KNOBS
3. FOCUSING KNOB
4. HANDWHEEL
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7. LIFTING LEVER
B. FILTER LIFTING tEVER

Projo:tion printer operation contrôls and indicators
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supplied as an accessory to the projection printer. It is
rated at 250 watts, 60 cycle, 117 volts input and 117

volts output. The stabilizer should be used in any
location where the line voltage is not kept constant.
Voltage stabilization is necessary to insure a constant
color temperature. --t

Operational procedures are as follows: \
1. Set the cam follower wheel on the cam that is

matched with the tens being used. This insures
automatic focusing with the lens you are using.

NOTE Matching cam and lens are identified by the
matching part number which is inscribed on the lens
and on the cam identification plate.

2. Insert the appropriate sized negative carrier by
raising the lamp house and installing the negative
carrier on the film stage.

3. Turn the filter lifting lever upward and lift the
filter housing away from the path of the light beam.

4. Turn the diaphragm control counterclockWise
and open the lens aperuire as wide as possible. Then
turn the handwheel and raise the carriage assembly to

its highest point.
CAUTION: Do not attempt to turn handwheel

without first loosening the brake knob, or damage to
the carriage gears may result.

5. Set the ON-OFF switch to the ON position and

set the FOCUS-PRINT switch to the FOCUS position.
6. Place a sheet' of white paper in the projection

printing easel and adjust ihe focusing knob until a
sharp focus is maintained.

NOTE: Once established, the image sharpnes will
remain unaffected by any subsequent raising or
lowering of the carriage assembly.

7. Lower the filter housing and adjust the filter
control knobs for the desired color filtration.

8. Turn the handwheel and lower the carriage
assembly until the desired enlargement size is
projected onto the white paper in the easel. Then
tighten the brake knob.

9. Adjust the diaphragm control to the desired

f/stop.
10. Adjust the easel masking plates until the

desired enlargement image is within thvrea indicated
by the masking blade arms.

I. Set the FOCUS-PRINT switch to the PRINT
position and replace tbe white paper inthe easel with a
sheet of sensitized paper.

12. Make the exposure. The exposure time must be
calculated by the fistop setting, the type of sensitized
paper, the density of the negative, and the degree of
magnification.

Color Print Paper. Color printing paper is a tripack

reflection type print material with the emulsion
sensitivity of the three layers reversi'd from that of
most color materials. The top layer is sensitive to red:
the middle to green; and the bottom to blue light. In
this case a collodial silver layer to filter blue is not
used as it is in many other color materials. Instead
each emulsion layer is designed to be monochromatic:
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that is, primarily sensitive to one color only. Of course
no orange 'masking, such as that found in color
negatives, can be used since the print is to be viewed.

As in other color materials you have studied, the
color of the dye formed in each emulsion layer during
processing is complementary to the -color sensitivity of
the layer. Thus, the original subject colors are
reproduced in the print. Tlie systent works this way.
The colors reproduced in a color negative are
complementary to tbe original primary subject colors.
A red barn, for example, is cyan in the negative. Cyan
is a combination of blue and green; therefore, the two
emulsion layers cm the paper) that are sensitive to blue
and green are affected when the negative is printed.
Then, during processing, yellow dye forms in the
exposed portion of the blue sensitive layer, and
magenta dye forms in the exposed portion of the green
sensitive layer. Yellow and magenta in combination
produce red. Therefore, the red barn is-reproduced in

its original color. All of the other colors follow-a
similar pattern.

Color print papers are availfttle in a'.yariety of sizes,
weights, and finishes. They all come with quite specific
directions as to use. These instructions must be
carefully understood for best results.

Storage and Handling of Color Ninting Paper.
High temperatures or high humidity can cause
undesirable changes in the speed and color balance of
color print paper. Color paper should he kept in the
original sealed package in a freezer at about 50°F or
lower. (For long term storage the paper should be kept
at 0° to 10°F.) The paper should be taken out and
then be allowed to warm up to 70°F prior to use. Any
unused paper should be returned to its pa`ckage. Make

sure you restore the moisture barrier around the
unwed paper by pressing out the excess air, remaking
the double fold at the end of the bag, and securing it
with masking tape. Return the package to the
refrigerator immediately. Do not freeze.

For best results it is important to process an
exposed print as soon as possible. If exposed paper
must be kept overnight prior to processing, it should
be packaged and refrigerated. Remember that the
paper should be allowed to warm up to 70°F prior to
processing.

NOTE: As has been emphasized before, consult the
manufacturer's directions for specific handling and

storage procedures.

Exercises (647k
I. What is one feature found in a color enlarger that

is not found in a black-and-white enlarger?_Why?

2. Is a Chromega a condenser or diffusion type
enlarger?.
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,
TABLE 54

FINAL CHANGES IN FILTER PACX

,

U Previous
Print is Too:

Amount of Change Desired

Very Slight Slight Considerable
RED add 05M + 05? add 10M + 10Y add 20M + 20Y
GREEN subtract 05M subtract 10M subtract 20M
BLUE subtract 05Y subtract 10Y subtract 20Y
CYAN subtract 05M + 05Y

.-
subtract 10M + 10Y subtract 20M + 20Y

MAGENTA add 05M add 10M add 20M
YELLOW add 05Y add 10Y add 20Y

NOTE: Add 10 percent to the exposure time tor each filter added. Subtract 10 percent for each
filter removed.
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3. What is the largest size negative that can be
handled by a D-4 Chromega?

4. What focal length lens would you use when
, enlarging 120 film?

5. What mechanism controls the raising and
lowering of the Chrornega's bellows?

6. What is the purpose of a voltage stabilizer? Why
is such a device important in color printing?

7 What color of light is recorded and which dye is
formed in each layer of color paper? -

_8. A blue automobile on a color negative would be
recorded in what layer(s) of czolor paper?

9. Prior to using color paper, you should allow it to
reach what temperature?

648. State principles and explain techniques of
color printing exposure.
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Exposnre.,Methods. You may expose color print
paper by either of two methods: tricolor or white light.
The tricolor method requires three successive
exposures through red, green, and blue filters. This
"additive" exposure method necessitates perfect
registration between the printer and the paper for each
exposure. This is a time-consuming method, though
there are claims that this method produces the hest
color renditidn. The white light or "subtractkite"
method requires a single exposure with appropriate
color printing (CP) or color correction (CC) filters of
cyan, magenta, and, yellow mixing the right color
quality for best results. This method is the one usid byt
the Air Force.

Trial and error exposure determination. (Ictodak
Ektacolor 37 RC paper is used as an example fdr this
section. The principles involved can be applied to
other types of paper.' Be sure to read the necessary
instructions that accompany the material you are
using.) Ektacolor 37 RC paper' is balanced so that for
an average Ektacolor s negative a starting filter pack
of 50 M (magenta) and 70 Y (yellow) is used.1(If you
would adikcyari to this/pack you would only be getting
neutral denstty,)

With the negative:and the starting filter pack in
place (plus the standaid CP2B filter which should be
permanintly installedabove the negative carrier), you
make a tat-strip series of four exposures at the same
magnification that itsto be used for the ftpal print.
Expose one strip for 10 seconds at 175.6; another for
10 seconds at f/8; antither for 10 secondsat 1; and a
final one for 10 seodnds at f116. By keepin4 the time
consistent, you Will have little problem with
reciprocity failure. You then process and dry ihe print
according to directions.

The next step. isito evaluate the test print. The light
you use for viewing should be of the same quality as '
the light under which the final print is to be displayed.
Judge the best exposure area for color balap6e. (If all

3



temperalure controlled sink. By using this method you
can handle the prints by putting them into individual
hangers or specially designed baskets. Normally when
using the tank method you can employ nitrogen burst
agitation which is more consistent than hand agitation.

In addition to air drying, you can use the newly
designe4 dryers that are made to handle resin coated*
Paper.

Another point to keepin mind is thara color print
should only be judged after it has dried. This is
because there is a blue cast to the print until the
stabilizer has dried.

You should also keep in mind that you can use a
Wratten 10 safelight (dark amber) during the exposure
and -processing of Ekatocolor paper. The use of a
safelight will help you in handling of materials.

Exercise (649):
1 Outline and explain the three basic steps in the

Ektaprint 3 process.

PRINTING 231-365

+POSITIVE MATERIAL+
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37Y650. Complete statements on printing color
negatives on Panahire paper.

Panalure Paper. In order to give balanced
monochromatic tonal rendition, a black-and-white
print paper to beodsed for printing from color
negatives requires an emulsion sensitive to all colors.
Kodak Panalure paper has such a panchromatic
emulsion. Prints made on Panalure have excellent
rendition when compared with prints made on
Kodabromide or Polycontrast type papers. Prints
made on these latter two papers will result in the red
areas looking unnaturally dark and the blues
unnaturally light. ,

When exposing Panalure paper you can first make
your test strip just as you would in regular black-and-
white printing. Average times run around 5 to 10
seconds. You may use a Wratten 10 safetight just like
when you are color printing. Dodging and burning in
can be accomplished with the use of appropriate color
compensating filters. To lighten a color, use a filter of
the color similar to that of the object in the scene.To
darken, use a copplementary color filter.

Panalure is available in both glossy single weight
and fine-grained lustre, double weight (for portraits);
Panalure adds arr extra dimension that shouldAayi
be considered and gives added reason to use color
negative film for many jobs as the requestor can
receive both color and black-and-white prints.

Processing Panalure- Paper. You may develop
Panalure in D-72, Dektol, Selectol, or Selectol-Soft
developers. Use Selectol when lower contrast is
desired. Selectol-Soft lowers contrast still further. You
can vary the contrast approximately one full grade
from the papers grade 2, by the developer selected, the
dilution, and processing times. (You do not control
contrast by filters as you would with Polycontrast
paper.) The following chart indicatesthe variations
possible for developing Panalure.

Dewloper Dilunon Procesung rune tn Minuryr D-27 1.2 1 to 3
AFTER COLOR Dektol 1.2 1 to 3

Selecto1

Selectol-Soft
I I

1.1
2

AFTER EILEACH AND FIXER

SILVER

DEVELOPMENT

DYE
DEVELOPMENT

gilhili111111

EXPOSED
SILVER

SILVER AND DYE rz.r.z.A
DEVELOPMENT

Figure 5-16. Color pont processing.
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After the development step, you will rinse,- fix,
wash, and dry the prints exactly as you would any
other prints on black-and-white paper.

Exercise (650)1

I. Complete the following statements on using
Panalure paper.
a. Panalure paper has a

emulsion.

b. You can use a
safelight when printing with Panalure.



of your exposures are way off then you should make
another test.) You must now decide what color is
excessive and how excessive that color is. First of all,
make a guess as to which color should be subdued.
Then vieiv the print with a 0.05 density filter of a
complernentary color. (Viewing filters are made by
Kodak and other photographic suppliers. They come
in the six-basic colors and in a variety of densities. The
filter sets come with instructions on how they are to
be used.) I. that improves the rendition of the print,
you can then change your filter pack accordingly. If
not, by viewing the print through different colored
fihtexs of varying densities, you can get a good idea of
what color(s) islare out of balance. In this regard,
consider table 5-6, using the following, as a basis for
evaluation:

Very slightonly a tinge of the color in excess.
a Slightmore definite excess of the color.

Considerableweakens other colors.
Greatoverpowers other colors.

Once you have decided on a new filter pack you
make another print. This print is then evaluated and
further changes in tht pack or exposure are made until
the proper print' is made. Color balance should be
within 0.05 for best results.

NOTE: With certain negatives it is impossible to get
all the colors to be correct This is particularly true
when complementary colors are both off. When this is
the case, make sure the most important color comes
out right. For example, in portrait work the facial
tones are very important. You can also dodge and
burn the paint using color compensating filters. To
lighten a color, use a filter of the same color. to
darken, use a complementary color.

The trial and error method is slow and uses up a
great deal of materials. Yet this method is the basis for
all color exposure methods. As you advance in your
training you will learn how to use a densitometer
(called off-easel evaluation) and a color analyzer (on-
easel evaluation) to determine exposure and color
packs. These two methods, however, require that you
have established basic color packs from a"-itandard
negative which is similar in quality to the negative you
are attempting to print. The basic color packs for any
standard negative are established by trial and error. So
by mastering trial and error you will find the other two
methods sim'ple to learn.

NOTE: Without going into great detail, let us say
that a standard negative is a test negative shot under a
given set of conditions. Normally a test negative is shot
using the lab's portrait setup, another under daylight
conditions, and a third using tungsten film in a copy
setup. You can make as many standard negatives as
you want using different types of color films and
lighting. Each test shot normally ilncludes a gray card
and a color chart to provide a standard reference. You
then establish what makes a good print using each of
these negatives. Negatives exposed under a similar
condition then can be compared with) the appropriate
standard negative.

,
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Exercises (64.8%
1. Explain the difference between the additive and

white light method of color print exposure.

2. What is thenormal starting pack for printing Vith
f

Ektacolor 37 RC paper?

3. What filter is always in place when you print?

4. What filter pack changes (referto table 5-6) would
you make if your print was
a. very slightly blue?
b. much too red?
c. slightly yellow?
d. very slightly cyan?
e. considerable green?

649. Outline and explain each step in color print
processing. '

Processing Color Prints. Processing color print
paper is similar to processing color negative film. The
basic steps of development, bleach, and fixing are
review-ed in figure 5-16. To be more specific, let us
illustrate how Ektacolor 37 RC paper is processed in
the new Ektaprint 3 chemistry. The specific times for
each step will depend on the method of processing.
This is because different methods provide different
rates of agitation. The effect of each step on the paper
is the same as the effect on colbr film.

NOTE: As has been said thany times before, you
must consUlt your appropriate data sheet for the
paper/chemistry/processing method that you are using.

Tray Processing
a. Developer
b. Bleach-fix

Remaining steps
Wash

d. Stabilizer
e. Air dry

rune , Temperanur
3 1/2 mlnutei4( 88*F
1 1/2 minutes 889 F

can be done ifi normal room light.
2 minutes 88F
2 minutes 88F

Inctutle a 20-tecor4 dram tune ta each ta:tocesuuti ucp.

NOTE Between the develop= ahd the bleach-fix. you can add a
C22 stop bath step 0 minute at em and a wash (1 minute at
88F). These two steps help prevent streaks and excesswe carryover
of developer to the bleach-fix.

If you process by tray, it is a good idea to wear
gloves because the color chemistry is toxic. Better than
tray processing is using tanks which are placed into a
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e. When using Kodabromide to print color
negatives, the blues of The subject will print too

end the reds will be too

d. Panalure's contrast is controlled by
rather than using filters.

e. Very low contrast development can be
achieved by using

5-8. Color Printing Filters
As explained in the previous section, filter pack

determination is vital in color printing. To emphasize
this point, we will discuss the use of color printing
filters. , 4

651. Complete statements regarding the description
and application of color printing filters.

Printing Filters. First, you should know that
Kodak (for example) makes two types of filters for
color printing purposes:

a. Color-compensating (CC) filters are made of
-gelatin and are optically perfect to the extent that you
may use them in the path of the image-forming light, if
necessary, either between the negative and lens or

' below the lens. Color compensating filters are
supplied in all six colors in a range of densities
running from 0.05 through 0.50. (Density is measured
in terms of the wavelength of maximum absorption.-
For example, the density of a cyan filter is in terms of
the amount of red light it absorbs. Normally, you will

want to use the minimum number of filters that are
necessary.)

b. Color printing (CP) filters are made of acetate
-and are designed only for Use between the negative and

the light source. Color printing filters are not
recommended for use in the path of image-forming
light, since a loss of image sharpness and quality may
result:CP filters are less expensive than CC filters and
are available in yellow, magenta, cyan, and red in
densities from 0.05 through 0.40.

NOTE: Most modern color projection printers use
color printing filters located in a specially designed
head. These filters are quite durable and of very good ,

quality. Nevertheless, filters of any type must be
routinely checked for scratches, dirt or fade, and
should be replaced as required.

Filter Packs. The combination of filters to be %

placed in the exposing light beam should always be the
simplest one possible. This better insures the sharpest
possible image, the fastest printing times, and the

eliminationrar4utral density. Neutral density is
created when any two or all three additiveprimaries or

all three subtractive primaries appear in the filter pack.
You can simplify the determination of filter

combinations by thinking of all filters in' terms of the
subtractive colors (cyan, magenta, and yellow). Red is

a combination of yellow and magenta; green is a
combination of yellow and cyan; and blue is a
combination of magenta and cyan. (Just like the color
star!) You can use .the following operations when
working with the subtractive color filters:

I. If you are given values in the additive colors,
they may be converted directly into the subtractive
colors. For example, 20R = 20M 4- 20Y.

-2. Values can be added or subtracted in normal
arithmetic fashion. For example, 20M -1- 10M =
30M.

3. If the resulting filter combination contains all
three subtractive colors, take out the neutral density by
removikan equal amount of each color to bring cyan
down to N. For example, 20C -if 30M + 50Y = OC

IOM + 30Y.
NOTE: Changes in filter packs will change the

amount of your exposure. Charts supplied with the
filters you are using will giVe you a number by which
you can compute your new exposure with a change in

filtration.
Use of Filters In Dodging anillft/rning-In. CC

filters may be used to change the color balance in a
local area of a print. To lighten a color you would use

a color filter of the same color. For example, to lighten
a blue shadow you would use a blue filter. To darken a
color, you would use a complementary color.
Remember to keep your filter moving during' the
exposure to prevent the formation of a line.

Exercise (651):

, 1. Complete the following statements on the use of
filters for color printing.
a. Color compensating filters are made of

and are perfect.

b. A 0.10 yeilow filter absorbs 0.10 of
light.

c. filters are made of
acetate and are designed to be used between the
negative and the light source.

d. 30B is the same as and



e. A highlight that is too green can be lightened by
dodging with a filter.

5-9. Finish Color Materials

Once transparencies or prints ge processed they
must be "finished." In the case of transparencies, they
need to be mounted. Mounting techniques wilt be
discussed in the next section. We will now point out
techniques that are applicable to color prints.

652. Consplete statements on the tools and
techniques of color print finishing.

Finishing Color Prints. Often it is necessary to
remove or eliminate minor stains, spots, or blemishes
from color prints. Two techniques are sometimes used:
etching and spotting. Etching refers to the physical
removal of a portion of the emulsion from the print,
This technique which may remove dyes is not
recommended. Spotting is the application of dye or the
use of colored pencils to cover over a blemish. This
method is routinely uied. In addition, basic spotting
techniques can be extended to larger areas to enhance
the color balance of the print. Since spotting is
important, we will go into some detail on the basic
procedures that are involved.

Dry-Dye Technique for Large Areas. Dry dye
spotting makes use of Kodak Retouching Colors (oi
an equivalent). Ttetouching colors come in red, green,
blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, orange, brown, and
neutral, plus a jar of reducer. Using the dry dye
technique With these colors will give you these
advantages: You can experiment until you achieve the
desired effect without making it permanent, you can
retouch glossy prints without loss of the gloss, and you',
can cover large areas.

Follow these techniques when using the dry dye
technique:

1 The print shotild be clean and dry before
spotting is ddne.

2. To use, breathe on the cake of retouching color
to be used. Pick up the dye by rubbing a tuft of dry
cotton over the cake. Transfer the dye to the print
using a circular motion over the-area.

3 To remove unwanted dye, breathe on a cake of
reducer, and piCk up a sufficient amount on a tuft of
cotton and clean off the unwanted dye. The area
should be buffed to achieve proper blending. Finally a
tuft of clean cotton should be used to buff away any
reducer.

4. To make the dye permanent, subject the
retouched area to steam for 5 to 10 seconds. Dye
density can be increased by repeating the process of
applying dye and steaming it.

5. To remove steam set colors, use undiluted
Kodak Photo-Flo 200 Solution. The solution is

applied and then within a minute it is completely
swabbed off with fresh clean cotton that has been
moistened with a 1:1 solution of water and Ektaprint 3
Stabilizer.

Wet-Brush Technique. The wet-brush technique
uses the same Kodak Retouching Coloi's to spot very
small areas. Use the following techniques to put the
wet-brush method to work.

1. Moisten the dye with a solinion containing
equal parts of water with Ektaprint 3 Stabilizer.

2, Using a spotting brush, mix the desired dye or
dyes. in a palette cup (or use a sheet of glass).

3. Add a touch of neutral color to the dye mixture
to reduce the brilliance of the Pure color.

4. Remove excess dye from the brush onto blotting
Paper.

5. Spot-in the area, making sure that the dye is kept
within the confines of the spot.

6. If too much dye has been added, blot the area
immediately with blotting paper.

Black Spots. Black spots caused by pinholes can be
corrected by applying white opaque to the spot. After
the opaque dries you can then spot with colored
penci Is.

Off-Color Areas, To correct an off-color area,
using either the dry-dye or wet-brush technique, use
the following colors:

To Correct Use
Red , Cyan
Green Magenta
Blue Orange
Purple Yellow

NOTE: Notice that because you are working with
pigment colors rather than colors of light the
relationship between colors is different..

Preserving and Texturing. By now you have spent
several houts of work in producing a top quality
finished print. If the prints are to be continuously
displayed or subjected to unusual or intermittent
storage, they deserve to be'protected by a coating of
lacquer. Lacquer does not guarantee protection
against deterioration, but it does prolong the useful
life of the print. Additionally, you may use lacquer
and lacquer-type products to obtain various texture
finishes: A few of the proven protective coatings are
Getzel Type C Matte Lacquer, Marshall Pre-Color
Spray, Flexichrome Print Lacquer, Pro-Texture, and

'Pro-Tecta-Cote. Most lacquers can be applied directly
to the print surface with a brush, but some are sold in
pressurized spray cans:

A variety of textures ranging from satin to brushed-
oil can be obtained with the Pro-Texture preparations.
These finishes, however, require spray-paint
apparatus. A simpler method for texturing color prints
is to emboss a texture on the print surface with an
embossing screen, a variety of which are commercially
available.

Mounting Color -Arints. You can dry mount
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finished color' prints by the usual means used for
black-and-white prints if the temperature of die press
does not exceed 230° F. They can also be satisfactorily
mounted with Kodak rapid mounting cement, You
should not use rubber cement or paste containing
water (or penetrating solvents).

Exercise (652):
I. Complete statements on the tools and techniques

of color print finishing.
a. is not a recommended method for

correcting print blemishes.

b. Dry dye is used to covet a area.

c. To remove dry dye you normally use

d. To make dry dyes permanent, you use

e. Photo-Flo is usid to remove dry dye color that
has been

f. The wet brush technique is used to cover a
area.

g. Black spots on a print are caused by

h. To correct an off-color blue area, you would
use dye.

i. When mounting a color print, you should not
use a mounting temperature above

5-10. Slide Mounting
There are many methods of mounting slides, each

with certain advantages and disadvantages. Slides may,
for example, be mounted in cardboard, glass,-Iilastic,
and combinations of these materials. We will go over
the basic types plus the use of a slide mounter.
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653. Complete statements on the mounting of sHdes.

Tape and Glass. Some of the first film clips to be
mounted as slides were mounted between two pieces of
glass taped on the edges to hold the sandwich together.
This is the most time consuming and costly way to
mount slides; however, so durable is this method that it
is still practiced today, especially in larger lantern
slides. When properly assembled, this type of slide will,
survive an amazing amount of abuse short of glass
breakage. Recently waterproof tapes have been
developed which makis it possible to remove almost
any of surface contaminants this slide may

unter.
Metal.With Glass. This type of mounting provides

a high degree of protection and is generally less time
consuming to assemble than tape and glass. Some
mountings of this type are thicker than standard slide
trays and may tend to jam or stick in automatic slide
changers. Manufacturers of automatic changers have
realized this fact and several have redesigned their
equipment to accommodate this popular method of,
slide preparation.

Plastic With Glass. This is the most popular glass
mounted slide. It has the best features of the metal and
glass type but costs less and is thinner. Some have less
impact resistance than metal slides', and as is the case
with all glass mounted slides, the tendency to form
Newton Rings is present.

Newton Rings. These are optical interference
patterns that result when humidity causes a very slight
irregular separation between two or more optically flat
plane parallel surfaces. The pattern appears as a
variable area of color similar to that seen on an oil
slick or in a soap bubble. To eliminate this
troublesome occurrence, the optical flats must be
separated. This can be accomplished at great time loss
by scrubbing the glass surface with scouring powder or
at least time loss by dusting the film or glass with offset
po*der. When employing the offset powder
technique, it is important to use a non-toxic, non-
abrasive, inert powder, and a light touch. Stop Offset
Spray Powder Grade No. 3 has proven to be very
effective for this purpose. The light touCh is a matter of
practicing the following technique. Dip a No. 1 artist's
brush in the powder, shake excess off; then holding the
tip of the-brush about 6 inches above-the glass and
transparency matting surface, snap the brush sharply
with the thumb and forefinger much as you would in
shooting marbles. Practice makes perfect! Too much
powder and the illustration becomes noticeably
speckled. Too little and there are still Newton Rings.

Cleaning, Glass. Another problem common to all,
glass motinting systems is cleaning the glass. This is
time consuming and generally involves considerable
hand labor. Glass washing machines have been devised
but have not proven'to be completely successful. The
most dependable approach is to soak and wash glass in
a cleansing solution, followed by clear water rinse.
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You then dry with dust-free circulating air or lint-and-
wax-free wiping towels. Various agents mdy be used in
compounding the cleansing solution. Detergents of the
type recommended for automatic dishwashers,
ammonia with water, alcohol with Water, and
solutions of tri-sodium phosphate are excellent. Les.

desirable are glass cleaners containing wax and
detergents with high wax content. Such cleaners impart
a gloss that is very susceptible to abrasigns when
contacted with wiping towels. Abrasions of this type
serve as dust collectors and impair the quality of the
projected image.

Glassless Mounts. Mounts made of plastic or
cardboard arc by far the most popular method of
mounting 35-mm slides. They offer advantages such as
lower cost, maximum adaptability to projection
equipment, no glass breakage, no Newton Ring
problems, and easier mounting. The principal
disadvantage is the loss of some protection. The,side
surfaces of the film are susceptible to fingermarks and
abrasions when given rough treatment. Under normal
circumstances, where the entire slide set is protected in
storage boxes or trays, the risk of surface damage is
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figure 5-17. "Scary" model III slide mounting press.
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small. Because the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages, this has become the number one way to
mount slides. Mounts of this type are supplied in
several forms. Some typical constructions are as
follows:

I. Hinged TypeWhere the film clip is positioned
in the center of the open mount, the top or hinged flap
is brought down over the transparency and the three
sides seaftd.

2. Two PartHere the film clip is positioned on
the bottom part, a top is placed over the transparency
and Falai. on all four sides.

- 3. Insert TypeThe mount is presealed on three
sides where manufactured. The transparency is cut to
size and inserted into slot on unsealed side of mount,
which is then sealed.

The Slide Mounting Preis. The hand mounting
methods that have been described are too slow for the
heavy production schedules found in a majority of Air
Force labs. Automatic and semi-automatic machines
are available to ease the load.'

The "Seary" Slide Mounting Press, shown in figure
5-17, is a semi-automatic, electrically operated sealer
and press. Assembled slides are fed into the slide
mounting slot in the platen at the top of the press. The
press closes automatically, heats and seals the slide
mount during a short, electrically timed interval, then
opens for the next slide. Finished slides drop down a
chute to form a neat stack. Closing, pressure control
timing, stacking, and heat controls are automatic. The
operator, however, must have cut each individual slide
from the roll and placed it into the cardboard mount.

Exercise (653):

1. Complete the following statements on the
mounting of slides.
a. The most durable slide mount is made with a

combination of and

b. All glass mounts may suffer from

c. When cleaning glass for slide mounts, you
should not use a cleaner that has a high
content.

d. A is essential for high
I producilon slide mounting operations.
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-Photographic Quality Control

QUALITY CONTROL- has one purposethe
betterment of the end product. Quality control can be
applied to a Onion of the system or to the entire
system. In this chapter we emphasize the quality
control checks you can perform on your photolraphic
chemishy. Applying the tools of chemical analysis and

/ sensitometry can better insure that you obtain
consistent quality results. Although we emphasize
blackand-white chemistry, the same principles apply
to your color work.

6-1. Observing Laboratory Cleanliness

Quality control begins with laboratory cleanliness.
If you feel that laboratory cleanliness is not important,
ask yourself whether or not you would want a doctor
to operate on you with a dirty scalpel, whether you
would want a service station ittendrt to put into your
automobile gasoline that was full of dirt, or whether
you would want a furniture repairman to polish a fine
piece of your furniture with a greasy polishing rag. Of
course you wouldn't. Neither would to work
in a dirty laboratory. All the care you y employ in
processing is totally wasted if your solutions are
contaminated with foreign particles which adhere to
the surface of the film. What good is film if it has a
full-length scratch caused by a chemical deposit on a
processor roller?. The purpose of laboratory
cleanliness is to prevent a loss of quality fromr
conditions in the laboratory.

654. State principles and techniques of laboratory
cleanlines.

If any degree of quality control is to be maintained,
regular laboratory cleanup is a must. The cleanup
should involve far more than just sweeping the floor.
The entire floor area should be.moppedonce with
hot, soapy water; again with clear clean water, and
then a third time with a dry mop to remove any water
left on the floor. Check all corners or any other places
where dirt may collect.

You can be sure that if there is dirt on the floor,
there will be dirt and dust in the air. Airborne dirt and
dust somehow find their way to the surface of your
film and cause defects. With this in mind, make itf a
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special point to clean any area where dirt or dust may.
collect. Wipe ledges, window sills, etc., with a clean,
damp sponge. Rinse your sponge frequently, since a
dirty sponge deposits residue that, when dry, becomes
airborne again.

Processing machines, printers, and any other
equipment should be wipeci down daily to prevent
accumulation of dust or chemicals. When cleaning the
equipment, pay particular attention to any point where
the film may come in contact with any abrasive type of
material. Rollers should be cleaned to prevent
chemical buildup which can scratch or, in extreme
cases, tear film.

Film loading rooms should be kept as clean as
possible to prevent fOreign matter from becoming
imbedded in the film before shooting or processing.

You can greatly increase laboratory cleanliness by
being careful in ytfur day-to-day duties. Be careful not
to spill chemicals on the equipment ()fon yourself. If
you should spill chemicals, clean them as soon as
possible to prevent their being carried to other
portions of the lab. If spilled chemicals are left to dry
on the floor-, they revert to their original powdery
form. As you walk back and forth, you stir these
chemicals, they become airborne, and eventually fall
back and cover all flat plapes.

When you have donetas much as you can to
maintain the Cleanliness of a laboratory, you are on the
right road to good quality control. Even so, .chemicals,
dust, and lint can still be a problem. Therefore, you
must employ visual examination as a check On
cleanliness.

Exercises (654):

1. How should a floor be mopped to insure proper 1

cleanliness?

394

2. Why should you pay particular attention to
processing machine Yo I I ers?

3. Why should you clean spills as they occur?
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64. Hardline sad Semi,. Croak:ids and
%Woos.

t

Chemicals and solutions must be properly stored to
insure proper keeping and safety. In this section we
briefly discuss the handling and storage of chemicals.

655. Compkte statements oa tile proper load line
aid storage ot dreadcals ard

Kat chemicals deteriorate if they are exposed to
lir, moisture, or eXCCSSive hest. therefore; you,should
store bulk or **aged chemicals in a coo),,,dry room.
In a44ition, the Chemicals should be stored in a
section that is remOved from the sensitized material&

Certain chemicals, such as 'mercuric chloride, are
highly poisonous and should be in a -locked cabinet.
Each chemical should be clearly labeled. When certain
chemicals are stored together, there is a danger that
through breakage they may be mixed. For example, a
combination of sulfuric atid and Pqassium
ferrocyanide can produce lethal cyanide gas. Such
chemicals should be stored on a lower shelf to reduce
the chance of breakage.

Handling and storing processing solutions present
numerous problems, most of which are directly
attributable to the chemicals they contain. For
example, most stock developer solutions have good
keeping qualities when stored in tightly corked bottles./ A partly filled jug, however, contains a good deal of
air, which causes,the developer to oxidize. Hence, it is
a better practice to 'store stock solutions in several
small jugs rather than in one large one. Thcnite
contents of one jug can be used, leaving
jugs for future uSe. 4

Developers stored in tanks should, be covered by al,
floating lid made either of wood or plastic. After
removing the lid, the surface of the developer should
be skimmed with a clean blotter to remove any crust
before the developer is used.

Fixing baths generally have excellent keeping
qualities, and you may store them in large tanks
provided with covers to keep out dust arid dirt. On the
other hand, you must store the acid solutions used for
sop baths or ,bleaches in tightly stoppered, acid-
resistant containers. Whenever possible, when storing
acid solutions, use glass or crockery jugs with rubber
or glass stoppers. These containers and stoppers have
been proven best for this purpose. Like toxic
chemicals, acids are best stored on the lower shelf of
the storage cabinet or on the floor. One final
reminderbe sure that all of. your mixed solutions,
like 'your bulk or packaged chemicals, are clearly and
properly labeled. -

Remember the need for proper handling
procedures. Chemical mix personnel shouid wear
rubber gloves, aprons, and facepasks when handling
chemicals for storage as welkoa inixing. Since many,
chemicals can cause irritation to, the skin or nasal

passages, all photographic workers should keep
chemical safety constantly in mind.

Exercise (655):

1. di'mplete the following statements on the
handling and securing of chemicals.
a. Chemicals deteriorate when exposed to

, and

b. A combination of sulfuric acid and potassium
ferro-cyanide produces

c. Air will cause a solution to

d. Acids are best stored close to the .

e. safety should always be observed
by photographic workers.

6-3. Employ Visual 'Evaluation

While it is not truly scientific, visual examination
can greatly improve the quality of your work. By
checking your negatives, tides and prints for proper
density, contrast, and absence of defects, you can
identify what you are doing right and where your
problems are coming from. Remember, if you can't
look at your dim work and take pride in it, you can't
expect the requestor to think much of it either.

656. Given a list of print or negative defects,
identify the cause of each one.

Visual Examination. The key to visual
examination is to have an appropriate check list and a
,consistent viewing standard. For example, you may
develop a list that covers density, contrast, sharpness,
and mechanical (pinholes, scratches, etc.) and
chemical (stains, etc.) defects. You then follow a
consistent viewing pattern. You should always look at
your negatives, slides, or prints, using the same light
table or viewing light, etc. Only in this way can you
have a consistent basis for making a judgment.

NOTE: In this regard it is a good idea to use a
photo lamp to magnify your negatives and 'slides to
spot defects that will show up in printing or in
projection.

What to Look For. First you should look at the
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density of the product. Too much exposure produces
negatives that are too dense, prints that are muddy, and
slides that art thin. Too little exposure leads to thin
negatives and prints and saturated slides. How dbout
the contrast? There should be detail in_ both the
highlights and shadows unless you are going for a
special effect. Negative contrast is a product of
development, so if your negatives are too contrasty you
might need to cut your development time. If they are
too thin, yob must increase the development time. The
contrast of prints, can be altered through choice of
paper grade, filter, or, to a limited degree,

'development. Slides, unfortunately, can only be
corrected by copying, which normally results in a
product that is slightly inferior to the original.
Sharpness is a product primarily of your focusing. It is
too late if your negatives or slides are off. If you have a
soft print, you can rePrint. Consistently soft results
should cause you, to check your equipment or your
technique!jinally, there are innumerable mechanical
or chemical defects caused by defective cameras,
accessories, improper handling, or contaminated
chemicalsahe following are a sampling of what you
might encounter:

a. The image appears hazy and lacking in contrast..<
(4,) The sun, was shining into the lens. Remember,

It is necessary to protect the lens from the direct rays of
the sun 'when you take a photograph against the light.
Light striking the lens causes a hazy, indistinct image.
Sometimes, bright light striking the lens produces large
circles which partially obscure the image.

(2) Your lens is dirty. Many times, dust or
condensed water vapor on the lens results In hazy,
pictures. Remember to dean your camera lenses
frequently.

(3) Overexposure.
(4) The negative is fogged.
b. You Observe small transparent and irregularly

shaped spots. This is often caused by dust settling on
the film before the exposure. It can be corrected by
cleaning the camern interior and by loading the film in
a clean environment.

c. Small circular transparent spoti or air Is
these are proauced by small air bubbles on the surface
of the film during development. This problem can 'be
taken care of by proper agitation.

d. When a negative emulsion has a wrinkled
appearance (reticulatiOn)this is produced by an
Abrupt or sudden swelling or contraction,of the film.
Sharp differences, in the temperatures of siccessive
processing solutions and/or insufficient hardening of
the gelatin are the usual causes of reticulation.

e. The image is not sharp.
(1) The subject moved. If this is the case, -any

stationary objects included in the picture will be sharp,
assuming that they are in focus. Lack of sharpness will
be confined to the parts that were in motion at the time,
of exposure.

(2) The camera moved. If this is the case, there is a
general blurring of the image. Sometimes, you will

300
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observe double lines made by the subject. Remember
that the average Pitiotographer cannot hold the cimera
perfectly still for ah exposure longer than 1/30 second.

(3) The subject is not in focus. If other parts or
objects of your negative are sharply defined, while
objects at other distances are.not sharp, the camera was

:mit set for the proper distance. You made an error in
using the rangefinder, focusing on the ground glass, or
selecting the correct diiiince on the distance, scale. ,

f Dense area; of varying width along the edge of
the negativethis condition is Produced on roll film
when the film is not tightly wound upon loading or
removal from the camera.

g. The image on your negative is partially a.
positive. This is due to reversal of the imagt and is
sometinies caused by hypo in the dev,eloper. More
often, it is the result of a brief exposure to light during
devElopment.

h. A yellow stain appearing after the negative is
_drythis may ,be caused by insufficient fixation or the
use of an exhausted fixing bath and discolor upon
exposure to light. Small yellolw or brownish spots are

.. due to air bubbles dn the film during fixing.
i. Pink,stains are due to traces of the dye applied to

the backor certain films for the,purpose of preventing
_Iiaefll.attioThe,st beains can often remOved by placing

in a 5-percent solution of sodium sulfite after
washing. The film should then be returned to the wash
for an additional 5 or 10 minutes. If the negative is
dry, it should be allowed to soak in water for 10 to 15

. minutes befdre beitig placed in the sodium sulfite
solution.'

Blisters or, circular pits in 'the .emulsion when
viewed from the surfacethe blisters may be produced
by conceinrated developing solutions, developer or
fixing solutions which are too warm insufficient
rinsing between developing and fixing,- or an old. or
,incorrectly compounded solution.

k Grayish whites Over the entire print are- usually
caused by Chemicals or light fog. They also may l)e
caused by insufficient potassium bromide in the
developer, too long a development time, 'or`the use of
outdated paper.

1. A grayish-mottled or granulated appearance of
the edges dor entire print 1s usually caused by
underexposure aria forced development. This effect
may also be caused by usitig outdated paper. Moisture
within the paper pr exposure to chemical fumes, such
as ammOnia, can alsO, produce this effect.

m. A purple discoloration ofthe print is caused by
lack of agitation in an acid stOp bath. ,

n. Whi'te deposits over the entire surface of a print
are caused by milky hypo baths and incorrectly mixed
or impure chemicals.

NOTE,: The above is '.not an inclusive list of
negative and print defects. Most manufacturer's of
photbgraphic materials and chemicals have charts",
listing defects and their causes. Such lists are very
helpful as you strfve to produce top quality work.
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Exercise (656):

1. Identify the cause of the following defects.
a. Thin slides.

b. MUddy prints.

c. Hazy negatives.

d. Negative has wrinkled appearance.

e. Negative is partially positive.

f. Small yellow or .brownish spots on the film.

g. Grayish whites on your print.

h. Purple discoloration to the print.

6-4.*pH Content
Determination of pH indicates the acidit)',

neutrality or alkalinity of a soluuon. The pH strength
of a solution is an indication of its strength and
consequentI)k its activity. Different photographic
solutions are designed to operate best at a certain
range of pH values. By measuring the pH of the
solution . you can assure that your 'chemistry will
perform properly.

657. Definition of pH.

What is pH? The/pH value is the logaritfun of the
reciprocal of the hYdrogen ion (I-I4') concentration in
a soluuon. The value of the pH of a given solution,
expressed in mathematical form, is as follows.

PH 40-110 (H4)

On a pH scale the values run from 0 to 14. 7
represents the pH of pure water. Values greater than 7
indicate gie degree of alkalinity. The numbers less
than 7 indieate an acid. The relative strength of acids
and alkalies changes ten tunes for each unit change in

pl-L Thus, compared with a solution of 6, a solution 5
is ten times stronger, sohition of pH 4 is a hundred

-times as strong; and a pH 3 would be a thousand times
stronger than a pH of 6.

Exercise (657):

I. Define pH in terms of mathematics and in terms
of the pH scale.

658. Explain the importance-of pH in determining
the quality of different photographic solutions.

Why 'pH is important. To learn the importance of
pH in photographic solutions, you must know how pH
affects each of the individual solutions involved in the
photographic process. So now let's go into pH as it
applies to different photographic solutions.

Developer pit The range' of pH for practical
development varies with the nature of each individual

.developing agent used in each developing solution.
Organic developing agents, in general, do not function
at a.practical rate of speed unless they art in an
alkaline solution. However, a few organic agentsfor
example, Arnidoldiffer from the average organic
agents and can develop at a reasonable rate even in a
slightly acid solution. Certain other developing agents
function over a wide range of pH values. The
manufacturer supplies data as to the best pH strength
for proper use. This value may vary with different rates
of dilution. The point to remember is that if the
developer is too strong, it may cause damage to the
film or too much contrast if you process at your
normal times. Conversely, if the solution strength is
too weak, you will not have adequate contrast. By
knowing the pH of your solution you can predict the
degree of development you will be getting.

filing bath pH. The time that elapses before the
fixing bath begins to deteriorate depends largely upon
the pH of the fixing bath. In practice, the thiosulfate
fixing bath with potassium alum as a hardeng agent
is normally used at a pH above 4 andelow 6.
However, 'when chrome alum is used as the hardening
agent, the pH is usually held to a Tange of from about 3
to 4.

Potassium alum is normally used as the hardening
agent in flag baths. The hardening produced is
dependent not only upon the concentration of the
potassium alum but also upon the pH of the solution
Starting at a pH value of about 3.5 and working
upward. the hardening action increases. Hardening
action reaches its peak at a pH value of about 5.0.
Beyond this peak, the action decreases very rapidly
until it becomes almost negligible at a pH value of
about 6.0. Little, if any, hardening action takes place
when the solution becomes neutral or alkaline.;

IvIN, factors must be considered when you Want to
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TABLE 6-1
-.T. IS ME TRANSITION OR ENDPOINT

°pH INDICATORS
237-702

PH I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 4 Preparation

Methral Yellow - ft-T Yellow .01 1. in water

klethll Violet - Y. G. B. -T V;blet .01 I, .05 % in water*

Methyl Orange -Ptak Red- T Orange .01e% in water

M. E. P. (E.O. X. ) - Green T - Violet
. ready to use

Bromcresol Green --. Green =---- T Yellow
,

ready to use

Awizarin ... Y,ellow ----O Red T -Purple -- .01 % in water

Litmus Red T Blue in paper term
.--

Phenolphtha:e in Colorless T Red -.-1-\...

.05 g In 50cc alcohol
4 50cc water

Aliaarin --- Yellow ---- T Red T P4rple *e- .01 % in water

Clayton Yellow Yellow T - Amber - .01 % in water

determine the correct pH of the fixing bath. If the pH
is decreased to any extent beyond the optimum limit
for ideal hardening, there is a great possibility of
emulsion damage. In addition, the low pH makes the
task of washing the fixing byproducis out of the
emulsion more difficult. Yet, if the pH is\thigh, the
emulsion is subject to damage and staining, and the
hardening agents tend to sludge out of 4he fixing
solution.

Carryover of developer into the fixing bath tends to
4ncrease the Ancllinity of the fixing bath as it is being
used; thus, there is a tendency for a rise in the pH.
Normally, however, the fixing solution is buffered
against this increase in pH by acetic acid, sodium
bistilfite, and/or boric acid that is contained in the
fixing bath formula.

Wash water pH The rate of washing depends, to
some extent, upon the pH of the wash water as well as
upon the composition and the pH of the fixing bath. A
pH slightly above 7 tends to increase the rate of
washing. When you are washittg film, whichrias been
adequately fixed and partially washed, treatment of the
film with a 0.03 to 0.3 percent solution of ammonia
for a few minutes appreciable decreases the subsequent
washing time. The same result is sometimes achieved
by continuous, controlled addition of ammonia to the
wash water.

Exercises (658):

. Why must the pH of a developer meet established
standards for a good result?

1.19

2. What effect does the pH of a fixing bath have on
the hardening qualities of a fixing bath?

3. A slight increase in the pH of your wash water will
have what result?

659. State principles and techniques in determining
pH.

Determining pH. The preferred pH for a given
solution is determined from such guidelines as have
been previously expressed, as well as by the careful
analysis of the photographic solutions and of the
photographic product which is made under variations
of pH. The pH of a given solution becomes a standard
to test the adequacy of a solution prior to use.

Methods of Determining pH. There are two
common methods of determining the pH of a solution.
(1) through the use of various pH indicators, and (2)
the use of a pH meter. We will discuss the use of
indicators presently and the operation of a pH meter
in the next section.

Using the Common Indicators. The common
indicators chan lor under different levels of
solution pH. Tabl -1 shows some of the common
indicators. These indi tors will tell you specific pH
values, but none of e indicators by themselves can
indicate values over the entire range. Only one of those
shown in table 1Alizarin--goes through two widely
separated transition points. If the proximity of the pH



is known, the use of one or two indicators will closely
pinpoint the pH: but if the approximate pH is not
known, it is necessary to use various indicators until
the approximate pH value is isolated by a transition.

It will be easier for you to understand the various
pH indicators if we consider just two specific
examples: litmus paper and the solution.
phenolPhthalein.

Notice, in table 6-1, that litmus paper has a
transition point (or end point) shown by the letter T
at a pH of 7. Litmus paper comes in two colors: blue
litmus, which changes to red when in an acid solution:
and red litmus, which turns blue in an alkaline
solution. The litmus test is not infallible, since it
cannot detect acids or bases near the pH value of 7.
Normally, however, litmus can be used to determine
whether a soluuon is an acid or an alkaline.

Phenolphthalein solution is colorless in a solution
having a pH of less than 9. The pH value of 9 is the

3W)
transition point, or the end point. If the solution
exceeds a pH of 9, the phenolphthalein solution
imparts a reddish appearance to the solution. Thus,
phenolphthalein indicates whether a solution is above
or below a pH of 9.

Exercises (659)

1. What is the function of red and blue litmus paper?

2. What are the two transition points of Alizarin?

3. Phenolphthalein will have what color in a solution
with a pH of 10?
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Figure 6-1. Electrode sivem.
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e
4. In a solution with a pH of 2, methyl violet will

turn to what color?

,

660. Complete statements which explain the
operation of a pH meter.

pH Meters. Measurement of pH with the pH meter
is accomphshed by determining the potential
developed by an electrical cell. This cell consists of
two electrodes, a glass electrode and .a reference
electrode, immersed in a test solution. (Note fig. 6-1.)

Reference electrode. The purpose of the reference
electrode is to provide a constant reference voltage to
permit measurement of the potential at the glass
electrode. The reference electrode is filled with a
saturated solution of potassium chloride (KCL). The
constant ,-oltage is supplied by this Ka... A small, but
constant, flow of KCL solution is maintained through
a liquid junction in the tip of the reference electrode.
The KCL solution forms a conductive salt bridge
between the two electrodes.

Glass electrode. The basic purpose of the glass
electrode, is to measure the hydrogen-ion
concentration of the sample. The electrical potential
developed at the glass electrode is proportional to the
pH of the solution. The measurement of the electrical
potential, developed at the glass electrode, is
accomplished with the pH meter. The potential may be
read directly either in pH units or millivolts.

For other types ,of electrochemical-potential
measurement. such as oxidation reduction, a metallic
electrode is substituted for the glass electrode and the
readout is in millivolts. Do not use metal type electrodes
fbr determining pH of developers.

Buffer Buffer solutions are used to standardize pH
meters to known pH values. There are normally three
types of buffers, used with different pH values. 4, 7.
and 9. The exact pH of each of these three buffers is

pH TEMPERATURE TABLE

The buffer powder in thh package when dissolved in
500 ml of distilled water, will give a buffer solution
(accurate to +0.01 pH) of the following:

"C pH 'C pH C pH
0 9.46 25 9.18 60 8.96
5 9.39 30 9.14 70 8.92

10 9.33 35 9.10 SO 8.88
, 15 9.27 40 9.07 BO 8.85

20 9.22 50 9.01 95 8.83

These values based on complete thermal equilibnum
of electrodes and buffer.

231474

Figure 6-2. Temperature compensation tabk.

listed on the bottle or the Temperature Compensation
Table (fig. 6-2). For accuracy, always select the buffer
value that would correspond closest to the pH of the
solution being tested. Example: When testing
developers, use buffer 9; and with fixing baths, use 4.
When the test solution is unknown, use buffer 7; or a
quick check with litmus paper will indicate whether it
is acid or alkali. A determination with litmus paper is
normally preferred.

As an example of a pH meter, let us briefly discuss
the operation of the Beckman Expandomatic pH
meter. (See fig. 6-3.)

The Beckman Expandomatic pH Meter. The
Beckman Expandomatic pH meter operates on ac
power of 115 volts. The pH range of this meter is from
0 to 14 and with accuracy of .05. Pushbutton
operation permits simple and rapid measurements.
Electncal circuit features automatic correction of zero
drift once each second.

Manual temperature compensation throughout 0 to
100° C range is made by means of ,a single,
conunuously-vanable control. Automatic temperature
compensation is accomplished by connecting a
Beckman Therrnocompensator to the terminals on the
Expandomafic back panel. Either mode of
temperature compensation is selected with a
pushbutton. Always be sure that this pH meter is
grounded.

The following are the operational procedures
covering the Expandomatic.

1. Operating Controls. All of the controls
regularly employed in operating the instrument are
arranged on the front panel. Six of the controls are
pushbutton switches that provide convenience and
rapidity in measurements. These switches are mounted
in pairs, with the appropriate ones linked
mechanically for proper interaction. In addition to the
controls on the front panel, a Thermocompensator
Switch ts mounted on the terminal board at the rear of
the instrument. A bnef functional description of each
control is listed below.

a. METER ADJUSTMENT CONTROLSets
mechanical zero of meter.

b. TEMPERATURE COMPENSATOR
CONTROLVaries circuit gain to follow change of
pH-millivolt span with sample temperature.

c. STANDBY PUSHBUTTONElectrically
disconnects glass electrode to prevent polarizing it and
to prevent violent meter displacement when electrodes
are removed from solution.

d pH PUSHBUTTONSwitches in circuit for pH
measurements.

e +MV PUSHBUTTONSelects circuit for
millivolt measurements so that values on right-hand
side of zero-millivolt point on scale are positive.

f MV PUSHBUTTONSelects circuit for
millivolt measurements so that values on right-hand
side of zero-millivolt point on scale are negative.

g. STANDARD SCALE PUSHBUTTON
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231-675
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1. METER ADJUSTMENT CONTROL SETS MECHANICAL ZERO OF METER.

2. TEMPERATURE COMPENSATOR CONTROL. VARIES CIRCUIT GAIN TO FOLLOW CHANGE OF
pHMILUVOLT SPAN WITH SAMPLE TBMPERATURE.

3. studasy rusHourrom ELECTRICA&T DISCONNECTS GLASS ELECTRODE TO PREVENT
POLARIZING IT AND TO PREVENT VIOLENT METER DISPLACEMENT WHEN ELECTRODES
ARE REMOVED FROM SOLUTION.

044 rusimurroN SWITCHES IN CIRCUIT FOR pH MEASUREMENTS.
+MV PP11149UTTON SELECTS CIRCUIT FOR MILLIVOLT MEASUREMENTS SO THAT VALUES
ON RIGHTHAND SIDE OF ZEROMILLIVOLT POINT ON SCALE ARE POSITIVE.'

6. 141, PUSHBUTTON SELECTS CIRCUIT FOR MILUVOLT MEASUREMENTS $O THAT VALUES
ON RIGHTHAND SIDE OF ZEROMILUVOLT POINT ON SCALE ARE NEGATIVE.

7. STANDARD SCALE PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES IN CIRCUIT FOR SPAN COVERING
o To 14 pH AND 0 TO t 1400 MV ON STANDARD SCALE.

B. EXPANDED SCALE PUSHBUTTON LNCREASE CIRCUIT SENSITIVITY SEVENFOLD '

OVER STANDARD SCALE TO PERMIT READINGS ON EXPANDED SCALE.

9. STANDARD4ZE CONTROLT PROVIDES VARIABLEPOTENTIAL OF UP TO 1300 MV TO
STANDARDIZE ELECTRODE SYSTEM AND TO SET DESIRED ZERO POSITION FOR SCALE
SHIFTING.

Figure 6-3. fixpandomatic pH meter operating controls.
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Switches in circuit for span covering 0 to 14 pH and 0
to ± 1400 my on standard scale..

h. EXPANDED SCALE PUSHBUTTON
Increases circuit sensitivity sevenfold over standard
scale to permit readings on expanded scale:S.

i. STANDARDIZE CONTROLProvides
vanable potential of up to 1300 my to standardize
electrode system and to set desired zero position for
scale shifting.

j. THERMOCOMPENSATOR SWITCH
Selects circuit for manual or automatic temperature
compensation in pH measurement. (On back of
instrument.)

2. Measurement of pH. A precise pH measurement
of an unknown sample actually involves two
measurements. The first measurement is of a buffer
solution. the pH of which is known precisely at any
given temperature, for the purpose of establishing a
point of reference. The second measurement is of the
sample, with the pH value given relative to the buffer.
If the instrument is equipped with a
thermocompensator (Thennocompensator Switch on
Aim), references to setting of the Temperature
Compensator Control may be disregarded in the
following procedures:

3. Electrode Standardii2tion The following steps
cover the standardization procedure:

a. Depress Stand)yPushbutzon.
b. Pour buffer 4ution into small beaker to depth

of about one inch.
c. Uncover uillin4 hole of reference electrode.

Checkihe level of the electrolyte solution in electrode.
For maximum stability the tip of the new glad
electrode must be soaked for several hours before use.

d Rinse electrode and laboratory thermometer tips
in distilled water and, with laboratory tissue, blot off
excess twater.

e. Note temperature of buffer solution, set
Temperature Compensator Control at that tem-
perature, and turn Tbermocompensator Switch to
MANUAL.

f Immerse tips of electrodes in buffer SOlutiod by
positioning electrode clip on support,rod.

g. Depress pH Pushbutton and Standard
Pushbutton. Allow about one minute for reading to
stabilize. If Thermocompensator is used, it may take
up to five minutes to stabilize.

h. Adjust Standardize Control until meter reading
corresponds with pH of buffer at temperature
measured in step e. A temperature-correction table is
on each Beckman Buffer Solution_container. If
instrument is being standardized with Ithe expanded
scale, designate three zero positions on scale as
appropnate numbers that will include pH values of
buffer and sample solutions, and set Range Indicator
at 2-pH span included on expanded scale.

1. Depress Standby Pushbutton.
j. Remove electrodes frbm buffer solution, rinse

their tips in distilled water and, with laboratory tissue,
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blot off excess water. Proceed with pH measurement as
described in the following paragraphs.

4. pH Meaurements. Standardize instrument with
proper buffer solution as describeil in previous
paragraph.

a. Depress Standby Pushbutton.
b. Rinse thermometer and electrode tips in distilled

Water and, with laboratory tissue, blot off excess water
c. Immerse tips of thermometer and electrodes in

sample solution.
d. Set Temperature Compensator Control at

temperature of sample solution.
e. Depress Standard Scale Pushbutton.
f Depress pH Pushbutton.
g. Read pH value of sample on standard scale.
5. Expanded Scale pH Measurements. Standardize

the instrument with proper buffer solution as
described in previous paragraph.

a. Depress Standby Pushbutton.
b. Rinse thermometer and electrodes in distilled

water and, with laboratory tissue, blot off excess water.
c. Immerse tips of thermometer and electrodes in

sample solution.
d. Set Temperature Compensator Control at

temperature of sample solution. If expanded scaje is
set to other than 6 to 8 pH range, sample-soludpn
must be same as temperature of buffer used to
standardize instrument.

e. Depress Expanded Scale Pushbutton.
f Depress pH Pushbutton.
g. Read pH value of sample on expanded scale.

NOTE. WHEN TAKING A METER READING,
ALWAYS OBSERVE THE NEEDLE SO THAT IT
COVERS ITS OWN REFLECTION IN THE
SCALE MIRROR; PARALLAX WILL CAUSE AN
INACCURATE READING.

Factors that influence accurate readings. To insure
top quality results when making pH meter readings,
consider the following factors:

1. Electrodes are very fragile; never let the ups
'Such' the bottom of the beaker.

2. Never remove electrodes from solution if the
READ or pH PUSHBUTTON is depressed.

3..-Keep electrodes cleanrinse them with de-
ionized water, and blot excess water with chemically
inert absorbent tissue before immersing them in the
buffer or sample. Contaminated electrodes will cause
drifting in the pH readings.

4. The filling hole on the reference electrode
should always be covered when not in use.

5. Always checkaolte level of the KCL in the
reference electrode; if not full, bring it back up to the
correct level..

6. Always leave the tips of the electrodes immersed
in de-ionized water or a buffer of 7 when not in use

7. Check the, Buffer Temperature Table to insure
the correct pH of the buffer solution.

8. Do not stir the buffer or test solution- with
electrodes in the bealcip.
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9. The pH of any given formula will vary
so hat from one contactor lot to another, and each

ratory will have to make a serigs of readings from
each solution that is to be checked.

Exercise (660):

L Complete statements on the operation of a pH
meter.
a. The purpose of the electrode is to

provide constant voltage.

b. The reference electrode is filled with .

C. The electrode measures the hydrogen
concentration of the sample.

solutions are used to standardize a pH
meter.

e. A buffer of is used to standardize the
pH meter for checking a developer.

f. A buffer of 4 is used to standardize the pH
meter for checking an solution:

g. When cleaning an electrode, the meter should
be in

h. In determining pH, your first measurement is
of the solution.

i. Electrodes should be cleaned with
Wata.

J. When using the eipandomatic, you can use the
scale to increase sensitivity sevenfold.

k. Contaminated will cause the pH
reading to drift.
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39-3i6-5. Specific Gravity
Specific gravity is the first test that you should

perform on any freshly mixed solution of
photographic chemistry. In this section we will explain
how this most important test is performed.

661. Define specific gravity and explain principles
and techniques used to determine specific gravity.

Specific Gravity Analysis. Specific gravity is
defined as the ratio of the mass of a given volume of a
substance to an equal volume of distilled water at the
same temperature. As a formula, this would be:

mau of a known volume of a substance
gpecific gravity

mass of equal volume of distilled water

The first check that should be made on all solutions
is the specific gravity. It is a quick check to see if the
mix is complete. Specific gravity is the ratio of the
weight or mass of a given volume of a substance to an
equal volume of distilled water at 60°F, which has an
assigned specific gravity of 1. We know the specific
gravity of each element and from this we can
determine the specific gravity of any given ratio. The
specific gravities for all of our processing solutions
have been determined and will remain constant,
provided the solution has been mixed in the proper
proportions.

Specific gravity will, however, vary from one batch
of solution to another because of various factors
involved (quality of chemicals, inaccurate scales used
in measuring chemicals, etc.). Because of this, upper
and lower control limits must beset. If specific gravity
of a solution does not fall within these control limits,
further analysis can be made to determine the cause. If
the specific gravity goes beyond the upper control
limit, it might indicate that more thn the formula,
amount of an ingredient has been used, a foreign
ingredient has been used, or the solution has not been
diluted properly. A specific gravity which is below the
lower limit might indicate that an ingredient has been
left out of the solution, or that too much water has
been added.

The hydrometer is-used for specific gravity checks.
It must be cleaned before use, to give accurate
readings. The hydrometer is calibrated to read 1.00 in
pure, distilled water at 60°F. A temperature change
will have a direct effect on the specific gravity reading.
For every increase of 5°F, .001 must be added to the
reading on the hydrometer. For a decrease of 5°F,
.001 must be subtracted.

Since most photographic solutions contain several
solids dissolved in the water, their density is not the
same as the density of distilled water. The coefficient
of expansion of any solution denser than water is
greater than the coefficient of expansion of water.
Therefore the photographic solution will expand more
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Figure 6-4. Section of hydrometer stem.

for each degree of temperature change. Laboratory
research indicates that the temperature correction for
most photographic solutions whose specific gravity
falls between 1.100 and 1.200 is very close to 0.003
per 10°F temperature change.

Use of the Hydrometer. Using a hydrometer with a
suitable range, insert it into the solution in the proper
cylinder and record the reading from the scale on the
stern of the hydrometer. The cylinder must be on a
level suvort, and 'the reading taken from a point
perpendicular to the side of the cylinder, at the top of
meniscus. (See fig. 6-4.)

The following are sample specific gravity readings
for solutions you are likely to use each day:

Ssgution Specific Gravuy
D19 1.127
DK-50 1.034
D76 1.089
D72 1.105
Hypo 1.074

Exercises (661):

1. Define specific gravity.

2. Why is a specific gravity test performed on freshly
mixed chemistry?

3. A specific gravity reading which is too high would
indicate what problem(s)?

4. A hydrometer is calibrated to read what value?
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5. What compensation do you have to make if a
hydrometer reading of a developer is made in a
solution having a temperature of 80°F?

6. At what point is a reading made on a hydrometer?

6-6. Solution cef-tification

Although ttsicIrg are several reasons for certifying
photographic utions, the principal, one is to insure
that they produce predictable and repeatable results.
Depending upon thetcriticality of the mission,
certification may be limited or extensive. For example,
some noncritical operations may require no more than
the statement of the chemmix technician that the
solutions were properly prepared, whereas highly
critical missions require complete chemical
certification. It is up to the individual laboratory to
decide which procedures are needed to meet mission
requirements. The normal sequence is to take specific
gravity, pH and sensitometric tests of the chemistry.

NOTE. Our discussion of solution certification is
aimed at the developer solution. Specific gravity and
pH tests, however, should be applied to all the
solutions with the additional sensitometric test applied
to the developer.

662. List and explain the purpose of each step that is
performed in certifying a photographic solution.

Certifying Chemistry. Take a sample- from the
chemistry to be certified. The first test should be to
measure the specific gravity. This determines whether
the chemistry was properly mixed. If the specific
gravity reading is high, it means that there is too little
water and/or too much ingredients. If the reading is
low, it means too much water or too few ingredients. If
the chemistry is properly mixed, then you should take
a pH reading. The pH reading indicates the proper
strength of the solution. The strength of the solution
determines its activity. Too much activity can lead
over-processing, and a too-weak solution leads to
inadequate development. After these two tests have
been performed, a sensitometric test is performed.
' A sensitometric test involves procesiing a
sensitometric strip through your chemistry and then
reading the strip on a densitoaktai. The values from
this strip are then read on a densitotieter and plottixt
on graph paper so that they can be compared with
established standards.

NOTE: Sensitomeuy will be better understood-
when we study the operation of a sensitometer and
densitometer and the making of graphs. Right now,
consider a sensitometer as a machine which gives a



piece of film a known and repeatable exposure. The
exposure is made through a graded step tablet (gray
scale) that prints 21 steps of increasing density on the

.. film. You use the same kind of film for the test as the
film you use on your missions. The film is then
processed according to directions.

Once the film has been exposed, processed, and
fmished, it is read on a densitometer. A densitometer
is a machine that passes light through the film and then
measures the change in light intensitY caused by the
different densities. These changes are visible on a
meter. E4ch of the 21 steps is read and the values
recorded. These values are then plotted on graph paper
to form a characteristic curve. This curve then can be
compared with a standard that has been established.
By comparing these curves you can determine the
performance of your, developer.

os

Exercise (662):

1. List and briefly explain the purpose of each step
that is performed in certifying a developer
solution.

6-7. Sensitometers

The first requirement of a sensitometer is that it
conforms to practice. It should produce exposures that
are as nearly like camera exposures as we can make
them, and that duplicate is, as nearly as possible, the
color (spectral quality) of light used to make camera
exposures. If we want to know how film responds to
daylight, the light source in our sensitomettr should
closely approximate daylight. If we are concerned
with the behavior of film under artificial light, we
should use approximately the same quality of artificial
light in our sensitometer.

Since a photographic exposure is the product of
light intensity, the (I) and the (T) of light duration, the
exposure steps produced by a sensitometer can be the
result of varying either factor. If time is held constant
while the intensity is varied, we have an intensity scale
sensitometer, and if the intensity is held constant while
the time is varied, we have a time-scale sensitometer.
Sensitometers have been construcled using both prin-
ciples; however, the intensity scale type is the standard
today because time scale sensitometers can cause
reciprocity problems with some types of films.

Another requirement is for an exposure modulator
which gives you a graded series of accurately measured
exposures needed to produce your sensitometric strip.
An exposure modulator should meet the following
requirements:

It should operate over an exposure range that
includes all of the exposures encountered in practice.

Should be accurate and consistent.
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Should have no significant effect on the color
quality of the ltght.

663. Complete statements on the nomenclature,
operation, and application of sensitometers.

Intensity-Scale Sinshometers. When film is
exposed in a camera, a frame stops momentarily
behind the lens and the shutter opens for a
predetermined period and then closes. The frame has
received an exposure, but in reality, it has received as
many exposures as there are different tones in the
scene. Each object that reflects a different amount of
light produces its own exposure and its own
corresponding density. Thus, camera exposures are, in
fact, intensity modulated. Since we require that
sensitometer exposures conform to practice, it stands
to reason that the exposure it produces should be
intensity modulated.

The most commonly used intensity-scale modulator
'is simply an accurately made step-wedge. To provide a
scale of equal percentage exposures, it is only
necessary that the wedge have equal density differences
between adjacent steps. This is true because density is
the logarithmic function of the transmission for any
step.

Mark VI Sensitometer. The 'Mark VI sensitometer
is an example of an intensity scale sensitometer (see
fig. 6-5). It employs an electronic flash tube as its light
source, and its exposure times vary according to the
circuit selected. The instrument operates on 115-volt
60-cycle current. .

The electronic flash tube emits light that is a closy
approximation of daylight, and it can be used without
color compensation (i.e. filters) except where a test
requres the color temperature of tungsten light. Three
circuits permit exposure times of 10-2 (1/100), 10-3
(1/1000), and 10-'4 (1/10,000) of a second, and the
intensity of the tube varies with the exposure time
selected. The 1/100-second exposure is approximately
1000 meter candle seconds, the 1/1000-second setting
produces approximately 5000 meter candle seconds,
and the 1;10,000-second setting gives an exposure of
130-meter-candle seconds.

To operate the instrument, follow these steps.
a. Plug the power cord into an outlet. Be" sure to

ground the plug to prevent a shock hazard.
b. Switch the power on. I

c. Press the exposure circuit selector for desiked
flash duration.

d. Add filters or light anenuators if necessary. The
variable area filters (attenuators) having 3 or 19 lines
are inserted between the flash-tube shield and the gray-
scale box. They allow the user to balance the light
output of the three separate circuits within ± 10
percent. The 3-line filter and the 19-line filter, which
can be considered equivalent to Neutral Density 1.70
and 1.0 respectively, are used to normalize the light
output of the 10-3 and 10- z circuits to that of the

r
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n EG:G INC0
PRODUCTS DIVISION

MARK VI

EDGERTON. GENMESHAUSEN & GRIER. INC.

OFF 10-4 10-, 10-.
SECONDS

A

Figure 6-5. Complete Mark Vl system.

10 -4 circuit. Normalization of the light output of the
three circuits can be useful in studying film
characteristics. In addition to the area filters, neutral
density filters can be added, as follows, with films
having a variety of speeds.

ASA NUMBER
10' 32
100
320
1000
3200

Neutral Density Filter
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

e. Turn the room lights off.
f Place the film to be exposed over ihe step tablet,

emulsion down.
g. Slide the film into the proper grom'te.
h. Hold the film in place at one end and lower the

sponge rubber platen onto the film.
i. Flip the top clori, activating the microswitch. A

small amount of light may be visible at the edges of the
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A MARK VI SENSITOMETER
8 GRAYSCALE' BOX
C FLASHTuBE SHIELD

VARIABLEAREA FILTERS

platen, but this will not damage the film. If there is a
large light leak, check the setting of the microswitch. If
the microswitch is set too low, the tube will fire before
the platen covers the film.

j. Process the film as usual.
NOTE: Each step qf the testing process must be

done with care to insure the necessary repeatability
that data collecting requires.

Many labs now used pre-exposed strips that are
produced by Kodak. The strips are kept refrigerated
until needed and then pulled out for running a test.
This eliminates the requirement for a sensitometer in
many instances.

Exercise (663):
I . Complete statements onethe use of a sensitometer.

a. An scale sensitometer closely
duplicates a camera exposure.

496



b. A Mark VI sensitometer hasan
light source.

c. An exposure on a sensitometer is measured in

d. are used to balance the light output of
the three separate circuits on the Mark VI.

ZERO ADJUST &
OFF-ON SWITCH

e. It is important that each step of sensitometry be
done with care to insure

Densitometets

Your exposed sensitometric strip has been
processed and this brings us to the next part of the
sensitometric controlthe measurement of the
densities produced on your test material. This is the
extent of densitometryit is the gathering of

COLOR FILTER
TURRET

COLOR FILTER
CONTROLS

SNOUT LEVER
(NOT yIstEst.E)

METER SCALE

MIRROR STRIP

CALIBRATION
KNOB

CALIBRATION
REFERENCE
LEVER

Fipre 6-6. Mac Bah quantaloi densitorneta.
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information needed to determine the photographic
characteristics of light sensitive material (the aim of
sensitometry). Densitomery involves the use of
densitometers for obtaining data about the material
being tested. A densitometer is an instrument for
measuring and reading directly, in terms of density,
the light stopping ability of films or prints. The most
common type of densitometer is the photoelectric

type.

664. Complete statemeaa on the nomenclature and
operation of densitometers.

Photoelectric Densitometers. Photoelectric
densitometeis employ a photoelectric cell or similar
detector to determine the imensity of light. The most
widely used photoelectric densitometers are thedirect
reading type. To use these densitometers, place the
material to be measured in the light beam between the
source and the photocell and read the density value
directly from a meter. Since the measurements are not
dependent upon visual impressions, this type of
densitometer is much easier to use than the older viptial
comparison densitometer. It is, however, very
important to keep photoelectric densitometers
properly calibrated and to maintain a constant light

source through voltage stabilization.
TD-102 Densitometer. The Mac Beth Quanta log

Densitometer, TD-102, shown in figure 6-6, is typical
of the kind of instrument that is generally 'used The
instrument contains a power transformer which
provides either 115- or 230-volt operation at
frequencies of 50 and 60 cycles per second, Your
instrument is usually wired for 115-volt, 60-cycle
operation, and this information should be shown on

data tag attached to the back of the instrument If it
is necessary to change voltage, send the instrument to
your maintenance section

The total power consumption of the TD-102 is
approximately 60 watts. This includes the power
needed to operate the electronic circuits, the light
source for the optical system, and the antifatigue lamp.
The electronic power supply is self-regulated and is

not affected by normal variations in line voltage.
However, the light source for the optical system is
affected by line voltage fluctuations, and a voltage

regulator m used in conjunction with the
instrument. ti can readily see that if the light passing
through a ple fluctuates, the density reading also
fluctuates. A simple 60-volt ampere regulator is

adequate.
You may use the TD-102 under any normal

lighting conditions, since ambient light does not affect
its optical system. However, since the dial is not
illuminated, you must provide a light for it if you plan
to use the instrument in a darkroom.

Optically the TD-102 meets ANSI standards for
measuring diffuse transmission density. The
instrument is equipped with a turret containing four
filter positions. The filters installed in the turret are

the red, Wratten No. 92; the geen, Wratten No. 93;
the blue, Wratten No. 94; and a No. 106 for visual
operation. For color derisitometry you use the three
colored filters; for black-and-white deisitometry you
place the turret in the visual position.

The meter scale on the TD7102 is linear from 0 to
4.0 density units. The Scale is divided into 200 equal
graduations of 0.02 density units each. You can make
density readings that are precise within a tolerance of
± 0.02 density units. By reading between graduations,
you can make readings of ± 0.01 density units.

The circular stage diffuser is 33/4 inches in
diameters with a circular aperture of 2 mm (0,079
inches) in diameter at its center. The diffuser has a
brightness of approximately 100 foot-lamberts.

Densitometer Operation. Except for minor
differences, all densitometers are used in the same
way. Therefore, to learn how to operate a
densitometer, let us take the TD-102 as being typical.
When we talk about zeroing and adjusting this
instrument, we shall include the color filters, even
though our immediate concern is with black-and-
white operation.

Refer to figure 6-6 and ydu will see that all controls
are on the front of the instrument. Locde each control
in the illustration as you go through the following
operations. To zero-adjust the TD-102:

(1) Rotate the zero-adjust switch to turn the power
on, once the instrument has been plugged into a
suitable power line whose voltage is stabilized with a
voltage regulator.

(2) After a 30-minute warmup, with no sample in
place and the filter selector control rotated to the
visual filter position (the gold filter trim control in the
bottom position), depress the snout lever. Turn the
zero-adjust switch further clockwise until the needle is
properly zeroed.

NOTE: When making any reading, remember to
use the built-in mirror to prevent parallax errors.

(3) Step 2 is then repeated with the red, green, and
blue trim controls in the bottom position. This zeroing
is necessary only for color work.

To calibiate the TD-102 after zeroing:
(1) Place the internal calibration reference in the

measuring beam by moving the calibi-ation reference
control backward (toward the machine) until you feel
it "click in."

(2) Depress the snotit lever.
(3) Adjust the calibration control until the meter

reads the density indicated on the tag adjacent to this
control.

(4) Remove the internal calibration reference from
the mensuring beam by moving the calibratidn
reference control forward until you feel' it "click outh
(The calibration reference control must be "out" when
making a reading.)

(5) Recheck your zero and calipration settin0.
The machine should "hold" both proper zero and
calibration at the same time.
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ST EP NO. DENSITIES 5,

1 0.1 0 0.11 0,09 0.10
2 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13
3 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.15
4 0.22 0.18 O20 0.20
5 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.27

..., 6 0.39 0.35 0.37 0.31
7 0.51 0.52 0.48 0.50
8 0.66 " 0.64 0.95 0.65
9 0.78 0.80 0.82 0.80

10 0.94 - 0.96 0,95 0.95
11 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.10
12 1,23 1.27 1.25 1.25
13 1.38 1.40 1.42 1.40
14 1.53 1.55 1.57 1.55
15 1,69 1.71 1.70 1.70
16 1.80 1.84 1.81 1.82
17 1.90 1.94 1,92 1.92
18 1.99 2.01 2.00 2.00
19 2.04 2.08 2.06 2.06
20 2.14 2.10 2.11 2.12
21 2.13 2.17 2.15 2.15

Figure 6-7. Carts fOr recording sensitornethe strip densities.

NOTE: Fine needle adjustments can be made by
rotating the filter trim control knob that is being used.

Once you have determined that your densitometer
is in calibration and is operating correctly, you are
ready to make density readings of your sensitometric
strips. It is most convenient to workwith another
technician when making density readingi:One person
should operate the densitometer, calling out the
density values as they appear on the meter dial, while
another person lists the values on a specially prepared
form, such as is shown in figure 6-7. Notice that there
are three columns in which to record densities. The
reason is this: Since operator errors, as well as
systematici errors (those inherent in, or produced by,
the system) are likely to occur, you can get a more
realistic evaluation of density by taking three replicate
readings and averaging them. The chart shown in
flgure 6-7 provides a column headed D for the average
densities. Notice we said replicate, not duplicate,
readings. These are made by reading the entire strip,
recording the individual step densities in the first
column; reading and recording the entire strip a
second time for the second colufan; afid doing the
same thing for the third column. You should not try to
read the same spot on each step, nor should you try to
hit the same spot for each replication. Because there
may be flaws in emulsions or in development, an
unrealistic density may ocCur in a particular spot; if
your densitometer read this spot three times in
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,voysuccession, you would get an erroneous value for the-
step. Make youi readings as random as possible. Do
not try to hit the same4pot each time. Just read and
record each strip three times and then average the
values for dch step.

Exercise (664):

1,Complete statements on the nomenclature and
operation of the TD-102 densitometer.
a densitometers are easier on the eyes

than the tYPe.

b. The TD-102 densitometers have filter
positions.

c. The filter is in the bottom position
when zeroing the TD-102.

d. For color work, you must zero witlfte ,
, and

e. Afterzeroing, a densit meter is then checked
for

f. When reading a control strip, you should make
readings.

6-9. Replenishment Procedures
The need for replenishment arises from many

different factors. Of importance are the following:
As photographic solutions are used, chemical

components are used up.
As chemical coMponents are used up, byproducts

.are formed in the processing solution.
The combined action of losing chemicals and

gaining byproducts ultimately makes the processing
solution ineffective.

It is not always feasible to shut down processing
machines so that the chemical solutions can be
changed whenever they begin to deteriorate or
whenever they begin to approach exhaustion.

As we have previously discussed, the best way to
check your solutions is through performing pH,
specific gravity, and sensitometric tests. This testing
will indicate the need for replenishment.



In dill section we are going to discuss logarithms
which are the,mathematics used in sensitometfy-the
draiing of characteristic curves which give you visible
proof of your developer's performance. Finally, we
will discuss the steps in replenishing developers, stop
baths, and fixing baths.

4

665. Give the definition and some aaracteristics of
logarithmi, and solve log problems.

Logarithms. A logarithm is ,a number used to
,represent another number. Logarithms were
originated as a means of simplifying the handling of
numbers containing, a large Dumber of digits or
decimal places. They are commonly used in scientific
research to reduce complicate& multiplication and,
division problems to simple addition and subtraction.n)

We can best define a logarithmic series of numbers
by first considering an arithmetic series of numbeis.
The following are arithmetic series of numbers:

0,
0,
5,

1, 2, 3,
2, 4, 6,
10, 15,

4, 5 6,

8, 10, 1 , 18, 4,916

20, 25, 0, 35, 40

In the first series of numbers we are only adding 1
to the previous number to get the next. In the second
series of numbers we are simply adding 2 each time to
the previous number to get the next. In the third set we
are simply adding 5 to the previous number to get the
next nuipber.

Suppose we wanted to evaluate the response of a
photographic material to different amounts of
exposure. We would expose the material with a series
of exposure increments. We might use a series of
exposures intreasing the increments of 5, 10, 15, 20,
and so on. Notice that there is not a uniform increase
in exposure from one increment to the next. The
exposure from 5 to 10 represents a 100-percent
increase, whereas the exposure from )0 to 15 is only a
50-percent increase. The increase of exposure from 15i

to 20 is only a 25-percent increase. Thus, as' the
exposure gets greater, the percent of increase becomes
smaller. ,

To effectively analyze a photographic material, we
must give it exposure increases at regular intervals. For
example, if we start with 5 and multiply each exposure
to our material by a factor of 2, we would produce a,
series of equal exposure increases. Our steps would -
progress 5, 10, 20, 40, etc. This is an example of
geometric progression. This is a series of logarithmic
numbers. The following are examples of logarithmic
series of numbers.

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, . . . .

5, 10, 20; 40, 80, . .

A logarithmic series of numbers is the result of
multiplying or dividing the previous number by a
certain number to get the Twit number. Notice in the
previous group of numbers we multiplied each number
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by the factor Of 2 to get the next one. The following is
another poup bf logarithmic series of numbers.

1 10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000
In the last series, we multiplied the previous

number by 10 each time to get the next number; as
shown here:

1

10 (10x1)
100 (10x10)
1,000 (10x10x10)
10,000 (10x10x10x10)

.100,000 (10x10x10x10x10)
1,000,000 (10x10x10x10x10x10)

The above series of numbers can also be expressed
in the following way:

10°= 1
10' = 10
103 = 100
103 = 1,000'
104 = 10,000
10' = 100,000
106 = 1,000,000

In this last series of'numbers, we use the number
above and to the right of the tens to indicate how many
tens we must multiply 'together, by ttn, to get the
equivalent numbers. These numbers are called
exponerfts or powers. An example 103 = 1,000
(10x10x10 = 1%000). In this case, 3 is the exponent
and tells us how many fens to multiply together.

Logarithms are actually the exponent by which/we
can raise some convenient base number (in this case
10) in order to -describe some other number. For
instance:

104 = 10,000

Logarithms to the base 10 are called common
logarithms. Another way to express 104 = 10,000 (ten
raised to the fourth power equals ten thousand) would
be: Log, 10,000 =' 4 (the logarithm to the base 10 of
10,000 equals 4). It is common practice to pmit
writing the base if the base is 10, but to write it in for
logarithms using bases other than 10. Now we simply
say the Log of 10,000 = 4: (The number to take the
place of 10,000 is 4). To understand this more, let us
look at the powers .of ten, their values, and their
logarithmic form. (See fig. 6:8)

The logarithm number is made up of a whole
number, or a whole number and 'a decimal fraction.
The numbers listed under logarithmic forms in figure
6-8 are logarithm numbers. The number to the left of
the deckmal is Called the characteriitic. 'The
characteristic can be a positive or a negative number.
A positive characteristic indicates the original number
was a whole number or a mixed number. If the original
number is a decimal, the characteristic is negative and
is distinguished froth the psitive;characteristic by a
bar above the !limber. etc,)

6.



Powers of 10 Common Number `Logar itbmic Forms

106

105
104
103
102

1,000,000
100, 0001

10, 0001,
1, 000

100

6.0000
5 .0000
4 . 0000
3.0000
2.0000

101 10 1.0000
100 1 0.0000
10-1 .1 1.0000
10-2 .01 2.0000
10-3 . 001 3. 0000
10-4 .0001 4.0000
10-5 . 00001 -5-.0000
10-6 . 000001 6. 0000

F igur e 6=13 . Powers, Values and Logarithms

Ftvrre 6-8. Common logajithras (base 10).

0 EXAMPLE Log tdo =2,0000 (We cm omn the decimal and the
four zeros and nse only the
tharamenstic 2)

Log 0.001 =I.0000 (Omit the decimal and the zeros
and use only the charactenme
If)

We have expressed 13)numbers in figure 6-8,
ranging from 1,000,000 to 0.000001 by their
logarithms. What about all the numbers in between
these that can't be expressed with a whole number
exponent of 103 The number 25 falls between 10 4nd
100, which hire characterisdcs of 1 and 2. Therefore
the characuristic for the logarithm of 25 must be 1
plus some 'on. This demmal fraction part
of the logari is called the mantissa. The mantissa is
always positive d is obtained from an appropnate
takle of logarithms.

To fmd the logarithm of a number yci`U. first
determine the characteristic. This number may be
determined by 'on. Only the mantissa is listed
in the logirithm e. Let us set about the task of
deterrnining the logarithm of a number by first finding
the characteristic.

. The characteristic is the number to the left of the
decimal point. When the even number js 1 or larger
the characteristic is positive. When the given number is
less than 1 the characteristic is begative and is so
indicated by placing a bar above the characteristic.

At this point, for purpoies of simplification, We will
introduce a system that greatly reduces the difficulty
usually encountered in detenhination of the

,-*/ characteristic. We call this the "CARET SYSTEM."
'To determine the asiracteristic of a number, place

a caret ( ).1NtriZof the first sipjcant number.
A significant n any number oth -a than zero.
Now, Count-the number of diem between the caret and

G G.- SIG"

,,,,,

MG. *11

I, I
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the decimal point. The number of digits will 6e the,
characteristic. If the decimal point is to the right of the
caret, the characteristic will be positive. If the decimal
is to the left of the caret, the characteristic will be
negative.

EXAMPLE GIPEN
NUMBER CHARACTERISTIC

3 o71 = 2.

3, .7Z- = 0.

-MA 3
.3 A 2 = T.

We use the simplified method mentioned above
because some have difficulty committing to memory
the rules that apply to characteristic determination.
However, we recommend that you learn these rules to
further your understanding of logarithmsu.

The following rules are used in determining the
characteristic for a given number.

Rule I . THE CHARACTERISTIC OF ANY
WHOLE OR MIXED NUMBER IS ONE LESS
THAN THE NUMBER OF FIGURES TO THE
LEFT OF THE DECIMAL POINT.

Rule 2. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF A
DECIMAL FRACTION IS EQUAL TO THE
NUMBER OF4PLACES TO THE RIGHT OF THE
DECIMAL, TO AND INCLUDING THE FIRST
SIpNIFICANT FIGURE. .

/ A significant figure is any digit other than zero.
Remember that the characteristic for a decimal figure
is negative and a bar must be placed above the
characteristic to indicate this.

EXAMPLe GIVEN NUMBER CHARACTERISTIC
25.000.00 = 4
2,500.00 =



EXAMPLE. (JIVEN VI AIFfIR MIRA( It RISiIC

(Rule I) 250.00 = 2

25.00 = 1

2.50 = 0
EXAMPLE GIVEN NUMBER CHARACTERISTIC

0.00002 = 3
0.00023 = 71

(Rule 2) 0.00236 = I
0.02360 =
0.236430 = i

After you have applied the rules listed above and
have determined the characteristic, there is still one
more step to accomplish. As we have said before, a
logarithm- has two parts. You have found the
characteristic, now you must find the mantissa. .

To locate the proper mantissa, you must use a leg'
table. The log table that has been provided in table 6-2
will enable you to fmd the mantissa for any 3-digit
figure: If your given number contains more than 3

EXAM'12:

Mantissa for tha
number 12 is .0792

.0792

Mantissa for the
number 175 is .2430

(7115))

digits, you must either procure a table computed for
these numbers or use a mathematical process called
interpolation to determine the appropriate mantissa.
Logarithm tables have been computed with mantissas
having 14 digits or more. The greater the number of
digits, the greater the accuracy of the table.

However, for our purposes, the 4-place table will
provide sufficient accuracy. In the event you are called
upon to determine the mantissa for a number having
more than three figures, simply round off the number
to 3 placc. and then determine the proper mantissa.

Look at your log table. You will see 11 columns of
figures headel by the letter "N" and digits from 0 to 9.
To determine the mantissa for any number having 3

agnificant figures, locate the number in the "N"
column and then proceed across the chart horizontally
until we reach the column headed by the third digit of
the number. At this point on the chart, we will locate
the mantissa.

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 0000 0043 0086 0128 0170 0212 4253 0294 0334 0374

11 0414 0453 0492 0331 0569 0607 0645 0682 0719 0755

12 0792 0828 0864 0899 0934 0969 1004 1038 1072 1104

M* 39 1173 1206 1239 1271 1103 1335 1367 1399 1430

1461 1492 1523 1553 1584 1614 1644 1673 1703 1732

15 1761 1790 1818 1847 1875 1903 1931 195, 1987 2014

16 2041 2064 2095 2122 2148 2175 2201 2227 2153 227,

17 2304 1,310 au 2380 24,m, 24 2455 2480 2504 252,

lnprr 2577 2601 MT 'irr 2695 2718 2742 2765.

/I.
9 2788 2810 2833 2856 26 2900 2921 2945 2967 2909

. ,

20 .3410 3032 3054 3 3096 3118 3139 3160 3181 _3201

21 3222 3243 1263 264 3304 3324 3345 3165 3185 1404

22 3424 3444 VC 34 3 3502 3522 3541 3560 3579 3598

23 3617 3636 655 3 74 3692, 3711 3729 3747 3766 3784

;4 3802 3 3838 S856 1874 1892 3909 3927 3945 3962

25 3997 4014 4031 4048 4065 4082 4099 4116 4133

2 150 4166 4183 4200 4216 4232 4249 4265 4281 4298

ti 4314 4X0 4346 4362 4378 4393 4409 4425 4440 4455

28 4472, 448) 4502 4518 4533 4548 4564 4379 4594 4609

29 4624 4639 4654 4669 4683 4698 4713 4728 4742 4757

Z-N--__,.---7-.--_l 1-`-,.."---.

Numbers having idenucal significant figures but
diffenng in the position of the decimal point will have
the same mantissa. However, the characteristic will
differ to indicate the difference in arithmetical value.

EXAMPLE (Log 2 = T.3010) (Log 2 = 0.3010) (Log 20 =
1.3010)

Anti-Logs. Now that yoti have learned the
procedures for finding the logarithm of a number, let's
tackle the probleni, from a different angle. Suppose
that you were given the logarithm and told to fmd the
number that it represents. How would you go about
accomplishing this task?

Actually, the process is quite simple. Basically, the
operatiOn is the reverse of finding the logarithm. When

133

412

we perform this o ration, we are finding the anti
logarithm. The anti-log is the number that the
logarithm represents.

Let us say, for purposes of illustration, that we want
to find the anti-log of the logarithm 3.6990. First we
go to the log table and scan the mantiscas until we
locate, .6990. The numbers are arranged in an
arithmetic progression that aids in locating the desired
mantissa. This mantissa is located adjacent to the
number 50, in the "N" column. Since all numbers with
identical figures have the same mantissa, 6990 could
represent the number 5, 50, or 500, etc. However,
determining the specific value of the anti-log will
present no problem if you use the following
procedure.

Again, using the "CARET SYSTEM," take the

4.1
ft



TABLE 6-2
LOG TABLE (COMMON LOGARITHMS)

S.-----..1
COMMON LOGARITHMS.

s46123 4 1 4 51,
10

_

0000 0041 0l4 0126 0170 0212 0251 0294 0114 0174
II 0414 0451 O42 0531 0569 0607 0645 0662 0719 0755
12 0792 0626 0164 0699 0934 0969 1004 1016, 1072, 1106
13 1139 1171 1266 1239 1271 1301 1115 1167 1399 1410
14 1461 1492 1521 1551 1584 1614 1644 1671 1703 1712

:; 1761 1790 111S 1647 1675 1901 1931 1959 1987 2014
16 1041 2068 2095 2122 2146 2175 2201 2227 2251 2279
17 2304 2130 2155 2160 2405 2410 2455 2460 2504 2529
16 2551 2577 2601 2625 2646 2672 2695 2716 2742 2765
19 2766 2610 1831 2156 267S 2900 2923 2945 2967 2989

0 1010 3032 1054 3075 1096 1118 3139 3160 1161 3201
I 1222 1241 3263 3214 1104 3124 1145 1165 1145 3404
2

1

3424 3444 1464 1481 1502 1522 1541 1560 1579 1598
3 3617 1616 1655 1674 3692 3711 3729 1747 3766 1764
4 3102 1120 MS 1656 1674 1892 3909 3927 1945 3962

5 3979 1997 4044 4031 4046 4065 4062 4099 4116 4111
6 4150 4166 4161 4200 4216 4212 4149- 4265 4261 4296
7 4314

1

4110 4146 4362 4178 4191 4409 4425 4440 4455
6 4472 4467 4502 4516 4533 4546 4564 4579 4594 4609
9 4624 4619 4654 4669 4661 4698 4711 4726 4742 4757

po 4771 4786 4100 4814 4429 4841 4657 4671 468.6 4900
1 4914 4926 4942 4955 4969 4981 4997 5011 5014 5016

32 5051 5065 5079 5092 5105 5119 5412 5145 5159 5172
011 SUS 5196 5211 5224 5217 5250 5263 6276 5269 5101
34 5115 5126 5340 5151 5166 517S 5191 5401 5416 5426

5441 5451 5465 5476 5490 5501

_5621

5514 5527 5519 5551

6
i5

5563 5575 5567 5599 5611 5615 5647 5656 5670
7 5611 5694 5705 5717 5729 5740 5752 5761 5775 5786

36 5796 5309 5621 5312 5641 5655 5866 5877 5886 5699

39 5911 5922 5911 5944 5955 5966 5977 5916 5999 6010

40 6021 6031 6042 6051 N6064 6075 6085 6096 6107 6117
41 6126 6118 6149 6160 6170 6180 6191 6201 6212 6222
42 6232 6241 6251 6263 6274 6284 6294 6104 6314 6325

41 6135 6345 6155 6165 6175 6165 6195 6405 6415 6425
44 6415 6444 6454 6464 6474 6484 6494 6503 6513 6522

05 65.12 6542 6551 6561 6571 6580 6590 6579 6609 6616
06 6626 6637 6646 6656 6665 6675 66414 6693 6702 6712
07 6721 6710 6719.67'49 6758 6767 6776 6765 6794 6803
46 6612 6611 6810 6619 6846 6657 6866 6875 6814 6893
09 6902 6911 6720 6928 6937 6946 6955 6964 6972 6961

I

154 6990 6991 7007 7016 7024 7033 7042 7050 7059 7067
fsi 7076 7084 7093 7101 7110 7116 7126 7115 7141 7152

152 7160 7168 7177 7115 71937202 7210 7215 7226 7215
3 7241 7251 7259 7267 7275 7284 7292 7300 7108 7316

7124 7132 7140 7346 7156 7364 7372 7380 7316 7396

number you found (50) and place a caret ( A ) to the
right of the first significant number. Now, place the
decimal point to the right or left the number of spaces
equal to the value of the characteristic. Place the
decimal point to the right if the characteristic is
positive and left if the characteristic is negative.
Sometimes it is necessary to add zerosto determine the
value of the characteristic. For simplicity, we can say
that the characteristic indicates how many digits there
will be between the first significant number and the
decimal point. Please note the following examples:

EXAMPLE
LOG

Determine the Anti-log of 3.6990
ANTI-LOG

3.6990 5,43°°.
1.6990 .00k
5.6990 5k0000.

134

I4615 5 4 5 4719
SS 7404 7412 7419 7427 7415 7441 7451 7459 7466 7474

56 7482 7490 7497 7505 7511 7520 7526 7516 7541 7551

57 7559 7566 7574 7582 7569 7597 7604 7612 76111 7627

SS 7614 7642 7649 7657 7664 7672 7679 7666 7644 7701

59 7209 7716 7723 7731 7736 7745 7752 7760.2767 7774

60 7782 7789 7796 7103 7610 7116 7615 7612 7639 7844
61 7651 7660 7666 7675 7662 7669 7896 7901 7910 ,V21,7

62
61

7924
7993

7911
8.000

7916
8007

7945
1014

7952
1021

7959
8026

1966
8435

7973
8041

7960
6048

ill

64 8062 6069 (075 10S2 8089 1094 6102 6109 6116 6122

65 6129 8116 6142 8149 6156 6162 6169 6176 6162 6169
66 3195 6202 6209 8215 8222 5226 6215 8241 1244 6254
67 6261 6267 6274 1280 8267 6191 6299 5106 5112 6319
68 8125 1111 8118 8144 6151 8357 1361 1370 8176 8162
Ar9 6188 $395 8401 8407 6414 6420 $426 6412 6419 6445

70 6451 8457 6561 6470 6476 8482 8468 .3494 11500 S504
71 850 8519 6525 8511 8517 8541 6549 6555 8561 6567
72 8571 8579 8585 8591 8597 6601 8609 6615 8621 8627
71 8611 6619 8645 8651 8657 8663 6669 8675 8681 6686
74 8692 8696 8704 8710 6716 6722 8727 8711 6719 6745

75 8751 6756 8762 6768 6774 6779 8785 6791 8797 8402
76 8808 A414 8820 5325 6111 6317 8642 8648 8854 6659
77 8165 6671 8876 6682 8847 6691 6699 6904 6910 8915
71 8921 6927 8912 8916 8941 8949 6954 8960 6965 8911
79 6976 8982 6987 8993 6996 9004 9009 9015 9020 9025

tO 9031 9036 9042 9047 9051 9056 9061 9069 9074 9079
81 9065 9090 9096 9101 9106 9112 9117 9122 9126 9111

E42 9111
3 9191

9141
9196

9149
9201

9154
9206

9159
4212

9165
9217

9170
9222

9175
9227

9160
9232

9186
9211

9241 9246 9251 9258 9263 9269 4274 9279 9264 9289

35 9294 9299 9104 9309 9115 9320 9325 9110 9115 9340
36 9345 9350 9155 9360 9165 9170 9375 9380 9165 9190
87 9195 9400 9405 9410 9415 9420 9425 9410 9435 9440
83 9445 9450 9455 9460 9465 9469 9474 9479 9464 9480
29 9494 9499 9504 9509 9511 9516 9523 9526 9511 9536

90 9542 9547 9552 9557 9562 9566 9571 9876 9581 9516

9 ) 9613
9595
9641

9600
9647

9605
9652

9609
9657

9614
9661

9619
9666

9624
9671

9626
9675

9633
9680

3 9635 9669 9694 9699 9703 9708 9713 9717 9277 9727
54 9731

I

9736 9741 9745 9750 9754 9759 9763 9766 9773

S 9777 9752 9786 9791 9795 9800 9805 9809 9614 9618
96 9823 9827 9612 9816 9841 9845 9650 9854 9859 9861

197 9668 9872 9877 9/81 9884 9890 9194 9899 9043 9901

$ 9912 9917 9921 9926 9930 9914 9939 9941 '9946 9952
9956 9961 9965 9969 9974 9976 9961 9987 9991 9996

231478

The following rules are used when you are finding
anti-logs.

Rule I. IF THE CHARACTERISTIC IS
POSITIVE. THE NUMBER OF FIGURES TO THE
LEFT OF THE DECIMAL POINT WILL BE ONE
MORE THAN THE CHARACTERISTIC.

Rule ,2. IF THE cHARACTERISTIC IS
NEGATIVE, THE NUMBER OF PLACES TO THE
RIGHT OF THE DECIMAL, TO AND INCLUDING
THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE WILL BE
EQUAL TO THE CHARACTERISTIC.

EXAMPLE Losorldim
4.3010

(C)aracteristic of
2.6990

(Characteristic of
4.3010

(Rule 1)

(Rule 2)

Arsa-Logarithm
20,000

4 equals 5 decimal places in anti-log)
500

2 equals 3 decimal places in and-log)
.0002



Logarithm Anti-Lowirithm d. 0.109.

(Charactensuc of Bar 4 indicics the first significant
figure will be in the fourth place from the decimal)

2.6990 = 05
(Characteristic of Bar 2 indicates the first significant
figure will be in the second place from the decimal)

NOTE: To SIT= again, the reason- you need to
study logarithms is that the values given on pH meters
and densitometers arc given in terms of logs. Logs
provi.;e a convenient method 4ay which large
numerical values can be reduced to simplgied form for

easy Use.

e. 44.5.

8. Find the mantissa for the e)llowing numbers:

Exercises (665): a. 3.

1. What is a logarithm?

2. How many parts are there to a logarithm?

3. Which part of a logarithm is always positive?

4. What base is used in the "COMMON SYSTEM"
of logarithms?

5. I-low is a negative characteristic indicated?

6. How do you determine the characteristic for a
logarithm?

7. Find the characteristics for the following
numbers:

a. 555.

b. 2.46.

c. 0,000443:

414

135

b. 55.

C. 0.0006.

d. 0.07.

e. 444,000.

9. Find the logarithms for the following numbers:

a. 0.01.

b. 19.5.

c. 662,000.

d. 0.000005.

e. 8.0.

1-M
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TABLE 6-4
DENS/TY OF ORIGINAL IS DENSITY OF TIEST

Step Number Density of Original Density of Test

1 0.05 2.15

2 0.20 2.12

3 -0.35 2.06

4 0.50 2.00

5 0.65 1.92

6 0.80 1.82

7 0.95 1.70

8 1.10 1.55

9 1.25 1.40

10 1.40 1.25

11 1.55 1.10

12 1.70 0.95

13 1.85 0.80

, 14 2.00 0.65

15 2.15 0.50

164 - 2.30 0.37

17 2.45 0.27

18 2.60 0.20

19 2.75 0.15

20 2.90 0.13

21 3.05 0.10
231704

on the vertical axis and` directly above its
corresponding, step on the haizontal axis. This is

continued until all 21 steps are plotted. (Step 1 of a
negative test will be the densest step.)

(6) The dots shown in figure 6-13 may then be
connected, using a straightedge and French curve, and
the result will be a characteristic curve.

Labeling graphs. Since all-characteristic curves are
similar in appearance, every graph should be labeled

with all pertinent information. Information which is
not recorded on the graph may be lost or forgotten,
and the graph becomes useless. Items of information
on the graph should include the following: (See fig.
6-14.)

Labermg the vertical axis "Density of Test"
Labeling the horizontal axis "Log E" or "Density

of Original," depending on the type of raph being
plotted.

The kind of material being tested.
The developer and development used (time,

temperature, dilution, and agitation).
The gamma (y) obtained. (You will learn how.

determine gamma in a subsequent section.)

Analyzing Characteristic Cut:ies. The main
funcdon of sensitometry is to measure, record, and
represent graphically the reaction of light-sensitive
emulsions to varying conditions of exposure and
development to analyze and interpret results. Thus, it
is possible to determine the effective speed of the
emulsion, its contrast, and its latitude, and useful
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exposure range. 'Also, the analysis of sensitometric
curves provides the basis from which all sensitometric
determinations emerge. Figure 6-14 illustrates a
typical characteristic curve showing the various parts
and their names.

Horizontal axis. /A logarithmic scale of exposures is

used for the horizontal axis because it gives correct
representation of exposure changes.

Vertical axis. A logarithmic scale is used for the
vertical axis because it correctly represents the amount
of silver formed in the negative. Remember that
density is the log of opacity. Theory indicates and
measurement. proves that density is directly
proportional to the amount of absorbing material that
is present in a given area.

Notice in figure 6-14 that the first two steps show a
slight and equal amount of density. This indicates that
this area of the film has not been affected(by the light,
and the density is due to the emuliion base and to the
base fog which Is present to a certain extent in all
emulsions. On the third step, a slight increase in
density is shown.

This is called the threshold and indicates the least
amount of light that is required to produce a density
which is perceptible. Exposures in this portion of the
curve lack shadow detail.

Toe section. The threshold is the beginning of the
toe portion of the curve. The toe is a concave, rising
portion that gradually increases in density. This
section is defined as a region of unequal rise because
density does not increase equally for an equal increase

in exposure.
Any subject tones exposed here will be reproduced

with small, unequal density differences. These
differences increase toward the right in the toe. At one
time it was felt that this region of the curve was to be
avoided. It is nowInown that satisfactory exposures
can be made with the shadow portion of the subject
falling not too far down in the toe area.

Straight-line portion. Farther to the right is a section
of the curve that appears to approximate a straight line.
(In many cases, there is no well-defined straight line.)
This part of the curve has a constant slope, and in
addition, the slope here is greater than in any other
part of the curve.

The straight-line portion indicates that there is a
corresponding and equal increase in density for equal

exposure increases. This is the most important part of
the curve because it represents the areaof proportional
brightness representation or .correct exposure.
Exposures arranged so/that the subject tones fall on the

straight line will produce constant maximum density

differences.
Inertia point. When the straight line portion of the

curve is extended to intersect a line extended from
base plus fog, the point of intersection is called the
inertia point. This point is sometimes used to measure
emulsion speed or gamma.
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Agure 6-13. Density-density charactenstic curve.

1 4 1 1

Shoulder. The upper portion of the curve is a
convex, curved line, gradually decreasing in slope,
called the shoulder. Thisagain is an area where equal
changes in exposure do not produce equal differences
in density. Tones of the subject falling very far up in
this area will be blocked; that is, reproduced with
densities too heavy for printing for maximum detail.
For normal exposures, bright highlight tones of the
subject tend to be reproduced in the shoulder portion
of the curve.

Density Differences. The vertical axis represents
the densities in the negative. It shows the way in which
the tones of the subject are reproduced by the negative
material. Whether the general density level is thin,
moderate, or heavy is of minor importance. What does
matter is the difference between the tones. Of course,
you should consider the detail that can be seen in a
negative (whether the shadows are flat or full of detail
and whether or not the highlights are blocked up.) This
is whit is meant in sensitometry by the term "density
differences."

Density differences depend in part on the log E
differences with which the process started. If the
subject has many widely separated tones, large density
differences are to be expected in the negative.
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Conversely, if the subject consisted of tones all nearly
alike, the negative could hardly be expected to contain
much variation in tone.

The negative quality depends on density differences
e negative. These density differences must be

related to the log E differences which produce them;
that is, density differences in the negative must be
considered in their relationship with the tones in the
subject.,

The density differences in a negative can be
partially controlled by placing the exposures
corresponding to the subject tories in the right portion
of the characteristie curve. This is done by correct
adjustment of the camera settings, provided that the
range of tones in the subject is not too great.

Emulsion Latitude. The latitude of an emulsion is
the exposure range over which a proportional
relationship between density differences and log E
differences is obtained. In other words, it is simply the
range of exposures covered by the straight-line portion
of the characteristic curve.

The latitude of an emulsion, therefore, determines
the brightness range of the subject which may be
proportionally reproduced. Latitude may be expressed
either as the difference in log E values between the
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extremities of the straight line or as the exposure ratio
between these same two points.

The latitude of negative materials varies, according
to the purpose for which they were designed, from 1 to
400 or more for a general-purpose panchromatic film
to perhapS 1 to 20 or even less for process films. For
any given emulsion,,the latitude vaties according to the
gamma and becomes less as the gamma increases.

Useful Exposure Range. The useful exposure range
includes parts of both extremities as well as the
straight-line portion of the curve without sacrifice of
quality of tone reproduction. .

The lower limit of the useful exposure range is the
point on the characteristic curve where the slope is 0.3
of the average slope for a log E range of 15. The upper
limit of the range has not been fixed definitely but is
generally taken to be at the point on the shoulder of
the curve where the fractional Slope is also 0.3. In
practice, many photographers use a much lower upper
limit because of the high densities involved.

Exposure Latitude. Exposure latitude is the
tolerance that is allowable in camera exposure for a
given scene. If, for example, the film latitude is 1 to
400 and thescene has a luminance range of 1 to 40,
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the exposure latitude is 10. The minimum exposure for
the scene could be multiplied by 10, and the'
luminance would still fall within the latitude of the
film. Exposure latitude is greater if the useful exposure
range of the film is used, since portions of the toe or
shoulder may be included along with the straight-line
portion of the curve.

Gamma. In technical terms, gamma (signified by
the Greek letter 7) is a sensitometric quantity standing
for the slope, or gradient, of the straight-line portion
of the characteristic curve of photographic emulsions.
It is commonly interpreted as a measure'of the contrast
reproduced in a negative image; that is, the ratio of
negative contrast to original subject contrast for a
given range of tonal values.

Therefore, one of the primary uses of gamma is as a
yardstick, or measuring device, for determining the
degree of development of photographic materials,
since change in development varies contrast or the
slope of the curve. (Exposure changes, as previously
explained, shift the position of the points right or left
on the log E axis without altering the slope of the
curve.)

Thus, the tendency is for exiitosure to control the
/
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density and for development to control the contrast of
the image reproduced. Remember the expression,
"Expose for densitydevelop for contrast."

Mathematically, gamma is defined, for ;Ample,
like the slope of a road. It is the ratio of the height
gained to the distance traveled in a horizontal
direction. In determining gamma, the height is density
(D), and the horizontal base is the log of. exposure (log
E).

Materials capable of producing widely different
gamma values are available. Normal pholographic
subjects call for films with a gamma value around 1.0,
varyini from 0.6 to 1.5. Such an emulsion will record
the wide range of tones that are present in outdoor
scenes. In practice, each'of the main groups of negative
materials has its own individual characteristics.
Gamma is useful to Ole photographer because it tells
him how his photographic material will respond to
changes in exposure and processing.

Defining gamma. A definition of gamma may be
gained from the foregoing discussion. You can see that
gamma may be defined in different terms. Some useful
definitions include the following:
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3.0

(1) Gamma is the numerical ' measure f the
contrast reproduced in a negative image.

(2) Gamma is a numerical measure of. the de ee of
development (for a given material).

(3) Technically, gamma is the slope of the stright-
line'portion of the characteristic curve.

(4) Mathematically it may be defined as follows:
(a) The ratio of the height gained (difference

in any two densities on the straight-line part Of the
curve) to the horizontal difference between the log E's
that produced the two densities.

(b) The tangent of the angle formed by the
intersection of an extension of the straight-line portion
of the curve and the horizontal axis.

Gamma determination. Once the curve has been
plotted, gamma can be determined by several methods.
Four methods are, presented here.

(I ) Basic methodthis method, shown in , figure
6-15, involves the ratio between densities and the
exposures which produced them. Any two points on
the straight line are chosen, (More reliability tends to
result if the points are widely separated.) Gamma is the
result of dividing the change, or difference in density,
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by the difference in log E between the two points. The
formula is:

A D Di D2
Gamma a a

(delta) is the Greek symbol for change or
difference.

(2) Graphic methodfrom the point where an
extension of the straight line portion crosses the
horizontal axis, move to the right a distance of 1.00.
Construct a dotted vertical line to intersect the straight
line portion of the curve. Gamma may then be read
directly from the values labeled on the vertical axis at
that point.

(3) Quick methoduse a gamma meter (a
transparent overlay). The arrow point is plaeed on the
straight-line portion of the curve with the base line of
the meter parallel to the log E axis. Gamma is
indicated where the straight line intersects the scale.

(4) Simplified methodselect a point on the
straight-line portion of the characteristic curve at one
of the miiiimum densities. From this point, count over
50 spaces in a horizontal direction. Now count the
numl*r of spaces in a vertical direction until you
intersect the straight-line portion of the characteristic
curve. Multiply this figure by 2 and divide by 100. For
example, if you had counted up 40 spaces, the
calculation would be as follows:

Or

2 x 40
= 0.80 = 0.8 gamma

100

40 4
0.8 gamma

Significance of Gamma. Gamma is often referred
to as "development contrast," but this is just partly
true. Since gamma is concerned solely with the straight
line porion of the curve, it can only indicate the con-
trast of that portion. It is a useful measure of degrei of
development and is a valuable processing control. An
increase in gamma indicates an increase in develop-
ment, all other parameters being unchanged. An in-
crease in time, temperature, agitation, or developer ac-
tivity results in increased gamma; and a decrease in
any of these factois results in decreased gamma. A
moderately energetic developer can produce high gam-
ma if the time, temperature, or both are stepped up.
Mdreover, the reverse is true. A high energy developer
can be made to produce low gamma if the other factors
are held back.

It is important to remember that gamma relates only
to developmentnot to exposure. A photographic
negative developed to a predetermined gamma will
possess that gamma regardless of the exposure. The
densities in the negative which correspond to straight
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line densities in the density vs density curve will have
the same density differences. Of course, sensitometric
curves made with different exposures would occupy
correspondingly different positions on a graph.

As mentioned earlier, increasing development
increases gamma, but only to a certain point (gamma-
infinity). Ultimately, extending development has no
effect on the slope of the curve, and gamma does not
change. When this happens, the effect of further
development is seen chiefly in the fog level. The point
at which gamma-infinity, as it is called, occurs varies
mainly with the emulsion, and this provides valuable
information concerning films. However, iince it' is
also affected to some degree by the developer used,
gamma-infinity is usually considered in terms of film
developer combinations. Typical infinity values for
some different types of emulsions when processed in
the developers normally used for them are as follows:

a. High-speed portrait film 1.2
b. High-speed press films 1.7
c. Commercial films 2.0
d. Process films 3.0

Exercises (666):

1. The vertical and horizontal axes of a characteristic
curve are used to chart what values?

2. How is the log of exposure for a particular step
calculated? ,

3. Each axis of a characteristic curve is marked off in
units of what value?

2//7

4. In a density vs density curve, each axis represents
what values?

5. What does the toe section represent?

6. What is the threshold?

7. What does the straight line portion of a curve
represent?



8. What part of the subject will be recorded in the
shoulder of the curve?

9. Define emulsion tatittde.

10. Useful exposure ranges over what parts of the
characteristic curve?

11. What is the technical definition of gamma?

12. Describe the graphic method of finding gamma.

13. Gamma is primarily affected by what part of the
photographic process?

14. Extreme overdevelopment, will cause an increase
in what level?

667. State the principles and procedures related to
the replenishment of developers.

Effects Resulting From Use of Developers. With
use, the activity of the developing solution changes.
The used developer becomes slower in itS reaction;
and as a result, a longer development time is needed to
achieve the same result. There is therefore an effective
lou of film speed as the developer deteriorates. The
change in the activity of the used developing solution
is the result of chemical changes that take place within
the solution.

Chemical chang in the developer are the result of
the following:

Chemical reacti n of the developing solution
with the silver halid of,the emulsion.

Action of the ai upon the solution (oxidation).
Loss of soluti n through carryover . to the

following tank.
Dilution of the developer (when a

predevelopment bath is used). The most significant of
the Chemical changes are those caused by the chemical
reaction of the developing solution with the silver
halides and the air.

As the developing solution reacts with the silver
halides, metallic silver is formed in the emulsion and
complex reaction byproducts are formed in the

t 'developing solution. The most significant of these
reaction byproducts are the bromides and iddides. Theteason they are significant is that they have a
estraining effect on the developing agent. The

developer-silver,halide reaction tends to cause the pH
of the developer tO drop.

The reaction of the developing solution with the
surrounding air creates oxidation byproducts which
are not useful but 4Thich cannot be avbided. Aerial
oxidation of the developing solution tends to raise the

r
pH of the developing solution. The reason t,he pH
tends to rise is that sulfonates are formed as a result of
the oxidation process, and these sulfonates are
alkaline.

In addition to the depletion of the developing
agents, there is a simultaneous depletion of the alkali
and sulfite. However, the restraining action of the
iodides and the bromides which accumulate in the
developing solution is more significant than the
reduction of developing agent, alleali, and sulfite.

Detection of Developer Deterioration. You
cannot detect the degree of exhaustion of the
developing solution justb)I measureing its pH. The pH
is lowered by reaction between the developing agents
and the silver halides, but it is raised by the reaction
between the developing agents and the air. Nor can
specific gravity measurement by itself provide you with
much useful information about the used developing
solution.

You can check the deterioration of the developing
solution through detailed solution analysis. In such a
procedure, you must analyze the solution for Metol,
hydroquinone, bromide, sulfite, and carbonate con-
tent. Through this type of analysis,you get exacting in-
formation about the degree of deterioration.

If neither pH measurement nor specific gravity
measurement can give a concrete indication of
solution deterioration, and complete analysis of the
developing solution is noNactical, how can you
detect deterioration of the developing solution? One
of the easiest methods for doing this is to monitor the
results that are produced by the solution. Use sen-
sitometric methods and use them frequently.

If- you process totally standardized stnsitometric
control strips when the solution is fresh and when it is
being used, you will be able to spot any significant
changes in the solution.

If you have serious doubts about the ,quality of a
,given solution, you can always process a standardized
control strip by itself to verify the adequacy of the
solution; This will avoid possible damage to critical
film. i

.

To determine solution performance, you compaie
the results of characteiistic curves prepared from the
tests made in used solution_ with the characteristic
curves prepared when the solution was fresh. Changes

11/
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in the characteri 'c.curves are normally used as the
basis -for determining when file de417ping solution is
no longer adequate. .

Developer Replealsker. Not only must the
replenisher solution add chemicals which have been
used, up m the processing of sensitized materials, but
the replemsher must also lower the concentration of
the iodides and bromides which have accumulated in
the- wed -solution. Satisfactory -replenisher formulas
depend upon the processing conditions used, the type
of solution, and the kind of photographic material
being processed Storage conditions, frequency of use
of the developer, the amount and type of agitation,
aerial oxidation, hovi much the sensitized material was
exposed, and the degree of development also figure
into the compounding of a satisfactory replenisher.

ihe constituents normally found in-the replenisher
solution are water, reducing agents (example, metol),
sodium sulfite, and an -alkali (example, sodium
carbonate). The replenisher contains no bromide., in
fact, as previously stated, it is normally design to
aild a 'sufficient amount of solution to the e4sting
developer to dilute the accumutated bromide and
iodides to a suitable level. Most developer fotmulas
have,accompanying replenisher formulas so that you
do not have to determine the exact amountuof each of
the chemicals that are to be addectk Hover, you
should remember that an emergency replenisher
solution can usually be compounded by mixing a
modified solution of the developer itself, omitting the
bromide. Solutions prepared with such a replenisher
solution cannot \r expected to maintain the
co nsistency of resul t you would get if you used a
properly in,pounded replenisher. .There will,
however, OK significant extension of the useful life of
the developing solution.

NOTE There are packaged replenisherS which are
simple and easy to use and therefore do not call for

, compounding of a formula. In fact., many color kits
come with replenishers. ,

Methods of Developer Replenishment.
Replenishment is normally done in one of two ways:

a. By intermittently adding given amounts of
replenisher as specific amounts of material have been
processed in the solution. Normally, the
manufacturer indicates how many milliliters of

zi.

replenisar to add peisquare foot of processed film. It
is therefore decessary to keep a running total of how
many sheets or rolls of film have been processed.
Through calculation you can determine how many
rolls or sheets to the square foot.

This method of replenishment is normally used in
hand processing. The correct procedure is-to take out
an adequate amount of solution from the tank. Then

- pour in the correct amount of replenishment.
ly you bring the solution/up to level with the old

sol don that you carried out ia step one. This prevents
the tanks from overflowing, which will happen if you
simply pour in the replenishment Solution.
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b. By continually adding replenisher at a calculated
rate of flow, when processing is being done con.
tinuously. This is used in machine processing and is
normally done through a pumping system which is
controlled by a metering system.

NOTE. In certain cases the developer solution is
not replenished, but the processing time is gradually
increased as more and more sensitized material is
handled.

End point for Developer Replenishment. The
process of replenishment, even with the application of
precise analytical procedures, cannot be continued
indefinitely. At some point the used solution must be
discarded, and processing must be resumed with fresh
solution. Impurities tend to collect in the wed
developing slution. These impurities are reduced
silver sludg calcium sulfite sludge, gelatin,
degradation ducts of gelatin, dust,, colored
oxidation p d (which tend to stain the gelatin),
etc. It shoad be standard practice for your laboratory
to dump die solution whp,there is a possibility that
the accumulated impurrties in the used developing
solution may cause image deterioration.

Exercises (567):

1. List four factors which cause the deterioration of a
developer.

What significant byproduets are formed during
development? What effect do they have on
developer performance?

3. What testing method is probably best suited for
indicating- the changes of a -developer -solution?

4. What are the normal parts of a developer
replenisher?

Rate of rep enishment is normally based on what
factor?

6. Wlien replenishing a tank, why must you first
remove some of the solution?

7. When do you reach the end point of
replenishment?

423
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661I. State the principles of procedures related to the
replenishment-of-stop baths.

Replenishment of Stop Baths. The common acid
stop bath is a simple acidic solution which neutralizes
the alkali of the developing solution. By acidifying the
developer carried over in the emulsion, the stop bath
places the developing agents in an acidic environment
and their activity becomes mininuzed. The §econdary
function of the stoptbath is to minimize the carryover
of alkaline developer into the acidic fixing bath:,
thereby prolonging the life of the fixing bath. Because
of the reaction of the stop beith with the *veloper,
exhaustion ofthe stop bath is inevitable. Aj.111e3 it is
not feasible to replace the stop bath; and, in such cases,
you must replenish it.

Effects resulting from use of stop baths. As the stop
bath is used, the acid of the bath is neutralized by the
carryover of alkaline developer into the stop bath
soluuon. The reaction byproducts are insignificant,
but the drop in acidity tends to make the stop bath
ineffective.

Detection of stop-bath deterioration. Deterioration of
a chrome-alum stop bath is accompanied by a color
change from purple to a yellowish 1,When this
change occurs, the bath should be discarded

k immediately and replaced with fresh chrome-alum
stop bath.

Detection of deterioration of the acetic acid stop
bath is not as simple, since there is no visible change in
the solution. The pH of.the solution is the measure of
its adequacy. For best results the pH of the acetic acid
stop bath should be maintainal between 4.0 and 5.0.
You can measure the pH with a kH meter, but under
average conditions you don't need a measurement that
exact. Normally one of the/common pH indicators will
suffice. For example, you can measure the pH of the
stop bath conveniently by-using pH test paper. Briefly
immerse the test paper in the stop bath and compare its
color to the standar& supplied with the paper. Since
the color changes as the test paper dries, be sure you
make the comparison immediately after the strip is
removed from the solution.

Additives in the stop bath replenisher. You can
replenish the stop bath by adding appropriate amounts
of a strong solution of acetic acid. Calculate the
strength of thesolution so that you maintain a constant
level of solution in the tank_and yet have the correct
amount of acid to bring the pH to the desired level.

End point for stop bath replenishment. The end point
for replenishment of the 'acid stop bath occursovhen
there is a sufficient accumuln of foreign material
in the bath to endanger the 'photographic image.
Because of the relatively low cost of the stop bath, it is
wise to change the bath any time you must shut down
operations to replace the ,developing solution or the
fixing soluuon. This change in the stop bath does not
increase the shutglown time significantly, and it assures
you that the stop bath is adequate.
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zpi)
Methods of swp bath replenishment. The

replenishment of acid stop baths can' be done
intermittently or continuously, depending oh which of
the two methods is more convenient. When the stop
bath is being used in conjunction with a continuous
processing machine, continuous replenishment is
usually used. One or two tests per day are usually suffi-
cient to assure you that the solution is being main-
tained at the desiied strength If this frequency of test- _

ing indicates that thi concentration of the hydrogen
ion exceeds the accep)able limits, you should alter the
replenishment rate until an acceptable range of pH is
maintained by the replenishment system.

Exercises (688):

1. State the two functions of an acid stop bath.

Z. As a stop bath is used, what takes place to make it
ineffective?

3 What visible change takes place as a chrome-alum
stop bath deteriorates?

4 At what pH levels should an acetic acid stop bath
be maintained?

5 What additive is used to replenish an acetic acid
stop- bath?

6. What is the end point for replenishing an acid stop
bath?

7. When would you use continuous stop bath
replenishment?

669. List and explain the principles and procedures
related to the replenishment or fixing baths.

Replenishment of Fixing Baths. You inow that
fixing baths tend to wear out. Satisfactory
replenishment of fixing baths depends upon a great
many things because of the complexity of the solution
and the complexity of the changes which it undergoes
during use..



fffects resulting front use of fixing baths. We have
coverul in general many of the things that take place in
fixing baths as they are being used, now we shall be
more speci fi c.

Carryover is one of the problems encountered.
Carryover of previous solutions into the fixing bath
and carryover of the fixing bath into ,the wash cause
some specific changes in the fixing bath activity.
Carryover of the previous solutions into the fixing
bath tends to dilute the chemical components of the
fixing bath, the net effect is to increase the clearing
time. But, in addition, if the preceding solution is a
water bath, there is a significant dilution of the acidity
of the fixing bath on the other hand, if the preceding
solution is a strongly acidic stop bath, the acidity of the
fixing bath may be raised. The carryover of alkaline
developer tends to neutralize the acid and to convert
the bisulfite in the fixing bath to sulfite.

Carryover of the fixing bath into the wash depletes
the silver halide solvent chemicals of the fixing bath,
and this, in turn, increases the cleating time. Also, the
fixing bath acidity is reduced because of the carryover
of the fixing bath acid into the wash.

Chemical reaction of the fixing bath with the,
emulsion is a multifold action'

Complex silver compounds called
argentothiosulfates are formed. This reaction tends to
use up the thiosulfate.

Neutral salts are formed. In high concentrations
these salts work as retardants. In low concentrations
these same neutral salts work as accelerators.

Iodide is liberated in the fixing bath. Not only
does the iodide retard the action of the fixing bath onl,
the silver halides, but it also has the effect of
depressing the solubility of the bromide. The net effect
is retardation of the clearing action.

Exhaustion of the fixing bath is accompanied by
exhalation of the sulfite. The loss of sulfite is not too
significant, since the other activities usually bring
about deterioration of the fixing bath before the sulfite
is exhausted.

Deterioration of fixing baths. Deterioration of the
fixing bath usually comes about in stages. The first
property of the fixing bath to change significantly is its
acidity. After the acidity drops below the required
level, there is a loss of hardening_ properties. Then
clearing time increaSm the clearing time increase is
partially due to the exhaustion of the hypo, but
primarily due to the concentration of the iodide.
Ultimately the fixing bath forms complex thiosulfates
which are insoluble and which cause the image to
datriorate after it has been washed and dried.

NOTE When a chrome-alum fixing bath exceeds a
pH of 6.5, a precipitate of chromium hydroxide forms
on the surface cif the emulsion.

A good guide to the degree of exhaustion of the
common potassium-alum fixing bath is provided try
the use of pH indicator papers, since the change in
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acidity 4 the first serious change in theeLing bath
characteristics.

Additives in thefi.ung bath replenisher. The life of a
potassium-alum fixing bath can be extended by the
addition of a replenisher composed of a sufficient
quantity of acid to bring the pH orthe solution up to
its normal level and a sufficient quantity of hardening
agent to harden the emulsion satisfactorily. However,
the extension of the life of the fixing bath is limited
because of the aCcumulation of iodide and silver.

Bisulfite in the fixing bath can be regenerated by
fiery cautious additions of dilute sulfuric acid. This is a
very critical operation because any excess of acid will
cause decomposition of the thiosulfate. This type of
replenishment should be done only when you are well
aware of the complications involved.

Boric acid is sometimes added to the fixing bath to
extend its useful life.

Usually the replenishment of fixing baths (with the
exception of minor extensions in their hfe) is not
considered practical unless a silver recovery process
mn be used on the solution prior to replenishment.

End point for fixing bath replenishment. Regardless
of the replenishment process used, the useful life of
fixing bath is ultimately limited by the accumulation of
the iodide in the bath. This is true even of fixing baths
that have been regenerated through silver recovery and
appropriate replenishment.

Methods of fixing bath replenishment. Since you may
be using extremely large volumes of fixing bath, it may
prove economical to apply a practical system of
replenishment in conjunction with silver removal.

Essentially the silver removal process consists of
immersing two electrodes in the used fixing bath and
passing a current between the electrodes. The anodes
are usually made of graphite, but the cathodes mai' be
either graphite or stainless steel. As current is passed
through the ionized fixingbath (which must be acidic),
the sodium ions tend to migrate to the cathode.
Argentothiosulfate ions tend to migrate toward the
anode. The sodium atoms formed at the cathode react
with neighboring ions in the solution (including the
argentothiosulfate ions). The reaction liberates free
silver if there is a sufficient concentration of the
argentothiosulfete ions. However, if there is a shortage
of argentothiosulfate ions, the sodium tends to react
with the thiosulfate iont. The product, among other
things, is sulfide ions. These sulfide ions then react
with the argentothiosulfate ions to form silver sulfide.
The silver sulfide discolors the fixing bath. (This
particular action shows the importance of having the
fixing bath sufficiently saturated with silver when
regeneration by electrolysis is used.) Filtering the
solution is necessary prior to and during the
electrolysis. Note that unless there is a sufficient
concentration of silver in the bath, removal of
electrolytiC silver is not practical.. To assure an ,

adequate supply of argentothiosulfate tons, the
solution is usually stirred vigorously (so that high
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ley& of current may be used). Another Method of
achieving a practical rate of silver recovmy is to use a
very large electrode =fa=

Replenishment consists of discarding parts of the
10111d06 and this discariled solution with
PmParly " fresh fix-bath replenisher.

When large amounts of fixing bath are involved, it
is worthwhile to recover the iodine. Iodine can be
recovered from a used fixing bath by adding a 5-
percent solution of thallous sulfate. Tbe reaction with
the fixing bath results in the precipitation of thallous
iodide. Iodide can then be recovered by
decomposition of the thallous iodide.

Exercises (669

1. What is the effect of the two types of carryover on
a fixing bath?

2. List the four chemical reactions that result from
the interaction of the fixing bath with the
emulsion.

3. Identify thekur stages in the deterioration of a
fixing bath.

4. To have an effective replenishment program, it
should be in conjunction with what procedure?

5. What causes the end point of fixing bath
replenishment?

.

640. Compute Analysis for Repeatability
Statistical control is important in mass-production

photography because of the great deal of raw data that

is produced in the act of controlling the photographic
product. Through statistical control methods, you can
reduce the raw data to meaningful data. By arranging,
plottA, and analyzing the data, you can Create norms

t and limits for the process. After you have done this,
%you then make continuing comparisons with the
standards you have set to determine how well the
process is operating.

In this section we will discuss the use of control
charts that help you to keep track ofyour processing
graphically.

670. Complete statements on the ose of control
charts.

Variability. The term "variability" signifies
change, uncertainty, and deviation. The term
"variance" is a mathematical expression used to
describe the measurement of variability. Variability is
characteristic of all things in nature as well as all man-
made products and man-devised processes. No tivo
natural objeCts, man-made products, or processes are
exactly alike. Some differences, however slight, always
exist. Often the differences are so small that they can.
only be detected by extremely sensitive measuring
devices, but the differences exist nevertheless.

Since you work in a field which is hietly technical,
you are forced to recognize the existence and the
importance of variability. In your job you need to
measure variability, to record variability, and when
possible to control veriability. Most of the time you do
this by employing a sampling technique (based on the
laws of probability), by graphing and charting the data
samples, by analyzing the graphs and charts, by
assigning numerical values to the deviations that
occur, and by controlling future operations t praugh
application of the knowledge gained.

Control Charts. Although nothing in life is
constant, extensive observation shows the existence of
what might be called a constant cause system. This
suggests, that while a representative process products
results that vary, they fall within certain limits most of
the time. The same percentage of results will fall
within these limits as long as the constant cause system

TIME INCREMENTS ( FREQUENCY)

Firm 6.16. Typical control chart
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TIME INCREMENTS (FREQUENCY )

Agure 6-17. Typical range chart.

continues to operate; we can therefore consider that
we have a stable distribution of results. When a process
produces results that display stability, we can say that it
is in statistical control. The control chart is our means
of knowing whethei or not our process is in statistical
control.

The control chart is a progressive line graph such as
is shown in figure 6-16. It consists of two axes and
three lines. The first, or horizontal, axis may be

-Marked off in periods of time, frequency, or in some
other way, The vertical axis is marked off in whatever
unit that you may be using in the measurement of the
sample. It may be gamma, pH, density, or another
unit. The center line of the chart is the mean, or
process average, and is the line upon which you wish to
base your measurements. The two other lines, one
above ,and one below the average, are the process
limits. These may be based, as they usually are, on the

deviation, or they may be based on certain
prod ct specifications. In the figure the horizontal axis
is wn as frecluency, or time incrtments..Generally,
con ol charts are marked off into days of operation,
but . e or frequency unit might be used,
depend' upon your operation and the 'amount of
control y. need to employ. The vertical axis is
usually . k. i in some unit of measurement. In a
process co trol chart, the unit might be "gamma." The
upper dash-. me, labeled "UCL" is the upper control
limit, and the-lower dashed line, labeled "LCL," is the
lower control limit. The center line, labeled "TC,"
shows the process average..

anditcontrol charts. Figure 6- I 6 illustrates one of
the two ba-iic types of control charts. Since its center
line delineates the process average (the symbol X
signifies individual observations, and the bar over the
X indicates that the individual values are averaged),
this chart is called a chart of averages, or an X
(pronounced "X-bar") chart. The second basic control
chart type is called an R (pronounced "R-bar") chart,
or range chart, and is based on the rankes of values of
the observed individuals (see fig, 6-17).

To learn how these charts are used, let's assume that
you are keeping control charts on pH determinations
of samples taken from a film processing machine. Let's
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say that you take 5 samples a day. Alter 6 a-ays you
have accumulated the data sh;,*.itr table 6-5. You
might start a range chart after e first day and plot on
it the range or difference between the high and low
readings for the day. At the end of the second day you
would plot a point corresponding to- that day's range,
and connect the two plots with a straight line. You
would continue to plot and connect points-for as long
as you keep the range chart. After 6 days your range
chart would look like figure 6-18. At the end of the
sixth day you calculate that the R is 1.1 and you draw
the appropriate line through the chart; but, as yet, you
dre unable to establish any meaningful control limits.
Your next step is to construct a chart of averages and
to calculate control limits for both. Figure 6-19
illustrates a chart of averages, using the data in table
6-5. .

Note that your plots reflect the average pH reading
for each day, therefore, the center line of your chart
gives you the average of averages and is labeled 7
(called X-double bar, or X-bar-bar) to indicate thai
fact -

Eitablishing upper and lower control limits. Control
limits can be established through your own experience
or standards set by the manufacturer of the chemistry,

TABLE 6-5
pH READINGS OF A DEVELOPER SOLUTION IN A FILM

PRCCESSING MACHINE

231-706

Day 1 2 3 4 5 Rang* R.

'
1 109 10.4 9.7 10.6 10.2 1.2 10.38

2 10.3 9.5 9.2 9.8 10.7 Le 9.90 '

3 11.4 10.5 10.7 9.6 10.2 12 10.48

4 10.7 10.1 1d.5 102 10.2 .8 10.40

5 10.2 10.3 9.5 92 10.1 .8 9.98
6 9.7 9.9 10.0 10.4 1.0.3 .7 10.06

65-6 1M1
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Figure 6-23. Typical pH record chart.
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i
etc. These limits are then drawn on your chart as
shown in figure 6-16. If your plottings go above or
below these limits, it is a warning to you that your
processing may be off, and you should conduct the
necessary tests. In fact, if you plot 5 to 7 points in the
same direction, such a trend should be warning
enough even though it does not go out of limits.

For your reference, check figures 6-20 through
6-22 which show a normal chart, a trend, and one
showing the effects of replenishment.

Interpreting control charts. Now let us analyze our
average and range charts and obtain the information
contained in them. First, let us analyze them separately
and then in conjunction with each other. Looking first
at the range chart (fig. 6-18), you can see that the
operation is apparently within good control. If this
were a new process that had just been started, it would
appiear that for the first 3 days the process was covering
a large range and was not under very good control but
that on the fourth day some corrective action had been
taken, bringing the range nearer to the desired point. If
the range were to continue at this lower average point,
it might be desireable at some future date to lower the
process average to conform more closely to the actual
process average range.

When analyzing the average chart (fig. 6-19), you
will note an entirely different pattern. All points are in
good control, but there is a definite unevenness to.
their movements. It is normal in any random process
that the points continuously vary above and below the
average line. On the first day the average pH reading
was above the process average. On the second day it
was below the average, and on the third day it had
moved up again. After this, the plots seem to follow
the process average a little more closely, although it
would be necessary to obtain more readings to draw a
definite_conclusion here. In comparing the two charts,
more readings should be obtained before making
definite conclusions; however, it would appear that the
process for the first 3 days was erratic and not very
stable, but that at the end of this period a tendency was
beginning to develop, indicatilig an improving
condition. ,

Application of control charts. In an Air Force
laboratory where quality control is practiced, control
charts are-used in 3 major areas. These are chemistry,
sensitometry, and final product quality. In the
chemistry section, control charts are used to monitor
the quality of fresh mixes and to record the analytical
data pertinent to a process run. In all probability your
laboratory uses various forms for convenience in

accumulating data to be plotted on control charts.,
Figure 6-23 is a pH record chart typical of those in

current use. YOu will have, or should construct,
similar record charts for all of The analyses you
conduct, including pH and specific gravity
measurements of processing solutions taken
periodically during the run.
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Sensitometric data is usually entered on a process
inspection slip similar to that shown in figure 6-24 and
later transferred to a control chart. The control charts
are usually inspected hourly in large-scale production
laboratories. If the process is in control, nothing is
done to change it. But at the first sign that the process
is going out of control, an investigation is started
immediately. Process control charts are posted near
the machine they record and are generally large
enough so that the information plotted on them is
visible from some distance.

These are just a few of the record slips and control
charts that you might use during your career. It is
impossible to cover every slip and chart in a CDC of
this sort; however, if you apply the principles you have
learned, you can handle any situation you may meet.
We wish to emphasize that the control chart is a tool to
assist those who understand the process. You must not
only keep control charts but you must also know why

you keep.them.

Exercise (670):
1. Complete statements on control charts.

a. is a characteristic of all things in
nature and Manufactured products.

/

b. The contrOl chart is a way of knowing whether
a process is within

c. X stands for the process

d. A center line which gives you ,the average of
averages is indicated by an

e. A range chart indicates the difference between
the and readings.'

/

f. A trend is indicated by
points in the same directions.

to

g. Replenishment should normally cause an
in the level of your plottings.

h. In any random process, the points will vary _

above and below the

.,
."

A.)
10_0

qa.7

1
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AnsWers for Exercises

CHAPTER I
CHAPTER 2

Refereace:
604 - I. a. any.

600 - I. Without a strong point of interest the viewer will not b. even.

understand the purpose of the photograph. .
c. 45*.-

600 - 2. The three techniques you can use to simplify a d. light.

photograph are moving closer to the subject: choosing e. bounce; polarized.

a plain background: and letting the lighting emphasize

the subject.
605 - 1. 1 b

600 - 3. A high horizon line can give the appearance of depth 2d

and distance.
3c

600 4. The purpose of a leading line is to guide the viewer's 4a

eye to the subject. 605 - 2. You need to use high-contrast film. High.contrast film

600 - '5. The subject will appear pretty sharp while the is necessary to maintain maximum separation between

background will be blurred.
the white backgrOund and the black lines of the line

600 - 6. Haze in a scenic will give a feeling of depth. subject.

600 - 7. The appropriate use of a filter can prevent theblending 605 - 3. A dark green filter.

of tones that obscure detail. 605 - 4. When copying a magazine page you should back it with

black paper so the lettering on the back side dots not

601 - I. Diminution is the characteristic of objects in the show through.

background looking smaller than those in the 605.- 5. A blue filter.

foreground even though they are of the same size.

Foreshortening is a -forin of distortion whereby 606 - I. 3a

foreground objects appear to be disproportionally 9b

large.
I c

601 - 2. Foreshortening can be prevented in portrait wbrk by 5d

maintaining a reamnable shooting distance and Using a
,

telephoto lens to achieve the appropriate image sire. 607 - I. 6" x 8".

601 - 3. A view camera with its many adjustmentt can achieve -607 - 2. 1" x 1 1/4".

distortion fret images to a degree not possible with 607 - 3. Bellows extension = 8 x (I -I- 1) = 16 inches

other types of cameras.
Subject distance = 16 + 1 = 16 inches

16 inches2 = 256 = 4
Bellows extinsion factor 8 inch& 64

602 1. a. Camera angle is a key factor in how the subject will
look. By changing the camera angle, it is possible to
have the subject look more imposing or distinctive. It is f/8 at /2 second (4 x

therefore a good idea to check out the subject from as
many angles as possible when you are shooting. 607 - 4. Bellows extension= 12 x (2 -I- I ) = 36 intas

b. All elements in the picture must contribute to the
2

= 36
whole. Whenever possible the photographer should

Subject distance = 18 inches+T
adjust the various elements until they make an effective

Bellows extension factor = 36 inches = 8
12 inchesarrangement. When the subject cannot be moved the

photographer must rely on camera angle to make an f/11 at 4 seconds

effective composition.
c. Equipment cast extend your picture possibilities. 608 - 1. a. False

t Lenses, filters, and lighting equipment can help you b. False

achieve the visual result that you want.
c. True

d. The point of focus and the degree of depth of field d. True

will determine what the viewer will set sharply. This C. True

will in turn determine where the picture emphasis will

be.
609 - 1. a. 4 x 5

e. The tones of gray and 'the contrast relationship h. 4 ..

between them will affect how the viewer sees the c. 105mth; 135mm '

picture.
ci. self-cocking 1 second; 1/125
e. 4 150 ,

603 - I. b
.. f. reflex

603 - Z. c
g. 360
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CHAPTER 3

610 - I. Individual characteristics are molded from biological-
genetic, cultural, sociological-economic, and
psychological factors.

610 - 2. Two main factors which determine a person's
intelligence are the biological-genetic and the
environmental.

610 - 3. A race is a group of people with a common physical
appearana.
A nationality is a grottp of people with a common
culture.

610 - 4 To be a member of .a group you must exhibit
characteristia and be accepted by it.

610 - 5. By besng thoroughly professional you can handle
photographic situation you are placed in.

611 - 1 The 5Ws are the who, what, where, when, and why of
each event. Who covers the participants. What is the
action. Where is the place. When covers the time. Why
is the reason for or significance of the event.

612 I. a. Dewey decimal system.
b. ten.
c. seven.
d. title, subject, author.
e. Magaimes.

613 The three factors are product desired, shooting
conditions, and time requirement. The product desired
will determine the type of film, processing, printing,
and camera choice. The shooting con4,itions will also
determine the type of camera aridparticularly the
accessories that will be needed. Time requirements will
often call for a particular type of material or limit the
number of shots.

614 - I. A visual check gives you a ,good indication of the
condition and usability of a piece of equipment.

614 . 2. By performing operational checks you better insure
that you will not excerience a malfunction.

614 3. Preventive maintenance prevents excess Avear or
damage to equipment.

614 7 4. Three preventive techniques are making adjustments,
cleaning, and lubrication. Making adjustments ls
tuning a mece of equipment so it conforms to
specifications. Cleaning will help keep down dust or
dried chemicals that can nun any step in the
photographic process. Proper lubrication will prevent
wean

614 . 5. Limitations on operator maintenance are set out by
applicable regulations and technical orders. They are
also affected by the availability, of maintenance
personnel and maintenance beyond the lab.

615 - I. A personality portrait should highlight the individual.
II It is more than a record shot and is often used to

highlight the individual's accomplishments.
615 - 2. The three categories are personality portraits, key man,

and officer portraits.
615 - 3. Only by keeping up with AFR 36-93 can you be sure

that your portraits 9411 conform with the regulation.
615 - 4. You have to exercise tact because you will often have to

advise an officer regarding his appearance in terms of
conformance with AFR 36-93.

616 - 1. a. retouched; enlarged
b. freeze
c. eyes
d. limited
e. upper chest
f. 6"
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s. one
h. modeling
i. toward
j. away
k. 3:1
I. lighting ratio
m. backfround
n. hair
o. 8 feet

617 - Id
2b
3e
4c
5a

936

618 - I. A barn door controls spill light and permits complete
directional control of the light.

618 - 2. A msifire results in an audible warning and an
indicator lights up next to the specific outlet on the
power supply unit.

618 3. The vertical height of a light unit is controlled by a
telescopic riser.

618 - 4. Frayed cords and overjoaded circuits are two typical
safety hazards.

619 - I. Identification photography provides the necessary
photographs to be used in identifIcation procedures..

619 - 2. Passport pictures must withstand mounting
temperatures of 200'F. so they must be printed on
good materialt.

619 3. By having individual pasport pictures, each member of
the family will have the freedom to travel, which would
not be possible with a group picture attached to a single
passport.

619 4. 45' 1.1 flat lighting is used in Identification
photography.

620 I. Good composition is necessary to attract a reader's
attention.

620 - 2. The three basic shots are long, medium, and closeup.
The long shot establishes the overall scene. A medium
shot moves in to show the subject in its immediate
surroundingIjhe closeup shows story-telling detail.

620 3. Timing is ne to capture the fleeting moments
that bat tell the

620 - 4. The four parts are explanation of the action;
identification of persons or objects in the photograph:
additional details or background Information; and
credit line.

620 - 5. Four different methods of identification are action,
contrast, elimination, and from left to right.

621 - I. Repeated identity would be suitable in a story that
emphasizes the accomplishment of an individual.

621 - 2. Simple chronology can be used to put together pictures
which do not have a direct relationship of one to
another other than that they deal wIth the overall
subject. The photographs ttRefo re can simply be put in
historical order. With narrative ahronology, the
photographs have a particular story telling sequence
which must be followed to impart understanding.

621 3. Contrast continuity could be used to show the do's and
don'ts of extinguisher use,

622 - I. A sample shooting script might beasibllows:
a. SHOT 1: Medium Shot

An airman is shown asleep in his bed with a lighted
cigarette dangling from his hand.
WHY: Establishes the basic problem.

b. SHOT 2: Long shot
Photograph of a fire engine and ambulance heading
toward a barracks.
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WHY: Stows the effect of the hazard.
c.. SHOT 3: Medium Shot

A covered body is carried on a litter into a waiting
ambulance.
WHY: Shows the tragic coruequences of the haurd.

623 - I. Most industrial photographs are used to show objects,
processes or the work of individuals.

623 - 2. You must understand a particular indusuial process to
be able to photograph it effeaively.

623 - 3. The total work environment/ must be shown in an
ciftctive manner. Of particular importance is that all
safety procedures are being followed. This is necessary
to auure that the short is shown in good order.

623 - 4. Close-up shots of machines make them appear more
impressive. .

623 - 5. Silouate lighting emphasizes the shape and form of the
subject.

624 - 1. To be an effective sports photographer you must
understand the rules of the sport you are covering.
Only through this understanding will you know what
should be shot to give the telling moments.

624 . Z A 35mm reflex camera gives the speed, flexibility in
choice of lenses and accasoria, and film quantity that,
is necessary in fast aaion situations.

624 - S. By knowing the field you will have an idea what
camera poutions will be available and effective.

624 - 4. First you need to realize that a strobe Will be ono-
fourth as effective when used outdoors or in a big arena
because of the absence of reflective surfaces. Secondly,
you need to consider that the strobe should not be used
if its flath would adversely affect the performance of
any of the participants.),

625 - I. a. unamtrolled
b. flash
c. film
d. overall
e. portraits of personnel involved.

/

626 - I. 1:1 image size
626 - 2. An extension tube is a rigid tube which fits between the

ramera body and the lens. The tube therefore changes
the effective focal length of the lens to a given degree.

bellows, however, is flexible and may be racked in
d out until the image size is the one that is desired. A

bellows is therefore more flexible than an extension
tube.

626 - 3. Depth of field is limited because the lens-to-subject
dinance is so close. In addition, a wide open aperture
seuing is often required for exposure reasons. This,

I too, limits the amount of depth of field.
626 -14. A tripod is essential to atsure a very steady camera.

Any camera movanent would be greatly enhanced in
closo-up wink due to the magnifications involved.
81 times the given reading (EF = (M+1)2)

EF = (8+1)2
EF = 9'
EF = 81

A ring light is effeaive becau.se it gives very even flat
lighting.

626 - 5.
I

I

0 1

626 - 6.

I

627 -, 1. Crash or accident photographs help investigators in
solving the cause of the incident,

627 -12. Color may indicate a cause not shown in black and
white. For exaMple, colors may indicate the degree of
heat that was generated during the incident.
A photographer must not weaken in the face of the
tragedy of an accident or crash. He must concentrate
on getting the pictures reprdless of the hardships that

I

627 - 3.

I

il

n.
surround him. To do otherwise wvuld make him a
problem for the racue forces.

627 - 4. Crash information can only be released to the official
authorities who have a need to know.

627 - 5. Flash may create a fire hazard.
I

62,7 - 6., I. general views of the areas involved; 2. close-up
photographs of important details; 3. photographs of
specific parts; 4. marks left on the ground; 5. views that
show damage to other property.

627 - 7. Vehicle number; make, model, and year of the vehicla
tag number and state.-

'
628 - I. By bringing the dokaive part 'to ttit' lab, you will have

a greater choice of equipment. background material,
and lighting.

628 - 2. Normally you want to use the finest grain film that you
can to insure maximum detail.

628 - 3. A copy camera is'ideal for photographing a circuit -
board.

628 - 4. Chalk is useful in making cracks stand outvn a black
surface.

628 5. Even lighting is used to insure maximum detail.
628 6. TO 00-35D-54 is the main TO to consult in regard to

UMR work.

629 - I. Haze causes an overall bluish cast in color photographs
and lowers the contrast in both black-and-white and
color4ork.

629 - 2. Crosslighting provides modeling and also cuts down
the effect of haze. ..

629 - 3. Infrared black-and-white film has excellent haze
cutting qualities.

629 - 4. A high shutter speed and not supporting the camera
with any part of the plane will help reduce the effects of
motion.

629 - 5. Good weather conditions fos aerial photography are
generally considered to be clear with 10 to 15 miles-
per-hour winds ahd visibility of 15 miles or more.

629 - 6. A high wing,, fairly slow plane is fine for aerial
photography.

629 - 7. A low oblique includes no horizon or sky. Both
honzon and sky are included in a high oblique.

f/8
Depth of field isn't a problem because all shots are
made at infinity.

, The pilot should bank aircraft and, slip it toward the
target.

630 - 1

630 - 2.

630 - 3.
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/ CHAPTER 4

'

631 1. Machihe speed is one factor, along w th tank
accumulation, vjh,ich determines how long the
developer will agl upon the material being processed.
.In.(k.t, feet per mute in machine processing is used in
the same-mauner as development time is used in hand
processing.

631 - 2. Machine processing temperatures are usually higher
because of the higher operating speeds.

631 - 3. Agitation is essential to insure a continual fresh supply
of chemical solution to the emulsion. IMproper
agitation results in uneven development or fixation.

631 - 4. Developer recirculation could be used to mamtain
proper temperature, to filter the solution, or as an aid
to agitation.

631 - 5. .. Replenishment is necessary to maintain fresh
chemistry.

631 - 6. Too little drying will cause the film to be tacky.

..
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632 1. a.
b.
C.

cl.

e.

f.
g.
h.

j.
k.
J.

633 - 1.

8; 7
7;2; 3; 2
Developer
9'/**, 11 by 14
bullit
25
Auto
Manual
first
flowmetas
5
Ring; watches

Keeping the processor clean. -
633 - 2. The crossover assemblies and the transport racks above

the solution line should be washed daily. The feed
rollers of the entrance roller assembly should ALIO be
wiped off.

633 - 3. Hot water should not be used because it could damage
the polyethylene covered rollers.

633 - 4. You should know when periodic maintenance is to be
performed because the machine will have to be shut
down, thereby possibly interfering with mission
accomplishment.

633 - 5. System cleaner is used to clean out the developer tanks
after they have been drained,

633 - 6. You should wear goggles.
633 - 7. You should use warm water to clean out the fixer tank.

634 - I. Cleanliness is the most invariant aspect of operator
maintenance.

'634 - 2. By making a thorough inspection you will prevent
minion failures.

634 - 3. Id
2a
3b
4c
Se
6c

635 - 1. a.

. b.

c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

j.
k.

CHAPTER 5

light
white; ultravitlet; infrared .
400; 700
adaptability
magenta
absorption; reflection
'metals
light wave interference
dispersion
Fluorescent
saturation
primary

three
yellow
magenta, yellow, cyan
blue

637 - 1. a. one; wo
b. blue
c. green; blue
d. no
e. magenta; yellow

638 - I.* a. three
b. green
c. yellow; top; middle
d. panchromatic;,red

e. inp; middle
f. red
g. blue
h. red/
i. red
j. 3400

( 9

639 1. The relative humidity should be maintained between
40 and 50 percent.

639 2. The tanperature should be between 0°F and -10°F.
639 3. Improper storage will result in Ion of film speed and/

color balance.
639 4. No. FiGn stored near chemicals is likely tAse damaged

by chemical vapors.
1

640 I. The exponre lititude of reversal film is launder to
/2 over.

640 - 2. The contrast ratio should be maintained at 3:1.
640 - 3. One way to reduce a scene's contrast is to WC

supplementary lighting,
640 - 4. Underexposure will result in heavy dye densities.

True
False
False
False
True
False
True

642 - 1. a. 80A
b. 85
c. 82A
d: 81A
e. 8IA
f. FLP
g. CC3OR
h. 8IA
i. 80C
j. 82A

643 - 1. Clean, sediment-free water should be used in mixing
chemicals.

643 2. The water should be set at the recommended
temperature for mixing which may be warmer than the
temperature used in processing.

643 3. Normally the chemicals should be mixed in the order
in which they are used.

643 - 4. Proper chemical storage will prevent oxidation.
643 - 5. The best insurance against dermatitis is a program of

contact prevention.
643 - 6. Hazardous liquids should be stored on or near the

floor.
643 - 7. When your hands get soaked in bleach you should .

immediately wash your hands. J
644 - 1. A negative silver image is formed in the firat iliVeloper

of the reversal process.
644 2. 'Color is achieved through the formation of dyes when

thifilm is processed in a color developer.
644 - 3. The following dyes are formed: yellow dye is formed in

the blue sensitive layer; magenta is formed in the green
sensitive layer; and cyan in the red sensitive layer.

644 - 4. a. Negative silver image.
b. Positive silver image.
C. Positive dye image.

644 5. No. The amount, of dye produced is,directly
proportional to the number' of halides reduced in the
color developer. It is therefore the number of halides
exposed by reexpoiure and not camera exposure that
determines the dye production.

644 - 6. Yellow and magenta dyes will be formed during
processing.
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644 7. Yellow dye will be formed. With color nepuve
dye production is directly related with camera
exposure since there is a single. color developer. The
blue subject will expose the top layer wtuch in turn

, produces yellow dye.
644 - 8. In the middle layer a yellow coupler is used and a

reddish magenta one is produced in the bouom layer.
The colored couplers form a printing mask so that
there is consistent light trammistion acres the entire
film and at all layers.

645 I. a. nrst Developer7-The first developer is a black-
and-wfute developer wtuch reduces the halides
exposed during camera operation into black
metallic silver, forming a negative silver image
Reccposure-Reexpovire is done by exposing the
film to lightp/by fogging the unarmed halides by
chemical means. This reexpoure leaves a positive
latent image and provides the necessary halides for
dye production.
Color Developmmt--.-The color developer red=
the halides exposed during reexposure forming a
positive silver image and a positive dye image.
Bleach-The bleach step converts all the silver,

solubk that can be fixed away.
une dsyetlow collodial silver layer, intb

e. Fixing Ba The fixing bath makes the image
permanent by removing any unexposed silver and
the silver that has been prepared by the bleach.

646 - 1. a. Color Developer-Converts the expaspi silver into
a negative tilver image and a negative dye image
Bleach-Converts the exposed silver halides and
the collodial silver layer into a soluble compound.

c. Fix removes the unexposed silver and that whip
was prepared by tbe bleach.

647-I. Most color enlargers have a color filter head which
would not be found in a black-and-white enlarger. The
color filter head is necessary to form the filter packs
that are essential in color printing.

647 - 2. The Cbromega is a diffusion type.enlarger.
647 - 3. The Chrornega D-4 tan handle negatiyestip to 4 x 5.
647 - 4. You would use the 105mm Ims to print 120 film.
647 - 5. The bellows is raised or lowered by the action of the 655 - I.

focusing rued:anis=
647 - 6. The pirpose of a voltage stabihzer is to keep the

voltage going into the enlarger at a constant level. The
voltage must be constant to enture consistent color
temperanne.

647 - 7. The top layer of color papa records red light and 656 1

forms cyan dye. The middle layer records green light
and forms magenta dye. The bottom layer records blue
and produces yellow dye.

647 - 8. It would be recorded in the top and micIdle layers.
647 - 9 The paper should be allowed to warm up to 70F.

648 - I. When employing the additive system three separate
'exposires using each of the prirnary filters a= made.
The white light method uses a single exeosure through a
suptracuve (magenta and yellow) filter pack. ,

648 - 2 Tbe.norenal,stamng pact is 50M and 70?
648 - 3. A-CriEt filter Is always employed in color printing.
648 - 4. a. Subtract 05Y.

b. Add 20 M + 20Y.
c. Add 10Y.
d. Subtract 05M + 05Y.
e. Subtract 20M.

b.

C.

d.

b.

S

650 - 1.

651 - I .

c. Stabilizer-Am' as a wetting agent and stabilizes
the dyes to praent fading.

a.
b.
C.

,d.
C.

a.

C.

b.

d.
C.

653 - 1. a.

C.

d.

vt_

654 - 2.

654 - 3.

649 - 1. a. Developer-Converts the exposed silver uno a
positive silver and positive dye image.

b Bleach-Fix-Converts all silver into a soluble
compound' which is then dissolved.
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657 I.

Panchromatic emulsion.
Wratten 10.
light; dark.
development.
Sdectol-Soft.

gdatim optically perfect.
blue _

Cokir prinung.
30 M: .30 C.

green.

Etching
large
reducer
steam
set
small
pinholes
orange
230*F

taci; glass
Newton Rings
wax
slide mounter

CHAPTER 6

A floor should be mopped three times. Once with bot.
soapy water again with dean, dear water: and then a
third ume with a dry mop.
Rollos should be cleaned to prevent chemical buildup
which can scratch or. in extreme cases, tear film.
If spilled chemicals are left to dry on the floor, they
will asume a powdery form that can become surred
uP.

a. au. moisture, heat
b. cyanide gas
c oxidize
d. ground
e. Chemical

q 33

a

a. Overexposure
b Overexposure.
c. Hat, negatives can be caused by: sun shining into

the lent a dirty lam overexposure, or fogging.
d. Reticulatio n.
e. Hypo in the developer or a tinef exposure to light

, during development.
f Air bubbles en the film during fixing.
g. Chemical or lied fog.
h. Lack of agitation in an acid stop bath.

In terms of mathemancs. pH is the logarithm of tile
reciprocal of tbe hydrogen Ion concentration in, a -

solution. In terms of the pH scale, it is a measurement
of the acidity alkalinity or neutrality of a solution.
0-6.9 represents the acid level, 7 is neutrality, and 7.1
to 14 represents alkalinity.

658 - 1. pH is an indicator of the potential activity of the
solution. A low pH would sbow a tow performance
potential resulting in inadequate development. Too
high of a pH would indicate overacuvity which could

' cause damage to the material or excessive contrast.



6511 2. Starting at a pH value of about 3.5 and working

upward. the hardening action increases. Hardening

reaches its peak at aboui 5.0 and that cleanses

flicaidlY.
658 - 3. The washing ran is inansed with a slight nee in pH.

659 - I. Litmus paper is used to identify whether a solution is

an -acid or a base. Blue litmus changa to red what in

an acid solution and red litmus turns blue in an

alkaline solution.
659 - 2. The roc transitionpoints an 5 and 12.

659 - 3. Red.
659 - 4. Green.

660 - 1. a. reference
b. Ka. (potassium chloride)
C. gran
d. Buffer
e. 9
f and
g standby
h. buffer
I. distilled

v-Peaded
k. electrodes

661 1
Sperafic gravity is defined as dse ntio of tbe mass of a

given volume of a nitstance to an equal volume of
distilled water at the WM temperature.

661 2 Specific gravity is an indicator to see if the chemistry

has been properly mixed.

661 3 A SIXCIfiC gravity reading which is too high would
indicate too much of the ingredients, foreign

ingredients. or not enough water.

661 . 4. A hydrometer is calibraed to read 1.00 in pure.

distilled water at 60F.
661 - 5 0.006 must be added to the reading.

661 . 6. You read the value at the top of menu=

662 - I. Certifying a developer involves three supc measuring

SpEC111C ty. pH, and sensuometry. Specific gravity

indtcates i4içthcr the solunon is properly mixed. pH

indicates the zrength or activity. Sensnomary will give

visual evid ce (test strip) of the developer's
perfo rmance.

Intensity
electronic flash
maer candle seconds
atttlIttatOrS
reparability

664 - I. a. Photoelectric vnual comparison
b. four
C. Gold
d. red, green, blue
e. calibration
f replicate

665 - I A logarithm is a number med to represent another

number.
665 - 2. There are two pans to a logarithm: the draw:arum

and tbe mantissa.
665 - 3. The mantissa is always positive.

/125--".
Common loprithrm are based on 10.

5 - 5. A negative charaaaistic is indicated by a - (bar) over

the number.
665 - 6. The charactaistic is determined by inspection. ,

665 - 7. a. 2
b. 0
c. 7:.

a. T.
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c 1
665 - 8. a. 4771

b. 7404
C. 7782
d. 8451
e. 6474

665. - 9e a. 7.0000
b. .1.2900
C. 5.8209
d. V.6990
C. 0.9031

-665 - 10. a. 153
b. .00107
c. 76.3
d. .552
C. 7.95

666 - 1. The vertical axis.charts dangles in density. vif)ereas'the

horizontal axis charts changes in exposure.

666 - 2. You first take the log of intensity and add it to the log

of nme which gives you the log of exposure at the plane

of the senntorneter. From this total you subtract the log

of the density of the stepyou are catculatint. The result

is the log of evosure of the step.

666 - 3. Each axis is Marked off in increments of 0.20.

666 - 4. - The vertical axis repraans the density of the test strip

you are plotting and the horizontal axis represents the

density of original (standard).
666 - 5. The toe section is dermed u a resson of unequal rise

because thr density does not increase equally for an

equal inaease in exposure. .

666 - 6. The threshold marks thebeginning of the toe section. It

represents the least amount of light that is required to

produce a dasity which'is paceptible.

666 - 7. The straight line portion represents the area of
proportional brightness representation or correct

ccponue.
666 - 8. The highlights are recorded in the shoulder part.

666 - 9. The latitude of an emulsion is the exposure range over

which a proportional relationddp between density

differences and exposure differences is obtained. In

other words, it is the range of exposures represented by

the straight line portion of the characteristic curve.

666 - 10, Useful exposure covers all of the straight line portion

and parts of the toe and shoulder.

666 1 1. Gamma is a sensitornetnc quantity standing for the

slope, or-gradient, of the straight-line portton of the

characteristic curve of pbotographic emulsions,

666 - 12. Extend the straight line ID the horizontal axis and then

move to the right a distance of 1.00. Construct a
vertical line to intersect the straight line portion of the

curve. Then read the value off the vertical axis that
corresponds to that point.

666 13. GaM/1111 is primarily an indication of contrast and
therefore is-the remit of the degree of development.

666 - 14. Extreme overdevelopment will cause an increase in the

fog level.

667 - I. The four factors are chemical reaction of the
developing solution with the silver halides of the
emulsion; action of the au upon the solution: kns of

solunon through carryover to the following tank: and

dilution of the developa.
667 . 2. The most significant byproducts are bromides. and

iodides. They both have a restraining effect on

developman.
667 - 3. Sensitometric testing, because such testing shoWs you

the results that are being produad by your developer.

667 - 4. The normal pans are reducing agents, sodium sulfite,

an alkali, and water.
667 - 5. Rate of replenishment is normally related to the

amount of film (material) being processed.
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667 6. ay rmorias. some of the solution you will be=
awe that yogi will not overflow the tank. You can
dr pour back a sufficient amount of the old solution
so top the teak.

667 - 7. End point of replenishment is reached when the
solution is so contaminated with impurities that it may
atme image daericicatioo.

663 t . Them filmdom/ire to minimize or stop the action of
tint:km/ow and to prolong the life of theft:Mg bath.

664 2. As the mop bads is land, the acid of the bath is
asunalized by the canyome of alkaline dmeioper into
the stop bath solution. The reaction byproducts are

nificant, but the drop in acidity tends to make the
stop both ineffective.

66S - 3. Deterioration of a chrome-alum stop bath is
accompanied by a color change from Ns.* to a
yellowish green.

663 - 4. It should be maintained at a pH of betweeo 4.0 and
5.0.

663 5. You an replenish the stop bath by adding appropriate
amounts of a strong Wlution of acetic acid.

663 6. The end point of replenishment occurs when there is a
s. sufficient aommulation of foreign matter in the bath to

panibly damage the photographic imago
661I 7. Continaoin replenishment is used in =junction with

cow:layout processing machines.
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669 1. Carryover of premix; mlutions into the fixing bath
and carryover of the changes the fixing bath
activity. The carryover of Ow solutions-dilutes the
chemical componems of the ixing bath and carryover
into the wash depletes the chemical components of the
bath.

669 - 2. The four chemical reactions are complex silver
compounds called arganothiosulfaies are formed:
neutral salts-me-fanned: iodidris fiber:tot and-there
is lose of sulfite.

669 - 3. The four sates are drop in sly; loss of hardening
prop:3.d= clearing time increases; and finally,
complex thioadfates are formed which are insoluble
and came image deterioration.

669 - 4. Effective replenishment should be connected with a
silver recovery program.

669 - 5. The replenishment process is ultimatdy limited by the
accumulation of iodide in the bath. I

670 - 1. a. Variability
b. statistical control
C. average

d.
e. /net low
f.
g. in
h. process average
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.EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE
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Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

1 Check the "course.- -volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet

address ;ab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the

righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match. take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column

to column.

3. Use a medium sharp #1 or =2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.

4 Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you Jim e :o change an -answer

on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is comp te. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to Ea.

6. Keep Vdlume Review Exercise booklet for review and referehce.

7. If mandatorily enrolled student, propess questions or comments through your

unit trainer' or OJT supervisor. ,

If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI

Form 17,

DoN7s:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review

exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as

errors.'

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape. or Mutilate the answer Sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #1 or 2 biack lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE' REFERENCES ARE USED
ON THE VOLUME, REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each
Item number on the VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the

answer to that item can be located. When answerin'g the items on the

VRE 'refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The
VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual

_
VRE,items you missed. Go to. the VRE booklet and locate the Learning
Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and carefully-
review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE again

before you take the closed-book Course Examination.,
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Multipla Choice

1. (600) To Se effective'', every photograph should have a definite

a. tonal scale. c. depth of field.

5. point of iriterest. d. color balance.

:. (603) The leading line on a photograph guides the viewer to the

a. poAt of interest'./
c. frame.

5. horizon line. A. edga of the composition.

3. (530) Which technicue is used tc make a Moving subject appear sharp but the

cackground plurry?

a. Stop action. -. 'Field of focus.

Ferspecti7,- control..
A

.

4. (600) The depicting of i three-dimensional subject-on a two-dimensional

surface is defined as

a. terte-t=va.
O . illusionism.

o foreshortening.
A :0.1nterpcint:

5. (600) 'What three compositional devices are used to create a feeling of depth in

a photograph?

a. Line; figure, and texture. c. Texture, haze, and line.

5. Figure, texture, and haze. d. Haze, line, and figure.

6. (601) In photography work, the convergence of parallel lines are accepted in

the

a. horizontal.
5. diagonal.

vertical.

pectral.

7. (602) 'By shooting down on your subject, yol make the subject appear

a. larger.

D. more imposing. d. significant.
C. smaller.

9. (603) To Se an effective communicator of phctozraphy, :he photographer must best

anderstand the

a. receiver. C. visual symbols.

b. props. d. English laneuage.

9. (604) At what angle are lights positioned for copying glossy subjects?

a. 25°.

5. 45°. 4P
d. 350.

L. (6C5) If you are copying a black-and-white print witn a olue stain, what type

filter would Se used? V

a. Green.

b. Red.

c.

,d. Dark blue.

IL. (505) If you are copying a Slack-and-white print that has faded yellowish-Orowr

you should use which filter?

a. Blue.

. 5. Red.

c. Green.

d. Yellow.



l2. ( 606) When coPYing color photographs in black-and-w ite, you should use what

type cf film?

a. ::Itraviciet.

t. Panchromatic.

c. Blue-sensitive.
d. Orthochromatic.

13. c6C7) When using a 10-inch lens, wnat bellows extension is needed to make a
25 percent reduct:on?

a. 18 inches.
b. 12 1/2 inches.

What aould tne cecws extehsicn factor te if !our oellows extension was
incnes anc :he focal length of your lens was 5 incnes?

C. 16 inches.
i. 1: inches.

c. 3.

7.

15: (608) When copying color slides, -ne 4"-1(cate is likely to nave 7ore

a. detail. s. contras: :nan tne criginal.
:. fine ;rein. sa7=1-ict ::an

16. (509) When using tne X.P7-, :he image will appear

a. reversed. c. curvilinear.
inverted. -2. distorted.

(6:2) Biological-genetic factors which to individual c.2.aracteristics

include

a. sex, race, and customs. c. customs, intelligence, and sex.

b. race, customs, and intelligence, d. intelligence, sex, and race,

(611) The 5Ws of journalism include

a. who, wonder, and what. c. what, where, and who.

b. wOnder, what, and where. d. where, who, and wcnder.

19. (612) Photography would be found under what Dewey decimal classification?

a. 3:-:Social Sciences.
c. 500Pure Science.

:. 720Fine Arts.
d. 900History.

20. (612) The following are all types of card catalogs except

a. author cards. c. subject cards.

b. title cards. d. category cards;

21. (613) An ardhitectural assignment normally calls for wnat kind of camera?

a. View.

b. Pr,.ss.

c. 35mm reflex.
d. Twin-lens reflex.

22. (614) Preventiy,e maintenance includes all of the following excect

a. lubrication. c.. cleaning.

b. disassembly. d. making adjustments.

4 .4
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23. (616) When using broad lighting, the main light fully illuminates

a. from underneath the face.

b. the front of the face from a high angle.
c. the side of the face turned toward the camera.
'a. the side of the face turned away from the camera.

24. (616) When making a portrait, the light closest to the camera normally acts

as what kind of a light?

a. Hair. c. Back.

b. /Main. d. Fill.

25. (L.6) Which one of the following lighting raios is routinely used to turn out

high quality portraits?

S. 6:1.

C. 1:1.

d. 3:1.

25. (617) What type of lighting should be used when phoolographing a broad-faced

subject?

a. Short. c. Broad.

b. Glamour. d. Cross.

27. (618) A misfire,, when using "Ascor" series 360-1 lighting, resi'llts in

a. an audible warning. c. a repeating flash.

b. a blown fuse. d. flashing red lights.

4
28. (619) Ali of the following applies to the production of passport pictures

excepi that ,

a. color film is used. ,

b. 35mm reflex cameras are used.

c. photographs are made imduplicate.
d. prints must withstand a high temperature.

29. (620) All of the following techniques are used in identifying participants in

a caption except

a. contrast. c. elimination.

b. action. d. right to left.

30. (621) Which type of continuity requires a definite,sequence?

a. Narrative chronology. c. Contrast continuity.

h. Repeated iderevEty. d. Parallel continuity.

31. (622) The first part of a shooting script is concerned primarily with

a. sequence of shots. c. shooting angle.

b. general ideaa. d. shooting position.

32. (623) 7o be an effective industri1 photographer, it is most important that you

a. understand abstract photo
b. know how to editorialize the subjecse
c. know how to operate an industrial abera.
d. understand the industrial process you are photographing.

4



33: (524) What type of camera attachment is used to shoOt photo sequences?

le
.

A. Rangefinder focusing. c. Telephoto lens.

5. Motor drive. ,
d. Sequence lens.

34. (57.5) All of the following applies to combat photography excect the rv.=c TO

carry

a. lightweight flasn equipment.
b. military gear.

c. a good supply of film.
d. simple tools for camera repair.

SS. (625) Wbich of.the following attachments permits the most versatility in
establishing a given image size?

a. Extension tubes. c. Macro lens.

5. Olose-up attachments. d. Bellows.

35. (52.3, T.;.7. a 5 times magnification of tne subject, your exposure would Lave to
ce increased oy what factor?

a. 25X.

S. 7:EX.

c. 20X.

et,, 5X.

(i27) The main purpose of accident photography is to

a. help investigative personnel.
furnisn support data in civil suits.

c. prsvide pnotographs'for safety campaigns.

. provide material for the Airman magazine.

38. (523) Which camera is the most suitable for unsatisfactory material report
photography?

'410)

a. View. c. 35mm Reflex.

b. Press. d. 35mm Rangefinder.

3g. (6281_ Which technical order should you consult concerning unsatisfactory material

report work?

a. 33-1586-5. c. 00-09C-95:

b. 0Q-35D-54. d. 00-1035-28.

G. (629) The type of black-and-white film that has the best haze cutting qualities

is

a. panchromatic. c. infrared.

b. Ektachrome. d. blue-sensitive.

41. (629) Which type of oblique aerial photograph does not include sky or horizon?

a. Low. C. High.

b. Three-quarter. d. Perspective.

42. (630) Wben doing aerial photography, you need not be concerned with

a. exposure. c. type of camera.

5. deptti of field. d. choice of film.

3. (631) In machine processing, feet per minute can be compared with what factor

in band processing?

a. Agitation.
b. Temperature.

5

c. Time.

d. Solution activity.

4 .!
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(631) To maintain proper solution strength, what system is used with.continuous

processing equipment?

a. oRecirculation. c. Replenihment.
D. Tank turbulation. d. Gaseous burst.

. (632) The maximum speed of the Versamat liC-MW is how many feet per minute?

a. 10. c. '20.

b. 15. d. 5.

7he replenisnment rates on a Versamat 11C-MW are set by

2

a. .enisner switches. c. flow meters.

recircilation pumps. d. fixer-developer switches.

Koaax 2 ve.Lcp'er Syst=m Cleaner must b. tahaled carefully because it
contains

a. sulfuric acid. c. sulfamic acid.

b. boric acid. d. cyanide.

--. (C3.) What is tne mos: important aspect of o;erazor maintenance on pnotograpnic
equipment?

a. Disassembly. c. Redesign.

b. Lubrication. d. Cleanliness.

(6?5) The optical spectrum inclucetftall of tne follcwing except,

a. ultraviolet.
infrared.

c. X-rays.

d. white light. '

50. (635) Selective reflection is a characteristic most often displayed by certain

a. lastics. c. papers.

b. Iwoods. d. metals.

51. (635) ihe ability of a mat-rial to absorb radiation of one wavelengtn and

re-radiate it at another is called

a. dispersion: c. refraction.
d. electromagnetism.S. fluorescence.

52. (635) The major deficiency of Maxwell's system of color production was the

a. use df additive filters. c. use of subtractive filtration.

S. need for dye transfer. d. lack of permanence.

53. (636) The subtractive primary colors are

a. magenta, cyan, and yellow. c. red, green, and blue.

S. blue, yellow, and cyan. d. rea, magenta, and blue.

54. (636) If equal parts of green, blue, and red light are projected from three

light sources and then superimposed, what type of light will be produced?

a. Black.

b. Magenta.

4 4
6

c. White.
d. Blue.

qqi



55. (537) A.combination of cyan and magenta filters over a single light source

would pass what colon of light?

a. Red.

Sreen.

c. Blue.

d. Yellow.

FE. 135) The middle layer of color film is designed to recora what color of light?

a. Red.

5. Green,

57. (i38) Zero e.elvin is based on

c. Blue.

d. Yellow.

a. -273 C.
c. 100° C.

o. 6E° F. d. 212°

7..n;s:en color film is particularly sensiti7e to what c-,lor lignt:

a. Rec.

b. Blue.

o. Green.

d. White.

To ,.eep color film for longer than six montit snouizI be stored at a

temperature of about

a. 70° F.

b. SC° F.

c. 25° F.

d. 0° F.

6Z. (5,4l) Type 3 Vericolor film is balanced for what type of lignting?

a, Zlear flash. c. ?hotofloods.

b. Tungsten. d. Daylight.

61. (642) To use tungsten color film under daylight conditions, you need which

filter?

a. 86.

b. 86A.

c. 85B.

d. 85C.

2. (643) All of the following should be observed when mixirtg color cnemistry except

a. following manufacturer's directions.

t. mixing in stainless steel mixing tanks.

c. using water with not more than 5 ercent iron content.

d. mixing the chemicals in the order in which they are used:

63. (644) Color dyes are released in which step of color processing?

a. Bleach.
c. Color developer.

b. Clearing bath. d. Stabilizer.

64. (644) What type of coupler is used in the bottom layer of color negative film?

a. Clear.
c. Reddish magenta,,

b. Yellow.
d.. Cyan.

65. (645) The first developer in reversal color processing produces what type of

image?

a. Color negative.

b. Latent positive.

7

c. Dye positive.

d. Black-and-white negative.

_ 4 8



66. (b45) Reversal exposure forms-what kind of latent image?

a. Positive.
b. Color dye.

C. Negative.
d. Collodial.

7. (645) Which reversal,processing step converts all the_silver into a solUble
compound?

a. Stabilizer.
b. Wash.

c. Fixing bath.
d. Bleach.

B. (647) What type of an enlarger is the Chromega D-4 projection printer?

a. Diffusion.
b. Point source.

c. Condenser.
d. Fluoregcent.

1647) The three fi'ter wheels on 'me (Thromega D-4 handle what colors?

a. Red, green, blue.
b. Red, yellow, green,.

c. White, yellow, blue.
d. Cyan, magenta, yellow.

70. (647) What color dye is formed in the middle layer of color paper?

a. Cyan.

b. Yellow.
c. Magenta.
d. Orange.

71. (648) What type of exposure is used in the majority of Air Force color printing?

a. 'White light.
b. Tricolor.

72. (649) When tray processing color prints with Ektaprint 3 chemistry, gloves
should be worn because the chemicalstare

c. Additive.
d. Halogen.

a.

b.

hot.

toxic.
c. smelly.
d. cold.

73. (649) What type of Wratten safelight can be used when you,color print?

a. OC. c. 10.

D. OA. d. CP.

-4. (650) All of the following developers can be used with Panalure paper except

a. ektol.

S. CP-5.

c. D-72.

d. Selectol-Soft.

75. (651) Most modern color printers use what type of filter in their color head?

a. CC. c. CP.

S. FLB, d. FLD.

(652) To correct an off-color yellow area on a color print with the dry dye
technique, you would use what color dye?

a. Magenta.

b. Purple.

477. (652) To make dry.dye permane , you use

c. Red.

d. Yellow.

a. reducer. c. steam.

b. fixative'. d. Photo-Flo.

8
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7e. (e52) 7o dry mount color prints, the mounting temperature should not exceed

a. l8')0 F.

t. 20,:'0 F.

c. 230° F.

d. 250° F.

7?. .i,;3) The most durable slide mount is a cohbination of

a. tape and glass. c. plastic and glass.

b. metal and glass. d. cardboard and plastic.

;o. (553) To clean a glass mount, you should use

a.. pnosphate. c.' newtonian suds.

:.ommercial 31ass cleaner. d. detergents with wax.

(-, What :s the most important aspect of photograpniculs;ality cOntrol?

a. Sensitometry. c. Densitometry.

b. Cleanliness. d.4 Chemical analysis.

32. (6775) Xost cnemicals are affected by all the following except

a.

moisture.

c. air.

d. heat.

33. (655) If you leave chemicals in a partially filled jar, they are lir to

beccme

a. toxic. c. stronger.
d. addictive.

34. 4.5,56) Xuddy prints are most likely a'result of

a. overexposure. d. underexposure.

b. overdevelopment. d. underdevelopment.

95. (656) Grayish whites in a print are likely to.be caused by

a. insufficient agitation in the stop bath.'

b. underexposure and forced development.

c. , light fog.

d. reticulation.

96. ("657) A pH of 6 indicates what kind of solution?

a. Acid.

b. Water.

c. -Alkaline.

d. Base.

37. (657) A pH of 7 indicates what kind of solution?

a. Acid. c. Alkaline.

b. Neutral. d. Base.

36. (653) The hardening action of a potassium alum fixing bath is best at what

pH factor?

a. 3. c. 5.

b. 4. d. 6.

29. (658) The normal pH range of, a chrome alum fixing bath is

a. 3 to 4.

b. 4 to 5. ,

c. 5 to 6.

d. 6 to 7.

4.au



Q. (659) Blue litmus paper turns red in what kind of scilution?

a. Base. z. NeUtral.

b. Acid. d. Refined.

_4. (560) When using a pri meter, pH is measured with which electrode?

a. Thermal. c. Electrostatic.
b. Reference. d. Glass.

32. (660) yhe reference electrode on a pH meter, contains which chemical?

a. Sodium sulfate. c. Potassium chloride.
b. ?otassium bromide. d. Diafine.

-.2. (661; Spezific gravity is wit': what instr..-ert"

a. gravity teter. Fot,:ntio;terer.

b. Densitometer. d. Hydrometetv.

94. (661) When taking a specific gravity, how much must be added to your reading
for each 5,°"E. increase over standard temperature?

a. .3001. c.

b. .301. d.

35. (562) A pH reading indicates wnether the_solution has the

,

. proper strength.
b. proper mixture.

c. correct gamma.
d. adequate density.

g6. (663) An'intensity scale sensitometer is preferred ovev a time scale
sensitometerprimarily because it

a. determines gamma.
b. is easier to use. .

c- better handles slow.speed film.
1 d. better dUplicates a Camera exposure. *

I ,7: (664) When zeroing the TD-102 densitometer for black-and-white film readinzs,
I. the gold filter trim should be

_

,

1 .

I a. pieced in the top position. c. in the bottom position.
..,

b. turned counterclockwise. d. clockwise.
,

32. (665) CommonNpgarithms use the base number of

a. 1.

b. 10.

c:-'l00.
d. 1,000.

99. (665) What part of a logarithm is always positive?

a. Given number.
b. Characteristic.

IFIL-14 Mantissa.

d. Caret.
-

IOC. (665), What is the logarit'hmic characteristic of 95.6?

a. D.

b. 1.

c. 2.

d.



'

101. (665) What is.the logarithmic characteristic of 0.0004?

a. 7. c. TY.

What part of zre characteristic 4tirve is the beginning of,the threshold?

a. Soulder.. c. Straight line.
D. Inertia point: d. Toe.

1:3. (566) Hignlight density would be found in what part of a characteristic curve?

a. Tpe. c. Base plus fog.. 4

Straignt line. d. Shouldpr,

:amma Is found wna: part of t:e ,:naract.eristic c,hrve?

izraight line. c. roe.

2-.oulder. d. /Inertia point.

r,

(;5) Chemical changes in a developing solution are the result ofil

a. :xicazion. dilution. and gamma radiation.
d-ilutim, gamma radiation, anc chemical reaction.

C. gamma radiation, cnemiai reaction. and oxidation.,
a. chemical neaction, oxidation, and dilution.

Inez' ie :r. ass mezod f:r detecting tne deterioration,of a
ieve pment solution? "

a. lehsitometry control strip test.
D. Specific gravity test.

c. ph measurement.
d. SOlution analysis.

O. (557) All of the following chemicals could be used in a developer replenisher
formula except

a.' water, c. sodium carbonate.

J. sodium sulfite: d. potassium bromide.

1 (7:63) e;hen a znrome alum stop batn deteriorates, it changes to what color?

a. Purple. ' c. -Pink.
d. Yellowish green.

(559) The first property of a fixing th to change siinificantly is the°

A ,

a. clearing time. c. hardening property. ,

b. acidity. d. color.

113. (659) The useful life of the fixing bath ds u,itimately limited by tne
accumulation of what chemical?

a. Bromide.
'Iodide.

c. Acetic acid.

d. Sodium sulfite.

111 (470) Variance is a mathematical expression used to describe the measurement of

a. frequency distribution. a. variability:

d, periodic sampling.b. the normial curve.
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til. (67 )) 4h variations fall wiothin a prescribed percentage of our predictions,

,

we have a

a. K4rtOtic :.3roZess.

n. constant cause system.

c. computer controlled process.

d. system out of control.

c.17':' A cnart mat is an average of averages is indicate:: ny,wnat symbol?

a. X. c. X.

X. d. XX.

(i73) When ;lotting a :hart. how many poi= in cne za7=, indicates

a :renc signifying cnac ctner tests snoulz ie cond'izten7

-


